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KONINKLIJKE AKADËMIE VAN WETKNSCHAPPEN

TE AMSTERDAM.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEETING
of Saturday May 30, 1914.

Vol XVII.

President: Prof. H. A. Lorentz.

Secretary: Prof. P. Zeeman.

(Translated from: Verslag van de gewone vergadering der Wis- en Natuurkundige

Afdeeling van Zaterdag 30 Mei 1914, Dl. XXIII).

P. RÖTHio and C. U. Arikns Kappkrs : "Furthor contributions to our knowledge ui' tlit^

brain of Myxine glutinosa". (Communicated by Prof. L. Boi-k), p. 2. (Witb 2 pi.).
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Anatomy. — "Further contributions to our knowledge of the brairi

of Mj/xine giutinosa.'' Bj^ P. Röthig (Berlin) and C. U. Ariëns

Kappers (Amsterdam). fCommunicated by Prof. L. Bolk).

(Communicated in the meeting of March 28, 1914).

The former of ns has given a description of the motor roots and

nuclei in IMyxine gliitinosa and in some Amphibia in Vol. XVI of

these Proceedings (p. 296).

For Mjxine the topograplij' of the V— VII nuclens andthespino-

occipital colnmn has been discussed, and mention was made of the

absence of the ejemnscle-nuclei and the motor glossopharyngens.

For the discnssion of the vagus roots reference was made to

further researches not yet completed at that time, which we should

accomplish in conjunction.

It is known tliat the vagus of Myxine glutinosa has caused

many difficulties, and l)efore givini^- our own results we wish

to review the opinions (tf I'ormer authors, because such a review

clearly shows the points which give rise (o dilferent interpretations.

It is obvious that in doing so we shall be obliged to deal again

with other roots of tlie cranial nerves in Myxine.

The tirst description of the central nervous system of Myxine

glutinosa was given by Andf.rs Retzh^s ^), who mentions three

nerves of the Oblongata, the Vagus, a nerve of the labyrinth (Table

VI 1. c. Fig. 7), a cutaneous branch of this labyrinth nerve (Table

VI, Fig. 8) and several branches of the V (p. 397, 400 and 401.)

After A. Retzius, Johannes Müj-ler ") gave an elaborate description

of the origin and periferal course of the cranial nerves in Petromyzon,

Bdellostoma and Myxine. For Myxine he gave a description of tlie

Trigeminus, Facialis, Acusticus and Vagus (comp. F'ig. 4, 4 and 6

on Table III I.e. 1888).

It is interesting that he mentions a cutaneous branch of the VII

(p. 193 1. c. 1838), which still wants aftirmation, specially since

Miss Worthington "'') could not tind any but visceral sensory and

') A. Retzius, Beitrag /Air Anatomie des Ader- und Nervensystems der Myxine

Glutinosa (Lin.) (Aus d. Abbandlg. tl. Königl. Schwedischen Akademie der Wissen

schaften Jahrgang 1822 H. 2) Meikel's Archiv für Anatomie u. Physiologic 1826

S. 38G—404.

-) J. Muller, Ueb. d. eigenlümlicfien Bau des Gehörorgans bei den Gyclostomen,

mit Bemcrkungen über die ungleiclie Ausbildung der Sinnesorgane bei den

Myxinoiden Abhandlg. d. Kgl. Akad. d. Wissensch. Berlin KS37 (25. IV. 1836),

und : Vergleichende Neurologie d. Myxinoiden, ibidem, 1838 (15. II. 1888).

3) J. Worthington: Descriptive Anatomy of the Brain and cranial nerves of

Bdellostoma doml)eyi (p. 169) Quart. Journ. Miser. Science Vol. 49, 1906.



motor fibres in the facial nerve of the American Myxinoid Bdelio-

stoma dombeyi.

After Jon. Muller, Gustaf Retzius ^) gave very valuable contri-

butions which appeared abundantly illustrated in 1881 and J 893.

It is just the excellent descriptions given by G. Retzius that show

how difficult the interpretation of this bi-ain is, for G. Retzius himself

emphasizes at the end of his elaborate desQi-iption of 1893 (p. 63)

that — though he had been gathering the data concerning the

brain of this animal for several years, he had not yet succeeded in

obtaining a complete idea of its exact relations.

G. Retzius mentions, as did P. RöTniG in his contribution (1. c),

the absence of the trochlearis, oculoniolorius and abducens. The

most frontal nerve roots, according to him, are two trigeminal

branches (p. 60 and Table 24, F.'g. 1—3) each provided with a

spindleshaped ganglion.

Following on this he tinds a small nerve without ganglion (a

motor nerve consequently) which he considers to be — like Joh.

Muller — the facial nerve. Close to this nerve he tinds a third

ganglionated root, which he supposes to be a third trigeminut; root;

and behind these the two roots of the octavus occur which he had

already described before (1881) : the Ramus anterior and r.imus

posterior acustici. Much more backward the vagus roots appear

without ganglion. Dorsally from these he, however, iinds a small

sensory root with an oval ganglion, which he considers to be a

sensory vagus root (p. 59),

After G. Retzius Sanders ') took up this subject. Since this work
was not available for us, we can only quote from it what Holm
has cited (1. c. infra).

According to this author Sanders found the V, VII, Vlll and X
nerves, but differs in so far from G. Retzius that he considers some
roots entering the brain behind the vagus of Retzius still as vagus

roots, whilst the latter mentions them as spino-occipital nerves.

It is Sanders' merit to have first given a detailed description of

the oblongata-miclei, which he divides into two cellgroups of which

one has an entirely central position near the dorsal raphe: "ganglia

centralia", and another near the perifery of the bulb: "ganglia latero-

5) G. Retzius. Das Gehörorgan d. Wirl-eltiere Bd. I, Stockholm, 1881 ; Ueb. d.

Hypophyse von Myxine Biolog. Untersuclig. Bd. VI ; Das Riickenmark von Myxine

Biolog. Untersuclig. N. F. Bd. W. 1891 ; Das Geliirn und das Auge von Myxine

Biolog, Untersuchg, N. F, Bd. V 1893.

") Sanders. Researches on the nervous system of Myxine glulinosa. 1894,

Williams and Norgale, London.

1*



ventralia", the latter of which extending (varying in size) from the

entrance of the V to the X.

In Gegenbauk's Festschrift Fürbringer '; describes the spinal, occi-

pito-spinal and vagal roots (p. 616 et seq.) and gives a drawing of the

roots of the American Myxinoid : Bdellostoma (Text figure 1). Accord-

ing to him the vagus leaves the brain with 1—4 rootlets (he

draws 2) and j)0ssesses a prevailing motor character (p. 619).

FiiKBRiNGKR statcs that this also holds good for Mjxine. He con-

siders the glossopharyngeus — not mentioned by preceding authors—
as represented by elements of the nervus pharyngeus X, although

he states that a branchial sack innervated by the IX is failing in

Myxinoids. In other words he grants the absence of an indepetident

IX, but supposes that elements of it are included in the pharyngeus

branch of the X. *)

FüRBRiNGKR cmphasizcs that the spino-occipital roots are shifted in

a frontal direction in Myxine. This holds good as well for his

first sensory spino-occi|)ital I'oot as for his second S|)ino-occipital

root. The first in his opinion enters the brain on the level of

the ramus aciisticus posterior, the second near the level of the vagus

roots. FüRBRiNGKR poiuts out that, in conti-ast to Myxine, in Petromyzon

the spino-occipital roots are located on a fairly large distance behind

the vagus roots.

This difference between Myxine and Petromyzon, according to

him, can be explained in two ways, either the first spino-occipital

root of Myxine is lackijig in Petromyzon, or the spino-occipital

roots are shifted forward in Myxine. Fürbringkr believes that the

1) Fürbringer, Uebei- die spinooccipilalen Nerven der Selachier iind Holoce-

plialen und ihro verglcicliende Morpliologie. Festsclirift fur Gegenbaur Teil ill 1897

p. ct4y-7GG.

We do not deal here with llie papoi' of Ransom and d'Arcy Thompson (quoted

by Fühbringer) because it contains very little on our subject. Compare : On the

spinal and visceral nerves of Gyclostoinata. Zoologischer Anzeiger No. IX, 1886

p. 421.

~) We may add here that Miss Worthington, to whom we owe such an excellent

series of papers on the American Myxinoid Bdellostoma, considers this branch as

a real IX (1. c. p. 172), "lying so close to the X that it is difficult to distinguish

one from the other". She also mentions that they have a common foramen and

that (p. 173) "the glossopharyngeus runs in the same sheath with die vagus as

far as the second branchial arch"'. Consequently — as far as these points are

concerning —• the presence of a real glossopharyngeus is nol very conspicuous either

in Bdellostoma nor in Myxine — Since its periferal territory also is fairly well

atrophied —- (see the following pages; these arguments for the |)resence of a IX

seem to be open to criticism, though in a very rudimentary way it may be

present.



fust is (rue, and that consoqiiently the lit si sensory spiiio-ocoipilal

root of Myxiiie is lackiriii,' in (lie I.arnprey.

We may remark liei-e tiial, in our opinion, Füiibktnüer is mistaken

when he considers the first root here mentioned as being a spino-

oceipital one. We are moi-e inchned to believe tiiat in Myxine tiie

same relation is found as in Iklellosloma, for which Miss WoirniiNcrroN

has pointed out that Fükbringer's first spino-occ. root is the Acusticus

b, i. e. a hiteralis root. ^)

The topographical difference in the spino-occipital roots between

Mjxine and Petromyzon consequently is not so considerable as FQr-

RRiNGER thought, siuce the spino-occipital roots of Myxine do not

reach as far fi-ontally as the acusticus.

Still there is a conspicuous frontal dis{)lacement of spino-occipital

elements in Myxine, as appears from a comparison of Fig. 2 with

F'ig. 1. In our opinion the transitory region between oblongata

and cervical cord is shift<^d in a frontal direction.

The vago-spino-occipital region of the oblongata has approached

the trigemino-facial region, the otic and postotic part of the bulb

being reduced. This frontal shifting of the vago-spino-occipital i-egion

of the brain is accompanied by a frontal disphicement of the spino-

OQcipital nucleus and roots, but the vagusroots (see fig. 2) are not

so much displaced as their nucleus and remain behind, pei'haps

on account of their lying on the ear capsula.

In consequence the spino-occipital and vagus roots have consider-

ably approached and the vagusroots appear crowded together on the

level of the caudal extremity of the nucleus, instead of being divided

fairly regularly over the level of the whole nucleus as is the case

in Petromyzon.

That the whole vago-spino-occipital region of the bulb has shifted

frontally and not only the spino-occipital region, appears from the fact

that the spino-occipital column does not overlap the vagal column

in Myxine more than in Petromyzon.

As ali-eady said, this process is accüm|)anied, if not partly caused,

by a reduction of the acoustic region of the brain. That the acoustico-

lalei'al system in Myxinoids is not very much developed results also

from the researches of Ayeh.s and Wortuington ^) (see further below).

We shall now proceed to the description of the nuclear topography

of the bulb and discuss at the same time the paper published by

^) Compare: Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science Vol. 49, J 906 p. 171

and 175.

~) Avers ami Worth [ngton : The liner anatomy of Hie bram of lidellosloma

dombeyi 1. The acustico-laleral system. American Journal of Anatomy vol. Vill, l'J08.
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p. RÖTHIG (Berlin) and C. U. ARIËNS KAPPERS (Amsterdam). Further

contributions to our knowledge of the brain of Myxine glutinosa.
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Myxine glutinosa Sagittal Section. Mugn. HO : 1.
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Myxine glutinosa Magn. 20 : 1.

Frontal Section through Ihc I'loiital part ol' the motor V nucleus.
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Nucl. V mot.

Fig. 5.

Myxine glutinosa. Magn. 20 : 1.

Frontal Section through the middle part of the mot. Vnucl. (caudally from Fig. 4).

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVII.





p. RÖTHIG (Berlin) and C. U. ARIËNS KAPPERS (Amsterdam). Further

contributions to our knowledge of the brain of Myxine glutinosa.
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Nucl. V-VII mot. Nucl. V-VII mot.

Fig. 6.

Myxine glutinosa. Magn. 20 : 1.

Frontal Section through the mot. V—Vll-nucleus.
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Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

Myxine glutinosa. Magn. 20 : 1

.

Myxine glutinosa. Magn. 20 : 1

.

Frontal Section through the mot. Vll nucl., Frontal Section through the mot. X nucl.

caudally from Fig. 6.

Dorsal Sp'no-occipital rootfibres

Nucl. X mot.
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Fig 9. Fig. 10.

Frontal Section through the Nucl. X mot Myxine glutinosa. Magn 20:1.

Magn. 20 : 1 (caudally from Fig. 8). Frontal Section through the spino

occip. column.

Proceedingp Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVII





Holm ') on this subject in J 902, which is certainly the best de-

scription as jet given of the motor nuclei in Myxine ^lutinosa.

Holm points out that tlie motor column of the spinal cord (comp.

our Fig. 10) can be traced fron tally in the bulb.

Laterally from it lies the posterior extremity of what Sandehs has

called the lateral or latero-ventral cell group (comp. our. Fig. 9).

Holm divides this latero-central column of the bulb, which we
shall call the viscero-motor column, into two divisions, a frontal and

a caudal one.

He again divides the frontal division into two, the caudal one

into three subdivisions.

We can on\y follow him in so far as we also divide the viscero-

motor column into two divisions (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) of which

howevei- only the frontal one is again divided into two subdivisions.

The caudal viscero-motor division, in our opinion, is continuous (see

Fig. 2 and 3 nucl. X mot.) and does not exhibit subdivisions.

Apart from this column Holm mentions a group of cells located

next the ventricle in the rosti-al part of the oblongata from which

he thinks that a part of the motor trigeminus originates. Another

part of the motor trigeminus should originate from a nucleus in the

lateral part of the oblongata on the level of the acusticus ganglion.

The nuclei of the trigeminus thus would be located at a fairly

great distance from each other, one lying neai- the ventricle, the other

near the perifery of the bulb. (Comp. his Fig. 20 on Plate 21 :

Nc I m. N V and Nc II m. N V).

We do no agree with this description, nor with his statements

concerning the motor facialis.

Also the facialis — according to Holm's opinion — should have two

nuclei (1. c. p. 389) and from his descrij)tion it clearly appears that

he considers our frontal motor V nucleus as a VII nucleus, ibi- the

axones of this nucleus — as shown in his drawings — (Fig. 21

Plate 21) constitute the most frontal root of the bulb.

No doubt the two VII roots described by Holm {Vila and VI 16)

are V roots, since only this nerve leaves the bulb with two motor

roots ^), whereas the motor VII root is single and veiy small. ()ur

opinion is confirmed by his description of the corresponding nuclei.

The first VII nucleus described by this author lies in the frontal

part of the bulb near the perifery, and consists of large cells. His

1) J. F. Holm. The finer Anatomy of the nervous system of Myxine glutinosa.

Morpholog. Jahrbiiph Bnd. 29, 1902.

-) This separation of the motor V in two roots is only visible near the en-

trance. Soon after it they unite.
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second V naeiens according to his description is located in the caudal

elongation ot' the first, is not completely separated from it and

consists of smaller cells, which description is perfectly in accordance

with the two V nuclei (see Fig. 3) of which the second, con-

sisting of smaller cells and not completely separated from the frontal

nuciens, gives also rise to the VII root. (Comp. also Fig. 4—7).

Like Holm we were first inclined to consider the second (caudal)

nucleus only as a VII nucleus, but a more scrutinous examination

of the V fibres showed that in this nucleus also the second motor V
root found its origin.

Summarizing we state that the motor V nuclei mentioned by

Holm are no motor V nuclei, and that of the two VII nuclei

mentioned by this author the frontal one is a pure V nucleus,

whilst the caudal more parvocellular one contains root cells of

the V and VII.

This union of motor V cells and VII cells is in perfect harmony
with the condition found in Petromyzon (comp. Fig 1). where the

motor VII cells also form the caudal contiuuation of the V nucleus

and are a little smaller.

Since we onlj wish to deal with the motor nuclei in this de-

scription, we shall pass the acustico-lateral system, which for the

American Myxinoid Bdellostoma dombeyi has been so minutely

described by Ayers and Worthington ^) and proceed to the motor

X nucleus of Myxine.

It is obvious that, without an examination of the periferal nervous

system and its muscles, the question of the presence or absence of

a motor glossopharyngeus cannot be settled.

We can only state that our researches show a reduction of the

liuniber of root fibers of the motor X group, which in Myxine only

consists of 3 of 4 rootlets, whereas in Petromyzon it contains

together with the glossopharyngeus at least 5 rootlets.

This combined with the fact that the posterior visceromotor column

has suffered a reduction in its frontal part is in harmony with the

opinion defended by Johnston ') that the glossopharyngeus and perhaps

even the first motor X root sensu strictiori are either very much
reduced or absent. A comparison of Fig. ia and 2a shows that this

reduction is only probable for the frontal pole of the column,

1) Ayers and Worthington : They finer anatomy of the brain of Bdellostoma

dombeyi. I. The acuslicolaleral system.. American Journal of Anatomy Vol. VllI,

1908.

-) Johnston : Note on the presence or absence of the glossopharyngeal nerve

in Myxinoids. Anatomical Record Vol. U, 1908,
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Showing the reduction in the frontal part of the vagal column.

since the overlapping of the caudal part of the vagal cohnnn and

spino-occipital column, as well as the topography of the posterior

extremity of the vagal column to the spino-occipital roots, are the

same in both Petromyzon and Myxine.

The reduction of the roots and of the frontal part of the vagal

colunm in Myxine is also in harmony with Stockard's observation

that in Myxinoids, at least in its American foi-ni Bdellostoma, the

branchial sacks behind the hyomandibular arch are atrophied. ^)

The vagal column begins fairly near the posterior extremity of

the mixed V—VII nucleus, lying in a somewhat more dorsal position

(Comp. Fig. 3, 7 and 8). A few scattered cells lie between them, thus

constituting a sort of broken link.

The size of the vagust-ell-^ is considerably smaller than that of

the frontal V nucleus, more like the cells of the mixed V—VII

nucleus, specially the smaller caudal cells of the latter.

In its frontal part the vagus nucleus is rather small and the cells

do not attain their largest size here. The nucleus as well as the

cells attain their maxinnun development in the middle part. We
have not been able however, to state a dixision of the nucleus in

three parts as Holm did.

1) Stockard : The development of the Mouth and Gills in Bdellostoma Stouti.

American Journal of Anatomy Vol. V 19ÜÖ, specially p. 511 and fig. 33—3(5.

Compare also for further knowledge of these animals :

Ayers. Bdellostoma dombeyi. Woodsholc lectures for 181>3.

VVoRTHiNGTON. Contribution to our knowledge of the Myxinoids. American
Naturalist Vol. 3'J, 19Uü.
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On the other hand we agree with Holm that the small ventro-

lateral root that leaves the bulb in the posterior part of the vagal

region and is considered by Sanders to be a vagalroot, is certainly

a spino-occipital one (Cf. Holm p. 395), as much on account of its

position as on account of its central connection.

That the spino-occipital column extends for a short distance in

the vagal region is a general feature in vertebrates and has been

shown before to occur also in Myxine by Edinger ^) (1. c. p. 28).

We also agree with Holm that the dorsal sensory root entering on

this level is a sensory spino-occipital or spinal root and not a sensory

Vagusroot, as results from the facts 1. that the size of its fibres

corresponds with those of the sensory spinal rootfibres, 2. that the

line of entrance and the ascending character of the fibres during

their intramedullary course are the same as in the spinal sensory

roots and 3. because they are joined by the latter during this

course.

Finally we wish to call attention to the fact that not only the

topography of the nuclei, but also the general morphology of this

l)rain shows the compression which the brain has suffered.

Similar to the other ventricles of the brain the 4"^'' ventricle is

reduced to a minimum. This is complicated by the peculiarity that

the caudal end of the midbrain (a cerebellum does not occur in this

animal) protrudes a considerable distance between the dorsolateral

walls of the oblongata and is so closely adjacent to it that only the

|)ial membrane can follow it. Behind the caudal extremity of the

midbrain the dorsolateral walls of the oblongata unite.

One cannot speak here of a real calamus scriptorius caused by a

widening of the ventricle itself. The lateral deviation of the walls

takes place only under the influence of the midbrain, but the 4"^''

ventricle itself remains a small split underneath it. The dotted arrow

in ligure 2 indicates the place of this pseudo-calamus. Since in this

animal, with atrophic eyes, there is no question of an enlargement

of the midbrain being the cause of this telescoping, the only reason

of it can be found in the compression of the whole brain in its

longitudinal axis, which is also exhibited b}' the approach of the

vago-occipital part of the oblongata to the trigemi no-facial part.

This longitudinal compression probably finds its chief reason in

the pressure exercised on the frontal part of the l)rain by the

olfactory pit and dorsal lip, the influence of which on the form

1; Edinger : Das Gehirn von Myxine glutinosa. Abhandlungen der Preussischen

Akademie der Wiss. 1906.
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of tlie hi-ain in Cyclostomes is already menlioiicd by Scott ^) in

Petroniyzon.

As stated above, the telescoping is the more obvious in tlio

oblongata on account of the reduction in the acustico-Uiteral system

of the bulb.

Everything indeed shows that in Myxine we have to do with

considerable secondary modifications.

Also the topography of the motor nuclei is by no means a primi-

tive one.

The primitive location of the V, VIL and X nuclei in Cyclostomes

is near the ventricular ependyma where the matrix of the nerve

cells is, and where they are still found in Petromyzon. In Myxine,

however, the V— VII nucleus has a ventro-lateral periferal position

and the X nucleus a lateral periferal position, a condition that can

only be caused by secondary influences originating in the functional

i-etlectory relations of this animal.

The influence which has caused this secondary position is certainly

the considerable development of the descending sensory V, which

has a dominating influence on the structures of the oblongata, an

influence which is the more prevailing since the other seiisory and

reflectory paths are either atrophied or poorly developed in this

animal. We know that in animals with a well-developed dorsal

viscero-sensory nucleus the motor vagal column generally has a

dorsal position, adjacent to its sensory grey (Selachians), which is

still the case even in Petromyzon.

On account of these facts we cannot agree with Holm in his

statement that Myxine has a more primitive character than Peti'o-

myzon.

Summarizing our results we conclude :

In Myxine the eye-muscle nuclei arc absent.

The motor V nucleus is incompletely divided into two parls corre-

sponding to the central division of the motor root into two ])arts.

In the continuation of the caudal V nucleus also the n)ofor VII

cells are found, as is also the case in Petromyzon. These nuclei have

a ventrolateral position very near the concomitating grey substance

of the sensory root. A central V nucleus (Holm) has not been found.

The posterior viscero-motor column, and also the spino-occipital

motor column has shifted considerably frontally. By the adjacency

of the earcapsule this shifting coidd only be partly followed, by

the motor X roots, which are crowded together on the earcapsula.

^) Scott. The embryology of Petromyzon. Journal of Morphology Vol. 1, 1887
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The spi no-occipital roots have, however, followed the shifting of their

nucleus and have come verj' near the vagus roots.

The posterior viscero-motor column is considerably shortened at

its frontal extremity, which most probablj' results from tiie

absence or extreme reduction of the motor IX, and perhaps even

of the frontal motor X root (Johnston) in connection with the absence

or reduction of the two posthyomandibular branchial sacks (Stockard).

Physics. — "Farther experiments with liquid helium. J. 1 lie imitation

of an Ampère molecular current or of a permanent magnet by

means of a supra-conductor." Communication N". 1046 from the

Physical Laboratory at Leiden. By Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnes.

(Communicated in the meeting of April 24, 1914).

§ 1. Introduction. If a current is generated in a closed supracon-

ductor, from which no other work is required than what is necessary

to overcome the possible remaining micro-residual resistance of the

conductor, it follows, from the small value that the micro-residual

resistance can have at the most, that the current will continue

for a considerable time after the electromotive force that set it in

motion has ceased to work. The time of relaxation r in which

the current decreases to e-^^^ of its value is given by the ratio

— of the self-induction L and the resistance r of the circuit. When
r

r approaches zero, this period may rise to very high values. Whereas

the time of relaxation is extremely small in ordinary cases (for the

coil with which we are about to deal for instance, of the order of

a hundredthousandth of a second) when the resistance in the supra-

conducting condition becomes say 1,000,000 or even 1,000,000,000

times smaller it may increase so much, that the disappearance of

the current can be observed ; it may e\'en take place extremely slowly.

From the moment that I had found in mercury a supra-conductor

at the lower temperatures which can be obtained with liquid helium,

I was desirous to demonstrate the persistence of a current iji a con-

ductor of this kind, and amongst other things to take advantage of

it in the further investigation of the microresidual resistance of the

supra-conductor^). But it was only after the previous study of various

1) For the salce of brevity we use the word resistance here in the sense of

quotient of potential difference and current strength. In supra-conductors (see

Gomm. No. 133) we can at present only speak of current and potential difference

;

whether the relation between these two can be expressed by means of the concep-

tion of specific resistance, has still to be investigated. (Comp. note 1 § 3).
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problems, which were also of value for the knowledge of the con-

ditions which had to be considered, that I arrived at the simple

experiment which 1 am now able to describe, and which confirms

what I have adduced in a convincing way.

For this experiment a conductor was available whose constants,

in so far as they were needed in designing the experiment, were

known : I refer to the coil of lead wire Pf>xn which has several

times been mentioned in |n-evioii,s papers. A thousand turns of lead

wire of Vm sq. mm. in section are wound on a small brass tube

oi 8 mm. in diameter in a layer 1.1 cm. thick and 1.1 cm. long.

'At the ordinary temperature the coil lias a resistance of 734 i2 and

as the inductance is 10 inilli-henries, the relaxation time may be put

at about 1:70000 of a second. The micro-residual resistance at 1°.8 K.

had been found to be more than 2 x 10^° times smaller than the

resistance at tlie ordinary temperature ; the relaxation time therefore

must be at least of the order of a day. The limit to which the current

may be raised before ordinary resistance is suddenly generated, had

also been determined; at 1°.8 K, this limit was ().8 amp.; it is clear

that a lower current than that is sufticieut to make the coil into a

powerful little magnet. Finally the threshold value of the n.iagnetic

field, below which no resistance is produced in the coil was known :

at 1°.8 K. it had been found to be about 1000 gauss. It was ascer-

tained (cf. § 3), that it was unnecessary to use a field of that strength

to be able to make the experiment by means of generating a current

by induction in the conductor. The conductor after having been tested

as to its superconductivity had to be closed in itself in a supercon-

ductive way. This was effected b\ fusing the ends of the lead wire

together : in previous experiments it had been f()und, that this treat-

ment did not lead to the production of ordinary resistance. In view

of all the data I could be assured, that all the conditions necessary

lor the success of the experiment were fulfilled.

§ 2. Arrangement of the experiment. The coil was fitted up in

the same cryostat which had served for the previous experiments

with the plane of the windings vertical in such a manner, that it

could be raised and lowered, as well as turned round a \'ertical

axis. Fig. 1 shows the arrangement diagrammatically.

As the coil was closed the current in it was generated by induction.

A large WKiss-electromagnet, at hand for the experiments ofComm.
N". 140(/ could be moved on casters towards the cryostat to a position

in which the cryostat with the coil was in the interferruni.

In order to obtain an unambiguous result it is advisable to be
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able to test the magnetic condition of the coil while no othei* magnetic

objects are in the neighbourhood; it is also necessary to prevent the

induction currents which are generated when the field is produced

and when it disappears from partly or completely neutralising each

other (cf. § 4).

It can therefore be easily seen that the follow-

ing procedure is advisable: the field is put on,

while the coil is in the cryostat at the centre of

the interferrum, everything being i)repared for

siphoning the liciuid helium into the cryostat.

The current generated at the production of the

field is then immediately dissipated by the ordinary

resistance of the coil before the heUuni is })Oured

over. Care is taken to keep the field below the

thresliold-value of the production of ordinary

resistance, which holds for the temperature at

which the experiment is going to be made. The

coil is tiien cooled l)y letting in liquid helium,

the held leuiaining luichanged. In this manner a

supra-conducting coil is obtained, closed in itself

-<!>- without a current placed in the magnetic field.

If the field is now put off and the apparatus

which have produced it are removed, a cui'rent

will remain in the coil which is smaller than or

in the limit equal to the threshold-value corre-

sponding to the tem[)erature of the coil. The presence of this current

can be established by its magnetic action outside the cryostat.

In order to obtain a strong current it is advisable to cool the

coil as far down as possible, as thereby the threshold-value of the field

to be used for the induction and the threshold-value of the current

are both made as high as possible. For that reason the first experiment

was made at a temperature of I''.8 K, the lowest temperature which

can be reached comparatively easily and maintained for a long time.

§ 3. Calculation of the experummt. Assuming that the field

diminishes proportionally to the time t from i/„ to and calling M
dM

the magnetic i)otential of the coil in the field //,—- will be constant

during the period of the disappearance of the field and the equation
')

di . dM
L h *'^^^— —

dt dt

1) Here is supposed thai r is independent of i below the threshold value iD of i.
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with / = O at the beginning gives

^=^--(i-rr'j1 dM
r dt \

r
and for small values of - and t, as long as M has not reached

» L
zero, with sutlipient approximation

1 dM
L dt

so that, if M reaches while / is still small,

L

will be the tinal value of the current,

In our experiment the constants were //„=:= 400, J/„ = l,26xl<)%

L = \0\ so that / could rise to 0,126 C. G. S. or 1.26») Amps.

The current caji thei'efore reach the threshold-value 0.8 Amp. even

with a tield of rather more than half the strength assumeil in the

calculation (cf. one of the expei-iments in § 4). From 'the moment

r

at which this value is reached ordiiuxry lesistance appears and

will be no longer small: the further increase of i above the threshold

value Id follows a ditferent law from below ij).

For an accurate calculation of the jirocess above iu, it woidd

be necessar)' to take into account the complicated law of increase

of the resistance ^vith the current beyond io- For our pur|»ose it

is sufficiently accurate to assume, that when iu is exceeded I)y a

small amount, the resistance becomes suddejdy r' of the order of

magnitude above the vanishing [)oint.

dM
In that case, —— remaining the same as before, the current will

at

I dM
be able to rise by a small amount I— in=z--— , which will soon

•^

r dt

dM
be reached, Avill then become constant and. onJ/and— becomin":

dt
""

zero, disappear again in a short time. In view of the value of .1/

and r' we may, if Al does not change very rapidly, disregard i— i^^

unless we intend an explanation of all the details of the experiment.

We therefore come to the conclusion, that, J/„ being sufticienlly

1) The more accurate data given liere dider somewhat Irom lliuse in the Dutcli

text.



large, thé current (Fig. 2) on M diminishing to will reach the

tijresliold-valuo, belonging to the temperature of the experiment, and

Fig 2. Fig. 3.

after the incluclion lieing completed will continue, while only after

a lonii' time /' accord ino' to the relation

i = ID<^

in accordance with the large value of the time of relaxation

an appreciable diminution of i will be observed.

The case, that the initial value of M is above the threshold-value

of the |>rodiiction of resistance J//;, is represented in Fig. 3, which

after the foregoing needs no special elucidation. The result is ap-

parently again dependent oji the threshold-value of the current (see

also one of the experiments in § 4).

As appears froni tlie values given above an initial field much
smaller than Md was sufficient in our experiment.

According to the above calculation it was to be expected, that

the examination of the magnetic action of the coil could be per-

formed with a simple compass-needle brought near the crjostat.

§ 4, Details of the observations. The result proved the correctness

of the discussion contained in the previous sections. The field was

taken at 400 gauss. In 10 seconds it was reduced to 200 gauss

and i in mediately afterw^ards the electromagnet was rolled away in

5 seconds. The compass-needle which was then placed beside the

cryostat to the East of it on a level with the coil and at a distance



from it of 8 cms pointed almost at right angles') to the meridian.

When the action on the magnet was compensated by means of a

second coil placed on the other side (West) of it of abont the same
dimensions as the experimental coil and ot 800 turns, it was found

that the coil was carrying a current of about 0.5 to 0.6 amp. *).

This was further confirmed by turning the coil and by mox'ing the

compass-needle to various positions abont the cryostat ^). During an

hour the current was observed not to decrease perceptibly (as far

as could be judged by the deviation of the needle with an accuracy

of 107o)- During the last half hour the coil was no longer at

1°.8 K. but at 4°. 25 K. the tem|)ei'ature of helium boiling under normal

atmospheric pressure. ITndoubtedly even at this temperature the

observation might have been continued much longer without much
diminution of the current. A coil cooled iji liquid helium and provided

vyith current at fjeiden, might, if kept irnmersed in liquid helium,

be conveyed to a considerable distance and there be used to demon-

strate the permanent magnetic action of a supra-conductor carrying a

current. I should have liked to show the phenomenon in this meeting

(Kon. Acad. Amsterdam), in th^ same way as I brought liquid

hydrogen here in 190(i, but the aj)plianees at my disposal do not

yet allow the transportation of liquid helium.

Whereas the experiment, so far as described, shows, that a current

when started in a supra-conducting wire continues to flow, the

process is immediately stopped as soon as ordinary resistance is

generated in the circuit. When the coil is lifted out of the helium,

the current is instantaneously destroyed. The temperature of the

coil is thereby xery quickly raised above the vanishing point of

lead (6° K) and the very long relaxation-time is replaced by a very

short one. Reimmersion of the coil, if not too soon after the lifting

out, does not again produce magnetic action.

If the experiment is made with the windings of the coil parallel

to the field, no effect") is to be expected. This expectation was in so

far confirmed as only a slight effect was observed : this effect can

i) The field of the. earth beilig distorted by machinery the action of the latter

Was compensated by magnets and there resulted a weaker field (note added in

the translation.)

2) [Calculated from the moment, comp. N". liÜtZ g 8, end. Added in the trans-

lation]. The coil has a magnetic moment of about 180 C.G.S. and behaves as if the

lead possessed remanent magnetisation of some 200 C.G.S. units.

3) On repeating the experiment at 4°.25 K. nearly 0.5 amp. was obtained; a

later experiment with larger initial field at 2°.3 K. gave 0.7 amp. (see further down).
-••) Nearer consideration points to a small effect Comp. N". 140c (Note added in

the translation).

2

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVII.
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be sufücieiitly explained l>y assuming- that the attempt to place the

windings exactly parallel to the field had not succeeded. ^)

If the initial value of the Held is higher than the threshold-value,

Mjj the i-esult is the same. This case is rej)resented in fig. 3. In

one experiment the initial field was 5000 gauss and the observed

magnetic moment corresponded to a current /= 0.7 amp.

If the field through the. supraconducting coil is first put on and

subsequently put off again by bringing the excited electromagnet

to its position at the cryostat and then removing it, according to

the above reasoning fdisi-egarding the exceedingly slow diminution

with the time) no resultant current ought to remain, if no account

had to be taken of the threshold-value of the current. Indeed for

the second period the relation i— i, e

L— t'

L
holds, if L is

the current obtained in the

first period during the gene-

ration of M^. This case will

be realized, if care is taken,

that the threshold-value of

the current is not exceeded,

li is represented in fig. 4

by the lines which give the

field Mi and the current

//, as functions of the time,

if during the increase of

M the threshold-current is

reached, the current will not

grow appreciably on further

rise of M ; from the moment,

that the increase of At stops, the current assumes the threshold-value

and stays there, until M begins to decrease : it then begins to fall

and becomes zero, before the field has disapi)eared ; on the further

diminution of the field, the current assumes the opposite sign and

(he resultant current will be that which has been formed at the

moment that M = 0, if it remains below the threshold-value, or the

threshold-current itself, if that is reached before M has disappeared.

In the latter case the curi-ent will exceed the threshold-value by

') Tliis experiment bad been made some 'ays before the main experiment, alllioiigii

il liad nol been Ibe intention to make it witb Ibul position of the coil. So far it

has not been repealed. At the moment of making tbis first communication il liad

nol Iteen repeated. |lt lias been repeated since; again a rest was found. (Note

added in Ibe translation. Comp. (Jomm. N". 14()c)].
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a very nmall amount fi-oiii the moment, that the threshold-value i8

reached, nntil M= 0. In tig. 4 this case is represented by the lines

which give the relation between the tield M^ and the current ia.

All instance of the case represented b}' a is given by an experi-

ment, in which (he Held brought lo the cryostat was 400 gauss. A
strong resultant current was observed as in the case, when the coil

was first i'vee of current in the field of 400, was then made supra-

conductive and was finally charged with current b}' tiie removal of

the field. An instance approximately corres'ponding to case h was

obtained, when the same experiment as a was carried out with a field of

190 gauss. Even in this case the compensation was not quite complete

and a little more favourable, when the field was made to approach

slowly, than with a rapid approach.

With a rising field account has to be taken also of the compli-

cation arising out of the influence of the field of the current itself on

the threshold-values of the field and current. In fact this was not the

only feature in the experiments which could not be fully explained

yet: naturally as tiiej' were performed for the first time, the arrange-

ments were still imperfect ^). Taken together however the}' ma}' be

said to confirm the main experiment whicli shows that it is possible

in a conductor without electromotive force or leads from oul;side '^)

to maintain a current permanent!}' and thus approximately to imitate

a permanent magnet or better a molecular current as imagined by

Ampère.

The electrons once set in motion in the conductor continue their

course practically undisturbed, the electrokinetic energy, represented

by Maxweli, by the mechanism of the rotating masses coupled to

the current, retains its value, the rotating fiy-wheels go on with

their velocities unchanged, as long as no other than supraconductors

come into play : the application of a small ordinary resistance

however stops the mechanism instantaneously. Although the experi-

ment mainly confirmed my deductions as to what had to be expected,

1) One of the first questions still to be answered is, what part a possible magnetisation

of lead or brass may liave played in tlie phenomena : so far no proof has been

given, that this may be neglected. However, even now from the experiment, in

which the windings were parallel to the lines of force, we may draw the conclusion,

in view of the small amount of the action in that case, that the magnetisation

of the material of the coil can only play a very subordinate part compared to the

electromagnetism of the current, to which I have above ascribed the deviation of

the compass-needle.

2) It may be mentioned here, that it will be possible, by a change of tempera-

ture of a small part of the conduclor. to insert a resistance in the circuit which

can be very delicately regulated without touching it,

2*
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a deep impression is made by the very striking realisation which

it gives of the mechanism imagined by Maxwell completed by the

conception of electrons.

It is obvions that the subject will lead to further discussions ^)

and plans, but in this paper 1 maj^ be allowed to confine myself to

the simple description of the experiment carried out.

Physics. — "The chemical constant and the application of the

quantum-theor// hy the method of the natural vibrations to the

equation of state of an ideal monatomic gas." By Dr. W.
H. Keesom. Supplement N". 36i^ to the Communications from

the Physical Laboratory at Leiden. (Communicated by Pi-of.

H. Kamerlingh Onnes).

(Communicated in the meeting of March 28, 1914).

§ 1. In Suppl. N". 33 (Dec. 1913) the expression for the entropy,

aS', of a gas was discussed, as it follows from the application of the

quant um-theorj" to the molecular translatory motion by the method

of the natural vibrations. Molecular rotations and intramolecular

motions were not taken into account there. As was observed, the

chemical constant is connected with the additive constant which

occurs in the development of .S' for high temperatures. The object

of this paper is to show that the value of the chemical constant,

which in that manner is deduced from the expression for the entropy

(an expression which had already been given by Tetrode), is in

satisfactory agreement with values of this constant which correspond

to the experimental data concerning vapour pressures of monatomic

gases.

§ 2. We shall confine ourselves in this paper to the consideration

of monatomic gases. If for the energy distribution one of the tem-

perature functions is assumed which occur in the quantum-theory,

one may suppose that the molecular rotatory motion, particularly

for the molecules of a monatomic gas, is in thermal equilibrium

Bay with the translatory motion. If in particular tluit temperature

function (given by Planck) is assumed which implies a zero point

energ3'j the molecular rotations in a monatomic gas also, at the

temperatures at which they have been investigated, represent a con-

siderabie amou]it of eneigy in proportion to the molecular trans-

1) Compare also Maxwell, lillectricity and Magnetism II, Gh. VI.
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latory motions. The characteristic temperatures ((5„, cf. Siippl. N^ 32a).

which according to that hypothesis govern tlie rotatory energy, are,

however, owing to the small moment of inerlia of the monatomic

molecules, so high, that at the ternperatures mentioned the energy

of rotation of the molecules does not yet deviate appreciably from

the corresponding zero i)oint energy. The same applies to the motions

within the atom. The contributions to the entropy due to these

rotations of and motions within the atom may then be counted as

zero. We limit ourselves to the temperature range within which this

is the case ').

We shall further assume that we are dealing with an ideal

monatomic gas, so that terms due to the intluence of the real

volume or of the mutual attraction of the molecules need not to be

considered.

The entropy of such a gas is then, on the basis of the hypotheses

of Suppl. N". 30a, determined by the expressions given in Suppl.

NV 33 § 2a.

§ 3. In the first place, as was already observed in Su[)pl. N". 33

^ '2a/i, the introduction of the zero i)oint energy makes no change

in the value which is found for the chemical constant. Hence a

comparison of the value calculated for this constant, e.g. with the

value which was found by Sackur to agree with experimental data,

cannot furnish a test between Planck's formula with or without

zero point energy ^).

§ 4. If the development of S for high temperatures: equation (J 4)

Suppl, N". 33, is written in the form

then

6'= Cs + Nk In V + V, Ak In r + j

! 7 • • • • (1)
-j- terms of smaller order of magnitude I

' ' '

Cs = Nk{i + ~lnii]\A (2)

1) According to measurements by Pier of the specific heat of argon, this tem-

perature range extends for this gas to at least 2300° G. As Prof, Einstein pointed

out in a discussion, the investigation at high temperatures of the specific heat of

a monatomic gas with high atomic weight, such as mercury, would be of great

interest.

2) Prof. SoMMERPELD asks me to say, that lie wishes the sentence: "Nebenbei

sei bemerkt etc. on p. 139 of: Vorlriige liber die kinetische Theorie der Materie

und der Eleklrizitat," Leipzig und Berlin 1913, to be omitted.
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From e(|nali()ii (13) ol' Siipjil. N". 33 with (M|ii;ui(>n (I8rz) of Siippl.

N". 30r/ it follows thai

,_ 3 P MjtVIs
'' ~ 5M' ^ V^AV ^

^

From these formulae follows for the entrop}- constant

With the valnes iV— B.SS.IO'-^'' (according to Pkrrin), y;;=:1.21.1()^^%

— =:r4.8().10 •', which were accepted in Suppl. N". 3(k, equation
k

(4) with Jik =: R passes into

Cs — Ji\^\üM—7A^\ (5a)

If we take Millikan's ^) valnes 1^=^.00.10'', k = LSI .
10^'\

- =4.83.10 ", we find

C, = R —In if — 7.285 (56)

For the chemical constant Cne, which is derived from C, by

means of the relation ^)

Cs — 2.bR + Rln Nk
Cnk =

i?ln 10

we find

(7>^E = YlogJ/ + 3.60i {Qa)

and / ill c.g.s. units

Cne = ^ loo- i/ + 3.(57) (66)

respectively.

These values ditfer from those which Sackuk has compared with

the vapour pressures of mercury and argon aiul which he found

fairly well conlirmed, oidy by 0.35 and 0.28 respectively. This

agreement may be called very satisfactory considering the uncertainty

which yet exists with regard to several of the quantities used in

that comparison on the one hand, and the approximate character of

some of the hypotheses on which the deduction of the expression

for the entropy was fonnded on the other hand.

1) R. A. MiLLiKAN, Physik. ZS. 14 (1913), p. 796.

2^ Cf. 0. Sagkur, Ann. d. Phys. (4) 40 (1913), p. 79,
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§ 5. The r('lali("»n (4) also lollovvs IVoin 0(|ii;ili()ii (lOrO of' llx'

l);i[)i'r hy Süminikkfki.i» (p. 184), (|ii()(c'(l in nolo 2 p. 2 1 . if <Mtcciin'iiig

10
llicre is put ecpial to — , as luis been snp[)Osc(l in (lie rchilions (8)

and (4) ^iven above, and if in SoMMKHi'Kr.D's expi'ession //, is i-c[)lai'e(l

by h h '). The latler elian^i>e is conneeted vvilli ilie farl, tluvl in

derivinu;' the expressions given here the snpi)osition was made that

in considering Ihe nioleenlar translalory motion in an ideal monalomie

o-as we have to deal with eneruy elements ot a magnitude .' Itv, as

we tried to make probable in Suppl. N", 80rt § 2.

The fact that in § 4 a satisfactory agreement with experimental

data was obtained, ma}-, if' the validitj- of the other h^ipotheses is

admitted as sufficiently approximate, be regarded as a confirmation

of the above supposition concerning the magnitude of the energy

elements.

Astronomy. — "'On Seeliger'.v hypothesis about the anomalies in

the motion of the inner planets.'" By J. Woltjer Jr. (('Om-

municated by Prof. W. de Sitter).

(Communicated in the meeting of April 24, 1914).

To explain the differences between observation and calculation in

the secular jjerturbations of the elements of the four inner planets,

Seeliger ^) worked out the hypothesis that these are caused by masses

of matter, which by reflection of sunlight offer the aspect of the

zodiacal light. He imagines these masses to have the form of a flat

disc surrounding the sun and e.\ tending nearly in the direction of

the orbital planes of the planets and reaching outside the orbit of

the earth; the density of the matter within the disc has its greatest

value in the proximity of the sun, though it is very small even there.

For the calculation of the attraction of the mass of uuitter sjjecial

hy[)Otheses on its constitution are introduced; we imagine a number

of very flattened ellipsoids of revolution with the sun at the centre,

the inclinations of the equatorial planes to the orbital planes of the

planets being small. It is evident thar by the superposition of a number

of such ellipsoids we get a flat disc within which the deusity varies

1) This confirms at the same lime liie fact, that the introduction of the zero

point energy does not produce a change in the value of the entropy constant.

2) Das Zodiakallicht und die enipirischen Glicder in der Bevvegung der innern

Planeten. Silzungsberichte der Bayerischen Akademie, XXXVi 1906.
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after a cci-tain law fVoni I lie cent re outwards. Seeligek arrived at

the ooncliisioii that two ellipsoids suffice, one of which is wholly

coulaiued within the oi-hit of Mercury, the other reachirifji,' outside

the orbit of the earth. There appears to exist a certain lilierty in

choosing the values of the ellipticities and the quantities determining

the position of the second ellipsoid. As quantities to be determined

so as to account for the differences which are to be explained

Skeliger introduces the densities of both ellipsoids, the inclination

and the longitude of the ascending node of the equatorial plane of the

first ellipsoid with reference to the ecliptic, and a quantity not con-

nected with the attraction of the masses of matter, but relating to

the deviation of the system of coordinates used in astronomy from

a so called "inertial system".

Last year Prof, de Sitteij drew my attention to the necessity

of testing Seeliger's hypothesis by calculating the influence of the

masses admitted by Seeligek on the motion of the moon and the

perturbation of the obliquity of the ecliptic, which Seeltger did not

consider '). I performed the calculations and arrived at the conclusion

that the pertnrl)ation of the ecliptic changes the sign of Newcomb's'')

residual and makes its absolute value a little larger ; further that

the perturbations of the motion of the moon are insensil)le. I may

be allowed to thaidv Prof, de Sitter for the introduction into this

sul)ject and the interest shown in its further development. — One could

take the formulae required for the last mentioned purpose from

Seeliger's publication ; I did not do so, luit developed them anew.

I give them here on account of small differences in derivation. First

I shall give this derivation and the results ; after that I shall do

the same for the motion of the moon.

I. Perturbations of the ecliptic.

Let X, y, z be coordinates in a system the origin of which is at

the centre of the ellipsoid, while the axis of rotation is the axis of

z, k' the constant of attraction, q the density of. the ellipsoid, a, a

and 6' its axes, then the potential V at the point x, y, z is given

by the expression :

Vz=k'jrga'c i ~ ,
^ ;

1) See DE Sitter, the secular variations of the elements of the four inner

planets, Observatory, July 1913.

2) Astronomical Constants p. 110.
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for a point outside the ellipsoid a is the positive root of the equation

00

1 —

; for a point inside I is zero.

i;" -[- y^ -|- ^- = r^ we

z'^{a^— c') \ du

a--^X c^+ l

Putting V=:z k-Jtqa-c^ and .«"-[- y'
-[- ^- =: /' we have

-Hu (a^ + z^)(.«+ u)y {a'+ u)y/c''-^u

1
'^ i- = 0.

Perturbations caused by the jirst ellipsoid.

I develop in powers of c' = ?, S being a small quantity ; for that

purpose we need (neglecting terms of the third order)

:

r^2—a-

('

+ m)'/2

d'i^A (a'—0==)=

I put >' = a, (1 + ^) and develop the part of ii independent ot

5 besides the coefficients of the different powers of ^ in powers of §•

Introducing the quantities :

^ ^ r[ ^^^^ ^ ^ r°° ^^ (. ^ r! 1"_

p

we get:

§' / 2 2 \§»
i2=: C, -a/C, - 2 a^H\_ ^ + (2 -^VC,) - +

(^

- - - -
yj ^ H-

\^2 3 2 y /) «1 p (

/ 27 15 35 \ 1

+ (4 -}- 5y + 5y-^)g^ + (^- 5 - - ;, - - y^ _-
/
J §^

j

+

"^
2 a,'p'

Let V be the true anomaly of the planet, if? the angular distance

between the ascending node of the equatorial plane of the ellipsoid

on the orbital plane of the planet and the perihelion of the orbit,
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J tlie inclination of the eqnatoi-ial plane to the orliital plane, then

we have

;

z =z — «1 (1 + ^) •^**' (^ + ^') "^^^ J

?= «J* (1 -h §)^ sm' (r -r V')
•^''*'^ ^•

For the ealeuiation of the secular portion of the pertnrhative

function we thus need the secular portions of 5/', 5/' ,9m- (??-(-
tf?)

and

,s/,i4 (i^ _j_ ij^,j for different values of />. I get (denoting the secular

portion l>v the letter S) :

* 2
S%' SP = Sc* =

1/3 1 A
Ssin' (^ +'P) = 2~[s'^ +J^ 'J

'^' ^ "^

1/3 A 1

*S è sin' {v -\- \p) = ~ e' { 1 — -^ cos 2 ip + T- é.' cos 2 ip

4 V^ 2 /lb

;S s« siti' {v -\- tp) = e'

S i' sin- {v -^ \p) = e'

3
S sin' {v 4- If') = - .

16

3

16

cos 2 \^

cos 2 \p

Substituting in the expression for i2 we find :

-S <i C,
3

«1' ^2 -^ -
( 1 — :7«i' Q 1

16

-1 sin' J

1

1 13 3 3 ^
C, a.'jj' -{-e'

\ V — 'tC, a,'p' +

,73 5

-i- cos 2 V'
I
~

8
"^ 8" ''' "^

4 ^^ "''^'' +
9 45

64

105 /I 13 25 , 35 .

7' + cos2il) —-\ y y' +7^ 7'

64
'^ ^ ^ I 16 32^ 16^ 32^

3 [a'— c')

16
— sin'* J.

Let /, w and ^ l)e the inclination, the longitude of the perihelion

and the longitude of the ascending node of the orbital plane of the

planet, Jo ^"d *I> the inclination and the longitude of the node of

the equatorial plane of the ellipsoid all with reference to a tixed

fundamental plane, e.g. the ecliptic of a certain epoch ; then we have

:

sin J cos (tp— to -f^) =: — cos J„ sin i -\- sin J„ cos i cos (^ — *P)

sin J sin (ip — w -j- ^) = sin (^ — 0) sin J^.
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Fi-üiii these expressions we eau (leleriiiiiie .^^>,.' x-^^ ^. t''^"

c|uaii(ities required for the computation of the derivatives of li with

regard to these elements. In view of the calculation of tlie perturbation

of the obliquity of the ecliptic I do not use the elements / and i)

,

but the elements /; and q thus defined :

p = tan i sin ^ ^ = tan i cos j^

I get :

— — cos i cos^ — sin (4'— ü)) + sin' — sin (ip — co -f 2^)

)

Ö/) I
2 ^ 1

— =z — cos i j
cos^ — cos {\p— io) — si7i- — cos (ip — ('J + 2ft)

d§'
I

2 2 1

dilJ i I ' _ Ï ~ /^ I

sm J

—

^-sinJtan—cosicos^^-cosJcosi\cos"-—cos{i\)-(Ji)-{-sin'' — cos{\\)-vi-\-2Q,)\

dp 2 ( ^ '^
)

sin J— =sz«J tan -cosisin ^ + cosJcos i ) cos'- sin(i|;-to)-si?i'-sm(if?-tö+ 2ft) .

dq 2 ( ^ '^
)

The differential equations for p and q are 'j

:

c;p_ 1 OF

dq __
I OF

dt ~ 7ia,^\/ l—e^cosH ^P

To verify these formulae I have used them for the computation

of some of the perturbations of / and ft, wdiich are given by

Seeliger ^).

To compute the perturbation of the obliquity of the ecliptic I take:

sin^ J
/-Y 2F= — k'.iqa^c {a-— c^) C^a^ .

According to SeelicxEr's data a= 0.2400, c= 0.0239, /=6°57'.0;

I get C\ = 0.426 ; taking as unit of mass the mass of the sun, as

unit (^f time the mean solar day I get locj q:=0.711d — 5 and I

tind

:

') TissERAND, Traite de Mécanique Celeste I p. 171.

2) For Mercury I get: ^' = +ö".573; sm ^ V" = - 0"-0^9
;
Seeliger gives

:

^ ^ dt dt

+ 0".574 and — 0".O49. For Venus I get: -^ = +0".163; sini^' = +0".0^\\
dt dt

Seeliger: + 0".1o9 and +0".088; the small difrerence is owing to the value I

get for C3 = 2.286. while from Seeliger's data lollows C3 = 2.217.
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— = — P.^qa'c ia'—c-) C, .nn J cos J — = — [0.5986—81 —

where the niiniber within brackets is a logarithm.

Further:

dJ dJ^ — — sm ; -- = - cos <P ; <P = 40°1'.8
;

op Oq

therefore

therefore

dJ dJ— =—[0.8083-1]; —= — [0.8841 — 11;
op Oq

dR dR— + [0.4069-81; -- — + [0.4827-81;
op oq

from which follows, taking as unit of time the century :

-^= + 0".065; ^zi= — 0".054.
dt dt

Perturbations caused bij the second ellipsoid.

Here the calculation is much simpler. Introducing:XX X
du r du „ f du

we find

:

3 (13 5)
S£^ — E,-a,'E, - ^a.'Ey-— {a~—c')a,-E,si?i^ j\-j--e^ e' cos2xp\ .

2
'

I
2 4 4

]

As a verification I have here also computed the perturbations of

the inclination and longitude of the node for some of the other

planets ^).

To compute the perturbation of the obhquity of the ecliptic I take:

sin^ J
V= — k-JTqa''c (a^— c") -^30^* .

According to Seeliger's data « = 1.2235 and c=: 0.2399; I get

di d^
^) For Mercury I find : — = — 0".060; sin i -— = — 0".013 ; Seeliger gives:

Civ €LZ

di da— 0".057 and — 0".0l6. For Venus 1 find: - =+0".007; sin i -^ = + 0".IbS-
dt dt

Seeliger: +0".009 and +0''.144; the results ditïer somewhat; however, cal-

culating according to Seeliger's formulae, for Venus 1 find : sini -r- = + 0".154.
dt
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E, = 2.445 ; log q — 0.8582—9
;

dF
'

-

ö./
- = — [0.340 1 — 7] -

; 0= 74°22' (1900.0), J= 7°15';
d o

therefore

— = — [0.9836—1] ;
~ = — [0.4305-1] ;

O/) 05'

therefore

^V dF— = + [0.3237— 7] ;
— = 4- [0.7706—8] ;

from which, taking as unit of time the centurj^ I get

:

dp dq
-^ = 4- 0".125

;
-^ =: — 0".447.

dt dt

Therefore the perturbation caused bv both elH|jsoids together is:

^^= + 0"..190; ^ = _0".501.
dt dt

Let f be the obliquity of the ecliptic for the time t, 8„ the same

for the time t^, I and £l inclination and longitude of the node of

the ecliptic for t with reference to the ecliptic for Z^, Ihen:

cos e == cos i cos e^ — sin i sin e^ cos Sh,

from which, differen Hating, we get:

de
. .

di . (i
. .— sin 8 — = — sin i cos f

,,
sin f ,,

— (sin i cos S}^)
dt dt dt

therefore for t^= t^ :

c/g dq

dt
~

dt'

ch
The perturbation of the obliquity of the ecliptic thus is —= — 0".50J

.

dt

The difference between observation and theory given by J^ewcomb

is — 0".22 ±0.18 (probable error); this thus becomes -f 0".28. The

addition to the planetary precession a is given by

;

da 1 dp

dt sin e dt
+ 0".478.

It. Perturhatiom of the motion of the moon.

We siiall now proceed to the formulae for the C0ml»tltatioli ol'

the perturbation of the motion of the moon. As the perturbative

force in the motion of tlie moon we have to take the difference

between the attractions of the ellipsoid on the moon and on the

earth. Suppose a system of coordinates, the sun at the origin, the

axis of z perpendicular to the eliptic; let x,y,z be the coordinates
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of thé earth in this system, .r -|- §, y + ^i, ^ + ? those of the moon,

then the projections of the pertnrhative force on the three axes

are given by the expres.sions

:

dV\ dV /^dV\ dV /'dV\ dV

The ratio of the distances sun-earth and earth-moon being very

hii'ge, 1 develop) in powers of |, ii, 5, neglecting second and higher

powers. Then the expressions for the perturbative forces are:

d'V d'V d'V d'V d'V d'-' F d'V d'V d^V

o.v^ divoy oxoz dxdy Oy^ dydr dxdz óyóz oz'

and one can inti'0(hice as the pertnrhative function the function

R
d'V d-V d'V d"-V d^F d^V'

dx'^ dy' ^ dz'^ dxdy dxdz ^y^z_

Here for .t, y, z are to be substitnted their expressions in elliptic

elements and then the secular portion of R is to be taken. Since

the powers and products of ;;, ij, C, contain oidy the elements oftlie

orbit of tiie moon, the coefficients on the contrary only the elements

of the orbit of the earth we can take the secular portion of each

separately and multiply these together.

Besides the system jnst mentioned suppose another system .i;', //', 2',

the sun also being at the origin, but the axis of z perpendicular to

the equatorial plane of the ellipsoid. Then w^e have

z = X sin *I) sin J^ — y cos <P sin ,/„ -j- z cos J^^

therefore

—- ^ sni si?i Jp ;. -^ = — cos<P sinj^; -—= cos J^.
Ox oy Oz

Perturbations caused by the jirst ellipsoid

V
From the expression given for i2 == ^ we deduce, neglect-

k'^ :rr qa^ c

ing the terms having sitï' J as a factor :

ö'<2 r du Ax^r du

bx^ J {a^+uYic^^iifk {a'^-Xfic^^/.f-i

Ö' « _ 4 X y

d'i^ Axz' ^ r* du— {a^—c'')— 2 Ue— c^) sin sin ./„ -
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ö'<2 _ /• du 4y*

d'£2 4V2' ,
r du

^ , = :

—'-

~r V' — ^")+ ^ (<^' —c^) <^os sf// J„ I

a.vOc («^+ ^r (o' + ^-Y'-^ J Or + »)" (r' -f ^tyu

d^£i r du r" dn

Substituting the elements of tlie oiltit of tlie eartli for .r, //, 2 and

neglecting the second and highei- power of the excentricity I get

:

-^= - 2 C
, + __= . =^ O

;

dx^ a^-p Oir Owdy

d"-S2 2{a—c')
dn *I> sin J ^ — 2 {a'—c^) i\ sin <I> sin J„

d.vdz «i^p'

cos <I» sin J„ + 2{a^— c^) Cjios sin ,/,

= - 2C, - 2(a''-c^) C3
02:

'

Let o be the radius vector, v the true anomah', m the longitude

of the perigee, cTl the longitude of the node, / the inclination of the

orbit of the nioon, then we have :

5= () [cos (?; -|- to— J^ ) cos '_'l
— sin{v-\-co— j^, ) sin Sh cos i]

Tj z=: () [cos (^)+ tu— S\)''^^'^Sl) -\- sin{v-i'<Ji)— S}i)cos^cosi\

^z=zQsi?i{v-\-öi—• j^) sin i .

I write these expressions thus:

Q {A COS V -f- -^ si7i v)

11 ^ f) (C COS V --(- J> sin v)

Q := Q [E cos V -j- 7'^sm ?'),

A, B, C, D, E, F being expressions not containing the trne anomaly.

F'or the formation of the required products we need the secnlar

portion of (f co,s^ v and q'^ siif v; I get:

S(,^cos^v=za\"[h -f 2<;^) S i^'' .nir v= I, a ^' {\ — e'')

a\ being the semi-major axis of the luiuir orbit.

Thus we get expressions as :
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Neglecting- terms like e"" stn' - , e' .sin' ~ we get:

2* 1 1 /3 5— =: sm' i(1—cos2 Sl)+^H --{-- <^os 2co
«7 2 4

^ -^t;^ ^^ -r^

^^i 1 5 . ^— = — sin' i shi 2rk-\ e^ sin 2co
a'/' 4 .

4

§? 1 . .
' l^ . « ^ 3 • I=: sin /' St?/ Q. -I- ^'^ sin — (
— sm (2 to— \/) .sin \

}, }

if 11 /3 5 .A

a'/ 2 4 ^ ^ .^ V4 4 y

1/^1 M 5 , 3
)=:— ain i cos {l -\- e^ sni — I t'os(2to— Q,) -j cos 0, }

a
'••= 2 2 j 2 ^

•
-^^

2 i

-' 2 2

2(a^— c'') sm ./.s?7? / cos (Q,— 0) I a, V7,

Substituting in li these expressions we get

p^^^^i^«/^r ^^ ,,2

,

^^^^1 ,.^A,.„... ^^ ^

1

7
The only perturbations to be considered are those ol' the longitude

of the perigee and of the node.

The differential equations required are :

.7tó__ I dR
,

,d^f,_ I dR

dt 7ia^'^ de dt na^^ di

One easily perceives that the last term in the expression for R
gives no sensible perturbation on account of the factor a^—c', the

6
vahie of which is about — , and of the fact that ^l has a period

lOo

of 18\3 years so that the coefficient we get by integration is about

thirty time» as small as would have been the case if ,ft had been

absent. In the same way 1 omit the term 6V«'

—

cyi\ in the coeffl-

cient of ^m" — and thus We have the following expression fur R ;

R _1 a/

k^jrqa^c 2 a^'

1 get C2 = 0.678 ;
—-=: 1.030 from whicli follows taking as unit

P
of time the centurv :
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— = + 2".28 ;
-^ = — 2".22.

dt dt

Perturbations caused by the second ellipsoid.

I find:

^—- = - 2 {a'— c') E^sin <p sir, ,/; ™-— = 2{t/-'— c') E^ cos sm,/
;

d.voz
'

oyoz \

-^ = -2E,-^a'^-c^)E,

from vvhicli Ibllows:

R 1 a''

A- 2{a^— c^) a ^

^ E^sin J siv i cos {\X— </») |

.

Although the term a"^— c^ is not small, yet it is allowed to omil

the periodic term.

Ï get E^ = 0.684, E^ = 2.445 from which follows taking as unit

of time the century :

dco
,, dsl— = — 0".16 ;

— = -0"28.
dt dt

Tims both ellipsoids together give :

— =
-I-

2".12 ;
^:=J. 2"5i';

dt ^ dt ^

l)oth insejisible amounts.

Astronomy. — ''Remarks on Mr. Woltjer'.s' paper concernimi

Skeliger'.s' hypothesis." By Prof. W. de Sitter.

(^Communicated in the meeting of April 24, 1914).

Seeligek's explanation of Newcomb's anomalies in the secular

motions of the four inner planets consists of three parts, viz :

a. The attraction of an ellipsoid entirely within the orbit of Mercury

The light reflected by this ellipsoid is, on account of the neighboui--

hood of the sun, invisible to us. '

b. The attraction of an ellipsoid which incloses the earth's orbit.

The light reflected l)y this ellipsoid appears to us as the zodiacal light.

c. A rotation of the empirical system of co-ordinates with reference

3

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVII



to the "Inertialsystem". This rotation is equivalent with a correction

to tlie coiislant of precession. The value of this constant which is

implied in Nevvcomb's anomalies is that used in his first fundamental

catalogue (Astr. Papers Vol 1). In "The Observatory" for July 1913

I have shown that this constant requires a correction of -j- 1".24

(per century). Consequently, of Skeliger's rotation r onlj' the part

i\ = r— 1".24 can be considered as a real rotation.

The position of the equatorial plane of the ellipsoid a was deter-

mined by Seeliger from the equations of condition: he found it not

much different from the sun's equator. For the ellipsoid h the sun's

equator was adopted as the equatorial plane.

It is important to consider the part which is contributed by each

of the three hypotheses towards the explanation of the anomalies.

B}^ the way in which Seeliger has published his results this is very

easy. It then appears that the ellipsoid n is practically only necessary

for the explanation of the anomaly in the motion of the perihelion

of Mercury, and has very little influence on the other elements.

Similarly the ellipsoid b affects almost exclusively the node of Venus.

The rotation / of course has the same effect on all perihelia and

nodes. In the following Table are given Newcomb's anomalies together

with the residuals which are left unexplained by Seeliger's hypothesis.

In addition to Seeliger's residuals I also give residuals which are

derived : A. by rejecting the rotation ?/), and C. by omitting the

second ellipsoid. The constants implied in the three sets of residuals

are thus

Seeliger q, = 2.18 X lO-i^ q, = 0.31 X iO-^^ r, = + 4".61

A 2.42 0.93

C 2.03 +6.85,

where q^ and q., are the densities of the two ellipsoids expressed

in the sun's density as unit.

di

Seeliger did not compute the value of for the earth. The resi-
'

dt

dual given in the table is derived from the preceding paper by

Mr. WoLTJEii.

From the fable it appears that the residuals C are quite as satis-

factory as those of Seeliger. Consequently the ellipsoid h is not a

1 ) The residuals A have already been given in the above quoted paper in "Tlie

Observalory". The density q. is there erroneously given as 0.37 instead of 0.93

(the correction to Seeliger's value having been taken as 0.2 times this value,

instead of 2.0). I have used the figures as published by Seeliger. The small

deviations found by Mr. Woltjer are of no importance.
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necessary part of the explanation. Of the residuals .1 on the other

hand there are. amongst the 10 quantities which were considered

Mercury Venus Earth Mars

de— Newcomb
dt

'Newcomb

d^^ ISeeliger

dt

sini

/'Newcomb

c^I^iSeeliger

dty

C

i

Newcomb

Seeliger

A

C

-0".88+0".50

+8 .48 +0 .43

— .01

.00

— .02

-f-0 .61 +0 .52

— .04

-f .55

— .31

+0".21 +0".31

— .05 +0 .25

— .10

— .05

— .12

+0 .60+0 .17

+0 .02

-fO .01

+0 .05

+0 .38 +0 .80 ! -f .38 +0 33

+0".02 +0".10 I +0".29 +0".27

-fa .10+0 .13

+0 .03

+0 .18

-0 .04

— .14

— .12

-0 .15

^-o .21

+0 M
+0 .23

-0 .22 +0 .27

(+0 .28)

-fl .18

-0 .17

+0 .75 +0 .35

+0 .16

+0 .52

.00

+0 .03 +0 .22

— .20

— .11

-0 .24

-0 .01 ±0 .20

+0 .01

+0 .05

— .01

by Seeliger, 3 residuals exceeding their mean eri'or. This in itself

would not be sufticient to condemn the hypothesis, but the residual

for the secular variation of the inclination of the ecliptic (-[- l".18)

is entirely inadmissible. We conclude therefore that the rotation ]\

is a vital part of the explanation.

The great intluence of the ellipsoid h on the ecliptic is, of course,

due to the large inclination of its equator. If this equator was e.g.

supposed to coincide with the invariable plane of the solar system,

instead of with the sun's ecpiator, this intluence would be much
smaller. It is impossible to decide a priori whether it will be found

possible so to adjust the position of the equator and the density of

this ellipsoid that it has the desired effect on the node of Venus

without appreciably affecting the earth's orbit.

The motion of the node of the earth's orbit is the planetary pre-

cession. Calling this A, we have, for t ^ t„

3*



A .
dp

A;i .sme = —

,

dt

where p is the quantity so called by Mr. Woltjeu. We thus find

for the three hypotheses

Seeligkr AA = -f 0".47

A + 1 .13

C +0.15
Newcomb did not include a deviation between observation and

theory for this quantity. At the time of the publication of the

"Astronomical Constants" (1895) it was of course entirely correct

to consider a determination of the planetary precession from obser-

vations as impossible. Since that time however very accurate invest-

igations of the precession have been executed by Nrwcomb himself

(Astr. Papers, Vol. VIII) and by Boss (Astr. Journal, Vol. XVI,

Nrs. 612 and 614). Now the precession in right-ascension depends

on the planetary precession, but that in declination does not. We
have

m =z Z cos E — ?.

n = I sin e

I being the lunisolar precession.

Newcomb determined / tVom the right-ascensions and tiie declina-

tions separately, and found a large difference in the results. If this

were interpi-eled as a correction to the |)lanetary precession, we

should find

Aa=: + 0".47.

Boss determined vi and n separately, the latter both from right-

ascensions and from declinations. From his results I find (applying

the correction of the equinox /\e = -|- 0' .30, adopted by both Boss and

Newcomb) :

AA = + 0".85 ± 0".22

The mean error does not contain the uncertainty of the correction

Ae. Its true value probably is about = + 0".25. The mean error

of the value of A;, derived from Newcomb's work is difficult to

estimate; we may assume it to be equal to that of Boss. The mean

of the two determinations would then be

a;, irr + 0".66 d= 0".18^).

') Also L. Struve (A. N. Vol. 159, page 383) finds a diflerence in the same

sense. Neglecting tlie systematic correction v, 1 find from his results

A'. = + 0".93 ± 0".80 .

The m. e. again is too small as il does not contain the effect of the uncertainty

of the correction ,.
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Now it is certainly very remarkable tluit this cori-ectioii is of the

same sign and the same order of magnitude as the planetai-y preces-

sion derived from the attraction of Skeligkk's ellipsoids. It must however

be kept in mind that it is very well possible to explain the discre-

pancy between the determinations of the constant of precession from

right-ascensions and from declinations (or from ni and from n) by

the hypothesis of systematic proper motions of the stars. Thus Hough

and H.\LM (M. N. Vol. LXX page 586) have from the hypothesis of

unequal distribution of the stars over the two streams derived a

systematic difference which is equivalent (for Nrwcomb)^) to a correction

A./ = + 0".56.

As the effect of the attraction of Seeliger's ellipsoids on the motion

of the moon Mr. Woi.tjer finds a secular motion of both the perigee

and the node. Both of these are due chiefly to the inner ellipsoid

and are thus not much altered if Seeliger's hypothesis is replaced

by either of the hypotheses .4 or C. We find

Seeliger — = + 2".ll -4^ = — 2".50
dt dt

A -f 2 .04 - 3 .30

C + 2 10 — 2 .06

All these quantities are well within the limits of uncertainty of

the observed values.

Chemistry. — ''The application of the theory of allotropy to electro-

motive equilibria." II. By Dr. A. Smits and Dr. A. H. W. Aten.

(A preliminary communication). (Communicated by Prof. J. D.

VAN DER Waals).

(Communicated in tlie meeting of April 24, 1914).

1. In the first communication ^) under the above title it has been

demonstrated that the theory of allotropy applied to the electromotive

equilibrium between metal and electrolyte, teaches that a metal that

exhibits the phenomenon of allotropy and is therefore built up of

different kinds of molecules immersed in an electrolyte, will emit

different kind of ions.

The different kinds of ions assumed by the theory of allotropy,

need not be per se different in size, as was remarked before. They

^) For Struve'ï; stars the correction would lie + U''.77. For Boss the corre-

sponding compHlation has of course not been executed by HouGH and Halm.

2) These Proc. Dec. 27, 1913, XVI. p. 699.
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may be e(|ual in size, but (liircieiil in stnicdii-e. There can, however,

l)e another difference besides, \iz. in electrical charge. In the [)reced-

ing' conuniinii'ivtion the niolecnle kinds M and M^ were assnmed,

and for simplicity's sake the circumstance that part of these molecules

are electrically charged also in the metal, was not mentioned. This

circumstance need not be taken into account, because the electrical

charge of the atom M 'm one ion J/2 ) was put equal to that in

the oilier ion {M--). If it had then been our intention to indicate

the total equilibrium in the metal, we might have drawn up the

following scheme :

2 M- -^i^B:^M,---\-io& (1)

(2) ^it it (3) (I)

1M ^ M, (4)

from which follows that the system wonld then be pseudoquaternary.

B^or an explanation of the electromotive disturbances of the equi-

librium mentioned in the preceding communication, a consideration

of the equilibrium (1) or (4) sufficed. Then equation (4) was chosen

and 1M and M^ wei-e therefore called the pseudo components,

though of course we might as well have taken 2M-- -j- 'oO and

Now it is clear that when in the metal ions of equal structure

occur, bnt of different value, the scheme of equilibrium can be as

follows.

J/- + 2 ^->:^J/- + 36 (1)

M(2) ^ ,. ^ (3^
.... (II)

Tlie system is theji pseudo ternary, but in most of the cases it

will be sufficient to consider the pseudo binary system, indicated by

equation (1), and assume M- -j- 2 and M-- -|- 3 Ö as pseudo

components. A similar equilibrium will have to be assumed, when

the metal can go in solution with different valency under different

circumstances. This case is probably of frequent occurrence.

Of course the metal phase is already complex, when metal ions

occur by the side of uncharged molecules, but this complexity does

not suffice to explain the peculiar electi-omotiv^e behaviour of the

metals, whereas schemes I and II are competent to do so.

In connection with the foregoing considerations it could be shown

that the unary electromotive equilibrium finds its proper place in

the A, X figure of a pseudo system, which can clearly appear under

certain circumstances, when we namely succeed in bringing the

metal out of the state of internal equilibiium. Thus it was e.g. shown
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tluit when a metal is hroiiulil lo soliuioii l»\- an eleclrolvlic wav, so

when it is inaile into an anode, the internal ecinilibrinni will be

disturbed, and the metal will become superficially onobled, at least

when the velocity of solution is greater than the velocity with which

the internal e(|uilibriuni sets in. In this case therefore the dissolving

metal will have to become positive with respect lo an auxiliary

electrode of the same metal which is superficially in internal equi-

librium. If reversely the metal is made to deposit electrolytically,

the reverse will take place, and the separating metal will be less

noble and therefore negative with lespect to the auxiliary electrode.

The anodic disturbance of equilibrium being attended with a dimi-

nution of the more active kinds of molecules, this process will bring

about a diminution of the chemical activity. This is therefore the

reason that this anodic state of disturbance is a more or less passive

state of the metal.

At the cathode the disturbance lies exactly in the other direction,

and a more active state will be brought abont.

The degree in which a metal is thrown out of its state of equi-

librium in case of electrolytic solution or deposition, will depend

on the cnrrent density at constant temperature, and it was therefore

of importance to study the discussed phenomenon at different current

densities.

What may be expected is this that the internal equilibrium will

generally be able to maintain itself for very small current densities.

Then the tension with respect to the auxiliary electrode will be

zero, both when the metal is anode and cathode. With greater

current densities the metal will get superficially more and more

removed from the state of internal equilibrium on increase of the

current density, and the tension with respect to the auxiliary elec-

trodes will greatly increase.

As the metal surface gets further remoxed from the state of

internal equilibrium, so becomes more metastable, the velocity of

reaction which tries to destroy the raetastability, increases however

in consequence of the change of concentration in the homogeneous

phase; and we may therefore expect that the potential difference

between metal and auxiliary electrode will vary with the current

density in the way indicated in Fig. 1.

When the velocity with which the internal equilibrium sets in,

is small, the part ah will lie at exceedingly small current densities,

and if the measurements are not exceedingly delicate, we shall get

the impression that this piece is entirely wanting.

It is clear that the tension which is represented here as function
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of the ciirreiit deiisily meuiis the tension with respect to the auxiliary

cledrodcs. This tension, which is also called jiolarisation tension, is

Fig. 1.

positive when the metal is anode, and negative, when it is used

as cathode.

Further this |)Ossibility was still to be foreseen that when the

metal assumes internal equilibrium very slowly a distinct change ot

the potential difference would have to be demonstrated even after

the current had been interrupted.

Now it should be noted here that when a base metal has become

noble during its use as anode, and the difference of potential between

the metal and electrolyte has risen to the tension of liberation of

the oxygen, at the anode two processes will begin to proceed side

by side; besides the going in solution of the metal we get also the

discharge of the OH'-ions and the possible formation of oxide skins,

the influence of which should be examined.

We get something of the same kind at the cathode. When viz.

the difference of tension metal-electrolyte at the cathode has become

greater than the tension of liberation of the hydrogen, besides dis-

charge of metal ions, also dischar-ge of H'-ions will take })lace there.

Method of Investiyation.

The measurement of the polarisation tensions took place in the

following way (see Fig. 2j. Two electrodes of the metal that is to

be ijivestigated, in the shape of wire or rods, were placed in a solution
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of a salt of the metal, generally the i)iti-ate. The two electrodes

were coiuiected by a variable resistance and an Ampèrenieter with

a nnmber of accumulators, so that the strength of the polarizing

current is easily changed and measured. To measure the tension of

polarisation at one of the electrodes a beakshaped bent glass tril)e

was br'ought into the solution, whose capillary point Was placed as

close as possible against the polarized electrode. In this glass tube

a third (auxiliary) electrode of the same metal was brought. This

auxiliary electrode, which is currentless, exhibits the normal potential

difference with respect to the solution. As theie is no loss of tension

in the liquid of the auxiliarj' electrode, and its point is close against

the polarized electrode, the potential difference between the auxiliary

electrode and the polarized

electrode gives directly the

deviation which the potential

difference of the polarized

electrode presents from the

normal potential difference,

so the polarisation tension.

The measurement of this

potential difference took place

by reading the deviation

which was obtained by con-

necting the auxiliary electrode

and the polarized electrode

by means of a resistance of

Fig- 2. some meg. ohms with a gal-

vanometer. The value of the scalar divisions in Volts was determined

by comiecting the galvanometer with a normal element.

Silver, Copper, Lead.

2. The investigation of different metals, undertaken in this direc-

tion, has shown us that as was to be expected, they i-epresent the

most different types.

There are metals which in contact wiih an electrolyte, assume

intei-nal equilibrium very quickly ; there are those that do so very

slowly, and there are those that lie between these extremes.

Beginning with the metals which quickly assume internal equili-

brium, we may tirst mention the metals : silver, copper and lead.

The result of the inxestigation of these metals is found in the

following tables.

JJ

i\



Afler llie ciirreiil li;i(l Ueeii iii(errii|ile(l, ik» pokMilial diHerciu'e willi

llie iuixiliai'v electrode was lo he perceived.

Ill I lie first column tlie ciin-ent density is foiiiid expressed in milli-

ani|)ères per cm". In the second column the [)Olciitia,l dilfercnce with

the auxiliary eleclrode is indicated in Volts, liie metal serxing- as

anode (anodic polarisation tension) ; and in the third column the

same is oiven for the case that the metal served n^ cathode {yü{\\oé\Q.

polnrisation tcMision).

TABLE 1.

Silver electrode imrrrersed in ''2 N. Ag NOj-solution.

m.A
cm 2

V-anode V-cathode

25

50

100

200

300

400

750

-f 0.03

+ 0.03

+ 0.04

+ 0.05

+ 0.05

+ 0.06

+ 0.09

— 0.006

— 0.012

— 0.014

— 0.015

— 0.016

— 0.018

— 0.020

It is seen from this table that the silver is not materially nobler

during- the solution, and not materially baser during' the deposition

than the auxiliary electrode, which is entirely in internal equilibriun.'.

The polarisation is therefore exceedingly slight here, from which we
may deduce that the metal silver very (piickly assumes internal

equilibrium. Under these circumstances it is of course out of the

TABLE 2.

Copper electrode in ' 2 N . Cu (N03)2-solution.

/ m.A
~cm2
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finc^lioiÉ lliul a potciilial «lincfeiice coiild >lill he (lciiK)iibliulL'(l aller

llie cuiiejii had heen l)i()keji, whicli accord iii^ly was by no means

(he caae.

For (:oi>i)er the following values were found. (See table 2 [>. 42).

Tlii« is, therefore, the same resnlt as was obtained for silver, and

lead behaves in an analogous way, as appears from the following table.

TABLE 3.

Lead electrode in '/2 N . Pb (N03)2-solution.

/ _ m.A
~cm2
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current had been interrupted ii gveal potential difference witli the auxili-

ary electrüde could still be demonsti-ated viz. an anodic polarisation

tension of 0,95 Volt, and a cathodic polarisation tension of 0,5 Volt.

These tensions decreased with diminishing velocity to 0, as a proof

that the metal assumes internal equilibrium by the aid of the

electrolyte. As on account of the oscillations of the mirror of the

galvanometer the said tensions could not be observed quickly enough

after the current had been interrupted, the above values give the tensions

some seconds after the interruption of tlie current. Immediately after

the interruption they will have been -j- 1,88 V resp. — 1,77 V. Hence

nickel, used as anode, becomes superficially a metal nobler than

platinum as we know it.

Cadmiu7n.

4. Cadinium is a metal lying between silver, copper, and lead

on one side and nickel on the other side with regard to the velocity

with which its internal equilibrium sets in.

For this metal we found what follows

:

TABLE 5.

Cadmium electrode in 1/2 N. Cd (N03)2-solution.

V-anode V-cathode
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metal phase in case of anodic polarisation will move from S to b.

and over this range -- is great.
ax

Fig. 3.

In case of cathodic polarisation the metal phase moves from *S

upwards along- the line SC, but here we see now that the quantity

dA
'.

will continually deci'case and can become \ery sniall in consequence
da;

of the ever increasing curvature of the line SC, which can be even

a great deal more pronounced than has been drawn here.

It now follows from the observations that the metal cadmium

assumes internal equilibrium pretty rapidly, and in harmony with

this is the fact that after the cui-rent had been broken the polarisa-

tion had soon entirely vanished.

It was besides noticed in this investigation that the metal which
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served as. anode, was gradiinllj covered with a skin of basic salt.

It was, however, easy to demonstrate that this skin could not have

caused the observed phenomena throngli increase of the resistance,

for the phenomena remained the same also when this skin, which

could be vei-y easily removed, was taken away during the electro-

lysis. Moreover it appeared that when this metal with skin was

made lo cathode, the cathodic polarisation was the same as in the

absence of this skin. The foruuition of the skin is therefore a secon-

dary phenomenon, as was also expected (see under 1).

Bmnuth.

5. Bismuth is a metal that very clearly seems to be catalytically

influenced, as appears froui the following table.

TABLE 6.

Bismuth in i'2 N Bl (NO;3)2-solution.
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of a wliite skin (probably of basio sail) wc have again examined

what influence this skin exercises on tlie phenomenon. For this pur-

pose the current was suddenly reversed, after a thick layer of the

basic salt had formed, in vvhicli however, only a cathodic j)olarisation

of 0,18 Volt was observed as a proof that this skin, indeed, increased

the resistance somewhat, as was expected, but that this could have

been only of slight influence on the amount of the anodic polarisation

tension ^). What the negative catalytic ii*ifluence here consists in,

cannot be said with certainty, but as has l)een stated, it seems

probable to us that the oxygen, dissolved in the metal to an exceed-

ingly slight degree, retards the setting in of the internal equilibrium.

Iro7i.

6. If we now proceed to the metal iron we meet again with

phenomena, and very pronounced ones too, which in our opinion

))oint to catalytic influences.

We found the following result :

TABLE 7.

Iron electrode immersed in
'/c

N.FeS04-solution.
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phenomenon, whioh has been alread}' often observed, and is called

the becoming passive of iron, has not been accounted for in a

satisfactory way.

In the light of these new considerations the explanation, as was

already observed, is not difficult. ') The iron, which shows this

sudden increase of the anodic polarisation, is entirely free from so-

called annealing colours and perfectly reflecting, so that an oxide

skin is out of the question.

If we, however, assume that the metal dissolves a little oxygen,

and this oxygen retards in a high degree the setting in of the

internal equilibrium, the sudden considerable enobling of the metal

is explained in a simple way.

Up to now it has been lost sight of too much that the pheno-

menon of passivity, arisen by an electrolytic way, and that called

into existence by a purely chemical way, must be explained from

one and the same point of view. By a purely chemical way iron

is made passive by being simply immersed in strong nitric acid for

a few moments. If then the iron is pat in a solution of copper

sulphate, the copper does not deposit. By a slight shake, the appli-

cation of a magnetic field etc. this passive state can, however,

at once be destroyed, and the iron is covered with a coat of

copper.

If we consider the passive iron to be iron that is superficially^

very far from the state of internal equilibrium, in which super-

ficially the easily reacting molecules are practically entirely wanting,

and assume that this state can be maintained for some time on

account of the negative catalytic action of oxygen under certain

circumstances, which state, however, outside the cell, can be destroyed

by vibrations, a magnetic field etc., the phenomenon of passivity

of iron becomes less unintelligible. '^) *

Returning to the experiment, we will show in the first place

what was found when smaller current densities were worked with

after the iron had become "passive" at higher current density.

This table exhibits therefore the great difference between the passive

and the active iron. As appears from the last table but one, the

active iron yields a difference of tension with the auxiliary electrode

of 0,026 Volts for a density of current of 50; the passive iron yields

a difference of tension of 2,18 Volts for the same current density.

"0 Smits, These Proc January 25, 1913, XVI. p. 191.

2) We have probably to do here with metal ions of difierent valency. (We shall

return to this later on.)
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TABLE 8.

Iron electrode, immersed in ' 2 NFeS04-solution.



prOttiote the setting in of the internal equilibrium in the at first

passive part, and this will be the explanation of the fact that the

iron becomes active after the current has been broken.

Also after the nse of the iron electrodes as cathode the current

was broken, and as was to be expected, the much smaller cathodic

polarisation tension of ±0,15 appeared to run very rapidly back to 0.

Aluminium.

7. As far as its electromotive behaviour is concerned, aluminium

is undoubtedly one of the most interesting metals. For anodic pola-

risation the current density decreased regulai-ly, and the tension

increased, as is shown in the following table.

TABLE 9. »

Aluminium electrode in '/2 NAI2 (S04)3-solution.

0^
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bally polarized. When this elcelrode was now covered with a skin

of great resistance, an immersion of one extremity of the aluminium

electrode in the mercurj' should not exei-t any influence on the

difference of tension l^etween the aluminium anode and the auxiliarj^

electrode. If, however, this skin does not exist, the aluminium elec-

trode will get into contact with the mercury during the just described

manipulation, and the said difference of tension will be modified.

The result was that when during the anodic polarisation the

aluminium anode was immei-sed in the mercury, and the current

was then broken, the difference of tension with the auxiliary elec-

trode was absolutely unciianged, which pi-oved therefore that the

aluminium electrode did not get in contact with the mercury, but

was surrounded with a coat of electrolyte. This appeared to l)e no

specific property of the anode, for the same thing was obser\'ed after

cathodic polarisation. An unpolarized Al-wire," immersed from the

electrolyte in the mercnry layer, immediately assumed the potential

of the mercury, from which therefore follows that the gas layer on

the aluminium retains tiie electrolyte with great force.

In this way the question of the skin could therefore not be solved.

What is remarkable is this that the skin formed during anodic

polarisation, immediately seems to disappear again by cathodic

polarisation. The assumption of a film of Al^Og is attended with

great difficulties, in the first place this oxide cannot be reduced

under these circumstances b}^ H in status nascens, and in the second

place it appears, tliat nothing is to be perceived of this skin, at

least with the naked eye, as no annealing colours are to be observed,

and the metal remains clearly reflecting. It seems therefore not too

hazardous to us to conclude in virtue of this that the skin cannot

be an oxide layer, and the only thing left to us is to assume, as

we did for iron, that the oxygen dissolves in the aluminium during

anodic polarisation, and that this solution possesses a great electric

resistance for aluminium. In this way we come to the assumption

of a layer with great resistance, of which it is, however, to be

understood, that it entirely disappears on cathodic polarisation to

make room for a solution of hydi'ogen and aluminium. Accordingly

this layer is metallic, and can amalgamate in course of time when
in contact with mercury, through which the resistance disap[)ears.

The result at which we arrive is therefore this that the anodically

measured tension is so extraordinarily great for aluminium, much
greater than the liberation tension of O^ can be here, because the

dissohed oxygen not only I'etards the setting in of the internal

equilibrium, but iilso a layer of great electric resistance is formed.

4*



At greater current densities Al^Oj can separate from this solution

of oxygen in aluminium, but then the electrode is no longer reflect-

ing, and it cannot be made reflecting again by cathodic polarisation.

This layer of Al^Og can also possess a great resistance, but the

primary feature of tlie phenomenon is in all cases the formation of a

solution of oxygen in aluminium, which possesses a great resistance.

If we now proceed to the description of the experiments with

amalgamated aluminium, we will begin with stating that when in

the just described experiment the aluminium electrode was raised

out of the mercury, after amalgamation had set in, and the lower

opening of the auxiliary electrode was placed against the extremity

of the aluminium wire, this part of the aluminium had undergone

a great change, and had become negatively electrical with respect

to the auxiliary electrode. The tension difference amounted to —0.9

Volt, and still increased slowly. At the place where the aluminium

had been in contact with the mercury, it had therefore become

much baser, and had visil)ly become somewhat amalgamated.

That amalgamated aluminium is baser than the non-amalgamaled

metal, was known, but the exact value of this dilference in tension

was not met with in the literature. To determine this difference in

tension, an aluminium electrode was amalgamated by immersion in

a solution of HgCl,, after which this electrode was compared with

the auxiliary electrode. We found that the amalgamated Al obtained

in this way was still baser than the just mentioned Al, for the

tension of this electrode with respect to the auxiliary electrode

amounted now to —1.27 Volts.

That the amalgamation for aluminium has a very particular effect

follows moreover from this that amalgamated aluminium possesses

a much greater chemical reactive power than the ordinary alumi-

nium. Amalgamated aluminium immersed in water gives a very

considerable generation of hydrogen, and it oxidizes so rapidly when

exposed to the air that the metal is immediately covered with a

layer of oxide, the liberated heat raising the temperature of the metal

very noticeably.

In consideration of all this it seems more than probable to us

that the action of mercury is here positively catalytic, and that mer-

cury therefore, when dissolving in aluminium, brings the metal in

internal equilibrium, which condition corresponds to a greater con-

centration of the simpler, so more reactive kinds of molecules.

The anodic polarisation of the amalgamated state is almost as

slight as for silver, as a proof that the internal equilibrium sets in
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murh more quickly here than for pure Al, but not yet so rapidly

as for Ag.

Amalgamated Aluminium.

i/o
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ordinary aluminium, whicli is iherefore an enobled state of aluminium,

we ger what fellows.

The ordinary aluminium is at first the negative pole with respect

to the mercury. It becomes, however, noble by the dissolving, and

it is soon as noble as mercury. Nobler than mei-cury it can, howe-

wer, not become then, since in this case, the current would be

reversed, which would change the state of the aluminium again in

the base direction. This is the reason that ordinary non-amalgamated

aluminium immersed in mercury, assumes the potential of the mer-

cury. This experiment can however not be continued for any length

of time, because the alummium in contact with mercury slowly

amalgamates, as we have seen, in consequence of which finally also

the part which is not in contact with the electrolyte, will become

active, so that the same things will be observed as in case of well-

amalgamated aluminium.

In a following communication the investigation of the other metals

will be treated, after which a critical summary will be given of the

theories which have been proposed by others up to now as an ex-

planation of some of the facts discussed here.

SUMMARY.

In the foregoing pages the theory of allotropy was applied to the

electromotive behaviour of the metals A<j, Cu, Ph, Ni,Cd, Bi, Fe, Al.

We have come to the conviction that the newly obtained point

of view, as we hope to prove further, enables us to survey the

widely divergent cases, and gives a deeper insight into the signifi-

cance of the observed phenomena.

Anorg. Chein. Lah. of the University.

Amsterdam, April 23, 1914.

Chemistry. — ''The Allotropy of Cadmium:' II. By Prof.

Ernst Cohen and W. D. Helderman.

(Communicated in the meeting of April 24, 1914).

J. In our first paper on this subject') we concluded from measure-

ments with the pyknometer and the dilatoraeter that cadmium has

a transition temperature at 64°.9 and that this metal as we have

known it until now, is a metastable system in consequence of the

very strongly marked retardation which accompanies the reversible

1) Tiiese Proc 16, 485 (1913).
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eluinge of tliese allotropic niodificatious both below and above their

transition points. As we pointed out in our papers on the allotropy

of copper and zinc, the possibility that there might be present at

the same time more than two allotropic forms had to be taken

into account.

If this were the case, a variation in the previous thermal history

might have an intluence on the transition temperature.

The samples which had given 64°.9 as their transition point

(Vide § 11 of our tirst paper) only differed by the fact, that the

second one had been in the dilatometer at 100° in contact with

paraffin oil for 36 hours after having given 64°. 9. At the end ot

this time the measurements were made, which are given in Table II.

On continuing our investigations we got the impression that this

difference in the thermal history of the samples might not have been

large enough to determine whether a third modification can be

formed. As a result of the following considerations we carried out

some new experiments.

2. If in our sample K^ (first paper) there had been present

originally more than two modifications, it might be possible that

the greater part of the modification(s) which is (are) stable at higher

temperatures had been changed into the /"'-form, as the sample

had been heated at 101° 0. for 24 hours in contact with a solution

of cadmium sulphate. In this case the heating at 100°, which

followed the first experiment with the dilatometer. might have had

no perceptible influence on the transition point which is in accordance

with the results given in tables I and II.

3. We now varied the pre\'ious thermal history of A', very

markedly. For this purpose the metal was taken out of the dilato-

meter and chilled by throwing it into water. After this it w^as put

into a new dilatometer without previousli/ treating it with a solution

of cadmium sulphate at 101°. The dilatometer was then kept at

70°.0; the temperature remained constant within 0.003 degrees. The

meniscus fell in 3^/4 hours 143 mm. while we observed formerly

(first paperj a strongly marked increase of volume at the same

temperature.

4. In order to control this result, we carried out the following

experiment

:

A fresh quantity of the metal ("Kahlbaum" — Berlin) weighing

about 300 grams (A^,) was melted and chilled. We then turned it

into thin shavings on a lathe and put it into a dilatometer ; the bulb
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was filled up with paraffin oil and a (piantitj- of small glass-beads.

(Vide our first paper § 10). At no teinjierature between 50 and 100°

(vide § 4 of our first paper) did any change occur. We then added

100 grams of the same material K^ which had been in contact with

a solution of cadmium sulphate (at 50°) during 12 hours. We now
observed that the meniscus of the dilatometer

fell 167 mm. in 5^ hours at 50°.0

„ 213 „ „ 7i „ „ 70°.0.

This result is in perfect accordance with the observations of § 3.

5. The following experiments prove in a more quantitative way

that the previous thermal history of the metal has an influence on

the transition temperature.

A fresh quantity of the metal (/fj was divided into two parts

[(/TJ/ and {K,)ii] of 500 grams each.

{K^)i was reduced into turnings on a lathe and immediately put

into a dilatometer. At 69°.9 we observed a decrease of volume

1^456 mm.) in 257* hours.

• iK^)j2 was converted into turnings in the same way and kept

for 5 days and nights at 100^ in a solution of cadmium sulphate.

After having it put into a dilatometer (bore of capillary tube 1 mm.)

we made the following readings (Table I).

TABLE I.

Temperature.
Duration of ttie

observations in

hours.

Increase of the
level in mm.

Increase of the
level

in mm. per hour

49.6

60.4

62.5

63.1

63.7

69.6

— 100

— 125

— 14

+ 15

+ 83

+ 225

— 600

— 250

— 21

+ 45

+ 249

4- 2700

The transition point is 6 2°. 8.

6. The metal was now kept at 100^ in contact with a solution

of cadmium sulphate for 7 days and nights. After this it was put



again into a dilatonieter wliicli was heated tor 24 iioiirs at 145°,

then for 24 iiours at 270° (tliat is only 50 degrees helow the melting

point of the metal).

We only succeeded in "bringing it into motion" by heating it for

48 hours at 50° in a solution of cadmium sulphate.

We then got the following results (Table II)

:

TABLE II.

Temperature.
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The paraffin oil was boiled on this piiin[) witli finely divided cad-

rniinn. If there had been formed during the electrolysis only one

moditication of cadmium, we might expect that no transformation

would occur in the dilatometer, in consequence of the absence of

germs of a second form. From our earlier experiments (first paper

§ 4j we know that even if a second modification were present the

retardation may be very strongly marked.

We found in our first experiment that neither at 50°, nor at

80°, nor at iOO"^ did any change occur.

After having removed the paraffin oil we washed the metal with

ether and brought it into contact with a solution of cadmium sul-

phate (12 hours at 100^ ; 48 hours at 50°). After this the dilato-

meter gave the following results (Table III).

TABLE III.

Temperature
Duration of obser-
vations in hours

Increase of level

in mm.
Increase of level in

mm. per hours

71.0

94.8

70.5

70.5

60.0

70.0

65.0

'/4

53/4

11

24

1^/2

IV2

— 351

+ 132

— 267

+ 47

— 138

+ 70

— 53

— 468

+ 528

— 46

+ 4

— 6

+ 46

— 38

There is a change in the direction of motion of the meniscus at a

constant temperature (70\5). The transition point is now between

65 and 70°.

This change proves therefore that now (viz. after the treatment

at 100° and 50° with a solution of cadmium sulphate) there are

simultaneously present more than two modifications.

9. Finally it may be pointed out here that the pyknometer cannot

be used to determine with exactness the density of the modifications

of cadmium formed by electrolysis, as this material always includes

constituents of the solution which has been electrolyzed. The water

may be driven out by melting the metal ; the salt will then flow

on to the surface of the metal and may be washed away, but for

exact determinations this material cannot be used.

Utrecht, April 1914. VAN 't B.OYY-Laboratory.
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Chemistry. — ''The allotropii of Zinc^ II. \\\ Prof. Eknst Cohkn

and W. I). Heldekman.

(Communicated in the meeting of April 24, 1914).

1. In our first paper on the allotropj of zinc ') we called attention

to the ''atomized" metals which may be prepared by the new method

of M. U. ScHOOP of Zurich.

We then pointed out that this method forms an ideal way of

producing ciiilled metal. As a result of our investigations on the

metastability of the metals as a consequence of allotropy we may
expect that "atomized" zinc will contain two or more allotropic

forms at the same time.

From a technical standpoint we thought it interesting to prove

this more directly : if the "atomized" metal really contains two or

more moditications at the same time, it will disintegrate in the long

run when stabilisation occurs.

2. Mr. ScHOOP supplied us with one kilo of zinc, which had been

"atomized" in the way described in our first paper on the subject.

As the material is very finely divided one would expect that an

eventual change would proceed in such a way that it could be

measured easily. On the othei' hand much care must be taken to

remove air from the very finely divided material after having brought

it into the dilatometer.

3. About 750 grams of the metal and a small quantity of glass-

beads which had been heated beforehand") were put into a dilato-

meter. The material kad not been in contact with an electrolyte. The

capillary (bore 1 mm.) was bent horizontally and put in coimection

with a Gaede pump. In order to remove the air as comjjletely as

possible the dilatometer remained in coiinection with the pump
for 1—IV2 hours. After this the paraffin oil was filled in; it had

been carefully boiled on the pump at 200° in contact with some

"atomized" zinc. In this way the instrument was made perfectly

free of air as many experiments proved.

4. In a preliminary experiment we found that a contraction

of the metal occurs at 25°.0. We then carried out a fresh one, the

"atomized" metal having been kept at 15° in a dry slate for three

1; These Proc. 16, 565 (1913).

2) These Proc, 16, 485 (§ 10) [1913].
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montlis. We used a special Üiermostat, which will be before long

described. The temperature was determined by means of a Beckmann

thermometer. It remained constant within some thousandths of a

degree.

The results are shown in Table I.

TABLE I.

Temperature 25°.00.

Time in hours

'Is

22/3

42/3

112/3

Level of the

meniscus (mm.)

526

425

252

219

181

A strongly marked contraction at constant temperature occurs.

5. As the metal contains a certain amount of zinc oxide in

consequence of its fine state of division, rhe question might arise

whether the contraction observed may be attributed to some chemical

reaction between the oxide and the paraftin oil.

In order to investigate this point more closely we tilled a dilato-

meter (100 cc.) with zinc oxide and the same paraffm oil we had

used in the experiment described above. After having evacuated it

at the Gaede pump we put it into a thermostat at 25°.00. The
meniscus did not show any change in 24 hours. The contraction

observed in our first experiment has consequently to be attributed

to a change in the metal. We intend continuing our investigations

on the different modifications of zinc present in. the "atomized" metal.

Utrecht, April 1914. van 't ]^0¥v-Laboratory.

Chemistry. — ''The al/otropi/ of Ct>/>/9dr". II. By Prof. Ernst Cohen
and W. D. Helderman.

1. We have also continued our investigations on the allotropy

of copper in the direction indicated in our second paper on the

allotropy of cadmium.

The dilatometer had shown (§ 4 of our first paper) that there is

a transition point at 71°.4. We used the same method described in

our second communication on cadmium in order to determine if
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tliis point changes by a change in the previous thermal history of

the metal.

2. The sample the transition point of which had been fixed at

71°. 7 (§ 6 of our tirst paper) had not been treated with an electrolyte.

It was removed from the dilatometer, washed with ether and kept

in contact for some days with a solution of copper sulphate. This

material (Cu^j) then gave tlie following results:

TABLE I.

Temperature.
Duration of

measurements in

hours

Rise of level

in mm.

Rise of level

in mm.
per hour

61.7

74.6

69.6

72.1

70.3

71.6

70.8

70.6

70.7

'/6

Ve

1

2/3

%

l'/6

5'/6

— 78

+225

- 38

-t- 67

— 38

+ 84

+ 13'/

- 10

+ 36

—
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TABLE II.

Temperature.
Duration of

measurements
Rise of level

in mm.

Rise of level

in mm.
per hour

68.0

75.0

72.0

70.0

69.5

69.5

2'/3

IV2

5V4

58

31

— 15

+ 46

+ 14

+ 10

+243

— 36

—
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wheat-grains, on which I now wisli to make a short preliminair}'

communication.

The germination of the wheat-grains nnder observation always

took pUice at about 20^ C in the dark, Ihere could therefore be no

energy taken up from williout by assimilation oi' carbon dioxide
;

all the energy needed for the processes of germination had therefore

to be [n'ovided by moans of the reserve materials.

At the commencement of germination ind)ibition chielly takes

place, in this way heat is already liberated, therefore energy ; then

there follow very soon a series of exothermic pi-ocesses, in wdieat-

grains more especially decom})osition of starch to sugars and com-

plete oxydation of this material of respiration to carl)on dioxide.

The energy set free in this manner is now applied to varions ends :

1st. fQi- j^ii kinds of synthetic processes by means of which plastic

materials are formed for the growing plant, 2"'^. for the production

of osmotic pressure, 3"^ for the overcoming of internal and external

resistances, and 4'''. energy is given otf in the form of heat-radiation.

The methods used to obtain an insight into these various energy-

relations were the two following :

1^'. Determination of the heat of cond)ustion before germination,

and after the gernunation had been progressing for some time.

2"'^. Determination of the quantity of heat produced during ger-

mination.

As regards the first point, it must be pointed out that the internal

chemical energy during a certain length of germination must decrease;

a measure of this loss can be found by determining the difference

in the heat of combustion. The energy which will no longer be

shown by this heat of combustion, is that which is utilized osmoti-

cally, for overcoming resistances and which is lost by the giving out

of heat. The energy, however, w liicli is nsed up during germination

for synthetic processes is again tixed as chemical energy and is

indeed represented by the heat of combustion.

The loss of energy, that is found by determinations of the heat of

'combustion, does not give therefore the total amount of energy,

which has played a part during gei-mination, for a considerable part

of this energy has again been withdrawn from observation by the

synthetic processes.

The BERTHELOT-bomb was used for determining the heat of com-

bustion. In it a weighed quantity of wheat-grain's, germiiuited or

ungermiuated and previously dried for a long time at 100°. were

buiHit ; by the rise of temperature of the water in which the l)0inl
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Was placed, in combiiiatioii with the water-vahie of the respective

parts, the amount of energy which was set free by combustion,

could be calculated.

This heat of combustion was always calculated for the weight of 1

gram of nngerminated wheat (initial-weight) ; this was done in the case

of both germinated and nngerminated wheat. In this way comparable

values were obtained ; the difference in heat of combustion after a

definite period of germ iuat ion gave therefore the loss of energy

abo\'e referred to.

Heat of combustion of wheat calculated per gram of the initial-weight,

expressed in gram-calories.

The germination took
place at ± 20° C.

I

Average
I
values

Loss of energy

Ungerminated
]
3748-3774-3778-3794—37970

After 1 day's germin:

„ 2 „ „I 3756-3793

„ 3 „ „ ' 3740

„ 4 „ „ 3653-3681—3682 3707—3707

11 3 II II Oi3y4

3498

3318

3778

3774

3740

3686

3594

3498

3318

1st day
4

2nd day

34 3rd day

j
54 4th day

I

92 5th day

i

96 6th day

j
180 7th day

It is clear from these values, which were found for the heat of

combustion, tluit the loss of energy during germination steadily

increased. The loss of energy in the tiivst two days was slight

;

[)rol)ably imbibition had chietly taken place at this stage, whilst the

chemical Iransforinations had then only subsidiary importance.

It can be further deduced from the iigures that between the '2'^

and 3'<i day especially the loss of energy greatly increased, and after

that continued to rise.

If these values for the loss of energy after different lengths of.

germination are summarized graphicall\\. a cur\e is obtained, which

begins almost horizontally, and rises more and more steeply.

The loss of energy per hour per kilogram of initial-weight can be

roughly calculated from the loss of energy during the different days.

Tlie loss of energy per gram of initial-weight was after two days

4 calories.

^) The figures are arranged in ascending values, and not chrouologically.
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During the 1"^ and 2"^' da^s the loss of energy per hour per kilogram of

1000
ihe initial-weight was therefore roughly X '^ =83 cal.

48

1000
The same for the 3'^^ day X 34 = 1417 „

>j 5> >> j> 4 '

,, ,, X ^4 = 225U ,,

„ ,, ,, ,, 5 '

,, ,, X "'^ =^ oooo ,,

„ „ „ „
6t''

„ „ X Ö6 = 4000 „

„ „ „ „ 7^" „ „ X180= 7500 „

This amount of lost eliemieal energy corresponds Iherefore in all

probability to that which is ap[)lied to osmotic purposes, to the over-

coming of resistances and lo the evolution of heat.

In a second series of observations I also attempted to determine

directly the anmunt of heat that is given off. The principle, that

underlay these determinations, was briefly as follows : air, satui-ated

with water-vapour, which had been brought to a constant known
temperature, was passed over germinating wheat-grains at a constant

velocity; these acted as a continuous source of heat; the air which

passed ovei"» it therefore rose in temperature.

If the difference of temperature l)etween the air streaming in and

out vvei'e measured, when the latter passed at a known rate, then

in the ideal case when absolutely no other heat conduction took

place, the amount of heat set free could be calculated from «the

known heat-capacity of the air. Moreover for this the space in which

the seedlings were placed would have to be completely saturated with

water-vapour ; if this were not so, evaporation would take place on

germination, in which wnj heat would be withdrawn from the

observation.

The apparatus with which I conducted these experiments consisted

of a copper vessel placed in a waterbath of constant temperature.

Through this copper vessel, in which a large number of germinating

wheat-grains were placed, a current of air was directed at the rate

of 3 litres per hour; the air had had for a large part of its course an

opportunity to take up the constant temperature of the water. A set

of thermal needles served to measure the difference between the tem-

peratures of the air entering and leaving ; the current resulting

from this difference in temperature was led through a very sensitive

mirror-galvanometer, whilst a spot of light was thiovvn by the mirror

on a scale and so made it possible to compare accurately the deflections.

The apparatus was for the most part composed of materials which

5

Troceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVII.
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conduct heat very easily, thus making the ideal case described above

very far from bein^ realised.

If a source of heat were introduced into the vessel while a regu-

lated stream of air was passed through, only a part of the heat

liberated could be used to raise the air-temperature ; the remainder

would [)ass into the surrounding water l)y conduction.

It was to be expected that, when a ^letinite source of heat was

present, a maximum ditTerence of temperature between the in- and

out-streaming air would arise at"ler some time; with the given rate

of passage of the air this ditTci-ence of temperature caused by this

source of heat, could not become greater. A calculation as to how

great this maximum difference of temperature would be for different

amounts of heat, would be very complicated, if not entirely imjms-

sible. Fur this reason the sim[)lest way was to calibrate the a[)paratus

by introducing a source of heal of known maguitude. P^or this

purpose a manganin-wire was |)lace(l inside the ai)|)aratus over as

wide an extent as possible, in the place where later the gei-minatiug

wheat-grains were to be put. This wire formed a metallic contact

with two co|)per rods which jU'ojected above the lid of the appara-

tus. An electric current could be passed through the manganin-wire

by connecting these rods with the two poles of an accumulator.

The resistance of the manganiu-wire was accurately determined, whilst

a milliampèremeter, placed in the circuit, sei'ved to measure the

strength of the current. By taking the current from 1, 2, and 3

accumulators alternately, sources of heat of different magnitude could

be introduced into the apparatus.

When in this way a source of heat of known magnitude occupied

the apparatus, air was i)assed through and at regular intervals the

(double) deflection of the spot of light on the scale was read till

this ultimately remained constant and therefore had reached a

maxiuium. These observations wei'e conducted at temperatures of

20°, 30°, and 40° of the sui-rounding water, and also therefore of

the entering air.

These calibration-experiments showed : l*^"^ that the maximum

deflection of the spot of light, or in other words the difference of

temperature between the iu- and out-goiug air was roughly in

proportion to the source of heat which was placed in the apparatus,

2'"^' that this proportionality was maintained at a surrounding

temperature of 20°, 30°, and 40°, 3"' that the absolute magnitude

of the deflection was independent of this temperature. 4''', that a

deviation of 1 centimetre corres})onded to a derelopincnt of about

11.5 calories per hour.
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As the apparatus was now calibrated it was possible conversely,

by reading the deflection of the spot of light, to calculate the

magnitude of any source of heat, which was in the apparatus. For

such an unknown source of heat germinating wheat-grains were
used. (The number of these was always 500).

In the course of the experiments however it became plain that

in this case the deflection of the light spol could not be looked

u[)on as showing exclusively the lieat-evolulion which took place in

germination. Foi' when 500 germinated wheat-grains, which had

previously been killed by heating to \()(f, were j)laced in the

apparatus, then it was seen that (he spot of light inevitably

passed the zero; in various experiments of this kind a deflection of

about 8 centimeties was always found.

In order to ascertain whether the dead seedlings did not after

all give off some heat possibly as a i-esult of a continued enzyme-

action, the apparatus was filled by way of control with quantities

of filterpaper pre\'iously soaked in water. In this case there could

be no question of heat-evolution by (he filterpa[)er. Also with this

arrangement of the experiments the spot of light invariably passed

the zei'O, reaching finally a maximum deflection corresponding to

that obtained when dead seedlings were [)laced in the apparatus.

The extent of this deflection was independent of the temperature of

the surrounding water (fixed at 25° and 85°;, in other words, with

this arrangement of the experiment there arose always a constant

difference of temperature between the in- and out-going current of air.

Since in these cases no direct evolution of heat by means of the

substances used was possible, another cause for the rise of temperature

in the experiment described had to lie found. The most [)robable

thing was that condensation of water-vapour must have taken j)lace

in some way and that the heat thus set free caused an increase of

temperature in the out-going air and in consequence of this of the

upper thermal needle. In the calibration-experiments the spot of

light had remained at zero when there was no heat-source in the

apparatus ; the difference in conditions then and during the experiments

just described was, that the space within was in the latter case for

a great part filled with a completely imbibed mass.

The many efforts made to eliminate this irregularity were practically

without results; I was therefore compelled, in experimenting with

living seedlings, to adopt a correction, the amount of which was

experimentally fixed while theoretically it had to be left |)artly

unexplained.

Since it was therefore found that by filling the apparatus with

5*



Very moist substances a difference in temperature between the two

needles arose wlien the current of air passed through, it had to

be assumed tliat this would be also the case wlien living seedlings

were present. The deflection found in that case would have to be

attributed partly to this physical cause, partly to generation of heat

which actually took place in germination. It was therefore necessary

to subtract from the deflection found in this arrangement the amount

of deflection found in the experiments with dead seedlings, the

remaiuder then being the measure of the heat generated in germination.

This latter was observed at different temperatures and in different

stages of germination. In consefjuence of the complications mentioned

higher up the sources of error were relatively very numerous and

this was especially noticeable in the few parallel-detei-minations

which were carried out, so that in the values summarized in the

table below an approximation to the amounts of heat given of!"

must be expected rather than an exact measure thereof. These

influences are proportionately very large in the lower values.

Number of calories given off per hour calculated per kilogram

' of the initial weight.

d.

E
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days, l»ut (lie rehitively siiuill diiferences from the 4''' to the 7 '' day

justify the calculation of an average for this period of germination.

Number of calories given off per hour calculated per kilogram

of the initial weight.

-r„^„ On theTemp.
4t, ^^^
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The total amount of clieiuiccil energy which was set free in

gerniiiiiition was therefore always larger than the quantity of energy

given off as heat to the surroundings. A part of the free energy

which became available in the process of germination was therefore

evidently used for other purposes (osmosis etc.) than for heat-evolu-

tion ouly.

This was however doubtful only on the second day, the evolution

of heat on that day was not determined; the loss of energy, cal-

culated from the heat of combustion, was however so small in this

j)eriod that it is very possible that the evolution of heat at that

moment was larger, if afterward it should appear that this is really

the case, it would be vei*y intelligible. For in the beginning of

germination imbibition will principally take place so that in this

case evolution of heat is not at all necessarily connected with chemical

transformations.

The results of this investigation may therefore be summarized

as folio u^s.

The loss of energy calculated from the heat of combustion as

well as the evolution of heat increase with the duration of germination.

Both ai'e small -at the beginning of germination and greatly increase,

chietly on the 'S^'^ day.

The evolution of heat is greatly dependent on the surrounding

temperature.

The optimum of heat-evolution is roughly 35^

The total loss of energy during germination at 20° exceeds the

loss of energy by evolution of heat at the same temperature.

Utrecht, 1914. Botanical Laborntorij.

Chemistry. — '' EqiiUlhria in temarij si/stenis XV". By Prof. F.

A. H. SCHREINEMAKERS.

(Communicated in thy meeting of April 124, 1914).

In our previous considerations on saturationcurves under their own

vapouri)ressure and on boilingpointcurves we have considered the

general case that each on the three components is volatile and

occurs consequently in the vapour. Now we shall assume that the

vapour contains only one or two of the components. Although we

may easily deduce all appearances occurring in this case from the

general case, we shall yet examine some points more in detail.



The vapoui' contains only one component.

We assume that of the components A, B, and C the first two

are extremely little volatile, so that |)ractically we can say that the

vapour consists onl}' of C. This shall e.g. be the case when A and

B are two salts and C a solvent, as water, alcohol, benzene, etc.

Theoretically the vapour consists always of A -\- B -\- C ; the

quantity of A and B, however, is generally exceedingly small,

compared with the quantity of 6', so that the vapour consists prac-

tically completely of C.

When, however, we consider complexes in the immediate vicinity

of the side AB, circumstances change. A complex or a li((ui(l

situated on this side has viz. always a vapourpressure, although

this is sometimes inmeasurably small; consequently there is also

always a vapour, consisting only of A -f B without C. When we
take a complex in the immediate vicinity of the side AB, the

quantity of C in the vapour is, therefore, yet also exceedingly small

in comparison with the quantity of A -\- B.

Considering equilibria, not situated in the vicinity of the side

AB, we may, therefore, assume that the vapour consists only of 6';

when, however, these equilibria are situated \n the immediate

vicinity of the side AB, we nmst also take into consideration

the volatility of A and B and we must consider the vapour as

ternary.

Considering only the occurrence of liquid and gas, as we have

formerly seen, three regions may occur, viz. the gasregion, the

liquid-region and the region L— G. This last region is separated from

the liquid-region by the licpiid-curve and from the vapour-region

by the vapourcurve.

As long as the liquid-cui-ve is not situated in the immediate

vicinity of AB, this last curve, as a definite vapour of the vapour-

curve is in equilibrium with each liquid of the liquid-curve, will

\)Q situated in the immediate vicinity of the anglepoint C. Therefore,

the gas-region is exceedingly small and is I'educed, just as the gas-

curve, practically to the point C. Consequently we distinguish within

the triangle practically only two regions, which are separated by the

liquid-curve, viz. the liquid-region and the region L—G ; the first

reaches to the side .4i^, the last to the anglepoint C. The conjugation-

lines liquid-gas come together, therefore, practically all in the point C.

When, however, the liquid-curve comes in the immediate vicinity

of the side AB, so that there are liquids which contain only exceed-

ingly little C, then in the corresponding vapours the quantity of

.1 and B will be large with respect to 6'. The vapour-curve will
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then also be situated inrtlier from the anglepoint C and closer to

the side AB, so that also the vaj)onr region is large. At a siitricient

decrease of pressure or increase of temperature, the vapour-region

shall even cover the whole components-triangle. Consequently it is

absolutely necessar}- that we must distinguish the three regions, of

which the movement, occurrence, and disappearance were already

formerly treated.

When the equilibrium F -\- L -{- G occurs, we may now deduce

this in the same way as it was done formerly for a ternary vapour.

a) The solid substance is a ternary compound or a binary com-

pound, which contains the volatile component 6'.

For tixing the ideas we shall assume I hat in the triangle ABC
of fig. 1 which is partly drawn, the point C repi'esents water, if an

aqueous doublesalt, F' and F" binary hydrates. In accordance with

our previous general deductions we now find the following.

The saturationcurves under their own va[)Our-pressure arecircum-

or exphased at temperatures below 7], (7's = minimum meltingpoint

of the solid substance uiuier consideration). The corresponding vapour-

curves are reduced to the point 6'. When these substances melt with

Fig. 1.

increase of volume, the points H, H' and H" are situated with

i-espect to F, F' and F" as in fig. 1 ; when they melt with decrease

of volume, these points are situated on the other side.
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In fig. 1 different satnt-alioncurves are completely or partly di-awn
;

the pressure increases along tlieni in the direction of the arrows.

Further it is apparent that along the saturationcnrve of Z^^the pressiii'e

is maximum or minimum in its points of intersection with the line

C F; the point of maximumpressure is situated closest to C. On
the curve bcdi/ig of fig. 1, which is only partly drawn, c is,

therefore, a point of maximum-, h a point of minimuinpressure.

The pressure along a saturationcurve of the binary hydrate F'

(or F") is highest in the one and lowest in the other end, without

being however in these terminating points maximum or minimum.

On the curve ahgf of fig. i which is onlj^ partly drawn, the

pressure in a is the highest and in ƒ the lowest.

This is also in accordance with the rule, formerly deduced, that

the pressure is maximum or minimum, when the phases 7*^, L, and (r

are situated on a straight line, but that this is no more the case

when this line coincides with a side of the triangle.

As the vapour has always the composition C here the point of

maximum- and that of minimumpressure of the saturationcurve of F
are, tiierefore, always situated on the line CF; the saturationcurves

of F' and F" can, however, not have a point of maximum- or

niinimum-pressure.

As we may obtain all solutions of the line Ch [CB and C A)
by adding water to F {F' and F'') or removing water from F {F'

and F"), we shall call the solutions of Ch {CB and .C A) pure

solutions of F {F' and F"). Further we call the solutions of C

H

{CH' and C E") rich in water and those of Hh {H'B and H"A)
solutions poor in water. Consequently in fig. 1 a, c and e represent

pure solutions rich in water and ƒ, It and k pure solutions poor in

watei'. We may express now the above in the following way -.

Of all solutions saturated at constant T with a binary or ternary

hydrate, the pure solution r-ich in water has the greatest and the

pure solution poor in water the lowest vapourjiressure. Therefore,

the pressure increases along the saturationcurve from the pure solution

poor in water towards the pure solution rich in water. When the

solid substance is a ternary hydrate, the highest pressure is at the

same time a maximum- and the lowest pressure also a minimum
pressure.

We see that this is in accordance with the direction of the arrows

in fig. 1.

/;) The solid substance is the component .4 or B or a binary com-

pound of A and B ; therefore, it docs not contain the volatile com-

ponent C,
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In (ig. 2 some sattiratioiicurves under their own Viipourpressure

of A [ak,b l,c iii,on) and of B {li i, <j L f m, pn) are completely or

partly drawn. When iji one of the hinarv systems, e.g. in CB, there

exists a point of maximumtemperatnre H' , then also there occur

saturationcurves as the dotted curve qr. As long as we consider

solutions, not situated in the vicinity of A B, the vapour region is

represented by point C. When we consider, however, also solutions

in the vicinity of A B, the vapour region expands over the triangle.

• Consequently, when we de-

duce the saturationcurves

under their own vapour-pres-

sure, assuming that the

vapour is represented by C,

we may do this only for

solutions, not situated in the

vicinity of AB. For points

of the curves in the vicinity

of AB we take the case,

treated already in communi-

cation XIII that the vapour

pjo. 2 is ternary. The same applies,

as H' is situated in the vicinity of B, also to the curves in the

vicinity of H'

.

If follows from the deduction of the saturationcurves that the

pressure, e.g. along a k, continues to decrease from a; only in the

vicinity of ,(:, a point of minimumpressure may perhaps be situated.

As the pressure in b and consequently also in the minimum possibly

occurring is exceedingly small and practically zero, we can say

:

along the saturationcurve of a component the pressure increases

from the solution free from water (k) towards the pure solution {(i).

The pressure of the solution free from water is practicalh zero.

Let us now take a binary compound of A and B (for instance

an anhydric double-salt); it may be imagined in fig. 2 to be repre-

sented by a point F on AB. When we leave out of account satura-

tioncurves in the vicinity of F, we may say that the saturation-

curves under their own vapourpressure have two terminatingpoints,

both situated on AB. As the pressure is again very small in both

the terminatingpoints, it follows: alojig the saturationcurve of an

anhydric double-salt, the pressure increases from each of the solutions

free from water towards the pure solution.

c) The solid substance contains the volatile component C only^

This is for Distance the case when an aqueous solution of two
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salts is ill ecjiiilibriiini with ice: llio satiirjilion- or iceciirve under

its own vapourpiessure lias llien, as t'urve ed in fig. '2, one tei--

minatingpoint on CA and one on C B. We find fnrthei': along an

icecurve under its own vapourpressnre the pressure is tiic same in

ail points and it is equal to the pressure of sublimation of the ice.

We may deduce the j)revious results also in the following way.

As the vapour consists only of C, we equate, in order to find the

conditions of equilibrium for the system F -\- L -\- G in (1) (II)

.f, zzz and //i
= 0. We then find

:

Z-x~ y— =Z,andZ,-f«- + .i - = ^^ .... (1)
Ox 0'/ O.f 0//

For the saturationcurve of F under its own vaponrpressure we
find :

(x r+ y s) d x + [x s -\- y t) d y = -- Cd P (2)

{a r + ^s) d X + (« s-^ ^t) d y = — (.4 + C) d P ... (3)

which relations follow also immediately from 8 (II) and 9 (II). In

order that the pressure in a point of this curve should be maximum
or minimum, dP must be =0. This can be the case oidy, when

«i/ = t^'^' (4)

This means that the liquid is situated in the point of intersection

of the curve with the line CF, consequently, that the liquid is a pure

solution of F. Consequently we find: along a saturationcurve under

its own vapourpressnre of a ternary substance, the pressure is

maximum or minimum in the pure solutions.

In order to examine for which of the two pure solutions the

pressure is maximum and for which it is minimum, we add to the

first part of (2) still the expressions:

and to the first term of (3)

:

1 / d;- ös^ / ar a5\ i / a^ a^\

2 r d^
+

^^)
'^^^

[:% ^%) '-'"' " A% ^''
Wi)

''''' ^' '"

Now we subtract (2) from (3), after that (2) is multiplied by <? and

(3) b}^ X. Substituting further their values for .4 and (', wc find:

1— a{rdx- -f- 2sd.vdy -f tJf) — [{x-a) F, + a V—.vc\dr. . (5)

Representing the change of volume, when one quantity of vapour
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arises at the reaction between the phases F, L and G, hy A V^

(5) passes into:

— a {rdw^ + 2sdxdy + tdy') = (x-ct) AV^ X ^^P - • • (6)
Li

Let us consider now in fig. 1 the pure solutions of F, thei-efore

the solutions of the line Ch. For j^oints between C ^w^ F x— «<C0,

for the other points x -«^0. Considering only the solutions of

the line Ch, we can consider the system F -\- L -\- G- as binary.

Imagining a 7*, ^'-diagram of this system, 77 is the^point of maximum-

temperature. From this it is apparent that A F^ is negative between

H and F, positive in the other points of the line Ch. From this it

follows :

(.r—«) A V^ is negative in points between C and /T, therefore for

the solutions of F rich in ^vater.

{x—a) A T^i is positive in the other points of this line, therefore,

for the solutions of F poor in water.

The same applies also when the point H is situated on the other

side of F.

Let us take now a pure solution rich in water of F, for instance

solution c of the fig. 1 ; as the first term of (6) is positive and

(.^—«) A Fj is negative,, it follows: dP is negative. This means that

the pressure is a maximum in c.

When we take a pure solution poor in water of F, for instance

solution h of figure 1, (.«—«)^ ^^ is positive, therefore, the pressure

is a minimum in h.

In accordance with the previous considerations, we find, there-

fore, that the pressure along the saturationcui've of a ternary com-

pound is a minimum for the pure solution j)Oor in water and a

maximum for the pure solution ricli in water.

When the solid substance is a binary compound, as F' in fig. 1

or 3, we must equate « = 0. (Of course j:? = for the compound

F"). (2) and (3) pass now into

:

{xT + ys) dx -f (.fs 4- yt) dy = ~ C dP . . . . (7)

^sdx + iitdy =i — {A^C)dP, (8)

From this we find :

^^. {rt— s-") dx = [{xs + yt) {A + C) — ^C)] dP . . . (9)

From this it is apparent that dP can never be zero or in other

words: on the saturationcurve of a binary hydrate never a point of

maximum- or of minimumpi-cssure can occur.

In the terrainatingpoint of- a saturationcurve on BC a; :=(), as
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Lim r =:— , while t and s remain unite, it tollows, when we
.V

re])lace also A and C bj their values:

^.ET.dw = \iy -^)V, ^ ^3V-yv\dP. . . . (10)

Representing' by A V^ the change of volnme, when one (inantit}'

of vapour arises at the reaction l)etween (ho three phases (F', L
and G), (10) passes into

:

[)RT . d.G = (7/ — /i) Al\.dP (11)

For solutions between 6' and F' is //
— /^ -^ 0, between F' and

B is V — 1^ ^ 0. Imagining a /^, 7'-diagram of the binary system

F' -\- L -\- (t, H' is the [)oint of maximum lcm|)era(uro ; h Ci is

conseqnently negative between H' and F'
,

positive in the other

points of CI). From this it follows: {>/ — /?) A F, is negative in points

between C and H', therefore, for the solutions rich in water; (?/—/i)

A F] is positive in points between //' and B, therefore for the

solutions of F' poor in water.

From (11) it now follows: dP is negati\e for liquids on CH',

positive for liquids on H' B. In accordance with our former resnlts

conseqnently we lind : along the saturationcurve of a binary hydrate

the jU'essure increases from the pure solution poor in water towards

the |)ure solution rich in water.

When P' is one of the components, which are not volatile, e.g.

B in fig. 2, then « = and /•?;=1. From (11) then follows:

RT . dx = (_v
—

1 ) A F, . rfP {V2)

We now imagine a 7^7kliagram of the binary system B-\-L-\-(t;

this may have either a point of maximnmtemperature H' in the

vicinity of the point B or not. When a similar point does not exist,

A Fj is always positive; when a similar point does exist, A F, is

positis'e between C and H' , negative between H' and B. As we
leave, however, here ont of account points, situated in the vicinity

of B, A Fi is positive. As //
— I is always negative, it follows

from (12) that dP is negative. In accordance with our former results

we find therefore: along the saturationcurve of a component the

pressure decreases from the pure solution towaitls the solntion free

from water.

When F is the volatile component, as for instance in the e(piili-

brinm ice -\~ L-\- G, then « = and /? = 0. The second of the con-

ditions of equilibi-inm {]) passes now into: Z^=K. This means that

not a whole series of pressnres belongs to a given tempci-atni-e, but

oidy one definite pressure, viz. the pressnre of sublimation of the

ice. Therefore we find again : along an icecurve under its own
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vapour pressure the pressure is tlie same in all points and equal to

the pressure of sublimation of the ice.

Now we shall consider the boiliugpointcurves ; in general tlie

same applies to them as to the saturationcurves under their own
vapourpressure, which we have considered above.

Now we assume that the curves in fig. 1 repj'esent boilingpoiuf-

curves; ihe |)oint H no longer represents a point of maximum
temperature, but a point of maximum pressure; consequently it is

always silnated l)etween 6' and /•. This point of maximumpressure

H is always situated ch)ser to C than the point of maximum tem-

|)erature /7 ; the same applies to the points //' and H" in the figs.

2 and 3. Wishing to indicate by arrows the direction in which the

temperature increases, we must give the opposite direction to the

arrows in the tigs. 1— 3.

We saw before that on the side CB of fig. 2 a point of maxi-

mumtemperatnre H' may either occur or not; on this side, however,

always a })oint of maximumpressure is situated. The same applies

to the side CA. We now liiid the following.

a) of all solutions satni-ated under constant P with a binai-y or

ternary hydrate, the pure solution rich in water has the lowest —
and the i)ui-c solution poor in watei- the highest boiling-point. There-

fore, the boilingpoini im-reases along the boilingpointcurve from the

pure solution rich in water towards the pure solution poor in water.

When the solid substance is a ternary hydrate, the highest boiling-

point is at the same time a maximum- and the lowest at tlie same

time a minimumboilingpoint.

b) along the boilingpointcurve of a component or of an anhydric

double-salt the boilingpoint increases from the pure solution. When
the solid substance is an anhydric double-salt, the boilingpoint of

the pure solntion is at the same time a minimum.

c) along the curve of the S(jlu(ions saturated with ice nnder a

constant pressure the boilingpoint is the same in all the points and

it is equal to the sublimationpoint of the ice.

The icecurve under its own vapourpressure of the temperature

T and the boilingpointcurve of the ice under the pressure P coincide,

therefore, when P is the pressure of sublimation of the ice at the

temperature 7.

The following is amongst others apparent from what precedes.

We take a pure solution of a solid substance (component, binary or

ternary compound). Through this solution pass a saturationcurve
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Under its own vapoiirpressure and a boilingpointeurve. (Generally we

now have : when the vapour pressure at a constant T decreases (or

increases) from the pure sohition, the boilingpoint under a constant

P will increase (or decrease).

This, however, is no more the case for solutions between the

point of maximumpressure and the point of maximumtemperature.

The poiid. of maximumpressure is situated viz. closer to the point

6" than the point of ina\inium!empcrature. When we take a solution

between these points, it is a solution I'ich in water with i-espect to

the salurationcurve under its own vapourpi-essui-e, a solution poor

in watei', however, with res})eci to the boilingpointeurve. (lonseipiently

as well the pressure along- the saturatioucurve as the lemperat\ne

along the l)oilingpointcurve will decrease from this solution.

We may expi-ess the foregoing also in the following way: the

vapourpressure (at constant 7^) and the boilingpoint (under constant

P) change from a pure solution generally in opposite directions.

When, however, the pure solution is situated between the point of

maximumpressure and the |)oint of maximumtem[)erature, then as

well the vapourpressure as the boiling[»oiid decrease from this solution.

Formerly we have already considered the saturatioucurve under

its own vapourpressure of two solid substances (viz. the equilibrium

F -{- F' -^ L -\- G) ; now we shall discuss some points more in detail.

It should be kept in nxind in this case that all deductions apply

also now to pomts, \n hicli are not situated in the vicinity of AB.
The deductions discussed already formerly apply to points in the

vicinity of this line.

Ijet ns take the solution m of fig. 2 saturated with ^ -[- 7?, there-

fore, the equilibrium A -j- B -\- L,,^ -\- G. As the pressure increases

from m towards c and towards ƒ, we may say : the solution saturated

with two components has a smaller vapourpressure than the pure

solution of each of the components separately.

When we consider the solution /> of fig. 2 saturated with ice -\-A

and when we imagine curve np to be extended up to (Z.4, it appears:

the solution saturated with ice -\- A has a greater va[)Ourpressure

than the solution saturated with ^ -[" ^-* ^^^^d a smaller vai)Ourpressure

than the metastable pure solution of A.

In the previous communication we have already discussed the

curves zu, ci', and zw; zii represents the solutions of the equilibrium

A -\- B -\- L -\- G, ziv those of the cquililu-ium ice -{- A -\~ L -{- G
and zv these of the eipdlibrium ice -(- B -\- L -\- G, w and v arc

binary, z is the tei'uary cryohydric point under its own vapourpressure.
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Let us now contemplate the solution m of fig. 3 saturated with

the liydrales F -\- F'
; it is apparent from the figure that solution w<

has a smaller vapourpressure than / or ii. When we talve however

Fig. 3.

the solution h, saturated wiili these hydrates, this has a larger

vapourpressure than the solutions a and c.

Curve !>(/ represents the solutions of the e(|uililirinni F-{-F'-\- L-\-G;

point H is the point of maxinuimteniperatuve of this curve. In

accordance with our pi-evions definitions we call the liquids of bi-anch

pH rich in water and those of branch Nq poor in v^rater. We then

may express what precedes in this way:

the solution saturated with two components or with their hydrates

has in the region rich in water always a smaller vapoui-pressui-e,

in I'ne region poor in water ahvays a greater vapourpressure than

the pure solution of each of the substances separately.

Let us now take a liquid saturated with a double salt and one

of its limit-substances. [In fig. 1 the series of solutions saturated

with F of curx-e bed is limited in /; by the occurrence of F' and

in d by the occurrence of F". Therefore we shall call F' and F"

the limit-substancep of the double-salt F]. Curve po represents the

solutions of the equilibrium F -\-
F'

-\- L -\- G, curve oc/ those of

the equilibrium F' -}- F -\- L -[- G and curve oi those of the equili-

brium F" -\- F -\- L ^ G. ^f and M' are points of maximum-

temperature of these curves, in accordance with previous definitions

we call solutions of oM and oM' rich in water and tiiose of M(/

and M'i poor in water.
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The following is apparent from I he direction of (he arrows in

fig. J.

a. In ihe region of tiie liquids rich in water. When a doublesalt

is soluble in water withont decomposition, the solution satuiated

with this double-salt and with one of its liniit-sul>stances has a

smaller vapourpressure than the pure solulion of the (loul>lesalt and

also than that of the limit-substance.

When a double-salt is decomposed by water, the solution saturated

with this double-salt and one of its limit-substances has a smaller

vapour pressure than the pure solution of the limit-substance. The
solution saturated with double-salt aud with the limit-substance, which

is not separated, has a smaller vapour-pressure than the solution,

saturated with double-salt ami with tiie limit-substance, which is

separated.

h. In the region of the liquids poor in water the opposite takes

place.

As a special case a liquid can be saturated with two substances

of such a composition, that one of these may be foi'med from the other

by addition of watei'. They are

represented then by two points F
and F' , which are situated with C
on a straight line. In fig. 4 this line

CFF' does not coincide with one

side of the triangle. In this figure

a e cf is a satnrationcurve under

its own vapourpressure of /^^, cur\'e

h e (1/ one of F' ; the ari-ows

indicate the direction, in which

the pressure increases. Both the

curves can be circnni- or exphasedFig. 4.

and they either intersect or they do not. In tig. 4 they intersect

in e and ƒ, so that the equilibria F -f- F' -{- Le -j- G and

F -\- F' -\- Lf -\- G occnr. Now we can prove that the vapour

pressure of those two equilibria is Ihe same, therefore Pe=^ Pf.

When we remove viz. the licpdd from both the equilibria, we retain

F ^ F' -^ G. As between these three phases the reaction i'^y^'-J-^r

is possible, we can consider F -\- F' -|- 6r as a binary system. We
then have two components in three phases, so that the equilibrium

is monovariant. At each tenq)ei'ature F -\- F' -\- G has, therefore,

oidy one definite vapourpressure, from which immediately follows:

Fe=-Pf-
6

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol, XVll.
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Curve qehfk in fig. 4 indicates 'the solution of the equilibrium

7f^ _|_ ^' _|_ /^ _|_ Q-^ wlien in a P, J'-diagram we draw the curve

7^_j_ I?' _|_ Q (consequently the curve of inversion F"^ F' -f- G) and

curve F -{- F' -\- L -\- G, then they coincide.

In fig. 5 the line OFF' coincides with the side ^C' of tlie triangle

;

we assume viz. that the component B and its hydrate F occur as

solid substances; further we have also assumed that the component

A occurs as solid substance. The curves be, fg and //; are saturation-

curves under their own vapourpressure of A, ih and ef of B, ab

and <le of the hydrate F , the arrows indicate again the direction

in which the pressure increases.

It is apparent from the figure that vz represents the solutions of

the equilibrium A -\- F -\- L -\- G, zw those oï A -\- B -\- L -{- G
and zu those of B-\- F^L-\-G.
Consequently in z the invariant equili-

l)rium .1 + i>* + F ^ L -[- G occurs.

Curve zu terminates on side BC in

the quadrupiepoint u with the phases

B -\- F -\- L -\- G of the binary system

CB. When we remove the liquid Le

from the equilibrium B-\-F-\-he-\-G

occurring at the temperature T^. and

under the pressure Pe, we retain tlie mono-

variant binaiy equilibrium B-\-F-{-G.

When we draw in a 7^, 7^-diagram the

curve B-\-F-\-G (^therefore the curve of inv^ersion i~^B-\-G) and

curve B -\- F -{- L -\- G, these two curves coincide. We can say,

therefore

:

the vapourpressure of a solution, saturated with a component and

with its hydrate, is equal to the pressure of inversion of the hydrate

(the pressure of the reaction F^B-\- G).

From the direction of the arrow on de it follows that the pressure

in e is smaller than in d. We can say, therefoi-e :

the solution saturated with a component and with one of its

hydrates has a lower pressure than the pure solution of the hydrate.

The same considerations apply also when two hydrates of a same

component occur.

We may summarise the previous results in the following way.

Through each solution saturated with two solid substances go two

salurationcurves; when we limit ourselves to the stable parts of
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these curves, we may saj' (liat two satnrationcnrves proceed fi-om

such a solution. Tlien we may say :

1. The two solid substances are situated in opposition wilh respect

to the line LG.

a. The solution saturated with these substances is i-ich in water.

The pressure increases from this solution along the two satura-

tioncurves.

b. The solution saturated with these substances is poor in watei'.

The pressure decreases from this solution along the two saturation-

curves.

2. The two solid substances are situated in conjunction with

respect to the line LG.

a. The solution saturated witli these sul)stances is rich in water.

The pressure decreases from this solution along the saturation-

curve of that solid substance vvhicli is situated closest to the

line LG; the pressure increases along the other satui-ationcurve.

b. The solution saturated with these substances is poor in water.

The same as sub 2''.; we must take however the changes of

pressure in opposite direction.

3. The two solid substances are situated on a straight line with

the vapour.

The pressure increases from the solution saturated with these sub-

stances along the saturationcurve of the substance with the largest

amount of water, it decreases along the saturationcurve of the sub-

stance wilh the smallest amount of water.

We tind examples of 1" in the equilibria :

F^F'-i-L,^G (fig. 1), F^F"-\-L,+ (; (lig. 1), J+Z^+/.,,+ (;

(figs. 1 and 2), r^F"-\-L„,Jr(^ (<ig'- 3), A+B-^-L.+ G (fig. 5) and

F+A-]-Lf^G (fig. 5).

We find examples of 1^ in the equilibria: F-\-F'~\- L,j-\-G (fig.

1), F^F"-i-Li-^G (fig. 2) and F'-^F"-{-Lo^(; (fig. 3).

'

An example of 2^' is found in the equilibrium F-\-F' -\- Lr-{- G (fig. 1).

We find examples of 3 in the ecpiilibria : F-{- F' -^ Le-\- G (fig. 4),

I^-]-F'^Lf-\-G (fig. 4) and BJ^F-]-L,-^G (fig. 5).

We may deduce the above-mentioned rules also in the following

way. We shall viz., while the temperature remains constant, change

the volume of the system F -^ F' -^ L -\- G, so that a reaction

takes place between the phases and there remains at last a three-

phase-equilibrium. As this leactiou is determined b}^ the position of

the four |)oints with respect to one aiuilher, we may immediately

distinguish the above-mentioned cases 1, 2, and 3. When we call

6*
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the change of volume, when one quantity of vapour is formed at the

reaction, L V^ , tlien L ]\ is always positi\e, except when the

liquid is represented by a point of the fourphase-curve between the

point of maximumtemperature and the intersectingpoint of this curve

with the line FF' . When we now apply the rule: "the equilibria,

"which arise at increase (decrease) of volume, are stable under lower

(higher) pressure", we may easily refind the above-mentioned rules.

When we take as an example ü(j;. 3 in which the case sub 1

occurs, the equilibrium F' -\- F" ~\- L -\- G is reju-esented by curve

pq, which intersects the line F'F" in »S'; /i' is the point of maximum-

temperature of this curve. Consequently LV' is posiiive on pH and

Sq, negative on US; the solutions of pH are rich in water, those

of jfiq poor in water. When we take a liquid rich in water, the

reaction is:

L:^F -^ P'-f G. Lv.yo.
F' + L + (;

F" ^ L -h G F^F' -\- G.

F' -f F" + L
As the reaction {)roceeds from left to right with increase of volume

(A Fi ^ 0), the equilibrium to the right of the vertical line occurs

on decrease of pressure and the equilibria to the left of the vertical

line occur on increase of pressure. Therefore, from each point of

t)ranch pQ the e(piilibria /"' -\- L -\- (i and F" -\- L -\- G pi"Oceed

towards higher pressures; consequently we tijid the rule 1".

When we take a liquid poor in water, this is situated on HS or

on Sq. When it is situated on HS, the above-mentioned reaction

applies also, but LV^<:^{). Tlierefore, from each point of branch

HS the equilibria I'' -\- L -\- G and F" -\- L -\- G proceed towards

lower pressures; this is in accordance with rule l'^.

When we take a solution of branch Sq. the reaction is:

F' -f F" :^L-{- G. L r,>o.

F' _^ p' _f L F -^L^G
p j^l7" j^ C; F" j^ L-^ G

As the reaction i)rüceeds from left to right with increase of volume

the equilibria to the right of the line occur with increase of volume.

' In accordance with rule V' we tind, therefore, that the equilibria

F' -\- L -\- G and F" -\- L -\- G proceed from each point of the

branch Sq towards lower pressures.

Now we have deduced the rules V' and \'' assuming that point H
is situated on branch pjS; we may act in a similar way when point

H is situated on branch qS. In a similai- way we can also deduce

the rules 2 and 3.
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Considering, instead of the saturatioiK'nrvcs tlie boiling- point

curves, the same applies to these in general. Wo nin«t then replace

on the fonrpliase-cnrve the point of maximninten)[)eratnre by the

point of maximum pressure. In tig. 3 besides the point of maximum-
temperature H, also the point of maximum-pressure Q is drawn.

We imagine further that the saturationcurves are replaced in the

diagrams by boilingpointcurves. We then refind the rules 1, 2, and

3, with this difference, however, that increase of pressure must be

replaced by decrease of the boilingpoint and decrease of pressure by

increase of the boilingpoint.

From each point of the four-phase curve proceed two saturation-

curves and two boilingpointcurves. When this solution is to be

considered as rich in water or as poor in water with respect to the

saturationcurves, it is also the same with respect to the boiling-

pointcurves. Only the solutions between the point of maximum-
[)ressure and the point of maximumtemperature make an exception;

these are rich in water when we consider the saturationcurves,

poor in water when we consider the boilingpointcurves. Now we
find : from a solution saturated with two solid substances the vapour-

pressure (along one of the saturationcurves) and the boilingpoint

(along the corresponding boilingpointcurve) change generally in

opposite direction. When, however, this solution is situated between

the point of maximum pressure and the point of maximumtemperature,

vapourpressure and boilingpoint change in the same direction.

{To he continued).

Physics. — ''On the thermodynamic potential as a kinetic quantity".

(First part). By Dr. H. Hulshof. (Communicated by Prof.

J. D. VAN DER Waals).

(Communicated iu the meeting of April i24, 1914).

In a communication published in These Proc. II p. 389 of Jan.

27 1900 ^) it has been set forth by me that in the capillary layer

the molecular pressure must have a different xalue in different

directions as a direct consequence of the attraction of the particles,

whereas the thermic pressure (the sum of the molecular and the

1) I expressly call attention to this date, because some time after, this subject

was treated in the same way by a writer who had informed me of his own
accord that he was going to publish an article on this subject in the Zeitschrift

fur phys. Chemie, and that he should of course, cite my paper there, but who
has failed to do so.
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internal pressure) must be the same in all directions. Hence a

condition occurs in the capillary laver in which tlie external pressure

in the direction of this layer p^^ has a quite different value from the

pressure normal to this layer p^ i.e. the pressure in the homogeneous

vapour and liquid phases. In the surface a tension appeared to exist:

ƒ<

The molecular pressure could be easily defined so that the surface

tension was in aoreement with the capillary energy determined by

Prof. VAN DER Waals by a thermodynamic way

:

ƒ
in which (>=— and v is the volume for a molecular quantity of

V

M grams and

s= C — ao .

2 fZ/i^ 4/ dh'

The two integrals, which must be extended over tKe full height

of the transition layer, are equal, and this is also the case with two

corresponding elements so that:

Qie-2\i] + p,v—iiM) = p,—p^

from which immediately follows

s— 7\^l + p^v= iiM.

As p^, the pressure in the direction of the capillary layer, has

the same value in the homogeneous vapour and liquid phases as

p^, it holds for the quantity

that // has a constant value both In the homogeneous vapour and

liqa'ul phase and in the capillary la>/er. This property leads us at

once to expect that it will play an important part especially for

kinetic considerations, and that it will express that the number of

particles that two arbitrary phases will exchange in the same time,

will be equally great. It will, in fact appear that this quantity

makes the capillary layer accessible for the considerations developed

by Prof. VAN der Waals in his paper on the kinetic significance of

the thermod_ynamical potential. Assuming that really in the direction

of the capillary layer the pressure p.^ is different from the pressure

/>,, and besides entirely different in different layers, the neglect of

this circumstance will make it impossible to derive the thermodynamic

conditions of equilibrium for the capillary layer from kinetic con-
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siderations. A partiele, nanielj, lluil begins a new patli at some

place, is subjected to the influence of tlie i)i"essure />, prevailing

there, and in the layer, where it terminates this path, it is subjected

to the in general entirely diiFerent pressure p^ of this layer.

Van der Waals' first equation runs:

^mA^w„* + jot'i = ^mNu'n'' + pv^ . . . . (1')

, a / a\
The expression pi\ — ( pi\ 1 is for a monatoinic fluid the

V.

heat of evaporation for the molecular weight, ^^ -\- pi\ —-(^i
-\- l>i\^-

We s'lall now have to apply a modification to this equation, when
the layers between which the interchange of pai-ticles takes place,

are taken in the capillai'y layer. Here we shall iiave, as it were,

an evaporation from a space under the jiressure p^ towards a space

under the pressure p\, and a condensation in opposed direction.

Hence our first equation becomes

:

ImNu,,^ + p.v-oQ -~~~ = bnA\'^ + p\v'-a<,' -
^^ • (1)

The equation which expresses that for a stationary state a group

of particles from one layer will be replaced by a grouj) of particles

from the other layer becomes just as van der Waals puts:

1 «* 1 «
,

Un dUn = — e tl n du n •

V— b v'— b

Now from (1) follows :

Un du,i = It', I dll'n

and our second relation becomes therefore
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f - T,n +- p,v = ,• - T,r; + p^v' = Mil.... (3')

Tlie validitj' of tlie relations (2) and (.3) may be established by

means of Boltzmann's equation modified by van der Waals

M \{Xdx^Ydy-\-Zdz)
1 1 ___A

wiiicli M\{Xdx -\- Ydy -\- Zdz) represents the work done on the

1

molecular quantity on transition from a layer with density — to a
V

1

layer with density —;-.

V

When in a point of the capillary layer at h the energy with

omission of the constant amounts to

2 S 4 N— ao
2 dh^ 4:1 dh'

n\

the molecular pressure in this point in the direction of the layer

c, d-Q c^ d\

2^^ 47^W
c, d-Q c^ d*Q

can 1)6 represented by — Qe = a^' -[- ^Q-^ + TA'^* ' ^

1 all
-

in which /> represents the pressure belonging to the homogeneous

phase of the density q, we have

c„ d^Q

If we substitute /;, from this relation in (3), the latter passes into

:

_ a,y — 0,^ — MliT log {v — 6) + pv = iiM .

""
' dh"

This equation, which we have dei'ived by the aid of kinetic con-

siderations, is the condition of equilibrium, at which Prof, van der

Waals arrives in his "Thermodyjiamical theory of capillarity".

Following in Prof, van der Waals's steps, Dr. A. van Eldik has

aiven a thermodvnamic theory of the capillarity for a mixture of two
o .Jit
substances. By applying that the total free energy must be a minimum

for all variations of q and .r, which satisfy I (>.?; c/A = constant and

Q (1 — .u) dh = constant, he found for the variation with respect to 9ƒ
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df (Po{l-,c) <Po.v

/(V'^')+ (>^ Ih'^^i (l-'^') — f^2'l^.'^' — ^'i: (l-'O ~^j-j, ^1,(1 -•«) '~ —
ÖQ all air

(Pq{\.-x) (Po.v

-'"'-Th' ""''liF"="-

In this /{Q'V) is the free energ}^ of a homogeneous phase with

the .1' and q existing in h, and hence

— MRT log {v— b,^) — - 4- 3IRT |(1— .r) log {l—.v) + .v log a].

V

The energy for M^ grams of the tirst component amounts to

f
1
= <^i—«11 Q (1 — ^') — «12 Q^v — 5 c„ —^- k C,2 ^

and for 31, grams of the second component

:

^, = C, — a,, (> (1 - w) — a,, () .t- — è c,, ~
I c„ -^—

.

«

We get therefore for our equations (1) for the first component

:

" ()(l-a') div dli^

, JT

^nlm.iVu, ''-] a,,Q'(l-w')—a,„o'a;''—^,c,, ic,„ . (I,)
'

' 'n^o'{\-w') ''^^ ^
''^ ' '' dh' ' ' dh' ^ '^

and for the other component:

jJTj d^Q{l-w) d^QX
k ^^>2^\' -I «12 (> (l-'^O— «22 (> '^— 5 <^12 -.r2 ^ ^22 ~,,V =

« (>^ dh dli

= i "^.A^^V; -fV - «12(?'(l-^-')-«22<y- - h C,, -^,T-^ ~ k «22-^ (I2)
" () .?; all- dli

In this rr represents the j?M;'/iVJ pressure so tiiat in the liomogeiieoiis

phase ,rr is the partial pressure for the first component, and .^„t the

partial pressure for the second component. ,.t -(- .^.t 1=/). In ihe

direction of the capillary layer these partial i)ressures are represented

by 1.T2 and ,rr,, so that ,rr^ ^ ^T^=p^.

The expres?-ion —^—^~ or "^—, tlierefore, represents the work done
(>(1

—

X) 1 X

on a quantity M^ of grams of the first component when it leaves the

phase. The phase being composed of J/j (1

—

x) -\;-M^x grams in a volume

V

V, M, grams of the first component will occupy a volume .

1

—

X
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The etiiiations (2) vvliicli express that for each of the components

a group of particles from one phase is replaced bj a group of

particles from another pliase, become for the first component:

±11 n, du, e
~ WV«7=±r±«^ du\ ."T^^V

. (2,)

and for the second component:

V—b^ " „ v— by " "

Taking into consideration that Ui„(h(A,;=: u'i„dii'i„ and ih„du7n=
= u\„du'^n , and that { in, i.V«i' = h rn. Nit,' = MRT, we may write

for (20 and (2J

;

log
^v-b, l-^v'J MRT

and

log
^'-hr' .V\ i^^2^V"s; - i'«.^"'.;

V

—

b^ x'

J

MRT
from which tiien follows for the first component in connection with

(IJ and ('IJ

— MRTlog\—^ + ^-^-a,,Q{\-x)-a,,qx-kc,,~-'~--

1

2 ^12

d^QO! ,-„,„, ^'-^-i
(3.)

MRT log —-^ + "^— «1 2? ( '
-'^)— «Ï2 1?'*-' — 2^1, ^^,

and for the second component

:

I t : . r> rt { \ — r\ n n.i- + r, I

X QX

The expressions :

8, — 7'7j, + ijr, :,
—= }i,M, and e, — Ti]^ + ,.-t, — = ^JJ^

/irt?;f? a constant value throughout the vessel. For everj component

they give us the thermodipiamic potential in its kinetical siynijication.
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When we now write the vahie ol' ii.M^{l— ,f) -{- [j.^}f.i\ we tind

for it, at the height of A with density (j and concentration x

— MRTlog{v— K) 4- MRT[{1 - x)locj{l--x) -f xlo(jx\-^p^v — a^o —

^ ''^
^ die ' ''^

^ dli" - '' die

for

d'^QX

dlv

1^2 a^a

Q Q

The pressnre p^ can be expelled from this relation when we
consider that p.^ -j- jyf^ (molecular pressure in the direction of tlie

capiUary layer) = /; -j- ajf)^, in which p represents the pressure

belonging to an homogeneous phase of the same density and con-

centration. In general jyf^=^ — o \sx —- C\ (1— .2?) — C\iv\ holds, in

which g;i. = 6j (1

—

x) -{- e^x, hence the energy for the quantity of the

mixture M^ (1

—

x) -f- 3ij,i'. Now:
d'Q{l—.v)

8s — C, {\—^v) 4- 6\.^• — a^Q — I c,, {I -x)
an

d^QO,' d^(){l— .v) d'^QX

hence

:

d^Q{l-x) d'^Qx d-Q{l-tv) d^^x

^ '' ' ''^ ' dh' ^ -
'"^

^ Jh' ^2 '^ dh' ^- " dh'

If this value of jh ^^ introduced, the found relation passes into

— J//i T log (v - bj.) -\- MR T[{1— x) log {I— x) -\- x log x\ -j- pu — axQ —
d"Q(l-x) d^Qx d'(}[l-x) d'^QX

,,{l-x) CiA^-^^)^J7V--<W^ 77^ c,,.^

dh' '''
' dh-' '' dir '' dh'

= f*i^A (!—'<') + (J'^M^x.

This relation, which we have derived by means of kinetic consider-

ations only, is the first of the two conditions for the equilibrium

determined by van Eldik by a thermodynamic way.

For the two homogeneous phases, which are in equilibrium with

each other, the following form holds

:

-MR Tlog{v-b, )+ MRT\{l-x)log{ 1 - x)+ xlogx] + pv-asQ=nJI^ (
\-x) -|- iiJL^x

or

If? -f- pv = ftiil/i (1— 'V) + [A^M^X.

As the kinetic theory teaches that the pressure in the two phases

must be constant, it follows immediately from this that

:

ip — fti^l/i (1—.^) — ii^M^x
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Chemistry. — ''On the behaviour of gels towards liquids and the

vapours thereof." II. By Dr. L. K. Wolff and Dr. E. H.

BüCHNER. (Communicated by Prof. A. F. Holleman).

(Communicated in tlie meeting of April 24, 1914).

In continuing the experiment» mentioned in our first communi-

cation about this subject ^), we hit upon two observations which

have given us the l<:ey to the solution of the problem. Firstly it

was found that, when leading saturated water vapour over gelatine

which at the same temperature had swollen in water, the weight

of the gelatine does not change ; secondly it appeared that the

amount of decrease with the experiments made in the previously

described way — in desiccators according to van Bemmelen —
depended upon the size of the desiccator, and besides that in this

way of experimenting pure water also lost in weight. These things

found, we came to the following conception of von Schroeder's

phenomenon :

1. the state attained in water vapour is no equilibrium ; even

though the quantity of water absorbed does not visibly increase for

days and days, one must supi)Ose an extremely slow absorption still

to be taking place, at least if the experiment is made in the exact

way which will be [)resently described. However, it may be several

years, before the true equilibrium is reached, which in liquid water

appears within some days. So the so called vapourequilibrium is

only a "false equilibrium".

2. the curve which indicates the connection between the water

content and the vapourtension, runs almost horizontally as soon as

the point which represents the vapour equilibrium, is passed ; the

tension being taken as ordinate, the concentration as abscissa.

3. Tiie observation formerly advanced by von Schroeder, Bancroft,

and also by us against the hypothesis mentioned under 1, viz. that

the watercontent of gelatine swollen in the liquid, decreased again

in vapour, (from which was concluded that tlie "equilibrium" was

attained from two sides), is founded on an unsatisfactor}' way of

experimenting. This conception seems to give a satisfactory explana-

tion of the whole of the phenomena ; we can support it by a great

number of ex[)eriments.

We shall now first of all treat tlie proof of the third thesis. As

1) These Proc. 15, 1078 (1912/13).
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We doubted about the exaetness of' the method with desiccators, we
made experiments in another way. We let a piece of gelatine swell

under water until the equilil)riuui was attained, put it into a Ü-

tnbe with groujid stopcocks, hung this tube in a thermostat, and

sucked a stream of air saturated with watervapour through it. In

order to fully saturate the air with watervapour, we let it pass

in extremely tine bul)bles through four tn.bes of water which were

also hanging in the thermostat. We made sure of the vapour really

being saturated by placing a U-tube tilled with water before the

U-tube with gelatine, and by also weighing the former before and

after the air had been led throuo-h.

TABLE I.

Time
Weight of U-tube

+ water
Weight of U-tube

-|- gelatine

24 hours

26 „

18 „

72 ..

30.130

30.127

30.126

30.123

30.117

30.779

30.781

30.779

30.778

30.780

Temp. 19°.

(in thermostat)

It will lie seen, that the gelatine, coiitrary to our former experi-

ments, showed no decrease of weight : it was in equilibrium and it

remained so, and there was not the slightest abnormality. Now
which method, the old or the new one, is more reliable? The

answer cannot be dubious, for we succeeded in improving the old

method to such an extent that it gives the same results as the

new one.

Formerly we used to place little dishes of gelatine in a Scheibi.p^r-

desiccator, at the bottom of which was some water, and which

stood in a room of a fairly constant temperature. In order to exclude

the possibility that the water from the gelatine, under the influence

of gravity, should distill to the water at the bottom, we have now,

instead of pouring the water into the desiccator, placed a dish of

water at the same level as that with gelatine. And, thinking of

Foote's experiments mentioned in our first communication, we also

weighed this dish, expecting, of course, that the water lost by the

gelatine, should be found back here. However it appeared that

both gelatine and water equally decreased in weight; (it is to be

noticed that the desiccator was not evacuated).
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TABLE II.

Time
Weight of dish

-f water
decrease

Weight of dish

+ gelatine
i decrease



t)^

TABLE III.

Small desiccator of Fresenius; temp, room 22°.

Time
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desiccators — model Presenius — we found much smaller decreases,

and as we also found a loss of weight when making the experiment

differently. A glass bell-jar, in which was hanging a weighing-bottle

with gelatine swollen in water, was partly placed in a pail of water,

so that the gelaiine remained some cm. above the water surface.

There can here be no (piestion of difï'usion to the outside. Yer the

adsorption hypothesis is not without its difticidties ; for in taking the

above mentioned experiments tli(> desiccator oi- the belljar were lirst

well rinsed out and moistened with water, so that one should think

the glass surface to l)e entirely covered with a layer of water.

Perhaps the two last mentioned causes of decrease of weight are

cooperating.

Whatever may be the cause of decrease, we can distinctly see by this

table that both water and swollen gelatine decrease. So if we wished

to really confirm von Schi{0EDEr's observation, we first ought to have

an arrangement with which water only does not diminish in weight.

A series of experiments, undertaken in consequence of Foote's

communication which has been mentioned before several times, will

illustrate how hard it is to make exact observations by the 'statical

njethod. In a glass tube were two small tubes filled with water

above one another, which had been weighed before. The tube was

closed with a rubberstopper or it was sealed in the fiame, and then

placed in a thermostat; after two days the tube was opened, and

the little tubes were (piickly put in weighing bottles, and were

weighed.

TABLE IV.

Time
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So we again found a decrease of weight in all cases, be it less

than with the experiments made before. As the amonnts are so mnch

smaller here, another circumstance, except the one of adsorption at

the glass walls, must be taken into consideration, which, as we have

found with the apparatus presendy to be described, can account for

differences to an amount of some niG.^) The tubes were opened

outside the thermostat; the outer walls then cooled down a few

degrees, while the inner tubes remained a little warmer. In those

few moments a' small quantity of water could distill to the wall of

the great tube, and this may be the cause of the loss of weight.

Now in oi'der to exclude adsorption we have passed on to another

arrangement. We had a cylindrical box made of brass (measures:

diameter 7.5 cm., height 7.5 cm., volume 320 c.c), which was

closed by an exactly fitting brass lid that could be still more strongly

fixed on by screws. Both the box and the lid were silvered at ihe

inside. The apparatus was entirely plunged into a thermostat, kept

constant within 0°. 1 . In tfiis apparatus too we began with weighing-

bottles, which only contained wafer; we again had to state a loss

of weight. With these experiments the vessel was taken out of the

thermostat, and was quickly unscrewed after which the weighing-

bottles were taken out and weighed with their stoppers closed.

When a closed weighing-bottle with water was placed in the vessel.

the weight remained constant ; when taking it out, some slight

moisture was to be seen against the stopper. A refrigeration evidently

took place here, by a colder stream of air entering when the lid

was taken off. In order to axoid this as much as possible, we placed

the apparatus rather high in the thermostat; when it had to be

opened we made the water run out of the thermostat through a

siphon, so far that the lid appeared just above the watersurface.

Meanwhile the screws were unscrewed so that the lid could be

taken off as soon as it was above the waterlevel ; in this way the

whole kept the same temperafui-e until the very last moment. The

then obtained results were satisfactory (cp. table V), and we there-

fore repeated our experiments with gelatine- water, agar-water, and

celloidin-alcohol in this way.

From these experiments we learn that gelatine, agar, and cellokliii

swollen in a liquid, do not undergo a loss of weight when placed

in saturated vapour, if the expeiimejit is made rigorously. The results

with the celloidin-alcohol system are not so good as with the othei's,

it is true, but the decrease which reached an amount of 100— 200

^) The greater dilTerenco in the upper lube of llie ord experiment is evidently

due to the heating during the sealing process.

7

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVII
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TABLE V.

Temperature 19°.0; weighings every 24 hourê.

weight of weighing-
' bottle 1 + water
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iiiG. with the old method, has been reduced to some mG. only;

we must herewith remember tliat the vapour tension of alcoliol is

considerably greater than that of water. Theietbre the 6^'' series of

experiments was undertaken at 0°; according to our expectations the

results were better than at 2J.4°.

The experiments communicated here have taken away every actual

ground of existence tVom the opinion expressed tirst l)y von Schroeder,

viz. that here was a conflict with the second law of thermodynamics;

the second law, as one might think, remains untouched. Of course

the phenomenon of several substances swelling more in liquids than

in vapours, remains; but we think this can be sufficiently ex{)laine(l

by assuming that the absorption in vapour occurs extremely slowly

in the end. We have also investigated if not totally swollen gelatine

and celloidin placed in vapour, would absorb more water in our

new apparatus, and would come to the real equilibrium. This

appeared not to be the case; e.g. with gelatine of the following

compositions: 1 gelatine to 26 parts of water (in weight); 1:24,2;

1:J8,8; 1:15,8; 1:6,5, (the "false vapourequilibrium" is about

1 : 0.7) no change of weight was found for five days ^). So it goes

without saying that the absorption takes place exceedingly slowly.

This is most pi-obably connected with the fact that the vapour

tension of gelatine (and iiumerous other substances) is already very

near to that of pure water when (hey have only absorbed a rather

small quantity of water ^); consequently all the further water absorp-

tion of any importance is only of slight influence upon the vapour

tension. Or in other tei-ms, the difierence of the vapourtension of

pure water and of gelatine in "vapourequilibrium" is very small,

and consequently the absorption velocity will also be very small.

That it is yet very great in liquid water, may be easily explained

from the density which is 50000 times greater.

We just wish to state that the determinations meant here have

all been obtained by the statical method, the deficiency of which

we have proved ; a true opinion can only be possible if the experiments

are taken along the dynamical waj ''), and if the real equilibrium

has been proved by placing the jellies alternately in vapour of

higher and lower tension. The values given for the composition of

the substances sw^ollen in the vapour of pure water are never true

^) These experiments were also made in the dynamical meliiod vvilh U-lubes,

yielding the same result.

^) Katz, tlicsp Pi'oc. 13, 05S (1910/11).

•) Or in the apparatus described ahuve.
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equilibria; one oughi to state the value whicli is attained in liquid

water ^).

The explanation of the phenomenon becomes somewhat difTei-ent,

if we do not let the gelatine (oelloidin) swell in pure water (alcohol)

but in solutions. In case of the dissolved substance being volatile

(example : celloidin-alcohol-water), the circumstances are exactly the

same as above mentioned ; but, if the substance is e.g. a salt, the

thing changes. Von Schkop^der has made some experiments about

this question, and he ascertains that \\„„„„o-norm. sulphate solution

alread}^ lowers the vapourtension of gelatine so much, that there is

not even a decrease in vapour, but an increase. After the results

described above, von Schroeder's argument loses all weight, and

his result is sure to be due to chance.

It is a fact we have repeatedly observed, that gelatine (celloidin)

which had swollen in the vai)Our of a salt solution (NaCl in water,

resp HgCl^ in alcohol) absorbs much more still, when brought into

the liquid; J Gr. celloidin e.g. gains 1,77 Gr. in weight in a solution

of 4 7„ snblimate in alcohol of 96"/,,, whereas only 0.89 Gr. is

absorbed in the vapour of alcohol, and consequently still less in

the vapour of a solution in alcohol. The ditFerence betweeji the

swelling in a pure Vu\i\'u\ and in a solution liiuls its cause in a

substance, when in the vapour of a solution, never being able to absorb

anything but the solvent, as long as the dissolved substance is not volatile;

when placed in the liquid itself, it also absorbs liie dissolved substance.

This is a w^ellknown fact about gelatine; we have ascertained

by the experiments with celloidin mentioned above, that this substance

too had not only absorbed alcohol, but also sublimate. So in these

cases it is clear for other reasons, that a substance swollen in vapour,

when brought into the liquid phase, must still absorb more, and

that the state attained in vapour is not a true equilibrium '). In

vapour e.g. celloidin passes into celloidin -|- alcohol, until the vapour-

tension of this phase has become equal to that of the liquid phase:

alcohol + HgCl.,. Now if one brings the celloidin jihase under the

liquid, the HgCl, ditfuses into the celloidin; diminishes so to say

the vapourtension of the alcohol which is contained therein, and

consequently a further absorption of alcohol must take place. If we

1) SU-ictly speaking one must not speak, of pure water, but of a saturated solution

of gelatine, agar etc. in water; of course, ihe difference really is exceedingly minute.

2) Cf. Tolman's views, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 35, 307 (1913). We have

"assumed with Tolman that every tubslance evaporates somewhat, no matter how

little; if one objects to this, one must speak of an equilibrium which hes differently

in consequence of passive resistances (Gibbs).
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represent this by a figure, we obtain in the vaponr ii state a ; and

after tins the state b is reached in tlie liquid along an exactly

horizontal line, for the vaj)onrlension remains absolutely the same;

only the composition of the celloidin changes, a lies of course at

a lower pressure than a' in the figure, which stands for pure

alcohol ; in the latter a'b' is only approximately horizontal.

/ /

OC

It is evident that in this case the greater absorption in the liquid

must be connected with the solubility of the salt in the gelatijie or

celloidin. According to the colloid absorbing more salt, the difterence

between the vapour and the liquid equilibrium will be all the greater.

We believe a closer study of this subject may probably bear fruit

with a view to the knowledge of the behaviour of jellies in different

solutions. We intend to start experiments about this with celloidin,

which, as to stability, has great advantages over gelatine with which

suchlike experiments have been made up to the present^). We do

not consider skinpowder an ideal substance for this purpose either^).

As a summary we think, we can say that the pi'etended conflict

with the second law of thermodynamics has been put an end to,

and that von Schroeder's phenomenon in the principal case is due

to a slowly coming equilibrium ; one may expect it in all cases

where the vapourtension already approaches the tension of the pure

liquid \ery nearl\', a long time before the equilibrium has been

attained. If the liquid absorbed is a solution of a nonvolatile sub-

stance, another explanation must be given.

Path. Anat. and Inory. Cliem. Lab.

University of Amsterdam.

^) HoFxMEiSTER, among others.

•) Herzog and Adler, Koll. Zeitschr. 2, Supplem. heft Ü, (1908).
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IVTathematics. --- ^'The qai/lraple involution of the cotangential

pointe' of a cubic pencil." By Professor Jan de Vries.

(Communicated in the meeting of April 24, 1914).

1. We consider a pencil of cnbics {j^}, with the nine base-points

Bf^. On the curve r/\ passing through an arbitrary point P, lie tiwee

points P,P',F", which have the tangential point ^) in common with

F ; in this way the points of the plane may be arranged in qua-

druples of an involution {P*) of cotangential points. We sh-dW suppose,

that the pencil is general, consequently contains tmelve curves with

a node Di,. On such a curve rf^ all the groups of the (Z^) consist

of two cotangential points and the point D, which must be counted

twice. Apparently the 12 ])oints D are the only coincidences of the

inxolution ; as the coiniector of the neighbouring points of /) is quite

indetinite, the coincidences have no detinite snpport. The points Du
are at the same time to be considered as singular points ; to each

of them an involution of pairs P,P' is associated, lying on the curve

éh^, which has Dh as node.

2. The nine base-points Bk are also singular ; to each point Bu

a tri[»le involution of points P' , P', P" is associated, lying on a

curve (3^, of which we are going to determine the order.

To each cnrve <//' we associate the line h, which touches it in B;

in consequence of which a projectivity arises between the pencil of

rays (/;) and the cubic pencil ('/^). The curve t^ produced is the

locus of the tangential points of B {tangential curve of B).

The line l>, which touches a (f'^
in B, cuts it moreover in the

tangential point of 73; this is apparently the only point that /> has

in common with t^ a[)art from B. So t'' has a triple point in B ;

there are three lines b, which have in iJ three points in common with

the corresponding curve (f^ ; i.e. B is point of infection of three

curves 9.'.

Let us now consider the tangential curves r\ and t\, belonging

to 7>\ and />*,. Both pass thi-ough the remaining seven base-points,

consequently have apart from the points B, three points in common
;

so there are three cui-ves </:", on which B^ and B^ have the same

tangential point. Hence it ensues that the singular curve jij belonging

to i>i, has triple points in each of the remaining eight points B
;

it does not pass through i>\ because {P^) has coincidences in D/,

1) Tne tangential point of P is the intersection of <p'' with the straight line

touching it in P.
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onl.v. With au arbilrary </•', /i, lias moreover iii conunoii the three

points which form a quadruple with 7i, ; consequently 27 points in

all. So the triplets of {P') belonging- to B, lie on a curve of order

nine, which passes three times through each of the remaining base-points.

We found that i>\ and H, belong to three quadruples; the three

paij'S, which those quadruples cojitain besides, belong to the singular

curves /i/ and ^^\ Thej have moreover in the seven remaining

points Bk, 63 points in common ; the remaining 12 common points

are found in the singular points 1)/^.

3. The locus of the points of inflection / of {rp^) has triple poijits

in Bjc, has therefore with an arbitrary (f>\ 9 X 3 -|- 9 = 36 points

in common ; it is consequently a curve of order twelve, t'". On a

curve d' lie only 3 points of inflection ; we conclude from this, tliat

1.^- has nodes in the twelve points U/, ; in each of those points t'^

and ff' have the same tangents.

The points P' , P", P", which have / as tangential point, lie in a

straight line, the harmonic polar line h of 1. So t^'^ is the locus of

the points, which in {P'^) are associated to linear triplets.

The curves /ii" and t^" have in the singular points B and D
8 X 3' 4- 12 X 2 = 96 points in common ; on fi^' lie therefore J 2

points I, so that B^ belongs to 12 linear triplets. From this it ensues

by the way, that the involution [B^) lying on /i/ has a curve of
involution {p) of class twelve; for the line p = P'P" will only pass

through i?i if P'" is a point of inflection, while P lies in B^. As

B^ is point of inflection of three (f\ (P^) has three linear triplets,

consequently [p)-^^ three triple tangents.

The locus ;. of the linear triplets has, as was shown, 9 dodecuple

points B ; as (f* bears nine points of inflection, therefore 9 linear

triplets, it has with A 9 X 12 -|- 9 X 3 = 135 points in common.
Consequently the linear triplets lie on a curve /^\

4. We shall now consider the curve o, into which a straight

line /* is transformed, if a point P of ;• is replaced by the points

P' , which form a quadruple with P ; for the sake of brevity we
shall speak of the ti-ansformation {P, P'). If we pay attention to the

intersections of r with ,'?^.'' and with rf/j', we ariive at the conclusion

that Q has nonuple points in Bk and triple points in I)h. It has

therefore with a ((^ in Bk 81 points in common ; further these

curves cut moreover in the three triplets which correspond with the

intersections of /
^ and r. Consequently ^ is a curve of order thirty.
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On an arbitrary slraighl line lie iheieïove ji/teen pairs of cotmiyentin I

points.

\\y (he transformation [P, P'), the cnr\'e V\ vvliich contains the

linear triplets, is transformed into a figure of order 1350. It consists

of twice X itself, three times t^% twelve times the curves /i" and

seven times the singular curves c>^ For 2 X 45 -f- 3 X 12 -|- 9 X
'J 2 X 9 = 1098; the points D produce therefore a figure of order

252. From this it ensues that l^'^ \\^?, septuple points \\\{\ie,\2 ^mgnl-Av

points D.

The pairs P, P' , which are collinear with a point E, lie on a

curve e^', on which E is a triple point ; the tangents in E go to

the points of the triplet of the {P), determined by E. The line ^^jt

cuts ^4." in 9 points P, which form with B]. i)airs of the (P^) ; hence

e''^ has nonuple points in Bk.

The locus of the pairs P" , P'", belonging to the pairs 1\ P' of

^•'^ we shall indicate by e,.. As E is collinear with 12 pairs of the

involution {P^) lying on jij", B^ is a dodecuple point of e,..

On an arbitrary (/.^ the cotangential points form three involutions

of pairs and the supports of the pairs of each of those involutions

envelop a curve of class three (curve of Cayley). Consequently E
is collinear with 9 pairs P, P' of (f\ and this curve contains 9 pairs

of fji-. As the two curves in />\. have moreover 9 X 12 points in

common, consequently 126 points in all, % is a curve of order 42.

The curves e'' and lij" have in the points ^A; (/(; =]= 1) 8 X 9 X 3

points in common ; moreover they meet in 9 points of EB^ and in

the 12 pairs P, P' mentioned above. The remaining 48 common
points must lie in Dh\ so è^"^ has quadruple points in the 12 singular

points D.

The curves f,;,"^ and ji/ have in jB/X^-=H 1) 8 X 12 X 3 inter-

sections; further they meet in the 9 pairs P", P", belonging to the

9 points P' lying on EB^, and in the 12 points P\ belonging to

the 12 pairs P, P' oi' ,i/, which are collinear with E. So they must

have 60 intersections in D/,; ^^' has consequently quintuple points

in the 12 singular points D.

The curves e.^'- and i'' have in Bk 9X^2x3, in Ai2x5x2
intersections, together 444; the remaining 60 lie in points of inflection,

of which the harmonic polar lines pass through E. In such a point

of inflection 1, eJ'^ will have a triple point, for the corresponding

polar line h contains a linear triplet, so three pairs of 6^% so that

/ appears three times as point of e.^. Consequently E bears 20

straight lines k : the harmonic polar lines of (f^ envelop a curve of

class twenty.
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Mathematics. — ''.l cahic 'mvohuloii of the secoiul class.'' By

Prof. Jan ue Vries.

(Communicated in the meeting of April 24, 1914).

1. By (lie class of a cubic involution in llie plane we shall

understand the number of pairs of points on an arbitrary straight

liue^). In a paper presented in the meeting of i^'ebruary 28^'', 1914 ')

1 considered the cubic involutions of the first class, and proved that

they may be reduced to su principally ditfering sorts.

The triangles A, which have tiie triplets of an involution of the

first class as vertices, belong at the same time to a cubic involution

of lines; the sides of each A form one of its groups.

The cubic involutions of the second class possess the characteristic

quality of determining an involution of pairs i. e. an involutive

birational correspondence of points. For, let X, X', X" be a gi-onp

of an involution (A'') of the second class; on the line X'X" lies

another pair Y' , Y" ; the point Y, completing this pair into a triplet,

is apparently involutively associated to X. In the following sections

I shall consider a detinite (A'^) of the second class and inquii'e into

the associated involutive correspondence (A)').

2. We start from a pencil of conies y^ with the base-points

A, />!, B^, B^ and a pencil of cubics 7.' with the base-points i)\, B.^,

/ij, Ch {li = 1 to 6j. The curves 'r and 7 % which pass through an

arbitrary point A, intersect moreover in two points X' , X" , which

we associate to X. As the involutiojis 7'^ and 7% which are determined

on a straight line by the pencils {^r) tind ('ƒ'"), have two })airs A'',

A" and Y' , Y' in common, a cubic involution (A') of the second

class arises her-e.

The ten base-points are singalar points, foi' they belong each to

00^ groups; on the other hand is a singular point certaiidy a base-

])oint of one of the pencils.

The pairs of points which with the singular point A determine

triangles of involution A, lie apparently on the curve «^ of the

pencil {(f"^),
passing through A. As they are produced by the pencil

(ff"), they form a central involution, i.e. the straight Imes .i' = A'A"

pass through a point T of «' {opposite point of the quadruple

AB,B,B,).

Analogously the j)airs A'', A", which are associated to Ci,. lie on

1) This corresponds to the denomination introduced by Caporali for involutive

birational transformations. {Rend. Ace. NapoJi, 1879, p. 21 i2).

-) '^Cubic involutions in the plane'. These Proceedings vol. XVI, p. 974.
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llie conic y/,^ passing through Ch, wiiich cöiiic belongs to (y^); the

straight lines x intersect in a point Mk, the centre of the /\
In order to find the loens of the pairs, corresponding to B^ , we

associate to each r/^ the f/'% which touches it in B^ . The pencils

being projective on this account pi'oduce a curve of order Jive, ^^\

which has a triple point in 7>\, nodes in B.^, Bg and passes through

A and C),. If the straight line jj^=:X'X" is associated to the straight

line, which touches the corresponding curves (f' and
(f'^

in B^, a

correspondence (J, J) arises between the "carve of involution" enveloped

by X and the pencil of rajs B^ ; from this it ensues that {jj) must

be a rational curve. As no other lines .v can pass through B^ but

the tangents at ^^^ in the triple point />\, (.x') is a rational curve of
the third class, has consequently a bitangent ; on it lie two pairs of

(A'"). To the tangents of {.v)^ belong the lines AB.^ and ^4^3.

Thei-e are three singular straight lines hk^=^ ABk; each of them

bears a /^ of pairs X', X". The corresponding points X lie on the

line b„,„ = B,nBn-

3. The curve of coincidences (locus of the points Xim X') has

triple,points in B]. and passes through A and 6V With the singular

curve )''\ it has JO intersections in A and Bu; as it touches it in

C'l and at the same time contains the coincidences of the involution

(A', X") lying on 7%, it is a curve of order seven'^), which will be

indicated by d'. It passes through the 12 nodes of (^') and the 3

points {l>hbi,n).

As ff' has six points in common with (f^, apart from Bjc and Ch,

the involution 7' of the A inscribed in (f^ possesses ó-ü' coincidences.

In the same way it appears that the inv^olutions P lying' on a" and

ii].^ possess four coincidences each.

The supports of the coincidences envelop a curve {d) of class

eic/ht ; for through ^4 pass in the tirst place the lines /;/,-, each bearing

two coincidences, and which consequently are bitangents of (t/) and

further the tangent in .1 at <(^ which will touch (cZ) in A.

4. To the points X of a straight line / correspond the pairs of

points A' and A" of a ('urve ^., which has in common with / the

two [)airs of the (A^-) lying on /, besides the points of intersection

of / and Ö'
; hence ?. is a curve of order eleven. By paying attention

to the intersections of / with the singular curves n\ /^)t^ and y/i',

we see that /" passes three times through A, five times through B]c

and two times through Ch.

ly^This corresponds to this well known proposition: the locus of the points where

a curve tp"* of a pencil is touched by a curve f" of a second pencil is a curve

of order 2(m+w)—3.
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On X'^\ A' and A" forn a pair of' an involution; of' the straigiit

lines i':=:A'' A" six pass thron<;li .1. Three of them are indicated

by the intersections A' of / and a^ ; here A' lies every time in A.

The remaining three ai'e the lines 6^. ; for each of them contains a

pair A'', A'" corresponding to the point X^^{/h„i„)-

The curve
(,<;)o

envelojied by .i' is rational, because we can associate

.! to A'; it has therefore ten biiaiujents. As suci) a bitangent bears

two pairs A', A" and V' , Y" it follows that the involution {X,Y)

contains ten pairs on /, and conse(|uently is of the tentli class.

5. Let a straight line / be revolved round a point E; the pairs

A", X" and Y', Y" Ijing on it describe then a curve 8\ which

passes twice through E and is touched there by the straight lines

EE' and EE". On EA lie two points A'' and Y, each forming with

E a pair of the (A''"*) ; so .4 is a node of e\ For the same reason

t" has nodes in Bj^; it also contains the points C),. In consequence

of the existence of 5 nodes, s" is of class 20, so that i^J lies on 16 of

its tangents. Of these 8 contain each a coincidence of the (A^^); the

remaining 8 are represented by four bitangents, being straight lines

s, on which both pairs belonging to (A'") have coincided. From tiiis

it ensues that the lines .s- envelop a curve {s)^ of the fourth class.

Apparently the straight lines ,s', passing through A, are tangents to

«'. In the same way the four tangents out of Bh to ^iJ" are the

straight lines s, which may be drawn through Bk-

Apart from the singular points b^ and d' have 16 points in

common ; to them belong the 8 coincidences of which the supports

(I pass through E. The remaining 8 must be jwints A', coinciding

with the corresponding point X witliout J's |)assing through E; i.e.

they belong to the locus f.-,. of the points A, which complete the pairs

lying on f" into groups of (A^).

As E lies on three of the straight lines x = X'X" belonging to

B/c, Bjc is a triple point of f,. ; ajialogously .1 and 6a are simple

points of that curve, so that the latter has 2
-f- 3 X 2 X «^ H~ ^= '^^

intersections witli 5" in the singular points. Besides the 8 points of

rf^ indicated above they have moreover the points E', E" in common;

so we conclude that f,|. must be a curve of the sLvt/i order. To the

intöt'sections A of t\^ and / coi'res[)ond lines .t;, which iias» through

E; from this it ensues again that ./; envelops a curve of the sixth

class, when A' describes the straight line /.

6. If E is laid m C\, t" is replaced by the tigure composed of

the singular conic Yi' f^"^' ''^ curve 7/, which has a node in C\,

and passes through the points A,Bk,Ck. The two curves have apart
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IVom A and Bk two more points E', E" in common ; the lines

C\ E', Cj E" touch 7i in C^ and are apparently the onlv possible

lines s passing through 6\ ; hence 6\ is a node on the curve {s)^.

The curve %^ belonging to C'l is represented by the figure com-

posed of y^^ and a curve *)\\ which has nodes in Bjc- This may

be found independently of what is mentioned above. The trans-

formation replacing a point X by the corresponding points X', X",

transforms a straight line / into a curve y", consequently the curve

Yi^ into a figure of order 44. It consists of 7/ itself (foi' this curve

bears go^ pairs A^ A^'), twice y^", the curves ti\ ^k^ y^ and twice the

locus of A^"; the latter is therefore of order four.

Tf E is brought into the centre M^ of the /Mying on /j', f" passes

into Yi" and a curve ftj" with node M^. Of the latter 6 tangents

pass through M^, whereas this point lies on 2 tangents of y/; from

this it ensues anew that the lines d envelop a curve of the eighth

class. As yi" apart from A and B\ has with jtj^ four points in

common, which must form two pairs of the /^ and so determine

two lines s, M^ too is a node of the curve (.s-)^.

If E lies in A, e" consists apparently of a^ and the three lines

h]i\ whereas ^J is the figure com|)Osed of an «^ and the three lines

hmi' F'oi' ^ i" ^' ^^ is replaced by the figure formed by tv" and a

curve T^, also passing through T and liaving with a^ besides the

four points ^4, B^ two more pairs collinear with T\ consequently

T is also a node of (.s')4-

For Bk f" consists of /:?^.' and the line BkA; eJ of |ii' and B,J}n-

7. Passing on to the consideration of the involutive correspondence

(A^ Y) we cause A^ to describe the straight line /, and we try to

find the locus of the corresponding points Y. On each line X' X"
lies a second pair Y', Y" ; the curves <f^ and f/^ which intersect

in the points Y' , Y" we shall associate to each other. In order to

determine the characteristic numbers of this correspondence, we

consider the involutions 7 ^ which are formed on a curve y' oi' ^f^

by groups of (A^).

The sides of the L described in a 7' envelop a conic; among

the 12 tangents, which this curve has in common with the curve

of involution {óc)g belonging to /" must be reckoned the two lines

A', A", for which A' is one of the intersections of / and r/'-. The

remaining 10 contain each a pair Y', Y" ; consequently each cf'^ is

in the said correspondence associated to 10 curves r/^

The involution T^ on a g^ possesses a curve of involution of the

third class; for B^ bears in the first place the line èj, which contains
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a pair of the /•\. then (he lines joining B^ to tlie two points, deter-

mined by the f/% which touches </^ in B^. The intersections of /

and (/^ procure three common tangents of {x)^ and (.j;),, ; tliere are

consequently 15 straight lines, whicii bear a pair Y', Y" , so that

the said correspondence associates 15 curves ^/' to 7^
By means of this correspondence the points of a straight line /•

are arranged into a correspondence (30,30). For to the (('^ passing

through a point R of r cori-espond the 30 intersections A'' of /-with

the 10 curves f/^ associated to f/*
; on the other hand the r/? passing

through R' procures 30 points R, by means of the corresponding

15 op^ The intersections of the coiTcsponding curves form therefore

a figure of order 60 ; it consists, however, of two parts : the locus

of the pairs Y' , Y", which lie on the tangents of the {,v)^, and the

locus of tlie points Y.

The former may also be produced by the pencil {jf") and the

system of rays {.i)^. To each 7'', in virtue of the consideration men-

tioned above, a number of ten straiglit lines is associated, which are

each coupled to one 7^ oidy ; hence a (10,12) arises now on r, so

that the ])airs of |toiuts )'^ Y" are lying on a figure of order 22.

For the points Y we tind therefore a figure of order 38 ; it is

composed of the three lines h,,,,, and a ciu-ve of order 35. For to

the iiitersection A^ of / and 7>, /x^ corresponds a pair A', A" on /I />.^;

but this line bears 00^ pairs Y' ,
)" and the corresponding points Y

of B^B^ are all associated to X. Apart from these three lines the

line / is transformed by means of .the birational correspondence

(A',]") into a curve of order 35, /."". It cuts / in 10 pairs A', !'(§ 4)

and in 15 coincidences A' = Y. There is consequently a cuirc of
coincidences of order fifteen. The figure of order 22 found above

consists of the three lines hk and a curve /'", for to the conic (63, Z^j,)

corresponds the tangent b^ of {.v)^.

8. We shall now determine the fiuulamentnl curves which are

associated to the fundamental points A, B^, Cu. The curves of invo-

lution (.iOs belonging to |i/ and ,5./ (§ 2) have 9 tangents in common,
there are consequently 9 lines, for which A lies in i>, and 3" in B^.

Therefore the fundauiental curve of 7i, has nonuple points in B..^ and

^3. No other point Y of the line B^B^ can correspond to a point

A' lying iu ./ii ; the said curve is therefore of order 18, It has a

nonuple point in ]j too and passes three times through each of the

points A and Ci, ; for through T or J//, passes one line, bearing a

pair A', A" of
,-?i'*

and a pair Y',Y" of n^ or y/,"' ; tiirough whicli

then Z>i = A corresponds to a point Y lying in A or 6/,.
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The fundamental curve of A is apparently identical with the

curve fJ («5» 5) belonging to the point T; we shall indicate it by a'.

As c.^ has two pairs in common with t' (§ H) .1 is a node of «".

That ('.' passes tlirough the points 6'/, and has triple points in Bk

ensues from the consideration of the lines TM/, and of the tangents

out of T to the (.lOs belongino- to Bj,.

It appears analogously that the fundamental curve of C^ has

triple points in Bj; and a node in d ; it passes through A and the

remaining points Ci, and is of order sir. This curve is at the same

time the f^* belonging to M^.

We can now prove once more that the birational correspondence

is of onh'i' 35. To the intersection .Y of two lines /, corresponds

the poijit J", which the two curves /, apart from the fundamental

points, have in common. As appears from what was mentioned

above / passes '18 limes through Bk and 6 times through A and

C\; fi-om 1 + 3 X IS'' + 7 X 6' = 1225 = 35^ it appears now that

yl is a curve of order 35.

Physics. — -'On the marmer in lohich the susceptihiUtii of para-

ma</nefic substances depends on the density." By Dr. W. H.

Keesom Supplement N". 36r to the Comnuinications from the

Physical Laboiatory at Leiden. Comuuiuicated by Prof. H.

Kamerlingh Onnes.

(Gommunicaled in the meeling of April 24, 1914).

§ 1. Introduction. In Suppl. N". 32a (Oct. '13) an expression was

dexeloped for the molecular rotatory energy in a system of freely

rotating molecules as a function of the temperature. This expression

was introduced into tlie theories of LatsGF.vin and Weiss, on the sup-

position that, when the equipartition laws are deviated from, the

statistics of the molecules under the action of an exterior directing

field, in this case a magnetic tield, is determined by the value z^i- of

the rotatory energy in the same way as for equipartition it is by

kT. It then appeared that ditferent experimental results can be re-

presented very satisfactorily in that way\r 1^

1) The expressions developed in the above-mentioned paper appear to be also

suitable to give a quantitative representation (as far as observations are available)

of the decrease of the temperature of the GuRiE-point by the addition of a dia-

magnetic metal to a ferromagnetic one, with which it forms mixed crystals, on

the supposition that the diamagnelic metal exerts no other influence than that the

mutual action of the ferromagnetic molecules is lessened in consequence of the
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In the communication mentioned above tlie system of molecules

increase of their distance, as rogards tlie molecular field in particular according

to ilie supposition mentioned further on in this note. In fig. 1 the points ++ repre-

7M1

53^

ilO

i:j-

1vV

Cu

Fig. 1.

sent the temperature Tc of the CuRiE-point of alloys of nickel .and copper as a

function of the mass-composition x of nickel according to W. Guertli.r and G.

Tammann, ZS anoig. Gheni. 52 (1907), p. 25 [iiie quantity .7; introduced here is

not to be confused with tliat of equation (4)]. The curve represents the results of

tlie calculation. In this I started from equation (IG) of Suppl. N". 32a, applied to

the nickel molecules :

iV„i uqia"

(«)

The density of the different alloys of' nickel and copper was assumed to be equal,

so that the density of the nickel in the alloy may be put equal to o = n x (the

index 1 indicates that the quantity concerned corresponds to x = l, that is in our

case to nickel'. Fuither the coefficient of the molecular field, Nm, is assumed not

to depend on the composition. This assumption involves, that iJie molecular field,

the magnetisation per unit of mass being kept constant, is proixjrtional to the first

power of the density of the ferromognetic component ; this relationship differs

from th(! result obtained by Weiss, G.R. 157 (1913), p. 1405, with alloys of the

two ferromagnetic metals nickel and cobalt from the manner in which the con-

stant of the molecular field, derived on the assumption of equipartition, depends

on the composition.

Further S^ has been put (cf g 5 of this paper proportional to X'U :

^0 --- ^0,1
.'^/» {h)

The equation which determines the value of Tc which corresponds to a given
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Was always ^) supposed to be contained in the same \olnme. and

in the comparison with experimental data no account was taken of

the inthience which the relatively small changes of density connected

with the teniperatnre changes exert on the parameter 0^ , which

occurs in the formulae of that commnnication, and which [ will

call the dKiracteristic zero-temperdture.

Since then the measurements by Perhikk and Kamerlingh (3nnes ^)

concerning the susceptibility of liquid mixtures of oxygen and nitro-

gen have furnished very important data, wdiich, wiien considered

from the point of view taken in the paper quoted above, allow a

conclusion as to the manner in which the characteristic zero-tempp-

rature 6^ depends on the composition of those mixtures. If it is

further assumed with Perkier and KAMERLI^GH Onnes, that to a

first approximation the presence of the nitrogen molecules in these

mixtures does not exert a direct influence on the statistical distri-

bution of the orientations, nor on the magnetic moment of the oxygen

molecules, so that it is only the changes in density of the oxygen,

which determine the changes in the susceptibility, then those mea-

surements furnish at the same time data lor a discussion of the

question how ('^ depends on the density.

We will in the tirst place treat the ([uestion whether the results

of the measurements by Perriek aiul Kameki.ingh Onnks mentioned

above can be represented with the aid of the relations of Suppl.

value of X, may then bo pal into the form :

(c)

"lO "i".l

For nickel (T, i =033. ^Vci = 2100, cf. Suppl. N". 32a § 4)^^= 1.30. From
"r(t.l

— llie value of— can be derived, and then with /7o h'om {b) the value of 1\-

corresponding to x can be fomid.

A continuation of the investigation of the magnetisation of alloys such as those

mentioned above, particiilai-ly for compositions, for which the GuRiE-point lies

below 0° C, would be of great mteresl, on the one hand for putting tlie apph-

calion of the cjnantum-theory to a test (according to this with such alloys the

different cases indicated in Fig. o of Suppl. N'. 32/) might be realised^ on the

other hau'-l for increasing our knowledge of the molecular field [In the mean

time I have received an article by P. Weiss, Ann. de physique (9) 1 (Febr. 1914)

p. 134, in which is mentioned, that, with a view to the investigation of the

molecular held, a series of measurements concerning alloys of nickel and copper

has already been imderlaken. (Added in correcting the proof of the Dutch edition)].

1) \\\{\\ the exception of the note added in Leiden Comra. : note 2, p. 6.

2) Alb. Perkier and H. Kamerlingh OsjsES. Gomm. No. 139(/ (Febr. '14).
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N°. 32(7 ^). Tt is shown in § 2 that tlie answer is in the affirmative-,

in § 3 the same appears to be the case for the measurements con-

cerning the snsceptibilitv of liquid oxygen over a widei- range of

temperatures. § 4 contains the conclusion whicii follows from §§2
and 3. Finally in the following § § are treated the consequences

concerning the dependence of 6^ on the density, which follow from

the results of those measurements '^).

^ 2. The susceptibility of the liquid mLvtures of oxygen and nitrogen

and the application of the quantum-theory to paramagnetism. As a

preliminary to the question whether the results of the measurements

by Perkier and Kamerlingh Onnes can be represented with the aid

of the relations of Suppl. N". 32(7, in so far as these are applicable

to paramagnetic substances, the spBcific susceptibility of the oxygen

in the mixtures (Table I, Comm. N^ lS9d) was compared witli the

specific susceptibility for pure oxygen in the gaseous state at the

same temperature, w^hich would follow from tlie measurements by

Weiss and Piccard if Curie-Langevin's law remained valid down to

that temperature (cf. tabie I, Comm. 'N\ 139^/). This value we will

call the equipartition value Xeq.

On the assumption mentioned in § 1, that the presence of the

nitrogen molecules does not cause a change in the magnetic moment
of the oxygen molecules, the (paramagnetic) specific susceptibility of

the oxygen in the mixture is determined by Oosterhuis's relation :

'/..O-i in mixture ^^^ o \ f

In this relation n represents the number of oxygen molecules

in 1 gram of oxygen, ^ is the magnetic moment of an oxjgen

molecule, ?/, the mean rotatory energy (about two axes ± to the

magnetic one) of a molecule of oxygen in the mixture at the tem-

perature and density considered. According to Langevin

Division gives

1) For a detailed discussion of those measurements on the basis of the assump-

tion of a negative nioleculai- field, as well as a consideration of the other cir-

cumstances which may liave an influence, we refer to the paper by Perkier and

Kamerlingh Onnes quoted above.

-) The principal results of this paper were already inserted in the translation

of Comm. No. 139d ; d. 915 note 2

8

Proceedings Royal Acad Amsterdam. Vol XVll
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Xcq. U^

n'
....... (3)

^0.1 in mixtixre

If for Uy we assume the temperature function, developed in Suppl.

N". 32rt, and determined by

(4)

7'

vvhei'e

X V"rO

?<rO = ^ f^'^o ' (5)

7'

at each value of .i- the mutually corresponding values of —,and--

T
can be calculated. The value of - corresponding to the value ot

u

UyjkT given by equation ^3) can then be found by graphical inter-

polation, after which 6^ immediately follows.

From the data of Table I Comm. N". 139^/ by Pkrrikk and

Kamerlingh Onnes the following values of 6^ were in that way

obtained -.

TABLE I.
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vations can be represented with sufficient aecnracy by tlie eqnations

(1) and (4). This is confirmed b}- Table II which gi\es the values of

X calculated with the aid of the mean values of 6^ given in table I.

Table II also contains the deviations O C between observed and

calculated values.

TABLE II.
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ment by Weiss and Piccard, whereas, as was found by Perkier

and Kamerlingh Onnes, on the assumption of a negative molecular

field with unchanged molecular rotatory energy a correspondence of

the inclinations can only be obtained by the aid of a new hypo-

thesis (unless the difference in inclination should be ascribed to a

systematic difference of experimental origin).

§ 3. Tlie susceptihility of liquid oxygen and the application of

the quantum-theorji to paramagnetism. The susceptibility of liquid

oxvgeu being measured over a considerably larger temperature range

(from 65.°25 K. to 9ü.°l K.: Kamkrltngh Onnes and Perkier, Comm.

W. 116 ; from 70.°2 K. to 90M K. : Kamerlingh Onnes and Oosterhuis,

Comm. N". \^'2e), than was possible for the mixtures treated in § 2,

it is important to investigate whether the data which are available

about liquid oxygen can be represented also with the aid of the

relations (1) and (4). In table III the corresponding data have been

put together.

As Perriek and Kamerlingh Onnes observe, account has to be

taken of the change in density of liquid oxygen. For the reduction

of 0^ to the same density use was made of the result which will

be derived in § 5 from the observations concerning the above mix-

tures considered in connection with those concerning oxygen, inz.

that at these large densities f\ is proportional to q'^'-'^
.

TABLE Ilia.

Specific susceptibility of liquid oxygen

(Kamerlingh Onnes and Perrier).

X. 106
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of Kameriinüh Onnes and Oosterhuis:

TABLE lllö.
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TABLE
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It is luitui'iil to as('ril)c tins agreement at higher, and tliis deviiilion

at lower densities to the following ^). At larger densities the rotations

of the oxygen niolecnles ai-e continually disturbed by collisions, or

at least interactions with the other oxygen molecules, so that the

periods of revolution of the oxygen molecules cannot play a part

in the determination of the frequencies in the system which govern

the distribution of energy.

For those densities the frequencies are determined by the analysis

according to Jeans of the molecular rotatory motions in the system

into natural vibrations; the relations given in Suppl. N". 32a ^ 2 are

then valid as approximations.

At small densities, however, at which every molecule performs

in the mean a certain number of revolutions before its rotation is

disturbed by the collision (interaction) with another molecule, it is

the numbers of revolutions of the individual molecules in the unit

of time which govern the distribution of energy. These frequencies

are then determined at the limit by Einstein's relation^).

?«,, = h J (2jtvY

and are independent of the density;

Between these two extremes a transition range lies.

If (for I' =85) the number of collisions, which an oxygen molecule

undei'goes in 'J sec. at <> ;= 1 (the molecular diameter o- = 3.I0— ^'^

derived from the viscosity), is compared with the number of revolutions

per sec. (distance of the oxygen atoms being assumed = 0.7.10—^'^,

derived from the moment of inertia calculated according to Holm')

from Zi = J, which value was assumed according to Fig. 2 for

oxygen in the gaseous state), one finds that in the mean the oxygen

molecule makes 0.4 revolution between two successive collisions. It

is, however, not necessary to assume that the number of times that

the rotatory motion is disturbed in a second, coincides with the

number of times that this is the case with the translatory motion.

Some room is thus left for an average number of revolutions between

two successive disturbances of the rotatory motion other than the

number just mentioned. But if we assume that the order of magnitude

will not be essentially different, the result of the calculation mentioned

above is such as to be quite consistent with the theory developed

above that at (.> = 1 a transitional region begins in which the

q Gf. the note quoted p. 112 note 1.

~) Rapports conseil Solvay 1911, p. 433.

3) E. Holm. Ann. d. Phys. (4) 42 (1913, p. 1319. The 6 used by Hulm
corresponds to a in this paper.
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frequencies of the individual molecules begin to [day a part for the

energy distribution.

This theoi-y involves that for smaller densities Uy is no longer

determined by the relations of Suppl. N". 32r/, equations f4) and

(5) of this paper. Notwithstanding that, in consequence of the relative

insensibility of the way in which u,- depejids on T for the special

assumption about the distribution of the fre(piencies (cf. Suppl. N". 31

§ 7 by OosTERHUis), a good agreement may still be obtained l)y

those relations with the observations considered in this paper, but

then the values of (\, which give such an agreement, do not have

the meaning laid down by the theory in Suppl. N". 32«.

Meanwhile the part for the smaller densities (o<^0.J5) of the

0^ ,0-curve of Fig. 2 may be given a simple meaning by supposing

15
the curve for this region to represent — A, if A is determined

by the fact that the ^^i-, T-curve on the side of the high temperatures

approaches asymptotically to

u, = k{T-\-L).

As according to the relations of Suppl. N". 32^^ § 2 (cf. Snppl.

15
N". 32A § 5) 0^ = — A, the curve has also this meaning tor

(J ^ J . For a nearer interpretation of the intermediate region the

theory will have to be further developed.

On the side of the small densities the curve in Fig. 2 has been

extrapolated (indicated by dots) to a parr that terminates parallel

to the (,--axis, in agreement with the theory given above, that at

small densities the frequencies of rotation are no longer dependent

on the density.

In this region of densities the rotatory energy is determined as in

the simplified scheme of Einstein and Stkrn or of Oosterhuis, in

which to all the molecules the same velocity of rotation Avas ascribed,

or better in the more elaborate thsory of Holm^), in which the

1) E. Holm. Ann. d. Phys. (4; 42 (1913), p, 1311. This theory, in which in the

system of rotating niolecules all frequencies occur, and for the distribution of the

molecules according to the frequencies, in a way analogous to that which Planck

in his recent theory followed for linear oscillators, the plane in which the condition

of a molecule rotating about one axis is represented by the values of its azimuth

and moment of momentum, is divided into regions of constant probability limited

hv
bv enprQ;v curves ii — n—^ , is consistent with the resu ts of Bjerrum and E.

J --•
2

V. Bahr concerning the discontinuous character of absorption spectra in the

infra-red of gases of not loo high densities, if it is assumed that the absorption
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distribution of tlic velocities of rotation over the molecules is taken

into account.

Resuming we may conclude, that the observations by Perriek and

Kamerli>gh OniNEs concerning the susceptibility of liquid mixtures

of oxygen and nitrogen, although they do not furnish an experimenium

crucis between the theory of the negative ujolecular tield and the

application of the quantum-theory on paramagnetism, nevertheless

tit without any constraint ^) into the whole scheme which can be

built up on the basis of this application.

§ 6. The results of the former § concerning the dependence of

<9„ on the density lead to ihe following inference regarding the

intltience of the rotatory motion on the external pressure. For those

densities at which u, is determined by the equations (4) and (5),

and at which ^^ ^ q''k the energy u, and also the entropy óv for

the rotatory motion are represented by the same functions (only

with another value of 0^) as the corresponding quantities for the

translatory motion in an ideal gas.

In that case the rotatory motion gives a contribution to the external

pressure similar to that of the translatory motion. The ratio of this

contribution, for one degree of freedom, to that which in an ideal

gas is due to the translatory motion, approaches to 1 at increasing

temperature^).

At small densities, however, viz. in the region in which 6^^ does

not depend on o, the rotatory motion does not give a contribution

to the external pressure. This agrees with what has always been

of radiation tnergy supplied ffom outside only occurs when the representative point

lias arrived at one ot the limiting curves mentioned above (for instance in conse-

quence of the probability of emission on reaching a limiting curve, cf. Plakck,

Theorie der Warmestralung, 2te Aufl., § lot, being changed by the presence of

the radiation from outside) The observations by E. v. Bahr, Verb d. D. physik.

Ges. 1913, p. 1150, concerning hydrochloric acid seem to be more favourable to

this view than to a distribution, in which, in the plane mentioned above, only the

enersv curves { n-\- ] — are covered with points, which is the assumption
1 \ hv— are

2j 2

alluded to in the note quoted p. 112, note 1.

1) The views advanced in this § aboiU the coming into the foregrond of the

frequencies of rotation of the individual molecules are in fact, as will appear again

in § 0, a necessary complement for small densities to the theory of Suppl. N". 32a.

~) I find that A. Wohl, ZS. physik. Gliem. 87 (11)14). p. 9, by quite different

considerations was also led to the suggestion that at large densities the molecular

rotatory motion may give a contribution to the external pressure. (Note added in

the trauslalionj.
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derixed for an ideal gas, e. g. from Boltzmann's entropy principle,

cf. Snppl. N". 24:n § 4, or from the virial theorem. Conversely it

necessarily follows from this, that in Fig. 2 the ^q, ^-curve at the

small densities must change its direction to one parallel to the ^-axis,

as is clearly indicated by the point o = 0.08.

In conclusion we will return for a moment to the assumption

rigidly adhered to in this paper, viz. that the presence of the nitrogen

molecules does not exert any influence on the distribution of the

rotatory energy of the oxygen molecules. The following mechanism

would be in accordance with this supposition : the oxygen molecules

behave at a collision (at least with the nitrogen molecules) as rigid

smooth spheres, they carry a (magnetic) doublet (or have according

to Snppl. N^ 32^ § 7 a magnetic moment in consequence of a

rotation about an axis of small moment of inertia with zero-point

energy in the temperature region considered); the nitrogen molecules

have a structure such that they do not exert a directive force on

the oxygen molecules. The ol:)ject of this suggestion is, however, no

other than to show that tlie assumption mentioned above is not an

impossible one.

Chemistry. — ''The Al/olropi/ of Otdmiuni. 111". By Prof. Ernst

(V)HKN and W. D. Hki,dkrman.

The ekctronwiive behaviour of Cadiniuin.

1. The (Hlatometric ineasurements made with caduiiuni which had

been deposited clecti'olytically. had shown ') that this material is a

moditication which is not stable at room temperature. This corre-

sponds with the result found I)y Ernst Cohkn and E. Goldschmidt')

in their investigations on the electrolysis of solutions of tin salts.

When such a solution is electrolysed below 18° C. there is not

formed grey tin as might be expected, but the modification which

is metastable at this temperattire is deposited.

In the following pages we give an abbreviated account on the

investigations we have carried out in order to identify the product

which is formed duriug the electrolysis of solutions of cadmium salts.

2. Some years ago Hulktt ') described "a low voltage standard

cell", represented by the following scheme

:

1) These Proc. p. 54.

2) Zeitschr. f. piiysik. Chemie 50, 225 (1905).

») Trans. Americ. Elecliochem. Society 7, 353 (1905).
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Solution of cadiiiiiim siilpliatc (M-ainaIi>;am
Cd

of arbitrary concentration ri.ö'Vo ofCd by weigiit

The electromotive force of this combination is 0.0505 Volt at

25°. 0. The reproducibility is about 0.5 millivolt. The cadmium elec-

trode of this cell has to be electrolytically deposited, as Th. W.
Richards and Lewis ^) have proved, that only this kind of electrodes

give a definite potential. Ernst Cohen and Sinnige'), who used these

cells in their piez,ochemical investigations also found that they arc

reproduceable.

3. Some points in the constrnclion of such cells which play an

important role in the experiments, to be described below, may be

given here. (Fig. 1 A).

"A^-

+
Fio-. 1.

The glass part is a thin walled tube about 8—10 mm. in dia-

meter, closed at one end and pro\ ided with a platinum wire; two

or three centimeters above the closed end is a platinum spiral, with

ils end fused through the side of the tube (the wires are thoroughly

cleaned with aqua regia before tilling the cell).

In filling, the spiral is pressed to one side and some 0.5 cc. of

12.5 percent cadmium amalgam is brought into the lower part and

jnelted (carefully avoid bringing the amalgam in contact with the

1) Zeitsclir. f. physik. Chemie 28, 1 (18!)9).

2) Zeitschr. f. physik. Chemie 67, 1 (1909).
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platiiiiiiii spiral). Tlie spiral is then pressed down into a liorizonlal

position. The tube is now filled np with a solution of cadmium
sulphate of arbitrary concentration (the E. M. F. of the cell is in-

dependent of the strength of the solution).

In order to produce the cadmium electrode a current of 1 or 2

inilliamp. (i or 2 milligrams Cd per hour) is passed from the amal-

gam fo the platinum spiral. At least 18 milligrams must be depo-

sited. The cell may then be sealed off.

4. We specially call attention to the following passage in Hulett's

paper: ''The electromotive force of these cells is high when the

cadmium is freshly deposited, and the lengtii of time required to

reach the normal value seems to depend on the thickness of tiie

deposit. iVir free cells and those saturated with Cd(OH), behave like

the others and 1 have as yet no explanation of the high E. M. F.

of newly constructed cells." Our table I shows this decrease of

potential of newly constructed cells. It amounts to about 1 millivolt.

T A B L E 1.

Temperature 25°.0.

E. M. F. in Volts.

2 E

After 1 After 2 ' After 3 After 4

day days | days | days

After 5
j

After 7
i
After i

days
I

days days

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

0.05156 I 0.05105 0.05084 0.05078
I

0.05070 0.05065
;

0.05052 ! 0.05052

0.05143 ; 0.05099 0.05082 0.05076 ' 0.05068 0.05067
i
0.05054 0.05056

0.05154 i 0.05103
,
0.05C84

0.05151
I

0.05099
j

0.05082

0.05162
I

0.05113
i
0.05090

0.05076 0.05070

0.05076 0.05070

0.05067
j
0.05056 0.05058

0.05067 0.05056

0.05084 I 0.05074 0.05070 0.05058

0.05056

0.05058

5. These determinations and those to be described below were carried

out by the Poggendorff compensation method. The resistances used

had been checked by the Physikalisch-Technische Reichsanstalt at

Charlottenburg-Berlin. The same was the case with the thermometers

used. Our two standardelements (Weston) were put into a thermostat

which was kept at 25°.0. We used as a zero instrument a Desprez-

d'Arsonval galvanometer. It was mounted on a vibration free sus-
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pension (Jüt,ius). The j-eadiiigs wore made bv means ot' a telescope

and scale; 0.02 millivolt could easily be measni-ed.

6. As it was very important for ns to get rid of this variation

of E. M. F. we tried to find its cause. We thought it might be foujid

in the electromotive behavioui' of the cadmium amalgams, which has

been studied particnlarly by H. C. Bijl ^).

Fig. 2 contains his results as far as they play a role in onr in-

vestigations. The curves repi-eseut the E. M. F. (ordinates) of cells

which are constructed according to the following scheme:
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From the drawing it can be seen that the E.M.F. of these cells

at 25°. is independent oi* the concentration of the amalgam when

its concentration lies between 9.0 and 24.4 at.percents (i. e. 5.9 and

15.4 percent by weight). As soon as the concentration decreases below

5.97a ^y weight (when we pass from the heterogeneons amalgams

to the homogeneous, fc.f. Bui/s paper Fig. 3) the E.M.F. varies with

the amonnt of cadmium present in the amalgam, the potential against

pure cadmium iiicreasltui with Jc^c^^^a.yf in the percentage of cadmium.

7. In the light of these facts the high E.M.F. of freshlj' constructed

cells becomes intelligible.

During electrolysis the cadmium which is deposited on the spiral

is withdrawn from the upper layer of the 12.57„ (or stronger) amal-

gam, which was originally a two phase system. It is thus possible

for this layer to become a monophase system and if this is the case

the E.M.F. will increase wlien electrolysis is continued. After the

formation of the cell its E.M.F. will then be too high. In the long

run ea(hniiim will diffuse to the upper layer: this becomes again a

twt)phase system and the E.M.F. will decrease and finally becomes

constant.

8. In order to check this supposition we carried out the following

ex})eiiment : We put two platijium spirals into the //-shaped tube i>*

(Fig. 1). into the right-side tube we put some r/o (l^J weight) cad-

mium amalgam (99 parts by weight of mercury, 1 part of cadmium).

This amalgam is a fluid monophase system at ordinary temperature.

We filled the tubes with a dilute solution of cadmium sulphate (half

saturated at 15° C). After this the cell was formed in the way

described above. (1 milliampère).

After having deposited 20 or 25 milligrams of cadmium on the

left-hand siViral, the capillary tube on the right was brought into

connection with a waterpumj) in order to remove the amalgam. A

number of small pieces of the 12.57, amalgam were then substituted

for this.

These cells give at once an E.M.F. of 0.0503 Volt when they are

|)ut into a thermostat at 25°0 0. It is evident that our assumption

made above (§ 7) is correct.

9. AH the cells we investigated have been produced in the way

described ; it is now possible to measure their E.M.F. at once with-

out waiting for 8 to 14 days before 'their becoming constant.

10. Our dilalometric measurements with cadmium which had been
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electrolytically deposited gave tlie result that this material only under-

goes ti-ansformation at temperatures below 100°, if it has been in

contact at 50° (100°) with a solution of cadmium sulphate.

The probable and obvious conclusion is that by electrolysis we

get exclusively -/-cadmium, the modification which is stable at high

temperatures. If this were the case, the y-cadmium would be trans-

formed into ,i-cadmium at 100°, into ^(-cadmium at 60^ in contact

with the solution of the sulphate.

If now the y-modification is really generated by electrolysis,

(analogous to what happens with solutions of tin salts) the Hulett

cells which have been measured until now would contain this

material as the negative electrode.

If this modification happened to be transformed into the modifi-

cation which is stable at ordinary temperatures iind pressures (1 atm.),

this would manifest itself by a decrease in the E.M.F.

On the one hand we are working in this case under extraordi-

narily favourable circumstances for stabilisation (change into the

«-modification) as the material formed elecirolytically is in a xery

fine state of division and surrounded by an electrolyte, while the

quantity which has to undergo transformation is so verj^ small

(20 or 30 milligrams), that the transformation, if it occurs, will be

finished in a short s[)ace of lime.

On the other hand, and this is to be borne in mind in researches

of this kind, the [)0ssibility exists that the transfornuition which has

to take place spoutaneousb/, may be suspended, if the metal depo-

sited by electrolysis forms only one single modification, as the germs

, needed for transformation are then absent.

11. That the stabilisation generally does not occur is shown by

our dilatometric observations as well as by many other facts i.e. by

the experiments of W. Jaeger,') Ehnst Cohen,') Bi.il') and Hulett,")

who all found the same E.M.F. (50 millivolt at 25° C.) for cells

which were constructed according to the scheme:

Cd
I

Solution of I
Cd-amalgam

elect rolytically cadmium 12,5 |)er cent

deposited
|

sulphate | by weight.

How obstinately the transformation may be delayed might also

i; Wied. Ann. 65, 106 (1898).

~) Zeitschr. f. physik. Ghemie 34, 612 (1900).

3) Zeitschr. f. physik. Ghemie 41, 641 (1902).

1) Trans. Amer. Electrochem. Soc. 7, 333 (1905).
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be inferred from Hulktt's') words: "many of these cells are still

in good order after five years."

This would be in pei-fect accordance with onr own experiences:

CLARK-cells w^hich contain ZnSO^ . 6 H,0 as solid depolarise)* preser-

ved their E.M.F. for five years notwithstanding their having been

standing at room temperature, i. e. 25 degrees below the transition

point of Z11SO4. 6H,0. As in the case of Hullet's cells they had

been sealed up after formation.

12. On account of these observations it might be expected that

even under circumstances favourable to a transformation (stabilisation)

of the negative electrode only a certain number of Hulett cells

would show the transformation.

On December 11"' 1913 we prepared three H.C. (N". 1. 2 and 5)

in the way described abov e (§ 3) at i-oom temperature (30 mgr. Cd on

the spirals). We then substituted a 12.5 percent cadmiumamalgani

for the I percent. The E.M.F. was now 0.0503 Volt. After standing

for tw^o months at room temperature the cells were measured again

on February 26^'^ 1914. The E.M.F. ot" 1, 2 and 5 had decreased \o

0475 Volt at 25°.0 C. and this value remained unchanged. As

might have been expected the E.M.F. had decreased by stabilisation

of the cadmium.

13. We prepared two new cells (nos. 6 and 7) in the same way

as 1, 2. and 5. Immediately after the preparation their E.M.F. were

0.04847 and 0.04795 Volt respectively. Some days later these values

became constant : 0.04788 and 0.04778 Volt. Stabilisation had begun

already during electrolysis.

14. In order to determine whether <(-cadmium is formed during

electrolysis if, this modification is present on the spirals before electro-

lysis begins, we shunted the cells 6 and 7 in a current of 1 milli-

arapère. In this way we deposited upon the «-cadmium which was

present, a fresh quantity of 30 mgr.

After formation we put a fresh (12.5 percent) amalgam into the

cell, while a fresh solution of cadmium sulphate was also introduced.

Subsequent to this treatm'ent the E.M.F. at 25°.0 C. was again

0.0502(i Volt which proves that y-cadmium had been formed on the

old layer of ff-cadmium.

15. On continuing our experiments we found that on one occasion

i> Trans. Amer. Eleclrochem. Soc. 15, 435 (1909).
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cells of 0.047 Volt E.M.F, on another, cells of 0.050 Volt E.MF.

were obtained.

As our dilatometric measurements had shown that stabilisation

occurs with great velocity at 50°^ we prepared cells (C and 0) at

47°. 9. The dilute amalgam was then taken out and an 8.5 percent

(by weight) amalgam was put in, while a fresh solution of cadmium
sulphate was used. We substituted an 8.5 per cent amalgam for a 12.5

percent as our intention was to measure these cells also at 0° C.

;

At this temperature the 12.5 percent amalgam is a monophase system

and such a system must not be used.

In this way we found at 25°. C.

Cell C: 0.04745 Volt.

Cell 0: 0.05022 „

The cadmium in cell C had thus been stabilised at 47°. 9.

16. In order to check the results found uji to this point we also

determined the E. M. F. of our stable and metastable cells at 0° C.

If the ditferences in E. M. F. at 25°.0 between the different cells

were really to be ascribed to the presence of «-cadmium (cell C) and

y-cadmium (cell 0) the difference which was at 25°.0 C. 2.8 millivolt

ought to increase at 0° C. as we are at that temperature at a greater

distance from the metastable transition point «-cadmium ^/-cadmium.
The measurements at 0° C. gave the following results:

cell C : 0.05225 Volt,

cell 0: 0.05626 „

While the difference was 2.8 millivolt at 25°.0 C. it has increased

as might be expected to 4.0 millivolt at 0° C.

17. Several phenomena which are described by Hülett, but which

are obscure until now may find an explanation in the light of our

experiments. Hulett says : "A number of cells were made with addition

of Cd (0H)2 thinking this might make a more uniform cadmium
deposit; also the air was completely removed from three before

sealing, and in others the air was removed and the cell saturated

with nitrogen and with hydrogen. All of these gave very variable

results, but in each case only 10 milligrams of cadmium had been

deposited on the spiral, and 1 have lately learned this is too little

cadmium, since some cells prepared as above described, excepting that

only 10 mg. of cadmium was deposited on each spiral, showed the

same irregularities and tendency to constantly decreasing electromotive

force. These cells were recently all discharged and then reversing

9 ,

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVII.
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the current about 26 mg. of fadmiuin was deposited on each platinum

spiral, and lliej seem to be all coming together nice!}- and to the

value indicated bv the old cells".

18. Our observations agree perfect ly with those of Hulett but

we have to add the following restrictions: A number of our cells

in which only 10 mgrs. of cadmium were de[)Osited indicated imme-

diately after formatioji an E. M. F. of 0.0502 Volt at 25''.0 which

decreased during 2 days. Then it became constant : 0.047 Volt.

Transformatioji into «-cadmium had consequently occurred; the fact

that only a small cpiantity of cadmium is present causes the E. M. F.

to reach very soon its definite lowest value. The phenomenon obser-

ved by Hulett is tlierefore the quick stabilisation of y-cadmium.

19.. Prof. Hulett has been kind enough to communicate to us

the following facts: "Twelve cells which had been sealed after

formation remained unchanged from March J 8''' 1905 to May 7^'' 19J4,

i. e. during 9 years. Their E. M, F. has been during all this time

0,0505 Volt. The quantity of cadmium on the spirals varies between

3.7 and 13.7 mgrs. of cadmium".

20. The decrease of E. M. F. which had been observed with cells

which contain, only 10 mgrs. of cadmium is consequently not to be

ascribed to the minute quantity of metal ^) deposited on the spirals;

this quantity is much less in the cells which have been constant

during 9 years. The reason of the decrease in E. M. F. of those cells

is the transformation of y-cadmium into r<-cadmium.

21. In order to check this conclusion we prepai'ed a number of

cells (at room temperature) which only contained 5 mgrs. of cadmium

on the spirals. Some of these remained metastable (0.050 Volt) w hile

others were transformed into the stable form (0.047 Volt) after some days.

22. Although the discussion of a number of questions must be

delayed until a subsequent paper, we will mention here the beha\iour

of cadmium which has not been formed by electrolysis.

In our second paper we stated that a piece of cadmium chosen

at random which had been produced from the molten metal contains

three modifications : «, /i and y-cadmium. If such is the case, it might

i) Oberbeck found [Wied. Ann. 31, 337 US87)] that a layer of metal A of

'i X 10-'' mm. suffices to give to a metal on which it has been deposited the

potential of A. As the surface of the spirals in the H. G. was 0.28 cm ~ the layer

of cadmium deposited is much thicker.
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be expecled tlial the potential of such a inatei'ial aj^aiust Ccuhnium

which has been foriued by electrolysis should be zero. In order to

test this conclusion we carried out the following experiment : We
prei)ared a certain quantity of electrolytic cadmium (Prep. A) (Comp.

our second paper ^ 8) and determined (at 40°) the potential dilie-

rence between this material in a solution of cadmium sulphate which

was half-saturated at 15° C and :

1. Cadmium, which we received from Kahlbaum (molten) in a

linely divided state (Prep. B),

2. Cadmium which we had used in our dilatometric measurements;

in this material the presence of /-cadmium was presumed. (Prep. C).

Making use of the small apparatus shown

in Fig. 3 we first determined the potential

(liiTerence between two samples of the same

material, subsequently that between samples

of diiferent preparations. In this way we found:

E. iM.K. of A against A = 0.000037 Volt.

Fig. 3.

Utrecht, May 1914.

E. M. K.

„ B

„ C

„ A

„ A

B=: 0.000018 Volt.

C = 0.00000 Volt.

Bz=: 0.000037 Volt.

C = 0.000037 Volt.

From these measurements we see that y-

cadmium is really present in our preparations,

as the dilatometer had shown.

VAN 't E.OFF-Laboi'((t07'y.

[July 3, 1914).
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Mathematics. — "A triple involution of the third chins." By

Professor Jan de Vries.

(Communicated in tlie meeting of May 30, 1914).

1. I consider the projective nets of conies represented by

;.%-^ + X'aJ' + ra^'" = and Xb/- + AV + A' 6^"^ = . (1)

The points of intersection of corresponding conies form a quadruple

invohition ^).

On the straight line YZ, which we may represent by x^ = Qt/k +
-j- ozk, the two nets determine the pairs of points, indicated by

2:?. {Q'ay'-]-2oaa^a,^o\i,') — and -2";. {Q%f--\-2(iabyb,+ o"-b,') = 0.

3 3

These equations produce the same pair of points, as soon as the

relations

2}My' = t2: xb,,\ ::£Xaya~ = t:e ib,jb,, ^;.a/ ^r^: kb~\
3 3 3 3 3 3

are satisfied.

By elimination of A, A', V' we find from this system the relation

I

«/

—

tby-, ttyci-— rbfibzi Oz'— "^b--
,|
= . . . . (2)

1) This involution is an intersection of the linear congruence of elliptic twisted

quartics, which I have considered in my communication in vol. XIV, p. 1127 of

these Proceedings.
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trom which it appetirs that F^ contains three pairs of the involution
;

the latter is consequently of the tklrd cla.ss.

2. We shall now suppose that the two nets have a common base

point .1; they produce then a triple uwokUlon o'l {\\c tliinl chis.s. We
choose the base point A for vertex O^ of a triangle of co-ordinates.

Through O^ pass oc^ conies of the first net, which are touched

there by the corresponding conies. For we have the conditions

^P.ttjj = T^ P.Z>j3 and JS'Aa^., =z T ^ 6,3,

3 3 3 3 '

so that the parameters A, /', )." are connected by the relation

2a^J.
3

3

3

z=0. (3)

Now we find from (1)

etc.

If we substitute these formulae P., a', a" in (3), an equation of the

eighth order will arise. The locus of the pairs X' , X" of the triple

involution (X') associated to O^^^A is therefore a curve of the

eighth order, which we shall indicate by h^ ; A. is a singular point

of order eight.

By (3) two projective systems with index two are separated from

the two nets, which systems produce the curve «'. Their intersec-

tions with the arbitrary straight line r, are the coincidences of the

(4,4), which the two systems determine on r. If r is laid through

A, tiie free points of intersection are connected by a (2,2) ; one of

the 4 coincidences of this con-espondence lies in A, because two

homologous conies touch each other and r in A. Hence it appears

that the .singular curve ci^ has a quintuple point in A. This corre-

sponds to the fact that (A'^) must be of the third class; the three

pairs on a straight line r laid through A are formed by A with the

three points in which r is moreover cut by «\ The line .v=X'X"
envelops a curve of the fifth class ; for of the system {x) only the

lines which touch ci^ in .1 pass through A.

3. A is not the only singular point of {X^). The homologous

conies intersecting in a point Y are determined by

:Eia,^ and 2).b,;
3 3

If these equations are dependent, Y becomes a singular point.

10*
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Through Y pass then two projective pencils of conies, which deter-

mine a quartic represented by

\a/ a,' b^'\=0, (4)

or also b}

\

by- b:,' a:c'
\
= (4*)

The singular points are determined by the relations

Cly

0,j Oy Oy
= (5)

Now the curves üy^ bp = ay"- by' and ay' by'"- = ay" by' have apart

from the point 0^ (which is node on both) '12 points in common.
To them belong the three points, which ay' = and by- = have

in common apart from 0, ; they do not lie, however, on the curve

ay' by" = ay"- by'-. There are therefore, besides the singular pointe,

?iine more singular points B^ ; the pairs of points, which form with

B]c groups of the involution (A^') lie on a curve ^h\ so that Bk is

a singular point of order four.

The singular curve ^]^ is produced by two projective pencils with

common base points A and Bk\ it has therefore nodes in these two
points. From (4) and (5) it appears that this curve also passes through

the remaining singular points. The straight lines x, which contain

the p'airs X',X" lying on ^k\ envelop a conic.

As ^h" passes through .4 twice, there are in (A^) two groups in

which the pair A,Bk occurs; so Bjc belongs twice to «^ This singular

curve has therefoi-e besides its quintuple point A, nine more nodes

Bk, is consequently of genus two and of class 18.

On each of the 8 tangents of «% passing through A, two pairs

of the (A^) coincide ; from this it ensues that the straight lines s

on which two pairs have coincided, envelop a curve of class eight,

which we indicate by {s)^.

4. We can now determine the order x of the locus A of the

pairs of points X' , X" , which form groups of the ^A'^) with the

points A of a straight line /. As «" contains eight points of /, A

passes eight times through A; analogously it has quadruple points

in Bk- The x points of intersection of ). with an other straight line

/* are vertices of triangles of involution, of which a second vertex

lies on /, so that the third vertex must be a common point of A

and /*. As these curves, besides in two vertices of the triangle

determined by the point //* and the x points mentioned, can only

intersect moreover in the singular points, we have for the deter-



hiination of x, the relation o;' = .i- + 2 + 8' + 9X 4' ; hetldé .^^15.

The transformation (A^ X'), which replaces each point by the two
points, which (Z') associates to it, transforms therefore a straight

line into a curve of order fifteen luith an octuple point and nine

quadruple points.

As / contains three pairs A^A^', which supply six intersections

witti V\ the curve of coincidences 6 is of order nine. Apparently
d"' has a quintuple point in A and nodes in B^.

With a\ 6' has 5X6 + 9X4 = 66 intersections in A and^/^;
the remaining six are coincidences of the involution of pairs lying

on a\ Analogously we find that /- has four coincidences on /?t\

The supports d of the coincidences envelop a curve of the tenth

class (f/)io, which has a quintuple point in A.

5. The locus of the pairs X' , X" , which are collinear with a
point E, is a curve f^ passing twice through E where it is touched
by the lines to the points E' and E" , which form a triangle of

involution with E. It is clear that e^ wi]l pass three times through

A and twice through each point B; it is consequently of class 30.

To the 26 taugents of f', passing through E, belong 10 lines d;
the remaining ones are represented by 8 bitangents, which are

straight lines s.

If E is brought in A, then e** passes into «^ For a point Bj. t"

consists of ih' and a curve f^.\ which passes through A and the

points Bi and has a node in B^. The two curves have 14 inter-

sections in the singular points; the remaining two are points ^' and
E", belonging to E=Bj,. The 6 tangents passing through B/,

at a- are supports of coincidences; the curve (r/)^, has JJj. for

node.

The curve e' has with d" 51 intersections in A and Bk; of the

remaining common points 10 lie in the coincidences mentioned above,

of which the supports d pass through E. Consequently there lie on
t" 11 coincidences A^=e A^', of which the supports do not pass

through E, whereas A' and A^" are collinear with E. These 11
points belong to the curve e^, which cojitains the points X, for

which the line x = X'X" passes through E. The curves t' and e^

also have the points E' and E" in common, forming a triangle of

involution with E. As E is collinear with 5 pairs of the J' lying

on ((' and with 2 pairs of the P lying on Bk, s^ passes five times

through A and twice through B^. Consequently e^ and s^ have in

all 3 X 5 + 9 X 2 -f 13 = 64 points in common ; the locus of X
is therefore a curve 8^'.



As Ë is coUinear with 5 pairs') .Y', .Y" of a', and with two

pairs of /^z.', f.^^ has a quintuple point in A and nodes in Bk.

If E is brought in A, eJ coincides with a\

For B^ e^^ consists of the curve /?/ and a curve *?l^ wiiich

passes three times throngii A and once through the 8 points Bk.

The intersections A" of %' with the straight line / determine 8

lines ,v^X'X" passing through E; we conclude from this that .v

envelops a curve of the eighth class (/)8, when .Y describes the straight

line /. In confirmation of this result we observe that with the 8

intersections A' of I and «** correspond the 8 sti-aight lines passing

through A{X") to the associated points X'.

As (/)8 must be rational, consequently possesses 21 bitangents,

I contains 21 pairs A', I", for which the corresponding points A^',A^";

Y',Y" are coUinear.

6. An arbitrary straight line contains three pairs (A'', A"'), (P, Y"),

{Z' , Z") of A'"'; the corresponding points A^, }", Z apparently form

a group of a new triple involution^), which we shall indicate by

(A YZ^ ; it appears to be of class 21

.

Apparently (XYZ) has singular points in A and B/,. Let .v be

the order of the curve a, which contains the pairs Y, Z, belonging

to A' 17:^.4; let further y be the order of the corresponding curve

|ï'/.- belonging to Bk-

Let the straight line / be described by a point Z, the associated

pair AT will tben describe a curve A, the order of which we shall

indicate by z. If attention is paid to the points of intersection of /

with a and ;?/,, it will be seen that ). must have an .r-fold point in

A, a _?/-fold point in Bi.

In order to determine the numbers .r, ?/, z, we may obtain three

eqnations.

We consider in the first place the intersections of the curves ;.

and n, which are determined by the straight lines /and?/?. To them

belong the two points which form a triplet with Im, further r points

Z, for which A^ lies on / and Y on m ; the remaining intersections

lie in the singular points. So we have the relation

^^ = 2 + c + .r'' + 9y^ . (6)

Let the curve a^ be described by Z, then the figure of order Sz,

1) The curves y} and s^ have 3X5 + 9X2X2 = 51 intersections in the

singular points; they have 3 more points in common on EA; tlie remaining 10

intersections form 5 points X',X" coUinear with E. From tliis appears anew that

the curve of involution x^ is of class 5.

-) This property is cliaractcristic of the triple involutions of the Ihlrd class.
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wliicli is described by the pair X, Y, will be the combination of

twice «^ tive times a.^' and twice {h^.

Hence

8^; = 16 + 5.r 4- 18i/ : . (7)

If Z describes the curve Vl^ the corresponding figure of order 4s

consists of the curve /?i% of three times a^, and of the 8 curves

^3gi{k::^\). Hence:

4^ = 4 + 3a' + 83/ (8)

Out of (6), (7), (8) we find by elimination of x and ?/,

z^- — 11z + 882 = 0;

so z is equal to 63 or 14. The second value, however, must be

rejected ; for we have proved above, that [XYZ) is of the class 21,

so that / has 42 points in common with I at the least. So we find

the values

z = 63, K r= 40, y =. \Q).

For the involution [XYZ), ^ is a singular point of order 40,

Bk a singular point of order 16.

As / and ). besides the 21 pairs already mentioned can onl}"^ have

coincidences in common, the curve of coincidences {XYZ) is of

order 21, ó'\

Apparently «^° has in A a 20-fold point, /^a-J" in Bk an eight-fold

point ; in these points <P^ has the tangents in common with «^" and ^^.^^

If A' is placed in A and Y in B^, x=zX' X" envelops a curve

of the 5''' class, // = Y'Y" a conic; so there are 10 straight lines

X = y. From this it ensues that the singular curve «^° has ten-fold

points in Bk- In a similar way we find that the curve /r^-^" has

qnadnijilc i)oints in 7>/; it passes ten times through A, eight times

through B]..

Mathematics. — ''On the functions of Hermite." (Third part).

By Piof. W. Kapteyn.

(Commimicaled in tlio meeting of May 30, 1914).

12. After having written the preceding pages, we met with two

important, newly published papers, on the same subject. The first b}'

Mr. H. Galbrln: "Sur un développemeut d'une fonction a variable

réelle en série de polynomes" (Bull, de la Soc. math, de France

T. XLI p. 24), the second by Prof. K. Runge ' L^eber eine besondere

Art von Integralgleichungen" (Math. Ann. Bd. 75 p. 130).
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In this section vve will give their principal results though not

altogether after their methods, and make some additional remarks.

13. 3Ir. Galbrun considers the question of the expansion of a

function between the limits a and h, in a series

where

1 1 r
A, = -—-—[ e~-\f{a) Th («) da.

2"n/ \/„J

He finds that this expansion is possible when f {a-) satisfies the

conditions of Dirichlet between the limits a and h. This agrees

with our result in Art. 7, the only difference being that our limits

were — oo and -\- oo. This difference however is not essential, for

considering a function which has the value zero for all values

a ]> X ^ h Art. 7 gives immediately the expansion of Mi*. Gat-brun.

His proof rests on two interesting relations which may be easily

deduced from the formulae in the first part of this paper.

Tiie first relation

^ Hj, {x) H,, {a) _ 1 //„+! (.r) //„ {a) - //„ [x] JI,j^, {a)

(29)

may be established in this way.

Accoi'ding to (5) we have

2.r//„ (.;) = Iln+x (.^0 + 2^/^-1 (.'•)

2aHn («) = lIn+\ («) + 2«//;, - 1 («)

Multiplying these equations by //„(«) and H,,{a^ wc find by sub

tracting

{n > 0)

2 (.r - «) Tin {x) //, («) r= H,J^, {.r) /ƒ„ («) - Iln {x) ƒƒ„_ 1 («)

- 2n [II, (x) H,-x («) - //,._i {x) Ih («)].

Hence, putting for n successively 0, 'J,2,..7i, we get

2.1/

1

F727

2« . nl

2(.r-«)F^(.r)if,(«)=H,(.r)£f,(«) -^.(.r)/^.,(«) - 4[F (.r)^,(«)-^,(^-)^.(«)]

2(.^•-«)F,(.^•)^„(«)=://.+l(.r)//,(«)-^„(•^•)^"+>(")-

-2n[H,(.r)i^„ _ ,
(«)-i7"-H^)H,(«)J

.



jViultiplying these relations with the different factors written on

the left, the addition of the.^e products immediately gives the formula

in question.

The second relation

Ê'Lr^f^^=^^e-d-'é. (30)
1 2».n.' J ^ '

Ü

may be obtained by introducing (9) into the first member. .
.

Thus we get

cc, n,^x)IIn-\{x)

'^ 2».nl ~~
.00 • „2 OS

'

.

:

t I e 4 m" cos
I

^xu idu I e~""u"~* sin i xv I= ^ z : I e '^ W" COS I Xll ::- \du | e~""U"~^ Sin i XV —
I dt

where

1 a>^ ?i"u'i / njt\ , / njt— ^ COS I
xu shi

I
XV

V 1 2"
. n! V 2 y V 2

CQS XU sin XV, 00^ ifil-ffih g{fi ^u cos. xv cq^ m-^+Iu^^'+I
'^IZ _

' ^ —

;

:
—

-
— •——-^

,

V 1 2'iK{2/i-)f V i r22^H-'(2/t+l)/

HI) un uv uv

COS a'u sin xv fc'- \- e, '^/e- 4- e
'^ \ sin xu cos xv /e^ — e 2 \

Substituting this value, it is evident, according: to the formulae ot

Art. 6, that all the terms of this sum vanish except only the term

coi-responding to —1.

Hence

°° ilJx)fIn—',{x) e*-^' r P 4 COS x^i sin .XV :,

2" —

—

= II t'
—^^ du dv

1
2» . n! jr JJ ""

v

and because

CD *_

J
6' COS XU du = V jc

(~~^'^
. ... . . (u)

^, II,{x)TIn-M ^ ,, r 4 sin XV
^ —— ——— = —^ir €? I e dv ,

1
2'

—— = —^ir €? I <

J« . n! Vn J

If now we multiply the equation (a) by J.i' and integriate l>et,vveen

' and X, we have
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it «2

thus finall}'

ƒ4 sin xu y— r
e du = Vjt I e-^' da

,

u

1 2" . n! J

14. Prof. RuNGE gives the solution of the integral equation

CO

f{n)-=JK{x)ip{u^x)dx (31)

00

where f{u) and /v(.r) are given fnneJions and (f{,r) is required, by

means of Hkrmite's functions.

He assumes

K{x) = .-- [ajl,{x) + ajl,{x) + ajl^{x) + ...]

^ {x) = e-^' [i>JI,{.r) + bjl^ix) + /,,//,(.') + ...]

whioli gives

00

f{u)= ^ a,n K Ce-^' [I„ (x) f-('^+^r' ƒ/„ (m + x) dx

00

or, after some reductions

]/2 (1/^)'"+"

If now, the given function /{u) is expanded in this form

1/2" L" ' t/2' ' ' {v^r

we have from (31)

and it is evident that from these relations the coefficients h maj be

determined. If /(?/) and (p (.v) were the given functions, the same

relations would be sufticient to determine the function /v(.t).

15. The preceding reduction rests on the formula

i-Cn^^uiy)] (32)
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where C) are the binomial coeflicieiits. This relation may be obtained

in the following way.

According to Art. 8 II we have

,_o,,_,. ^ 1 _ /, n^ (,) + ^ n, {z) - I ƒ/, (.) + {p)

and, expanding by Taylor's theorem

F {x + k, y 4- k)

where
F (.t-, y) = c—^"—f

g-(.r+tr— r^/+^•)^g^-+.'/"=:f3:2+v2 p—X— .?/

J

—

' 2/
''''£

G-"0+'<s ('"0 è G~0+^"''
^

'

^""
''
+•

(i.i-^

which may be written

p—2k x—-2k //—•2^•2— 1

.

k[n,{,r)+ n,{y)]+-yi,{x)+2H,{.v)n,{y)-\-H,{y)]+...{q)

X -\-y
7

'^

Putting now z =: —=- in {p) and X; = -7= m (^) w^e get

.r Vy\ h' /.r-f-t/

^ Vl/2 9/ 1/2^

,-:..+,)u -i-/-^ =,!._— [//^ (.,) + n, 0/)] +

+ —=- Uh (-^0 4- 2 ƒ/, (.r) //, (y) + ƒ/, (t/)] + . . .

(|/2)''2.

A"

Comparing the coefficients of — m tlie second members we obtain
n!

tlie required relation (31).

Proceeding to the reduction of the integral

M=zje--^'iLU^)x)e-i"+-^r- n„{i(^x)dx

we put, according to (2)

d">

cfx'"

then

Now, integrating by parts we have generally



I U f/.r=(- 1)"' ( V dx^
J c?.t''" J dx'>'

r (i'«-iF dud"^-'^v d"^-w
"

U i 1- . .. -f(_iy«-i V
|_ dr'" dx dx->^-- dx'"—^

thus, assuming

and introducing the limits — oo and oo

M
00

r d"

or, adopting

(_l)m L -x'^-0/+.r)^ Tl.J^n {U^X) dx

00

u = v\/2
[/2

00

Applying now the relation (32), it is evident that the integral

reduces to the first term, thus

1/2 (K2)'"+"

or finally

^^(_i).^ . nv/2;
|/2 (1/2)'"+"

16. We will now compare the preceding solution of the integral-

equation (31) with tlie formal solution given by Prof. K. Schwarzschild

Astr. Nachr. Bd. 185 N". 4422).

Putting

t = e—", s T= e—^

the equation

00

fA (t . s) F (s) ds z= B (t)

takes the form
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00

Ia {e- ("+^)) F (e-^) e-^ da = B («-")

or, assuming

e-^ F (e-^) = K (x)

A (e-(«+^)) = ff iu-\-x)

B{e-^)=f{u)
cc

ƒK{x) ff {u -{- x) dx = f{u).

b

Now ScHWARZscHiLD multiplies this equation by e^^^^'* du and inte-

grates between the limits — go and -j- oo, thus

CO 00 CO

if{u)e -'"^
" dii— Ik {x) dx I r/) (m

-f-
x) e-^'^ da

— 00 — 00 — oo .

00 00

=
I
K {x) e'^^ dx

I
fp (v) e—^^" dv

00 00

and puts

f{u) = \F{).) e'^" du thus F {X) — — j/(?<) e-^'^« du

00 00

00 00

K {x) — XL {X) é'^^ dx „ L{l) ——\K {x) e-^'^ dx

» 00

00
^ ^

cp{v)= (<P {X) é'^" dv „ *P{X)= —- I (f {v) e-i''" dv

— 00 00

therefore

F(l)zzz2jtL{-A)<P{).)

or

1 Fi-X)

Multiplying again by é'^'^ dX and integrating between — oo and

-j- 00 this relation, he obtains

1 rFi—X) .,

K{x) =— — -e'^dX.

— 00

If now we compare this result with the preceding, we have ..'.,
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X

^W==^ f{^^)e---du

or

The general term in the series of the second member being

00 — X

it is obvious that for }i = 2k the imaginary part and for « = 2/(' -|-

1

the real part of this integral vanishes. Thus for ii= '2k

00

F.2k — 1^2" fe-^'IIok (v) cos [l V 1^2) dv
,

where according to Art. 8 II

thus

2k-\-l >2

P2k — {- 1)^2 ' l/jl^g '' ;i2fc.

In the same way, we get

and therefore

e

F{k) =

= - e
^ [-S (- 1)^ C2k '^^^ — i ^ (—1)^ C2k+i /2^-+'] .

In the same manner we find

«P (;i) =r =:: e
* [2 (— l)^' 60^ X^^^— I ^ (— l)^' 6,jt+l P-^^+l]

and finally
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— 00

If now the conditions

are satistied, /ir(A') must be reducible to

e-^ [ajl, (..) + ajl, (,r) + a,H, (.r) + . . .]

It is easy to show, that this is the case ; for if the conditions are

satisfied we have

thus

00

CO ^

CO

or, introducing (9)

//2A;(A-)e-^'=:^-—^ I e /2A: C06- ;.« C?/

K jr J
CO

00
>^

{—l\k f
—-

H2k-\-i (.v) é-^' = —-=-
I

e A2A:+i 5ï« ;.r (fA

K{w)= e-' [a, /ƒ„ (.f) 4- a, i/„ (w) + a, ƒƒ, (^0 + ...] .

17. From the relation (32) another important result may be

deduced. For multiplying by e—!/^ dy and integrating between — oo

and 00, this relation gives

00

or, putting

X + y=: «1/2

00

J (1/2")"+^
00

Therefore, assuming
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we obtain

yH(a;) = -——_— I e - ^ 3 J(fn{ct)da

V jt J
00

thus, in the same way as in Art. 9

-I
3 / 4 - \

- ,
1 (

a2 a.r ^/2 4- aM
A„ =: (l/2)«+i, K{x,a) = -= e 2 I 3 ^ A

Here the value of the function K{x . «) is unite for .I'and « ± oo.

In the same manner as in Art. 9, therefore

K{x,u) =z >
/«

or

•
, . -

1 ^^
2 2 ,i/

which may be verified by (9).

18. Now, according to the theory of the integral equations the

determinant D{X) of the kernel K{.v,a) must vanish for the values

;. — (|/2)"+i(^i = 0, 1,2 . . .).

To examine tliis, we write D{}^ in the form which is given by

Plemelj ^)

where

— («i-l-«,^-4-«3^'+ • • )

CO CO
.

00

ttj =:
I
K(x,x)dx, a^=

I

K^{j!.x)dx, a^= I K^{x x)dx, . .

00 OO — 5C

Ku{x,a) = fK{x,y) Kn-i{y,a) dy'{,i =1,2.3 . . )

and

K,{x.ct) = K{x.a)

From K{xy), wliich may be written

1) Monalshefte f. Math, und Phys. 1904 p 121.
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the functions Ku{:i'y) which liavo the same form

may be easily deduced, for

and

q"—fhtz-i r —f(, - ^y
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2^~ 1

i

^v'

^ -^ 2 2 _i
Constructing now, according to Weierstrass, an integral function

f{X), with tlie assigned zeros

X=V^2, ;.=r(l/2j% ). = {\/2)'...

we obtain

•^^ ^ = eGO) n I

/(O) „^oV (l/2)«+i

1

or, assuming /(0)=rl, G{X) = 0, -—_=: r

Thus

"
f{X)

~
l— rX

'^
1— r ^?.

"^ I— r'';.
~^

' *

'

and expanding the fractions of the second member

fV-) ^ p _^, ^ 'r ^r-'^ '>' J-

/P-) 1^11
Comparing this with

D\).)
zrz a, -4- a. ). A- a. ). -\- . . .

we see that f{X) = D {).), for ƒ (0) = D (0) = 1 and

^
., = 1

1—7'"+i M:!
^ 2

Mathematics. — "77«<? ^Aé-or// of Bravais {cm errors in space)

for poll/dimensional space, with applications to correlation."

(Continuation). By Prof. M. J. van Uven. (Communicated by

Prof. J. C. Kapteyn.) ')

(Communicated in the meeting of April 24, 1914).

In the theory of correlation the mean values of the products .i).rjt

aie to be considered; denoting these by i]jjc, we have

1) The list of authors wlio have treated upon tlie same subject, may bo supple,

meilied witli -. Ch. Ivi. Schols. Theorie des erreurs dans le plan et I'espace. Annates

de I'Ecole Polylechni.iue de Delft, t il (188Ü) p. 123.
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_2;.«;.a_, /Err -(/.,,r,>+2t„,.vr,+..+?,,„r,')

J' = 00 J- =;— 00

To integrate in the first place over all the variables n: except

d'j and .VA- comes to the same thinn- as to drop the (;— 2 linear

relations .i;/ = ^ aiiVi{i ^\=J,k). Thus we start, as it were, only from
1

*^

the two equations

^V = ^ii^'i + ^J-i^-i + • • • + «i^tv,

and find therefore

X '=:— 00 a:r=— 00

J k

where

2>' representing a determinant of the matrix

M'
oji , aj2 , . . . aj^

Besides

hence

D^' rr: aki , a/!;2 , . . . a^d

,

f'jk'

=

—E'SajiCikn

% performing the integration we obtain for i;^^.

kjk' _ ^ajiüki

and similarly

00 — 00

Now the correlation-coefficient rj^ of .tj and ,Vk is defined bv the

expression
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^Vjjnkk

This correlation-coefficient can therefore also be written in the

following form

2 an aki

or

Tik=

r.ik

)/:Saji\ 2 ajct'

VBjj.Buk

Introducing the coefficients Uji, we find

^ f /' Ctjl ftJcl

''jk =

We now will imagine the variable m to be connected with some

cause Qi. To express our meaning more clearly: we suppose the

quantity .vj to be built up of some variables ui, viz. as the sum

of these vai-iables, in such a way, that in this sum the term ?/-/ is

lacking if Xj is not subject to the influence of the cause Qi.

So in the relation

.vj = ctjl Ui -{- etj2 w-2 + . . . + «j/''/ + • • • + «i7 u,

we have

aji=l, when Qi does act upon Xj,

(rji=zO, when Qi does not act upon a^j.

Thus in 2! Er itjC' only those terms f,/, f,j% . . . f,..,^ occur which

correspond to the variables 11,.^, Ur.,, . . . u,-, due to the causes

Qri, Qr2> • • ' Qr„ actually influencing a'j ; on the other hand those

terms are lacking, which owe their existence to the causes jiot con-

tributing to Xj.

In the sum ^ ei^ ajictki onlv those terms f/^ occur, for which both

«ƒ/!= 1 and ajci^= 1, that is to say : the terms, which derive from

the causes Qi, acting both upon Xj and xk-

The expression iyk^= ^ ^i^f(ji((ki therefore may be called the
1=1

square of the mean value of those elements of .rj and xk, which are

due to the common causes.

Introducing for ^^jjm.k the name: "mean error common to .<j and

Xk\ we may define the corielation-coeflicient of the quantities .rj and
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xjc in the following- manner, proposed by Prof. J. C. Kapteyn \\

The correlation-coefficient rj/c of Xj and xjc is that part of the

square of the mean error common to Xj and Xk which is due to the

common causes.

Supposing every quantity tii to have the same mean error, or

we find for ?]jk

rjk = ^ (ijl au

Now ^ ctji'' apparently equals the number Nj of the causes acting

upon Xj, .2 aj-i' the number Mk of the causes influencing Xf^ and

^ (tjiccki tlie number Njjc of the causes contributing both to .r^ and .77,..

Thus, in the case of equal mean errors, we have

in other words : for f
^ = g^ = • • • = f^ the correlation-coefficient

equals the quotient of the immber of common causes, divided by

the geometrical mean of the numbers of the causes, which act upon

Xj and Xk resp.

If both Xj and xu are subjected to an equal number (iV^=^V),.:=^V)

of causes, Nji of which act both upon Xj and .i^-, then

m other words : the correlation-coefticient is that part of the causes

of Xj (resp. X]^ which also contributes to x^ (resp. Xj).

The expressions for the correlation-coefficients admit of a very simple

geometrical illustration.

Calling spherical simplex Sp a (^-dimensional) (5-gon lypng on a

(^-dimensional hypersphere (extension of the spherical triangle in

3-dimensional space) we may state that a spherical simplex S^ has

Q vertices P„ P^, . . . , Pp and —^;^ edges pjk = PjPk-

Opposite to the vertex Pi we find, in the (9
—

'i)-dimensional linear

space JTj, the (curved) (c— 2)-dimensional face of Sp, which contains

the remaining q— 1 vertices Pj {j =\= i).

Further we denote by jtjJc the angle between the linear spaces

:ntj and jtj. [consequently also between the {q—2) -dimensional faces

^) J. G. Kapteyn. Definition of the correlation-coefficient; Monthly Notices of

R. A. S., vol. 72 (1912), p. 518.
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(Pi, T\ ...Pj-i, Pj+i ,... /\) and {I\, P., .'.
. P;t-i , Pk+i ,... P,)].

l>iiil(liiig- ilie pósitive-deliiiite detenuinaiit

1 , cos pi2 , cos pi3 ,

cos pi> ,
1 , cos pi^ ,

cos JC»13 , cos p23 ,
1 • ,

cos pi:

cos p->p

cos p3p

1cos pic , cos p2p , cos p3c , • • •

and representing by Cjk the minor of cos pji^, we have !)}• the theory

of the spherical simplexes

Cjk
cos Tijk = —

\^Cii Ckk

Snbstituting

h.i = Q/ ' hk = Q.i If^ '^^^' P.i^

the quadratic form H in the expression for the [)rol>abüity W trans-

fOilTiS to

II=:E bjj xf + 2 2" hjk xj xk — 2 {qj xjY -^2 2: cos pjk {gj xj) {qk xk).

This form is positive-definitive, when

r>o,

or, in other words: ivhen the arcs pjk are the edges of a Q-dimensional

spherical simplex.

Furthermore

and

whence

E=nqr . r
1

F

Tlq^

Bjk — X Cjh
9j qk

Bm = 'Jk Cjk
=r — cos Tljk.

VBjjBkk ^CjjCkk

So, putting H in the form

^= - (?i ^if + ^ ^ (^os Pjk {qj Xj) {qk Xk),

the arcs pjk must be the edges of a ^-dimensional simplex and

moreover: the coirelatioii-coefficients are, hut for the sign, equal to

the cosines of the "^opposite angles'' Ujk.

In the case of "errors in a plane" only a circle-biangle P^P^ is

to be considered. Then the arc P^P^ = p^2 equals the angle U^^
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included by tlie opposite spaces (straiglit lines, radii of the circle)

.-Tj = OP^ and .yr„ = OP^, (> being the centre of the cii;cie.

So, in tlie case of two variables d\ and x^ with tiie quadratic form

we have to [)ut

^'n = 9i' ' ^32 = '],' . ^12 = '7i ?, (iosp,^,

whence

E = q,' g,' sm'
i>^^.

The correlation-coefficient )\.^ now takes the value

?'ij
== — cos /7jj = — cos p^^ = —

^b,,b^.

Considering the errors in 3-dimensional space, the spherical simplex

is a spherical triangle P^P.^P^.

The quadratic form H, after being transformed, reads

Il=q,''V,'-^g.;\v^'-\-q,\v,'~{-2q.,q,,i\^.v,cosp.^^-^2q,q^.v,,v^cosp^^-\-2q^g^.v^.v,cosp^^.

The opposite angle /J^g of the edge (or side) p,, now merely is

the angle P, of the triangle. Denoting, for the present, the edges

(or sides) bj' p^, p^, Ps, so that

we have

r,,= — cos P, , r,
J
= — cos P,

, r,^ = — cos P,

and

cos Pj -j- COS Pg COS Pg
23 ' 13 ' 12

co« P23 = COS p, = . p . „ = — .— etc.,
smP^smP^ \/^\_r^^^){\—r,^^)

r= 1 — cos>23 — <^os>i3 — cos' p^., + 2 cos/),g cospj3 cosp^^

= 1 — cos' /)j — cos"^ p^ — cos^ /?g + 2 COS p^ cos p, cos Pj.

Putting further

/>! + P2 + P3 = 2 S , P, + P, + P3 = 2 ^,

we may reduce T to

r= é sin s . sin {s—p^) . sin (s

—

p^) . sin (s - Pf)

— 4 cos S . cos (S—P,) . cos (5-PJ . cos (S—P,)

sin Pj sin P^ sin P^

The relation

^ ttji ajci Bjk

]'

'^'^^'

2 2E
here involves
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Now

sm^ Pi

J^u
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Mathematics. — " Com hina lion of observations nnth and without

conditions and detennination of the weights of the unknown

quantities, derived from mechanical principles. By Prof.' M. J.

VAN UvEN. (Communicated by Prof. Jan de Vries),

(Communicated in the meeting of May 30, 1914),

The theory of the combination of observations by the method oi

least squares has already been the object of numerous geometrical

and mechanical illustrations. In the geometrical representations the

leading part is usually played by vectors (L. von Schrutka ^), C.

Rodriguez ') ) ; the mechanical ones are taken partly froiii tlie theory

of the "pedal barycentre" (Y. Villarceau '), M. D'OcAOifJE ') ), partly

from the theory of elasticity (S. Finsterwalder ^) R. d'Emilio"),

S. Wellisch, Pantoflicek 0, F. J. W. Whipple '), M. Westergaard =•),

G. Albenga ^^)).

In the following paper we will try to develop a mechanical

analogy of the solution of the equations furnished by observation,

supposing that no conditions are added, as well as for the case

that besides the approximate equations of condition (called by us:

^) L. VON ScHRUTKA. Eine vectoranalytisclie Interpretation der Formeln der Aus-

gleichungsrechnung nach der Methode der Ideinsten Quadrate. Archiv der Math. u.
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metrlco. Mexico, Soc. Gientif. "Antonio Alzale", vol. 33 (1913—1914), p. 57.

3) Y. Villarceau. Transformations de I'astronomie nautique. Gomptes Rendus,

1876 I, 531.

*) M. d'OcaGiNe. Sur la determination géométrique du point Ie plus probable donné

par un syslème de droites non convergenfes. Gomptes Rendus, 1892 I, p. 1415. Journal

de I'Ecole Polytechn Gah. 63 (1893), p. 1.

'") S. FiNSTERWALDER. Bemerkungcn zur Analogie zwischen Aufgaben der Aus-

gleichungsrechnung und solchcn der Slatik. Silzungsber. der K. B. Akad. d. Wissensch.

zu München, Bd. 33 (1203), p. 683.

^') R. d'Emilio. Illustrazioni geomelriche e meccaniche del principio dei minimi

quadrati. Afli d. R. Instituto Venelo di scienze, lellre ed arti, T. 62(1902—1903),

p. 363.

'^) S. Wellisch. Fehlerausgieicluuig nach der Theorie des Gleichgewichts elasti-

scher Systeme. Pantofligek. Fehlerausgleichung nach dem Prinzipe der kleinsten

Deformationsarbeit. Oesterr. Wochen schrift f. d. öfï. Baudienst, 1908, p. 428.

^) F. J. W. Whipple. Prof. Bryan's mean rate of increase. A mechanical illustration.

The mathematical Gazette, vol. 3 (1905), p. 173.

**) M. Westergaard. Statisk Fejludjaevning. Nyt Tidsskrift for Matematik, B, T. 21

(1910), pp. 1 and 25.

^^) G. Albenga. Gompensazione grafica con la figura di errore (Punti determinati

per intersezione). Atti d. R. Accad. d. Sc. di Torino, T. 47 (1912), p. 377.
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"e(ir.ations of observation") also j-i(/orous equations of condition

are given.

Moreover, in either of tliese cases also the weights of the unknown

quantities will be derived from mechanical considerations.

The method here developed is founded on the statics of a point

acted upon by elastic forces and is in principle closelj^ related to

the procedure of the h\st-nientioned mathematicians.

To obtain general results, we will operate with an arbitrary

number (xY) of unknown quantities or variables, which are consi-

dered as coordinates in A'^dimensional space. In order to render the

results more palpable, we shall, at the end, recapitulate them for

the case of two variables.

I. To determine the N^ unknown quantities

a?, y, z, . . . . {N)

the n (approximate) equations of condition or equations of observation

a; w -\- hi y -)- ci z -\- . . . -\- ?n< r= (i =: 1 , . , . n)
,

are given, with the weights g-, resp.

In the sums, frequently occurring in the sequel, we will denote

by -2" a summation over the coordinates x,y,z,... or over the

corresponding quantities (for inst. their coefficients a; ,h; ,Ci , . . .) and

by
[ ] a summation over the n equations of obser\'ation, thus over

i from i to n.

Putting accordingly

or + br + c,^ + ...:=^ai^

and introducing

a; hi Ci m:

we may write the equations of observation in the following form

Vi= m .r + ^,- ?/ + y^ 2 + . . . + fi/= (/ = 1, . . . n)

or

Vi^ ^ai X + \ii = (i == 1, . . . n).

These equations have resp. the Aveights

ƒ>,•=:ƒ//JS'aJ^

The equations F«=:0 represent (lY
—

'I)-dimensional linear spaces;

their normals have the direction cosines («/ , ;j/ , y? , • . •) resp.

In consequence of the errors of observation, the approximate

equations F/ = are incompatible; in other words: the n linear

spaces F/=0 do not meet in the same point. By substituting the

coordinates x, y,z, . . . of an arbitrary point P in the expressions
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V; , the latter obtain the values v,- , repi-e.seMtiiig- the distances of the

point P to the spaces 1'/= 0.

The distance from Vi=0 to P is to be considei-ed as a vector

^i with tensor v; and direction cosines «/,/?/, y/, .. .

We now imagine a force 5/ acting upon P (in ^Y-dimensional

space) in the direction of the normal tv (from P to F/=:0)and the

magnitude of which is proportional to the distance vi and a factor

Pi characteristic of the space V;. (The space Vi^=0, for instance,

may be considered as the position of equilibrium of a space ]^=i?j

passing through P by elastic flexion.)

So the space Vi acts upon P with the force

All the spaces Vi{i = \, . . . 7i) combined consequently exert on P
a resultant foi'ce, amounting to

S=:[g,]=- [p.ul

This resultant force depends on the position of the point P.

Hence we have in ^V-dimensional space a vector-field A. determined

by the above equation.

Now the question to be answeicd, is: at which point Pare these

forces Til in equilibrium? For thi« point P we have

or

The "components" of this vector-equation in the directions of the

axes are

[pi vi cii ]= 0, [pi vi^i J
=

. ipi vi Yi] = 0, . . . .

Substituting for vi the expression Vi:= ^ c(ix-\- (.li, we obtain

[picti'] X -f [p/«,|?,] y + [piaiYi] z -\- . . . -[- [p,«/|t/] = 0,

[pi^iai] X -f- [/?/^^'] y + [pi^iTi^ s + . • . + [pi^iiii^ = 0,

[piYicti^ X H- [p/y//?/] y 4- [pr/i''] z -\- . . . + [piymi^ = 0,

or by

(li bi Ci mi

l/^a," y/^ar l/^a/ l/-^ai'

[giai''] X + [.9'/^''^'] y + [!fi"ic.] - + ••• + [gicv^u] = ,

[gibiCii] X -|- [iJihr] y -f \<j;hici^ .~ -f . . . -f [;//^?n,] = ,

[g.c^cii
I
X 4- [giCihi ] // -|- [inc,"] i ^ , . . -\- [<]ic, mi] -—

,

In this way the "normal equations" are found.
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The force ^i= — 7?/'-i has the potential

Ui=^piVi' = hpiVi^ ;

for

{Fi)x = — ^-=: — piVi—- = — piviai etc.

Ox Ox

The whole potential therefore amounts to

As the equation Vi^^aix -\- ^n =^0 has the weight p/, the

mean error of weight 1 is determined by

' - n-N '

hence

8^ = n-N

At the point P satisfying tlie normal equations the potential and

consequently also e^ is a minimum. The "weight" of the distance i\ was

/)/. This weight may be determined a posteriori, if we know the

influence of the space Vi alone acting upon any point. We then

have but to divide the amount Fi of the force ;5/ by v,

.

II. In order to find the weights of the unknown quantities, we

now remove the origin by translation to the point P, which satisfies

the normal equations.

Calling the minimum potential U^, denoting the new coordinates

by x', y\ z', . . . and introducing

Vi' = aix' + ^iy' + Yiz' + ... = 2aix',

we obtain

[piVi'^ = 2{U- U,) = 2U'.

So Ü' is the difference of potential existing between a point

[x', y', z', . . .) and the minimum point P.

The equation Qj/ I^- "^] = 2 6'' represents a quadratic {N— 1)-

dimensional space 52, closed (ellipsoidal) and having P as centre.

This space is an equipotential space and at the same time the locus

of the points of equal s. We shall call these spaces ^i, briefly hyper-

ellipsoids. The hyperellipsoids JÖ are homothetic round P as centre

of similitude.

Introducing the principal axes as axes of the coordinates X,y, .^, ...,

we obtain for ii an equation of the form

AX' + BY' -\- CZ' + ... = 2U'.

The components of ^ in the directions of the principal axes are

found to be



ÖZ7' ^,^ „ ÖC7' dU'
I'X= - ^TT =—AX , Fy=- ^^ =-BV , Fz=- ^jj =-C2, etc.

oA dl óZ

We may tlieretbre attribute these components to attractive forces

of the spaces A^=0, Y=:0, Z= 0, . . . (principal diametral spaces),

which are perpendicular to these spaces and proportional to the

"principal weights" A, B, C', . . .

For a point on the principal axis of X holds

Fx=-AX , ^V= , Fz = 0, etc.

Consequently the principal weight A may be determined by dividing

the force at a point of the principal axis of A' by the distance A'

of that point to the principal diametral space A^= 0. To determine

the weight of another direction I, only those points are required, at

which the direction of the force coincides with the direction I, i. e.

the points the normals of which to the hyperellipsoids ii have the

direction I. When dividing the amount of the force existing at such

a point Q by the distance of the tangent space of Q to the centre

P, the quotient found is equal to the weight of the given direction.

So, in order to determine the weight q^ of the direction of the

original ^r'-axis (or of the .«-axisj, we only have to turn back to the

coordinate system x,y,z',..., relatively to which the equipotential

spaces have the equation

For a point Q {x
,
y' , z', . . .) at which the normal to the equipotential

space, passing through Q, is parallel to the .^'-axis (or to the .2?-axis),

we have

or

hence

Fx>= — g,a;' , Fy-=0 ,



or

it)2

1 '
'

1 y' z'

Ifnai^] \- [piaibi] , + [fiiaiCi] ^ -f ... — 1 = 0,

Ox !U-''' 9x-v

\flibiai]~ + [g^br] -^ 4 [9ib^c!] -^ + . . . -f- =: 0,

9x 9^^ 9x^

1 y' z'

[giciai] j- [giCib,] , -f [91 ci-] + ... + = 0,

9x 9x-i^ 9^^'^

So — is apparently found as the first iinl^nown quantity in the

"modified" normal equations, modified in this way, that the constant

terms are replaced by — 1,0,0,... resp.

Considering Ü (c.q. Ui) as an (iV -|- 0''' coordinate perpendicular

to the xV-dimensional space {x, y, z, . . .), the equation

represents a quadratic space of N dimensions, built up of x> (xY—1)-

dimensional linear generator-spaces, all parallel to ( Fi= 0, t7=0),

the intersections of which with the planes perpendicular to (Fi = 0,

U=^0) are congruent parabolae. The parameter of these congruent

parabolae is —

.

pi

The quadratic space pi Vi^==1Ui will briefly be called a 2:>«rö!^o//c

cylindric space imt/i pai^ameter —

.

Pi

The equation

[piV,^] = 2U
represents a quadratic space ¥^ of A^ dimensions, the centre of which

is at ^=Go, and the intersections of which with the xV-dimensional

spaces U =: const, are hjperellipsoids i2. Thus W is the extension

of the elliptic paraboloid.

The point T of »r with minimum U {(Jo), and hence closest to

t7=:0, which is called the summit of W, is projected on ^^=0
in the point P, satisfying the normal equations.

By displacing the system of coordinate axes {,c, y, z, . .
.

, U) (by

translation) from to T, W obtams the equation

[p,F,'^] = 2 U'z=z2{U-U,).

By constructing the enveloping cylindric space, the vertex of which
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coincides witli tliQ set of' points of the space r = at infinity, thus

tlie tangent cylindric space, the generator-spaces of which are parallel

to the ,r-axis, we find for this cylindric space tlie equation

g^x'-' ^- 2 U'.

1

Its parameter is — , or the reciprocal value of the weight of the

direction x.

III. We now snppose, that the variables x, y, z, . . . must at the

same time satisfy the following v ricforous equations of condition

^j{x,y,z,. ..) = {j=\,...v)

Then the point P is constrained to the common {N—r)-dimensional

space fP of intersection of the r (A^— l)-dimensional spaces 0;

.

Now the point P, subjected to the elastic forces %i, is in e(pii-

librium, when the resultant % =: [5i] is perpendicular to *P.

Let the normal at P to 0^ have the direction cosines

b^j ö<2>y h^j

d.v -. 0?/ d;

' iy = 7-^-7^-^2 ' rj'

=

^r.-r-rT, ,
^^

^K^') ^^{^) ^^{j::
The normals at P to the spaces 0/ form a linear r-dimensional

space. In this space 5 must lie, which means: '^ can be resohed

in the directions of these normals, the unit-vectors of whicii will be

denoted by \Vj

.

So we have

Ö — [qj wj]'

where
[

]' signifies the summation over j from 1 to v.

The components of this vector-equation are

[j),v,ai] + [qj a,j']'= 0, [p^vi^i] + [qj ^y]'=:0, [p.ivy/] + [qjYj']'
—

{), etc.

or

[piCt,'] X 4- [piai'^,] y + [p,«n'/] ^ + . . . + [piiiilH] + ['Ij «./]' = ^'

[Pi^iui] X + [picir] y 4- [/>//ir//] ^ -1-
. . . + [piiiiiii] + Vqj ^j] = 0,

[piYiai] X + [pr/i^i] y + VpiYi'] c + . . . + [piyi^ii] 4- [qj y/J' = 0,

Putting

we may write the above e(juations in the foi'm

00/
qj' = qjV/2[^], (./ = l,..r)

d0;
[$'/«<•'] 'V -f [gid^hi^ y 4 l.^Afl/c, J

c
-t

. . . + L'Aff/m/] -j- [qj' 1' = 0,
Ox
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[(/ibiüi] X + [gihi^] y + [i/,6,cj ^ + . . . + [gihinu] + [qj -^ ]' = O,

y

[,^/Ciai] .V + [///<V^>/] .'/ + [.'// c/M e + . . . + [/7ic/wj
] + \qj

~-~
] = O,

These N^ equations serve, together with the v conditions *Pj= O, to

determine the jV variables .r, y, c, . . . and the v auxiliary quantities cjj'.

Now the solution of the problem is not represented by the centre

of the hjperellipsoids i2, but b}^ the point, iji which the intersection

space <i> (space of conditions) is touched by an individual of the set

of the hyperellipsoids 52.

The analytical treatment of the problem is simplified by taking

the coordinates so small, that in the expressions <Pj homogeneous

linear forms suffice. The geometrical meaning of this is that a new

origin (>'
(.^'^,, ?/„, z„, . . .) is chosen in the space of conditions *P near

the probable position of the required point. So the sj)aces 0j are

replaced by their tangent spaces Rj, and the space of conditions by

its tangent space R of jS'—r diinensions, intersection of the tangent

spaces Rj.

Denoting the coordinates obtained by ti'anslation to O' by $, »i, S, ..,

so that X = .i'o +§'••• '^"^^ putting

(tix^ + /?/y„ + yiz, 4- ... /!/=: m , aix^ + hiy^ + c,-r„ + ... + mi= mi,

we find

2/7= [p^icax + ^,y 4- yiz .. + {liY] = [pi{ai^ + /?,'»; f y^'? + •• + 1^)']

or, putting

«is + ^in + V'b -]-'' i^i= Vi,

2U=[piVi^].

The equations fPj {x, y, z, . .) = may now be ^vritten :

or, since 0' is assumed in *Pj:=zO, and higher powers of ^,n,^,---

are to be neglected,

d<Pj dfpj d<Pj ^ . , s

-^è + ~^n +^^ + '-' = ^ = 1,....)
Ox oy oz

or

Wj = «y § -1- ^/ .i + yy g + . . . = ^ aj' ê = 0. (i= 1 , . . . V).

So the normal equations appear in the following foi'm

[a/a/M ê + [flioif^i] n + [f/iaici] C + . . + [y;aim{] + \qj aj']' = 0,

[y, hi a;
J 5 + l^.' hi '\ i] + [yi 6. c/ ] ? -f . . + [en 6/ m; ] + Vqj l'*j\ = 0,
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L'7'
<''<''

1 I ^- [r/''V^ I >i ^ |.'/('VM S + . . + [.'?,• c///»,] + [qj y/]' =: 0,

IV. To delenniiie the weights of tlio directions x, y, z, . . ., we
again begin by shifting the origin (by translation) from 0' to the

point P, satisfying the normal equations and Wj = 0.

Calling l\ the i)0tential in P, V— [T^^zW the difference of

potential relatively to F, §',»/, s', • . the coordinates with respect

to P, and putting finally

cciê' + ^nï + y/ ?' + ..= W' , a/ -e + ,?/ ,f + yy $' + ...= tt:,-'

we find

2fr=b;F;-|-2[^,TF/J'.

This equation represents the set of equipotential spaces 52. U'=0
furnishes the hyperellipsoid ii„ tonching (or Rj in 7^.

Now those points must be found at which the force can only be

resolved into an (inactive) com[)onent perpendicular to li and a

component parallel to the .'v;-axis.

For such a point we have

dU'

dU'

or'

Of

[piVi' ai] - [qja/y =^ - f)y«/j' + g^^\

» i . » . i . k t . I

or putting

Kj — ']j ^ «/'

[/'.«.• ^^/'j+ UWl'^/.-e', \pii3^ ^T'] + [«;,Vl-0, [;.vy, F/J + [.;y;j'=_-0,rtc.

whence

[Pia;'] S' + [p/«/^/] li' + [p/«r//] C -f . . . + [sj-«/
1

'
— (/,-=',

[pir ^<i]ê' + [pin^ii] V + f /vy;^] $' 4- • •
. + [-vy/J' = o,

or

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVU.
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1 n' .
?'

1 -' C'

n- Ui.. 0-^m yis

1 li

<7? Vil

Oir>

"^-^-w^V 1
+ = 0,

+ -7. • "^i + = 0,

the conditions

1 7i'
C

o (i i')-

9i 9d'

also being satisfied.

From the above JV -\-

v

equations with the ^V unknown quantities

1 rt' ^' sj 1— , — ,—
^

, . . . and the v unknown quantities —
;:;

, -^ can be solved.

9i 9d' 9i^ 9ir>' 9(

The method of solution of Hansen is found again by introducing

whence

§' _ 1 _

Av ^0/ 5

9i ^f*

2oiA.

= B
91^'

c.

{i=\,...n)

Then the modified normal equations furnish

[giar^ A 4- [giaihi^ B + [^/a/o] C + . . . -(- [kjaj]; = 1,

[r,,-6,a/] ^ + [gihr^ B + [^;6,c/] C + . . . 4" [V»^/]' = 0,

[a.r.a/] A + [r/,.vi,] 5 + [fiic,'\ C H- . . . + [XvVyj' = 0,

or

or

\jgiCi{^aiA)] + ik;Yj'M = ^^ etc.

[^v«/] + [V«jT = 1' L^-' 6/] + [/.yii;]' = o, [hc,-\ -4 [^/y/]' = 0, etc.,

and the (rigorous) equations of condition run

^fij' A = {j=\,,..v).

From the set of equations

^aiA = — (i r= 1 , . . . n)

9i

[Ava;]+[V«/J'=l , [^7^/]+[^.//^i']'=0 , [^Vo]+[Av'y,/J'=0 . etc. (A' in number)

ihe .V variables A, B, C, . . ., llie n unknown quantities ki and the

V anxiJiarv quantities IJ can now be solved.
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The weight of ,r is thus defined bj'

_ _ 1

a'
It may calso be found by the following calculation

krl— = [:EkiaiA] =: 2A [/•/«/] = A \kia;] + D [k;hi] + C [//c/] + . .

pi _|

= A~A [k;a;]' - B [kj'^/y - c [k/y/y _ . .

.

= A — [k/:SajA]' z=A=-,
9?

so that gx is also determined bv
1

«-(•

By considering the quantity U as (A^ -|- 1)^'' coordinate perpendi-

cular to the iV-dimensional space {d', y, z, . . .), the equation

[/vT,'^]~2[^,u7]' = 2tr

represents the quadratic space ¥^. The origin of the coordinates

^',i/,5',..£" now lies at the point S, the projection of which on
Ü' ^= — f7^(f/=:0) is the required point. Now this point S is not

the summit of W.

The linear space of conditions R of N— v dimensions is now
joined to (he point /''^ocbyan (iV— r -f- l)-dimensional space/?,,

which passes through S and intersects the quadratic space 'F in a

quadratic space ^V\ having the same character as W, in that it

also has its centre in U' = go, but is of fewer dimensions, viz.

iV^+(A^—r+l) — (iV+l) = iV — r. The quadratic space W^ has

its summit in S.

We now have to determine the points Q in ^\, at which the

((r-l-l)-dimensional) spaces of normals are parallel to the ^'-axis. In

such a point Q ^V ^ is also enveloped by a parabolic cylindric space,

the generator-spaces of which are parallel to the .r-axis, and which

therefore has an equation of the form

9x ê" = 2U'.

. 1
lis parameter is — .

93:

^
1

In other words: — is the parameter of the parabolic cylindric
9x

space, which has its generator-spaces parallel to the .r-axis and
envelops the quadratic space W^ .

V. We conclude this paper with a short summary of the results

-for the case of t/i'o xariables .c and >/.

12*
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Tlie equations of observation are represented bv the straight lines

Vi= aix 4 i^iy + ft,= (weight pi) {i = 1, ... «).

The point P(.r, y) is subjected to the force

in which t), represents, in amount and direction, the distance of the

line T"/=0 to the point P.

The point P remains at rest, if its coordinates satisfy the equations

[/);«/ -J X + [pif(i^i]>l + [piCdHi] = 0,

[Piii, oi] 'V + [pi^i'la ^ [pi^iin] = 0.

Denoting here the potential U by z, we obtain

Tiiis equation represents an elliptic paraboloid W, being the sum-

surface of tlie parabolic cylinders

Pi{a{.v + i^iy 4- mY — 2?/,

wiiich have the phm c^O as sinnmit-(angent-plane ahmg tiie gene-

rator «, .r -f- ;?/// -|- fi/= 0, c r= 0, and which are obtained by trans-

kxting the parabola

2
,,.s -.

/'/

lying in the normal plane of TV " «/-f -|- i/// + f'/= *\ perpendicularly

1

to T/zzrO. The parameter of this parabola is —

.

Pi

The summit T of the elliptic paraboloid V^ ([/), I",'] = 2c) is pro-

jected on c — into the point P, satisfying the normal equations.

By constructing the tangent cylinder, the vertex of which lies

upon the .c-axis at intinity, we obtain a parabolic cylinder, the

perpendicular transverse section of which has a parameter equal to

the reciprocal value of the weight (/^ of the variable x.

There being only two \ai-iables, only one (rigorous) equation of

condition (.r, y) = may be added; (,/•,?/) = represents (he

curve to which the point P is constrained.

We now have, to determine that particular ellipse of the homothetic

set [/9/ Fi*] == const., which touches the curve 0. The point of

contact is the point P required.

In 0, near the probable position of P, the new origin 0' is

taken. We have thus only to operate with linear functions of the

coordinates. So we really replace by its tangent E at P.

Tlie elliptic paraboloid W is cut by the vertical of P in the

point »S. The vertical plane P,, which intersects * = along P,

pierces the paraboloid H' along the parabola V^,. having ,Sas summit.

We now construct the cylinder having its vertex at the point
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at infinitv of the .I'-axis and liavino- j|ie parabola W^ as directrix

(i.e.
:

enveloping the parabola Y^J. The parameter (of the perpen-

dieidar transverse section) of tiiis cviinder is the reciprocal value

of the weight
^/.i of the variable .r.

The equipotential lines in 2 = are the honiothctic ellipses

[/>i 1"'] = const. Such an ellipse is the locus of the points of equal 8.

When the (rigorous) equation of condition is: .u = const... tlie

parabola ^f'\ is parallel to the plane x = 0. The tangent cylinder is

then infinitely narrow; its parameter is 0, the weight of .i' is infinite.

Chemistry. — ''Equilibria in ternary systems. XVI. By Prof. F.

A. H. SCHRETNEMAKERS.

(Communicated in the meeting of May 30, 1914).

Now we shall consider the case that the vapour contains two
components.

We assume that of the components A, B, and C only the com-
ponent B is exceedingly little volatile, so that practically we may
say that the vapour consists only of A and C. This is for instance

the case when i^ is a salt, w^hich is not volatile, and when A and

C are solvents, as w^ater, alcohol, etc.

Theoretically the vapour consists oidy of A-\- B-\- C; herein the

quantity of B is however exceedingly small in comparison with the

quantity of A and C. so that the vapour consists practically totally

of A and C.

When, however, we consider complexes in the immediate vicinity

of the point B, the relations become otherwise. The solid or liquid

substance has viz. always a vapour-pressure, although this is some-

times immeasurably small ; therefore, a vapour exists however,

which consists only of B. without A and C. When we now^ take a

liquid or a complex in the immediate vicinity of point B, the

quantity of B in the vapour is then still also large and is not to be

neglected in comparison with that of A and C.

Consequently, when we consider equilibria, not situated in the

vicinity of point B, then we may assume that the vapour consists

only of A and C; when these equilibria are situated, however, in

the immediate vicinity of point B, we must also take into consider-

ation the volatility of B and we must consider the vapour a» ternary.

When we consider only the occurrence of liquid and gas, then,

as we have formerly seen, three regions may occur, viz. the gas-

region, the liquid-region and the region L— G. This last region is
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seiuiratcd I)y tlie li<iiii(l-cui-\ o IVoui the li(iuid-region and by the

vapourcitrve IVoiii the vapoiir-region. As loiig as the liqiiidciirve is

not situated in the vicinity of point B, the corresponding vapoor-

cnrve will be sitnated in tlie immediate vicinity of tlie side AC.

Consequently the vaponr-region is exceedingly small and is reduced

just as the vaponrcurve, practically to a part of — or to the whole

side AC. Therefore we shall call this vapourcurve the straight

vapourline of the region L — G in the following. Consequently we

distinguish within the triangle pi'actically oidy two I'egions, which

are separated by the liquidcurve, viz. the liquidregion and the region

X

—

G; the first reaches to the point B, the latter to the side AC.

The conjugation-lines liquid-gas end, therefore, all practically on the

side AC
When the liquidcurve comes, however, in the immediate vicinity

of point B, so that thei'e are liquids, which contain only exceedingly

little A and C, then the quantity of B in the corresponding vapours

will no more be negligible with respect to A and C The vapour-

curve will then also be situated further from the side AC, so that

also the vapour-region becomes larger. At sufficient decrease of

pressure or increase of temperature the vapour-region will cover

even the entire component-triangle. In that ease we must, therefore,

certainly distinguish between the three regions, of which the movement,

occurrence and disappearance have been treated already previously.

In order to deduce the equilibrium F-\- L-\- G, we may act now

in the same way as we did befoi'e for a ternary vapour. We dis-

tinguish the following cases.

1. The solid substance is a ternary compound.

2. The solid substance is a binary compound of two volatile

components.

3. The solid substance is a binary compound of one volatile and

one non-volatile component.

4. The solid substance is one of the components.

1. We consider firstly the case sub 1. viz. that the solid substance

is a ternary compound ; this is for instance the case with the

compound Fe.Cl, . 2HC1 . 12H,0.

Now we imagine for instance in fig. 7, 11, 12, or 13 (I) the

component-triangle ABC to be drawn in such a way that the point

F is situated within this triangle. Curve Mm can then again

represent the saturationcurve under its own vapourpressure of F^
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the coiTespoiidiiig vapourciirve .][,in^ is then, however, no more a

curve situated within the triangle ABC, but it becomes a straight

line, which is situated on one of the sides of the triangle. We shall

call this line the straight vapourline of the compound F. When A
and C are the two volatile components, then this straight vapourline

is situated on the side AC. As not a single liquid of curve i1/??i can

be in equilibrium with a vapour, which consists of pure A or of

pure C, the points A and C can never be situated on the straight

vapourline. From this follows: the straight vapourline of the ternary

compound F covers only partly the side AC and in such a way
that it covers neither A nor B.

2. The solid substance is a binaiy compound^ of two volatile

components. We take a binary compound F of B and C (tig. 1)

so that B and C now represent the two volatile components and ^4

the non-volatile component.

In order to deduce the saturationcurve under its own vapour-

pressure we may act again in the same way as we did before

for the general case. For this we take a detiniie temperature 7^ and
a pressure P in such a w^ay that no vapour can be formed and the

isotherm consists only of the saturationcurve of F. This is represented

in tig. i by pg.

At decrease of F the region L—G occurs; such a region is

represented in tig. 1 by Cdee^ with the liquid-curve de and the

straight vapourline Ce^. The liquid e is in equilibrium with the

vapour dj, the liquid d with the vapour C and w^ith each liquid of

curve ed a definite vapour of the straight vapourline Ce^ is in

equilibrium.

We may distinguish three cases with respect to the occurrence

of this region L— G.

a. In the equilibrium L—G of the binary system BC a point of

maximum-pressure occurs. The heterogeneous region L—G arises in

a point of the side BC
b. In the equilibrium L—G of the binary system BC a point of

minimum-pressure occurs; one heterogeneous region arises in B and
one in C, which come together at decrease of F in a point of BC.

c. In the equilibrium L—G of the binary system BC neither a

point of maximum- nor a point of minimumpressure occurs; the

heterogeneous region arises in B or in C

Here we consider only the last case and we assume in this case

that C is more volatile than B; after this the reader can easily
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Fig. 1

deduce (lie two other cases. At

decrease of P the heterogeiieoiis

region arises, therefore, in the angu-

lar point C (fig. 1) and it expands,

while curve pq changes of course

its form and position, over the

f ti'iangle. Under a definite pressure

11 the terminatingpoint e of the liquid-

curve coincides with tlie termina-

tingpoint p of the saturationcurve,

under a definite other pressure e

coincides with q.

When e coincides with q, we

may imagine in tig. 1 that the

liquidcurve is represented by qq^

or by qq^ ; in the latter case it

intersects the curve qp, in the first

case it is situated outside this curve. When e coincides with p, we

may imagine that the liquidcurve is represented eitiier by /)/(fig. 1)

or by a curve, not drawn in the figure, whicli intersects pq. Now

we shall examine which of these cases may occur.

To the equilibrium between a ternary liquid A\y, 1

—

x—y. and

a binary vapour ij^A—y^ the conditions are true:

ÖZ ^Z . dZ ÖZ,dZ
.,

ÖZ

d.v
'^ '"' dy dy dy.

(1)

Let us firstly consider the region L—G in the immediate vicinity

of the point C. As x,y, and y, are then infinitely small, we put:

Z= U-i- RTxhyx + RT y lay y and Z, = U, + ETy, logy.

The two conditions (1) pass then into:

U-
dU

0^
y
du

dy
u, + y.

0^1

RT{x-\-y-y,) =

+ RTlogy=:-^ + RT log y,
Ö!/ öy.

(2)

(3)

Under a pressure Pr the region L-G in fig. 1 consists only of

the point C, and, therefore, .i- =: 0, y — and //i = ; then the

unary equilibrium: liquid 6'+ vapour C occurs. This is fixed by

Z=:Z^ or U =z Ui, wherein x=:0, y = and y, = 0.

Let in fig. J the region Cdee^ make its appearance under a pres-

sure P(:-\-dP] the points e,, e, and c/ are then situated in the imme-
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diate vicinity of 6'; now we eciuate .< = '^, y =: i^ ajid ij^ = j/^. From

(8) follows

:

n. = Kn (4)

wherein K is a constant fixed by (3). When we assume, as

in fig. i, that C is more volatile than B, the point (\ is situated

between C and a and A' is, therefore, smaller than 1.

Now we equate in (1) P= Pc + ^^P^ ^^= ?> y = n ^^^^ Ih = '*U ;

as in the point 6' f/=:= U^ is satisfied, it follows, that:

- RT[t -^n- .iJ + [F-F/J c/P=.

or

gJ,i\-K)r, =~^^dP (5)

In the immediate vicinity of the angular point 6' (fig. 1) curve (^(^/ is,

therefore, a straight small line. We find from (5) for the length of

the parts Cd and Ce -.

Cdz= ' dP and Cez= ' dP . . . . (6)RT RT{\-K) ^
^

As F,—F>0 and J-/v>0, it follows from (6) that Cc/ and Ce

are positive, when dP is negative, ki decrease of pressure curve cd

shifts therefore, within the triangle. From (6) follows :6(/: Ce= {i—K):

1 or, as /ir= 7^1 : ^ = Ce^ : Ce, we find : Cd= ee^.

In order to examine the liqnidcurves going through the points

p and (/(fig. 1) in the vicinity of these points, we pnt in (1): •

Z=U^Rl\clogw (7)

we then find

:

d^ dU dU dZ,

dx d y Ó y dy,

For the liquidcurve of the region L-G we find from this:

[.vr + {y-y,)si-RT]d.v-\-lvs + {y-y,)t]dy = . . (9)

For the direction of this liquidcurve in its end on the side BC
(therefore x = 0) we find :

dy {y—yx)s + RT
dx iy—yi) t

(10)

When we call tp the angle, which this tangent forms with the

side BC (taken in the direction from B towaids C), we have, when

we imagine the componenttriangle rectangular in C:
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For the satiirationciirve uiuler a constant pressure of i^, consequently

for curve pq, we find:

2_,, ?^ + (,i.-„) ^-^ - C = (12)
x y

or after substitution of the value of Z from (7):

[XT + [y-^) s + RT] civ + [x.^ + 0/ -ii) t] dy = . . (13)

When we call rl' the angle which forms the tangent in p or q

with the side BC (taken in the direction from B towards Cj

we 11nd

;

iy—i^) s + RT

Let us now consider these two tangents in the point /; of tig. 1.

In this point ?/— .? < and y—y, > 0.

The denominators of (11) and (14) have, therefore, either opposite

sign or they are both positive, so that we may distinguish three

cases. In each of these cases we find q<^i^^; the liquidcurve of the

region L-G and the saturationcurve of F under a constant pressure

are, therefore, situated in the vicinity of point p with respect to

one another in the same way as the curves pf and pq in fig, 1.

Curve pf can also no more intersect curve pq in its further

course; we may see this also in the following way.

At decrease of P the two curves must touch one another under

a definite pressure P/, somewhere in a point h within the component-

triangle; 'therefore imagining the liquidcurve of this pressure 7^/,

to be represented by ed (fig. 1), we must imagine ed to be drawn

dy

in such a way that it touches pq in h. For this point h — from (9)

dv
must be equal to — from (13) ; then holds

:

ax

r + {y-y^)^ 4- RT _xr + {y—/>)s + RT
(15)

xs-\r{y-y^)t ^s-^{y—/^)t

or

y, = /i (16)

As y, indicates the vapour conjugated with liquid h, (16) means:

the liquid-curve of the region L—G and the saturationcurve under

a constant pressure of F touch one another in a point h, when the

vapour belonging to this liquid h is represented by the point F.

As all vapours belonging to curxe ed (fig. 1) are represented by
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6Vi, and consequently no Nupoiir exists of the composition F, the

curves ed and pq, therefore, cannot toucli one another.

Let us now consider the tangents to the liquid-curve and to the

saturationcurve under a constant pressure in the point q (fig. 1);

as the vapour, belonging to this liquid, may be represented either

by a point q, situated between q and F or by a point q^ between

F and 6', we must distinguish two cases.

When the vapour is represented by q^, then we have y— /? >0
and y- y./^Q. As y — ft^y—y^^ the denominators of (Ji)

and (14) ha\e either the same sign or the denominator of (IJ) is

positive, while that of (14) is negative. In each of these three cases

we find (/'«c^tp; the liquid-curve of the region L—G and the

saturationcurve under a constant pressure of 7^ are, therefore, situated

in the vicinity of point q with respect to one another as the curves

qp and qq\.

When the vapour corresponding with li(juid q is represented by

q^, then y — l^ <^0 and //
—

y, >0; in absolute value (//
— /:?) .y is

always smaller than
(// y^)s. The denominators of (11) and (14)

have, therefoi'e, either the same sign or the denominator of (11) is

negative, wiiile that of (14) is positive. In each of these three cases

we find '/O^ V^ the liquid-curve of the region L—G and the

saturationcurve under a constant pressure of i^ are, therefore, situated

in the vicinity of point q with respect to one another as the curves

qp and qq;^.

With the aid of the preceding considerations we may easily deduce

now the saturationcurves under their own vapour-pressure of F
;

for this we shall assume that the solid substance melts with increase

of volume. We distinguish three cases.

1. The temperature is lower than the point of maximum-subli-

mation Tk of the binary substance F.

In a similar way as we have deduced the general case fig. 11 (1)

we now find with the aid of fig. 1 for the saturationcurve under

its own vapourpressure a diagram as is drawn in fig. 2 ; in this

figure a part only of the componenttriangle is drawn. Curve

h a c in h n is the saturationcurve under its own vapourpressure,

/*! a^ c, F^ />i n^ is the corresponding straight vapourline. In this

figure are indicated the equilibria: F -\- Ln -\- Gh^, F -\- J^a -\- Ga^,

^H-^c+ ^n> 1^^ A« + Gn., F^ U^Gö, and F -{- L„ -}-G„,; L,,

and Ln are binary liquids. As we have assumed that the temperature

is lower than the point of maximum-sublimation 2\ of the solid
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pressure

111 m I

Fiudier

substance F, tlie vtipoiir ?Zi must he situated

between F and n. Consecjuently we have

here the case that the vapour, corresponding

in fig. 1 Avitli the licpiid q, is represented

by q^ ; the liquid-curve of the legion L—G
going through tjjc point q can, tiierefore,

bo represented by qq^' (fig. 1). It follows

from this position of qq^' that on furtluu'

decrease of pressure the liquidcurve of the

region L—G must touch curve pq in a

point m (fig. 1) ; in fig. 2 this point of

contact is also represented by m. Previously

we have seen that the vapour corresponding

with such a point of contact lias the com-

position F; in fig. 2 m and F are joined

for this reason by a conjugation-line.

It follows from this deduction that the

is a minimum in the point m of fig. 2 and increases from

lie direction of the arrows, consequently towards n and h.

it is evident that the vapoui-jiressure in A is higher than in ??.

Vm. 2.

2. The tenq)ei-ature is higher than the |)oint of maximum subli-

mation Tk and lower than the minimum-ineltingpoint 7V of the

substance F.

In a similar way as we have deduced the general case fig. 7 f I),

we now find with the aid of fig. i a diagram as fig. 3. Curve

hachn is the saturationcurve under its

own vapour-pressure, Ji^ a^ c^ hy n^ is the

cori-esponding straight vapour-line. As

we have assumed that the temperature

is higher than Tk but lower than Tf,
F must, as in fig. 3, be situated bet w^een

n and n^. Tiierefore, here we have the

case that the vapour, corresponding in

fig. J with the li(|uid q. is represented

by q^ ; the liquid-curve of the region

L—G going through the point q may,
therefore, be represented by qq'^ (fig. I).

It follows from this position of qq\ that

on further decrease of pressure the liquid-

curve of the region L—G no more
intersects curve pq. Fig. 3.
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From this deduction it follows that the pressure increases along

curve hn in the direction of the arrows, tlierefore, fj-oin n towards

li and that on this cnrve Im neithei- a point of inaxiniuni- nor a

point of minimumpiessu ro occurs.

3. The temperature is higher than the minimnm-meltingpoint 7V
and lower than the point of maximum-temperalure 7// of the binary

equilibrium F -\- L -\- G.

In a similar way as we have

deduced the general case tig. J 2 (I)

we now find for the satnrationciirve

under its own vapour-pressure an

exphased curve, in fig. 4 a similar

curve is represented by the cni-ve

/t?i indicated by 5; the pressure in-

creases in the direction of the arrow,

consequently from n towai'ds //.

In fig. 4 the saturationcurves

under their own vapour-[)ressui'e of

F are drawn for several tempera-

tures (7\— T'J. When we take T,

and 7^2 lower than 7a", then a

point of minimum-pressure must

occur on the curves, indicated by

1 and 2. When we take T^ between

Tk and J"/' and 1\ between 7a
and 7/7, then the saturationcurves Fig. 4.

under their own vapourpressure have a position as the curves Im

indicated by 4 and 5, on which no point of minimumpressure

occurs. At Th the saturationcurve disappears in a point H and

the corresponding straight vapourline in a point H^ (not drawn

in the figure).

On the saturationcurve of the temperatures 7\ and T.^ we find

a point of jninimum-pressure m, this point has disappeared on the

saturationcurve of the temperature 1\ ; between tiiese two tempeiatures

we consequently find a temperature 1\, at which the point in coin-

cides with the terminating point n of the saturationcurve under its

own vapourpressure. As the vapour belonging to a point of minimum-

pressure has always the composition F, (his case occurs when the

liquid n can bo in equilibrium with a vapour F. As then the binary

equilibrium 7'' -|~ ^-^ ~1" ^'^P^^nr F can occur (his temperature 2\
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consequently is the maximumtemperatiire of sublimation Tk of the

substance F.

Now we will deduce in another way the saturationcurves under

their own vapour pressure of F. The conditions of equilibrium are

:

dZ dZ, dZ dZ,

These conditions follow also from the equations 1 (II) when we

equate herein a = Ö and .i\ = and when we consider Z^ as inde-

pendent of .r,. We put

Z = U -\- RTx log

X

(18)

The three conditions (17) pass then into:

Ö/7 .
bU

C7-.r-^--(y-/V)--
ox oy

Z-{v,--rl)
dZ^

RTx-^

$=0 .

dU dZ,

dy d?/,

i =

(19)

(20)

(21)

From this follows

[xr -I (.y-r/) ,s + 7^7'] dx -f [...s f (y-) t] dy

OF . OF
F

'^a7-''"-^^'d^
tZP

{yX— i"') h 'hi

X

^i~^-:^)
ÖF^

rfP

ÖP; ÖF\
— Ksc?,t' -f tdy—t^ di/^ — I

-

—

UP . ,

\dyx dyj

With the aid of (23) we may also write for (24;

:

*

r . - OF '

{y,~ !) sdx + (y^- V)/ ^?y — T ,
— fi/,~/>')— — V dP

(22)

(23)

r24)

(25)

so that for the relation between r/,r, c///, c/yj, and c/P we shall consider

the equations (22\ 23), and (25).

In order to examine if a point of maximum- or of minimum-

pressure is possible on the saturationcurve under its own vapour-

pressure, We take (23). From this follows dP=0 when

^: = /^ (26)

In order lo examine if the pressure for this point is a maximum
or a minimum, we develop (20) further into a series; when we
equate herein //, =r •', we find :
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{V^-v)dP='^t,d;i,^ (27)

As Fi— V and t^ are both positive, it is apparent that tiie pressure

is a minimum. In accordance wiih our previous considerations (see

fig. 2) we find therefore: on tlie satnrationcurve under its own
vapourpi-essure of the solid substance F the pressure is a minimum
in a point m, when tlie vapour cori-espondiuft- witli this liquid has

the composition F.

In order to examine the change of pressure along the satnration-

curve in the vicinity of its extreme ends h and ii (fig. 2, 3, and 4)

we equate x = ; from (22) and (25) we then obtain

:

[(3/
— /^) -^ + RT] dv + {y -/?) t dy -=

[ V-{y-(^) -^ -r] dP . . (28)
d;/

{y-fl)sdx + iy-^)tdy = [V,-{y,~-:'J)-^-v] dP. . (29)

From this follows

:

{y, -ft) RTdx = [{y-ft) V + {^-y) V, + {y-y^) v] dP . (30)

When A V^ is the change of \olume, which occurs when between

the three phases of the binary equilibrium F -\- L -\- G a reaction

occurs, in which one quantity of vapour arises, then we may write

for (30):

dP=:—Z—ll, , da; (31)
^-y hV, ^ ^

Now A Fi is always positive in the binary system F -\- L -{- G>

except between the minimum-melting point Tf and the point of

maximumtemperature Tu, wheie AT" is negative. In fig. 4 A Fj

is consequently negative for liquids between F and H, positive for

all other liquids on the side BC.

ft
— y is positive, when the liquid is situated between F and C,

negative when the liquid is situated between F and B (figs. 2—4).

ft— ?/i
is positive, when the vapour is situated between F and C,

negative when the vapour is situated between F" and B (figs 2—4).

In the points h of tigs. 2—4 is A ri>0, /•'—?/>Oand /^—yi>0;
from (31) follows therefore dP<^0. From each of tlie points h

the pressure must, therefore, decrease along the saturationcurves, we
see that this is in accordance with the direction of the arrows in

the vicinity of the points h (figs. 2 -4).

In the point n of fig. 2 is A T^i > 0. ////< and />—.Vi<0;
from (31) follows, therefore (IP<^0, Consequently we find that
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the pressure in fif>'. 2 must rlecrease from ri alonfj; tlie satiiration-

eurve, wliicli is in accordance with fig. 2.

In the point n of figure 3 is AF, >0, /'/—//<^Oand/:?

—

y,^0;
from (31) follows, therefore dP^O. Consequently the pressure

must increase from the point n in fig. 3 along the saturationcurve.

which is in accoi'dance with fig. 3.

In the |)üiut n of curve 5 iu fig. 4 is A T, <^ 0, ,•'—//
> and

/?— //i>0; from (31) follows, therefore <IPy>(). Consequently

the pressure must increase from n along ciii-ve 5, which is in

accordance with the direction of the arrows.

We may summarise the above-mentioned results also in the

following waj' : when to the binary equilibrium 7^^-[-L-|-6r (in which

F is a compound of two volatile components) at a constant tempera-

ture we add a substance, which is not volatile, then the pi-essure

increases when the binary ecpiilibrium is between the point of

maximnm-sublimation Tk and the point of maximum temperature

T/i; in ail other cases the pressure decreases.

In the consideration of the general case, that the vapour contains

the three components (XI and XII) we have deduced that the

saturationcurves under their own xapourpressure can disappear in

two svays at increase of pressure.

1. The saturationcurve of the temperature 7// disappears in the

point H on the side BC [fig. 5 (XI)].

2. The saturationcui've of the temperature J"// touches the side ^C
in the point B and is further situated within the triangle ; at further

increase of T it forms a closed curve situated within the triangle,

which disappears at T/i in a point within the triangle [fig. 6 (XI)1.

In the case now under consideration, that the vapour consists only

of B and Cf only the case 1 occurs ; this has already been discussed

above and is represented in fig. 4. It follows already immediately

from the following that the case 2 cannot occur. On a closed

saturationcul-ve under its own vapourpressure a point of maximum-
and a point of minimumpressure occurs. On the curves now under

consideration only, as we saw before, a point of minimumpressure
can occur, so that closed saluralioncur\^es are impossible.

We may deduce this also in the following wtiy and we may
prove at the same time these curves, just as in the general case, to

be parabolas in the vicinity of H.

When we consider the bijuxry equilibrium F -{- liquid H -\-

vapour, then ,; =0; we equate y = t/o, y^ =/A-ü and the pressure
=r Bn- To this equilibrium applies:
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dtr
^1 — C'/rn—) 5 =

du _ dZj

further we have :

O/ro-/^) i' + (/^'-2/o) ^1 + [yo~-yvo\ ^' = o

which condition we may also write

:

V—v V,—v V,— V

(32)

(33)

(34)

For a ternary equilibrium F -\- L -{- (J, the liquid of whieli is

situated in the vicinity of point //. the pressure is equal to

P//+ ^-r, ^v = è, y = y,^n and y, = y^.^-\-ii^.

The three equations (17) pass then, when we use the conditions

^22) into:

Rn-\-[:v-V]jt^krr-\-\Uf^\ r^_ _IV^+,^,j+ . .+ (y-/:/)L:=0 (35)

[,_FJ Jt-^U, n,^ + h (^-^) ^-r^ f . . . + (^ -/?) L, =. (36)

(37)L=zL,

Herein is

07/ dx ay

ds
,^

d'V
^

d'V

dy dxdy dy^

dydP
(38)

Ö F, dL d' V, d' V,
i, = ,,, + _.+ i_^„.+i_^.V+^,,.+... . (39)

In (35) and (36) y^ and yio are replaced by y iiiA y, ; we shall

do the same in the following equations. When we multiply (35)

by y^—(3 and (36) by y—/?, then it follows with the aid of (37) that

:

{y-i3) RTè^^ (y-^) r s" + k iy.-i^) ^n"-\ (y-i^) t^ n.'

+ k

dV dV, dv'
^'i-{y,-^Hn=0.{AO)

From (36), (37), and (40) it follows that this can be satisfied by

>ii
of the order rr, ii of the order jr and '§ of the order jt'\

From (35), (36) and (37) then follows:

tri =('
OF

JT and tj^i]^

^-^-S.'"
(41)

13
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Substituting these values in (40) we find

:

2{>/,-^)RT^ = ajt"- (42)

wherein a has the same vahie as in (21) (XII).

From this it follows Avith the aid of the first relation (41) that:

2(y-iJ)«ï'S = T-^j7riT • .. • • . (43)

In the same way as in (XII) we find that we may write for this

:

2^^'ê-
r~^V^'^ • . . . . (44)

(..-/^)(.-^)

dH
wherein —^ is fixed by (24) (XII). From Ihis it follo^ys that the

curve going in fig. 4 through the point H is parabolicaily curved

in this point and touches the side BC in this point.

dH
As in this point y—/i <^ 0, ii^—y<^0, y^— /^ <C ^^ ^^n^i ]> 0'

ê is always negative. From this it follows that this parabola has

only the point H in common with the triangle and is further

situated completely outside the triangle. Consequently only the point

H represents a liquid ; its other points have no meaning.

{To he continued).

Chemistry. — ''The system Ammonia-water". By Prof. A. Smits

and S. PosTMA. (Communicated by Prof. J. D. v. n. Waals).

(Communicated in tlie meeting of May 30, 1914).

After the preliminary communication ^) on this subject the inves-

tigation of the system NHg-H^O has been continued in different

directions, and it has now been completed.

The continued research was directed in the first place to the

accurate determination of the meltingpoint lines, corresponding

with the pressure of one atmosphere. These determinations, which
were now carried out l)y means of a gauged resistance thermo-

ij These Proc. XH, p. 186.
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meter '). as is in use in this laboratory '), gave the following result.

(Method of i)rocedLire : supercooling- a little and then seeding).

Concentration
mixture
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Concen-
tration

mixture
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Fig. 1.

As point of solidification Rupert determines the point at wiiich

the crystals bronght into the liquid no longer grow or disappear.

He measures the temperature accurate down to 0°.5 with a verified

toluol-thermometer. Below — 100° he uses a thermo-element, tested

by comparison vA^th the toluol thermometer aud with the boiling

point of liquid air. He himself considers the determinations with

this thermo-eieinent insufficient, which tallies with our results, as by

extrapolation about —125° may be derived from Rupert's investigation

for the temperature of the eutectic point NH3.H2O -|- H^O -|- L,

whereas this point lies certainly 24° higher according to Fig. 1.

Leaving the region of concentration 30—407o out of account, the

agreement between Rupert's results and ours is fairly satisfactory.

If we compare the principal points, we get what follows

:
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miglit then be derived. Tliis inveyligatioii, in which also the mixtures

which had previously been investigated dynamically were veritied,

yielded the following result.

The following mixtures were examined.

88,0 mol.



1 88

/^N 10 ZO 50 4ö Jö 00 -10 80 go HQ
Fig. 3.



TABLE I.

T-X- or boiling-point lines for different pressures.

mol. 0/0 NH3
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tliat even (hat con'es[)omliiig to a pressure of 50 ni.m. Hg. does not

reveal anything abont the existence of compounds in the liquid

phase ; there is nothing to be detected here of a constriction at tlie

place of the compounds, as was found by Dr. Aten M in his investiga»

tion of the system sulphur-chlorine, and by Dr. de Leeuw ^) in the

system aldehyde-alcohol.

Still more interesting is the consideration of the liquid lines of

the (/w)?'- sections, which are represented in fig. 4 for the tempera-

tures — 25°, — 30°, — 35°, — 45°, — 55°, — 65°, and — 70°.
«)

1) Z. f. phjs. Chem. 54, 55, (1906).

2) loc. cit.

3) The vapour phases of the mixlures need nol be investigated, as it appeared

from a preliminary investigation that they practically consisted only of NHg at

the examined temperatures, as was indeed to be expected a priori.
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We see that at all (he temperatures mentioned here tliese li(|iii(l

lines exhibit the type^of negative liquid lines ^), as was met with

by KoRNSTAMM and van Dalfsen") for the system ether-chloroform,

and by Gerlach -) for water and glycerin, while as Bakhuis Roozeboom

remarked, such a line may also be derived from the investigation

carried ont by Schreinemakers^) for the system acetone-phenol.

Nor do licpiid lines of the (/Ai')7'-''^6<^tions give the least indication

of the existence of compounds in the liquid phase, and it is most

remarkable that this even applies to the liquid lities corresponding

to a temperature of — 70^, so only 9° above the temperature at

which the compounds separate out of the liquid; an indubitable

proof therefore that the compounds found undergo a dissociation in

the liquid, much greater than would have been expected.

To complete the investigation the most important lines ofthePT-

projection of the spacial figure were also determined, the result of

which is expressed in fig. 5, in which the three-phase lines of the

P'

Fig. 5.

two compounds are very apparent. The difference in ti'iple point

pressure of (he two compounds amounts to ± 17 m.m. Hg.

Finally also the plaitpoint curve was partially determined ; as was

to be expected this curve does not present any particularity either.

Anortj. ('hem. Laboi'atori/ of the University.

Amsterdam , May, 1914.

1) Bakhuis Roozeboom. Die Heter. Gleichgew. 11 40 (1904).

") Verslagen d. Kon. Akad. v. Wei. 1901, 156.

^) Z. f. anal. Chem. 24, 106 (1885).

^) Z. f. phys. Chem. 39, 500 ^1902;.
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Mathematics. — "On Hermite's and Abel's polynomia.'" By

N. G. W. H. Beeger. (Communicated by Prof. W. Kapteyn).

(Communicated in the meeting of May 30, 1914).

Prof. Kapteyn has deduced the following expansion ^)

:

—

:

:r-

6

=^ ..... (11

in which Hn [x] represent the polynomia of Hermite. Let in this

expansion « = 0, then we find :

e
1-62 _^ 6nHn{x)Hn{0) .... (2)

1/(1—<9^)

'

~~
2» . n .'

Now it holds good for the polynomia of Hermite that:

^2«+i(0) = iy2„ (0) z= (— 1)«^V^ ... (3)
n!

On account of which the above relation passes into:

62x2

e = È{-\Y^^6^n (4)

\/{l-0') 22». n.'

For the polynomia cpn G?') of Abel we know the expansion

:

a.-«6

1

—

tf

If we replace in (4) 6^ by 6 we find:

9a,-2

e =2(— IV» ^ &n
^/(l—<9) 22". n.'

If we multiply the first member of this relation by and
^ [/{\—0)

X (2n).'
the second member by -^ ó»", the first member becomes equal

22'». (n/)»
1

to the first member of (5). ^y equalizing the coefficient of 6" in the

two second members, we find the following relation between the

polynomia of Abel and those of Hermite:

If we multiply both members of (6) by

H^
,1_ i (.r) e—^'^ dx

1) These Proceedings. Vol. XVI, p. 1198 (22).



and integrate between — oo and -f- ^^ ^hen we find by application

of tlie well-known integrals

:

+ 00

I
Hjn (a-) Hn (a*) e-^' d.v = md(=n

— 00

I
Hm^ (x) e-^"" dx = 2'" . wi/ \/n'.

00

r°° (2h-2«)/(2;)/ ^ ^^^

jy,. (..) //.»-.,(.«) e-'^d. = (-1)» |t;^5^—j7^ I/" • (7)

00

Prof. Kapteyn deduces the following representation by means of

an integral for Hermite's polynomia ^)

:

CO „2

Hn {.X) = \e * M" COS
I
xu — — du,

]/jtj V ^ J

If we substitute this expression in (6):

oa ,,2

cpJx^)= I e 4 ^ (_ 1 \n—k l_i u^n-2k cos (xu— (n—k) n) du

or, if we work out the cosine

00 „2
gx3 r - - « (2/5;)/

g)„(^') = \ e '^ cos xudu ^ tt^tzz rr,
"^^""^^ (8)

Now is

8

(2y^^)/=: ie-yy'^f'dy

consequently

00

^_A:^i^ u^(n-k)—:s;— le-l/y^l^dy=.
(^/)^(n-/t)/ {k/y{n-k)/J '

Ü

For Abel's polynomia we have

:

(9)

y ^2^-

1) I.e. p. 1194 (9).
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so tliat we can write for (9)

/2«

Substituted in (8) we get the double integral

00 „2 00

gx2 r -— r
. r/)„(.f'') =:

I
e ^ ii'-'-+'^ COS xudn \(:—'''<f„{

— f-)(U

if we introduce /y
= ut.

By substitution of u =: 2// it passes into

00 00

ff,.{w^) = \ e-y'' y^>'+^ cos 2,vydy i e-K>/hf ,,{—f)dt . . (10)
nf \/:tJ J

Now we make use of the relation ') also deduced bj Prof. Kaptein

l-,^^^M=l->'''^M (II)

c .
u

In (10) we substitute x = Vt and then multiply i)0th members by

1

e-' dt

and integrate between and x. then we get by making use of (11)

:

(1+^f+i n!\/:x.J ''J
' ' ' J 1-i-t

Q u

According to a well-known integral in the theory of the integral-

logarithm, is-)

00 00

Jcos 2y[/t rxcos2yx ^ „...„^ o;•/o^^^ dt = 2 — dx = — e-2" /«. (g2//)_e2^ /i (g-2^/)

U

consequent!}

00 00
I

J (1 + 0"+' n![/jrj
j

U 00 / >

. (e-2.'/«^„(—?<-)(:??< I

n )

By summation from 7i = to y^ :^ x we find:

i) Lc. XV, p. 1250 (14).

~) See for instance "Theorie des liitegrallogarithmus Dr. Nielsem page 24.

(12)
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e-t Jt — _ e-'/-{e-2'//jj(Ay) 4-e23//ï(e-2//)|,/y e—2>/"du S (M-u')
J V^J 'J o n.'

o

Now is ^) :

00 .>;"'

O 'nf

in wliicli e/5 represents the function of Bessel of order zero. From
this it ensues consecinently that:

^X 00

1 = — —- iy-^-'^ini, {tV/)-\-emi{e-^)\di/ (e-^->/"J^{2im/yiu.

u

As is known,

J„ {2iuy) = ^
« |42»iy2n

u=o {niy

so

ƒ* 00 w2h /"» X 1 /"•

f-2«-/ J {2iuy) du = :E ±^ \ e-^-uyifi»du= 2 (

Introducing this we have

•4 r°^ X (2n)'

or

. .2n^> r~ "= ~ i^^j
^'~'' ^''^ ^^'"^ "^ ''" ^^' ^^^"'"^^ ^^

*
^^^^

According to an integral used before, is

00 00 00 00

1
[e-mi^ {ê!i) -1- e^yli{e-'^y)]dy=— 2\t cos tdt i—^—= -Hm i cos t arc tg— dt.

'

Formuki (13) may also be written as follows:

1 4 ^. r^ 2y— iim
I

cos t arc tg — dt . . (14)
» f2n\ 1 I/:2n\ 1

/I J22M^^=0

By multiplying formula (11) by ~ and by summalioii from 7i =0
11

.'

to y^ = X we find

:

1) These Proceedings XV, p 1246 (9).
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:-y, 00 00

1-^f o nf\l-\-tJ J l-\rt o w/ J l+<
o

or

dt = e-j ^^JA2\/.vt)dt ... (15)

o o

In order to deduce some more relations from formula (11) we set

to work as follows. In Dr. Nij]-and's dissertation ^) the following-

relation is deduced for Abel's poijnomia:

n—

1

ffn' {<) = — 2 (/k (*•) .

By summation of formula (11) from n = to n — 1 :

00 00ƒ»-! pi f g—t n-1
e-i 2 dt = 2 (pn it) dt

or

ƒ1 t» ] re-f
e-i 1 dt:= I Wn' (t) dt

or

00 -"

J (HI)" J 1 + /^^^

We integrate the second member partially

:

00 00

(/,/ (0 df =
(f,, (t) ^ + ^ ^

e-hfn (f) dt

00 00

r/ „ (/,) dt -\-
I (/,^ (t) dt= - 1 +

Formula (16) passes into:

00 00 00

r t" Ce-i r e-t

I e—

'

dt =z I (ihXt)dt+ I (In {t\ dt

J (1+0" Ji+^^^ J (1+0^
'^

or by application of (11):

1) Over een bijzondere soort van geheele funcliën. Utrecht. 1896 p. 19.
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» OC 00

r t» r tn r e-i
I
«-' dt^ Xe' — dt -I-

I (L\ (t) dt.

J (1+0" J (H0'+' jn+ty^"^^
o

The first integral of the second memher we convey to the first

membei', and we find :

00 00

r r+' r e-t
|g-' —dt=] (fv(t)dt (17)
J (1+0"+^ J(i-t-0'

Tf we apply the same process lo tiiis, and again to the losnlt,

etc., we find at last after ?»-fold api)liance

:

I e-t dt = tn!
\

— (r>„ (t) dt . . . . (1 8)
J (i+0"+i J (1 + 0'"+'

We can render this formnla still more general by summation

from ?i = to ?z = oo after division by (— 1)'" ???/; we get:

00 00

r V' re- f

e-'^^ dt — r/„ (t) dt (19)

We apply the process explained above to this again and by

summation again after division by (—'])'"?>?/ etc. we finally find:

C ,
^"+'" C^ ffn it)

\e-h -—- dt = m! \e-' ^ '
,

df. . . . (20)
J (1+0"+' J («+/t)-+i ^ ^

in which k and m represent positive integers.

Of course a formnla analogous to (121 may be deduced fi-om Ihis

00

(l+n)"+l

.(21)

-
j
e-^' t/2"+i [e--^yHi^{e-^!/'')+ e^!/Hi{e '^'^] di/ Ce - 2'.'/ r/ „ (- «

-)
dt.

By summation, formula (13) is, however, found again.

The formulae (4) ajid (5) may also be used in order to expi-ess

the polynomia //o„ in </'s. Foi- this pui-pose we multiply the two

members of (5) by

1 ^ 11 1 1.3 1 1.3.5
]/{l—m =1 6» . — <9^ . — 0' 0' — ...

2 2! 2' 3.' 2' 4! 2"

By equalizing the coefficient of 0" in the second member of the

14
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equation, thus obtained, to the coefficient of 0' in the second menaber

of (4) we find

:

I
1 "1 1.3.5...(2A;-3)

)

H^A^)=ir^\ 2-3",,/ ./,(..^)- ^ifn-xWY^^^ - .

^^ ^n-ik^-") (22)

By means of this expression an integral ma}' be deduced.

For if we multiply both members bj

e-^V/',„ {x) dx

after replacing x" by x. and if we then integrate between and oo,

we find, using the following well-known formulae ^)

:

oo

I
e—^q^m {•^) (f n (•^') <^'''' = m =^ n

30

ƒ
e-^ (f,n (a-) ^2. (l/.^•) ^.^ = (

-1)"+^ 2-^"
. n!

e-^qm"" {x) dx = 1 :

1 1.3.5.. .(2»—2m-3)

or after some reduction

<X1

{e—^Up,n {x')Ho„{xyvd,c={- 1
)"+i2"+"'-i —!^ 1.3.5. . (2n—2w—3) (23)

J {n— m)!

?n «\ « — 1 .

In the same way we find

e-^-r/„(.c-)iïo„(.t-).iY/.t- = (—1)".22"-1 n! . . . (24)ƒ
and

a

ƒ -^' ^„_i (a-^) ^2„ (^) '-cdx = (- 1)" - 1 .
22"-ii

. y^/ . (25)

If we write formula (22; in this form :

i^2. {x) = {-\Y 22"
. n!

j
<pn{x-) - i r/„_, {x^) -^ ^ '^-^ qP. - 4^^)

|

I
2|/.Tjt=2 a;/

)

we know that ")

9^„_;t(.^•')=,—yr-, h'-««" ^•-/.,(2.rp/«)6?«.

1) Dr. Nijland's Dissprtalion page 11.

~; These Proceedings XV. p. 1:247.
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This ^ve substitute:

H,n{^) = (-1)"
.
'22" |>/^/4.^•^)- ^"A/. -ik^) - ^r— e^"' Ce-J^(2,v\/a)

2\/jr J

" n!

We further introduce:

00 3

and
00 ao

^^^ r r

We find then

:

o * 00

or after some reduction

(-1)"- '^ H,r. i^) + n! r/.„ (.t-^) z= 1

e^ r /' - ^ i ) I= -—- I e-'-J^ (2.r !/''«) ^i« X^-'t ^ Ua^ty— tf' dt
\

;

F^or .1' = 0, tlie following identities arise from the formulae (6)

and (22):

and

or

22'- = 2 ^^

—

—-- or 2-^« = :E V^ . . (-7)
lc=^ kr{n-k)!' i2n)f jc=or2n\ ^ ^

^Ml-o.. „,)1 j 1 1.3 5 .. (2^-3)

2 k=2k! 2k

1 " 1 1.3.5 ...{2k—o)^T7^ • • • (28)
nr 2 /,—o A;/ 2^

22»

(2n)J

14*
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Chemistry. — ^'The metastahi/iti/ of the metak in consequence of

allotropy and its significance for Chemisfri/, Phrsics, and

Technics". II. By Pi'of. Ernst Cohen.

The specific heat of the metals 1.

1. In my first paper ^) on this subject I called attention to the

fact that the physical constants of the metals hitherto known, are

to be considered as entirely fortuitous values which depend on the

previous thermal history of the material used.

In that paper I wrote with regard to the specific heat of the

metals: Considering, for instance, the important part which the

specific heats of the metals have played in chemistry and physics

during the last few years, it is evident that a revision of these

constants is wanted.

2. Reviewing the earlier literature dealing with this constant, I

found that it contains already a number of data which prove unequi-

vocally that the specific heat of the metals does indeed depend on

their previous thermal history.

Le Vrrrier published in the year 1892 a paper ^) "^sur la

chaleur spécifique des métaux", in which he desci'ibes his measure-

ments with copper, zinc, lead, aluminium, and silver. The calorimetric

deterniinations were carried out between 0° and 1000° by the method

of mixtures. The tem|iernlure of the metal at the moment at which

it was brought into the calorimeter was determined by means of

a Le Chateijer pyrometer.

3. Le Verrier stated that the mean specific heat remains as a

rule constant till 200—300°, after which it changes abruptly, as

PiONGHON ') also found in the case of iron, nickel and cobalt.

The variation of the total heat (i. e. the quantity of heat required

to raise the temperature of 1 gr. of the substance from 0° to t° C.)

with the temperature is consequently to be represented by a curve

with breaks and not by a continuous one.

In the neighbourhood of these breaks the condition of the metals

is not only a function of the temperature, but also of their previous

thermal history.

1) These Proc. 16, 632 (1913).

2) a. R. 114, 907 (1892).

3) G. R. 102, 675, 1454 (188Ü); 103, 1122 (1886;. in full: Ann. de Ghim.

et de Pliys. (6) 11, 33 (1887).
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As a consequence of the retardations in tlie structural change

(changements d'état) of the metal, a different value of the total heat

is found on cooling from that on heating.

If a certain piece of metal is cooled or heated repeatedly, differ-

ent values for the total heat are found. If we start from a lower

temperature and -return to it after having overpassed the break

in the curve of total heat, a closed and not a single curve is obtained.

4. This result is in complete harmony with the dilatometric and

electromotive force measurements carried out l)y myself in collabor-

ation with messrs. Helderman and Moesveld, on .copper, cadmium,

zinc and bismuth, measurements which led to the conclusion men-

tioned above.

5. Le Verrier's paper contains some interesting data which we
shall now consider in connection with our dilatometric and electro-

motive force measurements.

The curve representing the variation of the total heat of copper

as a function of the temperature, consists of four parts. At 350° an

absorptioji of 2 Cal. occurs; at 550° an absorption of 2 Cal. ; while

at 750°, 3.5 Cal. are absorbed.

Thus, while our dilatometric measurements proved that there exist

more than two modifications of cop[)er, the same fact was noted a

long time before by Le Verrier. using a different method.

The measurements of Le Vekrier which are summarized in table I,

have, however, been quite overlooked hitherto.

It may be pointed out here that the transition temperatures which

can be deduced from Le Verrier's determinations will genei-ally be

too high. This is a consequence of the retardation of the molecular

changes, which were also observed by him. Fresh experiments with

the pure modifications of the difïerent metals will throw light upon

this point.

6. BVom the determinations of Le Verriek there follows also, that

there exists a transition point for lead which has so far been unknown.

Experiments in this direction are in progress in my laboratory.

7. The same may be said with regard to silver.

8. Aluminium shows, according to Le Verrier, an absorption of

10 Cal. at 535°. It may be pointed out that Dittenberger (Phys.

Techn. Reichsanstalt at Charlottenburg— Berlin) proved ten years



Temperature.

0-230°

220—250

250—300
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after Le Vkrrikr that this metal is capable of existing in more tlian

one allotropie moditieation and he found a tmnsitiüii temperature

between 500 and 600°. I hope shortly lo report on this point, in

connexion also with a question whicii is important from a tecimical

standpoint i.e. tlie disintegration of abiminiuni objects at room tem-

perature, a disease which is tlie cause of a good many comphiints in

industrial circles as well as in daily life.

9. That others had never observed the i)henomena described by

Le Vkkhier may be explained by the fact that they had not heated their

l»reparations repeakdhj to high temperatures, as he did. We have
also observed during our dilatometric researches that such a transition

point can be overpassed several hundreds of degrees without any effect.

If on the contrary the n>etal is repeatedly cooled and iieated the

transition is "set going". As the means of overcoming these retard-

ations are now known we are able to avoid them. A systematic

research in this direction is now possible and I hope to report

shortly on it.

Utrecht, June 1914. van 't Wow-Laboratory.

Physics. — ''Measurements of isotherms of hi/droqen at 20° C. and

15°.5 6V' By Prof. Ph. Kohnstamm and Dr. K. W. Walstra.

Van der Waals fund rescavches N". 7. (Communicated by

Prof. J. D. VAN DER Waals).

(Gommuuicatcd in the meeting of April 24, 1914).

§ 1. Choice of the substance and the temperature.

With the apparatus described in N". 5 and 6 of this series we
have made measurements of hydrogen isotherm.s at 20'' C and

15°. 5 C. This choice was led by the following considerations. As

we already set forth in the beginning of Communication N". 5, one

of the motives of our research was the desire to be able to make
an accurate comparison with the results obtained by Amagat. Our

first intention was to determine anew Amagat's air isotherms ; then

we were, however, checked by peculiar difficulties. Every time,

namely, when a measuring tube was filled with air in the way
described in the previous Communication, and was then left for
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some hours at high pressure, (al)ü\e 1500 attii.), it appeared to be

unfit for accurate measurements af'ler that time. When the apparatus

was opened, the mercury appeared to be quite contaminated, the

glass tube and the platinum contacts being also covered by a black

substance.

Though in view of Amagat's experiments it could hardly be

supposed that this substance was mercury oxide, formed by the

action of the oxygen on the mercury, experiments of various kinds

made it impossible to assume another cause. The supposition that at

high pressure amalgamation of the platinum took place, proved

eiToneous, for in the black substance no trace of another metal than

mercury could be demonstrated. Also the humidity of the air proved

to be entirely without influence. When it finally appeared that neither

filling with hydrogen nor with nitrogen yielded any trace, we
could not but conclude that we had really to do here with the

same phenomenon that Kuenen and Robson^) and Keesom^) had

observed when using closed air-manometers, namely that oxygen and

mercury act on each other at pressures of about 100 atm. Keesom,

however, describes a slow action, which only after the lapse of

months manifests itself (dearly ; whereas we could demonstrate the

formation of mercury oxide with certainty already after a few hours

on account of the so much higher pressures.

How it is that neither in his determination of air-isotherms nor

in that of oxygen Amagat was troubled by this action, we cannot

explain. After we had once ascertained it, the use of oxygen and

oxygen mixtures was of course excluded. We therefore resolved to

begin with measurements of hydrogen, which is most easily obtained

in very pure state. The choice of tiie temperature of our measure-

ments was directed by the desire to obtain a direct comparison with

Amagat's measurements on one side, and a supplement to Schalkwuk's

very accurate measurements at low pressures on the other side.

§ 2. Filling of the apparatus loitli pure kydrogen.

Most of our determinations have been made with hydrogen from

the factory "Electro" at Amsterdam, which sells cylinders of com-

pressed electrolytically prepai'ed hydrogen. For the further purifi-

cation and the filling of tlie apparatus with purified gas the arran-

gement was used of which fig. 12 gives a schematic representation.

It fits on to the most lefthand part of fig. 6 at /.

1) Phil. Mag. Jan. 1902, p. 150.

2) Diss. p. 50—53. Thesis III.
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A horizontal glass t-ibe n passes on tlio let'thand side into a

vertical tube c \ ia an emergency reservoir h. The tnbe c can be

fastened to the Gaedepnmp by nneans of a glass spring and a gronud

Fiff. 12.

joint piece. In the middle of the tube a is a three-way-cock A,

which gives access to a vertical tnbe d. A tnbe e is fnsed on to

d, the former being pro\ ided with a cathode and an anode, which

are connected with the secondary wire of a Rnhmkorff bobbin. The

primary wire is simply connected with the electric light behind an

incandescent lamp. The purpose of this tid)e will be mentioned

presently. Attached to d is a branch tnl)e ƒ, bent downward, which

may be considered as one of the limbs of a siphon barometer. Tlie

01 her leg ƒ/ of the barometer is fastened to the righthand part of

the tnbe a. In this there is another three- way-cock i> with a branch

tube Ji. To suck the mercury easily into the barometer tnbes, resp.

to expel it from them, a vertical tube with cock C is adjusted into

the transition from ƒ to //. On the t(d)es ƒ and g, Avhich are filled

halfway with mercury, millimeter ilivisions have been etched to a

height of 1 m. To make the mercury mirrors visible at a great

distance care has been taken that a lamp can be slid up and down

behind these tubes, a strip of ground glass between the lamp and

the tubes intercepting the heat and making the light more diffuse.

To the right of the place where the tube g opens into (t, the latter

is bent downward, and passes into a wider tube k. This tnbe is
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provided with four brand) tubes, which can all be shut off by cocks

secured by mercury. For the filling with a single gas the presence

of two of these branch tubes is suflicient, namely I and m, resp.

with the cocks D and E. Tube I leads, as appears from the tig.,

to the mixing vessel, in which the normal volume at 1 atmosphere

can be determined. The tube m leads to the gas reservoir via the

puritication apparatus. This gas reservoir is in casu a cylinder of

hydrogen as said above. The rubber tube, which is connected with

the pressure regulator, is fastened on the other side with solution to

a horizontal glass tube r. This tube r has a vertical side tube s,

± 1 111. long and ending at the bottom into a vessel with mercury.

Further r is connected by means of a rubber tube to a tube of infusible

glass q, wliieh is filled with platinum asbestos. The latter tube is

connected again by means of a rubber tube to an ordinary drying tube

p, with phosphorpentoxide, and the latter tube is again in connection by

means of rubber with the above mentioned tube ???. All the closures

of rubber to glass are secured with solution.

In order to fill the measuring tube with pure hydrogen, the cocks

E, D, and F are opened after the already mentioned operations

(Comm. N". 6, p. 828'!. The position of three-way-cock A is such

that both sides of a are in communication with d. The three-way-

cock B shuts off the tube // at the top. Position I.

The airjet or oil-pump is made to serve in the beginning, the

Gaede-pump completing the evacuation. When the air is sufticiently

rarefied, the cock E is closed, and the empty tubes m, j), q, and ?*

are filled with hydrogen from the cylinder. The mercury, which in

the tube s has risen to barometer height in the meantime, will

descend; the mercury difference in the tubes ƒ and </ still indicating

the barometric height. ^) Then the hardglass tube q is heated, till

the platinum asbestos begins to glow. The cock E is slowly opened.

And while the gas is flowing into the empty space k and further,

the hydrogen tube is again opened, so that the pressure in the tubes

m, p, </, and r always remains ± 1 atra. This is desirable because

in case of too great rai-efaction the glowing hardglass tube q indents,

and soon gives way. The gas that flows through in to the different

tubes, is almost pure, for the oxygen, for so far as it is present in

the electrolytic-factory hydrogen, is quite combined with hydrogen

to water through the catalytic action of glowing platinum asbestos,

b On account of an eventually too high pressure the tubes m, p, q, and r

might burst now, if the open tube s with mercury safety valve had not been

added.
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and the water formed is entirely relained in llie j)lios|)liorns penloxide

tnbe /;. Wlien tiie increiu'y in ƒ and // is again at the same level,

it ma}^ be assnmed that everj'thing is filled with hydrogen of one

atmosphere. Now tlie eoek / is again closed ; k and the other tnhes

are again evacnated. An idea abont the pnrity of the gas whieh

was found in the tubes after the first filling, is now given by the

discharges in the cathode ray tnbe e. As long as traces of oxygen

still contaminate the hydrogen (i.e. with air — and the presence

of the latter appears at the same time — the only possible con-

tamination) the tube will be filled with red light. When pure hydrogen

has filled the tubes, the light will exhibit the well-known rice-colour.

An opinion may then be formed at the same time abont the degree

of rarefaction attained, and also about the closure of different cocks

and conplings.

The tubes are then again filled with purified hydrogen, and after

another evacuation and filling the purity of (he gas in all the tubes

may be safely assumed to be sufficient. Then the cock D is closed,

the mercury bulb (see Conim. N". 6 p. 828) is raised, and the pure

hydrogen is in the first "pressure stage" ^see p. 823). Now for a control

the cock E was always closed once more, and the part of the tubes

k, a,
(J,

d, ƒ, and e was exhausted, to ascertain the purity of the

gas with which we are going to work by means of the colour of

the discharge light.

If, what need not yet be done, (p. 830) it is desired first to

determine the normal volume of the gas at -±: 1 atm., before it is

brought into the first "pressure stage", F must be closed before the

last filling. The difference in height between the mercury levels in

/ and i, and also the temperature of the thermostat must be deter-

mined. The barometric height can be read with the siphon baro-

meter ƒ, (/. ^) But now the tube / must be in communication Avith

the outer air. This may be effected by turning the cocks .1 and B
90° in positive resp. negative direction (Position II). Then the tube /

gets into communication with the outer air via Z^' and A. This remains

the case with ƒ/. But to prevent the tubes d and ƒ to get commu-

nication with the outer air also the cock A must be turned, but in

opposite direction. The determination of the normal volume in F has,

however, as said before, only sense when we wish to convey a

quantity of gas quantitatively to the measuring tube, which lias not

yet been done.

To ascertain whether sufficiently j>ure hydrogen was obtained in

1) By means of a cathelometer and the scalar divisions etched on the tubes.
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this way, we made also a series of experiments with distilled hydrogen

from the Lejden laboratory. The quantity of admixtures had been

estimated at ~ at the most by Prof. Kamerlingh Onnes. We
5000

gladly avail ourselves of this opportunity to express our indebtedness

to Prof. Kamkrlingh Onnes for his ivindness. In the tilling with this

gas the purification apparatus could safely be omitted ; the cylinder

was therefore immediately connected with the tube ;;/. The results

of the measurements with this agreed within the limits of the errors

of observation with the results obtained with the gas purified by

us in the way described above.

^ 3. The measurements.

How through the different "pressure stages" the gas is conveyed

to the measuring tube, has already been described above. Also how
the temperature is then kept constant. This is seen by the deviation

of the galvanometer, inserted into the Wheatstone bridge. To get

a first idea the pressure at which the galvanometer needle deviates

is read on the manometer, and a corresponding number of weights

is placed on the rotating pressure gauge, after it has been brought

in communication with the tubes. If the number of rotating weights

is too great, some are taken off till the galvanometer needle has

returned to its original zero position. At last a final condition is

reached, in which the putting on of 50 grams on the rotating weights

makes the needle deviate, while the needle returns to its position

of equilibrium when this weight is removed.

The accuracy with which the pressures are thus measured on the

small and the large pressure balance generally amounts to this 25

grams up to 900 atmospheres. When the measurement is made with

the small pressure balance, which goes up to 250 kg. per cm\ the

galvanometer needle may be made to deviate and return by putting

on or taking away 10 grams, and even when the contacts are very

clean with less. As, however, 25 gr. implies already an accuracy

of 1 to 10.000, which is not reached on account of other sources

of error, there is no sense in going so far in the determination of

the pressure. We only mention the fact as a proof of the very great

accuracy of the pressure balance for relative pressure measurements.

When one pressure measurement has thus been made, the pressure

is increased. The galvanometer needle, which now would continue

to deviate, must again be brought back to zero, because now another

resistance of the volume wire is measured.
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Thns for every platinum contact in the measuring tube the pressure

at the corresponding' volume is determined. Then the pi-essure is

diminished, so (hat two series of observations of the same results

must be obtained, but one passed Ihrough at increasing, the other

at decreasing pressure. The pressure differences at two corresponding

observations of two such series rarely amounted to more than 50

grams. It must of course be continually verified whether the tem-

perature differences inside and outride the measuring tube have

disappeared. This has taken place when the resistance of the teu)-

perature wire (cf. Comm. 6 p. 833) has become constant.

In the measurement of the highest pressures, so when the large

"head" of the pressure balance is used, i.e. between 1200—2400

atmospheres, the accuracy of the pressure measurement becomes less,

especially on account of the increasing viscosity of the mineral oil

used as transmission liquid. Yet the error will certainly remain

below 7,„„o.

§ 4. Determinations hetioeen 2 and 200 atias.

As was already mentioned in Comm. 6 (p. 830) unforeseen diffi-

culties prevented us from determining the normal volume of the

quantity used in the apparatus itself'. For the determination of the

isotherm of 20^ C. we could make use for the calculation of the

normal volume of Schalkwijk's measurements, as will become clear

from the discussion of our results. Such data were wanting for 15°. 5 C
And in order to be able to carry out all the same an accurate

comparison with Amagat's measurements, we have executed measure-

ments at lower pressures at that very temperature. In this way a

control was obtained whether the equation for low pressures derived

from the measurements may be extrapolated.

We shall return to these points when our results are discussed,

and, first give a desci-iption here of these measurements too. As we
again wished to use a large quantity of gas, the iron vessel D used

in the large apparatus was used as a pressure cylinder. We then

could fill the piezometer with a quantil} of gas of the order of

magnitude of 1 liter at 1 atmosphere.

The piezometer originally consists of two pieces. The upper part

was as the upper reservoir of our ordinary measuring tubes. At the top

at a (fig. 13) there are 4 etched lines to be used after the cleaning

of the tube. Lower down (here is a widening h; under this a sealed

in platinum wire c, and at last an etched scalar division d. This

tube was connected with a capillary, and bent round. A platinum

wire is sealed into the bent part. Here a current can enter, and
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leave iJiroiigli the ineimi-y ar the wire sealed in liigher. When We

provide ilie side-tube with a scale, and till everything with inercnrj,

and place it in a waterbath, a very accnrate gauging is again

jx)ssible as described in Conim. 5 p. 7H6. We llrst gauge the dis-

tances of the etched lines, then the volume from these lines to the

sealed in wire, and then from there to the elched scalar division,

and this division itself.

Fig 13.

Tlie large reservoii*, which is to be sealed to this top piece is

calibrated after this sealing, by tilling with mercury the volume

from the scalar division on the top piece to the scalar division at

the bottom on the bottom piece.

We now know sufficiently accurately the volume from the etched

lines to the sealed in wire, and from here to the scalar division

under the large reservoir. The tube is now fused to at the upmost



line, anti at the bottom a bent tnlie is added. The brass flanged tube

E of the pressure cylinder had been previously cemented at 0, and

after a few drops of mercury luwc been brought into the large

reservoir, the tube is evacuated and tilled in a horizontal position.

When the tube has been tilled with pure hydrogen, it is put erect,

and the drops of mercury shut off the gas from the outer air. Then

the whole thing is placed in a waterbath of 15°. 5, while the differ-

ence in height of the mercury in the tubes ƒ and g is read. As

the volume up to the scalar divison, and the division itself too, has

been gauged, we now know the volume of a definite quantity of

hydrogen at about 1 atm. and the desired temperature. In order to

determine the pressure accurately, the pressure of the outer air

must of course also be determined, for which purpose the siphon

barometer is again used (p. 205).

We can further dispense with the side tube, for it only served

to pi-otect the mercury at the bottom of the tubes against the water.

It is knocked off at g, and after the still remaining tube has been

entirely filled with mercury, the whole arrangement is put in the

pressure cylinder filled with mercury. The pressure cylinder is

closed, and connected with the hydrostatic press, which connection

is also in communication with the pressure balance. By means of a

rubber stopper a glass cylinder provided with a side tube at the

bottom and at the top is put round the projecting part, so that

water of 15°. 5 from a thermostat keeps the gas at the desired

temperature. The current was closed on the iron pressure cylinder;

then it passed through the mercury, and when the required height

had been reached it passed further through the platinum wire. By

means of the pressure balance the pressure at which the platinum

wire is reached, hence the pressure at which the gas volume is

diminished to the upper part, could be very accurately determined,

§ 5. Corrections.

Some corrections should be applied to the experimental results

obtained in the above described way. First of all in the g-auging

the volume is obtained in gr. of mercury of a definite temperature.

To reduce these values to the accurate volume in cm', two reduct-

ions must be applied. A reduction should take place to cm\ by

dividing the value in gr. of mercuiy by the specific gravity of

mercury at the temperatures of the gauging. The specific gravity of

mercury according to the Tables of Landolt and Börnstein was

used for this reduction. Further the compressibility of the glass of
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the lueasiiring tube should be takea into account. The gauging takes

place at 1 atni. ; during the meastirement the tube is subjected to

a pressure on all sides, in consequence of which the volume decreases.

As the correction in question is only a small one, we have thought

that tbi' onr tirst cah'idalions it would suffice if we took the com-

pressibility of our glass equal (o the value delerniined by Amaoat.

We have therefore put the factor of compressibility at 22 X 10^"

and assumed this quantity to be constant between 1 and 2500 atms.

Also to the values of the pressure read directly some corrections

should be applied. The weights in kg. read on the pressure balance

shoidd first be reduced to kg. per cm", by taking the value of the

effective area into account. In anticipation of the comparison of the

small pressure balance with an open manometer of sufficient capa-

city discussed in Comm. N". 5 p. 759, we have assumed that the

effective area of the small balance, the piston of which is as

accurately as possible ground in at 1 cm^, really amounts to 1 cm^
Since we- wrote our first communication we have been greatly

strengthened in the conviction that we cannot make great errors in

this way, l»y the result of Gkorg Ki.kin's i-esearch ^). According to

his investigations') the error in consequence of the neglect of the

difference between piston and cylindei" sections for Schaffer and

Budknberg's balance amounts '.o at most O.!"/,,,., and the deviation of

the indicated and the directly measured value of the difference of

the two piston sections is OA^/^q in the case examined by him.

Now the large pressure balance could be conipared with the small

pressure balance by measuring the same point of the isotherm in

the neighbourhood of 250 atms. first with the one, and then with

the other. So the measuring tube with the galvanometer in connection

with it etc. serves simply as a manoscope, to judge when in the

use of the two balances the pressure is exact!}' equal. It then appeared

from some observations carried out in this way that when the section

of the small balance is put at == 1 cm'., the section of the small

head of the large balance must also be put at 1 cm', within the

limits of the errors of observation. As at these pressures the ei-rors

of observation are vei-y small as we saw above, and will certainly

remain below 0,2°/^^^, this result is a new confirmation of the great

accuracy of the Schaffer and Budp;nbkrg pressure balances, and it

gives therefore a new support to the validity of the made supposition.

In the same way a comparison was made between the small and

^) Untersuctiung unci Kritik von Hochdrucknnessern. Berlin 1909,

~) Loc. cit. p. -17.
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flie large lioad of tlio lai-ji;e pressure balance in the neiglibonrliood

of 1200 atnis. Instead of llie theoretical juinierical ratio 4, three

measurements gave resp. ihe valnes 4,012, 4,015, 4,016. average

4,014. The weights when the large head is used, must therefore be

midtiplied bv this \alne.

The thus obtained valne for Ihe pressure in the head must uow
still be corrected for the excess of piessure of one atmosphere, and
for the hydroslatic pressnre difference between the head of the

pressure balance and the measnriug tnbe on account ofthemercnrj
and oil columns. These liquid columns were ronghly measnred, in

which 1 cm. of mercnry more or less need not be considered : nor

need the oscillations of the barometer l)e taken into account.

Finally the thus obtained pressin-e had to be reduced to atmospheres

of 1,0336 kg. per cm^

In table I.

The colnmn under r,, indicates the weigiied \olume in gr. of mercury.

pk-f, the number of kg. on the pressure balauce.

,, ,, ,, pr the pressure, cori-ected for hydrostatic pressure

difference in kg. per cm^

,, ,, ,, p the corrected pressnre in atmospheres.

,, ,, ,, ,i the ratio of the volnme at 1 atm. and at the

measured pressure in consequence of the com-

pressibility of the glass.

,, ;, „ i^i\, the product of ^ and ?;,,

.

J, ,, ,, V the corrected volume in cm'.

,, ,, ,, pv the product of /; and c.

TABLE I.

5 6 November 1912.

vg Pk, t^''^ V Pr

611491
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TABLE I. (Continued).

November 21, 1912.

/= 20°.

V
g
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Physics. — ''The hydrogen isotherms of 20° C. and <?ƒ 15^5 C. hdioeen

1 and 2200 atmsr By Dr. K.W. Walstra. Van der Waals'

fund resetirclies N". 8. (Comniunicated by Prof. J. D. van

DER Waals).

(Communicated in the meeting of May 30, 1914).

T = 20°.

§ 1. Agreement of the observations below 1000 atms. loith

Schalkwuk's isotherms.

For each of the series of observations given in the preceding

Communication we iiave determined an empiric equation of the form:

PV= a-^b D^cB'-^dB\
As only sei-ies of observations below 1000 atms. can be represented

by this equation with 4 virial coefficients, only these series come

into consideration for the present. The obtained observation material

above 1000 atms. will have to be considerably extended to enable

us to calculate the following virial coefHcients with the same

certainty.

If of the above equation we wish to determine a, b, c, and d,

we get a number of equations equal to the number of obser-

vations, and consequently then with 4 unknown quantities. To

solve these equations according to the method of least squares

is not feasible, as then the normal equations become practically identical,

which may already be seen beforehand. We have been able to apply

Prof. E. V. D. Sande Bakhuijzen's method successfully, which was also

7 = 20°. 5/6 November 1912. r=20°. 21 November 1912.

p
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7=20^ "/i2 December 1912. 7^20°. 10 February 1913.

p
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T=20<'. 4 June 1913.

p
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mined from the two e(|iuiliüiis (or dilfcrent values for D, and the

in-oihicts are joined in die foUowin^ tal)les. yM^(-S') is then calcnhited

from Schalkwijk's equation with 3 virial coefficients; PV {P) from

our provisional equation.

D
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At 407.19 atins. {^Oi)y<^ [.'óbl'S) ilie series of observations ha\'e

now been I'educed in agreement witli each oilier.

From these eqnations we calcnlate first (lie prodnct PV for tlie

densities 100, 200. 300, 400, and 500 for so far as the corresponding-

pi'cssnres lie in tlie region of observation of tiie series, and hence

agreement may be expected. We tiien tind :

D
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This equation nut only represents all our observations as well as

possible; but the agreement with Schalkvvijk's results appears to be

even better than for the provisional calculation, which is seen from

the following table.

D
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p
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These deviations and especially the progressive ones above 2000

atms. cannot be explained from the ternperatnre difference of 0°.l,

among others on account of their irregnlarity. This would give a

pressure difference of no more than 0.6 atm. at 2000 atms. For the

rest the deviations are too large and too systematical to be con-

sidered as accidental errors of observation. The most obvious explana-

tion, a systematic error in the absolute pressure measurement made

by Amagat or by us, cannot be accepted either, as it would yield

a deviation proportional for large and for small pi-essures. Probably

the same causes come into play, which also prevented agreement

between Amagat and Schalkwi.ik's observations.

Amsterdam. Plnjsical L'lhordtonj of the Univcrsitii

Hydrostatics. — "The different ways of floating of an homogeneous

cube." By Prof. D. J. Kohteweg.

(Communicated in the meeting of May 30, 1914).

This problem, whose treatment, however simple it may seem,

offers considerable difficulties, was lately brought to a complete

solution by Dr. P. Brandsen.

If we limit ourselves to the cases in which the specific weight of

the cube amounts to less than half of that of the liquid (which is

allowed, because the other cases may be derived from it by inter-

changing the floating and immersed parts) stable floating appears to

be possible in four different possitions.

In the jini position four of the edges are vertical. It may be

acquired for specific weights, expressed in that of the liquid, smaller

1 1 — i

than y/ 3 = 0,211. . . For those smaller than — = 0,16(3 . . .

2 6 6

it is the only one possible.

In the second position two of the faces are vertical, but the edges

belonging to them are sloping. The surface section is consequently

a rectangle. This manner of floating is possible between the specific

weights 0,211 .... and 0,25.

In the third position the space-diagonal of the cube is vertical

and the surface section a hexagon. It is possible between the limits

1 5— and — of the specific weight. F'or the limits themselves the cube
6 6

^ ^

is lifted or immersed just so far that the surface section, perpendi-

cular to the space-diagonal, has passed into a triangle. Those limiting

positions themselves are already unstable; consequently the stability
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of this position disappears oxactly lliorc^ wlioi'O fbi- specific w{>i_2;lifs

1

<^ — a hexagonal section hecomes ini|)Ossii)le on account ot Akofh-
6

MF.DES' Law.

This third manner of tloatini>' was, pntbahly for the first time,

referred to in the "Matiiematical Gazette" of Dec. 1908, Vol. 4,

p. 338, Math, note N". 285, in which note, however, the second

one and tiie case n(nv foHowin^.^' was nol referred to at all.

In the foiD'th pos/'fion one of the j)lanes passing throngh two

opi^osite parallel edges assumes the vertical direction. In this posi-

tion one of these edges is partially immei'sed, the other one (piite

outside the liquid. In consequence of this the surface section is a

pentagon foi- which (he intersection of the liipiid surface with (he

plane Just mentioned is an axis of symmeti-y.

Such "pentagonal" tloating can only exist, however, between

narrow limits of density, viz. between (he densities 0,226 . . . and

0,24 . . .

It should be observed that only the first and the second position

gradually pass into each other; further that a completely unsymme-

trical way of floating, in which neither one of the faces, nor one

of the diagonal planes, nor a space-diagonal assumes the vertical

position, cannot arise.

One of the greatest difficulties connected with the problem consisted

in the formar exclusion of such cases.

It further appears that between definite limits of density, several

positions, amounting at most to three, are possible for the same

cube, viz.,

Below 0,166... the first position is the only possible.

From 0,166 ... to 0,211 . . . the first and the third.

From 0,211 ... to 0,226 . . . the second and the third.

From 0,226 ... to 0,24 . . . (the limits of pentagonal tloating)

the second, the third and the fourth.

From 0,24... to 0,25 the second and the third.

Between 0,25 and 0,5 only the third.

Strictly speaking one case in which one of the diagonal planes

coincides with the liquid-level and the specific weight therefore

amounts to exactly 0,5 ought to have been added to those mentioned

above. Dr. Brandsen has indeed proved that stability exists in this

case. Yet at the slightest alteration of (he specific weight the adjacent

Dosittons of equilibrium become unstable, e.i. those which arise by
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lifting the cube a little or by immersing it in such a way that the

diagonal plane mentioned remains parallel with the liquid-level.

A paper by Dr. Brandsen in which the resnlts described above

are set forth and proved is going to appear in the "Nieuw Archief

voor Wiskunde'".

Petrography. — -'iJn somp rocks of the [shiml of Taliahu {Siila

Jsland.s.)" By Prof. Dr. A. Wichmann.

(Gommnnicated in the meeting of May 30, 1914).

After G. E. Rumphius had described, towards the end of thel7tli

century, some Jurassic fossils, originating from the east coast of

Taliabu ') it was not before the year 1899 that new geological inves-

tigations were made again in the island mentioned above. It was

R. D. M. Verbeek who collected some rocks in some places of the

Jiorth coast on the 4''' and 5''^ of August and afterwards described

them '). In November of the same year G. Boehm followed his

example, and chose as point of departure of his investigations the

findingplace mentioned by G. Rumphius, and afterwards continued

his work over part of the south coast') In December 1902, in

January and especially during the months of October and November

1904 an extensive part of the southern part of Taliabu was surveyed

l)y J. W. VAN NouHUYS ^). Tlie large collection gathered by him

was described by G. Boehm '"), in so far as regards the fossils. In

the following lines the communication of an investigation of the

rocks may find a place.

1) D'Amboinscbe Rariteitkamer. Amsterdam 1705, p.p. 253—255.

-) Voorloopig verslag over eene geologische reis door het Oostelijk gedeelte

van den Indischen Archipel in 1899. Batavia 1900, p.p. 9,10,46,47, — Molukken-

Verslag. Jaarboek van bet Mijnwezen van Ned. Indië. 37. 1908. Wetensch. ged.

Batavia 190S, p.p. 20-21, 107—108, 221—223.

3) Aus den Molukken. Zeitscbr. d. D. geol. Ges. 54. 1902. p. 76. — Geologische

Milteilungen aus dem Indo-Australiscben Archipel. N. Jabrb. f. Min. Beil. Bd. 27

1906, p.p. 385— 395. — Beilrage zur Geologie von Niederlandiscb-rndien. Palaeon-

tograpbica. Suppl. IV, Stuttgart. 1904, p.p. 6, 13—14.

^) Maatschappij ter bevordering van bet Natuurkundig Onderzoek der Neder-

landsche Koloniën Bulletin No. 48. 1905. — Bijdrage tot de kennis van bet eiland

Taliaboe der Soela-groep (Molukscbe Zee). Tijdscbr K. Nederl. Aardrijksk. Genootscb.

(2) 27. Leiden 1910, p.p. 945-976, 1173—1196.
'") Beitrüge zur Geologie von Niederlandiscb Indien. Paiaeonlograpbica. Suppl. IV

1912, p.p. 123—177.
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Taliabii is a longituriinal island extending in the direction from

East-West between 124°8' and 124°4r E. and 1°50'—2° S. Whilst

the length amounts to 117 km., the width is no more than 3772

km. A mountain range of an a\erage heigld of 1000 to 1200 m.

extends over its entire length. The formations of the northern part,

hitherto little known, are restricted to old slate-rocks, qnartzites,

granite-porphyry and coral limestone, whilst on the southern part

moreover extensiv^e strata are found containing numerous fossils

from the Jurassic system tliose of the Berriasien included ^). Among
the eruptive rocks occurs especially much gi-anite. Younger forma-

tions play here likewise an inferior part, because the coral limestone

is found oidy in the eastern half of the south-coast and no farther

than cape Kona [Mantarara] ^).

Granite. Van Nouhuys already called the attention to the fact

that the granites of Taliabu have much similarity with the granites

described by Verbkek of the Banggai Islands, which are situated

westward from the Sula Islands. They are characterized by the

occurrence of daik red orthoclase, greenish dull white plagioclase,

white quartz and black biotite'). Rocks in which the orthoclase is

of a lighter colour are however not wanting in Taliabu. They are

contrary to most granites of the Indian Ai-chipelago, which as a

rule are rich in plagioclase, to be regarded as normal biotite-granites,

in which a more subordinate place is assigned, to oligoclase. It

appeared that mikrokline was always absent. The red colour of the

orthoclase is caused by a finely distributed reddish brown substance,

which disappears however as soon as the feldspar is altered into

kaoline. Biotite is indeed always present, but sometimes very scarcely

represented. It also occurs that by alteration it has been changed

into chlorite, and then, at the same time, rutile-needles appear.

Brown iron ore (limonite), in the shape of irregular flakes and accu -

1) J. Ahlburg asserts (Versuch einer geologischen Darstellung Her Insel Celebes.

Geolog. und paleonlolog Abhandl. herausgeg. von J. F. Pompecki und F. von Huene.

N. F. 12. Jena 1913, page 110), that among others also Lias is found in Taliabu. Most

likely he mistakes — he is not so very particular — this island for Misol. Further,

he says, with regard to tlie demarcation strata of the Jurassic and the Cretaceous

system, that they "allerdings nach neueren Untersucliungen der Trias angebören".

There can neither be question of this, as is clearly proved by G. Boehm's essay

(Palaeontographica. Suppl. IV. 1904, pp. 1—40). Most likely Ahlburo has in this

respect mistaken Taliabu for Biu'u. (Vide: Ccnlralblatt f. Mineralogie 1909,

p. 561; 1910, p. 161).

•) According to a communication of Mr. van Nochuvs the coral limestone reaches

only a height of + 10 m.

3) Molukken-Verslag, p. 218.
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mnlcations along' the fissures is rather widely spread as a product

of alteration. Apatite and titanite occnr onlj spoi-adically.

Vain Nouhuys has already acquainted us with the finding-places of

the granites. ') In the western part of the island we must mention

the territory of Lekitobi in the first place. Tiie hill westward from

the entrance to the lagoon, the hills of the island Kona in the lagoon

and likewise Tandjnng Merah — the red cape — at tlie east side

are all composed of this rock. The second granite-territory was

found on the upper course of (he Wai 11a. where it borders upon

strongly folded phyllite.

The third region is situated norlhward from the Wai Taha and

extends in the N.E. tdl beyond the left bank of (he Wai Kabuta.

A fourth area occurs on (he upper course of the Wai Najo, where

it borders the strata of the Jurassic system. South of this river rises

moreover a granite-hill on the coast in the neighbourhood of cape

Pasturi. The erratics that were found, besides in the rivers mentioned

above, also in others namely Wai Miha, Wai Kilo, Wai 11a, Langsa,

Wai Tabana and Wai Kasia point to the fact that granite is widely

spread over the interior. H. Bucking finally mentions a biotite-granite

containing hornblende from the Wai Husn '^).

The contactmetamorphical formations, which have been caused

by the eruption of the granites, deserve attention however in the

first place, especially because both old slates and Jurassic sediments

have been concerned in it.

On the northside of the lagoon Lekitobi an andalusite-mica-rock

is found as a rock. In the pink compact rock macroscopically only

numerous silver-white laminae of muscovite can be detected which, also

according to the microscopic examination, form also the chief con-

stituent. Besides the aggregates of these colourless laminae there are

also those of irregular grains of quartz.

The elongated prisms of andalusite are already to be recognized

by their relief, they are nearly colourless in the thin sections and

show no perceptible pleochroism. Rather numerous are the fiuid*

inclusions which they contain. As an accessory constituent tourmaline

is present in the form of little strongly pleochroitical prisms (0 = yellow

to greenish-brown, E almost colourless). Ore is irregularly scattered in

the form of black grains, and occurs moreover as a fine dust

1) Bijdrage tot de kennis van het eiland Taliaboe, p. 949, 951, 963, 967, 971,

972, 1174, 1178, 1180, 1184, 1185, 1190, 1191, 1193-1195.

-) G. BoEHM. Geologische Mittheilungen aus dem Ind. Auslralischen Archipel.

Neues Jahrbuch fur Min. Beil. Bd. 27. 1906 p. 93,
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between tlie mnscovite-laminae. As a produot of alteration finally

brown-iron-ore (limonite) is found.

Andalusitc-in/ca-scht'st. This hard, distinctly schistose, redd isli-grey

rock, in which the naked eye discerns only silvery muscovite-laminae,

was found as a bonlder only in the Wai Miha. In the thin sections

the rock, of which qiiai'tz forms the jirincipal constituent, shows a

crystalloblastic structure. Numerous are likewise colourless laminae of

muscovite, and besides those of a greenish mica. Andalusite is found

in the form of colourless prisms stringed together and in grains,

whilst prisms of tourmaline scarcely e\'er occur. Rutile forms dark-

brownish red, very strongly refractory grains and knee-shaped twins.

Mica-quartzite-sclnst. A boulder from the Wai Kabuta, a hard,

grey and vei-y fine-grained, distinctly stratified rock. Under the

microscope we perceive that cpiartz, which is usually accompanied

bj' muscovite, is the chief constituent, whilst in strata of a darker

colour, but restricted to these, biotite is likewise freely spread.

JMoreover andalusite occurs in the form of aggregates of prisms, with

numerous ore-grains and further occasionally garnet, rutile, titanitc

and tourmaline.

Mica-quartzite occurs among the boulders of the Betino, a left

tributary river of the Wai Miha. In this fine-grained, reddish-grey

rock numerous muscovite-laminae can be discerned by the naked

eye. As appears from fig. I the quartz individuals do not exhibit,

'•Pflasterstructur" under the microscope, but they engage into one

another like teeth. Further it must be remarked that finely distributed

Fig. 1.

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVlI.

16
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ironhydroxide has penetrated between the aggregates of rauscovite.

Though the rock does Jiot contain andaliisite, it is yet likely, that

it belongs to the contactmetamorphic formations.

Spotted clay slates such as Verbeek discovered ^) in the isle of

Labobo (Banggai Isles) were not found among the rocks ofTaliabu.

A group of rocks that have likewise been transformed by contact

with granite, but belong to the Jurassic system, are of a quite different

nature. Van Nouhuys indicated already on his map a hornfelsmass

in the region of the source of the Wai Najo, whilst for the rest he

detected normal Jurassic sediments partly covered with alluvial

sediments from the source of the river to its upper course. As

appears from a subsequent investigation these hornfelslike masses

belong to the calcsilicate-i-ocks. ') Van Nouhuys collected specimens

of these in the Wai Najo and its right tributary, the Baja, and

likewise in the Wai Tabana and the Langsa. Tliey are all dense,

very hard splintery and usually of a greenish-grey colour which,

in some spots, changes into whitish and occasionally into dark

grey. Some of those rocks as those of the Langsa consist of parallel

strata sharply separated from one another, perceptible to the naked

eye, and of a whitish- and blackish-grey colour.

The epidote is a mineral, which, according to the microscopic

examination, is never wanting, it is almost always represented by

the optically-positi\e klinozoisite. which is usually colourless but

occasionally provided with a light-yellow tint. The always irregularly

shaped grains can easily be recognized by theii- strongly refractory

power and theii' other optical properties. Some parts of the lime-

siUcatehonifch originating from the Wai Najo consist chiefly of

aggregates of this mineral, among which is found a colourless

groundmass that cannot be nearer defined and often contains infini-

tesimal parts of dust. In other |)arts this groundmass forms the chief

constituent of the rock, in which klinozoisite occurs then only in

the form of isolated grains.

Besides the many and very little grains of klinozoisite in the

lime-silicate hornfels found in the river Langsa, prisms of tourmaline

and needles of rutile(?) were occasionally met with. According to

the microscopic examination the difference between the light and

the dark strata is only caused by the fact that the latter are rich

in infinitesimal parts of dust.

^) Molukken Verslag, p. 219.

^) Bijfliage tot de kennis van het eiland Taliaboe, p. 11^0, 1193, 1194,

map N". XX.
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The composition of a calc-silicate-hornfels fi-om tlie Wai Najo is,

according to the analysis of Prof. Dr. M. Dittrich of Heidelberg,

as follows:

SiO' 59,60

TiO^ 0,46

Al'O' 7,90

Fe'O' 0,64

Cr"-0' trace

FeO 6,02

MnO 0,28

CaO 15,20

MgO 5,35

K'O 0,57

N'a^O 1,98

P'O' 0,22

CO' 0,69

H'O (under 110°) 0,17

HU) (over 110° to 1250°) . . . 1,32

100,40

The specific weight is 3.213. From the analysis it appears that

the result of the chemical composition in consequence of the contact-

metamorphosis of the Jurassic marls is the disappearance of C0^
which, as in other similar rocks, is found only in a very slight

quantity'. The water was likewise for the greater part evacuated.

A modification of the composition with regard to the other con-

stituents cannot be observed. The resiills of the analyses ofthecalc-

silicate rocks vary greatly, which is not astonishing on account of

the great variety of the sediments that gave occasion to their

formation.

The fact that the youngest strata of the Jurassic system in Taliabu

were interspersed with granite and metamorphosed, is of great im-

portance; its eruption can consequently not have taken place earlier

than during the Cretaceous system.

The occurrence of granite of mesozoic age was hitherto only

stated or made probable in the Malay peninsula by J. B.

ScRiVENOR^), in Sumatra by Aug. Tobler^) and R. D. M. Verbeek''),

V The Rocks of Pulau Ubin and Pulau Nanas (Singapore). Quart. Journ. Geolog.

Soc. 66. London 1910. p. 4i29. — The Geologic History of the Malay Peninsula.

Quart Jüurn. Geolog. Soc. 69, London 1913, p. 351.

-) Voorloopige mededoeling over dc gpologie van de residentie Djambi. Jaarboek

van het Mijnwezen in Ned. Indie 39. lülü. Batavia 1912, p. 18-19.
S) Koloniaai-Aardrijkskundige Tentoonstelling. Amsterdam 1913. Catalogus, p. 76,

16*
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their statements were a short time ago confirmed bv W. Voltz'). On
the contrary J. Ahlburg writes: '-Was das Verhalten der Gesteine

"[der Tinombotbrmation] znm Granit betrifï't, so ist es immerhin von

"Bedeutung, dass wohl nahezu alle echten Granite des Indischen

"Archipels, vor allem die Granite von Malakka, Sumatra,

"nnd Bangka, ebenso die grosse Granitplatte von Südwestborneo,

"palaozoischen nnd zwar in den meisten Fallen nachwei.slich '') kar-

"bonischen Alters sind." ^)

Mr. Ahlburg is prudent enougli not to mention the names of his

informants.

Granite-porphyry. Hitherto this rock has only been found as erratic

rock, namely by \l. D. M. Verbekk on the north coast, near Cape
Damar '), by G. Boehm in the Wai Kadai (described by H. Bucking')

and by J. W. van Nouhuys in the Wai Ha, a tributary of the Wai
Miha. The granite-porphyry of the latter linding-place contains a

yellowish brown, line crystalline groundmass, in which numerous
grains and dihexaedrons of quartz are inclosed. The light-yellowish

crystals of orthoclase — sometimes twins according to the law of

Karlsbad — are dull and ha\e caused the formation of scaly mus-
covite, as appears fi'om the microscopic examination. They are

moreover filled up with finely distril)uted brown iron ore. The much
less numerous twinned individuals of plagioclase have caused a

similar alteration as the orthoclase. The crystals of quartz are

characterized by numerous finid-inclusions. Sometimes the intrusion

of the groundmass is perceived, but glassy inclosures are utterly

wanting. Dark constituents were only exceptionally found, and if so,

in an entirely decomposed condition. The previous occurrence of

biotite however is unmistakable, as the shapes of the laminae are

found back in the limonite into which they liave changed. The
feldspars which form a part of the groundmass as w^ell as tlie

porphyric crystals have caused a transformation into musco\ite.

Quartz-porp]iyry was collected by G. Boehm in the Wai Husu
and examined by H. Bltking. In Van Nouhuys's collection are

two specimens from the boulders of the Wai Najo. One is characterized

1) Oberer Jura in West-Sumatra. Cenlralbl. f. Min. 1918, p. 757. — Siid-China

und Nord-Sumatra. Milleiluugen des Ferd. v. Richtbofen-Tages 1913. Berlin 1914,

p. 37.

-) The italics are mine.

3) Versucli einer geologischen Dar-jlellung der Insel Celebes. (Geolog. und
palaeonlologische Abh.dlg. von J. F. Pompecki und Fr. Von Huexe, N. F. 12.

Jena 1913, p. 28).

*) Molukken-Verslag, p. 223.

"J G. Boehm. Neues aus dem ludo-Auslralischen Archipel, p. 391.
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by a light brown gi-oiiiKhnass, bearing great resemblance to the

colour of chocolate, whilst that of the other specimen is yellowish

brown. Microscopically the groundmass is like that of the porphyry

from the Wai Husn microgranitic. The i)Orj)hyric crystals of quartz

are bluish and attain a diameter of 2—4 mm. The flesh-coloured

orthoclase crystals attain a length of about 1 cm. Microscopically

they are covered with a fine brown pigment and partly altered into

an aggregate of little muscovite-scales. The groundmass is micro-

granitic and consists of a fine aggregate of quartz and orthoclase.

Sijenite-porplujry. Only one specimen of this I'ock originating from
the Wai Majo is present. With the uaked eye only a few dark

constituents can be detected in the grey to brownish dense ground-mass

showing a somewhat violet tint, with the help of the magnifying glass

likewise little rectangular sections of whitish grey feldspar can be

discovered. From the microscopic examination it appears that they

consist for the greater part of orthoclase, partly however also of

plagioclase (oligoclase). The dark constituents are in the first place

represented by green hornblende. The pleochroism is a =:: yellowish

green, b = dark green, c z= bluish green; c ]> l^ ^ a
; c:i = \2°.

Besides this biotite occurred frequently, which was however completely

transformed into chlorite, whilst grains of ore and epidote were

formed. Apatite is found in the shape of little thick prisms. The

groundmass is entirely crystalline and is composed of aggregates of

particles of feldspar, among which a few little, angular grains of

quartz occur.

From the scarcity of porphyric rocks in Taliabu may be deduced

that originally they occurred oidy in the form of dikes.

Diabase. This kind of rock is likewise only represented by one

specimen from the boulders of the Wai Kabuta. It is dull, greenish-

grey and contains a few macroscopically observable dull-white

crystals of feldspar. In thin sections the characteristic ophitic structure

is to be observed, narrow and broader lath-shaped crystals of plagio-

clase, between which the xenomorphic augites appear, which have

undergone however partly an alteration into epidote. Grains of black

ore are freely dispersed. On the fissures of the rock greenish-yellow

epidotes have deposited themselves, which are accompanied by quartz.

The oldest sediments found in Taliabu are represented — in so

far as it is known — by p/ii/Uiies, which have submitted to a very

strong folding, as was already remarked by van Nouhuys at the place

mentioned. An extensive I'egion is watered by the Wai Miha, i.e.

from its source till it leaves the chasm between the Bapen Kudi and

Bono Kedotó, whereupon it reappears again at Nali. In some spots
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the rock contains strata aiul lenses of qnariz and occasionally much
pjrile ^). A second region that has not been thoronghl}- expioi'ed is

found, according to the map, at (he npper course of Wai Kabuta.

Besides the finding-places mentioned above, van Nouhuys mentions

the river Langsa, but he remarks emphatically that the phjllites

occur there ou\y in boulders, but nowhere ^) in the form of rocks. One
of the specimens is composed of alternating thin, dark-coloured,

almost black strata, and lighter brownish-grey strata more rich in

quartz. From the microscopic examination it appears that biotite

forms the chief constituent, occasionally accompanied by many grains

of ore and fine black particles of dust and only few prisms of tour-

maline and grains of titanite. The lighter strata consist chiefly of

an aggregate of qnartz grains among which are numerous little biotite-

laminae. The rock is moreover penetrated in several directions by

small veins of quartz, in which yellowish-green, wormshaped aggre-

gates of little pleochroitical laminae of chloi-ite (helminth).

Another phyllite is of a blackish-grey colour, dense and rather

hard. In consequence of the decomposition of the rock such parts

as are richer in quartz appear at the surface as knots. Microscopic-

ally the little biotite-lamellae are irregularly spread over the quartz-mass,

and sometimes closely compressed in accumulations. Sometimes a light

Fie. 2.

1) Bijdrage tot de kennis van het eiland Taliabii, pp. 958, 961, 1174—1176,
1187—1188.

~) Page 1180.
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sericitical mica occurs, and fiirtlier |u-isms of toui'inaline and ilnienite.

The phjUites of the Wai Miha are iisiiallj' softer than those of

the Laiigsa, and the microscopic examination proves tliem to be

different. Because thin dark, blackish-grey strata alternate with light

ones that are rich in quartz, the folding can ver^' distinctly be

observed f^tig. 2). The former are composed of closely compressed

aggregates of light-green sericite. as a consequence of the folding

the laminae were bkewise bent. Little flakes of brown iron-ore (limonite)

are abundantly spread. The lighter strata chiefly consist of aggregates

of quartz, containing very few fluid inclusions. Further light greenish

mica-lamellae are discerned, floating as it were in the quartzmass

that is as clear as water. In other phyllites, besides grains of ore,

many particles of carbon are spread and further prisms of tourmaline

and needles of rutile.

At the foot of .Sangeang, situated on the upper-course of the Wai

Miha, occurs a black phyllite containing numerous hexaedrons of

jiyrite having a diameter of 2 mm., it has great resemblance with

the rock collected by R. D. M. Verrkkk on the north coast in the

neighbourhood of Cape Damar ^). Under the mici'oscope the eye

distinguishes light strata containing much quartz, alternating with

(piite dark ones, which are filled with carbonaceous matter in such a

way that even the thin sections remain in some places Opaque. It

appears that the grains of quartz contain few and sinall fluid-inclu-

sions. The rock moreover contains light-greenish laminae of sericite,

needles of rutile and — along the fissures —- particles of limonite.

If the quartz predominates a piujlHtcqiiartzite is formed.

A similar rock is lii<:ewise found as a rock near the Wai Miha

and consists chiefly of whitish-grey quartz of a greasy appearance,

interwoven with strata of ph> Uite. At last there is still a houldtr-

phijUite in itself normal and containing small boulders of white

(piartzite and of siliceous limestone. The rock forms a counterpart

of the boulder-clay slate described by E. Kalkwosky ').

Near the upper course of the Wai Miha was found, besides the

rocks described above, a waterworn specimen of cla}j .slate which

is strongly folded and apparently belongs to the same system of

strata as phyllite. Microscopically it behaves as a common rooling-

slate, contains as the latter numerous needles of rutile, a few prisms

of tourmaline, and black widely distributed carbonaceous matter.

1) MolukkenVerslag, p. 2^23.

2) Übei- Geiöllthonschiefer glacialen Ursprungs im Kulm des Frankenwaldes

Zeitschr. d. D. geolog. Ges. 45. 1893, p. 69-86.
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Van Nouhuys moreover coUeL'ted in the bed of the Wai Miha a

'pluiUiU'rhreccl'i consistin<>' of mimeroiis aiigiüar, sometimes a little

romuled fragments of phyllite having a diameter of at the utmost

3 em. They are usually strongly altered, and have consequently

given occasion to the formation of chlovitic minerals. As appears from

the microscopic examination the white quartz-cement is composed

of some grains of quartz as clear as water, the angles of which

engage into one another like teeth.

In the neighbourhood of Cape Pasturi boulders were found of a

hard, grey, distinctly strated quartzite, containing moreover a great

number of small hexaedrons of pyrite. Under the microscope the

eye discovers, beside the grains of quartz which are as clear as

water, green lamellae of chlorite, little titanite and a few- black

grains of ore.

For the present moment it is still impossible to determine the

age of the strata of phyllite. It is certain that the folding they have

been submitted to, has taken place before the deposit of the Jurassic

sediments which show nothing of this nature. Petrographically some

fragments are completely identical to some Cambrian rocks in the

Ardennes, especially those belonging to the etage devillo-revinien.

Much nearer to hand is a comparison with similar rocks of the

continent of Australia. Whilst there the Cambrian sediments ai-e

chietly represented by limestones, those of the Praecambriuni contain

not only similar rocks as those of Taliabu, but it appears that they

are likewise strongly folded all over the continent.

In the strata of the Jurassic system found in Taliabu, a few rocks

are found which, also from a petrographical point of view, draw

special attention. Van Nouhuys reported already that S. E. from the

mouth of the Wai Najo cliffs are found consisting of "iron-hard

"dark rock having on ""the fracture entirely the appearance of con-

"glutinated gun-powder. This rock contains belemnites, which are

"however as a rule badly conserved, and are often cemented with

"the inclosing rock. Moreover the rock behaves entirely like granite,

"as it is split into steep perpendicular prisms divided into blocks

"by cross-fissures. This rock likewise changes into another of a

"lighter colour, in which on the weathering-planes reddish quartz-

"grains are found." ^)

The rock that is meant here, is a chloritic iron-oolite (chamosite)

dull, of a deep blackish-green colour, and containing numerous

small grains, which have indeed great resemblance with gun-powder.

1) Bijdrage tot de kennis van het eiland Tahaboe, p. 1195.
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As the colour makes us alieady suspect, in the tliiii sections under

tlie microscope it is to i)c oliservcd, that the rock is chiefly coini»osed

of fine dirty-green chloritic particles, which have been altered in

the same way as those of the Chamoson-valley '). They contain a

fine black dnstlike matter, fiirtlier pretty large grains of ore and

moreover a few angnlar splinters of (piartz. Some cavities are tilled

with crystals of calcite.

As to the oolite-formations they distinguish themselves only from

the other mass of rock by their structure. In the thin sections tiiey

are always of an elliptical or circular shape (diameter 0.08—0.6mm.)

and consist of very thin green successive coats. The nucleus usually

consists of a stranger body, as a rule of quartz, the grain of which

occasionally becomes comparatively large (tig. 3). Though its shape

may be ever so irregular the coats of tlie chamosite are always

Fig. 3.

arranged in such a way that the unevennesses disappear, and the

result is in the end a regular oolitic body. There are however

likewise fragments of quartz in which every trace of a chamosite-

edge is wanting. Exceptionally the fragment of the skeleton of a

sponge serves as nucleus of an oolite. In consequence of an altera-

tion the oolites change into a yellow- to red-brown mass.

Formations of chamosite were also met with in other Jurassic

sediments of the Kajo-region. As van Nouhuys has already remarked

the chamosite-rock changes into another lock of a lighter colour '4n

which on the weathering-planes reddish quartz-grains are found".

The rock meant here, is a rather course saml.itone, the quartz-grains

of which have a diameter of 2 mm. The cement is of a greyish-

green colour and effervesces strongly by treatment with hydrochloric

acid. In thin sections one consequently perceives nuich calcite, partly

in the shape of grains, in which the rhomboedrical cleavage is verj^

obvious, for the greater part however in that of a fine scalish mass

forming the real cement. The green chamosite is spread as in the

above mentioned rocks, but oolites ai-e only met with as a great

1) G. Schmidt. Ueber tlie Minei'alien der EiseMOuiillie an der Windgalle im Canton

Uri. Zeitschr. f. Krystallogranhie. XI. 1886, p. 598. — Geologisch-petrographische

Miltheilungen. Neues Jahib. f. Miner. Beil. Bd. 4. 1886, p. 895.
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exception. Parts of tlie skeletons of sponges have also l)een clianged

into chamosite in these rocks.

Another sandstone of the same finding-place is more compact

and contains mnch less calcite. Microscopically it appears to consist

of angnlar and rounded quartz-grains, the intervening spaces of which

are filled with fragments of sponges, the skeleton parts of which

have been altered into chamosite. Oolitic formations are scarce.

In connection with the rocl<:s described above attention must

be paid to a limestone that was found in the Wai Najo in bank-

shaped flakes. The greenish grej fine-grained rock leaves at the

solution in hydrochloric acid a green sandy residue which appears

to consist of quartz and chamosite, the latter at the same time as

petrifaction-material of numerous skeletons of sponges. In the thin

sections of the rock the grains of calcite show rhomboedrical cleavage

and form partly also polysynthetic twins. They likewise enclose

[)articles of chamosite. Oolitic formations are not rare, but in this

case only the outer zone consists of chamosite, whilst the inner

part is still calcite, in which the rhoniboedric cleavage-planes of

the neighbouring grains of calcite have found their immediate con-

tinuation, so that they form with these one individual. The skeletons

of the sponges have been metamorpho.sed into pui'e green chamosite,

whilst the intervcjiing spaces are filled with lim[)id calcite. Besides

the constituents mentioned numerous quartz-grains arc present. From

the above it appears that the limestone contains the same constituents

as tlie sandstones that contain chamosite, and that there exists only

a quantitative difference.

As regards the formation of oolites, there can be no doubt that

they have come into existence in the still soft mass of rock during

or after the sedimentation. In my opinion they have originally con-

sisted of carbonate of lime. That chamosite is no original mineral

is already proved by the metamorphosed parts of the skeletons of

sponges. It remains still unexplained which chemical processes have

operated to bring this metamorphosis about. E. R. Zalikski has given

an excellent summary of the different theories regarding the formation

of thuringite and chamosite ^), but it appears that none can be regarded

as valid.

Finally a few annotations about crystallized minerals of Taliabn

may follow

:

Fyrite occurs — as has already been mentioned — in the shape

1) Untersuchungen iiber Thuringit und Chamosil aus ïhüringen und Umgebung.

Neues Jalnb. f. Miner. Beil. Bd. 19. 1904, p. 79—82.
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of cubic crystals in phyllitcs and ([iiartzites of the Wai Miha region,

whence also psendomorplioscs of linionilo originate.

Quartz was fonnd in limpid and dull-white crystals, attaining a

length of 9 cm., found near Pela, situated between the Wai Miha

and the Wai Ha. The shapes are the usual combinations of aoA*.

R and — R.

Calcite. Elegant skalenhedrons /l3 were found in a concretion,

originating from the river Kempa, a tributai'y of the river Wai

Miha, and likewise in a cavity of a geode Avith MacroceplutUtes.

Small rhombohedrons are present in the cavity of the chamosite-rock

in the neighbourhood of the mouth of the Wai Nnjo.

Rlwdoclirosite occurs in the shape of small rhombohedrons on the

walls of the air-chambers of a Macrocepkaïites from the Betino.

Siderite was detected in a boulder of quartzite, originating from

the upper-course of the Wai Miha, in the shape of yellowish rhom-

bohedrons. Brown rhombohedrons together with calcite were found

in the chambers of an Ammonite from the Wai Galo.

Barite. All the chambers of Macracephalites kee,uwenis G. Boehm

are sometimes filled with limpid barite in such a way that the

whole mass forms one individual.

Chemistry. — "Studies in the Field of Silicate- Chemistry." II.

On the Lithiumaluminiamsilicates ivhose composition corresponds

to that of the Minerals Eucryptite and Spodumene. )iy Prof.

F. M. Jae'ier and Dr. Ant. Simek. (Communicated by Prof

P. VAN Romburgh).

(Goinmunicaled in llie meejing ol' May '60, 1914).

§ 1. In connection with the study of the ternary system, whose

components are: llthiamoMde, alumina and .silica, it was necessary

for us. to obtain the compounds, whose composition corresponds

with that of the minerals eucri/ptite and spodumene, in a perfectly

pure state, and to investigate their characteristic properties. The

third ternary compound, corres|)oniling in its composition with the

mineral petalite, will be taken in account only afterwards, as for some

reasons it is better to deal with it, when the experimental study of

the ternary mixtures themselves shall have proceeded some-what further.

The eucrypiite: LiAlSiO^ belongs to the series of silicates, whose

other membei's are: nepheline, kaliophiUte, etc. In nature the said

compound occurs in the form of microscopical, hexagonal crystals, e. g.

in the albite of Brancheville (Conn.); albite and eucryptite both take

tlieir origin here from spodumene, decomposed by solving agents.
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The spodumene LiAISiJJ, is a moiioclinic* lithimiipyroxeiie. The

mineral is found in several places, in t lie form of colourless or feebly

tinged, glassv crystals of prismatic habitus, or in the form of opaque,

cryptocrystalline^aggregations. The transparent or coloured varieties,

which are strongly dichroitic, are used as a beloved precious stone

;

they are called: triphane, hunzlte, hiddenlte, etc. Their properties are

mentioned further on.

^ 2. As was already pointed out, in a previous paper ^) on

lithiumsilicates, the synthesis of the pure compounds offered severe

difticulties, caused by the volatilibility of (he lithiumoxide at highei"

temperatures. The composition of the mixture is thus altered during

the synthesis, and the quantities of all three components must there-

fore afterwards be corrected, after being accurately determined by long

and troublesome analysis. A relatively small loss of the lithiumoxide,

is of considerable influence on the meltingpoint and other properties

of the investigated compound, because of the very small molecular

weight of the oxide. The analysis offered many difficulties: for

'notwithstanding all care and all arrangemenls ^), it often happens,

that some ^446^3 is found in the silica, and some SiO^ in alumina,

so that afterwards a controlling determination of these admixtures

must be made, w^hich takes a lot of time. The suiall amount

of Li^O is furthermore hardly determinable under the colossal excess

of N'a^O in the liquid; therefore, being determined as the difference

of 1007o with the sum of the percentages for SiO, and AlJJ^, all

mistakes atid inaccuracies of those determinations are summed up in

the number for Li,0, so that the correction of the preparation after-

w^ards, often depending on very slight differences in the amount of

Li^O, is a hazardous and not very amusing task. So it takes much

time to obtain products, which will not differ appreciably in their

constants and properties from those to be expected for the true pure

compounds, the criterium being given by the perfect identity of the

products, prepared in several ways.

§ 3. Synthesis and Properties of the Pseudo-Eucri/ptite

.

The materials for this and other syntheses w^ere the same,

whose purity was before tested and described; the alumina used

was also provided by Baker and Adamson. It was necessary to heat it for

a long time in a platinum dish on the blaze, and often to stir the

powder with a platinum-wire, to allow the watervapour and the nitrous

gases, which the preparation evolved, to escape completely. The

1) F. M. Jaeger and H. S. Klooster, these Proceedings p. 900, Febr. (1914).
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heating was cheeked when the weiglit of the disl» renicained eonstant

after repeated liealings. Analysis then sliowed, that an ahnost pure

Al^O^ (100',,) was preseni ; even no ap[)recial)le trace of iron could

be demonstrated with the nsnal reagents.

To point out the change of composition, taking place on heating

mixtures of known composition during the melting of the mass, the

numbers here following can serve very well: a mixture of 6,23 gram
Li^CO,, 8,61 gram A/.,C\ and 10,16 gram SiO^, was melted in

a closed platinum crucible iu the KLETCHER-furnace at 1500^ C.

After crystallisation, the mass was tlnely ground and sieved, melted

again, and this process repeated three times. Instead of the expected

composition /, the composition Jl was found by analysis to be

:

/ //
SiC\ 47,7% 48,6 7o

AU\ 40,4 7o 40,9 7„

LU) 11,9 7, 10,5 7„

As there was thus 1,5 7fl Li.^0 too little, 0,055 gram AL/J^

and 0,718 gram dry Li^CO^ were added to 18,92 gram of the

resulting product, and this mixture was then heated four times in

platinum crucibles, by means of small resistance-furnaces, at 900° or

1000'^ C, the mass being linely ground and sieved after every

melting. Then the preparation was a^aiu heated once at 1450° C.

in a resistance-furnace. Analysis gave :

Unserved

:

Calculated

:

SiO, 47,9 »/„ 47,7 7„

AU), 40,1 \ 40,4 7„

LLO 12,0 7„ 11,9 7«

The deviation from the exact composition is so slight, that this

preparation could safely be used for the study of the properties of

the compound.

§ 4. The meltingpoint of this preparation was determined several

times by means of a calibiated thermoelement (N°. Ill) The mean

value of all readings was 14200 M.V. ± 2 M.Y. ; as the correction

of this element with respect to tiie standardelement, which was

standardized by means of Sosman's element G, was — J 2 M.Y.
;

the meltingpoint of the substance, in terms of the Washington nitro-

gengasthermometerscale, can be tixed at 1388° C
The heat-effect on melting is only small ; as a result of that, on

cooling down the molteu mass, one finds a retardation of its crystal-

lisation up to about 12840 M. V. ; then crystallisation takes place

while the temperature increases only to 1306"^ C. The point of
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solidification therefore is found 80° or 90° below the true tempe-

rature of equilibrium: solid ^ liquid, although the velocity of crys-

tallisation can by no means be called very small. F'rom this fact

also the discrepancies in the data of different authors are to be explained :

1330° 0. (DiTTLER and Bat.ló), 1307° C. (Ginsberg), etc. In this case

also, the usual method of cooling appears to give no reliable results.

A remarkable fact is the relatively appreciable increa^fe of the

volume of the molten mass on crvstallisation ; it is immediately

observable by the deformation of the platinum-crucible, (fig. 1). That

really this phenomenon is caused

r~ J in this case by a volume-change like

I
1 that of water into ice at the freezing-

^^\ Jz^~^ point, and that it need not be explai-

^,
^^

]5
" ned in the manner mentioned in the

Piq-j^^ case of the spodumene, can be demon-

Increase of the volume of molten «Crated by tlie determination of the

Eucryptite on crystallisation. specific gravities of the crystallized

mass, and of that of the beautiful, colourless "glass", obtained by

suddenly chilling the liquid. The expansion seems to be about 37o

of the original volume.

§ 5. The crystallized substance, obtained by slowly cooling the

liquid, is opaque and greyish white. Microscopical investigation

showed it to be a cryptocrystalline aggregation of irregularly shaped,

grain-like crystals, which are so small, that even with an 800-times

enlargement, they can hardly be seen ; they possess a very weak

birefringence. Greater pieces seem to be built up between crossed

nicols by innumerable lighting points ; such aggregations always show

an undulatory extinction. In no case crystals with determinable

borders were found. As a "mean" refractive-index the value

:

;?u =: 1,531 ± 0,002 was obtained.

The specific gravity at 13°,6 C. was pycnometrically found to be

:

f/40= 2,365, and at 25°,1 C : r/40= 2,362 ; we used orthochlorotolaene

(1,0825 at 25°,1 C.) as immersion-liquid.

As follows clearly from those values for the refraction of light

and for the specific gravity, the natural eucryptite must be another

modification of the compound LiAlSiO^ ; therefore we will distinguish

the artificial silicate 1)y the name : pseudo-eucryptite. M.

1) Ginsberg (Zeits. f. anorg. Ghem. 73. 291 (1911)) describes his preparation in

the following manner : completely isotropous, uniaxial negative in convergent pola-

rised light, with a birefringence smaller than that of nepheline. Weyberg asserts

to have obtaineil an "eucryptite" of rhombic symmetry, by the reaction oiLuSO^,

on kaoline in solution. Gf. also the experiments of Thugutt, Zeits. f. anorg. Ghemie

2. U6. (1892).
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i^i 6. The (/lass, obtained by snddenlj chilHiig tlie molten mass

ill mercury or cold water, is colourless, perfectly clear and exceed-

ingl}' hard. It can be removed from the platinum-crucibles in an

easier way than the crystallized mass, which fact is connected with

the volume-change in crystallizing.

The refractive index of the glass a|)peared to be: ?z,> = 1,541.

We have prepared sevei'al glasses of varying chemical composition,

all in the vicinity of the composition of the pure compound, with

the purpose to measure accurately the refractive indices and the

dispersion, in order to get information about the intluence of the

chemical composition on the ojitical behaviour of these glasses. They

were ground in a flat cylindrical form, and in all directions care-

fully polished ; then they were investigated by means of an Abbe-

crystalrefractometer in light of ditferent wave-lengths.

For pure pseudo-eucvijptite-glass of the composition LiAlSiO^,

we found :

Li'.

Na:

Wavelength in A.U. Angle of Total- Refractive

reflection : Index

:

6708 62°11' 1,5450

5893 61°54' 1,5410

A :

0,0040

0,0056

Tl: 5350 6r31' 1,5354

In the following are summarized the measurements with the glasses :

//. Compos: 47,57„,S/a; 40,07„ .4/, O3 ; 12,5"/, Li,0

ƒƒ/. Compos: 42,57„6Va,; m,i\'U Al, 0, ; 18,97„ Li,0.

/F. Compos: 48,47„,S/(>,; 39,37„ .4/, O, ; 12,37„ Li,0.

II
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birefringent mineral ; although the eueryptite is here generated from

spodume. with deposition of albite, the properties of the inclusions

did not agree with those of the two histnamed minerals. The

speeitic gravity was pyenometrioallj determined to be c/40 = 2,667

at 25° C. ; the available data show the composition not to be the

proper one. the iSVOa-amount being 0,6 "/„ too high and that of the

Fig. 2. Kig. 3.

LiO^ about 'J 7ü l^^s than tiie theoretical value. The fig. 2 and 3

represent two microscopical preparations of the thin section between

crossed nicols ; in the fig. 3 the preparation is turned over 30° with

respect to that in fig. 2; — this fact pointing to a trigonal twinfor-

mation. Also the very peculiar structure of the crystals is shown

in fig. 3.

The refracti\'e index w^as microscopically determined on : ^i/>= 1,545

± 0,002. A definite mellingpoint could not be fixed by the usual,

dynamical method; at about 1120° C. the mineral gradually changes

into a viscous mass, which, on cooling, becomes £i glass. The refrac-

tive index of this glass a[)peared to be: 7Z/)=r 1,506 dt 0,001 ;
it is

thus evidently lower than that for the glass of pseudo-eucry[jtite.

On being heated it is devitrified only slightly; there seems to l^e no

doubt, that the natural mineral and its glass are other than tiie

corresponding phases .of the artificial product. As also never any

indication of an occurring inversion could be found, it is highly

probable that eueryptite and pseudo-eucryptite are in relation of

monotropic modifications to each other.

§ 8. Synthesis and properties of /^-Spodiunene.

The compound, whose composition is: LiAlSi.,0^ was prepared

17
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVll.
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bv lis in four difFerent ways, jnst to get information on the. final

identity of sncli preparations:

a. By melting together calcnlated qnantities of Li.-^CO^, AlJ^^and

SiO^, repeating this manipnlation a few times, after thoroughly

grinding and sieving the crystallized masses. Analysis and correction

were made as usual.

b. By starting from pure Li^SiO^, ^K^K '^"d SiO^.

c. From LiAlSiO^ and SIO^.

d. From LiAlO^, the lithiumaluminate, and SiO^.

The four preparations, thus obtained, were used only for the

definitive measurements after it had been proved by repeated ana-

lysis and correction, that their composition did correspond, within

the limits of error, with that of the formula. All these experiments

were made in electrically heated furnaces with oxidizing atmosphere;

the preparation of these substances took a long time, because of

the volatibility of the LiJ), and the fact, that only small devia-

tions in the content of LiJ) showed themselves of appreciable

infiuence on the meltingpoint and properties of the compound.

§ 9. The purest preparation we got, w^as obtained from synthe-

tical eucryptite by admixture oï SiO.. Analysis gave the following data:

I. II. Calculated

:

SiO, 64,39 7„ 64,43 7„ 64,6 7„

AhO, 27,56 7„ 27,66 7« 27,4 7„

Li,0 8,05 7„ 7,91 7„ 8,0 7„

The mass was kept dui-ing a longer time at a high temperature,

to allow it to crystallize totally. Then the meltingpoint was deter-

mined in the usual way, by means of thermoelement ///; we found :

14 353 .17. V.

14 341 .1/. r.

Mean: J 4 347 J/. V. (without correction),

if the rate of healing was about 65 M.V. pro uiinule. As the correction

for the thermoelement was — 12 M.V. at this temperature, the

meltingtemperature is 1400° C, in terms of the nilrogenthermometer.

As a check the mellingpoint was now again determined by the

statical method : very small quantities, wrapped in platinum folium

were heated during a considerable time (from lialf an hour to one full

hour) at a certain and accurately constant temperature, and then,

after suddenly chilling ^) in cold mercury, investigated by means of

1) F. M. Jaeger, Eine Anleitung xur Ausfiihrung exakter physiko-chemischer

Messungen bei höhereu Tempeiatuien. Groningen, 1913, Seite 73, 74.
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the"microscope. We found that after heating at 14340 M. V. (element 111)

the whole preparation was again crvslalline. although it had the

outward apj^earancc of a glassy, lialI-opa(|uo mass; but on heating

at 14360 M. V., all had been changed into a real "glass". The
moltingtemperature therefore must be fixed at 14350 M. V. As the

correction for the used quenching-svstem (vid. the determinations of

the meltingpoint of natural spodumene of Madfujascar) was shown
to be practically equal to zero, we can conclude from this, that the

meltingpoint thus determined is in full agreement with that found

by the dynamical method, and can be put at 1401° C. (G Th.). The
crystallized product appeared to be identical with the /:?-modification,

later to be described, the refractive index was about: ??=: 1.521;

the specific gravity at 25° C : (/40 =: 2,411.

2. In a similar way the preparation, obtained from lithiumaluminato

and SiO^ was investigated; analysis gave the following data:

I II Calculated:

SiO, 64,807, 04,07% 64,6V„

A O3 27,837„ 28,097„ 27,47„

LIJJ 7,37\i, 7,847, 8,07„

This preparation therefore e\'idently can also be considered as a very

good one; it contains ca. 0,47o L,iiO too little, and ('.a,.0,5"/oAI^(J.^

too much.

Fig. 4.

Arlificial (S-spodumene, obtained from JAAIO.,

and S'iOg ; melted and slowly cooled.

(X Nicols).

17*
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The meltingpoint, determined after the dynamical method (element

III), was found

:

14463 M. V.

14481 M. V.

Mean 14472 M. V. ± 10 M. V. (without correction
j

;

after correction, the meltingpoint can be fixed at 1410° ± 1° C. (G.Th.).

After the statical method, the meltingpoint was determined at

14450 M. v., corresponding to 1410^0. The small excess of Al,0^

has evidently caused an increase of the meltingtemperature, of about

9° C. The crystallized product again was shown to be /:?-spodumene

{n =z 1,519) ; a photograph of it, taken between crossed nicols is

reproduced in fig. 4.

3. An analogous result was, in both ways, obtained with a pre-

jtaration, prepared from Li^SiO^, AI^O^ and SlO^. Analysis of this

product gave the following data:

I II Calculated :

SiO, 64,7 7„ 64,48 7„ 64,6 »/„

Al^O, 28,4% 28,5 7„ 27,4 7o

Li^O 6,9 7„ 7,1 7„ 8,0%

The content of SiO^ is here the right one, but the AJ^O^ is 17o

too high. The jneltingpoint determinations gave as a mean value:'

14456 M.V. (uncorr.) after the dynamical method, and about : 14450

M. V. after the statical method. The meltingpoint is therefore

:

1409° C. (G.Th.).

4. Most deviating from the couiposition : LiAlSi^Oe, was a pre-

paration, obtained from the melting together of Li^CO^, SiO^ and

AIJJ^. Analysis gave the following numbers:

I II Calculated

:

SiO, 64,44% 64,88 7„ 64,6%
Al^O, 27,09 7„ 27,17% 27,4%
Li,0 8,47% 7,95 7„ 8,0 7„

' Evidently it contains about 0,21 7o LiJ) too much.

After the first method the meltingpoint was found at 14552 M.V.

(uncorr.), and after the statical method : 14550 M.V. The (rue melting-

point can thus be put at: 1417° C. (G.Th.).

§ 10. Although in most cases perfectly colourless products were

obtained, which evidently were identical to and independent of the

particular manner of preparing them, and which all represented the

/5-modification, — we succeeded however in several cases in obtaining

beautifully crystallized preparations, which locally or also totally were
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tinged with u nice, reddish Hiac hue; they were in most cases

obtained by longer heating, somewhat beloin the meltingtemperaturc.

Tlie meltingpointdetermination witli sncii an intensively coloured

product, prepared from LlAlL\ and SiO^ and showing by analysis

the following composition

:

I. II. Calculated

:

Si 0, 64,92 7„ 64,77 7„ 64,67„ ,

^40, 28,10 7„ 27,94 7.. 27,4 7„

LiJ) 6,98 7„ 7.29 7'o 8,0"/,,

and thus evidently containing about 0,63 7« h)o much ahimiiia, gave

the following results (statical method):

After heating at 14660 M. V. : alt glass.

„ 14640 M. V. : all glass.

„ 14600 M. V. : all glass.

„ 14500 M. V. : all crystallized.

,, ,, ,, 14560 M. V. : all crystallized.

The meltingpoint is thus situated at 14580 M.V., corresponding

with 1420° C. (G.Th.).

Such lilac coloured preparations present in most cases rather

larger individuals of the /^-modification, which possess a tabular shape

with appreciably stronger birefringence than the common crypto-

crystalline masses, although the mean refractive index is the same.

While commonly this birefringence varies between 0,001 and 0,003,

it amounts in these preparations to about 0,007 ; the principal refrac-

tive indices are about: 1,520 and 1,527. In convergent polarized

light, at the border of the field an interference-image is partially

visible, giving the impression of that of an uniaxial crystal. However
on moving the table of the microscope, one can easily observe the

curvature and even tiie hyperbolic form of the dark beams; undoubtedly

an optically biaxial crystal with a very small axial angle, is present

here ; while the position of the first bisectrix and the character

of the dispersion, point to monodinic symmetry, with a strong

tendency to tetragonal forms. This last pecularity can be deduced,

— besides from the apparent uniaxity — from the fact, that rectanguhir

plates are not rare, which possess an extinction under right angles

or parallel to a diagonal, and a system of cleavage-directions under

45° with the optical sections. The specific gravity, like the refractive

indices, does not differ appreciably from that of the common /J-form

and was determined at 25° C. : (/,o := 2,401 ± 0,008, measured with

several preparations. We obtained these same apparently uniaxial

plates, also from natural spodumenes by melting and slowly crystal-

lizing; there is no doubt whatever about the fact, that these tabular
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crystals are identical with the common /j-form. which represents

the stable form at the meltingpoint ; the plates must he a peculiar

kind -of crystals of this /3-nioditication.

However we have till now not succeeded in giving a final explan-

ation of the remarkable reddish-lilac colour of many of these pre-

parations. It is quite sure, that it does not depend in anj waj^ on

the admixture of certain metallic impurities, solved from the crucible-

walls; on the contrary it appears to be connected with the macro-

crystalline structure of the preparations. The nearer the chemical

composition came to the theoretical one, and the slower the crystal-

lisation of the mass takes place, by heating during a long time at

a temperature just below the meltingpoint, the more the appearance

of the violet tinge seems to be probable.

The same colour appears, if spodumene-powder or the pulverized

"glass" of if, are brought into liquids of about the same refractive

index (e. g. into orthochlorotoluene, with /i = 1,522); in that case

the wellknown phenomenon of the ''monochromes" (Christiansen)

will appear. It is not impossible, that in our case the colour is

produced in an analogous way by the presence of the tabular, very-

thin crystals amidst spodumene-glass, which possesses about the

same refractive index (1,519) as the crystal-tables (1,520 till 1,527),

or reversely ; these tables would be therefore quite invisible in the

surrounding medium. It could be understood in this way also, why
in the uncoloured mass in some cases locally smaller or larger

pink spherolithes are produced, making the impression, as the molten

mass were locally inoculated with germs of the violet substance.

By means of the ultra-microscope we were able to show, that the

preparation was not "optically empty", as a great number ofdiiFer-

entl}^ coloured lightspots, which do not move however, could be

observed; they are manifesting a structure of some particular kind,

without it being possible to ascertain of what kind the imbedded

particles are.

§ 11. As it follows from these investigations, in connection with the

meltingpoint determinations of natural a-spodumene later to be described,

thai the chemicalbj pure compound LiAlSi^O^ has a meltingpoint

considerably lower than the natural spodumene-minerals, — we made
a series of investigations to find out, what admixtures of the natural

spodumenes might cause the mentioned increase of the meltingpoint.

Therefore to an artificial product, whose composition was

:

SiO, 64,7 7„
Al^O, 27,1 Vo
Li,0 8,2 Vo
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we added successively in concentrations of 1 mol. percentage, the

following chemically pure preparations:

Observed and reduced

Meltingpoints:

14415 M.V. = 1382°

14506 M.V. = 1414°

14304 M.V. = 1397°

14585 M.V. = 1420°

14530 M.V. = 1416°

14357 M.V. = 1402°

14593 M.V. = 1421°

1. Jadeite: NaAlSi^O^, synthetical.

2. Leucite: KAlSi^Og, synthetical, anhydrous.

3. Lithiumod'ide: Li^O.

4. Alumina: Al^O^.

5. Silica : SiO, (quartz).

And in concentrations of 2 mol. perc:

6. Pseudowollastonite: G^SY(^3, synthetical.

7. Sillimannite: Al^SiOr^, synthetical.

Keeping in mind, that the pure substance melts at 1417° C
(G. Th.), we can deduce from these experiments, that

:

a. An excess of Li^O lowers the meltingpoint of the compound

LiAlSioO^, while the influence of an excess of SiO^ is somewhat

uncertain, but seems to produce a slight increase.

b. That a lowering of the meltingpoint is also produced by an

excess of synthetical jadeite, leucite and pseudowollastonite, which can

be considered as the principal admixtures of the natural kunzites

and spodumenes.

c. That on the contrary, an /?icrmóY of the meltingpoint is produced

by an excess of alumina and of alumosilicates, like e. g. pure

sillimannite.

In how far these facts, which of course will be studied moi-e in

detail, when the ternary system: LiJ)—Al^O^—SiO^ is investigated

completely, can be used for the explanation of the phenomena,

observed in the case of the natural spodumenes, will be shown in the

next paper.

Groningen, May 1914. Laboratory of Inorganic Chemistry

of the University.

Cliemistry. — "Studies in the Field of Silicate-Chemistry. III. On

the Lithiumaluminiumsilicates, lohose composition corresponds

to that of the Minerals Eucryptite and Spodumene" .
By

Prof. Dr. F. M. Jaeger and Dr. Ant. Simek. (Continued).

(Communicated by Prof. P. van Romburgh.^

(Communicated in the meeting of May 30, 1914).

§ 12. For the purpose of comparison of the properties of the

described artificial product with the mineral itself, we have inves-

tigated a number of natural spodumene-s^eaies in an analogous way.
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We oltlained ii iniinber of very pure lanzites, and some good

spodainenes:

1. An iiliuost colourless, somewhat lilac tinged, strojigly dicliroïtic

kunzlte from lllncuii in California.

2. A completel}' transparent, glass3% pale rose tinged kunzite from

Sfihatani/-xalley on Madagascar.

3. A beautiful, transparent pale greenish yellow kunzite from

Minas Gtraës in Bra.'id.

4. A transparent, emerald-green hiddenite from Alexander Countij in

jVorih Carolina, U.S.A., and a pale yellow hiddenite of the same place.

5. A crj'ptocrystalline, opaque piece of .spodamene from Somerii,

in Finland.

6 An aggregation of opaque, long prisms of spodamene from

}faine, U. S. A.

All meltingpoints of the tinely ground material were determined

in exactly the same way and with the same care, as formerly

described. The specific gravities were detci-mined by means of a

pycnometer, with ortho-chlorotoluene as an immersion-liquid ; the

specitic gravity of this was: c/40= J ,0841 at 25°,1 C.

Most of the optical data were obtained by microscopical investi-

gation ; the values of the refractive indices are determined at 16°

or 17°C.

1. Kunzite of Rincon, California.

Big, very feeble lilac colours, very lustrous and perfectly trans-

parent crystals, evidently with a cleavage parallel to the vertical prism.

An analysis of Davis, made with the same material, gave the

following results :

Impurities :

CaO '. 0,8 7„ MnO -. 0,1V I,

Na,0: 0,3 % mo : 0,06 V„

ZnO : 0,447„ K,0 : 0,06 7,

Total: 0.78 7„.

The crystals show^ a strong fluorescence under the influence of

llöNïGEN-rays.

The meltingpoint determinations gave, with thermoelement IV, the

following results: as a mean value of a greater number of obser-

vations, we found : 14683 M. V. ± 4 M. V.; as the correction of the

thermoelement at this temperature was — 8 M.V., the melting-point

is thus :
1428° C. (G. Th.). It is very sharply localised on the

heating-curves.
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Tlie specific gravity at 25,r (\ was: r^,, = 3.204 ± 0,003 for I lie

natural, not yet melted compound; after soiiditication of the molteu

mass, one obtains, after slowly cooling, a colourless, finely crystal-

lized mass, whose density differs considerably from the original mineral;

it is: r/40= 2,385 at 25°,1 C.

The refi-active indices of the molten and solidified substance are

considerably different from those of the original mineral. While for

the unmelted substance we found respectively: y/^ = J,053 ± 0,003;

^i^ = 1.669 ± 0,003; and «, i^z 1,672 d= 0.003 '). for the solidified

mass we found an extremely feeble birefringence of about 0,001,

and a mean refractive index of: «/;= 1,518. The crystalpieces showed

an irregular extinction, evidently by very coni[)licated intergrowth

of several individuals.

On rapidly cooling, an isotropous glass was obtained, with a

refractive index of Wu = J,517 ± 0,001, being about the same as

for the crystallized mass. The specific gravity was at 25°, 2 C. :

(/,o = 2,388 ± 0,003. When heated during a longer time at 1300° C,
it becomes crystalline; even at lower temperatures the glass gets

soon opaque and like [)orcelain by devitrification ; but glass and

crystalline product obtained from it, evidently do not differ in iheir

properties to any appreciable amount.

II. Kunzite of the Sahatany-valley on Madagascar. Big, clear and

completely transparent crystals; they are dichroitic and tinged with

a pale rose hue. Locally the environing rock-material is again

discernible, as a rusty coloured, finely divided substance. The crystals

were carefully cleaned from it; then they were ground and sieved,

after which the investigation proceeded in the usual manner.

As a mean value for a greater number of determinations, we
found the meltingpoint at: 14683 + 5 M.V. ; as the correction of

the thermoelement was — 8 M.V. at this temperature, we can adopt

the value 14675 M.V. of the E.M.F. of the thermoelement at the

meltingpoint, corresponding with: 1428" C. (G. Th.); in this case

the meltingpoint is also veiy sharp.

Evidently this kunzite differs only slightly from the pi'eceding

mineral of Rincon. With respect to its chemical composition, we
have some data, given by Lacroix'-), who investigated colourless.

1) In a liquid of' «u = 1,670, composed of melhylene-iodide and nionobromo-

naphlaline, the crystalpowder showed a very beaulil'ul reddish-violet colour, just as

some of Christiansen's "monochromes". The same phenomenon was observed for

the glass and the (3-modification of artificial spodumene.

2) A. Lacroix, Mineralogie de la France et ses Colonies, IV, 775, (1910).
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greenish-yellow and rose kunzites (triphane) from Maharitra on

j^ffyJai/ascar ; tlie lilac and rose kunzites of Ampasihiatra are irn-

l)oddcd in a kind of kaoline-earth, generated from the spodiunene

by decaying-processes. The green kunzites possess the greatest values

of their refractive indices, however only little differing from the

other ones, whi-le the rose tinged crystals have a smaller, the colour-

less ones yet smaller values for those constants.

We found by means of the immersion-method n^ = 1,658 and

11^ =: 1,673, which values do not differ appreciably from the mean

values: ^1 = 1,6588, n^ = 1,6645 and n^ = 1,6750. M For the ana-

lysis of the red and greenish crystals, the following data are given

in literature; they are j-eproduced here for comparison with the

composition of the Californian kunzite

:

rose cristals:
\

green cristals:

Si02 : 63,85% CaO :
0,52o/„ MnO : trace

AI2OS : 29,87o/o NazO 0,98 "0 FeMj : 0, 1 50/0

LhO : 3,16^Iq MgO : 0,13"io KoO :0,13"'o

Residue: 0,37» q.

SiOi : 62,2 1

"/o CaO : 0,50*^/0 MnO : trace

^/aOg: 29,790/0 Na20: l,030/o ^^203:2,480/0

LLO : 4,02'/,, MgO : trace KnO :0,21o/o

Residue: 0,25o/o.

From tliese data resiUts, that the quantity of SiO^_ in the rose

crystals is about the same as for the pale rose kunzite of Rincon;

but the content of Al^O^ is much greater in the mineral of Mada-

(jascar, and thus the Li^O appreciably less than in the American

kujizite. The sum of those three constituents does not differ very

much in all these cases: 97,5 "/^ for the kunzite of Madagascar,

98,2 7o lor that from Rincon. The specific gravity of the rose species

is about 3,177; — a value, only slightly different from the value,

determined by us: f/40 = 3,3()l +0,005, at 25°, 1 C.

The refractive indices of the melted, feebly birefringent product,

were found to be «1 = 1,518 and n.^-=\,t)%); the birefringence is

not greater than 0,002.

At 25°,1 C. the specific gravity of the melted and solidified sub-

stance was determined : di° = 2,373, when the preparation was heated

dnring several hours at a constant temperatni-e, just below the

meltingpoint; under the microscope the obtained product then showed

the typical aspect of the aggregates of scales, which ai-e always found

with the /?-spodumene ; they have a weak birefringence, and an

irregular, often undulatory extinction. When rc-spodumene was not

melted before, but onl} kept at a constant temperature below the

meltingpoint, the snbstance appeared to be wholly transformed into

the same /?-modification, with a specific gravity of: c/^o = 2,376 at

1) DuPARc, WuNDER ct Sabot, Mém. de la Soc. physique de Geneve, 36, 402,

(1910;.
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25°,1 C. In botli cases (lie mean refmclive index for sodinmlight

was: Uu = \,bis + 0,001. From the moUen mass tlierefore no other

phase is deposited than the mentioned |3-moditi{*ation.

The fig. 5, 6. and 7 may give an impression of the manner, in

which the transformation of the a-, into the /^-modification gradnally

occurs. In fig. 5 the original kunzite of JlJadagascar is photographed

between crossed nicols, when heated only during 2 hours at 975° C,
and showing no trace yet of the /?-form ; in tig. 7 tlie same iieating,

but prolonged to 15 hours, has led to complete transformation of the

crystals into the y3-form. The fig. 6 represents the crystals, after 8

hours heating at 975° C. ; they show a partial transformation, and

the gradually occurring differentiation of the originally homogeneous

crystals into an aggregation of the felty needles of the /?-modification.

III. Greenish-yellow Kunzite of Minas Geraes, Brasil.

This kunzite appears also in the form of large, very transparent

crystals, having a pale greenish or yellowish hue. This colour is

caused by a content of FeO, wdiich in melting the mineral, is con-

verted into: Fe^O^; thus the solidified mass being always tinged

with a reddish-brown colour. The analysis of this mineral ^) gave

the following data :

SiO, : 63,3-64,37„ CaO -. 0,2-0,7 '/,

Al^O,: 27,7-27,97„ Na^O: 0,6-1,0 7»

Li,0,: 6,7- 7,47„ FeO -. 0,7-1,2 7„

This kunzite therefore is also relatively close in composition to

that of Rincon, approaching in its content of Li^O closer to the

theoretical value ; the sum of the principal constituents is 97,7 7(r

The meltingpoint of this mineral was determined five times; the

results were, with thermoelement IV

:

14643 M.V.

14646 M.V.

14650 M.V.

14639 M.V.

14646 M.V.

Mean value: 14645 M.V.

;

after correction : 14637 M.V. (G. Th.)

The meltingpoint, reduced on the nitrogengasthermoineter. lies

thus at 142')° C, i.e. about 3" C. lower than for the kunzite oï Rincon.

The specific gravity of the substance before melting, w^as deter-

mined at 25°,1 C. to be: (Z^o:^ 3,262; the data, given in literature

for the specific gravity of natural crystals, vary between 3,16 and

1) G. HiNTZE, Handbuch der Mineralogie.
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3,174. The refmclive indices of the origiiuil substance were: n^ = 1 ,661

and n, =z 1,669, witii apparently a somewhat weaker birefringence

as for the ah-eadv described kunzites.

Kunzile of JIadagascur, lieated fur two hours
at 1'60^ G. and not yet perceptibly transformed.

(X Nicols).

Fig. 6.

Beginning of the transformation of ;^-spodumene

(Madagascar), after being heated during eight hours

at 975° C. (X iNicols).

Fig. 7.

Kunzite of Madagascar, completely transformed into

tie |3-form, after being heated atj)75° G. (X Nicols).
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After being melted liowever, the rcddishbrowii, crystalline pi'odnct

had a specific gravity at 25",] C. : ^/40=2,4(>3, while the refractive

indices of the feebl}' birefriiigent grains were found to be about

1,522 and 1,527. There is no doubt whatever about the fact, that

the solidified product is again a modification absolutely different from

the original kunzite ; moreover it is evidently identical with the

already mentioned /?-spodumene.

IV. Hiddenite from Alexander CounUj, North Carolina, U.S.A.

Long, needle-shaped, pale green crystals, and emerald-green crystal-

fragments, which are transparent and dichroilic. The specific gravity

of this mineral at 25°,1 C. was found to be: (/4U= 3,295 ± U,Ü02
;

the refractive indices were: /2i = 1,664 and y^, = 1,674. The data

for the specific density, given in literature, vary between 3,152 and

3,189. Of a hiddenite from Aled-ander City, with specific weight

of: (/4ü= 3,177, the analysis gave the following results:

SiO, : 63,95 7,, FeO : 1,1 7,

Al,0,: 26,58 7„ JSTa^O: 1,54 7,

Li,0 : 6,82 7, CaO -. no trace.

The sum of the principal constituents is here 97,35 7o l
f^ie hue

of the crystals is caused by the admixture of i^dO, which is oxydized

in melting to Fe.J)^, giving a brownish-black or chocolate-brown

colour to the solidified mass. Another hiddenite of the same locality,

but of a paler colour, had: 64,357, .§/(>.„ 28,107, .4/, C>3, and 7,057„

LiJJ, — consequently together: 99,5 7,; moreo\er: 0,25 7o l^^C

and only about 0,'è''
1^ Na.fi. The differences of the meltingpoints

of these two kinds of hiddenite, were about 1° C. or less. In a

series of observations, made with thermoelement IV, the melting-

point was found at 14565 M. V. ± 10 M. V. ; after correction, this

coiTes[)onds to 1418^ ±1°C. ^G.Th.). On cooling down the molten

mass, first an undercooling is observed to r.bout 1255° C, if the

temperature-fall was about 4° })ro minute; then the temperature

rose to 1262° 0. during the solidification of the mass, being 150^0.

lower than the real equilibrium-temperature.

Another time we found an undercooling to 1208^0., then

solidification at 1214° C, — this being 204° C. lower than the true

meltingpoint 1 Although this point of solidification is lower than that

for the pure kunzites, it can liave no essential signification whatever,

being wholly dependent on the speed of cooling and other accidental

circumstances.
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T^. SpoduDhme. of Somerl), Finland.

A white, opaque ciyptocrysfiillirie and verv hard mass. It was

iiiiely ground, and investigated in a manner, quite analogous to that foi'-

nierly described. The specific gravity at 25°,1 C. was : r/4(. ^ 2,997 ±
0.050 ; tiie refractive indices were about : n, = 1 ,658 and n^ = 1,669.

With the thermoelement IV the meltingpoint was found at 14649

M.V. ±5 M.V. ; being, after correction, 1425° C. on the gasthermo-

nieter. i^ccause of the in homogeneity of the material, the meltingpoint

is here not so sharply localized on the heatingcurves, as in the

cases of the kujizites ; on cooling the molten mass, solidification

occurs in the neighbourhood of 1298^ C.

The substance solidified and heated for some hours below its

meltingpoint, had a specific gravity at 25°, 1 C. of: r/40= 2,398 ; the

refractive indices were about: 1,510 and 1,518 for sodiumlight,

— just a little smaller than commonly with the /?-spodumene. The

substance always shows very complicated aggregations of feebly

extinguishing scales with undulatorj' e.xtinction.

If the original substance is not melted, but only heated during a

longer lime below its meltingpoint, the crystals are converted into

the aggregations of the /3-spodumene ; the specific gravity at 25°,1 C.

was now: (/40=: 2,412 and the refractive indices about: 1,519.

VI. Spodumene from Maine, U.S.A.
;
perhaps from Wlndhain.

This mineral consists of long, opaque, prismatic crystals, looking

Fig. 13.

Dense «-Spodumene of Somerö, Finland. (X Nicols)
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like porcelain, with predominant cleavage. The carefnlly selected

material was finely pulverized, and investigated as described l)ofbre.

The specific gravity at 25M C. was: ^/..o= 3,154 ± 0,002 ; the

refractive indices were about : ii^ = 1,65G and a, =r 1,672. A micro-

photograph of it between crossed nicols is reproduced in the fig. 13.

The meltingpoint was determined several times with tlie thermo-

element III; the following results were obtained : 14669 =t 13 M.V.,

being after correction : 1427^ ± 1° C. on the gasthermometer. Also

in this case the meltingpoint is not quite so sharp as with the kun-

zites, just because of tiie chemical inhomogeneity of tlie material.

The obtained product liad a specific gravity : r/40 = 2,336 at 25°,4 C;
the weakly birefringent, irregularly extinguishing scales, had refractive

indices of about: 1,517 and 1,520; tlie birefringence is not greater

than : 0,003.

In fig. 8 a rnicrophotograph between crossed nicols is given of

the dense «-spodumene of Maine ; in fig. 9 the same preparation,

molten and solidified into the /?-form is reproduced in the same way.

The strong analogy with the image of fig. 4, representing an arti-

ficial /?-spodumene, made from LiAlO., and LiO^, is obvious.

Another preparation was not melted, but only kept at a constant

temperature of about 1200° C. for some hours. The original «-form

appeared to be totally converted into /?-spodumene ; the volume of

the mass had increased then in such a degree, that the platinum-

Fig. S.

Dense a-Spodumene of Maine, between crossed

Nicols.

Fig. U.

^-Spodumene obtained by melting and crystallization

of the ^.-modification (X Nicols).
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crucible was wrecked during the process. The substance showed the

typical granular structure of the crystal con\erted into ji-spoduniene

with uudulatory extinction and a mean refractive index of: 1,518.

The specific weight at 25°, 7 0. was determined to be: (/4U= 2,309,

and to be 2,317 at 25°,1 C.

§ 13. In all these experiments it was observed by us, that the

platinumcrucibles, in which the silicate was melted and solidified,

showed a strong deformation, which increased every time that the

experiment was repeated. As fig. 10 shows very clearly, this observed

deformation is of such a kind, that it always appears as a (//A/^sf/Zo??,

as if the silicate, like water, solidifies under a volume-expansion.

The values obtained for the specific volumes of the crystals

and of the qlass, seem however to make this explanation rather

improbable. We have tried by a series of systematic experiments to

find out, uiJien really this increase of the volume sets in, by measuring

the diameter of the crucibles, after their contents had been subjected

to different manipulations. In this way, we found, that by far the

largest deformation of the crucibles took place, at the transformation

of «-, into ,?-spodumene, which is accompanied by a volume-increase

of about 30"/,,. When the substance is then melted once more, and again

solidified, the deformation already present will be increased by the

thermal expansion of the mass, and because the liquid substance is

Fig. 10.

Deformation of the platinum crucibles after melting and solidification

of the natural Spodumene.

0. Original form of the platinum-crucibles.

1. Pale yellow spodumene of Minas Geraës, Brasil.

2. Kunzite of Sahato/ny-ralley, Madagascar.

3. Dense Spodumene of Somerö, Finnland.

4. Kunzite of Rhicon, California.
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enoi-monsly viscous, enclosed air-bubbles are liardly squeezed out,

but will rather expand in the mass itself', while the surface of" the

liquid can change its height only with extreme slowness. In repeating

successively ihe melling and solidifying of the substance a number of

times, the deformation-effect will be gradually increased to such an extent

that, as fig. 10, N". 2 shows clearly, at last the crucible bursts. The
gradual lowering of the liquid surface in successive experiments

can be seen in (hose crucibles ; in such a manner it often happens,

that with a strong deformation of the platinum vessels, when Ihey

finally look like inflated balloons, the junction of the thermoelement

e4nerges at last out of the surface of the liquid mass, so that the heat-

effects on the heating-curves get gradually worse and will finally

disappear totally.

§ 14. To control the found meltingpoints, we have made a series

of experiments to determine it once more (with the kunzite of

Madagascar) by means of the quenching-method, which is to be de-

scribed afterwards in connection with our experiments for fixing the

temperature of beginning transformation. The quenching-system was

first calibrated by means of meltingpoint-determinations, made by

this statical method with lithiummetasilicate (1201°) and diopside

(1391°); the corrections to be applied to the measured temperatures

appeared however to be practically zero.

We found in successive experiments :

Kunzite, heated during half an hour all 4(500 M.V.and quenched in mercury

n , , , 14720 M.V. „ , „ ,

, . . . . . „14700M.V. „ , „ ,

, . n „ 14750 M.V. „ „ „ „

n , , ,14680M.V. „ „ „ ,

AllcryslaJlizeil-

All glass.

All glass.

All glass.

Glass and

crystals.

, „ n „ 14660 M.V.„ „ , , : All crystallized

, . n , 14690 M.V.
,, , „ , :A11 glass.

Thus, the meltingpoint was found to be 1428'' C. (G. Th.), ipiite

in accordance with the direct meltingpointdeterminations after the

dynamical method. In these experiments we once obtained a product

after longer heating on 14600 M.V.,— just somewhat below the melting-

point, — consisting of somewhat larger individuals. They appeared to

be large, homogeneously exliuguishiug plates, whose bii-efringencc

was about 0,007, and with refractive indices of 1,513 and 1,519,

like those of the ^-spodumene, obtained from artificial spodumene after

melting and cooling. In convergent polarized light the same inter-

ference-image as in the former case, was observed : there can thus

18
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVII,
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hardly be any doubt, that the spodumene-modification, which is

deposited from the liquid mass, is quite the same as that, which is

discerned by us as |?-spodumene. There are no reasons to adopt the

existence of a third modification, which on cooling shonld be con-

verted into the fi-form, as occasionally has been done.

§ 15. Before describing our experiments with this compound with

respect to the study of the transformations into the solid state, the

determined vahies are once more recapitulated in the following table.

From this table (next page) we can see, that iii i/eiieral the melting-

temperntures of the natural hmzites are considerably higher than those

for the synthetical products, and further we can, generally speaking,

deduce, that the meltingpoint of the l^unzites are decreasing at the same

time ivith the increase of specific gravity. (The specific gravities of the two

first mentioned kunzites ditfer too little to give any certain argument

for this view). Of the two kinds of dense spodnmenes however, the

mineral of higher specific density seems to have the higher melting-

point also, although in this case the meltingpoints are too close

together, and are moreover not snfficiently sharp, to give any certain

argument for an eventual rational relation between (he two mentioned

constants.

§ 16. Now we will proceed to the question, in what relation

the dilferent modifications of the compound LiAlSi^O, stand with

respect to each other. That there are several of these modifications,

can already be deduced from the mere fact, that the product oj

solidification of the natural spodumenes is quite different from, the

original substances.

Our investigations moreover have taught us, that there are really

only two modifications, which can be discerned as n- and ^-spodumene.

Of these two forms the /?-modification is undoubtedly the one to be

considered as the more stable form at temperatures in the immediate

vicinity of the meltingpoint. The question, however, then rises im-

mediately : in what relation are u- and /?-spodumene to each other?

Are they enantiotropic foi-ms, like e.g. wollastonite and pseudo-wollasto-

nite? Or arc they monotropic modifications, as e.g. they are observed

in some forms of the pentamorphic magnesiummetasilicate ?

After numerous experiments in this direction, we have come to

the opinion that both forms of spodumene must be considered as

monotropic ones with respect to each otiier, and a-spodumene, i.e. all

kunzites, hiddenifes, spodumenes of nature, must be metastable phases

of lite compound with respect to the (i-form at all temperatures below
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1400 C. Therefore if is neither possible to indicate an "inversion-

temperature", below whieh the «-form, and above which the /?-form

would represent the more stable phase: at all temperatures below

its meltingpoint, the /?-spodnniene is the only stable form of the

compound LiAlSl^Of^. Under what conditions the «-form was always

o-enerated in nature, while it was till now^ never obtained in the

laboratory from "dry" molten mixtures, may preliminarily be put

aside.

The reason however, that the «-modification, once produced, has

remained so, notwithstanding its metastability with respect to the

/3-form, is to be ascribed to the enormous sloiimess, with which the

transformation a-^ (3 takes place.

§ 17. To give an idea of this phenomenon, we will describe here

a series of experiments, made with the purpose to answer the

question, at what lowest temperature the transformation «—>/5-
form again will occur with a velocity just observable? Preliminary')

experiments had taught us that a long and little prominent heat-etfect

was observed between 900 and 1000° C, if a larger quantitj^ of

finely powdered «-spodumene was gradually heated; and the micros-

copical investigation also taught us soon, that within the mentioned

temperature-interval, a transformation is going on with observable

velocity. We therefore made the following series of experiments by

means of the already mentioned statical method. For it is evident,

that just, with reactions proceeding so enormously slowly, ^/m* method

can be used with great success, because // permits us to keep the

studied sid)stances at a constant temperature during an arbitrarily

lowj time; in this wa}^ one can be sure that the reaction is thus

completely finished, while the sudden chilling of the preparation in

cold mercurj' will fix the monienlaneous state of it in a most

effective way.

The following data were obtained by observations with the thermo-

element IV; because the thermoelement was not placed m the mass,

but beside it, the whole furnace-system needed to be especially

calibrated for this series of experiments.

The calibration of the used quenching-system was executed by

means of meltingpoint-delerminations after the statical method, with

substances, whose meltingpoints in terms of the gasthermometer were

') Vide also : G. Tammann, KrystallisierenundSchmel/en, p, 114. Spodumene (f7=3,17^

was tiansfonned ^i-adimlly into a much less dense substance ((7=2,94), by heating

on a Bunse}i\mvuGv during ten iiouts. The new product was attacked nmch more
rapidly by UF llian liie original substance.
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already accurately known before. Only in this way is it possible,

to find out, what temperature really corresponds lo llial. indicated

by the thermoelement placed in the furnace. For this j)ni-pose we
have made use of the meltiiigpoints of two compounds: A/,>SV(>3 and
LiBoO^; the Ll^SiOs melts at a temperature of 1195(3 M. V. on
our standard-elements, the second at a temperature, corresponding

to an E.M.F. of 7822 M.V. '). In this way we observed:

Li2SiOz. LiBOz.

Heating during a long
time at a temperature,
at which the E.M.F. of

element IV was:

State of the chilled

system

:

Heating during a long
time at a temperature,
at which the E.M.F. of
element IV was:

State of the chilled

system

:

12060
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the kunzite of Mddujdscar, and we tried to find in the described

way the lowest temperature, at vvhieii a just discernible trausfbrin-

atiou of ('. -^^ {i-ïv)vm yet occurred. The reader may be put in mind,

that the experiments 1—14 were made with a thermoelement,

provided with a very thin protecting tube ; in the experiment 14— 20,

this protecting tube was omitted, which appeared however to make

no appreciable difference.

No.
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Similar experinienls witli the kuiizite of Rincoii taught ns, that this

temperature is situated soiiiewliat liiglier, at about 995° C. ; in all

these cases however, only veij long eontimied healing can lead to a

complete transformation of the a-, into the /Mbrni. It is therefore

quite evident, that at ordinary temperatures, and even at 400° or

500° C, the transformation-velocit}' of ((-, into ,i-forni must be

practically equal to zero; thus the «- and ji-spodumenes can be in

immediate contact with each other, during an undeteruiined long

time, without transformation taking place.

The transition of «-, into /?-form is accompanied by an enormous

increase of specitic volume: it is augmented from 0.31 to 0.41,

being about 337o of the original value. It often occurred that the

heated and transformed powder had risen over the boi'ders of the

platinum ci'ucibles. In the described qnenching-experiments, the trans-

formation could often be stated already, when the used platinum folium

had not yet been opened : it seemed to be inflated by the increase

of volume of the enclosed preparation. Microscopically it is observed

that the larger crystals of the «-form, in this transformation primarily

get innumerable cracks and fissures; afterwards they change into

opaque, no longer normally extinguishing aggregations of fine, felty,

or even broader needles, whose extinction is ahnost normally orientated

on their longer direction; ihey can be recognized by their weak

birefringence, as well as by their low mean refractive index: 1,519.

The microphotographs fig. 7 and 9 may give some impression of

the aspect of the two modifications between crossed nicols.

§ 18. It may be expected, that the mentioned transformation-

velocity will possibly be affected by some catalysers or by some

fiuxes in such a way, that it will show a discernible value already

at considerably lower temperatures.

Indeed we succeeded in proving, that on heating spodumene-glass

with molten sodiumtungstate^) at temperatures between 850° and

920° C, after 32 hours a partial crystallization has begun, which

however was complete only after 65 hours of heating. The crystal-

mass had a refractive index of 1,523, and appeared to be no other

thiiKj than /3-spodumene ; the determined specific weight was at 25° C:

dio = 2,579.

^\ The great difference between the specitic gravities of the silicate and the

molten tungstate, makes it necessary to use a platinum stirrer, to bring the silicate

from the surface into the molten mass again and again This stirrer was moved

by means of a suitable electromotor-driven mechanism.
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We then made simiiar experiments with /?-spodnmene (of Maine)

ill a mixlure of 20"/^^ MoO^ and 807o sodiummoljbdate at tempe-

ratiireis helow G5()° C. ; on heating during 122 hours on temperatures

between 595° and 605° C, we obtained birefringent aggregates of

fehy needles of the /3-modification, with often rectangular borders.

The refractive index was 1,527, and while the aggregates of needles

did not extinguish in any position between crossed nicols, the rectan-

gular needles often showed a normally orientated extinction. As in

the former case, the product had also a pale lilac hue.

Then we made the same experiment with «-spodumene (of /^mc6>?z);

it was heated during 88 hours in the same mixtures at 595° to

605° 0. The small pieces of the «-form had got opaque and were

converted at their borders or totally into the /J-modification ; the

refractive index was 1,519.

More experiments were made, which all taught us, that from

molten magmas, cooled under manifold varied circumstances, never

was another thing produced, than either spodumene-"glass", or

/?-spoduniene; however we did not succeed in getting the «-form

from dry magmas even a single time. As devitrilication of spodumene-

glass appears also never to give another phase than /?-spodumene,

— we are of opinion, that it may be considered as sufficiently

proved, (hat the /^-modification is the only stable modification below

the melting point. The spodiimenes of nature therefore certainhj

Q-A.miot be produced from dry magmas; they represent metastable

forms of the compound, which are very probably generated from

circulating solutions, that is by so-called "hydrothermal" synthesis;

the natural forms of the compound only appear to be preserved

by the enormously retarding factors, which prohibited the transfor-

mation into the more stable ^l-'-form. Experiments are going on, with

a purpose to produce the ^'-modification of the silicate by such

hydrothermal synthesis. The results of these experiments will be

discussed in a following paper.

§ 19. Finally we can here give some data, concerning the lithi-

uinahiniinate : LiAlO^. Tiiis compound was prepared by heating in

platinum crucibles the weighed, finely ground and well mixed com-

ponents, — lithiumcarbonate being taken instead of Li^O, — in

our resistance furnaces once at 900° C, then at 1200° C. After the

resulting mass had been pulverized, the heating was repeated and

these manipulations repeated four times. Analysis of the beautifully

crystallized, homogeneous mass gave the following numbers;
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and liigli interference-coloiu-s between crossed nicols. The refrac-

tive indices were determined to be : n^ = J ,604 db 0,001 ; 71^ =1

J,6i5 i: 0,001 for sodiunibght; the birefringence was about: 0,012.

No axial image coidd be observed. The specific gravity of the crys-

tals at 25^,1 C. was: d^o = 2,554.

In a following paper we hope to be able to give an account of

the formation and the occurrence of the ^-modification of the spo-

duniene in nature, and to review the results so far obtained, also

with respect to their geological significance.

Laboratory for Inorganic Chemistry

of the University.

Groningen, May 1914.

Physiology. — "On the survival of isolated maimnalian organs

with aiitouialic function." By Dr. E. Laqueur. (Communicated

l)y Prof. H. J. Hamburger).

(Communicated in the meeting of April 24, 1914).

When studying the movements of extii'pated pieces of gut, 1 was

struck by the following fact: a piece of gut which had contracted

for 9 hours in a Tyrode-solution at 37^ to which oxygen had been

added, and which had been left to itself at room-temperature, began

to move again the next morning, after being heated and after a

renewed addition of oxygen. However frequently such experiments

with pieces of gut — in the way suggested l)y Magnus — have

been carried out by various investigators, yet the possibility of

keeping the gut alive for so long a period seems to be unknown.

Further researches show, however, that the automatic movements

of such pieces of gut are of much longer duration than one day

and one night. The longest period, as yet observed by me, runs to

more than 3 ireeks. As many as 21 days after the death of the

individual the movements of the piece of gut could be observed.

This time probably exceeds everything hitherto observed in this

respect on mammalian organs working automatically.

We may compare with this, for instance, how long after the death

of the individual the heart can be made to contract. The heart is

indeed the only automatic organ, as far as 1 know, on which

experiments have been carried out in this direction. Kuliabko, for

instance, discovered that when tlic heart of a rabbit, after being

kept for 44 hours after death in an ice-chest, was perfused with

Locke's solution, contractions again manifested themselves. The heart
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sometimes beat for seveml hours at a stretch; certain parts of tlie

heart are even said to beat on the 3"', the 5^'^
, and the 7''' day

after death. It is a well-known fact that, when at tiie obdnction

air can penetrate into the cavity of the chest, this may give rise to

spontaneous contractions of the riglit atrium — {\\q ultbnum inor'uiis

Halleri or rather Galeni. Vulpiax states tliat he has observed these

contractions in the do<>,- for 93^2 liours after deatli. Rousseau main-

tains that he has seen these movements in an executed woman.

29 hours after death.

The human heart lias also been made to contract independently

after death. These attempts have never succeeded with adults when

the individuals had been dead for more than 11 hours. (H. E. Heiung).

This could be done with the heart of a child 20 hours after death

and in the case of a monkey as many as 53 hours after death.

(KULIABKO, HeRING). ^)

Recently Carrel and Ingebrigtsen have stated that some tissues

can be kept alive for a long time after the death of the individual

;

the tissues could even become differentiated under these circumstances.

These experiments, however, have been taken partly with very

small pieces of hardly differentiated tissues : this applies for instance

to the muscle-cells of the embryonic chicken heart, contracting J04

days after the death of the animal. (Carrel). And partly they relate

to parts of organs (bone and skin) where it is not so easy to

determine whether the cells are living still. To ascertain this the

"surviving" tissues must be transplanted on another animal. It must

be taken into account, however, that these tissues may have

permanently lost their independence. Only with the assistance of the

normal tissues of the animal on which they were transplanted, they

had regained life.

With regard to the following experiments on the movements of

isolated intestines, the investigations of Magnus have shown that

automatic movements are only met with, when besides the muscle-

cell the nervous system of Anei'baclts plexus has retained its activity.

The phenomenon is, therefore, of a complex nature.

Intestines can be kept alive longer than usual (+ 12 hours) only

when the periods of activity are alternated with long periods of rest.

This can easily l)e done, as we know, by lowering the temperature.

At body-temperature the isolated gut works itself, sit venia vej'bo,

to death, within from iO to 14 hours.

1) See the Summaiies by 0. Langendorf in Ergebnisse der Physiologie 1903

and 1905.
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FoL' various reasons the intestines of smaller animals, mouse, cavia,

rabbit, were chiefly experimented upon. The method followed here

keeps the intestines longer alive in proportion as tliej are thinner.

In reality this method is a very primitive one. In the intestinal wall

there is no longer any circulation and the metabolism is therefore

restricted to the diffusion through the whole thickness of the wall.

Hitherto I have not succeeded in keeping the gut alive in tyrode-

solution, a medium particularly fitted for intestine-experiments, for

a longer period than 5 days. Pieces of intestine which no longer

moved in the solution in which they had been placed immediately

after the extirpation, began to move again when the solution was

refreshed. This can easily be explained.

' The experiuients carried out by collaborators of Magnus, Weinland

and Neukirch have taught that when the intestine is placed in a liquid

medium, substances are formed which stimulate the intestine. That an

accumulation of these stimulating substances, besides the usual decom-

position products, and more especially besides the bacterial decom-

position products, unavoidable in intestine-experiments,sliould impair

the activity of the intestine in the long run can easily be understood.

If the temperature of the pieces is kept particularly low (± 3°),

then the intestine keeps alive much longer than if the temperature

remains but little under the limit at which activity still manifests

itself. Pieces of cavia gut in tyrode-solution at 15° were already

dead on the 3«i or 4''» day.

If the temperature of the tyrode-solution was =b 3°, the gut died

only on the ö''*' day.

To keep the gut alive for a longer period a medium is required

resembling more than tyrode-solution the normal body-fluids. For

this purpose 1 look korse-.seniia 'j. the serum of the small animals

experimented upon not being obtainable in sufficient quantities.

Since oxygen must bubble through the fluid in which the gut

has been placed, a great quantity of froth is formed if serum is

taken instead of tyrode-solution. This can l)e avoided, however, by

pouring a thin layer of olive-oil OJi the serum. It might be assumed

as probable that serum would prove a better medium than a salt-

solution on the strength of the many experiences obtained with the

surviving heart. (White, Howell, Gkken, Waldkn, with hearts of

warmblooded animals, Guthrie and Pike with hearts of mammals. ^)

1) Horse-serum can' be obtained by the method, described by Hamburger and

often applied in his laboratory, 1 lake lliis opportunity of again thanking my
colleagues De Haan and Ouweleen for the readiness with which they always

provided me with horse serum.
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It is true, oasos liaxo I>oon mentioned where ci frog's lleart, which

heat no longei' in sheep sernm and oonhl no longer he stimnhited

mechanically, was made to contract again by I\ingkk's sohition

(Waldkn). Yet the possihihty is not excindcd that in tliese cases the

strange sernm lias gra(hially had a poisonons effect. Therefore I

shall also leave it an open qnestion if the time dnring which the

gut keeps alive wonld not he longer still if, instead of horse-sernm,

serum of the same animal, if possible of the same individual, were

used.

The experiments of Ingkrrigtskn with tissue-cnitures in auto-,

homo- and hetero-geneons sera have demonstrated the relative

superiority of antogeneous sernm to serum of other individnals of

the same kind, and of these two sera to heterogeneous ones. Ingk-

BRiGTSEN has uot used horse-serum ; this seems to be a particularly

indifferent medium. Nnmerous experiments have shown that this

sernm is a much better medinm for the gnt than tyrode-solution.

The gut of a cavia, for instance, kept in tyrode-solution, was dead

after 5 days ; when kept in horse-sernm another piece of the same

gnt still moved after 21 days.

The experiments were carried out in the following manner.

The animal, a cavia for instance, is killed by decapitation.

+ 20 cm. behind the slomach a piece of the small intestine, long + 4U cm.

is cut out and divided in Tyrode-sokition into 8 pieces long 4— 6 cm., called

a—h. 4 of these {a, b, e, f,) were placed in Tyrode-solution, 4 others {c,d,g,h)

in horse-serum.

Oxygen is led through the 8 glasses. The pieces a, e, c, g, are connected with

a writing apparatus to a cymographion (method of Magnus).

To c and g olive-oil is added. The movements of these 4 pieces having been

registered at + 37°, they are slowly cooled down. Then the current of oxygen

is stopped. The glasses a, e, and the reserve-experiments ö, f,
remain at room-

temperature (+ 15°), the glasses c, g and the reserve-experiments d, /? are exposed

to a temperature of + 3°. The pieces «Tis, e^j ''Ty^ and gT.^ remain connected

with the writing apparatus or are removed with it.

On the third day after the death of the cavia the pieces a, e, c, and g are

connected with the cymographion whilst oxygen is led through, and are slowly

heated to 40°. All the pieces move, but not so much as the first time except

gSo, the movements of which have become greater. The fluid in all 8 glasses is

refreshed after being cooled down and saluraleil with oxyen as on the first day.

On the sixth day all are healed etc. ju.st as on Ih.e third day. Piece "Ty^ moves

no longer now, not even after the Tyrode solution has been refreshed. The reserve-

piece ^^15 does not move either: therefore in Tgrode solution at ± 15° the gut

dies before the 4tii day The three other pieces el\, ''Sy,, and nSg, still move,

the first two less again than last time. On the ütii day everything is heated again

etc. Piece eT-^ moves no longer, not even after the Tyrode-solution has been

refreshed. Nor does the reserve-piece ./T3 move: hence in Tyrode-solution at ± 8°
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the gut dies before the 6tl> day. Piece 'S^^ does not move either. On the other

liand the reserve-piece ^Sy^ is still in motion. Movements of fS^ are still greater

and have the same frequency as before. The three fluids are renewed etc. On the

81I1 day only .'/S';, moves distinctly: hence in horse-serum at ± 3' death })efore

the S'!' day.

On the 10, 13, 15, 17, 20, 2i2'>r^ day nS-^ moves distinctly, but the movements

have become smaller. On the 25tl> day no movements. The reserve-piece ''S;^ got

fresh serum for the last time on the 2ïi'if^ day and is for the first time connected

^vith the cymographion on the 27t'' day. It does not move; only its tension

decreases when heated. Hence in horse-serum at 3"' the intestine dies after the

22iifi and before the 25f'« day.

Human gut can also be kept alive for a comparative!}' long

time ^). A piece of colon, obtained after an operation, moved still

after 36 hours. And an appendix, kept in liorse-serum, described

no straight line on the cjmographion after as manj' as 6 days.

There were slight bnt distinct contractions, which ceased when the

intestine was cooled down to 25°. Finaliv 1 may mention that a

human vn.'i deferen.^ was still alive in tj^rode-solution after 30 hours.

Summary.

Isolated pieces of mammalian gnt can be kept alive during a long

lime, much longer than the pei'iods fonnd hitherto for other anto-

matic mammalian organs. For this purpose the medium iji which

the gnt has been placed must occasionally be refreshed whilst it

is of great importance that the temperatnre of the solutions should be \ow.

In Tyrode-sohilion of 15° the gut dies after 3 days, at 3° after

rfc 5 days, in hor.^c-senim at 15° after ± 7 days, at 3° after more

than 21 days.

Also pieces of hnman intestines still showed signs of life after

they had lain foi* 6 days in horse-serum at ± 14°.

Groningen, April 1914. Physiological Laboratory.

^) I am indebted to Prof. Koch for his kindness of providing me with pieces

of human gut.
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Physics. — "Isofhcruials of monaiomlc sjihstances and their hinary

mLvtures. XVI. New determination of the vapoiir-jjressares

of solid arc/on doivn to -205°." Coiiini. N". \AOa IVoni

the Physical Laboriitory at Leiden. By C. A. Crommelin.

(Communicated by Piof. H. Kamkrlingh Onnf.s).

(Gomiiiunicated in the meeting of March 28, 1914).

The vapour-pressures of solid argon, which are communicated

below, form an extension of and have partly to replace those published

on a former occasion. M

The measurements were made in the usual vapour-pressure apparatus

for low temperatures.^)

The manometer on which the pressures were read was constructed

after the model used by G. Holst for his measurements on ammonia

and methyl-chloride to be published shortly: this form of manometer

gives perfect security against leakage.

The method of conducting the measurements gives no occasion

for special remarks : we refer the reader to the previous paper. It

may be mentioned however, that the temperatures were measured

with a gold-resistance thermometer, as below — 200^ gold is prefer-

able to platinum. This thermometer was very carefully compared

with the standard-platinum-thermometer Ptj.

I am indebted to Mr. P. G. Cath assistant in the physical Labo-

ratory for the measurement and calculation of the temperatures and

for the comparison of the two resistance-thermometers referred to.

Table I contains the results of the observations and the deviations

from the RANKiNE-BosE-formula:

with the following values for the coefficients

auB == 4- 6.6421 CRu =r — 0.67743 X 10^

6rb — — 3.7181 X 10' </ri5 = + 0.28034 X 10"

1) G. A. Crommklin, Gomm, Leiden. N^. 138c. The measurements were repeated

because shortly after the publication doubt arose as to the accuracy of the determi-

nations at the lowest temperatures (see note on p. 23 of Gomm. N". 138c). The new

measurements showed this doubt to be justified, the observation at — 20G°.04

being found altogether wrong and the one at — 179°.62 not very accurate. The

remaining observations of Gomm. N^. 138c correspond well to those published

here. The probable cause of the errors must be air having leaked into the argon

at the low pressures: but I cannot explain how it is that this was not noticed

during the measurements.

2) H. Kamerlingh Onnes and G. Braak, Gomm. N". 107a.
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TABLE II.
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Physics. — "Further experiments /rit/i liquid helium. ./. The imi-

tation of an Ampère molecular current or a permanent magnet

by means of a supra-conductor. (Cant.). By Prof. H. Kamerli^gh

Onnes. Coramunication N". 140c from the Physical Labora-

tory at Leiden.

(Communicated in the meeting of May 30, 1914).

§ 5. The main experiment repeated. Although the original experi-

ments on the persistence of a current which is started in a closed

supra-conductor have established the fact that the diminution of the

current with the time is very small (at least if it is assumed that

in the phenomena hitherto unknown magnetic properties do not plaj'

an important part), still for the magnitude of the change only an

upper limit could be tixed. As no change of the current was obser-

ved, this upj)er limit was determined by the uncertainty in the

measurement of the current. The only fact established so far was

that, if the change had been greater than 10 "/o» it would have

been observed.

In repeating the experiment it was attempted to determine the

change itself or otherwise to reduce its upper limit, in so far

as the conditions under which the experiment had to be made

allowed this. The same supra-conducting lead-coil was used. As before

the current was produced in the closed conductor by induction in

order that the circuit might be kept free from connections other

than of lead fused together ^). The current was again measured by

compensating the action of the coil on a compass-needle by means

of a current in a subsidiary coil. The arrangement was however

improved by this coil (of insulated copper wire) being placed in a

small vessel with liquid air in a fixed position with respect to the

needle. When the compensation was obtained, the experimental coil

was turned 180° about a vertical axis and again compensated with

the current in the second coil reversed, the magnetic moment of

the experimental coil being deduced from the mean of the two

observations.

If the diminution of the current can actually be calculated

from the residual micro-resistance given in Comm. No. 133, viz.

—-^= 0.5X10-1^ or with r.>9ooK.= 734-<2^v no.sK. =37, the time

1) An attempt is at present being made to manufacture a supra-conducting

current-key.

2) This value given already in Comm. N^ \4-0b is a more accurate value than

the one given in Comm. N'\ 133.
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ol' relaxaiioii, with /y=:\0', would como lo about 270000 seconds

01' 75 lioiirs. lil that case the cuiTcnt would fall l>y 4 7o J^^ three

hours. It w^as hoped that it woidd tie possilile with the improved

arrangement to establish a diminution of that amount.

The experiment was made w^ith a field of 189 gauss at a tempe-

rature of l.°7 K. The current amounted to about 0.4 amp. (as

before no account was taken of the possibility of magnetisation or

of induced circulating currents inside the snpraconducting material)

and during about '2^/^ hours no diminution of the current was

observed; it was then uecessarv lo admit a fiesh supply of helium

into the cryostat: during this operation the temperature rose tem-

porarily to 4.°25 K. During the next hour the current was found

to undergo a gradual diminution and to apjiroach asymptotically a

new value of about 0.36 amp. which did not show any further

change for V/^ hours. The observations during the two periods

mentioned render it probable, that the change does not attain the

value of 4 7o i" ^ hours as calculated above.

It was considered' possible, that the changes of shape of the

helium-liquefier and the cryostat dnring the process of condensation

and transfer of the liquid helium, as well as a possible change of

zero of the compass-needle which after the magnet has been removed

is still near various iron parts of the appai'atns, might have had an

influence on the values of the current as measured at different

moments. Judging by the correspondence of the various readings

the accuracy was smaller than had been expected. In again repeat-

ing the experiment therefore two compensating coils were used by

which compensations on the east and on the west could be effected.

They were mounted each in a small vessel with liquid air on a

fork-shaped stand and could be rotated about vertical axes in such

a manner that the distance of the axes could not change. The same

needle served for the compensation on both sides. Guiding pins

guaranteed the same position each time of the needle relatively to

the compensating cod wdiich was being used. The common support

of the two coils was moveable parallel to itself in a horizontal

direction on a slide and by means of marks it was possible to place

it each time in the same direction and the same position relatively

to the vertical axis of the ex jieri mental coil. The axes of the three

coils were provided with horizontal divided circles moving along

fixed pointers. Each measurement consisted of 8 readings in the

obvious combinations of 4 positions both with compensation on the

left and on the right.

In the experiment with this improved method of reading care was
19*
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also taken, that the current did not rise above the value at which

no further change had been observed at 4°. 25 K. The current was

therefore raised to only 0.22 amp. (approximate value calculated

as before from the observed magnetic moment of the coil), so that

the supply of a fresh quantity of lielinm would probably not have

the disturbing effect which had been noticed in the previous expe-

riment. The temperature used was 2° K. lu the beginning again a

fall of current was noticed which must however be considered as

uncertain, inter alia owing to the possibility of the changes of shape

of the apparatus and the change of zero of the needle not having

been sufficiently eliminated yet in these observations. In the three

hours subsequent to the initial period no further diminution was

observed, the last observation even giving a small increase. Still in

this experiment the accuracy could not be considered greater than

about 27o of the measured moment and, as it was found impossible

to continue the experiment beyond three hours, again only an upper

limit for the change could l)e established, to be put at about Vs 7o

for current and induced magnetisation combined. Taking all the expe-

riments together it may be considered as probable, that the change

of the current is less than 1 "/„ per hour which raises the time of

relaxation to above 4 days.

§ 6. Upper limit of the residual micro-resistance according to these

experiments. So far no contradiction has arisen in reasoning on the

assumption of the existence of a residual micro-resistance which

below the threshold-value of the current again obeys Ohm's law.

Oil this view the upper limit of this micro-resistance for lead, which

in Comm. N". 133 was placed at 0,5 10-^^ of the ordinary resi-

stance at 0\ can now on the basis of the above observations be

moved further back to about 0.3 lO-^^ or 0.2 10— '^ of the resistance

at the ordinary temperature.

§ 7. Some of the control-experiments repeated. In the previous

paper a few other experiments beside the main experiment were

described : some of these ha\'e now also been repeated.

Again we did not succeed in conducting the experiment in which

the windings are placed parallel to the field, the coil cooled below

the vanishing-point while in the field and then the field removed

iu such a manner, that the compass-needle, when brought near the

ciTOstat after removal of the electro-magnet, did not show any

deflection. After the action of a field of 400 gauss at 4°.25 K. a

current of 0.1 amp. was found in the coil. This would give 0.045
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amp. with a tiekl of J 89 gauss, the satne as used witli the other

experiments, whereas the main experiment at the same temperature

and inducing tield had given 0.4 amp.

More satisfactory was the experiment in which first a current is

produced in the coil — analogous to the currents in resistance-free

paths as imagined by Wrber for tiie explanation of diamagnetism

—

and then destroyed by the removal of the field: an almost comjilete

compensation was obtained in this case. The expei iment was made
with a field of 189 gauss. This result is of special importance as it

practically disposes of the supposition mentioned in the previous

paper as possible, although very improbable, that magnetic properties

of the material of the coil might play an important part in the

phenomena.

The current in the coil changes with any new magnetic field

applied and with any further change in it, or with any change of

position relatively to the field. In this respect the influence of the

earth-field may be noted. The current in the coil, when placed with

its windings at right angles to the meridian, will assume a slightly

smaller value in the one position North-South and a somewhat larger

value in the opposite position Sout-North than in the position East-

West, which is practically the position in which the experiments

were made. In our experiments this action was however too small

to be taken into account considering the accuracy which could be

attained at the most.

It may be observed that our conductor carrying its current in the

absence of an electromoti\'e force, when undergoing the relatively

small action of the field of the earth, is analogous to the Ampère

molecular currents (in the form of circulating electrons) which play

a part in Langevin's theory of magnetism, when they experience a

diamagnetic action on being brought into a field, in accordance with

LoRENTz's theory of the ZEEMAN-efFect.

^ 8. The e.cpenments repeated ivitli the circuit open.

So far it has been constantly assumed, that the magnetic properties

of the material of the coil play but a secondary part in the pheno-

mena observed, when the experiments were arranged so as to

produce a permanent current. This view was based firstly on the

difference in the results with the windings parallel and perpendicular

to the field dni-ing the cooling in the field and secondly on the

compensation found on a[)plying and removing the field after the

conductor had already been cooled to helium-temperature. Further-

more that the part of the effect which is independent of the circu-
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laliiig current must bc ascribed (o the lead itself, was to be inferred

fi'oiu- tlie fact, that the current is quenched, as soon as the tempe-

rature of the coil rises somewhat above the boiling point of helium

and passes the point which, as being the vanishing point for lead,

has a special physical meaning for this substance.

In order to obtain further information as to the part of the

phenomenon which depends upon the material itself, the experiments

were repeated after the lead- wire connecting the ends of the coil

had been cut, so that the circuit was no longer closed (apart from

possible short-circuits in the coil).

This time the experiments with the exception of one could only

be [)erformed at 4.°25 K: still there does not seem to be any objection

to applying the results for the explanation of the irregularities which

had been left unexplained in the main experiments, although these

had been mostlj' carried out at a lower temperature.

In all the experiments a certain residual effect remained, which

was reduced to about one tenth when the windings were parallel

instead of at right angles to the held and in the latter case was

fairly well independent of the lield. The amount of this effect cor-

responded to a moment which was equivalent to a current of 0,05

or 0,06 amp. in the closed circuit. In one of the experiments, the

only one in which the temperature was lower than 4.°25 K., viz.

about 3° K., the moment was estimated to be equivalent to as

much as 0,07 amp. The effect with the circuit open is thus very

much smaller than in the main experiments. The share boin in the

effect by the frame of the coil and the lead independently of closing

the circuit may therefore be put at less than ^ \ of the total effect

in the main experiment.

As a check on former experiments the following additional expe-

riments were made with the coil with the lead wire cut.

In the first place at the ordinary temperature after joining up to

a ballistic galvanometer the induction was measured arising from

putting on or taking off the field with the windings in the position

in which they were supposed in the previous experiments to be

parallel to the field. The induction was found to be Y^^ of the effect

in the position at right angles to the field. This observation may
contribute to the explanation of the residual effect obser\'ed in the

expei'iments in helium in the position with the windings parallel to

the field.

In the second place a known current was sent through the coil

and its strength measured by the same method as used in deterniining

the moment of the experimental coil in the experiments with the
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lead circuit closed. Altliougli the matter requires fiu-thei' elucidation,

it would seem to follow from this ineasiiremeut, that a lew of the

layers of the coil are sliort-circnited. After opening the circuit a

residual moment remained in the coil as l)efore which was destroyed

on raising the temperature slightly above that of the helium-bath.

Physics. — "Farther experiments loitli Uqaid liellum. K. Appedrance

of beginning paramagnetic saturation." By Prof. H. Kamkri.ingh

Onnes. Communication N°. J 40(;/ from the Physical Laboratory

at Leyden.

(Communicated in the meeting of May 30, 1914).

The question, whether paramagnetic substances would show a

saturation-etFect at high tield-streugths, has always been considered

a very important one. Althongh it could hardly be assumed, that

the susceptibility would remain independent of the field at higher

strengths than were attainable, still so far at the highest fields

available it appeared to be the case. Lx\ngf-vin's theory brought

the explanation, why so far all attempts to find paramagnetic satu-

ration-effects had remained unsuccessful. According to this theory

the magnetisation appears to be determined by the expression

6,nH
a = -, where 'J„, is the magnetic moment of the molecules per

RT
gramme-molecule, R the gas-constant, T the absolute temperature

and- H the field. As long as a remains below 0,75, the changes of

the susceptibility with the field escape the ordinary method of obser-

vation and at the ordinary temperature even a substance as strongly

paramagnetic as oxygen gives for a with a field of 100000 not moi-e

than about 0,05. As I pointed out at the 2"'^ International Congress

of Refrigeration at Vienna (1910) this theory shows that lowering

the temperature is the means by which the observation of para-

magnetic saturation might be attained and that helium-temperatures

are the most suitable for the purpose. In fact as the absolute tem-

peratures to which one may descend by means of helium are 70

and even 150 times lower than the normal temperature, the result

will be equi\alent to raising the magnetic field at which the obser-

vation is made 70 or J50 fold.

T have lately at last been able ^) to fulfil my desire to attack by

1) Viz. by the acquisition a short time ago of an electromagnet (built according

to Wtiss's principle and utilising his friendly advice) the interfcrrum of which

leaves sufficient room at fields of 20000 for experiments with liquid helium.
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this inetliofl tlie problem of |)iramagnetic saturation whicli is also

fiiiidamental to Wkiss's theory of ferroinagnetism. In the first phace

it was iiecessarj to liave a substance which might be expected to

obey Curie's law, which also tbllows from Langkvfn's theory, down
to heliiim-temperatnres ; in the second place the substance must have

a high value of a,n. Both properties I hoped to find combined in

crystallized gadolinium-sulphate, a qnantity of which Professor Urbain

some time ago had very kindly put at my disposal.

Earlier investigations in conjunction with Perrier and Oosterhuis had

shown, (hat gadolinium-sulphate follows Curie's law down to the free-

zing point of hydrogen and does not show any sign of saturation, which

as Langevin's theory shows, if it existed at that temperature, would

be ferromagnetic in its nature, as paramagnetic saturation at the

value of a which could be reached would not yet be clearly obser-

vable. The number of magnetons calculated according to Weiss is

large (38). That gadolinium-sidphate would still obey Curie's law at

helium-temperatures I felt justified to infer from the fact, that it is

a "diluted" paramagnetic substance. The gadolinium-atoms, separated

as the}^ are e.g. by the water of crystallisation, are at great distances

from each other, and this Dr. Oosterhuis and I in Comm. N°. 1396'

found a favourable circumstance to Curie's law being valid down to

very low temperatures.

The experiments have given a confirmation of Langevin's theory

which is at least cjualitatively even now complete. Before an opinion

can 1)6 formed as to the cpiantitative agreement various corrections

will first have to be investigated. The most important of these which

must not be neglected, especially when the validity of Curie's law

is to be tested, is the demagnetising action of the paramagnetisation

itself, as the latter attains exceptionally high values. As an instance

I may mention that with 0,345 gram of gadolinium-sulphate at 2° K.

in a field of 15 kilogauss there was observed an attraction amounting

to over 100 grammes. Another circumstance that one should keep

in mind is that the object of observation consists of small crystals

packed on each other.

The measurements consisted in determining the attraction in a

non -homogeneous field, the gadolinium-sulphate in the cryostat being

cooled first in liquid hydrogen under normal pressure, next in hydrogen

under reduced pressure, next in helium boiliiig at ordinary pressure

and finally in helium under 4 mms, the apparatus and the fields

being the same each time.

The measurements at the boiling point of hydrogen (20.^3 K.)

had the object to obtain the force at a given point for a given
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strength of field for coiitiolliii^- the \aliie^ dei'ived tV(~>m ballistic

calibrations. I hope to return to the details of the nieasurenients

and the arranp;ement of the apparatus afterwards, when an accurate

quantitative couipai-ison of the results with Langevin's theory will

have been made. It is as yet impossible to decide, in how far

deviations are present which might be atti'ibuted to the existence

of a small zero-poiut enei'gy which would manifest itself in the

manner in which the saturation changes, as well as in a deviation

from Curie's law at weak fields. It seems, however, that these devia-

tions are not sufficiently large to disturb the general aspect.

On this occasion I wish to confine myself to communicating the

general aspect of the results as laid down in the adjoining graphic

representation on which the experimental numbers ma}' also be read

with sufficient accuracy. The curves represent the observed attractive

force as a function of the square of the field on the axis between

the poles. This field was read as a function of the current from a

calibration curve.

r
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If the susceptibility does not depend on the field and its topo-

graphy remains the same, the enrves are straight lines. The small

deviations from the straight line at 20.°3 K are probably chiefly due

to errors in the topography of the field, seeing that according to

earlier more accurate determinations we had to await within the

limits of the experiments a susceptibility independent of the field and

therefore in this graph a straight line. By means of the deviations

from the straight line at 20.°3 K the curves for the other tempera-

tures have been provisionally corrected. It will be seen that for a

given field these curves are the more strongly curved the lower the

temperature to which one descends, in accordance with Langevin's

theory. Within the limits of accuracy to be expected in connection

with the neglect of the various corrections referred to above the

tangents of the angles of elevation of the tangents to the curves at

the origin appear to be inversely proportional to the temperature as

required by Curie's law and the deviations of the curves from the

tangents as expressed by the ratio between the ordinates of both

for a given abscissa are strikingly similar to the deviations of

Langevin's curve for the magnetisation as a function of the field

expressed in the same manner. The nature of paramagnetic magne-

tisation is very clearly revealed in these measurements at helium-

temperatures.

Mathematics. — "(M some integral equations." By W. Kapteyn.

1. In a memoir "Recherches sur les fonctions cylindriques" (Mém.

Soc. Roy. Sc. Liege 3'^'"^ Série t. VI 1905) we gave the solution

of the integral equation

ƒ(..)==ƒ/(,?) 7o(.t—/i)<>' • (1)

in this form

,(..)=

I' +r/v)^-|^/- .... (2)
d.v J .V—

p

where the functions fk represent Bessel's functions of order k.

This solution rests upon the relation

j^'<«-^^<''^=——(^i. = 0.1.2..j •••(«'

from which the following theorem may be deduced.
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If

/'>) = ,•„/,,(•') M-,M''') I '-J-M) \- (4)

(licii

The object of the present |)aper is to show tluil more general

integral equations may be solved in the same manner.

2. Let
.T

f{.v)=Ji/{i^)I,{.v-i^)d^l (Ö)

where p represents an integer, and let

then

X

È c„M,v) =z 1 b„ fui^) I, {.v—i3) d^ (7)
/^+i J

Therefore the integral equation (6) will be solved if we can

determine the coefficients b in function of the coefficients c.

We shall first show that

.r

can be expressed in a series of Bessel's functions.

By differentiating we get

du r dIJx—B)-jl {^)-J^-^d^
dx J dx

d'u r d'l.Lv -
{?)

,'M.v-ii) ^ J__ dl^^ + !
1 - ^-! /,(—.*) =

Now

dx^ .i'— /? dx
I

i'V— Mi"

or

dU^,{x-ii) p^ 1 dI,X^.-ii)
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where the second member may be reduced by means of" the relations

X—p

Therefore

dx' ^^ ^ 2 x—^3 ^ 2 x—i3

and

dx* 2 J X—,i 2 J X—

^

or, according to (3)

dhi

d.

-— + ?< c=r (n + /^) .

This differential equation holds also if' p =:. 0.

Now the general integral of' this equation

[n^p) \sin{x-
T I i\

u =r A dn X -\- B cos x -\- (n -\-p) I sin {x—^i) d^i

gives the required value of u, when the constants A and B are

determined by the conditions

Ju
x=zO H = — z=

dx

du
x = u — — = 1 {n ^ p = 0).

dx

Thus we obtain generalijn

) I sin
Iu+, (^)

u = ('*+ p) I dn [x—,i) d^

and when n^= p ^0
XL ^=z sin X.

Introducing now the known expansions

sin {x-i) := 2 [I, {x -,?) - /, {x-3) f I, (x-^)

and
sinx = 2[I,ix) — I,{x) + I,{x) ..]

we have according to (3j



u = 2 [J„+^,+i (.r) — /„+/,+3 (.^) + /«+/,+5 (.^0 — ...]•

thus in all cases

ƒ/„ (ii) /^, (.i--p) c^^i= 2 [i„+,+i (.) - /„+,.+3(aO H- i„+,.-H.. (.f) - ...] (8)

Applying this result, the equation (7) takes the form

00 X

and comparing the two members we have

«/<+! = 26„

c,+3 = - 26„ + 26,

.^+4 = - 26, + 2/>3

etc.

thus

iLi U £i ^

and

The solution of the integral eqnation (1) in the form (2) may be

easily deduced from ihis eqnation. For putting [) ^ 0, we obtain

In this case

ƒ (.f) = c, ;, (.1') -f c, /, (.r) + 0-3 7-3 (.t') + . .

.

thus

and

dx 2 2 ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 " ^ -*
' 2 3

V / 1

ax

which, according to (5) may be written

(/.r J x—^

3. We shall next show that the solution (9) may be written in

the same manner as the solution (2). It is however convenient to

examine tirst the special cases p =z: 1, 2, 3.
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Let /(..)=ƒ./(/?) 7, (.i'-/?)t/ii

ttieii

Multiplying these equations respectively by 1 and 4, and adding

we find

X

= -^(p {^.V) i- 4 I 7 [^)

thus

Now, according to (5)

X

c//?.

or, with the values of b from (9)

+ U''.^4 +C,i, +C,/, -f ••]

which by means of (5) may be written

z

Therefore the solution may be put in this form

X

2(f{.v) - [2^ p){x)\ - 3 [ƒ(..)] = - 2j/(/3)^^^ d^
• (10)

II. p = 2.

Differentiating
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o

we obtain

X

o

2y(3) (..) = 2./ (..) +J<f
(,i)

f

- 4 /, + 3 1,-1,] d^.

o

Thus

2y(3)(^) + 4[2/\iJ(..)]=:2 V (.f) -J^(/i^)[i, + 7,]c^|?=2./ (.^•) -SJ^/,((^)^^^c//?.

where

4 ^((J)^'^^^ c/i = 6„ 7, + ^ 7^ + b, I, -f- .

1

1

+ y K^e + C4A + Cji 4- • • •]

o oo

This gives the solution

X

r 7,(,f-/3) r iJ.v-8)
2r/(,t.)- [2y(3)(.^)]

-4[2/(i)(..)] =
/(/?)-^^^f'

d,^-\-'ó m^—Lld^iU).
J ^'—P J A'— /i

u

By differentiating

X

f{w)=Jrf{ii)I,{.v--^)d^

we obtain
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X

2*fW (.t-) = 2cf (x) + fif{3) [— hl, + 6/, -47, -f- /,] d^.

o

Multiplying these equations respectively hy 4. 5, 1 and adding

we get
X

[2y(4)(.t;)] + 5L27-(-2) {.V)] + 4[/(.r)] = 2<f{w)]
+J(f{^)

[A+Z;] d^ =

where
X

J ^—^
o

+ è (C4A + C3/, + f,/j„ + . . .)

lil this case therefore the solution takes the form

2cf (..) - [2V-')t..)]
- 5 [2Ji%v)] - 4 [f{x)] =

X

4. Proceeding now to the general case, we may expect, ^/O^) being

constants,

= {-\)r.Ap\if{^) '' /\J^ . (13)

If p be even the last term in the first member is — A^ji;'' [2/^^M'^")]>

and if p be odd it is - A'^^[f{.v)].

The second member now reduces to

X
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= h [Ci>-{-lJ'-l,> + C/,_l_.2/,,^,_(_, -]-
0/,^_,3/-2/,-f2 + • . .]

thus

o

Substituting tliis value in the equation (13) we see that ff{.v) may
be expressed in differential coefticients of the function /(.v) and two
integrals. To determine the law of the coefficients A^^/'), .4//'), /J (/'j,

At^P^' . . . we put together the values for />
=

'L 2, . . . 10 in tlie

following table

:

p
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A,(p)= l (^=1.2.3...)

A,(p)=p + 2 (pr= 1.2.3.4. .)

A^ip)=^{p'+p-4) (p = dA.b...)

A^i'^= ^ (p-4) ip' +P-Q) (/^==5.6.7...)

A/.P)= ^^{p-h) {p-6) ip'^p-S) {p=7.S.d...)

A,(p)= l-(p-ö)(p-7){p-S)(p^+p-\0) (/.=9.10.1l..)
5!

.(15)

where the law of succession is evident. With these values the equa-

tions (13) and (14) give the required solution.

4. To generalise the preceding results we will proceed to examine

the more general integral equation.

f{,v)=J<f{^)K{x-i3)dii (16)

assuming that the functions /(.n) and K{,c) may be expanded in series

of Bessel's functions

ƒ(.^•) = cj,{.v) + cj,{.c) -r cj,{^) + ...

K{w) = aj„{.v) + aj,{.v) + aj^{,v) + ...

which is the case if these functions are finite and continuous

from to X.

If now

the second member reduces to

22

Thus, comparing the two members, we find

Cj = 2a„6„

C2 — 2a,6„+ 2a„6i

<^8 = ^ («2— «0) ^„+ 2«,6,+ 2a„&,

c, = 2 {a—a,) 6,+ 2 {a—a,) ^ + 2a,/,,+ 2«„6,

etc.

which give
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2^ = -q

2h,

2b. z=

1 «-'s

«0
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1

+ 71

+

«o 1

a„ O 1

«1 «o o

(c,/, + c,7,+ c,/,4- • •)

(«lA+'\A+ '^3A+..)

+ 77

«O O 11

a^ a^ O 0|

«2-«0 «1 «o ^
(«-\^3 4-C2^4 + <-'3A + -)

If now

we have

-j- etc.

;{.r) = cj, +cj^ + c,J, +

df

thus, according to (5)

— {cj, + '^Jz + C3/4 + • ••)

df
cJo + cj, + c,I, 4- . . = 2 -f + /(/?)

(ZiT

rfii

and by the same formula

:Jn 4- Cjn+l 4- ^3^"+2 4- . . = 0^-1) f/O^)
^""'^'''7'^^

c^/?.

Introducing these values we have

df
2^(^') = 2^„-f 4- ^[(^„4-^l.)/,(.^-i^)-f2.43/,+ 3^,/, + ..]c/:?

where

A =- A =-f^^
«0 «0 l«i <^

Remarking that

n/„(.^•— /?)

K 1

1 I

, A, z= — ja^ a„

ja^-a^ a^

(17)

this result we may write

= è [In-l{^-i3) 4- /n+l(^-/?)]
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X

dx J
'

r co 1' •

^^^^

J o

o I

When tlie integral equation

2A(.^;)=ƒl|>G?)A'(.^.-^),/;i

is given, we find by (18)

ip(.^) = AJ,{x) + ^,A(..) + AJ,{x) 4- . . . .

00

Therefore 2 {A^,-{-Ai,-\-^2)Tilx) be expressed in function of tf>.

For

2dtb r IAx-8)

and, differentiating again

d.c- J X-

tlius

=^w

:>

x-ii

5. We now proceed to give some applications of formula (18).

First let the integral equation be

X

f{x)=L{^)I^{x-^)d^

Ü

then

«0 = 1, aj = rt, = . . . r=

hence

^„ = 1, A, = 0, ^, = 1, ^ = ^, = ... =
tilus

2^f {x) = 2 f- + è f/(l'^) [2^0 O^- -|5) + 2/, 0^-/3)] ^ii

or
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da; ^ X— p

which agrees with (2).

Considerii)^' the integral equation

j (.r) =ƒ/ (^) /, '.r-^) d^

the formula (18) is not applicable because «„ = 0. In this case and

assuming n^i =]= 0, we have

+ -,
1 I

fl, 1

«1
I

"»

i
a.

a.
('',ƒ: -f ^s^. + •••)

1

I «J
—

<^l «2

«1 : (c,/, + r,7, + ...)

where

c./, + c./., + ... = 2-^+J.i

dx" ' " J" " x-l^
u

thus, representing the coefticients by the letters B

d^

[_ d\v J X

T. (.^-/?)
d^

df r I, {x—8)

d.v J x-i3
d^

A(.^-/3)+ B, ff{^)Z±2^^d^

+



or

X

2<fi.v)=iB, ^^ +27?, ^ +(2i?„+7?,)/-2/?. fm ^-^^^^ d^i-
il tV tl' rt/ «/ it/

*"^ iJ

a- O

o

Now pnlting

rtj = 1 a^=z a^ = .. T= O

we have

B, = l B, = B^ = l 7?3 = 7?, = ... + O

thus

o

whic'li agrees with (10).

Finally let the integral equation to be solved be

X

•^•= lq{i3)cos{x—l3)di3

In this ease

//g = 1 , r/i = , a^ = 2 , r/j = , r/, = 2 , . . .

thus

A, = 1 , .1. = , A, = 3 , .I3 = , .1^ = ^ , A, = , A,r=:4 ...

and, aecording to (18)

wliicli. by means of the known relation

/„(') + 2/,(..)-f 2/, (.r)-f ... = l

may Ite written

2^f{.v)=.2 +2J^d^

or

^(.^•) = 1 + 1



G-eodesy. — "Comparison of the measuring har used in the hasè^

measurement at Stroe mith the D/itch Metre No. 27". UyU. G.

V. D. Sanue Bakhuvzen, N. Wildeboek and J, W. Dieperink.

Ill tlie Slimmer of 1913, the Government-Commission for Triangii-

latioii and Levelling measiiicd a base of about 4320 metres, under

the direction of Prof. H. J. Keuvelink, on the high road between

Apeldoorn and Amersfoort, near the Railway-station Stroe.

The measurements were made with the base-apparatus of the

"Service géographique de l'armée" at Paris, which was lent through

the courteous help of the Director of that service to the Government

Commission bv the French Government.

The measuring bar of this apparatus is an H-shaped invar-bar of

four metres length, provided with two very sharp end lines at the

extremities, between which three intermediate lines are drawn, which

divide the measuring bar into four parts, a, b, c and d, each one

metre long.

Previous to the base measurement here, this measuring-bar had

been compared several times with the metre international at Breteuil

;

these comparisons had shown, that the length had undergone some

slow changes, as is often the case with invar-bars ; it was therefore

important to determine the length shortly before and after the base-

measurement.

In April 1913 therefore a comparison was made at Breteuil, but

as the comparator there had to undergo some repairs, the comparison

could not be repeated in the autumn of 1913 ; it was therefore

decided to compare the measuring bar in this country with one of

the two Dutch pialinnm-iridium metres, viz. with No. 27, by means

of t''e comparalor which had been supplied by messrs. Repsold and

Sons in 1867 wiih the base-apparatus for the triangulation in the

East Indies, and which is now mounted in the geodetic buildings in Delft.

From the experience gained in previous measurements we did not

consider that sutTicient accuracy could be obtained with this compa-

rator, especially on account of the inferior quality of the microscopes
;

on this account it was decided to order two new micrometer-micros-

copes from Zeiss (in Jena) which were delivered in the autumn of

1913, so that in December the comparator was ready for the comparison.

We are very much indebted to Prof. Heuvelink, who arranged

everything for the measurements and placed a room in the geodetic

buildings, and an instrument-maker at our disposal for some weeks
;

and fiirllicr to the "Commission for the preservation of the stan-

dards", who allowed us the use of metre 27.



1. Arrangement of the comparator.

A complete description of the comparalor can be found in Dr. J.

A. C. OuDKMANs, "Die Triangnlation von Java, erste Abteiling" ; we
may therefore confine ourselves liere to a siiort account of tiie

arrangement.

A wooden case over four metres long inside, contains a long iron

carrier, which can be moved upon rails from one side of the case to the

other, at right angles to the length. Upon this carrier the measuring

bar and the metre wiih which it is to be compared, are placed

parallel to each other, while the metre with the box in which it

is placed can be moved along the carrier in the direction of its

length, and can so in turn be placed opposite to each of the four

parts a, b^ c. and (/ of the measuring rod.

The w^ooden case is further provided with a strong iron frame

to which the micrometer-microscopes are attached at a distance of

exactly a metre and which can be moved upon rails, independent!}'

of the carrier, above the measurijig bar and the metre.

The first thing (o do is to place the metre opposite the first part

of the measuring bar, parallel to and at the same height as the

bar, and to push the carrier upon which they both lie as far as

possible sideways across the case, until it touches a pair of correc-

tion screws. If evci-ything is pi'operly arranged, the microscope

frame upon its rails can then be placed so, that the two microscopes

are just above the end lines of the metre, or the part a of the

measuring bar. If the carrier is ihen moved to I he other side of

the case, where it similarly touches two screws, the microscopes

will be directed just above the end lines of part a or of the metre.

By focussing with the micrometers accurately upon the end lines

of the metre and of part a in both these positions, it is easy to

find the difference in length between them, expressed in micro-

meter-divisions. By subsequently placing the metre successively opposite

to the portions b, c. and jl of the measuring bai'. and making the

same observations, the data are procured, by which the length ot

the measuring bar can he determined in metres.

In order to be certain that in the successive measurements of

portions a, b, c, and d the microscopes were each time directed

upon the same points of the division lines, small brass plates

provided with a point in the middle were fixed on the middle of the

bar near the division lines, in this way fixing a line along the middle

of the measuring bar. The correction screws at the sides of the case,

(against which the carrier moves up in its sideways movements)

were so adjusted, that these points came exactly under the fixed
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horizontal wires in the two microscopes. As care was taken, that

the moveable micrometer wires were parallel to the division lines, an

influence of a small deviation of the point npon which the micros-

copes are directed need not be feared.

2. Microscopes. At our request the microscopes were so con-

structed, that on the objective-side the course of the rajs is tele-

centric ; they have a 30-fold magnification, and the illumination of

the division lines is not sideways but central, by means of a prism

with total reflection, which is placed behind the objective in the

tube of the microscope, and occupies half of the field. The light

from a small electric lamp falls through an opening in the tube of

the microscope upon the dull face of the prism, is then reflected by

the prism verlically downwards through the objective, falls upon the

reflecting surface of the metre or the measuring bar, and is thus

reflected vertically back into the microscope. With an electric lamp

of a few candles the illumination was excellent, and the division

lines were seen as very fine black lines.

3. Temperature. The exact determination of the temperatures of

the metre and the measuring bar is a matter of great importance.

In order to make the changes of temperature as small as possible

we endeavoured, in the first place, to keep the temperature of the

room as constant as possible. For this pui-pose the windows were

covered with thick curtains, and the central heating was shut off. As

only a small amount of heat was convened through the floor and

walls, the temperature did not change much, and only rose a little

from the presence of the observers, and the burning of a few gas lamps.

All tlie metal parts of the comparator were shut off from the

outside air by wood and other badly conducting material, outside

which only the eye-pieces of the microscopes protruded ; the measur-

ing bar was moreover entirely enclosed in a thick aluminium case

and the metre in a brass box, in which there were only small

openings for the reading of the division lines and the thermometers.

The protection of the metre from the radiating heat was less effective

than that of the measuring rod, so that in half of the measurements,

during which the observer was on the side of the comparator nearest

to the metre, it was found advisable to cover the outside wall of

the comparator with a layer of badly conducting material, which

gave a greater constancy of temperature.

For the determination of the temperature of the metre and mea-

suring bar, upon the horizontal faces on which the division lines are

drawn a thermometer A was laid upon the metre, and on the measur-



ing bar (wo thermometers B and C, tlie last two about a metre from

each extremity. Moreover there were placed in the comparator case

a registering thermometer D, two thermometers E and F upon the

outside of the aluminium case about above the thermometers B and C,

and two thermometers G and //at the two extremities of the comparator,

which were read through glass-covered openings in the end-walls.

On the whole the temperature readings were of such a nature,

that there is every reason to believe that the readings of the thermo-

meters A, B and C may be taken as the temperatures of the metre

and the measuring bar.

4. Programme of the measurements. It was arranged, that the

measurements should be made by the two engineers of the Govern-

ment Commission for triangulation and levelling, A. Wildeboer and

J. W. DiEPERiNK, and a member of the commission, H. G. v. d. Sande

Bakhuyzen. Each of these made a complete series of measurements.

Mr. Wildeboer and Mr. Dieperink arranged everything beforehand,

so that (1) metre and measuring bar were parallel to each other

and at the same level, (2) the micrometer wires were parallel to the

division lines and showed no parallax witli regard to the division

lines, (3) in the extreme positions of the carrier the division lines of

the meti'e and of the measuring bar appeai'cd in the correct position

in the field of the microscopes. In the adjustment of the level of

metre and bar, so that no parallax could be detected of the micro-

meter-wires with respect to tlie division-lines, the adjustment of one

of tlie observers was always checked by a second or third.

When the carrier had been placed in one of the extreme positions

and the microscopes were therefore directed upon the end lines, say

of the metre, the observer placed the micrometerwires of the left-

hand microscope twice in succession upon the line, then took four

readings with the right-hand microscope, and finally two with the

left-hand one. In the middle of these eight readings the thermo-

meter on the meire was read. The carrier was now brought into

the other extreme position, so that portion a of the measuring bar

came under the microscope. In the same way as for the metre, 8

readings were taken with the microscopes, and readings of the

thermometers. The observer then returned to the metre, and in the

same way took seven sets of observations in succession, alternately

upon the metre and the selected portion of the measuring-bar, each

consisting of 8 readings.

A series of observations of this kind, which lasted about a quarter

of an hojir, we shall henceforth call an observation-series.
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Each of the three observers made two of these observation-series

in succession.

After these six series, the metre was turned round in its case, so

that the marlv wliich first showed on the left hand side now lay

on the right hand side ; and in the same way as at the beginning

of the measurements, the position of the metre with regard to the

measuring bar and the microscopes was then properly regulated. As

the comparator case had to be opened for this, there was a disturb-

ance in the equilibrium of the temperature. An hour or IV2 was

therefore allowed to pass before fresh measurements were begun.

As in the first position, each of the three observers then took two

series of observ^ations in this second position.

For the determination of the temperature in the comparator, at

the beginniug and at the end of the 6 series with the same position

of the metre, the thermometers E, F, G. and H were read. These

readings served only to ascertain, whether disturbances of tempera-

ture had occurred in the comparator. In none of the series which were

used for the determination of the length of the measuring bar was

this the case; there was therefore no further use made of the

readings of the thermometers E, F, G, and H, any more than of

the records of the registering thermometer.

As in the computation of the results the differences of the readings

of the right-hand and left-hand microscopes are used, the influence

of a personal error of adjustment will disappear from the results,

if both end lines, the micrometer wires and the optic images in the

two microscopes arc exactly alike. This complete equality however

does not exist. The lines are, as far as can be seen, all equally fine

and faultless, but the distance of the micrometer wires is smaller

in the one microscope than in the other, so that the appearance of

the line, when it is placed between the two micrometer wires, is

different in the two microscopes. In order to eliminate the personal

error arising from this, the observations would have to be repeated

after exchanging the microscopes, or else with the mici'oscopes in

the same position, but the observer standing the second time on the

other side of the comparator, so that the microscope which was first

on his right hand, is now on his left.

The latter method is simpler than the former, and had the further

advantage (over the changing of the microscopes) that the observer,

who first stood nearest to the measuring bar, is now nearest to the

metre, and an irregular influence of the heat radiated by the observer

will thus be also, at least partially, eliminated.

On these grounds the observers, after they had compared each of
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the 4 portions of the measuring har with the metre, while standing

on one side of the comparator, repeated the observations standing

on the other side.

To distinguish the observation-series from each other, we shall

call those which were made while the observers were in their original

position with respect to the comparator, A, those in which thej were

on the other side. B, the series in which the mark on the metre

lay to the right of the observer r, tliat in which it was on the

left /, while the first of two identical series we shall call 1 and

the second 2. For each portion of the measuring bar each observer

therefore took 8 series of observations A)\ , Ar,, Al^ , Al^, Br^ , B?\,

Bl^, BI^. Care was taken, that when the first series was begun

with the metre, the second identical series should begin with the

measuring bar.

5. Rims and errors of the micrometer screws. For the purpose

of determining any possible changes in the runs of the micrometer

screws, the length of the millimetre divided into 10 marked on the

measuring bar near the end lines was measured every day before

and after the measurements, with both of the microscopes. From
the results it appeared, that the value of the run, which \vas approxi-

mately 200 micromillimetres, did not change perceptibly. As, however,

it was not certain, that the millimetres on the measuring bar were

of exactly the correct length, the absolute value of the run was

afterwards determined by measuring out a distance of 1 centimetre

divided into millimetres on a measuring rod of nickel-steel belonging

to the Observatory in Leiden, supplied by the Société Genevoise,

the errors of division of which had been accurately determined in

Breteuil. For all the measurements the same value of the run is

assumed, viz. 198.69 micromillimetres for the microscope marked I

and 199.82 micromillimetres for the unmarked microscope.

Moreover the periodic errors of the micrometer screws were

determined in tlie observatory at Leiden, by measuring distances

equal to a half and a third of a turn. The continuous errors were

determined by measuring a larger distance, with portions of the screw

situated symmetrically with respect to the zero.

For micrometer 1 the correction formula of the readings in parts of

the divided head, was found to be: 0.18 /S'w (z* + 17°); the influence

of the term dependent on the double of the reading was imperceptible.

In the unmarked microscope no periodic errors could be detected

by the observations.

The continuous errors were imperceptible in both microscopes.
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6. Reduction of the ohsei'vations and results obtained. The micro-

meter readings are all reduced with the above mentioned values

for the run of the screws in micromms and for the periodic errors

in micrometer 1.

The errors of thermometer 4570 belonging to the Dutch platinum-

iridium metres, which was used for the temperature-determinations

of metre No. 27, were determined by comparison with two thermo-

meters standardized at Breteuil, and by separate determinations of

the freezing point. It appeared, that between 0° and 30° the ther-

mometer is free from errors, except the error of the freezing point,

which was —0.48°. The determinations were made by Mr. H. C
Volkers, lecturer at the Technical University at Delft.

For the thermometers 15355 and 15356 belonging to the invar-

bar both the errors of division and tlie correction for the zero ai-e

negligible.

In the reduction of the length of the metre and the measuring-

bar the following coefticients of expansion were used. For the metre

the value communicated by Bosscha in his paper: "Relation des

experiences cpii ont servi a la construction de deux metres étalons en

plcXtine iridié, compares direetement avec le metre des archives" and

which from if to t^ gives an expansion for the metre in micromms

of:

8.4327 ^ + 0.00401 ^^

For the measuring bar, the determination made at Breteuil was

used, which gives for the expansion per metre in micromms;

1,6245/ -I- 0.001065^*.

After the introduction of these reductions, the three observers

obtained the following results for the lengths of the 4 portions of

the measuring-bar, each about a metre in length, diminished by the

length of N". 27 both at the temperature of zero. These results

are the mean of the observations of one series.

Portion 0—1.

WiLUEBOER DlEPERINK BaKHUYZEN

Position A Position B Position A Position B Position A Position B

l^ —29.70 —27.43 —28.65 —27.39 —27.93 -26.40

/, 28.25 27.84 28.28 27.19 28.60 27.13

r, 29.25 28.39 28.85 27.94 29.89 27.96

r, 29.01 28.95 28.89 28.23 29.49 27.91
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Portion 1—2.

WiLDEBOEK DiEPERINK BaKHUYZEN

Position A Position B Position A Position B Position A Position B
I, —99.31 —95.46 —98.59 -9R.73 —97.96 -96.10

/, 99.61 95.28 98.64 96.02 97,65 96.22

r, 98.82 95.33 97.95 96.99 97.30 95.69

r, 99.96 95.18 98.50 96.77 97.69 94.94

Portion 2—3.

WlLUKL?0ER DiEPEKINK BaKHUYZEN

Position A Position B Position A Position B Position A Position B
/, —122.76 —122.00 —122.70 —123.64 —123.52 —122.95

I, 122.25 122.22 122.26 123.00 122.39 123.03

r, 122.72 121.72 121.18 121.04 122.85 123.35

r, 122.00 J 21.46 120.75 J22.24 121.96 122.83

Portion 3—4.

WiLDEBOER DiEPERINK BaKHUYZEN

Position A Position B Position .4 Position B Position A Position B
l^ —144.49 —143.48 —143.28 —143.45 —144.09 —143.22

/, 144.55 143.58 143.96 143.37 143.93 143.28

r, 144.91 144.00 144.09 143.69 145.10 144.57

r, 143.70 144.08 143.98 143.65 144.44 143.48

In order to eliminate the effect of personal errors the means

were now formed from the observation-series ^1 and B, those

Mvo series being combined in which the metre was in the same

absolute position in space, not relatively to the observer, i.e. Al^

with Bi\, Alj. with B)\, A}\ with Bl^ and Ai\ with BI^. In this

manner the following results were obtained

:

Mean
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Mean

Mean
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Th the fiisf place it was investigated, whether there was a systematic

ditference in tlie results of a series of observations according to

whether tlie microscope was pointed 3 times on tiie metre and

4 times on the measniing-bai-, or 4 times on the metre and 3 times

on the measuring-bar. For tliis pui-pose the mean was tirst formed

of corresponding series in the positions .1 and />, in which the

number of times that the microscope was pointed on the metre and

therefore also on the measuring bar, was the same. A-Ccording to

these averages the mean error of observation in micromms was:

WiLDEBOKR DiEPERiNK Bakhuyzen Mean
0.371 0.366 0.509 0.420 (I)

After this the average was foi-iued of corresponding series in

A and B in which the number of times pointed on tiie metre and

on the measuring bar was unequal ; according to these averages the

mean error of observation for a series was :

Wildeboer Dieperink Bakhuyzen Mean

0.496 0.330 0.440 0.428 (II)

From the agreement of the two means we may infer that tiiere

is no systematic ditference in the series witli 3 or with 4 poinlings

on the metre or measuring bar.

It was next investigated, if there was a systematic difference in

the results of series in wliicli the metre was in a different position

relatively to the observer, i.e. in the results of the series / and /•.

This was done in two way«.

'i. The differences were found of the corresponding series in

which the observer and the metre were in the same position in

which differences the systematic error referred to plays no j)art. The

mean error for a series ni deduced from this is:

Wildeboer Dieperink Bakhuyzen Mean

0.450 0.346 0.492 0.434. (Ill)

After this the mean was formed of all the corresponding values

found with the same position of the observer, in position / as well

as position r of the metre.

The dexiations of all these values from their mean, in which the

influence of the systematic error is present give the following values

for the mean error of a series.

Wildeboer Dieperink Bakhuyzen Mean

0.454 0.594 0.630 0.564 (IV)

2. The means were found of an observation-series in position

A and in a corresponding series in position B, in which the metre

21
Proceedings Royal Acad Amstenlam. Vol >'VU
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was in the reversed position relatively to the observer, i.e. r and /.

In these averages the systematic error is thus eliminated. In this

way the mean error of one series was found to be

WiLDEBOER DlEPERINK H.VKHUYZEN Mean

0.370 0.296 0.507 0.401 . (V)

If on the other hand a series in i)Osition ^4 was combined with

one in B, in which the metre was in the same position with regard

to the observer, so that the systematic error was not eliminated in

the mean, the mean error was found to be:

WiLDEBOER DlEPERINK B.VKHUYZEN Mean

0.424 0.755 0.768 0.666 . (VI)

Both the double sets of mean errors (III) and (IV), and (V) and

(VI) show clearly, that there is a systematic difference in the results

of the series r and /, or with different positions of the metre relatively

to the observer. In order to remove the error, therefore, the mean

of two corresponding series of observations must always be taken,

in which the metre is in different positions with regard to the

observer.

We further computed the mean error from all the series of ob-

servations for tiie same portion of the measuring-bar, without regard

to the position of the metre or of the observer, in which therefore

the influence is present both of the position of the metre and of

the observer. First the mean errors were computed for each observer

separately. This gave

WiLDEBOER DlEPERINK Bakhuyzen Mean

1.222 0.805 0.955 1.009, (VII)

Finally the results of the series for the same portion of the

measuring bar in all positions of the metre and of the observer for

all three observers were averaged, and the mean ei-ror determined

from the deviations of each of the results, which must therefore

contain (1) the influence of the position of the metre (2) the influence

of the position of the observer, (3) any other possible influence of

the observer. The mean error was then found to be:

1.002 (VIII)

The difference of the mean errors (VII) and (IV) shows, that the

position of the observer has a marked influence, on the other hand

the agreement of the mean errors (VII) and (VIII) shows, that there

does not appear to be an influence due to the observer other than

that which depends upon the })Osition of the metre and observer.

We may further conclude from the values found, that if the two

systematic errors mentioned are eliminated, the mean error of a
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series of observations is Ihc mean of' llic values : 0.420 (T), 0.428 (liy,

0.434(111) and 0.40J (V) tiieretbre:

m— :t 0..^421

As the measnrenient of each portion of tiie ineasnring bar was

obtained for each observer b3- taking the mean of 8 series of obser-

vations, the mean 'error in the length of each portion measnred by

one observer is

:

0y.421± = i 0/^149,
1/8

and as the whole measn ring-bar consists of fonr portions, the mean

error in the length of the bar for each observer is

± 0.-.149 1/4= ± 0/^298.

If the value of this mean error is formed by comparing with each

other the lengths of the nieasnring-bar according to each of the three

observers, we obtain

:

± 0/^355.

From the agreement of the last two values we maj^ conclude,

that in the results obtained the influence of the observer and of the

position of the metre and the measn ring-bar is eliminated, and that

therefore, beyond the influence of the temperature determination and

errors in the coeflicient of expansion, the mean eri'or in the length

of the whole measuring-bar expressed in the length of metre 27,

determined by one observer, is equal to

± 0/^36.

and is therefore for the mean of the three observers

:

0.36

i/Z
^ ± .205.

Geodesy. — "Comparison of the Dutch pi itmum-iridium Metre

No. 27 lüitli the international MHre M, as derived from the

measurements hi/ the Dutch Metre-Commission in 1879 and

1880, a7id a pre/imina>-;/ determination of the length of the

measuring-bar of the French /jasj-apparatus in international

Metres" By Prof. H. G. van dk Sande Bakhuyzen.

The main object of the measurements made by the Dutch Metre-

Commission (Bosscha, Oudemans and Stamkart) at Paris in 1879

and 1880 was an accurate comparison of the two Dutch metres

19 and 27 vv^ith the Metre des Archives, the various papers published

by Bosscha on tlie subject sliovv, how very well this object was

2i'^
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attained. As we shall have to refer to these papers more than once

we shall quote by volume and page from "Bosscha's Verspreide

geschriften" (B.'s collected papers) published in three volumes.

The importance of a comparison of the Dutch metres with the

International jdatinum-iridium metre kept in Paris was, however, not

lost sight of by the Commission. It was probably by their request,

that in the protocol drawn up of the handing over of the two

metres bj^ the Frencii Section of the international Metre-Commission

to the Dutch delegates Bosscha and Oudemans it was specially stated :

Cette remise est faite sous la réserve du droit qu'aura le Gouver-

nement des Pays Bas de faire etfectuer les comparaisons entre ces

metres et le prototype du Bureau international des poids et mesures

pour la determination de leurs equations a i'égard de ce mètre.

However, not only did the Dutch Commission leave open the

possibility of obtaining a direct comparison with the international

metre later on, but also l)y making determinations at Paris of the

differences between the Dulch metres and metres which are in their

turn coiuiected to the International metre, they took care, that the

I'elation between the lengths of our metres and the International

metre can be calculated.

Although all the observations which are required for these calcu-

lations are fully communicated in Bosscha's papers and only very

simple calculations are suflicient to obtain the relation in question,

the results have not been published either by Bosscha himself or

as far as I know by anybody else ; and as they are needed in order

to express the length of our base-line in international metres, I shall

here shortly communicate them.

The relation to the International metre is obtained not only through

the metre des Archives A (see further down), but also through the

two Metres /^ and 20, both of the second alloy of Matthky, of

which jM is also made; in addition use is made of the two metres

23 and 27 both of the first alloy (metal du conservatoire).

For the reduction of the difference of length of 23 and /^ the

difference of the coefficients of expansion of these two metres is

required, and I shall therefore try to derive its most probable value

from the results communicated by Bosscha.

In the first place we ma}^ conclude from Bosscha's calculations,

that the metres of the second alloy have all got the same coefficient

of expansion (Vol. Ill, p. 74— 76). The equality of the coellicients

of exi)ansion of the metres 1, 3, 12, and 13 of the first alloy is

also demonstrated (Vol. Ill p. 77). According to Fizeau's measure-

ments llie coefficients of expansion of the metres 19, 27, and 23 of
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the tirst alloy would iilso have veiy cippioximatclj the yume value

(Vol. II, p. 314), whereas accordnig- to the measurements of the

Duti'li Commission the difference in expansion of the metres 19 and

23 is too small to l)e observable. (Vol. II, p. 314, 315). This is

not quite in accordance with Fizeau's results (Vol. II, p. 323) obtained

at 12°, 42°. and (32°, as these give for 19 and 27 somewhat difïerent

values. But if the quadratic term is taken into account, the coeffi-

cients of expansion at 40°, the mean temperature used by Fizeau

in his measurements, would be according to his formulae 8'^74 for

19, and 8''.75 for 27, so tiiat in connectiou with the equality men-

tioned above of the expansion of the 4 first-named metres of the

"metal du conservatoire" and the equality of the expansion of J

9

and 23 found by the Dutch Commission it may be inferred, that all

the metres of the firsf alloy have also the same coefficient of expansion.

The next question is, what the difference is between the coefficients

of expansion of the first and second alloy.

According to measurements by Benott and Guillaume with Metre

6 of the 2"'^ alloy the mean expansion between and 20" per

degree and per metre is 8'^617; according to measurements by

FiZEAU the mean of the same expansion for metres 19 and 27 of

the first alloy is b.'^537, i. e. a difference of O.'^OB. It is necessary,

however, to observe, that the two values were obtained by altogether

different methods, that of BexNOit and Guillaume by ordinary measure-

ments of length at different temperatures, that of Fizeau by his

well-known interference-method.

Against these we have the determinations of the differences in

expansion of metre 6 of the 2'"^^ and of metres 1, 3, 12, and 13 of

the 1st alloy (Vol. Ill p. 77) all from ordinary measurements of

length at different temperatures. As the result of these 0^02 is

obtained as the average of the differences.

Taking into account, that, where the methods of observation differ,

systematic errors in the differences are possible, it seems to me

probable, that the latter result is the more trustworthy.

In the reduction of the Dutch metre 27 to the International metre

the difference in length of metres 23 and 27 also plays a part.

For this difference two values have been determined ;
in 1879 the

Dutch Commission found 27 -23 =0-.92 ± 0^031 (Vol. II, p. 297)

and in 1880 the same commission found 27 — 23 = 0".41 ± 0^073

(Vol. II p. 334). Of the latter value no further use has been made

by Bosscha; it seems to me, however, that it is preferable to use

the mean of the two results, taking into account the respective

weights. In that case the result is
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27 — 23 = 0.^84.

llcductltni hl/ inedii^ of I^. Fiom several sei-ies of observalioiis at

a mean temperature of 16°.44, Tresca found (Vol. Ill, p. 14)

23 = 7, + 1^24.

Adding 0^02 X 16.44 = ().".33 for the reduction to 0° the ecpiation

becomes

23 = /, -f 1^57,

fiirlher 27 — 23 + 0.«.84 (see above)

and /, = J/+ 5.-.94 (Vol. Ill, p. 70),

so thai 27 = 37 4-8^35.

Reduction hij nimns of 20. From three series of measurements

one by Hosscha and two by Tkesca, follows :

23 = 20 + 7.".19 (Vol. Ill, p. 24),

further 27 = 23 + 0^84 (see above)

and 20 = J/ +0^.96 (Vol. Ill, p. 70),

so that 27 = J/ +8^99.

The mean of the two reductions is 27 = i/ -|- 8.".67.

If the 5 above mentioned ditferent equations containing 4 unknown

(puintities, are taken as all equally accurate and if they are then

solved by the method of least squares, obviously the same value

for 27

—

M is found, while the mean error of each of the equations

is ±0.^32, that of 27 — J/=8^67 being ±0-^45.

A value for 27— 31 is also arrived at by using the comparisons

with the "Metre des Archives" A, viz.

27 = .4 + 6/^11 (Vol. II, p. 323),

^=.l/+2.-.63 (Vol. Ill, p. 24, 70„

Hence 27 = J/+ 8.".74.

This result agrees very closely with the value found above. But,

as it is largely based on the comparisons which have also served

for calculating the previous result, no particular importance can be

attached to the accordance. Considering the value of the mean

error ± 0'".45 a direct comparison of 27 and 31 would certainly

seem to be desirable.

If the length of the measuring bar of the French base-apparatus

in terms of metre 27, as given in the previous note, is now expres-

sed in International metres by means of the equation 27 = M -\- 8^.67

the result is;
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L=i4.M— 391^84 + 4 X 8-^7 = 4 .1/ — 357/M6.

The value of L had been detertuiiied several times before at the

"Hureaii iiiteriiatioiial des poids et mesiires" at Hi-eteuil ; on these

occasions the following valnes were obtained, leaving out the some-

what uncertain correction for the "change in the molecular equilibrium".

1903 March 4 i)/—377^6 Breteuil

1904 June —373 .5

1907 February —363 .7

1909 February —356 .8

1909 December —358 .4

1910 December -357 .2

1911 June —355 .3

1911 Sept.-October - 358 .4

1913 April —348 .7

1913-14 Dec-January —357 .2 Delft.

It appears from these numbers that during the tirst years up to

1909 the bar increased in length. From that year onwards the length

seems to have remained practically unchanged; only in April 1913

a further very marked increase in length shows itself, of which,

however, no trace is found in the measiu-ement made by us. In

view of this contradiction a new determination at Breteuil of the

length of the measuring-bar is desirable; col. Lallemand, chief of

the geodetic department of the Service géographique de l'armée, and

Monsieur Benoit, Director of the Bureau international des poids et

mesures at Breteuil, have both promised to undertake this comparison

shortly.

Postscript. A few weeks after the meeting of our Academy

I received from Monsieur Benoit a letter in which he communicated

the results of on elaborate investigation concerning the length of the bar

of the French base appai-atus. He and Monsieur Maudet comi)ared

in the Bureau at Breteuil first that bar and three other ones each

with the prototype and afterwards the four bars with one another.

Benoit found as final result for the length of the Freiu'h bar, with-

out correction for the change in the molecular equilibrium:

L„ = 4 J/— 348/^23,

almost exactly the same value as that found in April 1913.

On the average the length determined at Breteuil is therefore 8".

7

greater than that determined at Delft.

In order to find what may be the causes of that ditference I
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used (he foriiuila by which ihe length of the l)ar at zero is derived

IVoiii the nieusiirements.

During tlie nieasui-ements at Breteiiii tlie temperatures of the bar were,

according to Benoit's statements,, not vei^ different from 15°. I have

not here at my disposal the data of the exact values of the tem-

peratures dui-i ng the measurements at Delft, but I know that they

pi-esented no great deviations and, if I am not mistaken, the extreme

differences from the mean, about IS'^. wei-e not greater than about

two degrees. We can therefore combine the observations at Breteuil,

and also those made at Delft each into a mean result, at a mean

temperature, and we then obtain the following equation, in which

tlie letters without a dash indicate the values determined at Breteuil,

those with a dash the values determined at Delft:

L, -l:=- aL, r 4- a'L:T+ 4(/„- ^o')

+

m-m ^s-s.
In these formulae L is the length of the bar, T its mean tem-

perature during the measurements, « the adopted coefficient of expansion

of the bar, I the length of the comparison metre, / its mean tem-

pei'ature, /i the mean expansion of the metre for 1°, aS the difference

of the length of the bar and the fourfold of the length of the com-

parison metre, determined by means of micrometrical measurements

with the microscopes; T and o, as indices of L and / indicate the

temperatures to which these lengths have been reduced.

The differences of the temperatures T— T' =r ATand t—{ = A^,

and also the differences in the adopted coefficients of expansion

/?— ^ =z t\^ are small, and for the value of the coefficient of ex-

pansion « and a the same value has been adopted in Breteuil and

in Delft; the last of the three equations may therefore be put

approximately into the following form :

X«— /.;'=AL=— «LA7^-f4A^ + 4^A/ + 4i;A/?+ ,S— .S'.

When A 7', A;', A/, A.i and S— S' have their exact values, LL
is zero; the value 8'^.7 for AL found from the observations is there-

fore only a function of the errors in those values, and putting on

the first side of the formula A/>:=:8".7 the quantities on the second

side represent those errors. We will consider each of the terms

separately.

1. aLtxT. T and T' have been determined in the same manner

by readings of the thermometers laid on the surface of the measur-

ing bar within the thick aluminium case; the temperatures in both

comparatoj'S were fairly constant, and the value of a is small; aL
for 0°.l is about 0^.7. In view of the great value of t\L, we may
therefore neglect that term,
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2. /S— S' . Tiiking into account the precision of the niicro-

metrical measurements and the small intluence ot' the systematic errors

in the measurements made at Delft, as appears from the values of the

mean errors, that term may also be neglected in tryinj^ to explain

the great value of ^L.
3. 4|iA^. 4,i is about 34" and A^ is the difference in the errors

of the mean temperatures of the metre, determined at Breteuil and

at Delft. When we assume, that in the perfectly constructed

comparator at Breteuil the error in the mean temperature of the

metre was zero, the effect of an error of 0°,1 in the mean tem])e-

rature of the metre at Delft on its length is 3'^4, and in order to

get a positive value of AL the temperature of the thermometer

laid on the surface of the metre must be lower than the tempe-

rature of the metre itself.

During the measurements the temperature of the metre was slowly

I'ising, it is therefore improbable, that the temperature of the thernio-

meter should be systematically lower than that of the metre, and it

is difficult to explain the positive value of AL, either totally or for

the greater part by an error in A^f.

4. 4A/. I cannot say, what is the real value of A/, the error

of the difference I adopted between the length of metre N". 27 and the

International metre. The mean erroi' of the adopted value of 4A/

is =b l.'^8. It is therefore possible that a part of the AL may be

accounted for by an error in the adopted difference, but it is

improbable, that it should explain the whole value, 8". 7 of AL.
5. 4/A/?. We can determine a' fairly probable value of that

term. According to a telegram from Monsieur Bf.noit, the mean expan-

sion for J° between 0° and 15°, used in the reduction of the

measurements of the [)rolotype. made of the second alloy, is 8'',662, the

mean expansion per degree between the same limits adopted in my
reductions of the length of N". 27 made of the first alloy is 8''^,493

;

the difference between the two is 0'^169. As a result of direct

comparisons, the mean difference of the expansion of the metres of

the first and second alloy is 0",02, as I stated above.

If we assume, that the coefficients of expansion of the metres

of the second alloy are really equal and that it is the same with

the metres of the first alloy, which assumption after the researches

of Bosscha is very probable, the erro!' Ai would be ecpial to 0.169

— 0.02 =0//,15. As t is about 15°, the term 4^A,i is 9^ almost

equal to the value 8",7 found for AL.

Although I do not pretend, that the assumptions made in order

to explain the difference betw^een the results obtained in Breteuil
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and Delft are absolutely certain, still I believe that the probability

is not small, that the difference between the assumed and the real

coefficients of expansion of the prototype at Bi'eteuil and the

metre N". 27, is for the greater part the cause of the value of

LL. It remains absolutely uncertain, what the real coefficients of

expansion of the metres are and also whether the coefficient of N". 27,

determined after F'izeau's method, merits greater or less confidence

than that of the prototype deduced, as 1 believe, from direct measure-

ments at different temperatures. But whatever it may be, it is of great

importance, and it is in my opinion the chief result which may

be deduced from my discussion, that when a direct comparison

of the metre W. 27 and the intei-national metre shall be made,

according to the right given to our government, it will not be confined

to a comparison at a mean temperature, but that if possible, the

absolute coefficient of expansion of our metre, and certainly the

difference in expansion of N". 27 and the prototype will also be

determined.

Lenk [Sioitzerland^.

Physiology. — "On the formation of antibodies after injection of

sensitized antigens." II. By Dr. L. K. Wolff. (Communicated

by Prof. C. Èykman.)

1. As a continuation to my series of experiments given in the first

communication, I have examined the immunisation power of a mixture

of erythrocytes and specific serum with a snrplus of amboceptor.

It is generally stated in literatni-e that this power is very slight or

that it does not exist at all ; in my two series of experiments I have also

found very little or no formation of amboceptor. I shall communi-

cate one of the series.

Horsecorpuscles — specific rabbitserum ^'^oo strong.

Binding power of 1 c.cm. 5 % blood ± 7 doses.

Mixture of 40 c.cm. serum and 20 c.cm. undiluted blood i. e.

20 doses amboceptor, so a great surplus.

Rabbit 149, 73 aiid 76 each get 20 c.cm. of the mixture intraperitoneal.

„ 179, 70 and 71 „ „ 67, „ undiluted blood oidy

ritre
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So with the rabbit 14i) aiitl 73 we do not timl a trace of active

immunisation, onlj of passive; rabbit 76 after 12 days shows a

small (active) increase of titre. The controlling rabbits however have

distinctly formed ambocej)tor.

The second experiment with cattle corpuscles had a perfectly

analogous course. With these experiments we cannot inject intra-

venously; the animals which are intravenously injected with such a

great quantity of serum and corpuscles die of anaphylaxis.

11. I have now put to myself the question what happens with

the sensitized corpuscles after the injection into the rabbit or cavia.

Therefore I have for the time being con lined myself to the sub-

cutaneous resp. subconjunctive injection; the intravenous one is very

difficult to follow, the progress of the peritoneal one it mostly known
;

besides the subcutaneous is the only one that is to be considered

with regard to man. I expected that in keeping with what happens

in the peritoneum, viz. a solution of the sensitized red corpuscles

in a short time, the corpuscles would also dissolve in the subcuta-

neous tissue. I have taken the conjunctiva as the spot where to

inject: there the phenomena are to be controlled better than any-

where else, and one can easily cut out little pieces for microscopic

examination.

Well then: if we inject foreign corpuscles under the conjunctiva

they are generally gone after one, and certainly so after two days.

As they have no rao\ement of their own, we must assume them

to be led away along the lymphpaths — a leading away by phago-

cytes in such a short time is not to be assumed. It is however

different if sensitized corpuscles are injected ; these remain on the

spot; they do not dissolve in any quantity worth mentioning, and

if one microscopies the place after a longer or shorter space of time

(after cutting out, fixing, embedding, and colouring) one will find

an important number of leucocytes between the corpuscles.

After 6 to 8 days only the corpuscles have generally disappeared;

sometimes however they are still to be seen after 10 to 12 days.

During the first few days one mostly finds polynuclear small

leucocytes, later more great mononuclear ones.

Now the question is how to explain this conduct. For this we

must examine three things.

1st f{ow is it that the sensitized corpuscles which are injected

subconjunctively do not dissolve, while those injected intraperiton-

eal ly do.

2nd Why do the sensitized corpuscles remain in the same place,

whereas the normal ones are carried away.
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3"'. What happens tiiially to the sensitized cells; what do the

leucocytes do.

Let us first answer the first question.

Here we must ask at once if there is couiplement in the sub-

cutaneous lymph.

As far as I know H. Schneider's') researches about this subject

are the best; he found that the tissue lymph which is obtained by

bringing a piece of cottonwool under the skin, and afterwards

pressing it out, contains very little complement indeed. One always

finds a little more complement than woidd really be the case if

we had [nire tissue lymph; a slight mixing with serum can of

course hardly be avoided. It goes without saying that in this

way we cannot be certain to get a liquid, agreeing with the tissue

lynq)h; the piece of cottonwool naturally works irritating; an

inflammation arises. But the injection of the corpuscles also causes

an inflammation, aud as such these two processes are equal.

I have also made some complement titrations to the guinea pig

and rabbit, of subcutaneous fluids obtained in this way.

For the solution of my haemolytic system 1 needed :

I. Fresh guinea pig serum \/,„„ c.cm.

Subcutaneous fluid Vso ^'-cm.

II. Fresh guinea pig serum '/so c.cm.

Subcutaneous fluid Vso c.cm.

TIL Fresh rabbit serum y^ c.cm.

Subcutaneous fluid 0,6 c.cm. no haemolysis!

Slowing fluid 0,6 c.cm. ti'ace of ,,

So we can affirm Schneider's experiments and assume very little

or no complement to exist in the subcutaneous cellular tissue ; and

we need not be astonished about the sensitized corpuscles not dis-

solving, when being injected subcutaneously.

Now we must answer the second question. The sensitized cells

remaining iu the same place was supposed to be due to the agglu-

tination which always accompanies the sensitizing. I did not succeed

in obtaining an immune serum prepared in the usual way, which

did not at the same time agglutinate. As 1 did not know any

method to separate amboceptor and agglutinin when I started my
experiments, I took another way to prove that the remaining of the

hloodcells was owing to their being agghilinated and not to the

sensitizing. I therefore agglutinated the bloodcells in a different way,

and now found that clinically and histologically the same was to be

seen after injecting these corpuscles as after injecting sensitized (and

1) Arch. f. Hygiene 70. p. 40 seq.
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at tlie same time agglutinated) cells. Tn the tirst place T used a

colloidal solution of SiO, for it.

All the red bloodcells I used (rabbit, guinea pig, horse, cattle, dog)

were agglutinated by it. be it in various concentration. Only the

SiOg had no effect ; it caused neither swelling, nor leucocytosis. It

had been prepared I13' saponifying Siliciinnethylether (Kahlbaum) with

greatly diluted hydrochloric acid. Colloidal SiO.^ prepared in aditferent

way had the same etfect. Now one might object against this

experiment that the SiO., not only agglutinates the bloodcells, but

that it also sensitizes them ; for together with guinea pig serum in a

great quantity, it can dissolve some kinds of blood. Tlierefore I took

refuge to the vegetable agglutinins which are found in the bean,

pea, lentil, and in the seeds of Datura Stramonium. In all these

cases the result was (he same: the bloodcells always remained there
;

the conjunctiva also showed the wellknown bluish-red change of

colour after some days, and histologically the inuige was always the

same. It goes without saying that with all those experiments the

sterility was taken into consideration as much as possible. ').

In order to make quite sure, however, that only sensitized and

agglutinated corpuscles did not show the phenomenon, I examined

some thirty rabbits out of my collection on haemolysin and agglu-

tinin against sheep-erythrocytes, and 1 really found some sera which

did contain haemolysin, but only little agglutinin. I repeated the expei'i-

ments with these sei'a ; but the results were not very distinct : there

sometimes was a difference, but it was not big enough to draw a

certain conclusion from it.

This is because all the sera employed were rather weak (ambo-

ceptor 7.50— Vioo) ^"0 so a rather big quantity of serum was necessary

(zb 3 cm.) to sensitize the cells. Normal rabbitserum generally con-

taining some agglutinin, we did not succeed in this way 'm obtaining

a suspension of sheep-erythrocytes which are sensitized but little or

not agglutinated. Yet I can communicate one experiment which came

out rather well :

Serum rabbit 73 titre amboceptor Vso ^'^ry little agglutinin.

147 ,, ,, nearly \\^^ much

V2 ccm. sheep-erythrocytes is digested with ± 3 ccm. serum 73,

just as 72 ccm. with =t 3 ccm. serum 147. The suspensions are

centrifuged and the corpuscles are taken up in 1 ccm. saltsolution.

Erythrocytes 73 are injected on the right, erythrocytes 147 on the

1) I did not use ricine because the poisonous qualities of this substance would

have injured the inaage.
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left under the eonjniictiva of rabbit 172. Tlie serum of this rabbit

contains neither amboceptor nor agglutinin in a noticeable quantity

against sheep-erythrocytes.

After one day there is a distinct ditFerence. There is very little

swelling and redness (+) on the left, but very strong swelling and

bluish-red change of colour (+++) on the right. The next day the

ditference is a little less, but still it is distinct.

Conse{]uentlj it was desireable to obtain a serum which sensitized

strongly (at least '/,„„J. but which agglutinated little or not at all.

As there was no question of a chemical separation — all the litera-

ture tells us that all suchlike attempts lead to no result whatever

—

Such serum had to be obtained in a different way. In the literature

about the helerogenetical antibodies is mentioned that serum of a

rabbit which had been in some way prepared in order to get hetero-

genetical amboceptors against sheep-erythrocytes, would then contain

no more agglutinins than ai-e found in normal rabbitserum.

My experiments in this direction have however not yet led to the

desired result. One rabbit which was injected with cattle-erythrocytes

had a serum with litre V200 against cattle-corpuscles, and a litre Viooo

against sheep-corpuscles. However it very clearly contained agglutinins

against the latter. The same thing appeared with two rabbits which

had been injected with horse-kidney extract. The litre against sheep-

blood was 7,0, of both of them. Both distinctly contained agglutinins,

if only little. The sheep-corpuscles treated with this serum i-emained

for some days in the same place, after having been injected under

the conjunctiva.

So in this way I could not prove with certainty that the agglu-

tinin is the cause of the prepared corpuscles remaining under the

conjunctiva. ^)

III. I will now mention some experiments which have been made

in connection herewith, but which do not directly bear upon the

subject mentioned in the title. I have asked myself whether the same

ditference as is mentioned above, is also found when non-prepared

bloodcells are injected subconjunctively partly with prepared, partly

with non-piepared animals, and whether here too the agglutinin was

of any importance as to the remaining of the erythrocytes. And this

has indeed appeared to be the case.

Rabbits with serum containing amboceptor (and agglutinin) still

show a strong swelling under the conjunctiva after one or two

days after having been injected with the erythrocytes in question

1) Note added during to the correction : Now 1 had more success with this

experiment. The helerogenetical serum which 1 now used was Viuoo strong.
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animals showed hardly any swelling after one, and no swelling' at

all aftei' t\vo days. In accordance with this the tissne tlnid (obtained

in the above mentioned way wiih cottonwool) obtains amboceptor

as well as agglutinin, if thev arc in the serum.

Rabbit 160 immunized against, cavia-erythnx'ytes.

Serum agglnlinalion Vsn and)oceptor 7io weak (-]-+)

fluid „ \,',o „ Vio - (+)
Rabbit 192 immnnized against horse-erythrocytes.

Serum agglutination ',„ amboceptor '/<,„

fluid ,, Viu weak ,, Vzo nearly

Rabbit 147 immnnized against cattle-erythrocytes.

Serum agglutination Vs amboceptor ^/^^

fluid „ Vs ,, 'Ao-

I have now investigated if it really is the agglutinin which deter-

mines the difference.

Rabbit 116 agglutination strong, amboceptor V.oo-

Rabbit 148 „ very weak, „ \f,,.

Both rabbits are subconjunctively injected with \'^ c.cin. washed

sheep-erythrooytes.

After one day there is a very strong bluishred swelling with 116,

with 148 hardly any swelling; after 2 days still a strong swelling

with 116, with 148 nearly all the blood has disappeared.

A stronger proof is given by the rabbits that were injected with

horsekidney extract ^). Although the tilre against sheepcorpuseles was

not high here (with both Vïoo) ^^ gi"eat difference was stated with

the controlling animal (titre also \^2on)-

After one day hardly any blood was to be seen with the first,

contrary to the controlling-animal. 1 think these experiments are

of some importance. For in the latest great report about the

agglutintition known to me, that by Paltauf^), the author says on

p. 515: Ob Agglutination audi im Oi'ganismus statlfindet erscheint

recht zweifelhaft.

At least I l)elieve 1 have proved the haemagglutination to take

place in the subcutaneous tissue. 1 oidy want to insert here that

1) These are the .same animals as were mentioned above: their serum did

contain agglutinin, but much less than tlie animals immunized in the ordinary

way. That here we got no agghitinin el'i'ect, and that we did when mixing the

serum with the bloodcells in vitro, may be explained by the fact that the agglu-

tinin can pierce with so much more dillictilty into the tissue fissures and reach the

bloodcells than when a great quantity of serum in vitro is directly added.

2} KoLLE und Wassermann, lie Auflage, II, p. 463—054.
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the phenomena mentioned above belong to the department of local

anaphylaxis (Pijenuinenon of Artihs). As fai- as I ivnow they have

not been studied as to the immunisation with bloodcells ; they have

with serum or bacteria. Tiiis realiy is only a question of name

however: the essence of local aiuiphylaxis is still as unknown to

us as that of general anaphylaxis.

In any case we can see by the bloodcells that the disintegration

of albumen is a vevy slow one; I do not wish to deny however,

that part of the flood of leucocytes is owing to this disintegration.

What has been stated somewhere else viz., a primary necrosis of

the tissue and after that an infiltration of leucocytes '), 1 have never

obser\'ed ; I could sometimes also state a toxical influence of the

injection out of an oedema of the cornea: but this happened very

rarely. Then one should not directly compare the phenomena of

subcutaneous injection with those of intracorneal injection (Wessely,

VON SziLY); in the latter case the current of fluid is much slower,

so that great differences can occur by this. It would however lead

us too far if we entered into this more closely.

We must now still treat of the third question : what happens to

the sensitized (agglutinated) cells, and what do the leucocytes do in

this process? I must first of all mention that 1 could not find any

difference between histological images when injecting sensitized or

only agglutinated bloodcells. This, however, is in keeping with

other experiments. For, there being a great difference in vitro between

the phagocytosis of sensitized (opsonized) and nonsensitized cells, —
the former ai-e phagocytated, the latter are not, when brought

together with suitable leucocytes — one does not find back this

difference in vivo when injecting the cells into the abdomen,

previously injected with broth. Achakd and Foix *) some time

ago tried to find the causes of this difference, but in vain. I did

not succeed either '). We need not be astonished however, when

finding the same conduct in the subcutaneous tissue as in the

prepared abdomen.

Are the erythrocytes now phagocytated ? Notwithstanding my
observing a great many preparations, I did not succeed in getting any

certainty whatever about this in my histological sections; to form

1) H. FucHs und Meller, Z. f. Ophlhalmologie. Bd. 87, p. 280.

2) AcHARD and Foix Arch, de Médecine expérimentale et d'anatomie Patholo-

gique, January 19i4.

3) Prof DE Vries advised me to add to the mixture (foreign bloodcells, fresh

serum (witliout opsonins) and leucocytes) scrapings of the peritoneum endothelium;

with this I had no success either.
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an opinion about it is, however, very difficult ; leucocytes are always

among a great number of red cells and the sections are always

thicker than one red or white cell. Anyhow, it seems very probable

to me that this must liappen. For:

1. the red cells disappear after 6—8 days.

2. in vitro they are easily phagocytated.

3. The subcutaneous cellflaid and the leucocyte extract do not

contain an nnspecitic haemolysin (Schneider : 1. c. ; this concerns

polynucleons (mikrophages) as well as mononucleous cells (macrophages).

1 have tried after one or two- days to cut out the swelling (after

injecting the sensitized (agglutinated) cells), and then to spread them

out on a coverglass: these preparations too gave bad images
;
princi-

pally by the stickiness of the substance: I did not see a distinct

phagocytosis.

I have here always spoken about sensitized cells without wishing

to form an opinion about the open question of identity between

amboceptors and opsonins and tropins. (Neufeld ^) Satschensko )).

The following experiment will show that there can be amboceptor

as well as tropins in the subcutaneous cellular tissue. A piece of

cottonwool was entered under the skin of the abdomen of a prepared

rabbit (against sheep'erythrocytesl and the fluid was examined after

some hours : in vitro it strongly stimulated the phagocytosis of

sheep-erytrocytes bj^ rabbit-leucocytes.

As a summary we can draw the following conclusions:

1. When using red corpuscles loaded with amboceptor as antigen

one should remove all surplus of serum.

2. Sensitized and agglutinated red corpuscles, when injected sub*

cutaneously, remain in the same place for a long time; non-treated

cells are soon led away.

3. This will most probably be the consequence of the agglutination,

not of the sensitizing. The same happens to non-specific agglutination

— also when it concerns the animal's own cells.

4. With prepared animals possessing agglutinin, the cells injected

also remain in the place where they have been injected. So agglu*

tination in vitro also takes place; this is not the case with animals

which only possess amboceptors (opsonins) and no agglutinins.

5. The subcutaneous lymph contains very little or no complement,

it does contain amboceptor, agglutinin, opsonin (tropin).

The above will show my experiments not yet to be complete.

They require to be completed as to the question to what

1) Arbeiten aus den Kais^rl. Gesundh. Bd. 25, 27 en 28.

2) Arch. Sc. biol. St. Petersburg. XV, biz. 145 1910.

22
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVII.
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extent the immunizing power of red corpuscles loaded with antibodies

is related to that of normal cells as to the tropin- and the aggiutinin-

content of the serum. We may suppose, also in consequence of the

above mentioned experiments, that the content of antibodies of serum

and subcutaneous lymph goes parallel and so we shall not investigate

this point separately.

IV. After the immunisation with sensitized erythrocytes the one

with mixtures of serum and anti-serum comes next. I have not

stated the amboceptortitre (to be stated by means of complement

fixing) but the precipitincontent. Where the results do not differ

much from the experiments with sensitized erythrocytes, I think I

can suffice with only stating the precipitin.

]A Rabbits, injected intravenously with horseserum, 0,5 c.c.m. per

kg. (m.ade inactive).

Rabbit weight titre after 3 days after 5 days after 7 days after 12 ds. after 14 ds.

103 2600 _/^gs\ — /^£\— /^S\ Vioo Viooo

104 2850 _l|g|i — ia|/~is|/ Viooo weak Viooo

105 2850 _^^^^V -
\'ll\~ Vl\ '/i°oo "

^'^'''

106 1650 — fS I ^ \
—

/-a Ë \ — / § i 1 Vioo Viooo weak

107 2100 — \^.g/ — \^/— \.^/ Viooo weak Vicoo

IB. Rabbits injected, intravenously with 0,5 c.cm. liorseserum

(inactive) + 1 c.cm. precip. serum (Viooo)' after this mixture had

stood for 1 hour.

Rabbit weight titre aft. 3 days after 5 days after 7 days aft. 12 days aft. 14 days

108 2150 —
/^ S 2\ ~

I
o a )

Viu Vioo Vioo

109 2150 — laSSj — \i| Vio Viooo Viooo

119 1850 — \'^^ '^^S _N»_i still sume > Vioo Viooo

111 1850 /•'^ i!2-^l r^^l — ^ horse serum \ 1/

w o
1000 /I000

1000112 2150 — \ ""-.£' — ^ -^^ Viü weak Viooo weak

So here we do not see a distinct difference between the A and B
group.

II A. Rabbits, injected intraperitoneally 0,4 ccm. human serum

per kg.

Rabbit Weight after 5 days aft. 7 ds. aft. 10 ds. aft. 12 ds. aft. 14 ds.

67 2150 —
/ s\

— Vio Viooo Vio^oo

78 2450 — U |/
— Vio Vioo Viooo weak

70 1900 — |l ^/
— Vio Vioco Vioooo

60 2320 —
ig |\ Vio? ^I\m Viooo Vioooo

76 1820 —
( ^) Vio Vioo Viooo Vioooo

II B. Rabbits injected similarly 0,4 ccm per kg. + 3,6 ccm.

antiserum ('/.«„o largely). The mixture had stood for 4 hours, a thick

precipitate has been formed.
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Rabbit after IV, hour after 1 day after 3 days after 5 days

contains \ i
contains \ / contains \ / contains

horse serum j [
horse serum I i horse serum

j
i horse serum

+++ - ++ - ++
++ - ++ }- ++

+++ - +^ ]- ++

after 7 days. aft. 10 ds. aft. 12 ds. aft. 14 ds. aft. 17 ds.

contains .

1 horse serum i 1 .S S 1

155 —\ + /V.ü\|i/ 'A«ü '/looo w. Vi„„

156 — ] ++ \ Vio f 1 i Vioo weak Vi„o w. Vioo

157 -J -
i Viol «I

i V:oo ? V.o W.

158

159

158 -f ++ ) Vio f I g 1
Vioo Vioo Vioo

Here too we also see some irregularity: (rabbit 157 immunizes

somewhat less than the other, but even a mixture of 25 times more

antiserum than serum slill has immunizing effect.

I did not try if surplus of serum can do any harm when

immunizing, for one tlien gets too great quantities so that it is hard

to inject them: 50 ccm. serum is rather much for a rabbit.

These experiments seem to be somewhat contrary to a communi-

cation of Dorr (report about Anaphylaxis, Kolle und Wasserm.

He Aull.), that the precipitate obtained by mixing serum and anti-

serum, has no immunizing effect. But this is only a seeming

contradiction. For, according to investigations e.g. by Welsh and

Chapmann') this precipitate only contains traces of parts of the

serum and it is almost exclusively formed out of the antiserum.

Thus 1 have found that of a serum of a rabbit which was

immunized against human serum (titre Viooo) 75 ccm. was necessary

to form together with 1 ccm. human serum (together till 150 ccm.)

a precipitate, so that in the above mentioned liquid no more human

serum could be indicated with my antiserum (Viooo)- ^ ^^m- being a

very small dosis to immunize a rabbit, it is clear that not much

can be expected in general from an injection of the precipitate').

I have now also examined the local effect of serum and antiserum.

1) Zeitsch. f. hnmunitalsf. 9, p. 517.

2) I here give up the question whether there is any human serum at all to be

found in the precipitate, or whether it could be again removed by washing.
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With this tlie antiserum and serum were always both inactive, so

that we have nothing to do with any possible anaphylatoxin.

If one again injects the mixture in which a precipitate has been

formed subconjunctively, one will find a rather strong swelling the

next few days, which at a morphological examination again seems

to contain polynucleous cells. The controlling animals which had

only been injected with serum, were normal again the next day.

If one centrifuges the mixture, the above mentioned liquid is not

found to cause a swelling, but the precipitate is. So we have here

an analogous conduct as with the corpuscles ^).

I have now tried whether specific albumen precipitations did not

show the same conduct, and for this I chose the precipitates of

horseserum with colloidal Fe {OH)^ and SiO^. Both precipitates

gave some swelling and at a morphological investigation polynucleous

leucocytosis. This investigation must still be extended.

If one injects a prepared animal with specific serum, one gets

the same phenomenon : sw^elling and leucocytosis. This phenomenon

is wellknown. I did not yet succeed in proving here as well that

the precipitins hold the serum in its place''), although 1 do think it

likely, considering what goes before. For the time being I do not

see a chance of preparing a serum which possesses amboceptor

against foreign albumen, but no precipitin.

Amsterdam. Path. Anat. Laboratory of tJie Univefrsity.

Chemistry. — "77^6' Temperature-coefjicients of the free Surface-

energy of Liquids at Temperatures from —80° to 1650° C.

1. Methods and Apparatus. By Prof. Dr. F. M. Jaeger. (Com-

municated by Prof. P. VAN Romburgh).

^ 1. The purpose of the experiments here described was to en-

deavour to ascertain the relation between the so-called "molecular

surface-energy" of molten salts and the temperature, — a relation

which has hithertho been studied only in liquids, which possess no

electrolytical conductivity.

1) The experiments are somewhat analogous to those about the local efi'ect of

the anaphylatoxin (Friedberger), but I always used serum that was made inactive,

contrary to the investigators, into the anaphylatoxin.

2) That is to say subconjunctively. For the cornea other laws probably prevail;

there the serum remains in the same place for rather a long time without there

being any precipitins (Wessely, von §zily).
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A probable relaiion ibiiiideJ upon the law of corresponding states,

between the value of the temperature-coefficient of the expression:

x(
—

) , and the degree of molecular association of a liquid was

first suggested by Eötvos '), and later by Ramsay and Shields') and

a number of others'). These observations appeared to prove, that

the values of these coetncients do not differ much from 2,2 Erg

per degree C. for "normal" liquids, while for associated ones they

are considerably less. In any event some definite knowledge of the

dependence of the free surface-energy -/ upon the temperature will

be of high importance for the consideration of all problems, relating

to the internal state of liquids.

It can hardly be supposed with any probability, that the law of

corresponding states will be found to apply in the case of molten

salts, because they are really electrolytes and more or less dissociated.

Notwithstanding this, if the investigation should chance to reveal

relations in any way analogous to those hitherto supposed to be

characteristic of organic liquids, this fact must carefully be considered

in estimating the significance of the theoretical speculations mentioned,

and especially is this the case, where criteria are sought forjudging

about the molecular state of liquids in general. In fact, one can

better hope to elucidate the influence of chemical constitution on

characteristic properties in the case of molten salts, than in the case

of the much more complicated organic molecules.

These and other considerations, some years ago (1910) suggested

the development') of an experimental method, which should permit

the study of the dependence of the molecular surface-energy upon

temperature, — even up to temperatures in the vicinity of J650°C.

1) EöTvös, Wied. Ann. 27. 448. (1886) ; van der Waals, Zeits. f. phys. Gbem.

13. 713. (1894). Einstein. Ann. d Phys. 34. 165. (1911)

2) Ramsay and Shields, Zeits. f. phys. Chemie 12. 433. (1893).

3) Vid.: GuYE and collaborators, Journ. de Gliim. phys. 5. 81, 97. (J907); 9.

505 (1911); etc.; Walden and Swinne, Zeits. f. phys. Ghein. 79, 700. (1912)

Bull. Acad. St. Pétersbouig, (1914) 405.

^) Preliminary experiments of this kind were begun during my stay at the

Geophysical Laboratory in Washington, (U. S. A.), in tbe winter 1910-1911,

and I wish to express my thanks here once more to my friend Dr. A. L. Day

lor his kind assistance and most valuable advice in this matter. Through these

preliminary experiments the availability of the method up to 1200° G. was clearly

established by me, and it became quite clear, in what directions improvements

were necessary. The further development was hindered by the building and equip-

ment of the new Ghemical Laboratory of the University of Groningen : not earlier

than November 1913 could the first measurements of the present series be made.
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With the increase of the temperature of observation, the experimental

difficulties of precision-measurements increase very rapidly : measure-

ments, which at room-temperature are of the utmost simplicity, are

often very difficult at 400° C, and commonly almost impossible

above 1000° C. This fact explains, why it has not been possible

until now, to communicate the results obtained, because only an

extended experience could prove to us the reliability of the method

used and the degree of accuracy obtainable.

^ 2. Of all the methods hithertho described for the determination

of surface-tensions, the one most used is the method of measuring

the rise of the liquid in capillar}' tubes. Ramsay and Shields and

most of the investigators who have followed, have used this method.

It can however hardly be denied, that the absolute values A' x,

obtained by different observers with the same bquids and at the

same temperatures, show discrepancies of considerable magnitude.

Commonly this lack of agreement is attributed rather to the unequal

degree of chemical purity of the materials studied, than to the methods

employed. In many of the cases, however the discrepancies were

found with liquids, which can be obtained in a state of complete

purity without extraordinary trouble; so that one is easily inclined

to the belief that the method of measuring the capillary column

includes some sources of error which are not yet sufticiejitly known.

Possibly adhesion to the walls of the tubes plays a certain role in

it, or perhaps the influence of the angle between liquid and

solid material may be not completely negligible, as is ordinarily

assumed.

However there is a decisive argument against the use of the

method of capillary ascension in the following investigations; the

walls of the capillary tubes used, were always damaged in a greater

or less degree by the action of the molten salts. A microscopical

examination of the walls of the tubes readily revealed this fact.

The method cannot be employed therefore at temperatures, exceeding

400^ C, because the liquids will always be contaminated and the results

will be almost valueless. Furthermore, the method assumes, that a rather

long column of liquid can be held throughout its full length at a

constant and uniform temperature. At high temperatures this condi-

tion can scarcely be fulfilled. The study of large platinum resistance-

furnaces has shown convincingly, that even in a central furnace-

tube of about 26 cm. length and 4,5 cm. diameter, with the heating-

coil wound inside, the space of really constant temperature is scarcely
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longer than 4 or 5 cm. ^) Therefore it is absolutely essential in every

method inleiuled for exact measurement at high temperatures, that

the working-space be reduced to dimensions as small as possible.

With respect to the measurements of temperature under such con-

ditions, the available methods v^ill permit making them with an

accuracy of 0°,1 C, ") which is more than sufficient for the purpose.

On the other hand, the necessarj- measurements of the surface-energy

must be made in such a way, that the results will have the same

degree of accuracy at the highest temperatures, which they possess

at lower temperatures, while at the same time the liquid to be

studied must be restricted to a space of one or two cubic centimeters.

§ 3. To fulfill these postulations, there is a method which can

be used under certain conditions, which was first projected by

M. Simon, and later developed by Cantor, •') while it was successfully

used afterwards for researches at lower temperatures by Feustel. '')

It appeared to be possible to develop the technical procedure in

such a way, that the method could be used, without any appreciable

loss of accuracy, up to the highest temperatures, which can be

measured with the platinum-platinumrhodium thermoelement.

The principle of the method is the measurement of the maximum
pressure H, prevailing within a very small gas-bubble, Avhich is

slowly formed at the circular, knife-edge opening of a capillary tube

immersed in the liquid perpendicular to its surface, just at the

moment, when the gasbubble is about to burst. The sharp edge

of the capillary tube eliminates the influ-ence of the capillary angle.

In this way absolute measurements of the surface-energy are possible

in Ergs per cm^, if the radius r of the tube, the specific gravity d

of the liquid at the temperature of observation, and the depth of

immersion / of the tube into the liquid, are known. To obtain the

true value of H, the readings of the manometer require to be

diminished by the hydrostatic pressure, corresponding to this depth

of immersion i.

The method evidently can only give exact results, if the final state

of the gasbubble represents a state of equilibrium, and is thus reached

1) BoTTOMLEY, Journ. of the Chem. Soc 83. 1421. (1903) ; Lorenz and Kaufler,

B. d. d. Chem. Ges. 41. 3727. (1908;; Tkaubb, ibid. 24. 3074. (1891). Vide also:

MoïYLEWSKi, Z. f. anorg. Chem. 38. 410. (1903).

2) F. M. Jaeger, Eine Anleitung zur Ausfiihrung exakter physiko-chemischer

Messungen bei höheren Temperaturen. (1913). p. 36, 43.

3) M. Simon, Ann. de Ghim. et Phys. (3). 32. 5. (1851) ; Cantor, Wied. Ann.

47. 399. (1892).

4) Feustel, Dmde's Ann. 16. öl. (1905); Forgh, ibid. 17. 744. (1905).
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passing a series of mere equilihria ; that Is : the method required to

be made practically a static one, the tinal niaxinmm-pressure beinjï

independent of the special way, in which the pressure in the growing

gas-bubble is gradually augmented.

Thus a verii slow rise of pressure in the growing gas-bubble is

necessary, and only in this way does it appear possible to eliminate

the small differences of pressure in the long connecting tubes of the

apparatus. For it is well known, that the adjustment of such small

pressure-differences takes a considerable time, if the connecting tubes

are relatively long.

If the radius of the capillai-y tube is r (in cm.), the specific

gravity of the liquid d, and the observed maximum-pressure (in

Dynes) is H, then the surface-energy x (in Ei'g. pro cm\) is calculated

from Cantor's expression (loco cit.)

:

_ r// 1 ^ 1 (Pr"^

The last two terms of the second member of this equation are

iisiiall}^ so small, that they can be neglected in comparison with the

experimental errors, as being corrections of the secondary order.

Nevertheless it has become clear, that a special correction requires

to be applied to the values calculated in this manner, because of

the fact, that in the theoretical deduction of this relation, a simpli-

fication is used, which cannot be considered quite legitimate. We will

advert to this correction lateron. (Vid. : VI ; under general remarks).

With this limitation extended experience in the use of the method

leads to the conviction, that in the form it is used here, one can

obtain reliable and, within narrow limits, reproducible results. It

has the advantage, that the surface-layer of the liquid is continually

renewed, thus the often-observed and troublesome phenomenon of

the alteration of this layer, need not be feared. Furthermore one

can vary the flowing gas at will with the different liquids, to prevent

eventual oxidations or reductions ^). With these precautions the

results can be considered as accurate at 1650° C. as at ordinary

temperatures, if only no abnormally high viscosity iB encountered

in the liquids ; for this will destroy to some extent the reliability of

the measurements. The influence of the viscosity will be discussed

lateron in more detail.

Of all sources of error to be considered : inaccuracy in the

1) As long as the gas is indifferent, i.e. as long as it does not react with the

liquid, tlie results will be quite comparable, because experience teaches, that the

differences in the values of x> measured with different gases, are vanishingly

small in comparison with the experimental errors.
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measurements of r, of dt, of the pressure H, of the reduction-factor

of the observed pressure on the manometer to mercury-pressure, of

the measurement of temperature, of the depth i, etc., — the last

mentioned appeared to be the most significant. If all these errors are

assumed to be cumulative, the total effect upon the reproducibility

of the results, even at 1650° C. is still within about 1 '/, of the

true value of */, and at lower temperatures about 0.6 7o of ^hat value.

With many molten salts, where H is very great and the viscosity

very small, the percentage error appeared to be even less than this,

not exceeding 0,47„. For our purpose this degree of accuracy may be

considered a very satisfactory one considering the enormous difficulties

of measurements at those extreme temperatures. It is also question-

able, whether it will be possible to exceed this accuracy at such

high temperatures in the near future. And if this could be

done, it is very problematical whether much would be gained

for the purpose proposed. For experience teaches us, that at those

extreme temperatures all compounds are in a state of more or less

advanced dissociation, and it can hardly be of any significance to

express the surface-energy / of such compounds in tenths of Ergs,

when the uncertainty in the values of /, caused by the inevitable

admixture of the dissociation-products, will surely be larger than

the correction-factors following from this increase in the accuracy

of the measurements.

§ 4. In this and the following papers we will successively give

an account: (I). Of the experimental arrangements and the manner

of procedure, including some instances, illustrating the general adapta-

bility of the method employed in different cases. (2), The results, obtained

between -80° and + 270° C. in the study of a great number of

carboncompounds, in connection with their atomic constitution and the

validity of Eötvös' theoretical views, (o). The experiments made to

determine the free surface-energy of molten salts, by means of the

method here developed. In this connection we will also discuss

more in detail the earlier attempts to solve the problem by the

method of capillary ascension in glass-tubes. (4). Finally a discussion

of the results obtained and a number of considerations of a more

general kind will be given, which are suggested by the study and

comparison of the data now available.

§ 5. Apparatus and Experhnental Equipment,

a. In all the measurements pure, dry nitrogen, free from oxygen,

was used, be(;ause even at the highest temperatures this gas appeared
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to be quite inert, and to attack neither the compounds studied, nor

the thermo-elements. Carhondioxyde can be used as a furnace-atmos-

phere up to relatively liigh temperatures, but is often not very suit-

able to be bubbled through molten salts under these circumstances,

because of its character as an anhydrous acid. Furthermore, at the

highest temperatures a slight dissociation is always to be feared.

At the same time the dry nitrogen permitted us to drive out the

air from the glass bulbs at lower temperatures, and completely

prevented the oxidation of the organic liquids studied.

Fig. 1.

The nitrogen employed was prepared from a mixture of jiure

sodiumnitrite and ammoniumchloride, washed by distilled water,

and collected in a gasometer D (fig. 1). It was led through a series

of wash-bottles e, tilled with an alkaline solution of pyrogallol, then

through others, tilled with concentrated sulphuric acid (/). and tinally

through a tube ƒ, containing a large surface of freshly sublimed

pliosphorous-pentoxide. The dried gas was preserved in a collector W,
closed with dry mercury. When needed, it w^as pushed on into a

metal reservoir N by means of a movable mercury-holder Z. Any
arbitrarily chosen pressure could lie used which was then read on

the mercury-manometer A. The stopcock E carries a micrometer,

used in the regulation of the gas-current. In the study of the organic

liquids, this reservoir N was placed in the oil-thei-mostate U, with

the glass-bulbs containing the liquids to be investigated. In this way

the nitrogen was pro-heated to the tempera! ui'e of observation, thus

preventing disturbances of temperature in the surface-layer of the
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liquid due lo the small gas-bubbles emerging from the capil-

lary tube.

The regulation of the velocity of flow of the gas was obtained

l)j means of the stopcock E already mentioned, in combination with

two accurately adjustable pinch-cocks B, which were inserted between

the reservoir N and the appai-atus R, carrying the capillary tube

and its adjustments. With this arrangement no undesirable cooling

of the surface, nor any lack of adjustment of the gas-velocity^ need

be feared as a considerable source of error.

h. The apparatus R consists of an upright rod H (fig. 2a), about

1 meter high, and made of brass heavily plated with nickel. It rests

on a heavy iron tripod fitted with three levelling screws. The vertical

rod can be rotated about its axis by means of two gliding discs

at the foot of the pillar; they may be clamped fast when desired.

In this way it is possible to bring the horizontal arm, bearing the

adjusting arrangements and the movable counter-weight / into any

desired azimuth, and to fix its position by means of the clamps at

and the collar at H. With the aid of a handle provided with a

vertical rack and pinion, this horizontal arm can be raised to any

height and fixed there with proper clamps. This arm can also be

moved horizontally, in order to vary its length. Moreover it appeared

to be necessary to prevent a slight bending of the pillar H under

certain circumstances, by means of three steel supports attached to

H and to the iron tripod ^).

Just over R, it has at its end a rectangularly bent steel support,

to which are attached the spiraltubes 6^, made of gas-tight aluminium-

tubes, nearly 3 millimeters wide, and also the similar tubes U, which

however consist of much wider spirals. The latter form the continu-

ation of the aluminiumtubes G, and their ends are firmly fastened

to the horizontal beam, which is fixed in the laboratory just above

the whole apparatus. The two sets of spiraltubes appeared to be

necessary to ensure the desired mobility of the apparatus with regard

to the manometer-connecting tubes, and also to render an effective

operation of the adjusting devices possible. The great sensitiveness

of the manometer makes it necessary, that all the connecting tubes

of the instrument, as well as the spirals G and U, should be wrapped

with a thick layer of white flannel or asbestos, in order to avoid

the disturbing influence of slight oscillations of temperature.

^) In the construction of this apparatus the mechanics D. Vonk and A. van

DER Meulen, and the amanuensis J. J. Folkers, all of Groningen, have aided in a

most practical and effective way.
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The adjusting- device R is

represented on a somewhat

larger scale, in tig. 2h it is

tixed in position over a

resistance-furnace, and con-

nected with the capillary

tube made of the platinum-

i-liodiuin-alloy and the thermo-

element F. In this drawing

the rectangular support with

I lie spirals ^r are also plainly

discernible, together with the

hollow water-screen J, in

which a current of cold water

is continually circulating.

Thi« adjusting device consists

of two semi-circnlar parts

about 40 cm. in diameter.

One part is permanently

attached to the apparatus R,

the other can be fitted to it

by means of pins and short

tubes. The latter part has a

circular glass- window^ where

upon the totally reflecting and

movable (around a horizontal

axis) prism E is placed. By

means of this prism the be-

haviour of the liquid in the

furnace can l)e observed and

controlled at every moment. At

temperatures over 1000° C,

coloured green glasses are

Fig- 2/^. inserted in front of the prism.

With the protection of the waterscreen J it proved possible, to use

the manometer even at temperatures of 1650° C, without any

disturbance from the heat-radiation of the furiuice. The furnace B
is a platinum- (or nichrorae-) resistance furnace of the usual type ');

it has an inside wound heating-coil, and can be heated with a

central tube of alundum inside, up to 1400° C, and without such a

1) F. M. Jaeger, Anleitung u.s.w. (1913). p. 36.
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central tube, to about 1680° C. The platinum-crucible is borne upon a

movable support of l)urned magnesite. which can be fixed to the

iron support A at any elevation.

Tiie construction and arrangement of the part A* of the adjusting

device is elucidated more in detail in fig. 'Sa and 3b, a giving the

Fig. 3.

external view from one side, /> a section through it, in a plane,

perpendicular to that of fig. 'M.

The apparatus consists of two metal discs Pi and 1\, of which

the disc P^ with the tube S attached to it, can be moved horizont-

ally round the hemi-spherical button Q, and by means of the screws

A^ and A, can be brought to any inclined position with respect to
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Pj. If P^ iy turned in a horizontal direction, tlie screws A^ and yl,,

as well as the springs F-^ and F.^, (fixed at one end only) will glide

along the upper disc P,, the whole ui)per part thus remaining in its

original positioji. It appeared to be necessary to use a third screw

B for the adjustment of the capillary tube. It is first completely

loosened from F^, then after F^ and F^ have been brought into the

desired relative position, the screw B is turned so as to touch the

disc Pj slightly : in this way the relative position of the two plates

is completely fixed. The tubes S and Y, (not shown in fig. 3«) are

bent rectangnlarly upwards, and fitted, to the spiral tul)es G. By this

arrangement an undesirable motion of the apparatus (during the

adjustment of the capillary tube), due to the influence of the stress and

weight of the connecting-tubes, could be sufficienly prevented, while

the micrometerscrew }[ at the same time remained in working

condition. This screw .1/, fitted with a drum iV and a scale D,

serves to move the discs Pi and P, together through a known ver-

tical distance. The screw has a pitch of 1 mm. exactly, the circum-

ference being divided into one hundred equal parts, it thus permits a

vertical motion of 0,01 mm. to be measured at D. This is more

than sufficient, because experience proves, that no adjustment of the

capillary tube in contact with the surface of the liquid, can be

made with greater accuracy than about 0,1 mm. During this vertical

motion the drum N and the micrometerscrew M remain in their

original positions, because they can only move in a horizontal direction

round the fixed part V of the apparatus. A vertical scale Z, provided

with divisions for about 30 mm., is moved at the same time with

the two discs Pi and P„. In this way the number of revolutions of

N can be read directly. Concerning the adjustment of the capillary

tube with respect to the surface of the liquid, which can be made

either visually, or with the aid of the manometer-readings, the neces-

sary directions will be given below.

§ 6. It was soon found, that the adjustment of the slight diffe-

rences of pressure in the long connecting-tubes happened so slowly,

that considerable errors in the measurements must inevitably occur.

For this reason all the capillary tubes, with which the apparatus

was originally equipped, were replaced by 5 mm. gas-tight tubes.

These tubes were made in part of lead, in part of aluminium ^) and,

1) Also tubes of cellpn, made hy ihe Bheinisch-Westphalische Sprengstoffe A.G.

in Cöbi a/Rh., and which may be bent in hot water, can be recommended for

such purposes. The material is gastiglit and fire-proof; however it is difficult to

obtain it from the plant in any desired shape.



where necessary, were wrapped with a thick layer of asbestos.

A considerable time had to l)e spent, to get all connections

conipletelv free from leakage ; but when this was accomplished the

indications of the manometer were so prompt as to be practically

instantaneous. After this no errors from this source needed to be

feared.

The connection of the tubes occurred in the usual way, as with

high-pressure apparatus ; these connections appeared to remain gas-

tight, even after a longer use.

§ 7. For the measurement of the maximum pressures to be observed,

originaliy a mercury-manometer of the type indicated by Scheel and

Heuse ^) was used. The instrument had been modilied in some details

;

but it appeared not to be suitable for our work, because of the

necessity of always reading two menisci, which was very troublesome

with a pressure varying continually up to the moment, when the

maxiïnum was reached.

This instrument therefore, which is very well adapted for static

measurements, was only employed for the calibration of the manometer

finally constructed. This second instrument was built on the principle

of the manometer with two liquids.

In the measurements of organic liquids, it was necessary to avoid

any contamination of the connecting-tubes with the vapour of the

manometer-liquids, so that oidy pure mercury could be used as one

of the liquids in the manometer. For the second liquid we chose

normal octane. This liquid is vei-y thin, behaves very well in contact

with glass-walls, and, if completely dry, appeared not to blacken

the mercury-surface, even after long exposure. The vapourtension at

20° C. is only 10.45 mm., the viscosity at 23° 0. is 0,0052 C.G.S.,

the surface-tension at 25° C. is 21,3 Erg. pro cm'., and the expansion-

coefficient is 0,00118. After repeated fractional distillation, its boiling-

point was found to be 125° C. under 758 mm. pressure, and its

specific gravity at 25° C. was : (ho = 0,6985, i. e. about 19,38 times

less than that of mercury at the same temperature. This last relation

operates in the following way :

Suppose the diameter of the wider tube (fig. 4) to be Z), that of the

capillary tube d and the mercury-meniscus to the right to be a m.m.

higher than to the left. Then the height of the octane-column to the left

1) Scheel und Heuse, Ein heizbares Quecksilbermanometer fur Drucke bis

100 m.M. ; Mitt. .1US d. Phys. Techn. Reichs-Anstalt, Zeits. f. Instr. 30, (2). 45.

(1910).
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side (c) is : — m.m., it' f =: -7-—^= 0,051 B. vSiipposo L]) to be the increase
g 1 9,38

of pressure (in m.ni. mereiiiT), necessaryoii the right side, to sink the

mercury-surface just J m.m. The mer-
-iip cnry-surface on tlie left side, will then

rise just 1 m.m., and the octane-

column from (' to c' (=: L h m.m.),

D
over — m. m. The difference ot level

d

of the two mercnry-surfaces is now:

[a—2) m.m., and the octtme-column

fa D\
to the left = 1 -1— 1 mm. This

V e d

or

corresponds to a mercury-column of:

'd

^—

1

8 = a f -|— im.m.
d

Therefore the necessary increase

of pressure on the right side {= A p),

is evidently

:

[a — £ + —«] — (a—2) m.m. = 2 +

-\- 3
[

1
I

m.m., and thus :

D + M 1 •a^M-.-.^.

d
Ap^ 8 +

(2-.)-
I X AA.

The reciprocal of the expression between
1

1 will be seen to be

the "multiplication factor" F of the instrument. With small values of

e. (2—f) will ditfer little from 2 ; therefore it is necessary to reduce

— as much as possible and to make F as large as possible.

In our instrument these conditions were fulfilled in the following

way : preliminary experiment gave d = 2,406 m.m', and D = 1257,36

m.m'; thus — = 0,00191, and i^ becomes ca. 18. The reproducibility

of the same pressure appeared to be possible within a limit of

23
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVII.
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0,1 m.ni. octane, which corresponds to 0.005 ni.ni. mercilrj-pressure.

The accnracy of the measurements was within the limits 0,05 and

0,J 7oJ ^t ^^^^^ greater than necessary in comparison with the magni-

tude of the SAStematic errors of the njethod.

The final form of the manometer, as it was used in all the measu-

rements is shown in fig. 5. This final form resulted from a great

number of experiments and niiuierous changes. The tube .4 is made

Fig. 5.

from the best quality of hard-glass, and connects two bulbs B of

ca. 39,9 mm. diameter with a volume of about 130 cubic centi-

meters ; (hey possess 1,2 mm. wall-thickness. The bulbs must carefull}^

be chosen, and be completely cylindrical throughout their full length.

As the height is about 110 mm.~ it is not easy to find tubes of the

desired quality. The capillar}' tube must have an internal diameter

of about 1,7 or 1,8 mm., and a wall-thickness of about 2,5 mm.,

and must be suitable for precision-measurements and carefully
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calibrated, lts length is about 600 iiiiu. Another tube D, of equal

length, but about 7 nun. in diameter, serves as a connection to

the gasapparatus. Tfie capillary tube ( bears at its top a silver

tul)e E, overlapping the tube 6'; it communicates with C l)y means
of a silver ca()illary lube, and can eventuall>- be easily removed.

The tube 6' is widened at its top-end to about 10 mm., and con-

nected with the silvertube in such a manner, that no dust of the

room can contaminate the capillary tube C, while at the other end

it communicates with a small reservoir R, partially filled with octane ;
—

this for the pui-pose of preventing, as far as possible, I he evapora-

tion of the liquid in C. For this reason R is placed in the same
thermostat as the manomeler-tube. The connection of R with (he

atmosphere (or with the niti'ogen) is made by means of an adjustable

glass lube (t, which opens into a very wide connecting tube leading

to a large flask with three mouths, which is provided with dry

calciumoxide, with a small manometei-, a tube with drying materials

and with a coimection to the nitrogen-holder. In the fig. 1 the oclane-

reser\^oir is indicated by C, the silver capillary tube by S, the tliree-

mouthed bottle l)y ./. In the same way the manometer is indicated

by w, the drying-tube by z^, and the connecting lubes by Qand H.

The manometer is arranged in a glycerine-thermoslat of the type

usual in dilatometer-thermostats (Könr.KK), however its construction

has been varied in some particulars. The thermostats commonly sold are

quite unsuitable for this purpose, because they conjmonly show leakage

or will show it very soon ; then they cannot be used for glycerine,

which was chosen because of its refractive index and low volatility,

because this li(piid will dissolve the paste used in setting the glass-

windows, within a short time. Two rectangular frames were there-

fore made of brass, about 3 cm. broad, and soldered to the thermo-

stat. These frames were smoothed as perfectly as possible and

possessed an inside furrow about 5 rmn. deep and 1 cm. broad, in

which a layer of very thin rubber paste, fixed by a solution of rubber

(in carbonbisnlphide), held the two glasswindows fast. Then a second

layer of plastic rubber was applied, and the second brass-frame was

uniformly pressed against the former with some forty screws. The ther-

mostat holds 22 kilos of glycerine, but even after long use it shows no

leakage. By means of a toluene-regulator T, a spiral-stirrer ü/ with

motor R, and a pair of small burners h^ and b^, the instrument is

kept at 25°,1 C. =t 0°,1. L is a thermometer, divided in 0°,1 C.

The support F is suspended from the lid H by means of four

movable rods /. The manomelertube can then be brought into a

vertical position by means of the screws ^i, s^, .v, and s^. Within

23*
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the tliennostiit and just behind the capillary tube C a glass-scale X
is introduced, which possesses a very accurate division in 0,2 mm.,

by means of very fine lines (3 microns) made by the Compagnie

Génévoise. The scale is read with a telescope and ocular-micrometer

by the same tirra, and at a distance of about 2 Meters ; the enlarge-

ment is about 25. During the readings the motor /v must be stopped

for a moment, because even the slight vibrations are rather annoying.

The thermostat is wrapped with felt except for the narrow opening

needed for the readings. Behind the manometer a ground glass-plate

is applied, which is illuminated by two long, tube-straight-filament

incandescent-lamps, each of 50 candle power. Between the lamps and

the thermostat, a watertank with giasswindows, is introduced, to

prevent beat-radiation into the thermostat. With this mode of lighting

the fine divisions and the octane-surface are seen very distinctly',

without any observable parallax, against an illuminated background

and readings can be made with extreme accuracy, with the aid of

the movable cross-hair of the micrometer. However readings of less

than 0,1 mm. appeared to be unnecessary, because of the fact, that

the mean oscillations in the successive determinations of H, were

about ±0,05 mm. octane, the total uncertainty Iherefoi-e being about

0,1 mm. octane-pressure, or about 0,005 m.m. mercury-pressure.

§ 8. To bring the capillary tube into a vertical position, a mer-

cury mirror was used : by means of the screws A^ and A^ (fig. ^b)

the position of the capillary tube is altered until its mirrorimage

will seem to be in a straight line ^vith the tube ; the position of P^

and P^ is then fixed by means of the screw B. The capillary

tube itself was origiualiy made from purest, iridiumfree platinum
;

this however appeared to be too soft, and so an alloy with 10°/o or

207fl of rhodium was used afterwards. It is impossible to get any

suitable capillary tubes for ihis purpose from the shops in trade.

Therefore the rough cai)illary lube with its widened (ca. 6 mm.)

upper part, was purveyed by Heraeus ; the lower end was then

carefully turned off on the lathe to a conical and sharp edge, which

was once more whetted on an oil-stone, if necessary.

With some practice in this way the repairs of the damaged or

worn capillary tubes can be accomplished within a relatively short

time; and it proved to be possible to obtain a cross section of the

tube, which in several directions did not deviate more than about

0,002 m.m. from a pure circular shape, while t!ie rim of the lower

end measured no more than 0,01 m.m.

The cross section was determined bv means of a horizontal
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microscope, provided with a micrometer of (lie niuvable-cross-liairtype

with divided cylinder: the diameters were measured in teji or twelve

directions, the squares of these numbers added, the total amount
divided by the number of measured diameters, and the square root

from this value considered as the true value for 2r. With regard

to the measurements to be made at extreme temperatures, and on

account of the fact, that a whetting of the capillary tubes appeared

to be necessary almost after every set of measurements, no tubes

with a radius of less than 0.040 cm. were used during these

investigations.

The platinum-rhodium-tuhe ends at its upperside in a carefully

smoothed, polished brass disc; the tube of the adjustment-apparatus

R possesses just such a smoothed circular brass-plate. As a washer

between the two discs, a very thin ring of mica is used ; the capillary

tube is screwed against the end of the apparatus li, and both tubes

are then drawn together by the aid of two steel-keys, till the discs

are firmly pressed against each other: in this way an absolutely

gas-tight connection is obtained. This closure appears to be a very

perfect one, and if it is often controlled, no leakage needs to be

feared from this source.

§ 9. The temperature-measurements were made with our calibrated

thermo-couples and compensator-equipment, in the w^ay always used

in this laboratory ^). Originally it was planned to connect the platinum-

wire of the thermocouple directly to the end of the platinum-rhodium-

tube by means of the oxygen-flame ; this tube then being considered

as the positive end of the thus obtained thermo-couple. However

the perfect isolation of the tube at very high temperatures appeared,

to be a serious obstacle ; so the idea was abandoned, and the usual

thermo-couples, provided with isolating MARQUARDT-capillaries, was

fixed to the platinum-rhodium-tube by means of fine platinum-wires;

at the other end they were connected with the ice-box Y (fig. la).

The wires of the element are bare over a distance of about 5 cm.
from the junction; this point lies in the same horizontal plane as the

lower end of the capillary tube, thus being in immediate vicinity

of its opening. Of course all platinum parts within the furnace

(crucibles, coils, etc.) need to be made from iridiumfree platinum,

to prevent contamination of the thermo-couples as much as possible.

§ 10. The adjustment of the capillary tube with respect to the

i; F. M. Jaeger. Eine Anieilung u. s. w. (1913), vid. p. 16—24.
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surface of (he investigated liquid, can be made in the following way.

The surface of the liquid is strongly illuminated, and now attenti-

vely the moment is watched, when the capillary tube, while screwed

downwards, will just make contact with its mirror-image, seen in

the surface of the liquid. At temperatures abov^e 500° C. ordinarily not,

and above lOOO'' C. never, a special illumination of the surface is

necessary : for the liquid radiates then sufficiently to make the obser-

vation of the moment of contact a very accurate one. If the tem-

perature however becomes 1400° or higher, it is often no longer

possible to discern the end of the capillary tube from the surround-

ings : in these cases the adjustment must be made by the aid of

the manometer, as is further below described in some details.

This visual method involves, even after sufficient practice an

uncertainty of about 0.1 mm. in the case of organic liquids, which

corresponds to ca. 0,006 to 0,008 mm. of mercury in the determi-

nation of the maximumpressure H. The percentage error of the obser-

vation caused thereby, is about from 0,4 to 0,77o ; this uncertainty

in the adjustment of the capillary tube on the surface of the liquid,

really appeared to be the chief source of the errors, as has been said,

and is hardly or not to be avoided. However just at higher tempera-

tures this and in the case of molten salts, where H is very great, the

accuracy of the method is only slightly affected by this uncertainty.

The other way of adjustment is this, that the capillary tube is

approached quite near to the surface of the liquid ; then carefully

a flow of nitrogen is applied, and then, while the capillary tube is

slowly lowered by means of the micrometer-screw, by observation

of the manometer, just the moment is determined in which a sudden

rise of pressure, caused by the contact of the tube with the surface

of the liquid, is seen. In this way the proposed aim was also often

attained ; but the uncertainty appeared to be here of the same order

of magnitude, as in the case of the visual method. Furthermore it

is necessary to ascertain that the small column of liquid, which

often remains hanging in the capillary tube, if turned upwards,

has no misleading influence on this observation ; first this column of

liquid needs to be blown out by the aid of a sufficiently strong flow

of nitrogen, before the contact with the liquid is made in the way

just described.

§ 11. The manometer was originally calibrated by immediate

comparison with a mercury-manometer, which was read by means

of a cathetometer aud a divided scale. The paralaxis appeared to

be extremely small; the accurate adjustment of the mercury-surfaces
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was liiglily facilitated, by putting a half transparent and dilFusel}'

illuminated screen behind the inanometertube, on which screen black

lines were drawn under an inclination of about 25° with the horizon

in snch a way, that their mirror-images in the mercury-suj'faces

were visible thereupon as a bundle of very line and easily discern-

ible dark lines. After the application of a certain excessive pressure

to both manometers, two observei-s read simultaneously both instru-

ments
; the manometers were connected with each other by a short,

very wide tube, sufficiently protected against temperature-oscillations.

As an example of this calibration, the following series of obser-

vations may be i-eproduced here in detail :
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quick line. Tlie vessel P is cleaned, care-

fully dried, and if possible several times washed

out with the vapours of the boiling liquid T^;

then it is filled again with a fresh quantity

of the liquid F, while a layer of dry mercury

is poured into W. The tube is placed into the

oil thermostat, and the capillary tube with

the part GBC tlxed to it, is lowered then,

till G makes contact with the surface of the

mercury. If V has reached a constant tempe-

rature, the capillary tube is further lowered

by screwing it so far downwards, as is necessary

to bring it just in contact with the surface

of the liquid. This enclosure by means of mer-

cury insures a sufficient freedom of motion,

while the liquid at the same time can be shut

otf from the air ^), and the small bubbles of

nitrogen, emerging from k, can freely escape

at C and Z^. All communications with the free

atmosphere, which are present in the connect-

Fig. 7. ing tubes of fig. 1, are provided with drying

apparatus, filled with dry calcium-oxide.

§ 13. All measurements now were made in such a way, that

always the zero-point was controlled anew accurately, before and

immediately after each reading of the manometer. One needs to

ascertain first, that all connecting tubes (fig. 6) are free from

leakage, and that a diminution of the speed of gas-flow has no

influence any longer on the value of the maximum pressure H.

After the highest point of the octane-column is reached the liquid

falls suddenly back to a point, which depends upon the speed of

gas-flow, and then it begins to rise again slowly ; etc. By experience

one learns to estimate the reliability of the measurements, by the

particular motion of the octane in the manometer ; finally the repro-

ducibility of the \alue of H needs to be considered as the decisive

criterion for answering the question, if the i-eal pressure of equili-

brium in the gas-bubble has been measured. Even when the speed

of gas-flow is varied within certain limits, this value appears to be

reproducible quite exactly. The influence of the variation of the

depth of immersion i on the manometer-readings, can be found by

1) For if necessary, the air in the vessel P can be first substituted by a current

of pure nitrogen.
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repeated loweriiij;' of tlie capillary lube over known distanees by

means of the micrometer-screw JS/ (tig. od), and by repeating- tlie

readings of tlie manometer in every case.

In all calculations we used the number 1333.2 Dynes as the

equivalent of J m.m. mercury-pressure at 0° C. ; the surface-energy

is expressed in Erg pro c.m.\ ^)

§ 14. As an illustration of the general availability of the method

at all temperatures between — 80° C. and -}- 1650^ C, we will give

here already some few instances, relating to : loater, some colloidal

solutions, some organic liquids, and some molten salts. The specific

weights of the organic liquids were, after a pycnometrical control

at 25° C, calculated for other temperatures from the thermic expan-

sion-formulae, if they were already sufficiently and accurately

knowni in litterature.

In other cases the densities at 'lö"^, 50°, and 75° C were pycnome-

trically determined, and a quadratic relation with three constants

was calculated from these observations ; this relation was used then

afterwards for the determination of tiie other specific weights. In

the case of the molten salts the specific weights must again be

determined by means of a method to be described later. To use the

numbers for the densities with more than three decimals, has no

real significance, because the experimental errors are always of an

order so as to make the influence of more decimals of no importance.

^ 15.

The curve (fig. 8) is evidently concucc- with respect to the tempe-

rature-axis ; the temperature-coefficient of j/ is only small, and amounts

to from 0,y to 1,05 Erg. per 1° C.

Furthermore in this diagram the con'esi)onding curves are repro-

duced for a colloidal solution of iroit-vxide (XnAïov a colloidal solution

of siliciuni-dio.ride ; from both solutions the electrolytes were elimi-

nated as far as possible by longer continued dialysation.

It appears, that both curves are evidently situated somewhat above

that for the pure solvent, although the deviations for / from the

values for jjure water are only very small. The temperature-coeffi-

cients are analogous to those for the solvent itself; however in the

case of the colloidal iron-oxyde it could be observed, that if

such a solution was heated to a higher temperature, and if afterwards

the determination of the surface-energy was repeated at the original

1) The result is aftei all the same, as wheu expressed in "Dynes pro cm.".
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I.

Water: H^O.
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§ 16. Aliphatic Derivatives.

II.

EthylALCOHOL : C2H5 . OH.
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Specific Surface-energy /_

in Ergs pro c.m2.



IV.
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VI.



hl



X.

Resorcine-Monombthylether : CqH^ (OH) . (OCH^) (1,3).



XII.

Hydrochinon-Dimethylether : CqH^{0CH^2 (Ij 4).
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XIV\

a-PiCOLINE : C^H^ {CH3) N.

ë°
o-B

Maximum Pressure H

in mm.
mercury of

0° C.

in Dynes

Surface-

tension y

in Erg

pro cm2.

Specific

gravity d^^

Molecular

Surface-

energy fj-

in Erg

-70°
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Molecular Surface-

energy, in Erg pro c.m2
Fig. 9.

-S0°-60'-'iC'' -Zi}' C' 20' ^0° 60' SO" /CC- i20°/W°/60'/S0' 20V'220-2^0°'XQ.\x\.^QXd!iWtQ.

24*
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Some of the curves, which relate to these organic liquids, are

reproduced here in the usual graphical way (fig. 9) ; the corresponding

critical temperatures of the liquids, so far as thej are known, are

mentioned and written between () behind the names of the

substances investigated.

19. Salts of the Alkali-Metals.

XVI.

POTASSIUMCHLORIDE : KCL
•
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XVII.

POTASSIUMBROMIDE : KBr.
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XIX.

SODIUMCHLORIDE : NuCl.
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XX.

SODIUMSULPHATB : NüzSO^.



XXII

LiTHIUMSULPHATE : Li2S0^.
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§ 20. In tlie case of Potassiumchlorate : KCIC\ , the maximum
pressure B was 3,573 mm. mercury at 413°.5 C; at 443°.5 C.

it was: 3,540 mm. The radius of the here used silver-capillarj^ tube

being: =0.03460 cm., the free surface-energy is calculated:

At 413°.5 C. x = 82,4 Erg. pro cm^
At 443°.5 C. x = 8J,6Erg. pro cm^

At the last mentioned temperature the salt commenced to decompose

already distinctly, while 0, was split otF; at higher temperatures

therefore the values of x appeared to increase gradually by the

generation of KCIO^ and [vCl.

It was not possible therefore to investigate the values of the

temperature-coefficients at higher temperatures; in every case however

they seem to be rather small.

With SiLVERNiTRATE : AgjSFO^, the value of x is about 164 Erg.

pro cm=. at 280° C; at 410° C. it is about 153.8 Erg. In this case

the temperature-coefficient is also in the neighbourhood of 0.6 or 0.9,

— this being a rather small value too.

§ 21. It is not my intention, to discuss now already the here

mentioned data, nor to add the remarks, which are suggested thereby.

It is better to postpone that task, until the complete experimental

material now a\'ailable will be published. The given instances may
however prove, that the question : hoic to measure the surface-tensions

of liquids loith great accuracy within a temperature-interval, from
— 80° C. to 1650° C, may be considered now as completely solved.

Groningen, May 1914. Laboratory of Inorganic Chemistry

of the University.

Chemistry. — ''The Temperature-coefficients of the free Surface-

energy of Liquids, at Temperatures from —80° to 1650° C".

II. Measurements of Some Aliphatic Derivatives. By Prof.

Dr. F. M. Jaeger and M. J. Smit. (Communicated by Prof.

P. V. Romburgh).

§ 1. In what follows the data are reviewed, which were obtained

by us in the study of a series of aliphatic derivatives after the'

method formerly described by one of us^).

With respect to the liquids here used, we can make the following

general remarks. No product of commerce, not even the purest ob-

1) F. M. Jaeger, These Proeeedings (1914).
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tainable, can be esteemed suitable for this kind of measurements : the

small traces of humidity already, which even the best chemicals always

contain, are sufficient to make the results unreliable. Most of the orga-

nical liquids of commerce however seem to contain several admixtures,

in small quantities or even larger quantities of water. We often

obtained a first purification by distilling a small fraction from it,

whose boiling point remained constant between 1° or 2° C. In

several cases even this appeared not to be possible: in such case the

preparation was dried during some days by means of anhydrous

sodiumsulphate ; then, if the special character of the substance did

not forbid this, it was dried again during a long time by means

of freshly sublimed phosphorpentoxide, after which the fractional

distillation was tried again. Commonly it appeared to be possible,

to separate from it a fraction, whose boiling point remained constant

between 1° or 2° C. With some preparations we succeeded in drying

them by means of metallic sodium. After very dry fractions, boiling

within a few degrees, had been obtained in this way, they were once

more distilled with a small flame only, or on the water-bath, under

atmospheric or reduced (12—20 mm.) pressure; in this operation

only the fraction, boiling ivithin an interval of 1 C°., was used

for further treatment. The liquid was then cooled during several

hours in a closed vessel, by means of a mixture of salt and ice,

or by a bath of solid carbondioxide and alcohol. If it crystal-

lized, a further purification was often possible by repeated

freezing and decanting. Often a very thin layer of a solid substance

(eventually of ice) was deposed at the walls of the vessel, the rest

remaining liquid and transparent; the liquid portion was poured

into a dry, clean vessel then, and the said operation repeated,

till no solid layer any more appeared, ff however the phenomenon

continued to appear, the liquid was treated again at least during a

week with fresh phosphorpentoxide, and the freezing repeated again

and again. Finally the purified liquid was distilled once more undei'

atmospheric or reduced pressure; only the fraction, boiling loithin

half a degree was collected then for the measurements. It is hardly

necessary to mention, that hygroscopical liquids were preserved and

treated in a suitable manner. The thus obtained liquid was commonly
only a [very small fraction (lOVo O'" 207o) of the original commer-

cial preparation ; it must be remarked, that the observed boiling-

temperatures often differed appreciably from the data, given in the

literature, and in several cases appeared to be lower than those;

— which perhaps can be explained by the fact, that in the distil-

lations, described in the literature, the liquid was heated too rapidly.
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In our experiments the speed of distillation often did not exceed

about six drops every minute. In some cases, e.g. with toluene, it

was impossible to distil from the product of commerce a fraction,

fulfilling all conditions; in such cases the substance was prepared

in some other way, e.g. the mentioned toluene by dry distillation

of purified calciumphenylacetate ; etc. In the series of compounds

described, several were taken from the collection of scientific prepa-

rations of this laboratory ; from these also only the small, constantly

boiling fraction was used for our purpose.

§ 2. Notwithstanding the by no means negligible differences of

the boilingpoints observed, the specific gravities of the liquids in

most cases differed only slightly or not at all from the data, given

in the literature. If this was the case, — and we always controlled

this by some pycnometrical determinations at 25° C, — the specific

gravities at other temperatures were calculated from the expansion-

formulae eventually already determined. If the direct determination

of cP^'' did not agree with the number, given in literature, or if the

expansion-formula was not known accurately enough, three specific

gravities, e.g. at 25°, 50°, and 75° C. or at a higher temperature,

were determined pycnometrically, and from these determinations an

empirical equation of the second degree with respect to t, was calcu-

lated. This is completely sufficient here, because the specific gravities

were all abbreviated with three decimals: an account of the densities

in more than three decimals, must be esteemed valueless here, with

respect to the obtained accuracy of the measurements. With most

liquids, the mean decrease of the specific weight for 1° C. does not

differ largely from 0,001. For temperatures of — 70' and above
100° C. it was often necessary to extrapolate by the aid of the

established empirical formulae ; although conscious of the uncertainties,

which are always connected with such extrapolations, we are of

opinion that we have not introduced here in this way errors of appre-

ciable amount, because for these values such an error could manifest

itself only in the third decimal place, and dilatation of the liquids

occurs ordinarily in so regular a way, that the probability of heavy

errors is thus highly diminished by this circumstance.

Moreover another way was not available at this moment, if not

with large sacrifice of time and labour.

§ 3. In the following the obtained results are collected in tables.

For the value of 1 mm. mercury at 0° C, 1333,2 Dynes (45°), was

calculated, and this value was used in all further calculations ; in the

tables all numbers for / and [i are adjusted by the necessary corrections.
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The graphical diagrams relate to the variation of the so-called

"molecular" surface-energy (i with the temperature; in the same

diagram analogous, homologous compounds or such, related by simple

substitutions, are put together; this will be of practical use for the

comparative considerations later to be given, and allows a rapid

review of the behaviour. For the construction of the diagrams, not

the numbers of the tables, but those following directly from Cantor's

formula, are used ; therefore the correction, necessary to derive the

absolute value of (i from these readings by diminution, are indicated

on each curve in the diagrams.

§ 4. Aliphatic Derivatives.

This series of measurements relates to the following aliphatic
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substances: norm. Propylalcohol ; hohuii/Ialcohoi, Diethylether ; Ethyt-

formiate ; Ethylchloroformiate ; Ethylacetate, Methyl-, Ethyl-, and

norm. Propylalcohol : C2H^ . OH.
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Ïsobutyï-Jsobutyrates; Acetone; Metlnjlpropylcetone; Ethyl-Acètyloacetate;

Methyl- Methylaceiyloacetate; Ethyl-Propylacetyloacetate; Methyl-, Ethyl-,

III.



^7i

Propyl-, Èutyl-, Tsohutyl, and Amyl-Cyanoacetates

chloro-methane ; and Isobutylhromide.

Tri-, and Tetra-



m
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VII.

Ethylchloroformiate : Cl. CO
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IX.
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XI.

Isobutyl-Isobutyrate : {CH^l^H . CO . 0(CH2 . {CH.iCH^W



Molecular Surface-
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XIII

Methyl-Acetylomethylacetate: CH^CO .



XV
Methyl-Cyanoacetate : CN . CH2 . CO . 0{CHz).
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XVII.

Propyl-Cyanoacetate : CN.CH2.CO.O {C:iHn).



XIX.

Isobutyl-Cyanoacetate : CN . C/Zg . CO . 0{CH2 . CH . (C/fa).,). |
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XXII.

Tetrachloromethane : CCI4.
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xxni.

Uobutylbromide : ((7^3)2 CH. CHzBr).
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§ 5. Temperature-coefjicients of [a of the here studied substances.

norm. Propylalcoho



m
Propyl- Cyanoacetate.

du.

dl
in Erg.Temperature-interval:

between - 16° and +152^ 1,88

Then an increase: 2.13^ under dissoci-

ation and liberation of HCN.

Isobutyl-Cyanoacetate.

between —20° and 0^ 1,64

0^ „ 115^ 1,70

115° „ 213^ 2,0

Gradual decomposition, under liberation

of HCN.
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Chemistry. — "The Temperature-coefficients of the free Surface-

energy of Liquids, at Temperatures from —80° to 1650° C.

III. Measurements of some Aromatic Derivatives." Bj Prof.

Dr. F. M. Jaegkk and M. J. Smit. . (Communicated by Prof.

P. V. Rombukgh).

§ 1. In continuation of our measurements of organic liquids, the

data obtained in the study of a series of aromatic compounds, are

reviewed here in tables, quite in the same way as in our former

communications^). This series of substances includes the following terms:

Nitrobenzene; ortho-Nitrotoluene ; Aniline; Dimethylaniline ; ortho-

Tohiidine ; Thymol; 3Jethyl-, Ethyl-, and Benzyl-Be7izoates ; Salicylic

Aldehyde; Acetophenone, and the non-aromatic compound: a-Cani-

pholenic Acid.

With respect to the determination of the specific gravities and the

purification of the studied substances, we can refer to the preceding

communication ; the diagrams also have the same significance, as

indicated there.

§ 2. Aromatic Derivatives.

I.



^^

II.



iV.

Dimethylaniline ; C^H^ . N{CH^)2.
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IX.

Benzylbenzoate: C^H^ . CO . 0(CiÏ2 C^^è-



39^

XI.

Acetophenone : CH^ . CO . Cgffj.
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Molecular Surface-
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Nitrobenzene.

Temperature-interval:

between 5° and 35°

35° „ 71°

71° „ 110°

110° „ 145°

145° „ 173°

o-Nitrotoluene.

dt

between

between

Above

Aniline.

0^ and 35°

35° „ 70°

70° ,. 174°

in Erg

1,53

1,93

2.16

2,25

2,31

1,57

1,73

2,16

Temperature-interval

.

o-Toluïdine.

-20° and +101° 1,98

101- „ 144° 2,44

144° „ 172" 2.85

160^ a graducl decomposition

with colouring of the liquid, sets in.

Methylbenzoate.

between 0° and 25°

25° „ 45^

45° „ 192°

Ben&ylbenzoate.

between—22° and +135°
135°

160°

160°

211<^

between

Acetophenone.

^5" and 45°

45° „ 71°

71° „ 90°

90° „ 160°

160^ „ 200°

3,0

2,6

2,21

2,70

2,08

1,66

2,99

2,45

2,19

1,76

1,61

between 0°

25°

49°

123°

144°

and 25°

49°

123°

144°

170°

between

between

between

Dimethylaniline.

26° and 46°

46° .. 184°

Thymol.

0° and 160°

160^ „ 211°

Ethylbenzoate.

-20- and +200°

~- in Erg:
ot

1,81

2,19

2,29

2,42

2,82

2,72

2,23

1,83

2,09

Salicylic Aldehyde.

between 0^ and 160'

160° „ 190°

2,29

1,98

2,19

u'Campholenic Acid.

between— 19^8 cannot be determined

and 0° independently of
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Chemistry. ~ ''The Temperature-coefficients of the free Surface-

energy of Liquids, at Temperatures from —80° to 1650° C:
IV. Measurements of some Aliphatic and Aromatic Etheis."

By Prof. F. M. Jaeger and Jul. Kahn. (Commnnicated by

Prof. P. VAN ROMBURGH.)

^ 1. In tliis communication the results obtained in tlie measure-

ments of the free surface-energy of a number of ethers, are recorded

by us. With respect to the puritication-niethods and tlie determina-

tion of the specific weights, we can refer to communication II of

this series^); also the arrangement of the data and the significance

of the diagrams are completely the same as indicated before.

This series includes the following aliphatic terms:

Amylacetate ; Diethyl- Oxalate ; Biethyhnalonate
; Diethylbromo-

malonate; Diethyl-Ethylbenzylmalonate; Dimethyl and Diaethyltartrates;

and the following aromatic substances :

ortho-Nitroanisol; Methyl-, Ethyl-, and Phenyl-Salicylates ; Methyl-

Cinnamylate.

Amylacetate: CH^ . CO . 0{C^Hn).
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II.

Diethyl-Oxalate: (Cgffs) O.CO. CO. 0{C.H^).
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IV.

Diethyl-Bromomalonate : (02^5)0 . CO

.
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VI.

Dimethyltartrate : {CHi)O.CO.CH{OH)CH{OH).CO.O{CH^).
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VIII.



4öi
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Some other derivatives of aromatic phenoles: Anisot, Plmietol,

Anethol, Guajacol, Eesorcine-Mono-, and Dimetliyletliers; Hydrochinon-

Dimethylether have been described before bj the first of ns'). The

temperature-coefficients of these componnds are however also reviewed

in the present communication, because they were not mentioned in

the one referred to. (Vid. also the preceding communications.)

Moleculai' Surface energy

in Erg pro cui~ Fig. 3.

'£0° O" 20" ^' 60' SO' J00'f20°/'i0''/6cr/é(r200 220 i^^eral^U1z,

1) F. M. Jaeger, These Proc, Comm. 1. (1914) p. 354 seq.
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XII.
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Diethyl-Ethylbenzylmalonate

Temperature-interval

:

Dimethyltartrate.

-^ in
dt

Erg:

between —20^ and 0-

0°

26"

66^

106^

126=

146°

166'

26°

66°

106°

126''

146°

166°

206°

cannot be deter-

mined indepen-

dently of the vis-

cosity.

5,2

3J
2,25

2,6

2.7

2,75

3,85

Above 166° a slow decomposition begins

to make itself perceptible.

o-Nltroanisol.

between 0° and 45^ 1,61

45= „ 172' 2,29

172' „ 192' 2,82

192' „ 212= 4,45

Above 170= a gradual decomposition

sets in, which proceeds very slowly.

Temperature-interval:

between 45= and 117=

117° „ 160°

160° „ 210=

Of*— in Erg:

2,08

1,77

1,53

Diethyltartrate.

between 25° and 74°,3 2,75

74° „ 213° 2,35

Methylsalicylate.

between —19,^8 and 212° 2,30

between

Ethylsalicylate.

0° and 212= 2,23

Methylcinnamylate.

between 45° and 210°,9 2,44

Phenetol.

between —12° and 0° 2,0

0= „ 74°,3 2,29

74° „ 160° 2,13

The curve is almost a straight line,

dfi
with

di
= 2,14.

Guajacol.

between 26° and 146°

146° „ 206°

2,17

2,66

Phenylsalicylate. (Salol).

between —20° and 211°,

6

2,43

Anisol.
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Resorcine-Dimethylether.

dn
Temperature-interval : -— m Erg:

between -22° and 0°

0° „ 210°

2,83

2,25
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this communication the results of the measurements are recorded,

made with a series of homologous hydrocarbons and some of their

halogen-derivatives. With respect to the methods of purification, the

determination of the specific gravities, and the significance of the

diagrams, we can refer to the pre\'ious communications.

This series includes the following terms :

Benzene; Toluene; para-Xylene ; Mesityhne; Pseudocumene ; Tri-

plLenyhnethane ; Cklorohenzene ; Bromohenzene ; meta-Dichlorobenzene

;

imra-Fluorobromobenzene; meta-Fluorotoluene; and para-Chlorotoluene.

For the purpose of comparison wdth benzene, also Cyclohe.vane

Avas taken into account here ; the data relating to benzene w^ere

already published in a former paper '), but are repeated here once

more for comparison with the other hydrocarbons. The obtained

results are put together in tables, in the ordinary way.

§ 2. Aromatic Hydrocarbons and some Halogenderivatives.

Cyclohexane : 0^11x2-
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II.
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TV.
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VI.

Pseudocumene
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VII.

Triphenylmethane: CH{CqH5%.
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IX.

Bromobenzene: C^H^Br.
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Molecular Surface-

energy in Erg per c.m^
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XI.

Temperature.

para-FIuorobromobenzene: C^H^.
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XII.

meta-Fluorotoluene : CH., . C^Hj^ . F .
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Molecular Surface-energy
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Mesitylene.

dn
Temperature-interval:

dt

between —20o,8 and 0^

O „ 75

75 „ 110

110 „ 150

Triphenylmethane.

between 138° 4 and 156^

156 „ 171

171 „ 194

194 „ 212

Bromobenzene.

between —17,°5 and +125,''5

125,5 „ 153

in Erg:

2,40

2,20

2,06

1,97

1.59

3.03

4.46

4.83

2,38

2,53

para-Fluorobromobenzen e.

between —21° and 0° 2,41

O „ 45 2,09

45 „ 117 1.97

117 „ 150 2,49

between

para-Chlorotoluene .
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Chemistry. — "The Temper-ahire-coefficients of the free Surface-

ener(jy of Liquids, at Temperatures from — 80° to 1650° C:

VI. General Remarks'. By Prof. Dr. F. M. Jaeger. (Commu-
nicated by Prof P. Romburgh).

§ 1. If we wish to use the results up to now obtained in the

study of these more than seventy organic and about ten inorganic

liquids, to draw some more general conclusions, the following remarks

in this respect may find a place here.

In the first place it is proved once more, that the free surface-

energy of liquids, — also in the peculiar case of the electrolytically

conductimj, molten salts studied at very high temperatures, — ahoays

decreases with increasing temperature. This fact, an exception to

which also within the temperature-interval hitherto investigated

has never been stated, must be esteemed in every respect quite in

concordance with the views about the origin of such surface-

tensions. It is immediately connected with the other fact, that

a decrease of the molecular surface-layer must be accompanied

b}' a \ieat-evolutio?i, an increase of that layer however with a heat-

absorption, if the temperature is to remain constant. Furthermore

this gradual diminution of / with increasing temperature is in full

agreement with the continual levelling of the diiferences in properties

between the liquid phase and its coexistent vapour, when the

temperature is gradually rising: at the critical temperature the value

of X must have become zero ^).

Of more importance for our purposes however are the following

results

:

I. A linear dependence of x and t appears in general not to exist,

j^j
The observations prove the possibility

of all the three imaginable principal spe-

cies of x-^-curves : the type 1, with a

concave shape towards the temperature-

axis ; the type 3 with a shape convex to

that axis; and the rectilinear type 2.

Besides there are found some rare cases

of combinations of these three principal

types. Characteristic for type N". 1 is,

d'A . ...
that —

' will increase with rising tempe-
dt

. rature, while it decreases under those

circumstances on the curves of type 3;

1) The critical temperatures of the studied liquids, are as far as known, in the

diagrams indicated between ( ), behind the names of the different subsslances.
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only in the case N". 2 this quotient remains really constant. It is

now of importance to draw attention to the t'a.c\, that m amtradiction

with the hitherto prevailimj views, the prese?ice of type 2 on one

side, and of ti/pes 1 and 3 on the other side, appears to be in no

clear connection nnth the absolute value of the quotient -—
, nor nnth

at

the absolute values of / or u thenis-elves.

II. In agreement with the results of previous investigators, it

appears to be possible, although only in some arbitrary way, to

divide the studied liquids into tuw principal groups, with respect to

the value of -^. In the first group A belong all liquids, whose
dt

quotients — really are very near lo Eötvös' "constant" : 2,27 Erg^
dt

pro every degree Celsius. However it must be said here, that only

a mean value of '- evidentlv can be considered in these cases, and
dt

onhj over a sparehj extended temperature-interval; for, just as we

already mentioned sub I, these liquids will by no means always

show a linear dependence of / and t, corresponding to the type

2, and therefore such a linear dependence may be supposed in most

cases only for rather short parts of the curves in question.

To this group A we can bring e. g. : a number of ethers, like

Ethyl-Isobutyrate (2,lö) ; Isolmtyl-fsobutyrate (2,18); Diethyl- Oxalate

(2,26); Diethyhnalonaie (2,52); Diethyltartrate (2,35); Ethyl-Acetylo-

acetate (2,19) ; further: Chloroform. {2,0<o) ; Bimethylaniline {'2,2'S);

Phenetol (2,14); Anethol (2,25); Methylbenzoate (2,21); Ethylbenzoate

(2,29) ; Methylsalicylate (2,30) ; Ethylsalicylate (2,23) ; Methylcinna-

mylate (2,43); a-Picoline (2,02); etc.

With most of these and analogous substances however, we can

da
/ On 1

state a considerable increase ot — at loiver temperatures (type 3), and
dt

for many of them a value in the vicinity of 2,27 may be accepted

only within a very narrow range of temperatures, e. g. between

25° and 80° C
(/ft

To the group B all liquids belong, whose quotients j show

values appreciably loiver than 2,27 Erg pro 1° 0. To this group the

following substances can be brought: Water (1,04); Ethylalcohol

(0,94j; Propylakohol (J ,10); Isobutyhilcohol (1,10); Acetone [Ifi) \

Acetic Acid (1,3); Pyridine (1,6); etc. However with several of these
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liquids the value of — increases imioh at the lower temperatures,

while to the other side many liquids of group .4, which e. g. between

25° and 80° (/. show rather normal values ot ^ , will have abnor-

mally low values for it at the higher temperatures. As fai- as the

not numerous determinations of the specific gravities mal-ce a con-

clusion possible in this respect, to this group B can be brought also

the molten salts of ihoi ii\ki\\'\-\\\e{x\h\ Sodmniclilorlile {0,Q), l\it'jssmm-

chloride (0,G4) ; etc. Furthermore the hitherto observed dependence

of X and t for.: Sodiumsitlfate, Sodinmmo/i/hdate, Sodiumtungstate,

Sodiumpkospliate ; Polassiiunhroiidde, Foias-siuni iodide, Potassium-

phosphate, -inoli/hdatc, -tungstate ; Lithiumsulphate, Lithiummetaborate,

Litldummethasilicate ; etc. etc., — seems to prove, that also with

these sails the values of .-- will appear to be remarkablv small.
ot

§ 2. The j)revailahle opinion is, that the liquids of the group B
most ditfer from those of grouj) A in this respect that they would

be associated, while the licpiids of group A would be normal ones.

Regarding those liquids, which show an almost linear dependence

of X and t (type 2j, the "association-coefficient" x is then calculated

3_

( 2,2 1 2

from the expression : .i* = —-

—

f ; while in the cases, where such

a linear dependence can not be supposed, several other formulae are

proposed ^). After what has been said, however, it can hardly be quite

sure, that such a calculation of the degree of association can be

thought of as a step in the good direction. For among the substances

of group A the greater number are of a kind, whose ƒt-^curves

belong to types 1 or 3; type 3 can be thought moreover again to

be in so far in agreement with the postulations of the theory, that

here at least exists the possibility that the curve will approach

to the ^axis asymptotically in the vicinity of the critical temperature.

If now however the supposition were right, that a decrease of

1) After VAN DKR Waals (Z. f. phys. 13. 716. (1894)) e. g., a relation of the

ÖX / T \^
form: — == ^ I 1 — —-- 1 _ in which B at the critical temperature should

have the value: Ve- but in praxi appears to be: about 1,23, — would reproduce

in many cases the dependence of ^ and / I o a ratlior snffi icnt degree.
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Ine values tor - iiidicaled an angnie?i(in<>- decree of association, it

would be verv diflicidt lo imagine, why the larger number of

liquids just show jt-Z-cni-ves of the type 3 : for from the gradual

d.i

decrease ot :^ with increasing temperature in these cases, we must
Ot

conclude, that the association of the liipiid wouhl increase for most

liquids with a rise of temperature. But because by far the most

dissociations are accom|nxnied by a heat-absor|)tion, the mentioned

conclusion could surely be hardly put in concordance with the laws

of the mobile equilibrium. With liquids, which will dissociate to a

higher degree at higher temperatures, one had to ex|)ect on the

contrary the progress of type 1: \valer e.g. is such a liquid, showing

a gradual dissociation of complex molecules into simpler ones at

increasing temperatures, and the ii-t-cnwe here really possesses^)

the expected type J. In the same way we observed some organic

liquids [lJiethi/i"(Mnlate; Ethi/I-Propi/hceti/Ioacetate ; Propyl-, and

Isobutyl-Cyanoacetates ; o-ToUiidine ; Resorcine-Jfonomethyleiher

;

Hydrockinoiidimethylether ; a-Qinipholenic Acid; etc.), for which

a gradual dissociation or decomposition at higher temperatures

could be stated, and for those we found also a faster increase of

oft— than before, as soon as the temperature of beginning decomposition

was surpassed. In opposition therewith is the case of (7 (?é?/i6' «c^V/, where

a gradually proceeding depolymerisation with increasing temperature

has been quite doubtlessly proved, and where notwithstanding

this fact, the value of t—- remains constant within verv wide limits
at

of temperature. ')

These facts seem after my opinion to make it very dubious, if

Öfi
the inci-ease or decrease of v- ^vith varving temperature can be esteemed

d/Lt

1) From EöTVös' obsei'vations one can deduce already immediately that —

-

Ot

will increase with rising temperature in the case of water: he observes between

3° G. and 40° C a coefficient: 1,59; between 40^ G. and 100° G. : 1,80; between

100° 0. and 150° G. : 2,28; and between 150° and 210° G. : 2 27.

-) Also this fact can be already de.iuced from Eötvöö' observations: between

21° and 107^ C. he fmd.-^ for ~: 1,^2; between 107° and 100° G. also: 1,32;
dt

between 160° and 230° G. : 1,38.
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any longer to be connected directly with the degree of association

of liqnids?

^ 3 The variations of — mnst in the first instance be dependent

on the way, in which the specific heat c of a iiqnid, is connected

with the magnitude >S of the bordering layer of it. In general we

dc d''i

shall have a reh-.tion : — =r— 7'—^, from which follows, that / can
oS 01'

only be a linear function of 7^ in the case, when c is f?Klependent

of S. Fiom our measurements however we must (h)ubtlessly con-

elude, that generally ;;^
— can not be supposed equal to zero, and

o7'*

that therefore c mnst really be dependent upon S. This fact proves

at the same tiuie, that the specific heat of the surface-layer must

have another value than for the remainhu/ part of the liquid. The

surface-energy therefore cannot be completely of a potential nature,

but partially it must be considered as being of kinetic origin. In

what manner however it will vary with the state of proceeding

polymerisation or depolymerisation of the liquid, we cannot tell in

advance; and the same is the case ??i7fto/w 77iw^<2?2r/w with the depend-

ence of II upon t.

At the same time it is not superfluous in this connection to fix

the attention upon the fact, that it cannot be {)ermitted to make

any detinitive statement^) concerning a high degree of association

in the case of molten salts, because the observed values of — are
of

very small, and the /Ll-^curves seem to approach in these cases much

better to the rectilinear type 2. For the whole theoretical exposition

of EöTVös cannot be applied to cases like the present one, where

nobody can know a priori, if the law of corresponding states will

be valid. It is just the question, if the measurements still to be

made will permit us to draw general conclusions upon an analogous

connection between the temperature-coefficients of the molecular

surface-energy and the degree of association of such electrolytes?

Such conclusions could only be esteemed sufficiently justified, if

certain analogies in the behaviour of molten salts and of the organic

liquids should be found; at this moment we are still far distant from

the time, when we shall be able to give any definitive judgment

upon this matter.

1) Vide e. g. the relating views of Walden, Bull, of the Academy of Petrograde

loco cit.
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§ 4. The rather a[)|)reciciltle ditlerences of our resulis with lesjiect

to the variations of ft and / witli the temperature, with those of

other investigators, who have principally worked after the method

of capillary ascensions, have suggested to us to investigate in detail, if

perhaps in our way of working certain factors could be present,

which may cause systematical errors in any direction ?

First it was noted, that besides the particular shape of the mentioned

curves, also the absolute values of /, determined by us and already

by Fecstel, were generally somewhat higher, than those obtained

with the same liquids by other experimenters and by other methods.

Of course it is very well possible, that e.g. the lower values published

by R\Ms.\Y and Shields, and obtained by them by means of the

method of capillary ascension, are caused by the fact, that the

moistening of the glass-walls in their capillary tubes has been not

so complete, as is supposed in the theory of the phenomenon. In that

case the angle of contact ff will play again a role ; and because the

height of ascension ceteris paribus is proportional to the cosinus of

the supplementary angle of 'f, there could thus really be found a

cause, which would make their results appear smal/er, than those

obtained in our work.

But moreover we were able to prove on the other side, thai our

values for •/, calculated after Cantor's theory, must surely appear

somewhat higher, than they really are, because in praxi the

conditions are not completely fu Hilled, on which is based the

deduction of the final formula between H, di and r in Cantor's

theory.

Let us start with the somewhat more summary deduction of his

formula by Feustei. ^). From this deduction as it is found in the

paper of this author, it can be seen, that the formula of Cantor

can have only validity in the special case that the angle <9, which

the tangent in every point of the sharp edge of the capillary tube

drawn in any azimuth to the rotation-surface of the small gasbubble,

makes with the horizontal surface of the liquid, — differs only slightly

from 90°; in that case 6* = 90° — ?,- wherein f has a very small

value. Some years ago prof. Lorentz was so kind as to draw my
attention to the fact, that this limiting supposition can be avoided, if

one makes a few simple substitutions in the two formulae of Feustel :

2x ^ 1

cos a = r . di.
r (1 — cos Oy-

and

1) R. Feustel, Ann. d. Phys. loc. cit.

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVII,



H = r . dl . sin 6
+
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r . dl

js8{\ - cos ef 3 sin 6
cos 6

' 1 —.cosé^J'

2x ^^
.

b3' i)iitting: ^ == and p = , where r is the radius ot the
?-

. df r . dt

capillary tube, and / ^nd H are the known symbols.

The mentioned formulae can by this substitution be changed into

:

1

4 cos 6 sin' (7J

1 j 1
,

en r> :=: sin 6 A {
cot ^ A

^ ^ 3
I

^ sinOsin'i^l^y

Table of Corresponding
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Ö°55'. The conospondirig curve generalij deviates only a little from
a straight line; however we fonnd that this deviation is jet sufficient,

to make a correction necessarj for all numl)ers, calculated from
Cantor's formula.

§ 5. From a special case we can now see easilj, that the cal-

culation of the results in this waj and from Cantor's formula, will

never cause an appreciable change in the general shape of the (/-t-

curves, and therefore neitJier in the deduced values of -'-• the deviaf-
dt

ion of a linear relation between /; and q is between <9=70'3r43"
and 90° onlj so slight, Hiat a somewhat impoitant deformation of

the mentioned curves caiuiot be the result of this difference in com-
putation. However there will be caused a parallellous shift of every
curve, which will diminish the absolute values of x and ft ivith a
small amount. That this influence is not at all without importance
in the cases hitherto investigated, niaj be jiroved in the following

waj. We choose for this purpose tw^o extreme cases of the here

studied liquids: diethylether, because the observed values of /Tare
here the smallest, and e.g. a substance as resorcine-monomethijlether,

whose values for H belong to the rather great ones. The calculation

is made as follows: H 'm m.m. of mercury (0 C.) is multiplied bj
the specific weight of mercurj, and this number divided bj the

product r.d,, {r Lieing expressed in mm.). With the obtained value

for p, the corresponding value of q is found from the table or the

diagram; this divided bj 2 and nudtiplied by the product r'' . d,

,

gives X in "itl. pro m.m; the number is reduced to Erg pro cm',

bj multiplication with 9,806.

Diethylether.

X in Erg. x i" Erg. ft in Erg. ft in Er;

f
-75°

-20°,5

0°

11°

25°

29°,6

p q

37,53 36,92

30.60 29,89

28,28 27,58

26,93 26,27

25.61 25,00

25,35 24,70

cm.--

28,5

21,5

19,2

17,9

16,7

16,4

cm.-- (Cantor)

28,9

21,9

19,6

18,4

17,

J

16,8

cm.~'^

574,7

456,2

415,8

392,0

371,2

365,9

cm.-'^(Cantor)

582,8

464,7

424,5

402,9

380,0

374,8

The whole /-/-curve is thus parallellouslv shifted to an amount
of —0,4 Erg.

28*
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Resorcme-Monomethylether.

"/in Erg. X in Erg. fi in Erg. . m in Erg.

^o
p q cni.-2 em.--(CANTOK) cm.-- cm."- (Cantor)

— 20^ 62,85 62,20 83,1 83,9 1850,1 1867,9

0° 39,89 39,30 51,6 52,4 1161,9 1179,9

46^ 34,91 34,30 43,4 44,2 1001,6 1020,1

107° 31,91 31,20 37,5 38,3 896,7 915,8

166° 28,48 27,80 31,5 32,3 782,0 801,8

206^ 25,29 24,60 26,8 27,6 682,6 703,0

Here is the /-/-curve sliifted totally to an amount of — 0,8 Erg.

This is the correction to be applied, and which was already

indicated in onr first communication ') ; it has been taken into account

since in every case in all the tables. It may here be repealed once more,

that although the absolute values of the surface-energy really have

approached closer by it to the values formerly published, however

the shape of the /-^, or f<-/-curves is not altered by it with respect

to any particulai- feature.

§ 6. Another (luestion to be answered with i-espect to the obtained

experimental results, is Ihis, if it may be considered as possible to

determine the right values of /, without being embarrassed there-

with by the influence of the vlscositij of the studied liquid? For

just because the internal friction of liquids always increases rapidly

at lower temperatures, and an extreme viscosity of the liquid, — even

if the bubbling of the gas is executed with extreme slowness, —
will cause, as we have seen, the maximum pressure H to appear

too great from all kinds of disliirluug etfects, —
• the influence

of this viscosity could poihaps be advanced as a cause of such a

deformation of the /-^cul•ves, that they just would manifest a steej)er

tempei'ature-gra(iient at the low^er leuiperalures than at the higher.

Therewith an explanation of the curves of type 3 would be given
;

bul il must be here remai-ked already in advance, that suchacnuse

could hardly be adopted for the presence of the curves of type 1,

just l)ecause all viscosity-curves have themselves ihe shape of type 3,

However there seem to be many reasons, not to attribute too high a

value to ihis explanation of Ihe curvature of the jj-^lines, even not

in the case of type 3.

In Ihe first place it must be remarked, that Ihe curvature of the

1) F. M. Jaeger, these Pioc, Clonmi. I. (1914).
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said curves does not niu parallel (o the xariations of the viscosit}'

with temperature. Most strikingly this can be seen in those substances

whsre the curvature is so slight, that the curves can be considered

to be straight lines : with ethylhenzoate, whose viscosity at 10° is

about six times that of acetone, and in a temperature-interval of

50° decreases to two or three times that vahie, the /-^curve is a straujht

line ; with the isobutylbroinule. whose y^-t-QurxQ between 0° and 85°

can be considered as a straight line, the viscosity decreases to less

than half its original value (from 0,008 C.G.S. to 0,003 C.G.S.)

;

etc. Neither does the curvature of the x-^lines seem to be immediately

connected with the absolute value of the viscosity : with acetic acid,

whose viscosity is about three times, with salicylic aldehyde, whose

viscosity is four times, with pyridine, whose viscosity is about twice,

with phenetol. where it is circa three times as large as thai of

ethylalcohol, — in all these cases the curvature of the '/-^cwi'ves is

less than for the last mentioned liquid, because they are almost

straight lines ; and with the aniline and nitrobenzene, whose viscosity

is about eight or ten times as great, as that e.^. oi' \\ie ethylfonniate,

the /-^curves are even slightly convex. In many cases the "/-^-curves

will show a more rapid and steeper curvature at the higher tempe-

ratures, where the viscosity becomes smaller; and the part of the '/-^

curve betw^een — 79° and 0° is often almost a straight line. With

the ethylalcohol the viscosity is about three times as great as in the

case of ethylacetate or ethylformiate, but notwithstanding that, the

/-^curves show in all three cases about the same curvature.

To be sure, we have met during our measurements numerous

cases, wiiere xery clearly the impossibility was shown, to determine

the surface-energy mdependently of the viscosity. But this we
observed only, wdiere the viscosity reached such enoi'mous magnitude,

that the liquid became glassy or gelatineous, and did not or hardly

move on reversing the vessel. Such cases we found in : methyl-

cyanoacetate , methyl-methylacetyloacetate, diethylbromomalonate, die-

titylbenzylethylmalonate ; in undercooled dimethyl-, and diethyItartrate

and a-campholenic acid, and ver}' strikingly with salol send resotxine-

monomethyl-, or dimethylethers.

Even in these unfavourable cases we succeeded sometimes in

making some good measurements ; but in most cases this appears to

be impossible, which is shown by the fact, that even with so small

a velocity of formation of the gas-bubbles as 50 to more thaii 200

seconds, it proved to be impossible to tind a maximum pressure

H, which really is ^dependent of the speed of the nitrogen-

flow.
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Tlie bcliaviour of siieli extreiiiely viscous lifjuids with respect to

the <2,as-biib!>les pi-odiiced in Ihem, is very variable and often very

peculiar : in this case the bubbles are hardly loosened from the

capillary tube, in that case one observes a periodic increase and

decrease of tlie gas-pressure, without a bursting of the bubbles

occurring ; in another case a very large bubble is produced, which

suddenly explodes into a great number of very small bid^bles ; but

in no case a maximum pressure can be measured, which is really

//«dependent of the speed of the gas-flow, proving that it corresponds

to a real state of equilibrium of the gas-bubble. And this last men-

tioned fact is so characteristic for all our other measurements :

loithin rather tuide limits one can vary the speed of nitrogen-jl.ow, when

working nnth ordinary liquids, rvithout a measurable change in the

determined pressure H being observed. On the contrary we studied

a long series of very thin liquids : e.g. ethylalcoJiol, diethylether, ethyl-

formiate, ethyJchloroformiate, acetone, m ethylpropyketone , chloroform,

etc., cooled to —80° C, which notwithstanding the low temperatures

gave xery reliable values of //; the occasional fact that the temperature

is so low, can therefore neither be considered of high importance

for the abnormally high values of •/ and ft observed. However it

must be said in this connection, that Eötvös' relation can no longer

be considered as valid at temperatures, lower than about half the

absolute critical temperature of the studied liquids.

In this connection it is not superfluous to remark, that with liquids

whose volatility is very great, and which therefore possess at higher

temperatures a very considerable vapour-tension, there is often some

difficulty in obtaining reliable values for H, this maximum-pressure

being apparently somewhat increased. However the right value can

be deduced in such cases by often repeating the adjustment of the

capillary tube, uniil a really reproducible \'alue will be found. The

influence of these abnormally high vapour-tensions cannot be of

essential signideance, if the measurements are controlled accurately

and often careful!}^ repeated.

All arguments taken together, we think it really very improbable,

that the changes in viscosity of the studied liquids could l)e argued

as the chief cause of the observed curvature of the x-^ or ji-^curves.

But in cases of abnormally great values of the viscosity, the deter-

mination seems doubtlessly no longer possible after this method in

any exact way; however with liquids, whose viscosity comes e.g.

very near to that of glycerine, or is even somewhat greater, such

measurements are already quite reliable if only the formation

of the gasbubbles takes place extremely slowly: in this way for
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instance we found again reliable \ alues with : diti/u/In/alonate (—20")

and butyl-, or iso/>n(i/i-ci/tinoacet(tfcs (— 22°).

Tiieretbre we thinly it right to draw^ the conclusion, that the noil-

linear dependence of / on the temperature, must be connected with

the venj nature of the surface-enen/i/ itself, and tlutt it irill manifest

itself aboays, as soon the studied temperature-interval is only ivide

enough.

We can also mention here the fact, that in the case of

molten salts, even at very high teiiiperatin-es and with vQvy small

viscosities of these liquids, we observed just the same three types of

•/-^curves: so with potassiumiodide the type 3, with potassium-

metaphosphate the type J, with many others the rectilineal- type 2,

— without it being possilde to indicate an immediate reason for it.

Finally we can draw the attention to the fact, that notwithstanding

the fact that these determinations range over a much smaller tem-

perature-interval, some x-^curves of other experimenters (vide e.g.

GuYE and his collaborators) show, on better consideration, also clearly

a deviation from the rectilinear type; for water this has moreover

already been mentioned before.

§ 7. Finally it is here the place to discuss some points connected

with the relations between the magnitude of [i and the chemical

constituents of the studied liquids, in so far as we may draw con-

clusions about it already with respect to the sparing experimental

data. Moreover the investigations relating to this subject will be

continued in this laboratory in a quite systematical way, because a

great number of problems have risen iti this respect, which only by

collecting a more extended experimental material can be answered

by generally acceptable views. The facts hitherto gathered are

principally adapted, to bring the values of [x in cjualitative connect-

ion with the homology of some analogous compounds, and with the

?)Ubstitution-i'Q\i\{'mns between sotne organic derivatives. This can be

executed best by comparison of the f-l-^diag•rams, which were published

in the successive communications.

A. Homology.

Of homologous series we can mention the following:

Ethylalcohol. I Ethylformiate. Ethylacetate.

1,) n.-Propylalcohol. '^'[Ethylacetate
^' Amylacetate.

IsobutylalcoJw!.
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iMeÜnjlisohutyratc.
Elhylisobutyrute.

Isobutylisohuiyrate.

\ Isobutylcyanoacetate.

\
Amylcyanoacetate.

1 BiUylcyanoacetate.

I

Propylcyanoacetate.
' Ethylcyanoacetate.

Methylcyanoacetate.

10.

14.

Acetone.

Methylpropylcetone.

SBiethyloxalate.

Diethylmalonate.

6.
Ethylacetyloacetate.

Elhylpropyloacetate.

Dimethyltarirate.

Diethyltartrate.

7.

Trichloromethane.

Tetrachloromethane.

11.

Benzene.

Toluene.

1>Xylene.

Mesitylene.

Pseudocumene.

12.
Nitrobenzene.

o-Niirotoluene.
13.

Aniline.

o-Toluïdine.

Amsol.

Phenetol.
15 1

l Peaorcinemonomethylether.

Resorcinedimethylether.

iMethylsalicylate.

Ethylsalicylate.

Phenylsalicylate.

18.

IMethylbenzoate.
Ethylbcnzoate.

Benzylbenzoate.

Pyridine.

x-Picoline

By such a comparison of the results obtained we can now derive

the evidently general fact, that the values of the molecular surface

energy at the same temperature increase in homologous series, if ive come

to terms of higher hydrocarbon-radicals. Although quantitative relations

do not so strikingly come to the foreground, it seems however to

be clear, that the influence of the .same increase in this respect,

becomes smaller within the series, if the molecular weight of the

compound increases; a fact, that must be thought also completely

comprehensible. In most cases these rules hold, as the following

instances may prove: The value of ft is at the same temperature

greater for isohutijl-alcolLol, than for normal propylalcohol, and here

again greater than with eihylalcohol : just so \v'üh ethi/lacetate gresiier

than with ethglformiate. with amylacetate greater than with the

corresponding ethyh\\\Qv; it is greater for isohuthyl-isohuiyrate than

for the ethylether, and here again greater than for methylisohutyrate

;

with ethyl-propylacetyloacetate greater than for ethyl-aceiyloacetate.

In the series of the six cyanoacetates, the value of ft is greatest with

the am///-ether, and decreases here regularly within the series till

the methyl-ethev is reached, while the temperature-coefficients remain

almost the same; the isohutf/l-e\\\ev however has another value for

dft—
, and values for ft, which are only partially greater than for the
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propyï-ethev. in this also a inairKcótation must be seen of tlie differ-

ences between normal aiul ramified carbon-chains. In the same way

the molecular snrface-energy of (lieth;iltartrate appears to be greater

than of dlmetJujltartrate. In the series of aromatic hydrocarbons, the

curves for pseudociunene and the isomeric mesitylene are situated

highest; then follow successively: p-xijhme, toluene, and benzene; in

the same [i is greater for o-toluic/ine than i'ov a}iiUne,fov o-nitrotoluene

greater than for nitrobenzene; just so for phenetol greater than for

anisol, for dimethylaniline greater than for aniline, and for a-picoline

greater than for pyridine. The only exception to this rule hitherto

found, is preseuted l)y the resorcine-nionomethyletker, which possesses a

greater molecular surface-energy than the corresponding dimethyl-ether.

The substitution by means of }nend)ers of the aromatic series has an

analogousinjluence as by those of the aliphatic series, but it is much more

intensive: in the series of the benzoates, the value of f,t for the ethyl-eXher is

indeed, greater than for the methyl-^ev'waXixe, but for the corresponding

benzyl-eihev it is excessively much greater ; in the same way it is

the case with methyl-, and ethylsalicylates and salol, and with methyl-

propylcetone on one side, and acetophenone on the other.

B. Relations of Substitution- derivatives.

The conclusions, which in this respect can be drawn hitherto,

can be summed up shortly in the following rules:

J. The substitution of H by halogens is accompanied by an inten-

sive increase of the molecular surface-energy at the same temperatures;

the influence increases evidendy with augmenting atomic loeight of the

halogen.

So IX for chlorotoluene is greater than ïov jluorotoluene^), and here

much greater than for toluene itself; for bromobenzene it is greater

than for chlorobenzene, and appreciably greater than for benzene;

with the m-dichloi'obenzene it is greater than for jiuorobromobenzene,

showing that the specific influence of fluorine seems to be less than

the difference between bromine and chlorine. In the same way the

value for diethylbromomalonate is appreciably greater than ïov dietyl-

malonate; for tetrachloromediane just so greater than ïor chloroform.

2. The substitution of N-atoms for C-atoms, or of that of negative

nitrogen containing radicals for a. H-atom, is followed by a relatively

great increase of the molecular surface-energy at the .s-ame temperatures.

^) The relatively small ditreieiices caused by the struclural isomerism of these

compomids, is here neglected for llie present; generally the para-substitution seems

to be of the highest, the me^a-substiiulion of the smallest inOuence in this respect.

We will discuss this pecularity afterwards by considering the results of a special

set of measurements.
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So (i i^ appreciably greater for u-nltroanisoJ, than for anisol \ for

o-nitrotoluene iniicli greater than for tolaene; for nitrobenzene much

greater than for benzene; for aniline and o-toluidine, much greater

than for benzene or toluene. Just so for pyridine appreciably greater

than for l^enzene; etc.

3. The .siib.stitation of aromatic liydrocarbon-radicals instead of
H-atonis makes the values of the molecular surface-energy also con-

siderably firenter.

So tlie values for salol are much greater than for the other

salicylates; of benzylbenzoate it is nuich greater than of hoth the

other benzoates; oi' acetophenone much greater than oï diinctJiylcetone

or methylpropyketone; of (liethyl-benzyethylinalonate much greater than

of diethylmalonate itself; etc.

Only continued investigations in this direction «.an however, as

has already been said, prove with more certainty, if these rules may
be considered as general ones. Researches of this kind will be

started in this laboratory within a short time.

Laboratory for Inorganic Chemistry

of the University.

Groningen, June 1914.

Minaralogy. — " On the real Symmetry of Cordierile and Apophyllite"

.

By Prof. H. Haga and Prof. F. M. Jaeg^:r.

§ 1. In continuation of our investigations^) on the symmetry of

crystals, which can be discerned as mimetic or pseudosymmetrical,

we will give in the following a review of the results obtained in

our experiments relating to the cordieritè {iolite; dichroite) and to the

apophyllite {albine; ichtJtyophtalm). Of both kinds of silicates specimens

of diferent localities were at our disposal, — a fact, which hardly

can be over-estimated in the study of RöiNTGEN-patterns, as will be

proved below. We will describe in the following pages successively

our observations with: a) Cordierite; b) Apophyllite.

§ 2. a. Investigations on the true symmetry of Cordierite.

Cordierite, asilicate of the chemical composition: H^{Mg,Fe)^Al^Si^fi^..,

belongs to those minerals, which like the arragonite, imitate the

habitus of hexagonal crystals by means of particular polysynthetical

twinformations. In literature it is only mentioned, that it is "rhombic"

b H. Haga and F. M. Jaeger, these Proceedings, XVI. p. 792. (1914).
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{a :h\c -:= 0,5871 : 1 : 0,5585). hill it is evidently unknown, to wliicli

svmnietn-class of the tliree possible ones it helon^us. Its [)scn(loliexagonal

habitus is obtained in two ways: a. by twin formation parallel

to |JJO|, consisting' in an intergrowing of three individnals in such a

manner, that the faces of JHOj will function as the apparent prism-

faces of the psendoliexagonal combination ; h. by a twiiniing parallel

to |130|, in which three individnals form either a threefold twin

by contact, or a threefold one by intergroioth, the faces of |1 lOj

being turned outward (fig. '\a). In crystals of the sti-ucture, described

sub a, a plate cut per()endicularly to |001|, will appear to be divided

into six sectors, of which ev^ery one is optically biaxial, the planes

of the optical axes being situated in three successive sectors under 60°

one to the other, while they are of course equally directed in every two

diametrically opposite sectors. In crystals of the type h there will

be either three sectors, in which the axial [danes are orientated

along the larger diagonal of the kite-shaped sectors (fig. J /'J; or

there appear six sectors, in which the axial planes are orientated

perpendicularly lo a diameter of the rhomboidal boundary of the whole

complex (fig. U).^)\ in this last mentioned case the axial planes in

two diametrically situated sectors will appear, as in the case sub a,

orientated in the same direction. The considered possibilities are

elucidated by some schematical drawings in fig. 1.

(0Ï0)

Fig. 1.

In most cases the boundaries of (he sectors are not distinct; the

ditferent individuals on the contrary, will penetrate each other

partially. The cleavage occurs parallel (o |010|, but it is not very

distinctly pronounced. The optical axial plane is parallel to jlOOj

;

the c-axis is first bisectrix, and the dispersion is only weak: (,)<]?'•

Cordierite is one of the most striking instances of polychroitic minerals

{(lichroite) ; the here nsed crystals also showed this phenomenon in

a very marked degree.

§ 3. In our experiments we could use cordierites of the following

three places: a colourless cordierite of Madagascar; a pale blue





TABLE I : Cordierite.

Fig. lOa.



H. HAGA and F. H. JAEGER (Cordlërlte and Apophylllte). TABLE I : Cordlerite.

Cordierile from Madagascar, J. (010), the plane of Ihe oplical axes is in vertical position.

Cordierile from Madagascar, j. (001), „ . .,
horizontal ,

Cordierile from Bodenmais, j. (100). Fig. 7. Cordierile from Bodenmais, l lOlO).

Cordierile from Ml. löil); X (100). Fig. 9. Cordierile from Ml.lbity, J. (010).

Fig, 10a, 106 and lOr. Corrf/crKc from iWarfajasfiir, corrosion figurcslwithdiluteWf)on [100|,[010)and[0011.

Proceedings Kon. Akad. van Wetensch. Section f. Sc, Volume XVll. A", 1014 15



H TABLE II : Apophyllite.

Fig. 15a.

Fig. 156.

ïN-rays liave penetrated only one sector



H. HAGA and F. M. JAEGER. (Cordiërllc and Apophjillle). TABLE 11 Apophyllile

Fig. II. ApophrWte from Patcrson {U.S.AX J. (0011.

Fig. 12. Apophyllile from Bergen Uill (N. J.), x (001|,

Fig. 13(1. Apophyllile from Paferson, J. (001)

Fig. 136. Idem. after heating on 270^—300^ C. ± (COl).

Fig. 14. Apophyllile from Guanajoto {Mexico), l (001).

Fig. 15a. Apophyllile from Iceland, x (001).

Fig. 15ft. Idem, x (100).

Fig. 16. Apophyllile from kcland, x (001); tlie RiJNTGEN-rays tiave penetrated only one sector

of tlie crystal.

Proceedings Kon A)<.id van Welensch. Section f. Sc, Volume XVII. A". 1914 1
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evidently often causes disturbances in two possible ways: 1*^*
. by

increasing ajjpreciablj the diniensions of the central spot, because

of the ditFuse light-emission of the screen; which fact may render

some of tiie spots situated in the immediate vicinity of the central

part invisible in the reproductions; and 2"'^ because (he impossi-

bility of pressing the phosphorescent screen over its whole surface

quite equally against the photographic plate, eventually will cause

some differences in the intensities of the black spots, wliich apparently

create an accidental dissymmetry in the obtained photograph. Also

both these disturbing effects must be taken into account together with

the above given arguments, to explain the inevitable imperfection of

the RöNTGEN-radiograms, thus prepared.

The RöNTGEN-patterns, Avhich. now are reproduced in fig. 3, 4, and

5 of plate I, can teach us the following facts: A somewhat more

accurate study of these photographs will immediately show, that

the images obtained by radiation through the crystalplates |100| and

jOlOj, possess only a hllateral symmetry: the molecular arrangement

of the crystal, seen in the two directions i)erpendicular to these

faces, can thus possess only one sinqk plane of syinmetry, in the

first case perpendicular to {10()|, in the last one perpendicular to jOlOj

and passing through the r-axis; hy hotk image.-^ koiuever it is proved

indubitably, that axes of binary syniinetry are completely absent. The

image, obtained by radiation through the crystal in a direction perpen-

dicular to |001| however, must be considered doubtlessly to be 5//?«7?Jé?-

trical with respect to a set of two synimetry-jdanes, perpendicular to each

other; of course the intersection of these two planes, being the c-axis,

needs to be an axis of binary symmetry too. On Table / we have repro-

duced a RöNTGENogram of this ciise, which shows some dis.symmetries

by a very small error in the normal orientation; the distribution

of spots of equal intensity however, etc., suggests the symme-

trical nature of this radiogram with respect to the mentioned planes

without any doubt. Of this same crystalplate we obtained some

more radiograms, which were however not sufficiently intense for

reproduction; they were somewhat more symmetrical than (he pho-

tograph reproduced here, which fact apparently was caused by a

somewhat better adjustment of the crystalplate with respect to the

RöNTGEN-tube. But an optical investigation of the crystal-plates in quite

the same position as in which they were during the experiment, allowed

no distinction of the orientation in the several cases: it must there-

fore be considered a fact of mere chance, if one gets accidentally

the right position of the plate, necessary to obtain a pattern, whose

symmetry approaches the pure one with more or less perfection
j
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and fnrtlierinore, as we already mentioned, tlie accidental situation

of the pliospliorescent screen will play in this question also a more

or less important role.

§ 4. The obtained results were 'so surprising, that we thought it

necessary to repeat the experiments of radiation through the plates

parallel to |100| and jOlOj, also with cordierites of other localities.

h. From a beaiiiifiil, pink cordierite of Mount Ihiiy, Madagascar,

which had no geometrically definite boundaries, two planeparallel

plates were cut after |10ü| and |010} and about 1 m.m. thick. The

plate parallel to JOJOj was distinctly dichi'oitic : for vibrations in

the directions of the axial plane it was lilac-white, for those perpen-

dicular to it intensively pink. On |1Ü0| the colour for vibrations

perpendicular to the c-axis was pink ; for those parallel to it, the

plate was almost ^vhite.

In the same way two such plates were cut from a single, short

prismatic, chalcopyrite-covered covdierite-crystai oï Bodenma is ; it was

fixed upon an aggregate of chalcopyrite and sphalerite. The mentioned

plates were from 1,0 to J,l m.m. thick, and showed no distinct di-

chroism: the plate parallel to {lOOj showed hardly any difference of

colour for two perpendicular directions; that parallel to jOlOj was for

vibrations parallel to the c-axis yellowish-white, for those perpen-

dicular to it however pirdv coloured.

In a quite analogous way as described before, RöNTGENOgrams of

these four cryslal-j>l;itcs weie obtained. The fig. 6 and 7 give the photo-

graphs for the crystal from Bodeninais, the figures 8 and 9 those

for the crystal of Mount Ihity ^).

F'rom these RöNTGEN-patterns it can in the first instance immedia-

tely be seen, tJiat also inith these crystalplates all radiograms are

only symmetrical with respect to one single vertical plane, and

that in these minerals also binary axes perpendicular to \100\ or \0\0\

appear to he absent. In connection with the results obtained with

the other cordierite-plates, it is hardly possible to give any other

explanation of this, than that the absence of both horizontal binary

1) The cordierites of Ibity are somewhat richer in SiO-j, Al^Os, and MgO, than

those of Bodenmais, but their content of iron-oxides is less ; the following analysis

may give some idea of this :

Ibity : 49.05 o/o SiO. ; 83 08 o/o Al^Og ; 11 .04 "
'o MgO ; 5.2 o/,, FeO + FcoOg

;

1.64% HgO.

Bodenmais liS.bS^/o SiOa ; 31.47 'Vu AI.O3 ; 10.68% MgO; 4.90% FeO;

1,85% FeA; 0.09% GaO ; 1.96%, H.O.

Vide also : Wulfing and Oppenheimep., Sitz. B Heidelb. Akad. d. Wiss. Abt. A.

NO. 10. (1914).
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axes and of the horizontal sj/minclrii-plane, is reallij chdrncteristic of

the vioh'cidar arrangenieut of the silicate. Foniuliiig our stateiiiciit on

these expei'iments, we must therefore draw I he conclusion, that

eordierite is an hemiinor/thic mineral, belonging to the rhouihic-pj/ra-

midal class (rhombic-hemimorphic class) of the rhombic system, just

like calamine and strurite, etc. The threefold twinning-nggregations

of the eordierite must thus be considered to be real pseudo-//^.m(/()?za/,

and no \)senóo-triqo)/al mimetic forms.

Because all possible spacedattices of the rliombic system, as deduced

by Bravais, possess vertical and horizontal planes of symmetiy, the

molecular arrangement of eordierite can therefore by no means

correspond to such a Bravais' space-lattice. Howevoi' the pseudo-

hexagonal symmetry of the mineral, just as its prismatic twinforma-

tions, seem to indicate with strong emphasis a structure-unit, which

must be considered derived from tlie i-ectangular prism with rhombic

base, whose angles will differ only slightly (ca. 25') from 60° or

120°. The choice between the possible structures is hardly to be

expected : after Schoknfi.iks' tlieory e.g., there will be no less than

22 arrangements, which correspond to the hemimoiph}' of the rhombic

system. (Schoenfliks, Krystallsysteme und Krystallstruktur, 1891,

S. 433).

§ 5. A second peculiarity of the obtained R()NTGEN-pat terns is this,

that notwithstanding their agreement with respect to their general

symmetry, yet appreciable differences in the distribution of the black

spots show themselves, if analogous crystal plates, but of difFerent

localities are compared. Even a superficial comparison of the figures

3, 6. and 8 of plate I to the one side, ajid of fig. 4, 7, and 9 to

the other side, is able to manifest the great differences immediately.

Doubtless all analogous images show- a number of common spots
;

but in every radiogram there are moreover new ones, while even

homologous spots in the different photographs appear with such

different relative intensities, that the total aspect of the figure becomes

a quite different one by it.

As these photogi-aphs were made all under preciseli/ the same

circumstances, we must conclude from this, that the symmetry of

a species of minerals being evidently always the same, the number

and the arrangement of its molecular reticular planes, just as their

molecular densities, are however variable with the special conditions,

which were prevailing during the formation of the crystals. With

respect to the e.rterntl form of the crystals, this is a fact which has

long been known, and which can moreover readily be explained
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bj tlie different influences of tlie factors accompanying tlie formation

of the crystals. But from our experiments it follows moreover, that

the wternal arrangement also, the molecular structure itself, must he

considered as being variable uuth those external factors ; thus to the

different localities, where minei-als are found not only the especial

differences in habitus of (he crystals must correspond, but also some
variations of its internal structure. With respect to the great signi-

ficance of this conclusion for the (|uestion about the constancv of

mineral-species in general and about the relations between the

external forces during the crystallisationprocess and the internal

crystalline structure, — we must remark, that the correctness of

our view will be established oJily satisfactorily by a great

number of such experiments, to be made with minerals of very

different origin and accurately known chemical composition. For

especially of many silicates, and also of cordiei-i(e, it is known, that

they can be altered under the influence of chemical reagents') ; and
it is very well explicable, if such differences in internal structure,

as we have stated here, were dependent upon such differences in

chemical composition, instead of being attributed to the variation of

physical factors, which may have had a \ariation of the external

forms as a consequence, however in the case of cordiriete, these

variations in chemical coinj)Osition are only small. Only numerous
experimenis in the direction indicated above, will enable us to decide

in the alternative.

§ 6. We have tried to prove the hemimorphy of the cordierite,

just as it follows doubtless from the described experiments, by

verifying it again by means of the now usual physical methods.

In the first instance we tried') to reach our purpose by the aid

of the wellknown method of corrosion-figures. The plates of cordierite,

having been carefully cleaned by benz.ene, afterwards by alcohol

and ether, were submitted during a short moment to the action of

a very dilute solution of hydrofluoric acid ; later we made again

such experiments by means of gaseous hydrofluoric acid and with

dilute potassiumhydrate-solutions. In the last mentioned case, we
were unable to get any well-shaped corrosion-figures ; in the expe-

riments with hydrofluoric acid however, we always got, even after

^) Vide in this respect the paper of VVulfing and Oppenheimer, just published
in: Sitz. B. Heidelb. Akad. d. Wiss., Abt. A. N". 10. (1914), p. 5 and 6;
L. Oppenheimer, Inaug. Diss. Heidelberg, 1914.

-) In these experiments Dr. A. Simek has willingly given us his esteemed assist,

ance.
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the shorlest possible action and by nioaiis of very dilute solutions

of the acid, a great number of cojrosion-tignres, which appeared to

be elevations, instead of impressions in hv far the most cases. Thev
generally (tig. \0a, b, c) did not have any well detlniable shape,

and were moreover quite irregularly distributed over the surface of the

crystalplates^), only on |001| we succeeded sometimes in getting

some extended rectangular forms, proving the presence of a binary

axis and of two perpendicularly intersecting symmetry-planes. The
corrosion-figures on |100j and |010|, and also on the prism jllOj

of the crystals from Jhity and Bodenmais, pi'oved clearly in every

case the absence of a horizontal phine of synnnelri/; they were

however furthermore so abnormally shaped, that they could hardlj^

be used for tlie control of the above deduced symmetry of the

ci-ystals. This case proves once more, that the method of corrosion-

figures used, eventually can give unreliable results, either by the

production of abnormal etching-figures or by a shape of the corrosion-

figures, which cannot sufficiently exactly be defined.

A second trial to determine the physical symmetry in this case,

was based upon the idea, that because the principal axis c was of

polar nature, it would be possible, that its ends would manifest

opposite electrical changes on mechanical deformation or on heating.

Although we are strongly convinced of the truth that a negative

result can hardly be considered to be a decisive argument in this

question, we have nevertheless spent a considerable time in en-

deavouring to prove the pohxrity of the c-axis by means of Kundt's

method of dust-figures. Although we were able to obtain on this

occasion e.g. the alternative red and yellow powdering of the vertical

edges of prismatic quartz-crystals in a \'ery satisfactory way, however

all our numerous tentatives with plates of cordierite, as well with

the pinacoidal as with the prismatic plates, remained without a

positive result. In every case, if present, this piezo-, or pyro-electrical

polarity of the c-axis appears to be only so feeble, that it seems

impossible to prove its existence in the described way with any

certainty.

It is a quite remarkable fact, which strongly corroborates the

value of the new method that even where all crystallographic methods

to find the smaller physical symmelry-difierences of crystals used up

to tiiis date, are failing, the new method however appears to be quite

able to elucidate the finer feature of symmetry of such crystals in

so comi)lete and persuading a way. Therefore an indubitable place

^) In these photographs, the crossed hairs in the field are parallel to the

directions of optical extinction of the plates.

29

Proceedings Royal Acid. Amsterdam. Vol. XVII.
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needs to be reserved in future to the method of RöNTGENograms

among all other crvstallograpiiical methods. At the same time however

it is proved by the results obtained with minerals of different

localities, how strictlj' necessary it properly must be considered, to

build up the whole systematical mineralogy starting from this new

point of view, and what surprising ref.ults are surely to be expected

therefrom.

We will now describe here the analogous experiments, made

with apophi/Ilite.

§ 7. InveMigations rehtinfi to the Symmetry of Apophyllite.

For our investigations of the symmetry of apophyllite, we had

material at our disposal from the following localities : a. from

Paterson (U.S.A.); from Bergen Hill, Erie Railroad JSf.J.; c. from

Guanajato, in Mexico; d. from Benifjord in fcelaml. The apophyl-

lites of American origin we will place opposite to tiiat of Iceland

as a typical group, because they manifest, as will seen below, some

peculiarities in their molecular structure, which are not present in

the [ceJand-m'mQY?i\, and are substituted in it by other (puilities.

Apophyllite, a minei'al with the chemical composition:

KH,Ca,Si,(),,-\-MH,0

belongs to the important group of the remarkable neolithic silicates;

they all contain water, and as was proved for many of them already,

their vapourtension at constant temperature appears to be continually

variable with their momentaneous content of water, — a behaviour

quite opi)Osite to that of hydrated salts in general. The explanation

of this phenomenon is- commonl}' given in this way, — which is

confirmed completely moreover by the physical properties of these

silicates, — that the water is not combined with the silicate like

the water of crystallisation, but that it is present, at least partially,

either in solid solution or hold in the silicate-skeleton by absorption.

Apophyllite is a typical representative of an optically anomalous

or mimetic crystal: Brewster in 1819 already discovered the partition

of the crystal-sections in numerous fields, and since that time the

pseudo-tetragonal crystals of this mineral have often been the subject

of research. For the explaiiation of this anomalous behaviour, two

theories have been started : in 1877 by Mallard, who supposed the

crystals of apophyllite to be polysynthetic twinnings of perpendicularly

crossed and penetrating monosym metric lamellae, — the dimensions

of the monosymmetric molecular-arrangement differing only slightly

tVom those of a tetragonal structure. The second view, chiefly defended

b} (J. Klklm. explains tlio ojttical abnormalities as caused by internal
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stresses, wliidi in (lioii- (iini are rauso<l hv an isoinorplioiis mixture

of optically positive and negative material '). The supposition of the

existence of siicli positive and negative apopliyllite-snhstances wliich

is reallv cdnlirmed in some cases by direct observation, must serv^e

at the same lime for the explanation of the very weak birefringence,

and the so-called leukocyelite-, and cJiroinocyclite-\)\\GnoinQ\vii. We will

demonstrate in the following pages, diat, — waiving the question, how
far the last mentioned phenomena need to be explained bv this

intergrowlh of optically positive and negative substances, -- in every

case the method of the RöNTGEN-radiation decides the (dternative

between the t/vo views indid>if(d)/f/ in fiivonr of Mallard's hi/pothesis.

§ 8. The American apophyllites used were all transparent, pearl-

coloured crystals; they have a layer-structure parallel to jOOlj, to

which form also the direction of perfect cleavage is parallel.

Without exception all these apophyllites are optically biaxial in

convergent polarised light, with positive character of the birefririqence.

The apparent axial angle is only small, with a dispersion: q<^v.
By means of a gypsumplate giving the red colour of 1''^ order, one

sees, that numerous blue-, and orange-tinged, rectangularly bounded,

very small tields are in juxta-, and superposition to each other, as

in a mosaic; the crystal makes the impression of consisting of an

innumerable quantity of perpendicularly very small lamellae, which

evidently are distributed and superposed in very unequal ji umber
and in a rather irregular way.

All these preparations give, if tlie RöNTGENrays are directed per-

pendicularly to jOOlj, the radiograms, which in Table If are repro-

duced in the figures 1, 2, 3^' and 4. Of all these radiograms it is

again characteristic, that they possess a single plane of symmetry as

unique symmetry-element; it is placed in a vertical situation in all

reproduced tigures, and corresponds, as was found later, to a direction

perpendicular to the axial plane of the optically biaxial individuals.

The direction of this plane of symmetry can always rather easily

be fixed on the original negatives by the particular aggregation of

spots at the upper side of the image, which has the shape of a

double pinnacle between the two very distinct circular garlands of

spots there; and also by the fact, that it cuts symmetrically the

group of the five very intense black spots, which in fig. 1, 3 'and 4
are visible just beneath the centre: in tig. 2 these spots are invisible

') The optical phenomena in basal sections of the optically positive apophyllites

Rie (after Kooke) exactly analogous to those which would be produced in thfi

originally uniaxial crystals, by stresses, working parallel to the edges (001); (110).

29*
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on the reproduction, l>y the stronii' radiation of the phosphorescent

screen and the enlargement of tlie central spot caused hy it, l)ut

they were distinct on the original i)hotographs.

It is therefore doubtless, that these photographs can be considered

to have brought the proof of the fact, that the pseudotetragonal c-axis

of the apophyllite-crystals, is not even a binary axis ; but that at

best it can be compared with the vertical axis of a monosi/minetric

molecular ari-angement : the original molecular structure of apopkyUite

is not of tetragonal, but of iiionoclinic symmetry.

We once more emphasize in this connection the existence of the

group of five intensive spots, just beneath the centre of the image.

Indeed this garland of live spots, which correspond to five molecular

planes, seems to be typical for all apophyllites of American origin
;

it plays evidently in these silicates a preponderant role. As in

literature there can be found some data, relating to the fact, that

a heating to 270° C. would be able to expel a part of the water

and to make the crystal tetragonal in realifij, — we have studied

the etfect of such a heating at 270° to 3(W C. by means of the

heating-appai-atus formerly described by us. And now it was found,

that all spots disappear, but that the mentioned five intense spots

are elongated like the fingers of a hand (tig. 3/; on plate II). This

fact could be explained by the supposition that the original sets of

parallel molecular planes, l)y which the five intensive spots were

produced, are changed during the desliydratation and heating gradually

into tlie same number of now divergent molecular planes lying in

live zones respectively. This would be possible, if the molecular

planes, which are situated nearer to the crystal-surface, will lose

their watermolecules sooner and more easily than those situated

nearer the inner part of the crystal : the expelling of the water

takes place namely very slowly and gradually, while the planes are

rotating round their zone-axes continually during this deshydratalion.

It is possible, that an analogous, but far more irregular distortion

of the positions of the molecular planes will be the cause of a gra-

dually getting vaguer and finally of a disappearing of all other points

and spots; if not the other explanation, namely that all these [)oints

correspond to the action of the 2üatermo\ecu\es alone, can be accepted.

It will be only possible to give some stronger aftirmation of this view,

if more zeolithic silicate will be investigated in an analogous way.

The tig. 'Mj is made, after the heated crystal being cooled down
to the roomtemperature ; it a[\\)ei\vs to \)e completely identical however

with the image obtained at 300° C. within the furnace, and it is

only reproduced here instead of the other, because the last mentioned
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photograph was too pale. Tlie i-eyiilting state of' the heated apophjllite

remains tliiis tibsolutely fixed on cooling; after the data gi\en in

literatnre, the water expelled at 260° C. will be oidj resorbed after

about 3600 iionrs from an atmosphere of water vapour. Anticipating

on our experiments with the apophyllite of Iceland, we can remark
in this connection, that with this mineral, wliicli did not show the

five mentioned spots, there remained nothimj at all on the photo-

graphic pUite, after the crystal was heated, except some feeble action

on the places of the most intensive spols of the original image;

they only proved, that the transformation by the iieating was not

yet completely finished. In ]io case we have therefore succeeded in

proving, as before was done with the boracite, that the i)seudotetra-

gonal aggregation of monosym metric material, above a certain tem-

perature can be changed into (he really higher symmetrical form:

instead of such inversion, a change in the silicate-skeleton is {)ro-

duced, which at least during the short interval of the experiment

can be considered to be //-reversible, and which has nothing or not

directly to do with the real transformation into a true tetragonal

form

.

§ 9. In opposition to these American crystals, the used apophyllite

0Ï Iceland must be discerned as a most beautiful, glassy, and perfectly

clear crystal, which was determined to be a combination of sharp

pyramid {11 1| and basal pinacoid |001|. The angles of the pyramid
and of pyramid and basal pinacoid were variable within rather

wide limits; they deviated from the angles commonly mentioned in

literature by an amount of circa 30' (o 1°
;
yet the reflected images

were splendid and quite sharp, this phenomenon too leading to the

supposition, that the tetragonal symmetry could only be a mimetic

one:

|001| : illl| = 59°24' to 60°13; in literature :
60°32'.

jllll : llTli = -
; „ :

58°56'

{111! : |111| = 74°38' to 75°39'; „ : 75° ;

"rather oscillating".

From this crystal two planparallel plates were cut, the one
parallel to |001|, the other to |]00|.

The plate parallel to |001| between crossed nicols appeared

to be not completely isotropous, but to possess an extremely weak
birefringence, with the principal optical sections orientated perpen-

dicularly to the edges fUO) : (001).

By means of a gypsum-lamella, giving the red of 1»* order, it

appeared to be divided into four sections, of which the diametrically
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opposed ones were tinged l)lue, while the other ones were oranp:e.

Eoei'u sector is opdcuhj huiclal, /oith posltlci'. cluiracter ; the rwinl

plane is in evenj sector perpendlcularl// orientated upon the corre-

sponding edge (110) : (001). The four quadrants were limited in the

centre of tlie basal section by straight borders, corresponding with

the edges of the pseudo-tetragonal pyramid ; in every sector the

direction parallel to the corresponding edge (110): (001) is that of

smaller optical elasticity.

The plate, wliicli was cut parallel to |100|, showed on very

strong enlargement and by the aid of a gypsum-plate with the red

of 1^' order, a very fine lamellar structure: the lamellae are super-

posed parallel to the faces of the pyramidal, apparently tetragojial

limiting forms, while also locally smaller or more extended fields

can be discerned, in which the optical orientation appears to be

dilTerent and in an orientation, evidently perpendicidar with respect

to each other.

Of these plates the Rontgen- pat terns were obtained in the usual

way : the fig. 5a, plate II represents the image, if the plate parallel

to |001j is radiated through; it corresponds to the centre of the

basal sections, where the four sections are tangent to each other;

fig. 6 was obtained by radiation through one single sector, and

fig. bb represents the RoNTGENogram, correspondiug to a radiation

through the plate, cut parallel to jJOOj.

Although fig, 5rt appears to be approaching to a much higher

degree to real tetragonal symmetry, it is easy to recognize in it the

perpendicularly crossed partial figtires of the photographs fig. 1—4,

but without the formerly mentioned intensive five spots near the

centre; and fig. 5/> shows a symmetry with respect to two planes

of symmetry, perpendicular to each other, and a binary axis. In

fig. (5 it would again be possible to doubt this approach to tetragonal

sj'mmetry ; however it seems to be present, and the figure allows,

e.g. by direct comparison with fig. 4, to prove that in the radiograms

of the /ct'/r?m/-apophyllite doubtlessly several elements of the mono-

symmetric American structures are present. From all these peculiarities

it seems that we may conclude, that the image of the apophyllite

from Iceland approaches only therefore more that of a real tetragonal

crystal, because the intergrowth of the monoclinic lamellae is in this

case much finer and more regular than in the American species;

and with this doubtlessly the other fact is connected, that the

Icetaiid-mmerüd looks so much clearer and within larger sectors

more homogeneous, than the turbid-looking and opaque American

apophyllites.
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Finally we can here also tix the attention to the fact, that the

RöNTGENograins of the apopliNllites of difFerent localities differ ^et

in their finer featnres, although they possess the same general

symmetry.

§ 10. In onr opinion these investigations have decided without

any doubt between the two prevailing theories for the explanation

of the optical anouialies of apophyllite, in favour of Mallard's

hijpothesis'. not the tetragonal molecular structure, disturbed later by

internal stresses, must be considered as the primary state of the

mineral ; but this state corresponds to an originally inonocUnic

molecular ari-angement, which approaches very closely to a tetragonal

one, and which reaches its pseudo-tetragonal character by the

crossing and intergrowth of two such monosynimetric structures,

by means of polysynthetic lamellai' twinning, and a mutual [)enetration

in directions, which make an angle of 90° witii each other.

POSTSCRIPT.

Finally we will use this opportunity, to add here again a con-

Boracite at 300°. G.
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slriiction-figiire, relating (o our [)a|)er on the i^ymmetry oï boracite ^);

tliis figure will reprO'luce tiie t'liaiiges oI)sci'ved by us with this

mineral before and after heating, in a clearer way, than the not

very satisfactory j)hotographieal reproductions given in that paper.

In constructing this stereographical projection, Dr. L. S. Ornstein

has given us again his kind assistance, for which we thanlv iiim here

also once more. The change of the binary axis into the quaternary

one, is proved by this figure again in a very striking manner, and
it is easy to see. which reticular planes of the molecular structure

have disappeared at higher temperature.

At the same time we will correct some errors in the former

paper, where on p. 797 the words "right" and "left" need to be

int-erchanged several times, because the photographs are urdiappily

placed in reversed j)Osition, so that on comparison of the text and the

tignres, there is a confusion of right side, left side, and of horizontal and

Boracite at room temperature.

1) H. Haga and F. M. Jaeger, these Proc. loco cit. 798 (1914).
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vertical directions. The new tigiire in this {)a|ier lias been adjusted in

bucli a position, that it will correspond to the text of p. 797, if only the

words vertical and horizontal (line 9 and 10 from beneath) are inter-

changed on readint>-

Gronimjen, Jane 1914.

Laboratories for Physics and for Inorganic

Chemistry of the University.

Physics. — ''P'resnel'.*, coefficient for light of different colours^

(First part). By Prof. P. Zeeman.

One of the empirical foundations of the electrodynamics of moving-

bodies in the domain of optics is Fizeal's celebrated experiment on

the carrying along of the light waves by the motion of water, l^et

10 be the velocity of water relative to an observer, then for him

the velocity of light propagated in the water would be

c

ft

if the dynamical laws for the addition of velocities were perfectly

general.

In this equation n designs the index of refraction of water, c the

velocity of light in vacuo, and we must take the upper or the lower

sign, according as the light goes with or against the stream. Fizeau

demonstrated that not the entire velocity w but only a fraction of

it comes into action. This particular fraction appeared to be approxi-

1

mately equal to 1^
, Fresnel's coefficient. Hence we must write

in place of the above given formula:

Ca = -±f«' (1)

where

^ = 1-A (2)

For water 8 is equal to seven-sixteenths.

The extremely important role which the formulae (1) and (2) have

had in the theory of aberration, in the development of Lorentz's

electronic theory needs not to be exposed here, and it is hardly

necessary to state that equation (1) is now regarded as a simple

confirmation of Einstein's theorem concerning the addition of velocities.

I may be permitted however to point out the smallness of the
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secoiKl tei-ni of formula (1). The velocity wliieh we are able to

obtain ill a eoluniu of water transmitting light is of the oixler of

magnitude of 5 metres per seooud. We have thus to lind a difference

3 10«

of velocity of 5 metres in -jirr ^"•' ^- ®- ^^ one part in tifty millions.

This was done by Fizkau ^) in one of the most ingenious experi-

ments of the whole domain of physics. Fizkau divided a beam of

light issuing from a line of light in the focus of an object-glass

into two parallel beams. After traversing two parallel tubes these

beams pass through a second lens, in the focus of which a silvered

mirror is placed. After reflection the rays ai-e returned to the object

glass, interchanging their paths. Each ray thus [)asses through the

two tubes. A systeui of interference fringes is foi-med in the focus

of the first lens. If water is flowing in ojjposite directions in the

two tubes, one of the interfering beams is always travelling with the

current and the other against it. When the water is put in motion

a shift of the centi-al white band is observed: by reversing the

direction of the current the shift is doubled.

The ingenuity of the arrangement lies in the possibility of securing

that the two beams tra\'erse identical ways in opposite directions.

Every change due for example to a variation of density or of tem-

perature of the moving medium equally influences the two beams
and is therefore automatically compensated.

One can be sure that a shift of the system of interference fringes,

observed when reversing the direction of the current must be due

to a change of the velocity of propagation of the light.

The tubes used by Fizeau had a length of about 1,5 metres and

an internal diameter of 5,3 m.m., whereas the velocity of the water

was estimated at 7 metres. With white light the shift of the central

band of the system of interference fringes observed by reversing the

direction of flow was found from 19 rather concordant observations

equal to 0,46 of the distance of two fringes; the value calculated

witfj Fresnel's coefficient is 0,404.

The result is favouiable to the theory of Fresnel. The amount
of the shift is less than would correspond to the full velocity of

the water and also agrees numerically with a coefficient 1— —
, if

the uncertainty of the observations is taken into account.

') H. Fizeau. Sur les hypotheses relatives a l'éther lumineux et sur unè experience

qui parait démontrer que le mouvement des corps change la vitesse avec laquelle

la lumiore se propage dans leur intérieur. Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. (3) 57
385. 1859.
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FiZEAü's expei'iiiients, (liougii iiuule Uy a metliod which is (heore-

lically as simple as it is perfect, left some doubts as to their accu-

racy, partly by reason of the remarkable conclusions as to relative

motion of ether and matter to which they gave rise, and these

doubts could oidy be removed by new experiments.

35 years after Fizeau's first communication ') to the Académie

des Sciences, Michklson and Morley ^) repeated the experiment.

They intended to remove some dil'iiculties inherent to Fizeau's method

of observation and also, if possible, to measure accurately the fraction

to be applied to the velocity of the water. Michelson uses (he prin-

ciple of his interferometer and produces interference fringes of con-

siderable width without I'educing at the same time the intensity of

the light. The arrangement is further the same as that used by

FiZEAU but performed with the considerable means, which American

scientists have at their disposal for important scientific questions.

The internal diameter of the tubes in the experiment of Michklson

and MoRLEY was 28 m.m. and in a first series the totaP) lengthof

the tubes was 3 metres, in a second series a little more than 6 metres.

From three series of experiments wiih wJdie //(//i^ Michelson found

results which if reduced to what they would be if the tube were

2x5 metres long and the velocity 1 metre per second, would be

as follows:

"Series A =r double displacement

1 0,1858

2 0,J838

3 0,1800"

"The final weighted value of A for all the observations is A :^ 0,1840.

From this by substitution in the formula, we get e = 0.434 with a

possible error of ± 0,02".

For light of the wavelength of the Z)-liiies we calculate 1 —
J = 0,437. This agreement between theory and ol)servatioii is

extremely satisfactory.

A new formula for s was given by Lorentz ^) in 1895 viz.:

1) Comptes rendus 33, 349, 1851.

2) A. A. Michelson and E. W. Morlky, Influence of motion of the medium on

the velocity of light. Am. Journ. of Science (3) 31, 377, 1886.

^) Viz. the sum of the lengths of the ways in tlie moving medium, traversed

by each of the interfering beams, or approximately twice tlie length of one of the

tubes.

*) H. A. LoRENTz Versucli einer Theorie der electrischen und optischen Erschei-

nungen in bewegten Körpern, p. 101, 1895. See also Theory of Electrons p. 290.
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1 1 dn
^ = 1- ^-"^7; (3)

ft {i a/

For the wavelength of the sodium lines this becomes:

0.451.

We see, therefore, that the. value deduced by formula (3) deviates

more from the result of the observations than the value given hy

the simple formula (2).

"SoUte es geliugen, was zwar schwieri^, aber nicht unmöglich scheint,

experimenten zwischen den Gleichungen (3) und (2) zu entscheiden,

und sollte sich dabei die erstere bewahren, so hatte man gleichsam die

DoppLER'sche Verandernng der Schwingungsdauer far eine kiinstlich

erzeiigte Geschwindigkeit beobachtet. Es ist ja nur unter Beriick-

sichtigung dieser Verandernng, dass wir die Gleichung (3j abgeleitet

haben". ')

It seemed of some importance to repeat with light of dilferent

colours FizEAu's experiment, now that the correspondence between

theory and observation had become less brilliant, and in view of

the fundamental importance of the experiment for the optics of

moving bodies.

From the point of view of the theory of relativity the formula (8)

is easily proved, as has been pointed out by Laue "), neglecting

terms of tlie order — . Recently, however, again some doubt as to

the exactness of Lokentz's term has been expressed. I may refer-

here to a remark by Max B. Weiinstein ') in a recent publication

and to a paper by G. Jaumann ^). The last mentioned physicist gives

an expression for the coefticient f, which for water does not differ

much, but in other cases deviates very considerably from Fresnel's

coefficient.

The interference fringes were produced by the method of Michelson.

The method of observation introduced will be described later on.

The incident ray sla meets a slightly silvered plate at a. Here it

divides into a reflected and a transmitted part. The reflected ray

follows the path abc d e a /, the transmitted one the path

a e d c h a f. These rays meeting in the focal plane of ƒ have

1) LORENTZ. Versuch u. s. w., 102.

2; M. Laue. Die Mitluhrung des Lichtes durch bewegte Körper nach dem Re-
lativitatsprinzip. Ann. d. Phys. 23, 989. 1907.

3) Max B. Weinstein. Die Physik der bewegten Materie und die Relalivitats-

theorie. Leipzig. 1913, see note on p. 227 of his publication.

^) G. Jaumann. Elektromagnetische Theorie. Sitzungsber. d. Kaiserl. Ak. der
Wiss. Wien. malliein. nalurw. Kl. 117, 379. 1908, especially p. 459.
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pursued identical, not only equivalent, paths, at least this is the

case for that part of the system of interference fringes wiiich in

white light forms the centre of the central hand.

Fig. 1.

Tn order to verify the formula (3) it is necessary that the ligiit

be monochromatic. Further it seems of immense advantage to have

a water current which remains constant during a considerable time.

For observations with violet light this even becomes strictly neces-

sary, because visual observations are impossible with the violet

mercury line (4358) nsed. Michei.son obtained a flow of water by

filling a tank, connected with the apparatus ; by means of large

valves the current was made to flow in either direction through the

tubes. ''The flow lasted about three minutes, wliich gave time for

a number of observations with tiie flow in alternating directions".

In view of ray experiments the municipal authorities of Amsterdam

permitted the connection of a pipe of 7.5 cm. internal diameter to

the main water conduit. There was no difficulty now photographing

the violet system of interference fringes, though the time of expo-

sition with one direction of flow was between 5 and 7 minutes.

The pressure of the water proved to be very constant during a

series of observations; the maximum velocity in the axis of the

tubes, of 40 m.m. internal diameter and of a total length of 6

metres, w^as al)Out 5,5 metres.

Before recording some details of my experiments, I may be per-
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mittecl to roininiinirate the general result tiiat for water ilu're exists

a dispersion of Frksnei/s coefficMnt and that forinida (3) and there-

fore the third term of Lorkxtz is essentia Ihi correct.

I wish to record here my thanks to Mr. W. dk (troot phil. nat.

oand. and assistant in the physical laboratory for his assistance

during my experiments with the final apparatns.

The difficnities encountered in these experiments were only snr-

mounled after two reconstrnctions of the apparatns. Great annoyance

gave the inconstancy of the interference fringes, when the pressnre

of the water or the direction of tlow were changed. Then not only

the width of the interfereice hands, but the inclination of the fringes

were undergoing uncontrollable variations. All these defects were

perfectly eliminated by the nse of wide tidies and l)y arranging the

end plates in the manner indicated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3.

I am indebted to Mr. J. v.\K DEr ZwaaL, instrumentmaker in the

laboratory for his carefully carrying out my instructions and designs

in the mechanical construction of the apparatus.

In fig. 2A a side aspect, and in Fig. 2B a horizontal projection

of the arrangement on a scale of abont ^U^'^ is given (see Plate).

The interferometer is at the right side, at the left the rectangular

prism is placed.

The mounting of this prism is only sketched and was in reality

more stable than might be inferred from the drawing.
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Prism and interferometer were inonnted on the piers cemented

to the large brick pier of the laboratory . The tnbes are entirely

disconnected from the interferometer and mounted on a large iron

[ girder; this girder is placed npon piers of freestone cemerited to

large plates of fi'eestone fixed to Ihe wooden laboratory floors. In

this manner the adjustment of the interferometer cannot be disturbed by

vibrations proceeding from the tid)es. At the right of the horizontal

projection the four large valves may be seen, by turning which the

current was made to flow in either direction through the tube systems.

The monntings containing the glass plates by which the tubes

are closed are not given in the Plate. One of these mountings con-

taining the plane parallel plates of glass is drawn to scale in Fig. 3

at one half of the natni-al size. The four plates of glass are by

HiLGER, the^ are circular of 24 m.m. diameter and JO m.m. thick;

in a second series of observations plates 7 m.m. thick have been

used. The accuracy of parallelism of the plates is excellent; they

are indeed cut from echelon plates. The general plan adopted for

the construction of the j)late mountings is this: one can only be

sure that no change will occur in the position of the plates during

the course of an experiment, if this position is entirely definite. In

order to attain this the glass plate rests upon the inner, accurately

grinded, surface of the brass piece d. This piece d fits accurately

into the conical inner part of a piece />, itself rigidly screwed to

the tube a. Parts d and h are connected by means of the counter

nut c. The glassplate is held against d by the nut e. There is no

objection to the presence at the inside between e and d of rings of

hard india-rubber and of brass. {To he continued).

Physics. — "A nefv relation between the critical quantities, and on

the unity of all substances in their thermic behaviour." (Con-

clusion). By Dr. J. J. van Laar. (Communicated by Prof. H. A.

LORENTZ).

(Communicated in the meeting of April 24, 1914).

By way of supplement we shall add the calculation of three more

isotherms below the critical temperature, for which (loc. cit.) data

are known from the unsaturated vapoui* region. If the |i-values above

Tk were somewhat too high on the w^hole, now we shall find values

which are much too krio, lower even than /?„, and therefore impos»

sible. These deviating \alues can only be explained, when \\ilhlo\v

temperatures and large volumes a.'^sociation in ihe vaiwur is assumed.
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For tlien, when l^T in the eqnation of state is made smaller by a

factor << 1, also v— 1> will be smaller, lience h greater. In this way
the too small 6-valnes could therefore be raised to the normal amount.

We shall see in the following paragraph that inside the i-egion of

coexistence the same phenomenon takes place : the /0-values in the

vapour much too small (even large negative), the /^-vabies in the

liquid phase normal and in harmony with the theory.

Something particular takes therefore place for the large volumes:

there is either association in the vapour, or the values of the pressure

have been measured too small, or the values of the vapour densities

too hirge. We shall presently return to this.

ƒ. Isotherm of

3,424 m = 3,244.

J30^38 = 142,71 absolute. Hence m=0,9473.

p
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value /> 5,933 follows from the values given in Oomm. 120'»

(see p. 10) '}.

We had even sufficient reasons (see § 17) to fix the value of

ƒ at 6 (/' could be still somewhat larger then).

Rankine-Bosk's interpolation formula (sec These Proc. of Nov. J 913,

or Com in. 138), namely

h c [d

log p=za + y, +^ + -^

»

gives by differentiation

:

dp

JdT
= 2,d(-

hence

,__Tdp _2,3
'^~'pdT~~Y

2c M

h

T

2c

1

d^

634,891— 61538,18 3229392"

T ' T'

But this formula, which is calculated from all the observations

of p (so also from those below — 140°,80), and corresponds pretty

well with it, gives the value fk =^ 5,628, which is much too low,

at Ti (150,65), hence still lower than the value ƒ/, = 5,712, given

at the conclusion of Comm. 115, and calculated with h z= — 524,3169,

c=i 4- 11343,28, r/= 0.

In virtue of this I think I have to recommend caution in the

use of the values of p, at least in the neighbourhood of the critical

temperature.

We sliall now give the following survey of the values found for

the densities q, and q. (Comm. 131j, and also the corresponding

values of p (Comm. 115, and These Proc. of Nov. 1913 or Comm. 138).

p=A2A51 (for- 1250.49)

35.846 ( » - 129°. 83)

29.264 ( * —134°. 72)

22.185 ( ^ —140°. 80)

13.707 ( » — 150°. 57)

7.4332 ( » —161°. 23)

1.3369(» -183°. 01)

We luwe calculated from q^ and o.^ the values of d^ and (/,

given in the following tables by means of Qk = 0,53078.

125°. 17



ö. i=— 125^17, hence T= 147,92> m= 0,9819 , 3,424m— ^,^61

By means of linear interpolation ^; = 42,944 has been calculated,

so B = 0,8947.

d
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The /5-valiie in the viiponr begins to be smaller here than that

in the liquid !

<L /= -_140^20= 132,89 abs. Hence m — 0,8821 , 3,424 y/?=3,020.

For j) we find through linear interpolation yi; = 22,795, f= 0,4749;

tVnm —lof" 8 = etc. with /'== 2,415 on the other hand f =r 0,4757.

n f+ 5rf2 n-/5 /5

</, = 1.9491

t/2 = 0.2365

0.513

4.229

19.47

0.7553

0.155

3.999

0.358 {tig.)

0.230 {V.)

B„ should be about 0,42. Besides 0,23 is again <] 0,36.

e. /r= —150°,7G =z 122,33 abs. Hence m == 0,8J 20 , 3,424w

= 2,780. Linear interpolation gives p = 13,595, f zrr 0.2832.

n f+ 5(/2 n—[i /?

(/, =2.1450

t/2 = 0.1278

0.466

7.823

23.29

0.3649

0.119

7.619

0.347 (//V.)

0.204 {v)

The value of /?„ is 0,41 ; 0,20 remains far below this. We moreover

point out that also h of § 17 at t r= — 149°,6 yielded a perfectly

hai-monious value for the vapour, viz. 0,19. The two series of

observations, tlierefore, cover each other entirely.

/'. t = — 161°,23 = 1 11,86 abs. From this m = 0.7425 , 3,424 m =
= 2,542. Linear interpolation gives }) = 7,4332, & = 0,1549.

d n f+ 5fi?2 n — /3 l3

cii = 2.3063

(/, = 0.07014

0.434

14.257

26.75

0.1795

0.095

14.167

0.339 {lig.)

0.090 (ü.)

/?,, begins to be more and more impossible. We point out that

when /'- 1 is taken not =5, but e.g. =4,95. the value

Bi;,j, does not a])preciably change : 0,339 then becomes 0,338. But

i^„ would then become still smaller, viz. 0,07 instead of 0,09
'J.

1) If p = 7,58 instead of = 7,43^, so b = 0,158 instead of = 0,irj,j, we should

also liave found 0,34 for llio value of /3 in tlie vapour, the same value at

least as that for the liquid. (AIsp llie assumption ',, = 0,0366 instead of 0,0372

might lead to the desired purpose).
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<j. tz=^— \ 75°,39= 97,70 abs. Hence m= 0,6485 , 3,424//^ = 2,221.

The ^•c^lue of f interpolated from — lot/^" e z=z clc. with ƒ ;= 2,322,

gives & = 0,055 J 8.

«+ 5£/2 . „_jj ^

t/i= 2.4960 0.401
j

31.21 0.071

c/o = 0.02745 1 36.43 !| 0.05894 1 37.67

0.329 (lig.),

-1.24!(ü.)

Can the clne to the singular behaviour of the vapour perhaps be

found in this that Ckommelln has not determined the vapour densi-

ties dlrecthj, but that he has calculated them from the law of Boyle?

With a too small value of ii one naturally gets then a too slight

value of .3 from fi =:n — (3.424 in : e). Then no association need of

course be assumed in the vapour, and the impossible values of /?,.

below Tk are at once accounted for. The found values of /?,. would

then be quite worthless. The question is therefore: where has

Crommeli^ begun not to determine the given values of the vapour

density directly, but to calculate them from the (not yet valid) law

of Boyle ? ')

A. ^=:— 183°,! 5=89,94 abs. Here />^ = 0,5970, 3,424 /;i = 2,044.

From lo(/^° 8 =z etc. we lind the value e

with /= 2,314.

0.02742 (/> = 1,3162)

8-\-5d2 n—0

(^1 = 2.589 0.386 33.53

(/, = 0.015091 66.26 0.02856

0.061 i

I

0.325 iliq.)

71.57 -5.31 !(u.)

We point out that the liquid value duly decreases gradually, and

is still higher than ^^ = 0,29 at 2'— 90 (absolute). So there is nothing

impossible here ^).

') Otherwise p = 2,78 would have to be taken here instead of ii,Ü-i, hence

f = 0,058 instead of 0,055; or else q.-, should be assumed somewhut smaller, in

order to iind at least the value 0,33 (that of the liquid) for ^vaiioui-

-) A rise of p to 1,44 instead of 1,32 (j to 0,030 instead of 0,0274) — or else a

diminution of n^ from 0,0080 to 0,0075 — might reduce /3r to 0,33 here. The

first supposition is impossible, for then tl'e value of p at — 183o,15 would be

greater than at 183°,01, where 1,34 was found. But a diminution of on by 6%
in consequence of an erroneous calculation of ik^ (probably from the law of Boyle)

is very well possible.
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Suininarizing, we get the following survey for the region of coexistence.

m 0.98 0.94 0.91 0.88 0.81 0.74 0.65 0.60

i^liq.
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II! fiict, something is to be said in favour of this. In § 17 we
namely calculated the value of P^ from 2y z= A/,, -. h^ = /?^. : ,?^, so

that /?., = /?^.: 27 = 0,429:1,5 became = 0,286. But in this it is

assumed that the direction of the straight diameter remains the same

down to the absolute zero point — which (as we already observed

at the conclusion of § 14 (III p. 1051) cannot be the case. On the

contrary the coefficient of direction will aj)proach to about 0,5 for

all substances at low temperatures. It follows from this that the

value of the liquid density at T=zO, viz. q^, which is extrapolated

from the direction of the so-called straight diameter {at the critical

point), will always be too great, hence v,, too small, and also b^ = i\

too small. Accordingly also the value of P^ = b^ : Vk will be found

too smalL when the inadmissible extrapolation is performed.

The real value of /?„, occurring in our formtila (SO^i for b=zfOv),

will therefore be always greater than that which occurs in our

relations found in I (which are valid at the critical temperature).

For the calculations of the real /?„, in order to test our formula

(30) by the observations, the calculation from P^ = P^. : 2y]c (which

is based on this extrapolation) has therefore to be rejected.

The above table need, therefore, give no occasion to conclude to

any deviation with respect to the calculated and the found values

of P ; the more so as the cour.<;e is perfectly the same, in consequence

of the fact that in the relation (30) not b, but b— b^ occurs, so that

through simple increase of 3 to 0,305 the found values of b—b^ ,

resp. i?— /?o
^vill agree perfectly with the values of ji

—

^^ calculated

from our formula.

Remark. We saw that the found values of ^i,, from the unsaturated

gas state (§ 17) were all found too great for values of ;/z ^ 1 ; for

values of m <^ 1 all too small i. e. larger or smaller than the values

of ^g or ^k' calculated from our formulae. Also in the region of

coexistence {m <^ 1) w^e found values for ^^ which are all too small,

nay even negative, hence impossible. Now the too small values may

be easily accounted for either by association in the vapour at low

temperatures, or through a faulty method of calculation of /?, from

the law of Boylk (see above). But the too large \alues of j^^ at

m^l cannot be accounted for in this way.

It is, however, remarkable, that those too large values of j?^ at

m<^i, combined with the liquid values at ni<^l, seem to obey

the relation

^ =r 0,4 l/m

pretty well, as appears from the table on the next page.
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m= 1.95 1.43 1.13 1.04 1.01 0.98 0.94 0.91 0.88 0.81 0.74 (5.65 0.60

l/7n= 1.40 1.20 1.06 1.02 1.005 \ 0.99 0.97 0.95^0.94 0.90 0.86 0.806 0.775

0.4 im= 0.56 0.48 0.42 0.41 0.40 0.40 0.39 0.38 0.38 0.36 0.34 0.32 0.31

;? found 0.55 0.51 0.45 0.43 0.42
j
0.39 0.37 0.37 0.36 0.35 0.34 0.33 0.323

The values on tlie lefthand side of the dividing line might have

a somewhat higher factor, viz. 0,42 ; those on the righthand side of

the line (the liqnid valnes) a somewhat smaller factor, e. g. 0.39.

Yet this relation can hardly satisfy for several reasons. First becanse

the formula /? = 0,4^/??^ would yield too large vahies oï ^3,, for

larger values of m ; it is at least inconceivable that the increase of

bg with the temperature will continue indelinitely. But secondly the

variability with v would disappear through this consideration, and

only dependence on T would be assumed. It would tlien be quite

indifferent, whether h was considered at large or at very small

volumes. That this, however, is entirely impossible, is at once seen

when we bear in mind that only by the assumption b=f{v) we
duly get r<3, 6- > V3 , and/>4! Only for "ideal" substances,

i.e. at the absolute zero point, can b be independent of tiie volume.

Other relations could also be derived, among others between the

found values of /?, n — ^, and in'), but they may also be due to

chance. We shall, therefore, no longer dwell upon them.

19. The characteristic function.

It is known that for "ordinary" substances the value of the

"characteristic" function q, i. e.

/-I *
y A— 1 'hh

in which / = — is not constantly -= i — as would have to
g ant

be the case, when a or b should either not depend on T or only

linearly — but with diminishing m increases from 1 to about 1.4

at m = 0,6, with about 1,5 as probable limiting value wheu )n

approaches to 0. See van der Waals, and also my Paper in These

Proc. of 25 April 1912, p. 1099—1101, in which it appeared that

fp = 1 -{- 6,8 (1

—

m) can be put in the neighbourhood of the critical

point, (loc. cit. p. 1101).

1) When e. g. in the region of coexistence for the dilferent values of wi we write

le corresp

viz. ±0,23.

the corresponding values of n and w— /3, -j-—^. appears to be about constant,
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For this it is liowever required that either 6,8, or
dm' \(ikyk

^A-r) =—6,5. (Cf. These Proc. of 3 Sept. 19J3, p. 56 and 57).

It is now certainly interesting to consider iiovv tiiis will be for a

substance as Argon, where yj^ is not 0,9, but 0,75.

For tiie calculation of the vahies of ƒ I had to make use of

Rankine—Bose's interpolation formula drawn up by Crommelin and

treated already above [^ 18). This gives, indeed, the much too low

value 5,628 instead of 6 for ƒ/,.. but as also the following values of

ƒ will possibly be too small in the same degree, there is a chance

that the value of the ratio (ƒ— 1) : (/!• — 1) will not differ too

much from reality. We then find the following table.

T
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C,H,F the value of yu i» =0,95; hence hi.:b, — '2yk = ^,^^, and

{h,,.h,)i. = 1,^0 y^l,0Q = '2,0\, whereas 1/2,01 =142. Further for

Argon 7jfc=rO,75, hence />/,: /^, = 1,50 and (z';^: 6,)^;= 1,49X1.018
(See II, p. 936) =1,516, whereas 1/1,516 = 1,231.

It follows from this that with great accuracy

y„ = Vi^K)k = i^27 (41)

may be written /or the Umitimj value at low temperature of the

characteristic fimction <f.

It is therefore again only for "ideal" substances {b r= const.) that

(f^ = 1, and hence (f continually = 1 from Tk (then = 0) lo the

absolute zero. But for all the other substances the value of (f will

increase from 1 to a limiting value, which will depend on the

degree of variability of b.

As according to (36) {h,—b„% : b„ = 2/' - 1 = 0,041 y/ Tk (see III

§ 15), we have also :

y„ = ]/TTOMVn (41a)

We shall not enter any further into this subject, leaving it for a

possible later discussion.

In conclusion we shall just repeat what we have already remai-ked

in I, p. 820, that the temperature dependence at extremely low

temperatures, where the departures from the equipartition law make
themselves felt, undergo a modification. But we shall not enter into

this any further either, and we only mention that for Argon the

departures from the said law fall entirely within the errors of ob-

servation even at 90" absolute (the lowest temperature at which

observations have been made). Besides, at those extremely low tem-

peratures all substances will probably have passed into the solid

state, and this state is controlled by other laws than the liquid and

the gaseous state, for which our considerations exclusively hold.

20. Conclusion. Though there are still many questions to be

answered, and many difficulties left, we may already conclude in

virtue of the foregoing to this

:

1. The quantity a of van dek Waals' equation of state seems

within a large range not to depend on the density, so that the

molecular attraction can be represented by ^^, both in the gaseous

and in the liquid state. ^).

1) Gf. also the conclusions in a paper by Tyrer in the just published number
of the Zeilschr. f. Ph. Ch. (87, Heft 2) p. 195.
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2. Wlietiier the qiuiiiüty a is also iiKlepeiident of the temi)e-

ratnre, Ciiiiiiot be stated with perfect certainty yet. For as I thini<:

I have fully set forth in my Communications of These Proc. of 25
April 1912 (p. 1091—ri06)andparticnlarly of 3 Sept. 11)13(44—59),

the assumption of a lavqe value either of f
—

| or of — I —^
I

(see p. 56 — 57 loc. cit.) is necessary for the explanation of the

course of the characteristic functioji
(f (see §19). And as, accord-

ing to the above, h,j is, indeed, varial)le with the temperature, but

pi'obably not so much that —
I ^7 I

%'^^^ ^'^^ required value, besides

h possibly also a might depend on the temperature. Only a separate

investigation can furnish certainty about this.

3. The quantity h depends both on v and on 2\ The way in

which h depends on v — which is expressed by a formula of the

form (see II p. 931 et seq.. Ill p. 1048, formula (29)]

= 1 -

in which x = {h— />„) : (v—v^), and ?i depends on the quatitity y,

which is in connection with /;,/ : h^ — leads us to suspect that the

variability of h is possibly chiefly a i^eal change after all, caused

by the action of the pressure p -\-
"I,-"-

and of the temperature, in an

analogous way to that which van der Waai^s had in mind when
drawing up his "equation of state of the molecule", with which the

above expression shows a close resemblance, [cf. also II p. 930— 931

(23 April 19i4)J. Particukuly also with regard to the temperatare

dependence, viz. [see III p. 1051—1053, formulae (35) to (36)]

bf,— b„-^— = 2y'-l = 0,04 1/7',

this agreement is remarkable. But whereas van dkk Waals' two

exponents n are different, our two exponents are the same — and

dependent on y, i.e. on 2\ so that n can vary from 375 (for y = 1)

to 00 (for y ^ Vj' i-G- ^=0), as has been set forth in II, p. 935.

4. It seems to be unnecessary to ascribe the change of b to "quasi

association". It might namely be assumed that the complex mole-

cules possess another \olume than the simple ones, and from this a

relation b =f{v) might be calculated — according to the known
thermodynamic relations which indicate the degree of complexity as

function of v and T. RTis then however multiplied by another factor

wdiich depends on the degree of association.

What VAN DEK Waals has treated in tiiat sense on p. 1076 of
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his Paper in These Proc. of 25 .Ian. 1913 (published March IS'^M,

had then already been treafed very fully in a series of four papers,

written by me at Olarens 1911—1912 (On the variability of /> etc.

;

see These Proc. of 26 Oct., 22 Nov. 1911 ; 24 Jan., 22 Febr. 1912).

That a good deal may be attained in this way can sufficiently appear

from these Pa])ers. That difficulties present themselves of the same

nature as have been advanced by van der Waals on p. 1076attije

bottom (loc. cit.), has also appeared at the end of the 4^'' Paper

(p. 716 et seq.).

In any case it is a kind of relief that according to all that proceeds

the assumption of quasi association does not seem absolutely necessary.

The change namely of h with c and 7' can very well be explained

by other influences.

5. That b,, gradually decreases with the temperature, so that //,,

would coincide with b^ at jf'=0, and accordingly the variability of

b would have quite disappeared — in consequence of which we
approach more and more to the ideal equation of state with constant

b, on approaching the absolute zero — this points to the invalidity

of the kinetic assumption, that for very large volume (for b,, ordy

refers to large volumes) i. e. in ideal gas state, b^ would be = 4//^.

For according to the well known kinetic derivation, b, would then

still be = 4/^0 at the lowest temperatures, whereas it has clearly

appeared that b,, approaches more and more to b^ at low tempera-

tures. Compare particularly III p. 1051, formula (35) and the sub-

sequent eloquent table.

6. Thus after all it would prove true what I wrote in I p. 809

(These Proc. of 26 March 1914), that namely in v—b the quantity

b always refers to the real volume of the molecules ni and is not

::= 4771, as the kinetic theory would lead us to assume. And iji this

way the difficnlty, which I emphatically pointed out in II, p. 925

(^at the bottom)—926, would have naturally vanished.

So it is getting more and more probable that the so-called quasi

diminution of b does not exist, and that there remains only real

diminution, which is represented by a formula of the form (29), as

far as the dependence on v is concerned, and by a formula of the

form (36), as far as the dependence on T is concerned.

Why the earlier kinetic assumption b,, = 4/?i is really a fiction,

and what circumstance has been overlooked then — this I shall

demonstrate in a separate Communication.

It will then have become clear that only v— )n, and not /;—4;/?

determines the thermic pressure - wliicii becomes already pj-obable

when the kinetic energy of the moving molecules is thought to be
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Uniformly absorbed b}- tlie snrroniiding' medium (see p. 809 of t,

already cited above).

7. Hence at bottom the whole thermic behaviour of a substance

does not depend onhj on the two quantities a and h, which deter-

mine the critical quantities, whicii in their turn govern the law of

the corres|)onding states — in such a way that all the substances

behave correspondingly when they are only considered in equal

multiples or sub-divisions of their critical temperature and critical

pressure, but also (and the deviations from the said law are governed

by this) on the absolute height of the temperature, at whicli the

substance is considered. According to (36) every substance passes

namely through the different types — characterised by the \ariable

ratio hfj -. />„, from the type of the "ordinary" substances, where
l),j = /;,, is about 1,8 (y = 0,9) to the type of the "ideal" substances,

where hfj is = b„ (y = Ya) — when we descend from the ordinary

temperatures to the absolute zero point (see the tables in I, p. 819

and III p. J 052).

The individualit 1/ of the different substances, which they continue

to preserve within the region of the Law of the CoiTcsponding States,

is therefore entirely determined by the real height of the (absolute)

temperatui-e.

Hydrogen at 323° absolute (7^= J07/,) will e.g. on the whole

(Law of Corresponding States) exhibit the same behaviour as Helium

at 52° absolute {T also = 107\.) — but //, w^ill show a value of

about 1,7 for the ratio h^, : />„ at that higher temperature, while He
at the same ''corresponding" temperature shows a value of about

'J. 2 for that ratio.

For vk : Ilk we shall find about 2,7 for Hydrogen and Helium at

their critical temperature, while vk : h/. = 2,1 is found for an ordinary

substance at its critical temperature. Etc. Etc.

And this may suffice for the present. I hope to come back to

some separate problems later on, whicli are still awaiting solution.

I may mention : the temperature dependence of ƒ (see I, p. 811),

the change of direction of the '"straight" diameter from 7\ to xory

low temperatures (III p. 1051), the foi-m of the vapour-pressure

equation p=f{T), the dependence of the densities of liquid and

va|)()ur on the temperature (in connection with the problem of the

(lireclion of the sti'aight diameter); and finally the course of the

characteristic function in its dependence on T.

But the very first point that will be elucidated in a following

Paper is the circumstance mentioned under of the conclusions,

that I),, cannot possibly be = 4:ui.

Fontanivent sur Clarens, April 1914.

(September 26, 1914.)
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Physics. — "Modern electromagnets, especially for surgical and

metallurgie practice" By H. du Bois. (Coinmuiiication from

the BosscHA-Laboratorj).

(Communicated in the meeting of May 30, 1914).

Carrying-Magnets. The lifting-power of the famous steel magnets

of Logeman and van Wetteren, has for a long time belonged to the

somewhat antiquated subjects. However, traction-electromagnets are

now being much more used in different forms, especially for loading

and transportation purposes.

In general we maj say, that for such magnets with armatures at

a very small distance Maxwell's well-known law holds; accordingly

5378^ measures the carrying-power per unit cross-section of an

almost closed magnetic circuit. Prof. Taylor Jones has entirely

confirmed this by experiment in the BosscHA-Laboratory. The mag-
netic balance as a measuring instrument is equally based upon this

fundamental law. Electro-magnetic brakes on this principle are also

being more and more used.

Field-Magnets are of more interest for a variety of scientific and
practical purposes. In those Proceedings a description was given of

semicircular magnets '), one of which, weighing 350 kg., with an
interferrum of 3 X 0,5 mm. gave a uniform field of 59 Kilogauss,

while using only a few Kilowatts. With a cryomagnetic "immersion-

armature" in a liquid gas at low temperature this reduces to 45
Kilogauss. With the heaviest type weighing four times more (1400 kg.)

we may cet. par. expect no larger increase than 107o , thus reaching

65 and 50 Kilogauss respectively. Until now these field values have
not been superseded, no more tlian the Haarlem magnets were.

For the investigation of several higlily interesting problems they are

absolutely necessary.

With regard to so small a rise of the field however it requires

due consideration whether a further increase of the size of the magnets
appears justifiable. For while the weight increases as the third power
of the linear dimension, thus becoming quite unwieldy, the field

rises logarithmically only, which means a great disadvantage. In fact

for a given field we pi-actically obtain only a larger interferrum.

However convenient this may be, it is questionable whether it justifies

the very high expense which gi-adually begins to surpass an average
laboratory-budget.

*) H. DU Bois, These Proceedings 12 p. 189, 1909; 13 p. 386, 1910.
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The results mentioned are partly due to concentration of the

Ampere-turns near the air-gap and also to careful calculation and

design of all details; the theory of polar armatures') communicated

to the Academy, contributed its share to the result.

Intestinal magnets. Incidentically tiie formulae for attractory arma-

tures were also given in the paper referred to. They show, that the

attraction of saturated ferromagnetic particles is a maximum for cones

with a semi-angle of 39°14', and for prisms of 30° ; for non-

saturated ferromagnetic or for paramagnetic substances these angles

are 42°11', and 32°8' respectively. According to the principle of

Faraday and Kelvin the attraction is determined by the gradient of

the first [second] power of the intensity .p of the field for the first

[second] group of substances.

Some time ago Prof. Payk -) proposed a magnetic diagnosis,

prophylaxis and cure of peritoneal adhesions and similar deviations.

For this purpose a ferromagnetic intestinal filling is introduced either

per OS or per rectum. Then magnetic force is applied from outside

without the necessity of more or less dangerous laparotomy. At the

request of this well-known surgeon I was glad to collaborate in the

attempt towards a practical solution of this peculiar aitraction-\)Yoh\e^m
;

for a rational treatment of it the above-mentioned armature-theory is

absolutely necessary. The existence of an inditferent intermediate

zone and the necessity for exciting large attractive forces only beyond

this, characterizes this particular question.

The ordinary type has a core of high permeability (of 12 cm.

thickness and 40 cm. length). It is somewhat concave at one end and

thus fits the average form of the human body. In the paper referred

to the formula is given for p, b.\>lbx and è'^S^Ibx'^ on the a:-axis

for the case of a segmental spherical armature and for that of a

concave paraboloid of re\olution. For the latter case it was shown

\ that a certain distance not before a maximum of the field was reached»

In this "neutral" point the gradient is zero and therefore the attraction

also vanishes ; the latter then increases, reaches a maximum and de-

creases again gradually. This distribution of the field is favoured by

the higher magnetisation at the periphery of the core compared with

that of the centre, which makes this case similar to that of hollow

cores. In the outset I even used a core with a conical bore in

order to allow an eventual radiologic transmission through it ; this

however proved later on to be practically unnecessary. A central

1) H. DU Bois, These Proceediugs 15 p. 330, 1912.

2) E. Payr, Munch, med. WochenscLr. 60 p. 2601, 1913.

31*
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filling of' the core with a substance of higher permeability might be

made to compensate the distribution of the Held above described.

In our case however this very topography of the field is desired
;

for it is within the peritoneum only and not in the surrounding

layer (the thicltness of which individually varies from 2 cm. to JO cm.

and even more) that an attraction may be usefully exerted. Towards

its other end the core gradually becomes thicker and the end is

formed by a flange in order to deci-ease the magnetic reluctance;

the counter-action of this pole compared with the attraction of the

worliing pole is negligeable.

The coils are wound with enamelled copper wire or with oxydized

square aluminium wire the thickness of which increases by steps

from the working pole towards tlie other end. This principle is

well-known for galvanometers and has also found partial application

in my semicircular magnets. The increased efticiency of the "polar

windings" must necessarily cause a greater heating effect which may be

counter-acted by water circulation.

Until now this precaution proved unnecessary, (he more so because

too cold iron may cause undesirable vasomotoric reflexes of the

patient. The front flange of the coils is conical, in order not to be

in the way of the operator's eyes and hands ; it may be provided

with a corrugated peripheric radiator. The use of alternating currents

is not advisable; but a pulsating cun-ent may be caused by periodic

short-circuiting of the magnet, while a non-inductive resistance remains

switched in the circuit. The relaxation-lime is a few seconds; by

exciting the polar coil only it may be diminished to a few tenths

of a second ; when pulsations are often to be applied, it is advisable

to use a subdivided core.

In order to reduce the weight as much as possible the core ought

to be saturated only to ^/^ or '/s- A minimum total weight is

obtained for a dimensional ratio \) between 3 and 4; then the power

required is only little above its minimum value; it amounts at most

to 4 K.-watt, for most operations it is considerably less; and con-

sidering the short duration of an operation the energy consumed

CK,-watt-hours) is but very small. The magnet weighs about 100 kg.

and is suspended by a kind of crane above the operation table, in

such a way that its 6 degrees of freedom may be disposed, of, i. e.

a displacement along the vertical and a rotation around it, and the

same for two horizontal axes parallel to the body of the patient

and normal to it. Below the patient the RöNTOEN-tube is placed, as

1) Calculated from the demagnetizing factors for short cores, as measured by

S. P. Thompson and E. W. iMoss, Pioc. Phys. Soc. Lond. 21, p. 622, 1909.
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far cxs possible from the magnet, in order to diminish its deviating

action on the cathode ra3^s ^). In some cases the patient may be

treated while standing, which is much simpler.

Deep-seated intestines f?— 20 cm. under the skin) are treated

without pole-shoes. For those lying nearer the skin, the following

pole-shoes are used which may be made of a highly satnrated,

polished and nickeled, substance, such as ferrocobalt.

'J. A "drawing-pole" in the form of a truncated cone with a semi-

angle of 40° ; the attraction is strongest in the apex of the cone.

The contents of the intestines may be first drawn towards a par-

ticular spot and then attracted towards the magnet.

2. A prismatic pole with a semi-angle of 32° for the treatment

of longer intestinal sections.

3. An unsymmetric hoof-shaped "d ragging-pole" for applying foi'ce

parallel to the peritoneum. Starting from the above-mentioned principle

it may be shown that a maximum gradient of -^"^ is reached when
the narrow pole front forms an angle a = 65°54' = tg--^ |/5 with

the direction of dragging. For a very long prism on the other hand

it ought to be a = 60° = tg~^ !
'3. In this way the best adapted shape

of the pole-shoe may be determined, also titting the cylindrie core.

For special purposes pole-shoes of vai'ious shapes may be designed.

The forces used here have often been measured with small iron

test-spheres. The force component is

F, = — t^ÓT^—-^,
4.T Ox 2 dx

V denoting the volume, r the radius, there being no question of

saturation. This expression is quite independent of the nature of the

substance if only this is not too weakly ferromagnetic. The force,

expressed as a multiple of the weight G of the test-sphere will be

greater, the smaller the density of the latter. The value FxlG=^l
corresponds to the case that at a certain distance under the magnet

the sphere is just being prevented from falling down. Considering

this, spheres were made of magnetite {F,0^ =:. ferroferrite = ferr.

oxyd. oxydulat. nigrum.) which quite fulfilled my expectations. Best

of all proved small spheres of 1 cm. diameter of i^jO^-powder

mixed with a little mucilage and some light neutral powder; generally

1) The RöNTGEN-tube is moved by the foot of the operator. The deviation of

the cathode-current is proportional to its own .strength, tiie value of the field at

that place and the sine of the angle between these two directions; these three

quantities ought to have low values. An iron-clad RöNXCEN-lube might prove useful

;

but sparking constitutes rather a dilficulty. In some cases a compensating coil

near the cathode rays may be arranged.
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these were used as te^t-spliercs. This substance which fulfils all

magnetic conditions is also to be recommended from a clinical point

of view; it is neither poisonous nor soluble; it does not rust nor

causes hydrogen to develop; it is not resorbed and hardly irritates

the mucuous membrane. It gives good RöNTGEN-contrasts, even without

addition of bismuth carbonate and it is more satisfactory than ferrum

reductum pulverisatum ; it is the principal ingredient of the emulsions,

which are given per os or per anum, the prescriptions of which

vary in practice. On this point and on the very satisfactory surgical

results I need hardly give full details. The following will suffice ').

The operative conditions were fulfilled and even surpassed. The

practice gained with a number of patients led towards a reliable

diagnosis of the normal or abnormal mobility of the intestines and

of adhesions and their exact place. It was often managed to stretch

and to raise them carefully either in the stage of fibrous adherence

or even in that of lasting mutual connexion. Of course reliable

siatisiics of the results cannot be obtained until later. The treatment

may have a great effect on the position of the intestines or of their

special sections ; such a locomotion highly influences the peristaltic

function; this ought to be especially the case with pulsating magnetic

fields of smaller or greater frequency up to about 10 or 20 per

second and of different form of pulsation-curve.

The accelarated or retarded displacement of intestinal substance

couiaining ferromagnetic ingredients; the dragging of this into organs,

which are too deeply seated to be reached in any other way, especially

the appendix, with a view to radiologic diagnosis, the turning and
loosening of intestinal slings remain subjects for further research.

Tlie principal advantages of this method are its localisation on a

special part of the intestines, the precise regulation of the displace-

ment, the easy dosing of the effect by regulating pole distance and
current and the simultaneous radiologic examination.

In order to determine the topography of the field for various distan-

ces and currents, it was fixed by iron filings, with or without pole-

shoes and if necessary it was measured with a standardized test-coil.

Advancing along the axis, from the start at the concave pole front

a minimum of the field is first met, then a maximum. To these cor-

respond theoretically a transverse maximum and minimum respecti-

vely, and also an unstable and a stable zero-point of attraction. This is

easily shown with a test-sphere in an axial glass tube, which is seen

to remain suspended in that very point. With a plane pole front

such singularities do not appear.

1) See also E. Payb, Ber. D. chirurg. Congress, Berlin April 1914.
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The attraction of a number of test-spheres or pills was measured

under different circumstances with a spring-balance; its maximum
was found at a distance of 4— 5 cm. and amounts up to 25-fold

weight; the greatest "carrying distance" is 22 cm., for test cylinders

even more. For a round drawing-pole the maximum was found at

2 or 3 cm. and reaches 50-fold weight; at distances greater than

7 cm. the attraction becomes smaller than that observed without

the use of a pole-shoe. The coils were constructed in such a way
that their purely electrodynamic attraction, which is determined by

the square of the current, contributes considerably to the total force.

With a dragging-pole a transverse force is obtained up to 25-fold

weight at a distance of 2,5 cm.

Though for our purpose the type described proved amply sufficient,

it appears however interesting to study the properties of a similarly

enlarged or reduced instrument. If the linear dimensions be n-iold

the weight of the iron varies as n\ that of the copper as 7i^ (or as

n^, depending on the mode of winding), t'^e kilowatts consumed as

n (or respectively as if), the attraction of non-saturated particles at

a given distance however nearly as n\ This 4''^ power (in fact

about the 3,7^'^) is evidently very favourable, especially as compared

with the above-mentioned very uneconomical logarithmic progression

for field-magnets. We may safely predict that it will be possible to

produce any necessary force with magnets which do not yet become

unmanageable and the cost of which will hardly prove a serious

obstacle in this case, where life and health of the patients may be

at stake.

Exti^acting magnets. In this way it ought to be possible to move
about ferromagnetic probes brought into the body on purpose or to

extract undesirable objects, such as steel bullet shells, broken needles

or injection-syringes and various iron or nickel objects, which are

daily met with in the surgery of accidents.

Also an effect on other organs, less soft than the intestines may
be thought of. It has long been known that all tissues are diamagnetic;

Faraday already showed that this is also the case with blood ; the

iron atoms in haemoglobine are bound in such a way that no para-

magnetism occurs, no more than e.g. for potassium ferrocyanide.

PLtJCKER ^) showed that a magnet repels the red blood globules

relatively to the serum. It is moreover also known that the flow of

diamagnetic liquids through tubes and their dropping may be con-

1) A. Plücker, Pogg. Ann. 73 p. 576, 1848.
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siderablj' influenced nnder special circumstances bj very strong

fields ').

By putting n <^ J the effect of reducing the dimensions is at once

evident ; this is interesting with a view to tlie design of the usual

oplitalmic magnets which may also be iuiproved by the above calcu-

lations and experiences ; the maximum distance in this case is not

more than 2,5 cm. A type is now being made of 8,5 cm. diameter

of core, serving the double purpose of an intestinal magnet of less

strength than the above and at the same time of a very powerful

ophtalmic electromagnet.

Ore separators have long been applied in metallurgy to separate

un magnetic from ferromagnetic or only paramagnetic powdered ore

by the dry or the wet method. These apparatus are variously con-

structed ; the principal magnetic organ is however essential and

common to them all and is a more or less finely ribbed polar arma-

ture. The best cross-section for a definite mean size of the grains

may be determined by means of the theory above-nientioned for a

prism semi-angle between 30° and 32°8'.

Mineralogy. — "On the Tin of the Island of Flares" By Prof

Dr. A. WiCHMANN.

(Communicated in the meeting of June 27, 1914). •

During the last decenniums very contradictory answers were given

to the question regarding the occurrence of tin-ore in the Isl and

of Flores. The fact that the solution of this question does not only

regard the interests of a mining-scientifical nature, but is likewise

\Qvy interesting from a mineralogical and geological point of view

may justify the attempt (»f elucidating this subject.

In -'.p fii-sf place we have to bring into remembrance the fact,

: the Sunda Islands the older geological formations gradually

•)fvir if we move in that range of islands in an easterly

itMi. till — beginning from Bali — only neogenic and pleisto-

cenic sediments are found, and at the same time tertiary and post-

tertiary eruptive rocks with their tufas begin to play a predominant

part. The question rises then : Does Flores make an exception to

this rule and do we find in this island remains of ancient granite

.>tücks, accompanied by deposits of tin. or are all the reports regarding

the occurrence of this ore only of a legendary nature ?

1) 0. LiEBKNECHT and A. P. Wills, Ann. d. Phys. 1 p. 183, 1900. W. J. de Haas
and P. Drapier, Ann. d. Phys. 42 p. 677, 1913.
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The first report originates from J. P. Frkyss, wlio wrote on aoeount

of his information received in 1856 in Manggarai (West Flores).

''In the monntains of Rokka at Sui Tni ^) gold is found, whilst

"Mount Aspana produces tin ^)".

In 1866 a resolution was taken b}' the Governor General \j. A.

J. W. Baron Si.oet van de Bkele "to send a trustworlhy fnnclio]uii\y

"to the isle of Flores in or'ler to investigate if on the south-coast

"of this island in the neighbourhood of the village of Rokka tin

"is found". It is unknown whether the resolution (of January the

'j5th]sjo 3) ^yj^g QyQY p^t iiifo execution'').

Five jears afterwards J. A. van der Chijs fixed the attentioji to

the fact, "that every year a rather considerable quantity of arm-

"and leg-rings made of tin and of a rude construction was exported

"from the district of Rokka, situated on the south-coast of the isle

"of Flores" ''). The Indian Government having been requested lo

order the controller S. Roos, established in the isle of Sumba, to

make an investigation whether in reality tin occurred in Flores, a

resolution was taken to this effect November the 13''' 1871 N". 3,

and the Board of Directors of the Society of Industry and Agricul-

ture received a short time after from the above-mentioned functionary

"a few specimens of tin-ore from Masai'a".

According to the investigation which was entrusted to C. de

Gaveke, the mineral in question was pyrites ^). In the mean time

the Governor General Pieter ïMijer had authorised, by resolution

of April the 18^'' 1872 N". 59, the resident of Timor to send an

expert to Rokka "that he might convijice himself on the spot, in

"how far tin-ore ii-, dug up and melted there, and at the same time

"to collect some specimens of ore and j'ocks" "). This investigation

had neither any result, for, as was repoi-ted, the native chief ^) —
this was the expert — "had until now, on account of ill health and

1) The place is called Sui ('manggaraish) or Tui (endehneisli) and is situated on

the west-side of the Aiméré bay. There can be no question of the occurrence of

gold there, for behind that place rises the extinct vulcano Koinba.

-) Reizen naar Mangarai en Lombok in 1854— DG. Tijdschr. voor hid. Taal-,

Land- en Volkenkunde. 9. Batavia 18G0, p. 507.

^) Koloniaal Verslag van 18.)1, p. 29.

•'•) Tijdschr. voor Nijverheid en Landbouw in Ned. bid. 16. Batavia 1871, p.

158-159.
'^) Tijdschrift voor Nijverheid en Landbouw in Ned. bid. 17. Batavia 1.S72, p. 184.

21. 1877, p. 40-41.

6) As quoted 17. 187:2, p. 385.

") He proved afterwards to be an Arab who had settled in Suuilia. (Koloniaal

Verslag van 1891, p. 23).
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"the unfavoiirable disposition of the popuhxtion of the island, not

"jet fulfilled the order given to him. ^)

A short time after S. Roos communicated the following- inform-

ation concerning tin. "The people of Rokka often sell on the shore

"bracelets made of tin, bnt thej do not allow anybody to visit

"their village . . . The Endehnese admit as rather certain that much
"tin-ore occurs in the ground of Rokka, bnt for fear of being mnr-

"dered they dare not venture into this village ; this was likewise

"the reason why nobody, even for ample payment, would accom-

"pany me thither, so that I had to desist from the journey : It is

"however known to me that proas of Endeh and likewise Chinese

"of Kiipang and persons of other places from time to time come
"there to trade with the natives i. e. they anchor at Wai Wau or

"at Aiméré and cany on their trade on the shore with the people

"of Mangarai and with the inhabitants of the mountains, the latter

"offering for sale a trifle e. g. a parang or a pair of bracelets made
"of tin to the merchants. The bracelets are heavy, of rude work-

"manship, more than a hand broad and are worn above the elbow." ^)

According to J. G. F. Riedel the tin is collected in Liu and Langgi

(read Langga) by the natives "in a mysterious manner." ^)

Hitherto tiiere had only been question of the supposed occurrence

of tin in the district of Rokka. but in 1877 F. C. Heynen wrote:

"according to reliable reports a considerable quantity of tin is found

"in the territory of the Rajah of Larantuka, somewhere in Flores ..

.

"the tin objects resembling silver gave lately to a traveller whom
"we met in Flores, the conviction, that the tin there is of an excel-

"lent quality." ")

A request made by L. P. den Dekker d.d. Kupang July l^t 1882,

but not granted, to obtain the permission of prospecting in Flores,

the Solor and the Alor Islands fixed again the attention of Govern-

nient to the tin. The mandate of trying to obtain, if possible, some

^) Verslag omtrent liel Mijnwezen in Ned. Indie voor het jacir 1872. Jaarboek

van het IMijnw. in Ned. Indie. Amsterdam 1873. I, p. 327. — Koloniaal Verslag

over 1873, p. 260. — Two years afterwards it was reported however that, on

account of the distrust of the population, it could not be ascertained whether the

territory of Rokka was really rich in tin. (Koloniaal Verslag van 1875, p. 26).

-) lets over Endeh. Tijdschr. voor Ind. T. L. en Vk. 24. Batavia 1877, p. 515.

'^} The island of Flores or Pulau Bunga [sic.!]. Revue coloniale internationale 1.

Amsterdam 1886, p. 66.

*) Het rijk van Larantoeka op het eiland Flores. Studiën op Godsdienstig,

Wetenschappelijk en Letterkundig Gebied. 8, No. 6. 'sHertogenboschl876,p.34—35.
A. Jacobsen described tin bracelets of East Flores (Reise in die Inselwelt des

B anda-Meeres. Berlin 1896, p. 606—61).
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of the tin objects original ing IVoin Kokka, given to the resident of

Timor and to the magistrate of Larantuka was complied with. ^)

From tlie investigation made by H. Cketikk it appeared that a

tin bracelet contained lead, whilst a specimen of tin-ore was very

ferrnginons. '")

The examination of some bnllets led fnrther to the resnlt that they

were not composed of tin, bnt chiefly of lead and zijic with traces

of tin, copper and iron. Should the "strongly ferruginous" ore be

identical with the specimen "stroomtinerts van Oost-Flores", mentioned

in the catalogue of the Mineralogical Collection of the Ofiice of the

Department of iMines at Batavia under N°. 3302 and really contain

tin, then it is certainly not originating from this territory, where in

several places titaniferous iron-ore but no tin is found.

In consequence of the resolution of the Goxernor General 0. van Rees

of August the 5^'' J 887 N". 4 the resident of Timor was authorised

to order the magistrate E. F. Kleian to go to the district ot

Rokka, situated on the south-coast of this island, in order to obtain

reliable evidence about the occurrence of grounds containing tin-ore

in the interior of the isle of Flores.^) Kleian had supposed that he

would reach his aim by choosing as place of issue the vdlage of

Nanga Lian in the district of Toa ^) situated on the north-coast, where

he landed the 12^'^ of September. The 17''' he marched to Nbai ^)

(about 8^34' S., i21°10' E.), he was however decidedly refused to

go further to Soa and Poma, the supposed tinding-places of the

tin-ore. An inhabitant of the mountain of the village of Dora told,

that at a few days' walk distance in a place called Watam Kadjan,

situated between Poma and Soa, specimens of native tin were collected

in the ravines, when the rainy season was over, to make bracelets

and other ornaments. After having returned to the coast on the

lO'^'' he continued his journe^y as far as Rium on the 20''. The

Rajah here, however, did not know anything about tin, nor was he

inclined to procure an interpreter or a guide for the journey to the

interior. Without having attained his end Kleian returned home again

to Kupang.

1) Verslag van het Mijnwezen in Ned.-Indie ovei' het jaar 1882— 83. Jaarboek

van hel Mijnwezen in Ned.-lnd. 12. 1884. Techn. en administr. ged , p. 376, 3Ü-4.

"} Bijdragen uit het scheikundig laboratorium van het hoofdbureau van het Mijn-

wezen. Jaarboek van bet Mijnw. 13. 1884. Welensch. ged., p. 312.

3) Koloniaal Verslag van 1891, p. 23. .

4) He had already paid a visit to Ihis district in 1875. (Een voetreis over het

oostelijk deel van Flores. Tijdschr. v. Ind. T. L. en Vk. 34. 1891, p. 530-532.

») Embai according to J. W. Stoutjeödijk..
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When in 1888 two applications for concession were made, one

by A. Langen, who had received from a Chinese a specimen of granite

and likewise a specimen of tin-ore, said to be originating from "the

river Aspana", and a second by R. van den Broek ^) with 4 others,

who requested to be allowed to explore 100000 bonws (1), the

Governor General C. Pijnakkek Hordijk resolved to have an investigation

made by an expert into the supposed abundance of tin-ore in Flores.

By resolution of the 20^'' Sept. 1889 n". 18 the mining-engineer of the

Department of Mines C. J. van Schelle was appointed leader of

the expedition. The expedition left Batavia on the 15^'' Nov., and

an-ived the 30^'^ next at Kupang. After the resident of Timor had

ordered the magistrate E. F. Kletan to accompany the expedition, they

left on the ^''^ Dec. for Larantuka and afterwards to Endeh, where

the assistant magistrate F. A. Brugman joined them. On the 10"» they

disembarked at Soa, situated on the westside of the Aiméré Bay, and

a reconnoitring-expedition was undertaken in a north-eastern direction

as far as the village of Foan, where however none of the inhabitants

could be prevailed upon to accompany the expedition to Langga,

"which village is said to be situated in the neighbourhood of the

"tin-region".

After their retiii-n on the 11"' December they went into bivouac

which they left again on the 15"i. After a 10 hours' march in a

north-eastern direction the mountain-ridge of Watu Loko was reached

in the neighbourhood of Ekofeto. The next morning, a short time

before their departure, they had to sustain an assault in which

Van Schelle and Kleian were wounded by sword -thrusts. In a

forced march the expedition drew back to the Aiméré Bay, which

they left in the afternoon of the 17"» to sail back to Kupang').

From the information he had obtained Van Schei>le came to the

conclusion "1^^ that none of the Endehnese, who had visited the

"coast-region of Rokka and the neighbouring Mangarai knew anything

"of an importation of tin under any form whatsever. 2'"^^ that the

"mountaineers of these regions with whom they came into contact

"possess tin ornaments, and use likewise tin to make their fishing-

1) This gentleman undertook in 1889 a scientific journey by order of the Kon.

Nederl. Aardrijkskundig Genootschap Tiie results obtained have however never

been published.

-) Koloniaal Verslag van 1890, page 21. — Verslag van het Mijnwezen over het

4e kwartaal 1889, p. 11. — J. C. van Schelle. Verslag van het onderzoek

naar het voorkomen van tinertshoudende gronden op Flores. Extra-Bijvoegsel der

Javasche Courant. Batavia 1890, No. 10. — Tijdschr. voor Nederlandsch-Indië

1890. 2, p. 77 —79. — Th. Posewitz. Die niederlandisch-indische Zinnerzexpedition

auf Flores. Das Ausland 64. Stuttgart 1891, p. 145—149.
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''nets heavier; 3'^ that tin has little value for them and iron and

"copper is valued higher by Iheui; 4''' that eonstanliy as findin»--

"plaec of tin a special spot is indicated, situated northward iVoin

"Mount Rokka, and the natives possess thexe considerable quantities

"of tin" ^). Further he asserted "that the idea former)}' occasionallj

"suggested, that the tin that the people of Rokka possess, should

"be imported or proceed from solder of petroleum- or other tins

"mnst be rejected as utterly unfounded".

The summary of his considerations was : "As far as the information

"I obtained reaches, I must admit that the soil to the noi-th of the

"Mountain of Rokka is very rich in tin-ore Along a lissure

"running- [)robably from East to West along the South-coast of

"Flores, the volcanic products have found a way and partly covered

"the other formations. The region containing tin-oie is situated at

"the frontier of the two formations, and we must admit, that the

"older formation there is strongly impregnated with tin-ore, and that

"by the desaggregation this comes tree at the surface".

The favourable expectations raised by Van Schelle's report

induced the Indian Government to send out a second expedition this

time however supported by a strong military power. (Resolution

of the 31^^' March 1890)
'O.

'

On the 11''' May 1890 a detachment departed from Surabaya and

arrived on the 14''' in the Aiméré Bay, where on the left bank of

the Wai Moke (Aiméré River) a bivouac was pitched. On the 8''' July

the well-known Watu Loko was occupied. On the 24''' and 25''' under

protection of a strong patrol C. J. van Scheli,e made from this

place in an eastern and north-eastern direction reconnoitring excursions

to the supposed tin-region. Instead of grounds containing ore he

found how^ever crater-mountains, of which Kopo Lebo and Lebi Sega

were ascended. On the 29 •' the patrol reached the top of Wolo
Méré, 1650 feet high, and discovered that, as far as could be seen,

it was of a volcanic nature.

After this complete failure a last effort was vejitured to reach

the "tin-region" from ihe district of Toa situated on the north-coast,

where E. F. Kleian had taken information in 1H87. By resolution

of 10''' Sept. 1890, N". 'J it was stipulated that van Schelle and

1) In reality more than a dozen places were mentioned.

2) Koloniaal Verslag van 1870, page 22., 1891. p. 23—29. — Verslag van het

iN.ijnwezen over het 2de kwartaal 1800, p tG; ode kw. 189!>, p. 12. — P. G.

ScHMiDHAMER. De expeditie naar Zuid-Flores. Indisch Militair Tijdschrift. 24.

Batavia—"c Gravenhage 1893, p 101— 115 1:7—213, 289-307, 315-404,

493_504, 25. 1894, p. 1— 11.
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his companions were to leave the south-coast, to repair to the

district nrientioned above. In the mean time a division had arrived

there on the 26''^ September, that transported their head-quarters to

Nbai on the Tl^^ October. When van Schelle had been obliged to

leave the spot on account of ill-health, he was replaced by the

overseer A. ¥. H. Heusch and along the river Koli they marched

into the interior towards Mundé, but on this expedition likewise

only volcanic formations were found. ^) Increasing cases of illness

rendered a longer residence impossible, so that on the 23''^' of November

Nbai and on the 2"^^ of December Kemang had to be evacuated. ^)

\\\ the mean time information about the occurrence of tin was

gathered from other sides. J. W. Meerburg on his march across

Manggarai in 1890 did not see anywhere an object made of tin;

only at Nanga Mborong he obtained a tin bracelet, which was said

to originate from Anduwa to the W. of Wai Moke, where, as was

said, the tin-ore was to be found. ^) In the beginning of 1891 the

controller J. B\ Hoedt was sent to the North-coast of Flores, in

^) According to P. G. Schmidhamer Pore was the real finding-place of the tin

(p. 404) and not Puma, Mundé and Soa (p. 500).

-) Koloniaal Verslag van 1891, p. 2G—29. — J, W. Stoutjesduk. Een mede-

doeling over het eiland Flores. Tijdschr. K. Nederl. Aardr. Gen. (2) 8. 1891, p.

748—749, map N'\ IV.

3) Dagboek van den controleur van Bima, J. W. Meerburg, gehouden gedurende

zijne reis door het binnenland van Manggarai. Tijdschr. v. Ind. T. L. en Vk. 36.

Batavia 1893, p. 143, 148.
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consequence of a repoi-t of Albert Coles ') according to which the

inhabitants of Potta bring' (in to market. Tiiat information was ]iot

confirmed by him, on tiie contiarv he was told that in the district

of Diia to the South of Potta, tin, gold and even diamonds occurred. '*)

The last investigation took place in the end during the years 1910

and 1911 by J. J. Pannekoek van Rheden. In the second of his

papers ') mentioned at the foot he says with regard to the occurrence

of tin: "According to the reports of Wichmann and van Schelle

"there was sufficient foundation for the supposition that the tin that

"was used by the population of Central Ngada was originating

"from ore found in the district itself. ^) As the presumable finding-

"place the region to the North of volcano Inië Rië is indicated. On

"the occasion of the expedition in North Ngada in 1890 a slight

"quantity of fine cassiterite was collected near Torang. The investi-

"gation I loas charged with about the occurrence of tin-ore in these

"regions could not yet be brought to an end on account of the un-

^favourable political situation." ^)

After the above historical explanation we shall now try to answer

the question whether there is sufficient ground to admit that tin

occurs in Flores. C. J. van Schelle had answered the question affirm-

atively and supported his answer by the 3 following hypotheses.

1^*^
. nothing is known about the importation of tin objects, 2'"^ the

^) CoLFS made a journey llirough Manggarai in 1880. In the description of his

journey not a single word is said about the above communication (Het Journaal

van Albert Golfs. Batavia 1888, p. 71—72).

~) Verslag van de reis van den Controleur Hoedt naar de noordkust van West*

Flores. Tijdschr. voor Ind. T. L. en Vk. 36. 1893, p. 281, 292.

S) Ecnige geologische gegevens omtrent het eiland Flores. Jaarboek van het

Mijnwezen in Ned. Ind. 39. 1910. Batavia 1912. Verhandel, p. 132—138, pi. X.

— Overzicht van de geographische en geologische gegevens verkregen bij de

MijnboHwkundig- geologische verkenning van het eiland Flores in 1910 en 1911.

Jaarboek van het Mijnwezen 40. 1911. Batavia 1913. Verhdig., p. 208—226.

*) This remark is, in so far as regards myself, entirely invented. The only

thing ever written by me about this subject runs as follows: "Ebenso schleier-

"haft (namely, as the origin of the Muli Tanali) ist die Herkunft des Zinns, dem

"eine gleiche Entstehung zugeschrieben wird. Es bedarf kelner eingehenden Ausein-

"andersetzung, um darzuthun, dass Zinnerz durch brennendes Gras nicht reducirt

"werden kann. Man hat auch noch niemals die geringste Spur von Zinnerz auf

"Flores gefunden. Die uns zu Gesicht gekommenen Gegensliinde aus Zinn hat

"Weber beschrieben. Sie sind siimmtlich bleihaltig." (Tijdschr. K. Nederl. Aardr.

Genootsch. (2) 8. 1891, p. 230—231). It is exactly the same wilh P. G. Schmid-

hamer's remark concerning the information of the . . . professors Wichmann
and Max Weber\ (1. c. p. 106).

5) \. c, p. 226.
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mountaineers possess tin ornaments, and 3"^ tin tias little value for

them and iron and coppei' is valued much higher by them. Though

in genei-al the correctness of these hypotheses will be readily acknow-

ledged, we cannot help lemarking that they do not prove anything,

for in the possession of the Rokkanese objects of another nature

are found, the origin of which is as little known, whilst they can

by no possibility be constructed by them. Among these are e.g. the

lens-shaped pieces of brass, called by the Endehnese "mas di Rokka"

(gold of Rokka), and the dirty-red heads known in the Timor Ar-

chipelago by the name of Muti Tanah or JMuti Salah. These are

made of artfully manufactured glass and certainly not originating from

the Malay Archipelago ^), but of these the same story is told as of

the tin, i.e. that tiiey appear on the sin-face when the grass is burnt. ^)

With regard to the "mas di Rokka" A. Fuenzel indicated already

that it is an alloy of tin and copper. "') When I was in 1888 at

Mbawa the mountaineers asked me a gold-piece "with the leaping

horse" (£ i) foi' it. This "gold of Rokka" can no mor^ be originating

from Flores, for a nation that stands so low, is not able to manu-

facture such an alloy. ^) With respect to the so-called tin objects the

same can be asserted. As early as 1884 it was known, that they

consist in reality of an alloy of tin and lead, a fact which has not

been taken into account, in the tirst place C. J. van Schelle did

not do so, not even afterwards, when a piece of "tin" obtained

during the campaign of ISDO appeared to consist of 59,8% tin and

40,27o lead. '} Max Weber brought likewise into relief, that the

bracelets bought by him in 1888 were composed of these two

metals. ^} The fact communicated by him that the natives of East

1) This subject was treated very elaborately by G. P. Rouffaer ("Waar
kwamen de raadselachtige moetisulah's (aggri kralen) in de Timor-groep oorsproH'

keiijk vandaan ?" Bijdr. v. de T. L. en Vk. (6) 6. 's Gravenhage 1899, p. 409—
675).

2) J. E. Teysmann. Verslag eener botanische reis van Timor. . . Natuurk. Tijd-

schrift van Ned. ind. 34. Batavia 1874, p. 350. — S. Roos. iets over Endeh.

Tijdschr. voor Ind. T. L. en Vk. 24. 1877, p. öOl.

') Mineralogisches aus dera Ost Indischen Archipel. Tschermaks Mineralog. Mittheilg.,

Wien 1877, p. 3u6.

*) With regard to copper, it is quite certain that at least since the middle of

the 18th century it was imported into Flores, 'J. G. M. Rademacher. "Korte be-

schrijving van het eiland Gelebes en de eilanden Flores, Sumbawa, Lombok en

Bali." Verhandel. Batav. Geuoolseh. v, K. en W. 4. Batavia 1786, p. 252.)

5) Koloniaal Verslag van 1891, p, 26.

^) "Mededeelingen over zijne reizen in Indië." Tijdsch. K. Nederl. Aardr. Gen.

(2) '7. 1S90, p. 457. — Ethnographische Notizen über Flores und (<elebes. Intern.

Archiv. f. Ethnographic, Suppl. 3. Leiden 1890, p. 15, 16.
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Flores opened tins in order to work the solder into bracelets etc,

made van Schelle remark that such an idea, with regard to the

Rokkas, "mnst be rejected as ntterlj untenable". Weber on the con-

trary had positively asserted that this origin of the tin objects of

the province of Rokka was unacceptable. The fact that among the

constituents of the bracelets in question lead occurs, the import of

Avhich was in former times as little known as that of tin, would
lead to the conclusion that tiiis metal must likewise be originating

from Flores itself.

Leaving out of consideration the fact that lead-ore occurs onlj'

sporadically ^). nobody will certainly suspect the natives of under-

standing the art of reducing the metal from it.

A boy of fourteen years who was taken prisoner in 1890 with

the object of being able to interrogate him, rightly remarked "he

"could not possibly give any information concerning the tin ; the tin

"that is in their possession, they have as pusaka from their ancestors". ^)

If one should object that objects regarded as pusaka are as a rule

higher valued, we may point out that for several years, the gold

that is brought by Australian horse-dealers in the shape of sovereigns

to Sumba, from where it has found its way to Flores is more to the

taste of the natixes. During the bad harvests which are by no means

rare, they are moreover compelled to part with objects that are

dear to them, in order to obtain food.

Consequently we come to the conclusion that the metallic objects

in the Rokka territory are not originating from the island itself, but

that they were imported in former times. Their origin is as unknown
as that of the different metallic objects found with the natives of

other islands.

The last question that must be answered is, whether the geolo-

gical condition of the island is of such a nature, that there is any

prospect of being able to detect tin-ore — in whatever form it

may be. The following summary may serve for this purpose. In

Western Flores, the eastern frontier of which is situated between

1) Galena was found by J. J. Pannekoek van Rheden in small quantities in

the neighbourhood of Lowo Sipi (Endeb) and in the peninsula of Batu Asa

(Manggarai). J. P. Freyss supposed that the same mineral occurs near Rium and

near Geliting on the north-coast, which is very unlikely. R. Everwijn mentioned

lead from Mount "Himendiri in Western-Timor" (Jaarboek van het Mijnw. 1872.

I, p. 261). The mountain is really called "Ilimandiri" and situated in Eastern

Flores. The piece mentioned is an augite-andesite containing hematite, lead however

is not present at all.

~j Java-Bode, Tuesday 8 July 1890, N^. 154.

32

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVII.
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120°53' E. on the north- and 120°47' E. on the sonth-coast, an

orographical difference presents itself already between the northern

and the sonthern part. Here very accidented grounds, steep moun-

tains 2646 m. high, and deep valleys and ravines, yonder a more

hilly region in which only few mountains reach a height of 1000 m.

and more. This northern part is chiefly covered by a formation, to

which J. J. Pannekoek van Rheden has given the name of Reo

formation, and which consists of limestones — especially coral lime-

gtone — resting occasionally on eruptive rocks and sometimes

enclosing volcanic products. Here and there they are covered with

tuffas ^). Pannekoek writes regarding the organic remains that are

found: "A cursory investigation stated the presence of: Orbitoids,

"Corals, fragments of Spatangus, Natica, Corithium, Conns, Lima (Pla-

"giostoma), Ctenostreon, Gervillia, Isocardia, Teredina". A curious

mixture indeed. It is to be hoped that this "cursory" examination

may soon be followed by a more correct one. From the remark

that the strata of the isle of Rindja, "seem to be younger, most

"likely tertiary" we must deduce that he supposes the sediments

of the Reo formation to be of a mesozoic age, which however cannot

be the case. H. Zollinger has already drawn the attention to the

similarity of these strata with regard to their petrographic character

with those of the south-coast of Java (Besuki, Kediri) "). They have

entirely the character of neogenic rocks, as appears already from

the occurrence of Globigerina limestones ''). Pannekoek however

rightly makes distinction between these and the younger pleistocenic

coral limestones, as they are found in the isle of Longos in the

neighbourhood of Reo, On the bay of Reo they rest on andesite

conglomerate, ^j A continuation of the Reo formation is most likely

still found as far as the Kolitang Bay (Soho Kolitang) 'J20°77' E.

J. F. HoEDT found eastward from the extensive plain a low^ range

i) Overzicht van de geographische en geologische gegevens verkregen bij de

Mijnbouwkundig-geoiogische verkenning van het eiland Flores. Jaarboek van het

Mijnwezen in Ned. Indië. 40. 1911. Batavia 1913. Verhandel, p. 217—218.

2) Verslag van eene reis naar Bima en Sumbawa .... Verhandel. Batav. Gen.

V. K. en W. 27. Batavia 185Ü, p. 14. Remarkable is liis annotation accord-

ing to which at Badjo (meant is perhaps Padja) a day's journey behind Bari

a hot spring is found, forming a pond, on which a brownish mass floats, which

hardens in the air and can be used for tarring proas.

^) J. W. Retgers describes likewise from Dangkawai 15 kilom. S. W. from

Reo, a limestone containing foraminifera. (.laarboek van bet Mijnw. 24. 1895.

Wet. ged., p. J35
)

•^j A. WiCHMANN. Bericht über eine .... Reise nach dcm Indischen Archipel.

Tijdschr. K. Nederl. Aardr. Gen. (2) 8. 1891. p. 194.
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of hiils eoiisisting of limestone, a,iid in tiic plftin itself a few isolated

hills of limestone ^).

Up to the present moment only yonnger tertiary and post-tertiarj

ernptive rocks were fonnd in the entire sonthern half of Western

Flores. In the ntmost sontli-western part i. e. in the Madui-a Bay tiie

Siboga Expedition collected in 1899 rocks that on more exact examin-

ation proved to be angite-andesite. According to D, F. van Braam
Morris Mount Sosa J 212 m. high farther westward 8°46' S, 129°58' E;

must be a still active volcano ^). By the volcano called by him

Toda (5000 ft.) will most likely be meant Potjo Wai 1740 m. high,

the highest mountain of the province of Todo. Potjo Leo 2696 m.

high was already called a volcano by J. P. Freyss *) and is still

active according to Braam Morris. J. W. Meerburg, who marched

along its slopes in 1890, does not remark anything in this regard '')

Potjo Lika (2212 m.) situated in the immediate neighbourhood to

W.N.W. is, according to Pannekoek's ma[), volcanic, and the same

can most likely be said of Potjo Rea (2006 m.) and Mata Wae (2077 m.)

rising at a short distance. J. W. Retgers has microscopically examined

the rocks collected in this region by J. W. Meerburg.*) He mentions

pyroxene-andesite from the Wai Ren a near Dégé, quartz-augite-andesite

of the same place, qnartz-hyperstene-andesite and hornblende-hyper-

sthene-andesite from the Wai Lédé near Ruté at the N.E. foot of

Potjo Lika, hornblende-hypersthene-andesite from the Wai Soki,

between Lidi and Todo, pyroxene-andesite from the Wai Madjo near

Todo, hornblende-pyroxene and hornblende-hy perst hene-andesite from

the Wai Man, a tributary of the Mésé, 9,4 kilom. N. from Nanga

Ramo. Toren Island 780 m. high (8°54' S., 120°15,4' E.) «) situated

to the south of tliis place is most likely also of volcanic origin.

According to Pannekoek's map the whole region situated between

Nango Ramo and the Aiméré Bay, the frontier of Western Blores

is of a volcanic nature. It is wellknown, that Mount Komba (926 m.)

1) Verslag van de reis van den controleur Hoedt naar de Noordkust van West*

Flores, Tijdschr. v. Ind. T., L. en Vk. 36. Batavia. 1893, p. 292.

2) Nota van toelichting behoorende bij het contract gesloten met het landschap

Ëima. Tijdschr. v. Ind. T. L en Vk. 36. 1893, p. 186.

3) Reizen in Manggarai en Lombok. Tijdschr. v. Ind T. L. en Vk. 9. Batavia

1860, pp. 506-507.

*) Dagboek van den controleur J. W. Meerburg, gehouden gedurende zijnereis

door het binnenland van Manggarai. Tijdschr. v. Ind. T. L. en Vk. 36. 1893, p. 290.

") Mikroskopisch onderzoek van gesteenten uit Nederl. Oost-Indië. Jaarboek van

het Mijnwezen 24. Amsterdam 1895, Wet. ged., p. 135.

^) Also called Pulu Ramo, Nusa Sigo, Gih Enta or Embuanga,

32*
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and Mount Liimu (663 m.) rising on the west-side of the mentioned

bay over Sosi are extinct volcanoes.

The expedition of 1890 had communicated regarding Central

Flores that in the province of Toa, in the river-basin of the Nanga

Koli, they had marched exclusively through a volcanic territory. In

the upper-river-basin of this river, in the neighbourhood of Soa

(about 8°40' S., 121°2' E.) — one of the repeatedly mentioned

finding-places of tin-ore — Pannekokk found at a height of ± 400 m.

a territory of horizontally stratified marls with interjacent light-yellow

tufas containing impressions of leaves, molluscs, insects and fishes.

He supposed these strata to be sediments, deposited in a fresh-watei-

basin and called it Soa formation '). More eastward, between Mautenda

and Dondo on the North-coast another territory is situated which,

according to Pannekoek's map, is covered by sediments of the Reo

formation.

The southern half of Central Flores, on the contrary, contains most

of the still active volcanoes of this island. To the East of the Aiméré

Bay rises in the first place Inije Rije (Inië Rië) 2494 m. high, more

known by the name of Gunung Rokka, which is in a solfataric

activity. Wiluam Bugh saw it smoking for the first time on the

22"'i of August') and Pannekoek perceived on his visit in 1910

that the solfataras are situated on the east-side of the crater bottom ').

The long ridge of the Langga Mountains seems to be, according to

Pannekoek, a Somma-edge' of Mount Rokka. To the East of this

mountain rises Watu Sipi 1466 m. and another mountain 1533 m,

the name of which is unknown. Both are extinct volcanoes. In

the North-east of the Rokka a group of volcanoes is found that are

no longer iictive among others Kopo Lebo, Wolo Mere, about 2000 m.

high, Pipodok, Wolo Lega, Lebi Saga, which were discovered during

the military expedition of 1890 ').

Inije Lika (Inië Like) 1600 m. high, hitherto entirely unknown, was

discovered in 1910 in North Ngada and described by G. P. Roüffaer').

1) Eenige geologisclie gegevens omtrent het eiland Flores. Jaarboek van het

Mijnwezen 39. 1910. Batavia 1912. Verhdl, p. 135. — Overzicht van de geogra-

phische en geologische gegevens.... van liet eiland Flores. Ibid. 40. 1911. Batavia

1913, p. 220-221.

-) A Voyage to the South Sea undertaken by Command of His Majesty. London

1792, p. 246. Dr. R. D. M. Verbeek kindly informs me that this is a mistake.

Instead of Mount Rokka has to be put Mount Keo.

''') Eenige geologische gegevens, as quoted p. 135—136.

*) P. G. ScHMiDHAMER a? quoted p. 389, 390. 393 and map.

°) De inije Lika op de hoogvlakte van Ngada. Tijdschr. K. Ned. Aardr. Gen. (2)

27. 1910, p. 1233—1239, vide l.kewise J. J. Pannekoek van Rheden, Overzicht van

de geographische en geologische gegevens. 1. c, p. 219, 223.
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The heavy eruption, lasting only live hours, took place in 1905.

About Ambu Rombo 2147 m, high, also called Suri Laki, better

known by the name of Gunlmg Keo, we do not know much more

than that it has been for more than half a century in a situation

of solfataric activity. According to Pannekoek ^ the solfataras are

especially situated in the neighbourhood of the northern edge of the

top''). As far as it is known only augite-andesite is found as

rock on the coast. Ngaru Tangi (1537 m.) rising over the S. W.
corner of the Endeh Bay is a volcanic ruin.

In the territory of the Endeh Bay the western part of its north-

coast, especially the environs of Nanga Pandan, was examined in

1910 by JoH. Elbert'). He wrote in his first communication that

Central Flores had been "durchquert" ^) by him and that he had

found: graywackes, diabase-tufas, melaphyre-breccias, quarzites, marls,

which were perhaps| of palaeozoic acfe. In his work published

two years afterwards he does not mention these at all, neither are

the above-named rocks found back in it, but quite different ones

are indicated. Referring to the determinations of M. Belowsky and

G. Rack he says, that he has found on the Wawu Manu Balu as

fundamental rock hypersthene-diorite-poi-phyrite, over it hornfels,

which was succeeded by tufa-rock. On the steep declivities of

Woro Weka in the valley of Oto Weka he perceived at the bottom

augite-diorite over it hornfels and furtliei* quartz-sandstone. He
surmised the existence of a contact of the plutonic rocks ^). In

Georg Rack's description of the collection gathered by Elbert (39

specimens in allj however the name of not a single one of the

above-mentioned rocks occurs. On the contrary he describes from

the river Manu Bala dacite and andesite, from Oto Weka and

Langa Weka exclusively andesite !

"). According to Elbert a gray

limestone containing numerous Globigerina's and a few Rotalia's

occurs near cape Ngaru Kua on the North-coast of the Endeh Bay ^).

1) J. J. Pannekoek van Rheden. Eenige geologische gegevens. 1. c, p.

136—137. — Overzicht van de geographische en geolog. gegevens ... 1. c, p. 220.

-) A. WiCHMANN. Bericht über eine . . . Reise nach dem hidischen Archipel.

Tijdschr. K. Nederl. Aardr. Genootsch. (2) 8. 1891, p. 231.

S) B. Hagen. Bericht über die von Dr. Elbert gefiihrte Sundaexpedition des

Frankfurter Vereins fur Geogr. und Stat. Petermanns Mittlg. 56. 1. 1910, p. 308.

^) A somewhat euphemistic expression, if we consider that the direct distance

between Nanga Pandan and Geni is only about 10 km.

5) I.e.. p. 2Q1.

6) Petrographische Untersuchungen an Ergussgesteinen von Sumbawa und

Flores. N. Jahrb. f. Min. Beil. Bd. 34. 1912, p. 73-82.

7) 1. c, p. 201.
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Also at Liana in the nortliern part of the province of Endeh Pannekoek

found a lime stone rich in Foraminifera, in which moreover fragments

of quartz, plagioclase and biotite were detected \\ From this it appears

that the limestone is younger than the dacite. In the valley of

Ndona, eastward from Ambugaga, I found a boulder of Globigerina-

iimestone. For the rest effusive rocks with their tufas and loose

eruptive materials are prevalent in this region. The southern part

of the peninsula of Endeh is formed by Mount Ija, usually called

Gunung Api (635 m.). The material from which it was formed is

angite-andesite. For a long time it has been in a solfataric activity.

To the north of this mountain rises Pui or Gunung Medja only

394 m. high, which has retained a regular craterform '). In a

northern direction Mount Kengo (514 m.) and Mount Wongo (723 m.)

which Elbert regards as the two cupolas of one encircling mountain,

are connected with the peninsula of Endeh ^). Most likelj" the

eruption of a mountain, situated behind Brai, in 1671, wdiich P. J.

Veth mentions^) relates to Kengo, and not as I supposed formerly

to Pui.

To the West of the Ndona valley rise Geli Bara (1731 m.) and
Geli Mutu (1494 m.), the latter of which is in a situation of solfataric

activity ^). The pyroxene- and labrador-andesites originating from this

territory were described by G. Rack"). I found in 1888 in the

valley of Kdona numerous boulders of dacite, labrador-andesite,

augite-andesite and on the declivity of the mountain andesite. To
the east of volcano Ndona Elbert still mentions Nduri, which has

a solfatara'). The island of Nusa Endeh situated in the Endeh Bay
is likewise of a volcanic origin.

In the eastern part of the island of Flores the lim.estone formations

have become very scarce. The little information we have about it

is limited to the hillrange in the W.N.W. of Sikka situated in the

province of Liu on which, according to H. ten Kate, the villages

of Kiara (±275 m.) and Riipuang (±350 m.) are situated.') The
rock collected by him is a Globigerina limestone. In the farthest

1) Overzicht van de geogr. eu geolog. gegevens 1. c, p. 219.

~) A. Wtchmann ]. c, p. 222.

3) 1. c, p. 202.

4) Het eiland Flores. Tijdschr. voor Nederl.-Indië. 1855. II. p. 157.

^) J. J. Pannekoek van Rheden. Eenige geolog. gegevens l.c, p. 157. —
J. Elbert. Die Sunda-Expedilion. II. 1912, p 202.

6) I.e., p. 78—82.
7) I.e., p. 202.

8) Verslag eener reis in de Timorgroep en Polynesië. Tijdschr. K. Nederl. Aardr.
Gen. (2) U. 1894, p. 221.
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Northeast occurs then limestone in the vicinity of Tanjung Bunga

or Kopondai, the well-known Cape Flores, to which the island owes

its name. At a distance of 300 m. eastward from the cape men-

tioned, G. A. J. VAN DER Sandf, (Uscovercd a grotto with stalactites.

And at last, according to A. J. L. Couvreur, coral limestone is found

to the North of Larantnka from Panté Lela to Panté Beli Beting,

especially between the village of Tjabao and Hi Labao.

The entire remaining part is covered with volcanic material the

monotonousness of which is only interrupted by the numerous partly

still active volcanoes. In the North westward from Maumeri rises

the volcanic ruin of Kiman Buleng (1446 m.). Gunung Dobo or

Iliang (900 m.) situated behind Geliting but nearer to the South-

coast is on the contrary still active.

Most known, though likewise not sufficiently examined, are the

volcanoes situated on the East-coast of Flores. For times immemorial

Ilimandiri (1570 m.) has not given any sign of activity. The rock

of which it is composed is chiefly augite-andesite.^) Kabalelo (1075 m.)

situated eastward is an old volcanic ruin. ^) Westward from it Leworoh

is situated where on the 16^^ of March 1881 an explosion-crater

formed itself. ) The largest, highest and most active volcano however

in this territory is Lobetobi, consisting of two cones Lakilaki 2170 m.

high and Parampuan 2263 m. high.

G. F. Tydeman perceived about 37 km. westward from Lobetobi

a high volcanic cone; most likely Dara Woër is meant b}' it. ^)

As appears from the above, there is in Flores no room for

praeterliary sediments and eruptive rocks. Repeatedly however the

existence of such like rocks in the form of boulders was hinted at.

Near the bay of Bari I found in 1888 quartz-porphyry, clay slate

and quartzite. ^) I may now add to this the communication that in

the river Reo amphibole-granite and diabase occurs, the hornblende

of which has changed into chlorite. More eastward in the territory

1) Een dienstreis benoorden Larantoeka (Oost-Klores). Tijdschr. K. Ned. Aardr.

Genootsch. (2) 25. 1808, p. 554.

~) A. [WiCHMANN I. c, p. 159. — G. Rack. Beitrage zur Petrographie von

Flores. Gentralbl. f. Mineral, 1913, p.p. 134—139. — H. Möhl described from

Okka, situated on the south-western extremity of Ilimandiri sanidine-trachite and

Hauyn-andesite (N. Jahrb. f. Min. 1874, p.p. 694—697). The determination however

was not correct.

^) J. P. VAN DER Stok. Uitbarstingen van vulkanen... gedurende het jaar 1881,

Nat. Tijdsch. Ned.-Ind. 42. 1882, p. 241.

^) Hydrographic Results of the Siboga Expedition, Siboga Expedition 3. Leiden

1903, p. 56.

6j 1. c. 193.
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of the mouth of the Nanga Koli A. F. H. Heusch collected in 1890

according to Pannekoek ') qnartzite and greywakke(?). On the south-

coast at Nanga Mbawa I found granite (read quartz-diorite) and

gabbro') and finally in the valley of the river Ndona quartz-diorite.

None of these rocks were ever found as rock, they are con-

sequently at least "auf tertiarer Lagerstatte". They are the last

remains of rockmasses that got into the conglomerates by washing

from which they got afterwards free again.

The oldest formations of Flores belong to the effusive rocks of

the character of dacites, labrador-andesites and hornblende-andesites

with their tufas, on which those of the limestones of the Reo-form-

ation and those of the tuffas of the Soa formation follow. They

were uncovered by subsequent elevation. Afterwards the island was

over its entire length the scene of violent volcanic eruptions, from

which the only partly known crater mountains proceeded. The

material produced by them consists — as far as our knowledge

reaches — exclusively of pyroxene-andesites belonging to the Pacific

type of rocks. The younger coral limestones occuriing only spora-

dically have only been formed after the formation of the volcanoes.

Von Schelle's postulation that the bottom "to the north of Mount

Rokka is very rich in tin-ore" appears to have been not only vain

but also very expensive.

Mathematics. — ''The theory of the combination of observations

and the determination of the precision, illustrated by means of

vectors." By Dr. M. J. van Uvex. (Communicated by Prof. W.
Kapteyn),"

Communicated in the meeting of June 27, 1914).

By L. VON ScHRLTKA^) and C. Rodriguez^) a method has been given

of illustrating geometrically the theory of the combination of oljser-

vations by the method of least squares, namely by means of vector

operations. Rodriguez however chooses in the case of rigorous equations

of condition another way, whilst von Schrutka, who consistently

1) Overzicht der geographische en geologische gegevens 1. c. p. 229.

2) 1. c. p. 229.

3) L. VON Schrutka, Eine vektoranalytiscbe Interpretation der Formeln der

Ausgleichungsrechnung nach der Methode der kleinsten Quadrate. Archiv der

Mathematik und Physik. 3, Reihe, Bd. 21, (1913), p. 293.

^) C. Rodriguez, La compensacion de los Errores desde al punto de visto geo

metrico. Mexico, Soc, Cient. "Antonio Alzate", vol. 33 (1913—1914), p. 57.
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operates with vectors, restricts liimself to two variables and one

rigorous equation of condition.

It is our purpose not only to extend their method to the case of

an arbitrary number (iV) of variables and an equally arbitrary

number (r) of conditions, but also to derive the ?y6^((//</ of the unknown

quantities in the same way.

I. There are given JSf quantities x, y. z, . . . which are to be deter-

mined from n (approximate) equations of condition (equatio]is of

observation)

:

ttix -i- biy -\- Ciz -\- . . . -}- mi =0 i=l, . . .71.

These equations have the weights gi resp., and so are equivalent

to the equations

ai [/gi . X + hi \/gi .y + Ci \/gi . z -\- . . . + nii j/r/,- =: i = l, .. .n,

each of which has the weight unity.

We now introduce

ai \/gi hi \/gi q \/gi mi [/gi
a;:

v\9i<^n \/[9ihi'\ vhi^n u'bim']

A r= w \/[gia,% B= y Vlgih^l C= z \/\gi<^-'\. - •M= [/ \gimi']

Ai= Aai= ai \/gi . .v, Bi= B(3i= hi \/gi .y, Ci— Cyi= ci \/gi . z, .

.

. . . Mi= Mm— mi \/gi ,

[ ] denoting summation over i from 1 to n.

So the equations of observation run in the form

Ai^Bi-^ Ci+ ... J/,-=0 i= l,...n.

We now consider J/, Bi, Q, . . . Mi as the components of the

vectors 31, 55, (^, . . '?^i, resolved parallel to the rectangular coordinate

axes of an ?z-dimensional space. Thus the tensors are A,B,C, . . . M,

«; 5 /?/, Ym . . . ft/ representing the direction cosines.

The set of n equations of observation may now be condensed in

the single vector-equation

31 ^ ÏB + (£-!_... 4- .?3^ = 0,

which expresses, that the vectors 21, 35, (i, , . .93i must form a closed

polygon. The coefiicients ai, bi,Ci, . . . and the weights ƒ// being given,

the unit vectors a, b, c, . . . of the vectors '^l, ^, 5, . . . are determi-

nate. So the vector-equation requires that ^'il may be resolved in the

jS^ directions n, b , c , . . . , in other words : that ?)i lies in the A'-dinien-

sional space Ry, determined by the vectors a,b,c,.,. and called

the space of the variables (or unknown quantities).

In consequence of the errors of observation this condition is not ful-

filled. The most probable corrected value of ^ is the projection of

^^i on the space Ry of the variables.
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Denoting the projecting vector by ^ (tensor K, direction cosines

xi, components Ki) we have really

2i + ^ + g + . . . + ^D2 = if

.

As ^ is perpendicular to '^, $, S, . . . , we have

(•21, il) = 0, ('$, 5?) = 0, (^, .^) =: 0, etc

or

[«, Ki ] =z 0, [/?,• isT,- ] = 0, [y,- TT,- ] == 0, etc.

or because

Ki=Ai-{-Bi-\- Ci+... + Mi=aiA + /?,-^ + y-C + . . . + J/,-,

[a,^ A + [«,/:?,] ^ + [«;y,] C + . . . + [aiMi] = 0,

[/?,«,] ^ -f [/?,-^] i? -}- [/?,y,] C + ... + [/^iMi] = 0,

[y.«/] A + [y,/9,] 5-1- [y-] c 4- . . . + [y.^//] = 0,

By multiplying these equations by V^lgiai"], }/[(/ilH''], ylgiCi"^,

. resp., we obtain the "normal equations" :

[gici''] X + [giaihi] y -\- [giüiCi] ; + ... + [giaimi] = 0,

[gibiüi] X + [gibi'] y + [gihici] z -{-... ^ [gihimi] — 0,

[giCiüi] X + \()iCibi] y -f- [^,c,-'] ^ -f . . . + [(7/ c,- 7n/ ] = 0,

II. After these developments which also are given by von Schrutka

and Rodriguez we proceed to determine the weights of the variables.

For this we notice that all the quantities Afi have the weight 'J,

and therefore have an equal mean error e. From this ensues, that

the projection of ?)i in any direction has the same mean error s.

We have to investigate the influence on ti due to the variation

of ^, if the other variables ^, (^, . . . do not undergo that influence.

A variation of ^l which does not displace the foot on AVy of the

projecting vector ^, does not act upon any vector '^1, ^, <i, ... So we
have only to do with a variation of the projection W of i53ï on i?^v

In order to leave the vectors 03, 5, . . . intact, the foot is to be moved
in a direction i> perpendicular to $, ^, . . ., and, because it lies in

i^AS also perpendicular to -S".

Denoting by Gi the direction cosines of é, we may put the equation

(•2l,6) + (T)?,e).= 0,

obtained by multiplying the equation of observation scalarly with

é, in the form

AlaiOi]=z — J\Js

Ms designating the projection of 5)ï on é.

As 31s has the mean error s, the mean error sa of A equals
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8

SA— : ,

whence

The vector ^, \ying in Ry , may be resolved in the directions

ii,l\c,... Denoting its components in these directions by X,Y,Z,...

we find

é = Xa + rb + Zc + ...,

or

öi=Xai+ Yfti-\-Zy, -{-...

Now, ^ being perpendicular to ^, <5,..., whence [/:?/(T/]=0,[y/a/ J=0,..,

we have

\ = [öi^] = K[aiOi]

or

1

From the equations

[«/ <^/ ] = ^ , [fti 0/ ] = 0, [y, <7, ] = 0, .

.

wliich may also be written

[«/'] X + [ctifti] Y + [aiYi] Z + ... =Y ,

or

K] X^ -f [«,/?,] Xr + [rr, y;] XZ + . - 1 z= 0,

[/y/«;] X^ + [(ie] XY + [,/:?rA] ^Z -f .. + == 0,

[y/«/] A- + [yift,] XY + [y.^] XZ + .. + = 0,

the first unknown quantity A' takes tlie value

[ctiöiY e' (JA

The reciprocal \alue of the weight of A is therefore found to be

the lirst unknown of the "modified normal equations".

Putting further

X= él/[rA«.-1, Y^ii\/[gihrY Z = g[/[gicr],...

the modified normal equations pass into

{(/ic^ r + [giciibi] |ii + [giaia] §? -f ... - 1 = 0,

[gibiüi] è' + [gibn ^li + [gibiCi] ^i; + ... + = ,

[giciüi] r + [gi^-ibi] in + [r//^/1 èS + -. + = 0,
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Now, from A = x\/[giai^'] ensues

hence

1 a/ 1 ba' X'

which is the well-iinown theorem on the weights of the variables.

Example: 3 equations of observation with 2 variables.

The unit-vectors a and b determine a

plan R^. The extremitj^ Moï—^=OJI
is projected on this plane in the point

M\ OM' is resolved parallel to a and b

Q into the components 0A= ^ and 0B=^.
In the plane H^i^, 53) the vector é is

erected perpendicular to ^. On this vector

"A OM = —^^i and 0A= ^ have the same

projection OAs = Ms. This segment 3fs

has the mean error 8 ; the variable A, i.e. the segment OA there-

8

fore has the mean error 8^ = -.

cos AOAs

III. We now suppose that besides the n approMinale equations

of condition (equations of observation) v rigorous equations of con-

dition are given, viz.

:

anJ^jX + hnJ^jy + Cn+jZ + - f ^^n+j = (_y"=:l
, ... v).

For the sake of regularity in the notation, ^ve will also provide

these equations with factors gn-\-j fw4iich afterwards disappear from

the calculation). Thus we really operate with

anJ^j Vgn+j-X + hnJ^ygn^j.y+ CnJ^j V9n+j.Z "h-+ m^^j \/CJ,,^j=0{j=\,. r).

Agreeing, that [j] now means a summation over / from 1 to

n -\- V, we may, retaining the notation used above, consider 3i. ^5,

^. . . .,^yt as vectors in a space of n -\- v dimensions.

The vector-equation

51 -f ':^ -f (1 -t- ... + ^yt ^
is again not fulfilled on account of the errors of obser\ation. The
last r component-equations {n -f 1) . . . {n + »') however hold exactly

this time.

Putting again

51 + 05 + ^' + . . + m = ^
the V projections Kn-\-i, . • Kn-^. of ^ must be zero, whence

y.n-\-j = (;•— 1, ..r).
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So the vector ^ is perpendicular to tiie space R, "of condition'*

determined by the coordinate-axes r„_|_j and therefore cannot generally

be an}- longer assumed to be perpendicular to the space Z?^v('^,'-S,^v)

of the variables. ^ lies in the ?i-dimensional space R'„ ,t„^j =: M„-\-j

(J=:l,.r), which is parallel to the space Rn "of observation" determined

by the axes Xh (/i=l, . . n).

The parallel-space R'n cuts the space Ry of the variables in a

linear space of xV -|- ^^— {?i-\-v) = N—v dimensions, which we shall

denote by q'x—,. This latter is parallel to the space gy-v of inter-

section of the space Rn of observation with the space Ry.
We now project the extremity of ^1 lying in /^'„ m this space

on the space Q'y-, of intersection. The projecting vector will now
be the "correction-vector" ^.

Translating iv to the origin into the -vector OP, OP will be per-

pendicular to the space Qy-j common to Ry and /?„.

Next we construct the normal space of Qy-, which passes throngh

the origin 0. This space has 7i-\-v— {JST—v)= 7i-\-2v—JSI dimens-

ions. It contains the space R, of condition (as normal space of R,,),

further the line OP, and also the normal space of 7i -\- v — JSf

dimensions which can be drawn from P perpendicular (o Ry.
This latter space therefore lies together with R., in a space of

n-\-2v— ^dimensions and thus cuts R, in a space of (?i-|-r—A^) +
-{- V — {7i-\-2v—iV) = dimensions, consequently in a point. As for

this point Q, it thus lies both in R, and in the normal space drawn

from P perpendicular to Ry, from which among other things

follows, that PQ makes right angles with each line of Ry, more

particularly with the vectors 21, 03, ^, . . . So, projecting OP and OQ
on 21, these projections are equal. The same holds for the projections

on ^, (è, . . .

Representing OQ by the vector ^\ {[i',üi', lu'), we have, as ^'

lies in R.>,

Kh' = and y,h = 0. (/t=l,...n)

From

01,31) = (J?',2I), (je,5g) = (.^V^B), i^,^) = (^',e), .

.

follows

As }{„_^j = for J =: 1, . . . r, the sum [x/«;] is only to be ex-

tended from 1 to ii; hence [x/«/] = ^""
x/j«/, = [>c/j«/,]'; and since

1

jj/,' = for /i = l,..?i, the sum [x/V.v] is to be extended from ?i-[-l
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to n-\-v, so tliat [x/ai] = J>: xn-^j'itn^j ^ [ün-\-j'(tn-^j]". Here and in
1

what follows [/,]' will denote a sum over h from 1 to n.and[„^j']"

a sura over j from 1 to v.

We maj tlierefore write

or, because

Kk = Ak + B,, 4- Cn + ... + Mu = rtj^A + /?/,B + y;,C + ... + iti;;,

[«/,^]'^ + [«AA]'i>^ -I [«/,r/,]'r + . . + [«.^^1//-]' = [an+jK„+j']'\

[rA«/-]'-i + [nf^i^]'J3 + [vA^'C + .. 4- [yM]' = [7.+,ir„+/]",

»

Putting

we iiave

[«/.^]'^ + [«/,/?/J'i? + [«Ay/JC+ ... + [«A^i//.]' + [«/Q,]" = 0,

[/3hm]'A + [/?A^]'i? + y9,Yi]'C + ... + [fikMn]' + [A-'Q,]"= 0,

[na/.l'^'i f [y/./?/J's + [y/ri'c + ... + [r,,Mi,]' + [y/Q,]" =: o,

Introducing

«y'|/[i/^«/^] ,, , f^jVbi^n

we obtain, after multiplying successively by [^[gia;^], |/[^A'],

y[gicn, ...

Ci/ArtA'j'A' + [(/hdhi^hh/ + [^//.«/(C/J.- + ... + [ghakmh]' -f [a^'^_y]" = 0,

[9hhah]'''i^ -\- [(lhhh^]'y + iif/J'hChyz + ... + [p^/i^A^nA]' -f- [èj'^^]"= 0,

[f7//'/<^//]'.^- + [<jhChhi>]'y -\- [(jhc/rjz -f ... + [ghChmf]' + [cj'gy]" = 0,

>

^ equations, which together w^ith the v conditions

a/x + bj'ij 4- c/z + ... + wj^-' =
serve to determine the N' variables x, y, z, ... and the v auxiliary

quantities qj .

IV. In order to determine the weights of x, y, z, . . ., i. e. of

A, B, C, . . ., we must examine the influence undergone by vl from

a variation of 9)?, the vectors 35, ^, . . remaining unaltered.

A variation of 3)ï only acts upon 51, 53, C^, . . when the foot of ^ on

the space ^'a_v of intersection moves. If the foot is fixed, iv may freely
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move in the space S, common to the normal space of ^'^r—v (of « -|- 2r

—jS/ dimensions) and the space /^'«parallel to /i„. The space /S obviously

has (??-|-2r—i\^
) + ^2-— in-{-v) z=7i-\-v— N dimensions. A component

of ^ in this space has no effect on the vectors 51, 03, <5, ... A com-

ponent of ^ will only have any effect on '^1, 0\ (5, ..., when it lies

in the normal space ^S'^V of S, which has n -\- v — {n-\-v—A')= JS/

dimensions. By translating this normal space S'n to 0, it contains

both Rj and ^a_„ (intersection of Rn and /t„).

The variation of ^yit will exclusively influence vl, when the com-

ponent of ^1 undergoing this variation is perpendicular to 05, (Ï, . . .

These considerations lead to the result that we want that direction

t> , which lies in S'y and is perpendicular to 03, ^",
. . . The vectors

^^, <J, . . . determine together a space of iV—1 dimensions. The vector

é must lie in the normal space (of n -\- v — iV -|- 1 dimensions) of

the space (33, (i, . . .). This normal space cuts S'n in a space of

{n -{- V — iV + 1) + iV — {?i -\- v) =z 1 dimension, hence in a straight

line. So there is always one and only one line i fulfilling the

imposed conditions.

Since ^ lies in S' ]sj, i. e. in the space joining Rj with qjv—^, the

projection t of é on Rn will fall into qn—^-

Now we have for the direction cosines t/ of the projection t of

c> on Rn

n = —f-^T^, (^* = ^ V ^0 ; rn+J = (j = 1 ,..,r).

As t, being a line of Qy_,„ also lies in the space Ry and therefore

may be resolved in the directions 01, 03, (i, ..., we have

Tk = Pak + Qfh + Rn + ...

,

(/* = 1 v-.^O

T„+/ = Pitn+j + Q,-^n+j + Rrn-\-j + ... = 0. (J = l,- .l')

Putting

Pi/[<^in'=P' ' Q[/[<yh^'=Q' , RVle,']' =^ R' ...

we obtain :

txhP' + /^i>Q' + YhR' + - = ^/'
. (^* — 1^ "^0

an+jP' + /^n+jQ' + Yn+jR' + .•• = , {j= l,...r)

and, é being perpendicular to ^, ^,...,

[^,(7.] = 0, [YiOi] = ... [ar\ = l.

In this way we have collected n -\- v -{- N' equations to determine

the n -{- V unknown quantities a^ and the N unknown quantities

P\ Q', R',...

.

S'n being perpendicular to ^, ^ is also perpendicular to S\. By

multiplying the equation
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scalarlj bj t>, it reduces to

(31, ë) + (3)?, é) =- O

or

A [aiOi] = — il/s

In order to determine the mean error of M,, we remark that of

all fhe lines through in Rn t is that which makes the smallest

angle with ^. The error of Ms therefore depends for the most part

on the error in the components Mt of ^^^ in the direction f. We
may consequently write

m. e. of Ms = m e. of Mt X cos ((^, r) = g cos {^, t)

or

f5 z= s [d/T/] =z e Oil

\/W]'.
=-.e]/[ök']\

hence

^A — 8
[ftiOi] [aiOi]

Since

M, — Mt [öixi] = [7I//,T/,]' . [(7/T/]

we have

Mn
Oh

A = M.

or, putting

Oh

|/[(JA^]

Oh

l/[(T/rJ' = [Maö/J,

[«/(J/]

. Mk

— ph

Introducing

P'

[aiöi\

A=- [phMh]',

1 _^A- _ W]
9A~ ^' "

X=z
, r^

Q'

[aidi]
, 2

[aiOi]''

R'

= [pk^y

[öt(7/]

We ai-rive at

ahX + Ar + YhZ + ... =1?/. (A = iv.^O

«„ .jX + f^n+j^ -h r"+j-^ + . . = (j = 1,...V)

[aipi] = 1
, [/^ipi] z= , [y,>>/] = ,...

From these 7i -\- v -\- N equations we can solve the 7i-\-v unknown

quantities pi {i= 1 ... ii -{- v) and the jYauxiliary quantities X, Y,Z,...

The quantity — = [«/(^l' in question is also found as follows
9A



i— =[;v,']'=[M«',X+/:?/J>yAi^+...)]'=A'[/)/,«/J'+r[y>/,/?/J+Z[/)/,^

Returning lo tlic original variables x,y,z,..., we derive from

A

Villi oi']

firstly

^A

and

Further, putting

pu — ku —ry— ' V"^j — ^''^^J -rr,

the n -\- r -\- ^V equations pass into

fill

a,,^; 5 + ^'u+pi f '\-+.;? -f . . . = , (,; = L . . . r)

[,,;/.-,] r^l. [/'//V]— «>, [.v/.v]=zO, ...,

whence

Exami)le : 2 equations of observation, with 2 \ariables and 1

condition. The nnil-\ectors a and b determine a plane Ji\{X'=2),

the plane of the \ariables. This plane cuts the jdane of observation

R„{-n= 2) in the line qN-A^^— v= ^), ^vllich thus coincides with

the line f. The line OP is drawn in the plane A'„ peri»endicular to

9Ar_,(t). Through the extremity M of the vector -iJ^t a line is drawn

parallel to ÖP; this line cuts the plane Un of the variables in J/'.

Tiie vector ^f^P ^-//^ PO is the correction-vector ^ . OJ/' is resolved

in the directions a and b into the components OA = ^^1 and 0B=^'^\

The lengths of these lines represent the most probable values of the

variables A and B.

The line FQ is perpendicular to the plane A\v and meets the

normal 7t. (line of condition), erected in () on R^, in tiie point Q.

The vector OQ is called Jt'.

oo
oo

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVil.
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The yj)a<'0 joining' oa-v >vitli /»\ is here the |)hant' -S'.v Tl»e plane

Fig. 2.

erected in O perpendicnlar to ?•, intersects S\\ in the line e, which

therefore is perpendicnhir to 53 and .5v. So A and .1/ are projected

on i in the same point As-

The normal plane A A^M of e cuts t in a point T. the distance

of which to amounts 1o Mt (with mean error h). The mean error

fs of .4., thns has the value bs=:: ^ cos {^,t), and that of A the value

M = ^s ("OS (é, t)

V. The errors (residuals) of J/,, J/,, . . JA» are A', A',, . . Kn resp.

The sum of their squares is [A'^^'J = A"^

For the case that no equations of condition are given, ii must be

perpendicular to Rx- So ^ may dispose of a space of??—iV^ dimen-

sions ((he normal space of Rn)- Hence .5v has n^N components,

all with the same mean value a. Consequently

K' = {n—N) X £'

hence

= 1
/i^

[/ n—N'

In case r conditions are imposed. ^ may dispose of the space S
of n -\- V — ^V dimensions. Consequently S\ now has // -|- v — S
components, all with a moan value e. In this case we have therefore



Physics. — "On fh,' jncasinunm'nl of wri/ Imr ft'inpcrffhires.X'KlV'.

The hydrogen and heUuni thermometers of constant volume,

down to the freezing-point of hydrogen compared with each

other, and with the platinum-resistance thermometer. By Prof.

H. Kamerlingh Onnes cand G. Holst. Communication NM41rz
from the Physical Laboratory at I;eiden.

(Gommimicated in the meeting of May 30, 1914).

§ 1. Introduction. The measurements which this paper deals

with bring the investigations undertaken in Leiden for Ihe purpose

of eslablisliino- the scale of the absolute temperatures as far down
as the freezing point of hydrogen, to a conclusion, in so far that a
direct comparison lias now been made between the helium and
iiydrogen scales, by measurements with a differential thermometer,

which had the object to test the corrections to the absolute scale of

temperatures below 0° C, obtained separately for the helium scale

(in XIX of tills series) and the hydrogen scale (partially given in

XVIII of tiiis series')). For the place which the mutual control of

these corrections occupies in the more general investigation of the

measurement of low temperatures which is being carried out in

Leiden, we refer to § 6 Sup[»l. N". 34a. The test could be extended

as far as the freezing point of hydrogen, after the compressibility

of hydrogen vapour had been determined by Kamerlixgh Onnrs and
DR Haas, Coram. N". 127c. (June 1912) -). Our comparison of the

helium scale with the hydrogen scale') by means of the differential

thermometer to which was added a new calibration of the Leiden

standard platinum thermometer Pti (formerly Pti) shows that a

very satisfactory agreement has been attained in the temperature

determinations.

') Compare also H. Kamehlingh Oxnes, G. Braak and J. Clay, Comm.
N". 101a. (Nov. 1907) § 1 under \b.

~) In this Comm. a difference was discussed which existed between the tempe-

rature determination with a hydrogen thermometer according to the resistance

thermometer Ptt, which was calibrated by means of it and the temperature deter-

mination by extrapolation of the isotherms. According to calculations by Dr.

Keesom, suggested by Sackur's interesting investigation, this deviation might be

connected with the theory of quanta (Comp. Suppl. N". 30 and N". 34a § 11).

•^) The comparison of the hydrogen and helium thermometers by Travers,

Senter and Jaquerüd, Phil. Trans. A 200 (1903), p. 105, has been discussed

in Comm. N°. 102. hi general their results are in good agreement with our

measurements.

33*



^ 2. Aijparatas. Two identical thermometers of Jena glass iöi^ï,

siich as had been formerly used by H. Kamkrlingh Onnks and O,

Braak, were connected to one manometer. The arrangement was

otherwise exactly tlie same as that used before. The standardmeter

was divided into 7^ m.m. and allowed a direct estimation of 7j„ m.m.

This gave a considerable saving of time, as it made the use of the

measuring eye-piece of the cathetometer unnecessary. The amount

of gas in the capillary was measured by an auxiliary capillary ot

much larger section, as described by Chappiis.

Besides the two thermometer bulbs, the cryostat contained the

platinum resistance thermometer Pt/ and a large pump, which

provided for a good circulation of the licjuid.

The hydrogen and the helium were ])uriiied by distillation, and

were both free from other gases.

§ 3. Calculations. The temperature for each of the thermometers

forming the ditierential thermometer was calculated tVom the formula

given in Comm. N". 95^, but with a few alterations. The expansion

of the glass ƒ (0 of the bulb was not calculated from the quadratic

formula given there, but taken from a graphic representation in

which the curve was drawn through the })oints experimentally deter-

mined and extrapolated by means of tiie expansion for a different

kind of glass as determined by Cn. Lindemann. The intlueuce of the

ditFerent temperature function for the expansion of the glass is

about Vi„„° at hydrogen temperatures, at all other temperatures it

is negligible. Moreover the volume was divided into three parts.

a. The bulb at the temperature t of the bath. h. The cajiillary in

which the mean density of the gas was determined, l>y means of

the auxiliarv capillarv : the mean density is proportional to — ,
//"

k

being the pressure in the auxiliary capillary at 0°, It the measured

pressure, c. The steel capillary and the volume about the point, the

temperature of whicli is the same as that of the room.

If we divide all the members of the above mentioned equation

by the volume of the bulb it becomes

/// r '^ y.-.u. /'., Vdead, „I 273 n

= 7/..

/i Vraj, /'o Kleadrol 273

The provisional temperature, which is needed for the calculation

of the various corrections, was calculated from the resistance of P//.
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Even — gives this tempera! me with sufficient accuracy. Tlie zero-

pressure foi- the hydrogen thermometer was //p=z1J91 in.m. '), for

the helium thermometer //„ = 1J24 m.m. Circumstances unnecessary

to be mentioned here, had pi-eveuted tiiese pressures from being made
more equal. A new set of determinations in ^vhich this will be

attended to is planned. The pressure coefficient of hydrogen at the

above mentioned pressure was taken at 0.0036628 ; for helium at

0.0036614. the vahie derived bj Kamerllngh Onnes ') from tlie

isotliermals at 0° C. and 100° C. If we calculate with the pressure

coefficient 0.0036617 deduced from the isotliermals of 20° C. and I00°C.

we find, after the introduction of the necessary corrections, almost

the same temperature on the absolute scale.

§ 4. Arrangement for the resistance measurement. In order to

measure and to compare resistance thermometers two identical differ-

ential galvanometer circuits were fitted up according to Komlkausch's

method. Both galvanometers can be read from one place, so that

nearly simultaneous measurements can be made. This removes all

irregularity in the temperature of the bath in the com[)arison of

resistance thermometers. Two moving coil differeiUial galvanometers

from Hartmann and Braln were used. Witii an additional resistance

of =b 1000 i2 in each of the coils these are practically aperiodic in

the measurement of resistances less than 130 <2, as with all our

other thermometers. The sensitivity is sufticient to measure il
100000

with a current of dt 5 milliainpères, while the condition of propor-

tionality between deflection and current-strength is very well fulfilled.

Test-measurements have shown, that with this arrangement resist-

ances of about 100 ii, such as our thermometers have at ordinary

1

temperature, can be compared to without any difficultv. Our^

10000 ' J ^ ^

1) At these pressures even at the meltiiig puiiil of hydrogen no altenlon need

be paid to the thermo-molecular pressure according to Knudskn (Gonip. Suppl.

N". 34 § 7 and a Gonnn. by H. Kamerlingh Onnes and S. VVebkk which is

shortly to be expected, on Die determination of the lempei'alures which can be

obtained with liquid helium).

~) H. Kamkrlingh Onnes. Comm. No. 1U2^. The value is here increased by U.OOODÜÜl,

in consideration of Ihe value 273.09 since assmned for 7'<)» C. Gomp. H. K.\meklingh

Onnes und W. H. Keesom. Die Zustandsgleichung. Math.Enz. V 10, Suppl. No. 23

Einheilen c, and § 826.
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experience with moving coil differential galvanometers, for this purpose

at any rate is very favourable ^).

In the manner described we attained a much greater rapidity of

measurement than was possible l»y the method described in the

previous papers of this sei'ies, and this in its turn increases the accuracy.

We must also refer to our experience with thermometers in which

the wire was sealed to the glass (Comm. N". dob § 1). For tempe-

ratures above that of liquid air they are not unsuitable, although

even here they are less constant than those with a free thread.

After immersion in liquid hydrogen their i-esistance was found to

have increased by about one tenth of an Ohm. Each further immers-

ion in hydrogen carried with it a permanent change of resistance,

so that we replaced these thermometers by other ones with free

threads wound on porcelain tubes with a doul)le screw thread baked

in. After a thermal treatment, consisting in several immersions in

liquid hydrogen followed by moderate heating, these became satis-

factorily constant.

§ 5. Results. In the following table the results of our researches

are found. The two first columns contain the hydrogen and helium

temperatures calculated from the formula given above. Column 3

and 4 contain the corrected temperatures on the absolute scale

deduced from the hydrogen and from the helium thermometer,

column 5 contains the resistance of the platinum thermometer Ft/.

The agreement is on the whole very satisfactory.

We have already mentioned that w^ith thermometers of the kind

described an accuracy of about 7,50° i^iight be expected. Our meas-

urements show this to be the case; only m a few points larger

deviations occur. These can readily be explained by a small defect

which will be avoided when we repeat the experiments, namely that

the cryostat which had to be used was not quite symmetrically

built. When both auxiliary capillaries worked properly this was

not of much consequence. But (except fortunately in the determina-

tions most important for us viz. at the hydrogen-temperatures) the

helium capillary got out of order, so that the distribution of the

temperature of the stem of the helium thermometer had to be deduced

from the observations with the hydrogen capillary. This circumstance

has the greatest influence at temperatures at wdiich the methyl

chloride and the oxygen evaporated under reduced pressure, and it

is exactly there that the gi-eatest deviations o(!'cur.

1) Compare Jaeger, Zeitschr. f. Itistrumentenkunde 1904.
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a gold theriuuiiietei' is prefemble to a pliitiniim one, as has already

been pointed out by Kamkumngii Onnks and Ci,ay ').

At hydrogen temperatures both phitiuuui and gold are no longer

approximately linear. Here and at licliuiu temperatures manganine

and constantin proved to be nearly linear and fit I'or resistance

thermometers. Concerning ihese we refer to a future comm, dealing

with resistance measurements in particular lor the determination of

the specific heat of mercury at helium temperatures.

§ 7. Comparison of our thcrinoincier Pti with other platiiuaa

reóistance therinoinctei's. Comparing- our measurements with those of

F. Henning ') formulae of the form:

AA^ = J/(A'—1) + X{Il—\y and a'
(I'N

J/= — (l_100c-)-l

were used. This was done because there w^ere objections to a direct

determination of the temperature coefticient by measuring the resistance

of Pt'j at 0° C. and 100° C. which since (he first calibration had

never been brought to a temperature aboxe the ordinary. We found

E = W
W A = W

t

- 23.96

43.09

6J.50

79.57

102.72

113.58

130.46

182.88

186.79

(Henmng)
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Physics. -- "On tlie electrical residance of pure metals etc. IX.

The resistance of mercury, tin, cadmium, constantin, and

iiiancjanin down to temperatures, obtainahie with liquid hydrogen

and fvith liquid helium at its hoiUmj point.'' By Prof. H.

Kameklingh Onnes and G. Holst. Coimn. N". i^2a from tlie

physical Laboratory at Leiden. (Communicated by Prof. H.

Kamerlingh Onne8).

(Communicated in the meeling of June 27, 1914).

§ 1. The resistance of luires of solid mercury.

Several mercury resistances wei-e compared with tiie phitinum

resistance thermometer Pti of the laboratory, first in liquid oxygen,

T
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then at a iimiiber of other tetiipcmtiires, vvitli the differeiilial-galvano-

inetei' according to Kohlralsch's method.

The result of these determinations was as shown in the table (7'

=

temperature on the Kelvin scale, with ,7(|oe'. =i 273°.(H))

In the third colnmn are given the values, which would have been

obtained, if the resistance diminisheil linearly from the melting point

down to the absolute zero.

T T
treaic = — ^^, =

• 234.1(3
Jti.SOO z= 0.11445 T.

Cohunn 4 gives the deviations

of the real values of the resistance

from those, calculated bv means

of the linear formula. These devia-

tions are also plotted in the figure.

The relation between electrical

i-esistance and temperature seems

to be of a very complicated

character.

§ 2. Direct deter Ilunation of the

ckamje in resistance at the meUlmj-

polnt.

cT ju;.uv.» Of two resistances, which were

Fig. 1. frozen without auxiliary bath, the

change in resistance in melting was determined dii-ectly. The first

consisted of a narrow capillary tilled with mercury, section + 0,0015

mm'. At — 49°.88 the resistance was 25.095 ii, immediately above

the melting point '115.0 52,

the ratio — = 4.bb.

The second capillary had a section of 0.43 mm'. With this resis-

tance the ratio 4.50 was found.

As a preliminary value of the melting point — 38°.93 C. was found.')

§ 3. Indirect determination of the chamje In resistance at the

meltlmj point.

Daring the numerous determinations of mercury resistances in

liquid helium (Comm. N°. 133), we always measured the resistance at

ordinary temperature too. By means of the resistances of solid mercury of

1) Our measurements dale of 19l!2. In the meantime was published the paper

of F. HeniNing Ann. d. Ph. (4) 43 p. 282, 1914 who finds —38°.89 C.
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§ 1 and of the well-known behaviour of liquid mercury, we calculated

in each case the ratio —

.

As in these experiments the mercury resistance was suspended in

a vacuum-vessel cooled from the outside, the freezing took place

very slowly.

We found:

23 May 1911 4.40

30 „ „ 4.63

27 Oct. „ 4.41

4.84

12 Jan. 1912 4.30 w,o

3.06 W[3o

17 Febr. „ 4.69

4.19

22 „ „ 4.30

14 .luue „ 4.37

4.90

As probably the highest figure thus obtained comes nearest to

the true value of the ratio, we will be not tar from the truth, if

we assume the number 5 for the mean ratio.

This result has also been found by Baltkuszajtis '), wiio obtained

4.90 as highest value in his melting-experiments.

It is remarkable, that the ratio of the change wi(h temperature

of solid and liquid mercury is also about 5 ; the increase of resistance

per degree lemains thus fairly constant in melting.

^ 4. Some determinations of the chawje la resistance idtk the

temperature of metals and alloys.

a. Object of the e.vperlments. We made a series of determinations,

mainly for orientation, about the change of resistance of different metal

wires down to helium-temperatures. The purpose of those determinations

was to find a metal or an alloy, which could be used as a resistance

thermometer down to the lowest helium temperatures. The results

of these measurements are plotted in figure 2. Of special interest is

the behaviour of manganin and constantin. While with copper, tin,

iron and cadmium no further change of resistance could be established

in the region of the lowest temperatures, it appeared, that the resistance

of manganin diminished considerably and in a lineai' way with the

temperature, from the lowest oxygen temperatures down to the region

of the helium temj)eratures. So that wires of manganin might be

1) A. BalikuöZAjxiö, Cracoviu Bull. Acad. Nov. 1912.
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used equally well as wires of eonstantin (the suitability of which

was shown oil a former occasion), as resistance thermoineter in

this region of temperatures.

h. Pure cadmium rind pure tin. Pure cadmium (Kahi-baum) was

cast in a glass tube like mercury. From the tin (IvAiii.BArM) a thin

\\ ire was cut on the lathe.

t
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had iilready been used by Dr. B. Hkckman foi- ineasnretnents con-

cerning the influence of the magnetic field on the resistance.

t
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Physics. "Furfh('F experimenU ivltk Ur/itkl helium. L. The persistence

of currents /vithont electro-niotlve force in supra-conductimj

circuits" (Couliiiiuition ofJ). B}- Prof. H. Kameklincjh (Jnnes.

Conimiiiiieation N". 141 /> from the Physical Laboratory at

lieideii.

(Communicated in the meeting of June !27, 1914).

§ 9. The iweservntiov of an olectro-ldnetio momentum. All the

phenomena that were dealt with in the preceding sections (J) ^)

showing the persistence of the magnetic moment of the coil,

Avithont the action of an electro-motive force, agree Avith what was

deduced on the snpposition that a cnrrent ilows through the coil of

the value calculated, and which diminishes according to the time

of relaxation calculated. At the same time, it was desirable to have

a conclusive proof that the magnetic moment of the coil is really

cansed by a current. We should then be able to prove conversely

by the continnation of the moment, that the time of relaxation of

the curi'ent is very long, and a value, or otherwise an upj)ei limit

could be given for the micro-residual-i'esistance of the conductor in

which this current tlows.

I got this proof in the following manner.

On either side of the |)laco, whei-e the ends of the windings of

the coil are sealed together and close lo it, two wires ti, /> (see

fig. 2 and 1) were tixed which lead to a l)allistic galvanometer.

Between these points of attachment ihe cui-rent can be cut through

under helium, by pulling up by a thread a bronze K)op j)i'0\ided on

the inside with a knife edge at m (see tigs 3 and J . Figs 1 and 2 give

1) Disregarding the existence of Ihresliold-values of current and field and consi-

dering that, below these, supra-conduclors add up algebraically without appreciable

loss the inductional impulses which act on them in the course of lime, two points

of view may be very simjily contrasted in connection with the experiments so far

described on the production of currents persisting for a long time.

The first is analogous to lliat taken up in Wlber's explanation of diamagnetism.

in this case we deal with supra-conducling circuits which are currentless outside

the magnetic field. By ])ringing those into a field currents may be obtained which

persist as long as the field remains unchanged. But when the field disappears the

circuits become again free of current, hi this manner a good imitation is obtained

of diagmagnetic polarisation. The other point of view may be called the antilo-

gon of that of Weber. We provide in a magnetic field supra-conducting circuits

which are free of current. When these circuits are brought outside the field, they

show a current persisting for a long time. Outside the field they imitate permanent

magnets. It must, bowever, not be lost sight of, that this imitation is in so far

incomplete, as when the circuits are brought back into the field, they return to

the currentless condition.
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a combined view of the experimenis ot seC*

tions 9 and 11). The thread runs through a

tube, the lower [uxrt of which is of glass and

can be moved by means of a rubber-tubing

attachment at the top of tlie apparatus (fig. 1).

The coil was cooled to 2°.4 K. in a field

of 200 gauss by helium evaporating under

reduced pressure. The current vv^as again

produced through induction by removing the

field. When the compass needle with the com-

pensation-coils was arranged, as before, beside

the cryostat, a moment corresponding to a

current of 0.36 amp. was registered. The

observation was continued for an hour, in

which the diminution of the current in 45

minutes was within the limits of probable

error of the measurement (27o); after this

the circuit of the coil was cut through. The

needle of the compass fell back to a deviation

that corresponded to a current of 0.05 amp.

in the coil. Tiie ballistic galvanometer (wilh a

negligible self-induction and with 2000 Si in

the circuit) showed an electro-kirelic momentum

Li of 300000, from which follows with L=10\
that a current of about 0.3 amp. tlowed in the coil. The remaining

moment is again the same fraction of the principal effect as was

observed previously, it was extinguished as soon as the coil was

pulled up above the liquid helium. The experiment proves conclusively,

that a current does really flow through the coil.

§ 10. Further consideration of the monientwn produced in the

coil, when the circiut w not dosed. Persisting Yo\^Ck\}TJV-currents. In

the previous experiments the question arose in how far magnetic

l)roperties of the frame of the coil, which developed at the lowest

temperatures had an influence, and whether a part of the moment

that remained, when the coil, without the ends being connected, was

cooled and exposed to the field, was due to windings which were

short-circuited. For this purpose first of all a lube of brass, exactly

like that used as the frame of the coil, was cooled in the field.

It showed no residual magnetism.

To get further light on possible short-circuits in the coil Phxn,

after it had been shown that cooling in liquid air did not alter

3-t
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its moment, a new coi! of 050 turns was wound, in wiiicli tli6

possibility of short-circuitin*^- was excluded by insulation of the

windings by picein and paper. It is true that the magnetic

properties of these materials are not known, but from the extinction

immediately above the boiling-point of helium of ))ersisting current

which was found in the course of (he experiments it is almost certain,

that the phenomena are entirely due to the lead. It was ascertained

that this coil was superconductive, which was a welcome result also

for the reason that the wire had been manufactured by compression,

and this process gives a much better guarantee of getting the same

product again by using the same method, and therefore of obtaining

beforehand the certainty of the wires prepared in this way being

supra-conducting. In making the experiment with 200 gauss at 2°.4 K.

a residual etfect of the same order as with Pbxii was found, but

smaller. The principal current was 0.5 and the residual current

0.020 Amp. It becomes ])robable, wiien these figures are compared

with those found with POxn , tl'^^l i» ^lie latter there really is some

short-circuiting, but there is also apai-t from the effect due to the

short-circuited windings a moment caused by tlie lead.

It seems as if in the mean time this may be attributed to circular

currents in the lead of the wire, which are possible owing to the

wire having a certain thickness. We must distinguish in the wire

between an inside which is turned towards the axis of the coil,

and an outside. In the wire, even when the circuit is opened, a

current arises, in which the electricity passes along the whole

length of the windings on tlie outside of the wire (that is not closed

in itself), in order to turn round at the one end of the wire and

go back along the internal side. With induction in the closed circuit

this current is superposed upon the mean electric movement in

the circulating current, so that in the wire there is say a stronger

current on the outside, and a weaker on the inside. If by means

of a galvanic cell a current is sent through the wire, the same

phenomenon arises through the action of the lield of the current

itself. We are here evidently dealing with persisting Foucaui.t-

currents ^).

§ 11. A .ntpraconductmc/ l-ey. In the experiments so far de-

scribed the supra-conducting closing of the conductor tested for supra-

conductivity was obtained by melting the two ends together. Now

1) Several of the well known experiments hy Elihu Thomson with alternating

currents coulil also he made with parallel currents and supra-conducting experi-

mental objects.



tliat these experiments luul proved that a current generated in a

circuit which is supra-conducting- over its whole iengtii, continues

without electro-motive force, we could investigate in how I'ar an

electric contact interposed in an otherwise supra-conducting circuit,

measured by the amount of conductivity of supra-conductors, might

be considered as having no resistance. The immediate cause of this

investigation was a suggestion made by my colleague Kuenkn, whether

the current the relaxation period of whicli was to be stndied,

might not be obtained in the coil by short-circuiting.

1 thonght then, that the transitional resistance in a contact to

be manipulated nnder liquid helium could hardly be made small

enough for this pnrpose. The transitional resistance of a stop-

contact treated with all due care at ordinary temperature is not

likely to be less than 0,0001 -Q, which is still 100,000 C.G.S. while

the micro-resistance of the coil itself is only 37. It has now^ been

found, however, that transitional resistances such as we are con-

sidering can become very small at low temperatures. A qnite moderate

pressnre, between two pieces of lead appeared to be suflicient for

the purpose. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. The small lead

plate p, provided with three small cones directed upwards and

coimected with the coil through a spirally-wound part of the lead

wire whicli acted as a spring, is attached to a thin rod (partly formed

of wood) and was |)ressed against the block soldered to the glass tube

by screwing up the rod, the force being accui'ately regulated by means

of a spring (see top of tig. 1). The tube is pi-oxided with a number

of side-openings to prevent the very much intensified heat convec-

tion (caused by resonance phenomena) which occurs in tubes closed

at the toj) when the bottom is at a \ery low temperature, and

which would lead to excessive evaporation of the helium.

By means of this simple kej' we were enabled to arrange the

following experiment. To each extremity of the windings of the coil

two wires were attached (tig. 1 and 2). By means of the one paiiw/c a

current can be sent through the coil. The other pair //b can be con-

nected to a ballistic galvanometer. Moreover the two ends are connected

to the two parts of the supra-conducting key. With the key and the

galvanometer open, a current is sent through the cooled coil, in

the neighbourhood of which the compass-needle has been mounted.

The coil is then closed in itself, which gives no change in the

deviation of the needle. One can then convince oneself as long as

one likes, that the side-current, which in ordinary cases is imme-

diately extinguished, remains unaltered in the supra-conductor ; the

galvanometer connection is then closed, which also brings no change

34*



in the (MiiTeiit, and if tliei'en|)()n the cnn-ent coinieetion is openecl

this is accompanied l)v a throw of the ballistic galvanometer in the

circuit of which the current is instantly extinguished and by a return

of the needle of the compass into the position which it would also

take up, if the curi*ent in the closed coil had been generated by a

magnetic tield equal to that of the current itself. The continuation

of the movements in • Maxwell's mechanism, an hen it has a supi-a-

conductor as carrier, is demonstrated by this experiment with ecjual

clearness and simplicity.

§ 12. Comhinatlon of pai'idlel currents into one of <ireaf.er strength.

In trying to make the same experiments with mercury that we have

made with lead, it will be necessary in so far to change the experiment,

that one winding will be sufticient. This might be got by freezing

mercury in a capillary tube returning in itself with an expansion

head (like our other U-shaped mercury i-esistances). The chief

questions then are 1) if with a conductor of as large a section (keeping

for the present to the circular form) as would be necessary, with a

view to the threshold value of current density, in order to get an

action comparable to that with the lead coil, the thi'eshold value of

current density — of which as in N". 133 it is assumed that it is

determined princii)ally by the cui-rcnt density — does not undergo

a considerable diminution in consequence of the larger section, as

some considerations in N". 133 would make us fear, and 2) if we

can reckon with the mici-oresidual i-esistance as an ordinary resist-

ance even for such a completely d liferent section as that for which

it has been determined. An inducement to try the experiment imme-

diately with a lead ling') was a remark l)y my colleague EnRKNi'KST,

1) I am glad to mention here that Mr. J. J. Taudin Ghabot of Degeiloch

(Würltemberg) shortly after my paper on the disappearance of resistance in mer-

cury and, as I found afterwards, only acquainted with my result, that the réi>ist-

ance of gold and platinum in an absolutely pure condition would probably disappear

altogether at extremely low temperatures, communicated to me a number of suggest-

ions regarding the condition into which meta's pass below this temperature and

which he would like to be considered as a distinct "fifth'" state of aggregation.

Amongst these suggestions was the following : ''if a ring (of gold) is brought

to the condition of absolutely no resistance (in helium), an impulse (viz. by in-

duction) will be sufficient to produce a permanent current, which will make the

ring into a magnetic shell, as loiig as the temperature of the metal remains below

a certain critical value". By critical value was meant — not the vanishing point

as discovered afterwards — but the temperature charactei-islic of each metal at

which, according to my earlier views, the resistance of the pure metal would

become zero independently of the current-strength. The idea, however, undeilying

this speculation — which was further developed by supposing the cooled ring to
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that the experiment could be made equally well with the windings
"parallel" as it had been made with the windings in "series". A
calculation (by estimation and further proceeding in the same way
as with the coil) about the experiment with a lead ring of an internal

radius of i.2 cm. of a thickness of 0.3 cm. and of a width of

0.35 cm. and assuming that the threshold value found for the thin lead

wire would also hold for the thick i-ing, showed me, that it might
succeed very w^ell.

'

This proved to be the case. The current of 320 anij». that was
registered in the ring remained constant for half-an-hour to l'/,, hence

the current density of 30 was in this experiment not much smaller

than it had been in one of the experiments with the coil of lead

wire, ^'iz. 49. This may for the present be regarded as a confirm-

ation of the supposition that the threshold value of current strength

of a conductor is mainly a threshold value of current density for

the material of the conductor.

be subjected to a magnetic (ield which was to be removed afterwards — was also

applied in my experiments for the purpose of obtaining persisting currents in supra-

conduclors, and in the above last experiment actually with a ring as the conduct-

ing circuit.

At the time I was so much occupied with the investigation of the peculiar laws

of electric conduction in mercury below the vanishing-point and of the degree to

which currents might be realised in resistanceless circuits without electromotive

force, that I had not yet attacked or was able to fully go into the problems relating

to currents to be generated in closed supra-conductors by induction (amongst which

problems that of the imitation of diamagnetic polarisation was an obvious one).

Still Mr. TAUuiiN Chabot's letter was the cause of my coming even then to the

conclusion, that in order to be able to obtain persisting currents outside the magnetic

tield by induction, an artitice based on the peculiarity of supra conductors was

required. As such I then found, that the cooling which is to make the conductor

supra-conducting is not applied, until the conductor is in the tield which

is to be used for the induction. Afterwards it was found, that by utilizing the

knowledge of the threshold values of current and tield circumstances may be realized,

in which a permanent current may be obtained outside the tield by induction on

a circuit which has been made supraconducling by cooling before the tield is applied.
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Physics. — ''Farther experiments with liquid heUurii xV. \AMA.-ejfect

and the change of resistance in a inaynetlc jiehi X. Measure-

ments on cadmium, graphite, gold, silver, bismuth, lead, tin

and nickel, at hydrogen- and helium-temperatures. By Prof.

H. Kamerlingh Onnes and K. Hof. (Communication N". 142/';

from the Physical Laboratoiy at Leiden.)

(Communicated in the meeting of June 27, 1914).

§> 1. Method. The method was the same as that used in the

measurements of this series by H. Kamerlingh Onnes and Beckmann

(cf. Comm. N°. 129a and others). The notation is also the same as in

the previous papers. As regards the HALL-efFect, we used both the

method in which a galvanometer-detlection caused by the effect is

read and the compensation-method, in view of the fact, tliat the

latter, although in general to be preferred, as it allows the elimination

of various disturbances, is very troublesome, wlien small effects

have to be measured. The differential-galvanometer used was of the

KELViN-pattei-n with a volt-sensibility of 5 X 10~^
; it was iron shielded

and was mounted according to Julius. As to the resistance measure-

ments these were partly performed in immediate connection with

the determination of the HALL-effect, in which case the resistance

of the plate used for this purpose was at the same time measured,

partly (by means of the compensation-apparatus) with wires which

were wound on thin sheets of mica and could be placed either at

right angles to the field or parallel to it, the latter specially w^ith

a view to investigating the considerable difference between the trans-

verse and the longitudinal effect, which difference develops specially

at helium-temperatures.

^ 2. Bismuth. In accordance with frequent practice (e.g. by

Kamerlingh Onnes and Beckmann) we used this substance in the

form of pressed plates. The peculiarities in the resistance observed

by Streintz with conductors of compressed powder — although

occurring also in our plates at higher temperatures — were Tiot

observable, when the plates were cooled below 0° C.

The plates which served for our investigation were pressed in a

steel mould and heated to about 200° C. in an electric furnace.

When made in this way the granular structure was still clearly

observable with a magnifying glass. The plate Bivi was made
without special precautions ; with plate Biyn the metallic powder
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was specially dried before moulding it. Biyi gave an abnormally

high temperature-coefficient at liigiier temperatures and even after

36 hours' heating had not yet attained a constant resistance.

The metastable condition which according to Professor E. Cohen
is peculiar of most metals as mixtures of different moditications

manifested itself also in onr experiments. The plates after being

heated in the electric furnace to fiO° or 100° C. showed some dif-

ference as regards resistance and HALL-effect after cooling, with the

further peculiarity, that this change took place, altiiough no change
in the specific gravity affecting the second decimal place could be

established.

The results are contained in tables I and II.

TABLE I.

Biyj.
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§ 3. EAhL-e/ect in graphite. The great change in the properties

of graphite through even small admixtures appears -clearly from the

fact, that with different kinds of graphite the temperature-coefficient

of the resistance may even diffei- in sign.

The material we started from in our experiments was line graphite-

powder, such as is used in electro-plating; the powder was first

treated with acids and alkali and carefully dried ; the forming of the

plate was again carried out in a steel mould. The electrodes which

gave some difficulty at first were finally contrived in the following

manner: the powder was provisionally moulded to a plate under

comparatively low pressure, the stamp was then lifted off. and six

small pellets of solder were laid on the plate, after w^hich a high

pressure was applied. By trial we succeeded finally in ol)taining

suitable plates of Va ^^^^^^- thickness with six point-electrodes of about

7, mm. diameter, penetrating through the whole thickness of the

plate.

The infiuence of insufficient drying of the powder was very

marked; such plates, as did not come up to standard as regards

drying, did not reach their final resistance until the current had

gone through for 6 seconds.

The following table contains the results. It may be specially noted

that the lemperature-coefficient is positive and that the HALL-effect

falls strongly from 20° K. to 14° K.

TABLE III.

Graphite.

1
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TABLE IV.

Cadmium.
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TABLE V.

Measurements in Helium.
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order of magnitude 10—^; silver is diamagnetic and does not become

supra-conducting at helium-temperatures.

As appears from the table, it was found that with silver also the

HALL-effect increases, when the temperature falls to 4.°25 K. At

still lower temperature it does not show any further change, no

more than the resistance without a tield.

3. A bismuth-plate Blym. moulded from electrolytic bismuth-

powder. Bismuth has a verj high HALL-effect at hydrogen-temperatures

and the change from 20° K. to 14° K. is still very small. It is the

strongest diamagnetic metal.

The table shows that below 'i4o K. there is not much further

change in the HALL-effect. From 71 at 20° K. R rises only to 85

at 4°.25 K.

4. X nickel plate as representative of the ferro-magnetic metals.

With nickel at higiier temperatures the HALL-effect shows a tendency

to saturation owing to the nuignetisation of the metal (Comm. No. 129,

130, 132). At hydrogen-temperatures the effect is still easily measu-

rable; at helium-temperatures it disappears, although the resistance

of the plate is still considerable. Probably this is connected with the

fact, that notwithstanding the already fairly considerable field the

magnetisation of the nickel is still very small.

The results are collected in table V. (zie p. 577).

^ 6. Change of the resistance in the magnetic field. It was found,

that specially at helium-temperatures this change is very con-

siderable, but that at 20° K. also it is still quite well measurable.

In general there is a diflference between the longitudinal and the trans-

verse effects, which begins to show itself especially clearly at helium-

temperatures.

We shall give our results in the form of curves (figs. 1 to 6) on

which the numerical values may also be read with suflicient accuracy

by using the scale-values indicated in the figuj'es. So far the meas-
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iireraents both at hydrogen- and helium-temperatures have not gone

beyond 12000 Gauss. Tliey will afterwards be further extended to

higher tield-strengths especially at hydrogen-temperatures.

4o:)Si



ï^ig. 3 and 4 represent the longitudinal and transverse efïects

tbr cadmium and tbr platinnm. The abscissae give directly the

resistance in Ohms.

1
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Physics. — ''Mea.'<ar(')nenU on the rapiUdrlti/ of Uqiilil hi/(lrogen^\

By H. Kameklingh Onnes aiid H. A. Kuypers. (Communication

N°. 14:2(1 from the physical laboratory at I.eyden).

(Communicated in the meeting of June 27, 1914).

For the determination of the capillary constant of liqnid hydrogen

in contact with its saturated vapour the method of capillary rise was

used. The apparatus are in the main arranged in the manner as used

for other liqnid gases in Comm. N". 18. On plate I A of Comm.

N°. 107a may be seen that pai't of the apparatus

which serves to condense the gas in the wide

experimental tube (fig. 1), inside which is the capil-

lary ; for this purpose the tube of fig. 1 is sealed

in at (/j.

The radii of the sections of the tubes were found

y » by calibi-ation with mercury as follows

:

Y 1 radius of Ihe capillary inside?' =0.3316 cm

„ ,, ,, outside )\ = Ü.080J cm

„ ,, ,, surrounding tube inside /i= 0.554 cm

--> &>

Jfeaswwnenf of the rapillary rise. The reading

of the ascension gave some trouble as it had to be

made through a numl>er of glass vessels and baths.

The rise was measui-ed with a cathetometer ; to test

I J the accuiacy of the readings they were taken one

xy time on a millimctrescale which had been etched

Fig. 1. on the capillary and another time directly on the

scale of tiie cathetometer. When it was found, that there was no

difference between the heights obtained in the two ways, they were

afterwards only measured by means of the scale of the catheto-

meter, because, when the cryoslat was filled with the different licpiid

gases, the divisions on the capillary were difficult to distinguish owing

to the rising gas-bubbles in the liquids.

Temperature. The temperature was deduced from the pressure of

the vapour in the hydrogen-bath using the vapour-pressure curve

(H. Kamerungh Onnes and W. H. Keesom, Comm. N°. 137J. table

on page 41).

Ohs'en)afHms\ The heiglits measured and the corresponding tem-

peratures of the hydrogen are contained in the following table.
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kepeatetl lueasureiueiils «liow, tluü tlie accuracy of tlie reading ot'

tlie rise may be estimated at 0.002.

TABLE
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Fig. 2.

Dewar, Olszkwski and Bulle)') it is seen, that tlie formula, as was

(o be expected, does not iiold up to the ciilieal temperature and

that the curve which gives the dependence of H on (lie temperature

has its concave side towards the temperature-axis. Tiie difference

^/i—Ü extiap.— Tk for hjdrogen amounts to

Ï'^=0ex1rap.— 1\=- 3.87.

If T/A=uextiap.— Tk is divided by tlie critical tenijjeralui'e the

3.87
positive value r= 0.125 is obtained. For methvl-chloride •) and^

3.21
'

ethylether') similar values are obtained'').

Surf(tee-tension . From the capillary rise the surface-tension i|v is

found by means of the following formula

:

n = 2ip,

c,\r R-rJ(^liq — Cvap.)

The densities for liquid hydrogen are taken from the observations

by H. Kamerllnüh Onnes and C. A. Crommeijn fComm. No. 137^).

1) F. BuLLE. Phypik. Zeit.'^clir. p. SOU, XIV, 1913.

-) According lo measurements by J. Verschaffelt; comp, A. v- Eldik,

Comm. N". 39, p. 14.

S) E. C. DE Vries, Comm. W. 6.

*) The corresponding figures (deduced, however, from not-corresponding tem-

perature ranges) are 0.Ü3S and 0.017 respectively.
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For the calculation of the vapour-densities use is made of the second

virial coefficient, as deduced from the measurements by H. Kamerlingh

Onnes and W. J. de Haas (Comm. No. 127c).

J
oa
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T3

>
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>
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^ = 5.792

B= 0.9885

From the value found for B it appears, that ifv as a function of

T is nearly a straight line.

The constant in Eötvös' formula for hydrogen deviates considerably

from the value 2.12, found by Ramsay and Shiklds ^) as the average

for a number of normal substances. In Table III the values of k^ö

for a few of these substances, together with those for some liquid

gases, are collected. As observed by Kamerlingh Onnes and Keesom

(note 381 Suppl. No. 23), normal substances form a series in this respect,

on the whole progressing with the critical temperature (although with

deviations which may be ascribed to particularities in the law of

molecular attraction, e.g. with oxygen).

TABLE III.

Ethylether 2)
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Chemistry. — "The system: copper sulphate, copper chlorid, potas-

sium sulphate, potassium chlorid and water at2>i)°'\ By Prof.

F. h. H. ScHREiNEMAKERs and Miss W. C. DE Baat.

1. Introduction.

In previous communications ^) we have discussed tlie quaternary

systems:

Cu SO, — Cu CI, — (NHJ, SO, — NH, CI — water

and Cu SO, — Cu CI, — Na, SO, — Na CI - water

Now we shall discuss the system

Cu SO, — Cu CI, — K, SO, — KCl — water,

which we have examined at 30°.

As solid substances occur at 30°:

the anhydric salts : K,SO, and KCl,

the hydrates: CuSO, . 5H,0 and CuCl, . 2H,0,

the doublesalts: CuSO, . K,SO, . 6H,0 and CuCl, . 2KC1 . 2H,0.

Further a peculiar salt exists with the composition

:

Cu SO,. K, CI, or K, SO,. Cu CI,

with or without one molecule H,0, while sometimes as metastable

solid phase a salt with the composition

:

2CuS0, . 3K,C1, . H,0

has occurred.

In fig. 1 the equilibria occurring at 30° are i-epresented schematic-

^jj'^t

1) These Communications 17, 586, (1909), 19 1222 (1911) and Zeitschr. fur Phys.

Chemie 69, 557, (1909;.

35*
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ally, the sides of (lie quadrangle have been omitted, only a part

of the diagonals with their jtoint of intersection W is drawn. Fig. 1

is not the representation in space of the equilibria, but their pro-

jection on the quadrangle. Before discussing the quaternary equili-

brium, we will first consider the four ternary equilibria.

2. llie ternary equilibria.

a. The system K^SO^ — KCl— H^ 0.

Only K2SO4 and KCl occur as solid phases; in fig. 1 the satura-

tioncurve of KaSO^ is rej)resented by hy and that of KCl by fg.

Consequently point h represents the solubility of K^SO^, point ƒ the

«olubility of KCl in water; point y is the solution, saturated with

the two salts.

b. The system CuSO, — A\SO, — H,0.

This system was examined already formerly ^) ; as solid phases

occur K,SO„ CuSO, . 5H.,0 and the doublesalt CuSO, . K,SO, . 6H,0.

The isotherms of 30° and 40° are determined experimentally ; that

of 30° is represented schematically in the figure. The saturation-

curve of K2SO4 has been represented by hi, that of CuSO^ . ÖH^O

by ak and that of tlie doublesalt by Id. When we represent this

doublesalt in fig. i by the point Di.^.g (hen the line WD^.j-g intersects

the curve ik in a point y. The doublesalt is, therefore, soluble in

water without decomposition; its solution saturated at 30° is repre-

sented by r.

The following is still of importance for the investigation of

the quaternary system. When we heat an aqueous solution of

K3SO4 -|- CuSO^ above 50°, a light green salt is separated from the

solution. Meerburg found for the composition of this salt:

4Cu() . K,0 . 4SO3 • '^^,0,

while Brunner "), who examined first this basical salt has found

four molecules instead of 3 molecules H^O.

c. The system CuSO^ — CuCl^ — ti-^O-

Also this system was investigated formerly =*). as solid sub-

stances occur: CUSO4.5H2O and CuCl^ . SH^O. In fig. 1 a/j represents

the saturationcurve of CuSO^ . SHjO and cb that of CUCI2 . 2H2O.

d. The system Cu CI, — KCl— H, 0.

In this system of 'which the invariant (P) equilibria were

1) P. A. Meerbukg. Gedenkboek J. M. van Bemmelen, 356 (1910).

2) Beunner. Pogg. Ann. 15 476 (1829).

3) F. A. H. ScHREiNEMAKERS. Tlicse Communications I.e. and Zeilschr. Phys. Chera.

69 557 (1809).
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examined formerlj ^) occur as solid phases: KCl , CiiCl^ . SH^Ó,

CnCI, . 2KC1 . 2H,Ó and CiiCI, . KCl. This last saU, however, occurs

onlj above 57°, so that at 30°: KCl, CuCl, . 2H,0 and CuCl, .

2KC1 . 2H5O only occur as solid phases.

The isotherm of 30° is represented schematically in fig. 1 ; fe is

the saturationcurve of KCl, cd that of CuCl.^ . 2H2O and ed that of

CuCl, . 2KCi . 2H2O. When we represent in fig. 1 this doublesalt by

Dj.j.^, then the line WDj.^.g does not intersect curve cy/, but curve ƒ<?.

This doublesalt is, therefore, at 30° uot soluble in water without

decomposition, but it is decomposed with separation of KCl.

This isotherm of 30° was determined already formerly ') ; we
have also still determined some points.

3. The quaternary system.

At first sight we may think that the examined system is built

up by five components; as, however, between four of these substances,

the reaction :

CuCl, 4- K,SO, ^ K,C1, + CuSO, (1)

occurs, this is not the case.

In view of the above-mentioned double-decomposition (1) we shall

represent the equilibria with the aid of a quadrilateral pyramid, the

base of which is a quadrangle. The four anglepoints of this qua-

drangle indicate the four substances: CuSO^, CUCI2, K^SO^ and K2CIJ

and in this way that the two substances, which are in reaction (1)

at the same side of the reaction-sign, are united by a diagonal of

the quadrangle. Perpendicular above the point of intersection W of

the diagonals, is situated the top of tlie pyramid, which represents

the water.

At the examination of this quaternary system we have always

remained below the temperature, at which the basical salt

4CuO. K.,0. 4SO3. 3H2O

is separated. If this had not been the case, the reaction 1

- 4GuS0, + K,S0, + 4H,O:;t4Cu0.K,0.4S0,.3H,0 + H,SÖ,. (2)

would have occurred. We should then have had to examine a

quinary system, in which reactions (1) and (2) occur.

As the quaternary solutions saturated with a solid substance, are

represented by a surface in the space, viz. the saturationsurface, we
have seven saturationsurfaces. We find their projections in fig. 1

;

1) W. Meyerhoffer. Zeilschrift fur Phys. Ghem. 336 (1889) 5 97 (1890).

~) H. FiLiPPO; not yet published.
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from this it is apparent that six of these surfaces are side-surfaces

and that one is a middle-surface.

aklmb is the saturationsurface of the Cu SO^. SH^O

cbmnd „ ,, „ ,, ,, Cu Cl^. 2H2O

chioe „ „ „ „ „ CiiCi,. 2KC1. 2H,0

^opgf „ „ „ „ „ KCl

gPq^^'' yy '» " " » K2 SO,

iqlk „ „ „ „ „ Cu SO4. Kg SO4.6H2O

pqlmno „ „ „ „ „ D
In order to get a better view, in the figure is indicated on each satura-

tionsurface the solid substance, with which the solutions are saturated.

For the sake of abbreviation we have called Cu SO,. ÖH^O = Cu^,

Cu CI,. 2H,0 = Ou„ Cu CI,. 2KC1. 2H,0 = D,.,., and Cu SO,. K, SO,.

6H,0=:D,.,.,.

The middle-surface p q Im n is the saturationsurface of a salt, which

we have represented by D. In order to find the composition of this

salt we have applied the rest-method, viz. the analysis of the solution

and the corresponding rest. From numerous definitions it follows

that this salt has the composition :

Cu SO,. K, CI, = K, SO,. Cu CI, = D.

or Cu SO,. K, CI, H,0 = K, SO,. Cu CI,. H,0 = Dx

Some determinations pointed viz. to Da. others to D^, again others

to a mixture of D^ and Dx, so that in the region pqJmno (fig. 1)

perhaps the two salts D^ and Dx occur.

The probability that more than one solid salt occurs in this region,

is enhanced by the following observations. In some cases the solid

substance was precipitated after shaking (which lasted sometimes a

month or longer) within some hours as a greenish powder, in other

cases there was formed a greenish or blue-greenish paste, which

after days did not yet settle, but stui*k to the sides of the shake-

bottle. In the first case we could easily remove a large part of the

mother-substance by suction, in the latter case this appeared practi-

cally impossible. F'rom all this it is apparent that in the saturation-

surface (fig. 1) indicated by D different salts may occur, two of which

have the composition Da and Dx.

[t follows, however, from the position of the solutions saturated

with Da or Dx in the region of fig. 1 indicated by D, that one of

these salts must be metastable with respect to the other, perhaps

they are both metastable with respect to a third, which we have

however not found in our investigation.
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In order to get the solutions of the saturationsnrface D saturated

w-ith solid salt, we put together the subslances in such ratios

that the solid substance must l)e formed in one case from'

Cu SO, . 5H,0 + KCl, in the other from Cu CI,. 2H,0 + K, SO,. In

botli instances now D» then Dx was formed.

In some cases also occurred as solid phase a double salt of the

composition :

2Cu SO,. 3K3 CI,. H,0 = D,

Later, however, we did not succeed again in getting this salt, hut D^i or

Dx appeared instead. The salt Dz Avill therefore, very probably exist

in a metastable condition only.

On account of the uncertainty with respect to the substance D,

we will further describe the equilibria as if in the region p q I m ?i

occurs only one solid substance D. When in this region more solid

phases may occur in stable condition, then the necessary changes in

this region will have to be inserted.

The intersectinglines of the saturationsurfaces represent the quater-

nary solutions, which are saturated with two solid substances, con-

sequently the quaternary saturationlines. The limit-lines of the

saturationsurfaces on the side-planes of the pyramid form the ternary

saturationcurves of the four ternary systems, which have already

been discussed previously.

The quaternary saturationcurves are the following

:

gp the saturationline of K, SO, -f- KCl

iq ,> ,) >i Kj SO, -f Dj.j.^

^' ^ >> >) i) CUg -J- Dj.j.g

b m „ „ ,, Cug -f Ou,

dn the saturationline of Cu.

eo ,, ,,

P q >, „

ql >,

Im „

mn „

no „

p „

The first six saturationlines are side-curves; each of these has an
end on one of the side-planes of the pyramid. The last six satura-

tionlines are middle-curves; each of these has its two ends within

the pyramid.

Cu,
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The points of intersection of the saturation surfaces represent tlie

quaternary solutions, which are saturated with three solid substances

consequently the quaternary saturationpoints. In each of these points

three quaternary saturationcurves come together. In the ternary

saturationpoints, which we already discussed previously, two ternary

and one quaternary saturationcurve come together.

The quaternary saturationpoints are the following:

p saturated w^ith K, SO, + KCl + D

q „ „ K,SO, + D,,,+ D
/ „ „ Cu, +D,.,.,-fD

m „ „ Cu^ -f Cu, + D
n „ „ Cuj +Di.2., + D

„ „ KCl +D,.,., + D

As it is easy to see from fig. 1, in presence of solution can exist

:

K, SO, by the side of: KCl or D or D^.^.^

but not by the side of; Cu^ or Cu^ or Dj.j.,,

KCl by the side of: K, SO, or D or D^.,.,.

but not by the side of: Di-i-^ or Cu. or Cu^

Dj.,., by the side of: KCl or D or Cu,

but not by the side of: K, SO, or Dj.j.gOrCuj.

Cu, by the side of: Cu^ or D or D^.,.^

but not by the side of: KCl or K, SO, orDj.!.^

Cuj by the side of: Cu, or D or Di-^.g

but not by the side of: K, SO, or KCl or Dj.,.,

Di-i-g by the side of: Cuj or D or K,SO,

but not by the side of: KCl or Dj.,., or Cu,

D by the side of all other substances.

Different conclusions can be made from the figure. Let us con-

sider the behaviour of the salt D with respect to water.

When D is the salt D;,^ it is indicated in the spacial represent-

ation by the point of intersection W of the diagonals (fig. 1). When,

however, D is the salt Dx, which contains water, it is situated in

the spacial representation on the line, wliich unites the top of the

pyramid with the point of intersection of the diagonals. Let us

assume that D ^ Da and let us call T the top of the pyramid, so

that point T represents the water. As the line D^T does not inter-

sect the saturation-surface of D;i, Da is not soluble in water without

decomposition. The line D^T intersects, however, the saturation-

surface iklq of D,.j.g, so that the salt Da = Cu SO,. K, CI, = K, SO,.

Cu CI, is decomposed by water, while D^.^.g = Cu SO,. K, SO,. öH^O

is separated. From this we see that we can not wash out the sail
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Da with water to free il IVoni its motlier-siihslniice. as lliis will

lead (o «iecomposilioii.

When we wisli to examine accurately what will take place when
we bring together D^ and water, we must consider which spaces

of the pyramid are intersected hy the line D^T. From this amongst

others the following is apparent. When we add D^ to water, then

firstly unsaturated solutions arise, which are represented in fig. 1

by the point W. (In this it is to be considered that tig. 1 is the

projection of the spacial representation and that point W is the

projection of the line Da,T).

With further addition of D^ the solution W arises, which can be

saturated with D^.^.j (this Dj.j.g, however, is not yet present as

solid phase) consequently the solution W of the saturationsurface iqlk.

With further addition of Da now Dj.j.g is separated and the

solution traces in fig. 1 the straight line Ws, this straight line is the

projection of a curve situated on the saturationsurface iqlk. When
we add so much Da that the solution attains the point s, then,

further addition of Da will no more change the solution and there

is formed

:

D J. 1.
g -|" I^;i + solution s.

When we wish to examine wdiat will take place wdien we bring

together in variable quantities K^ SO^jCuClj and water, then we must

intersect the spacial representation by the plane K^SO^—CuCl^^—T.

When we bring together KCl — Cu SO4 and water in variable

quantities we must draw the plane K^ Clj — Cu SO4 — T.

As the manner, in which these sections with the saturationsurfaces,

saturationlines and the different spaces can be obtained, was already

discussed previously ^), we will not apply this method now.

In tables II and III we find indicated the compositions of several

solutions; we have deduced with the aid of the restmethod graphically

the solid phases with which these solutions are saturated.

In table II the compositions are expressed in percentages by weight

;

of the four salts Cu SO^,Cu Cl^, K^SO^ and K^ Ci^ ; only three at the

same time are given. This is sufficient also because, if we wish to

express the composition also in the fourth salt, it may be done in

infinitely many ways with the aid of the reaction-equation

Cu SO, + K, CI, :^ K, SO, + Cu CI,

For this the quantities of the substances which take part in the

reaction must be expressed in quantities by weight.

1) V. A. H. ScHREiNEMAKEBS. Zeitschr. f. Phys. Clicm. 66 G99 (1909).
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TABLE I.

The ternary system K. SO4 - KCl - HgO at SO^.

Composition of the solutions
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TABLE II.

The quaternary system : Cu SO4 — Cu CI2 - K. SO4 — K2CI2 - H.O at 30^.

Composition of the solutions in procents by weight.

Point Cu SO4 Cu Clo K2SO4 KCl HoO Solid phase.

p



TABLE II.

the quaternary system : Cu SO4 - Cu CU — Ko SO4 — Ko CI. - H.O at 30^
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TABLE III.

The quaternary system : Cu SO4 — Cu CI. - Ko SO4 - K. CL — H. O at 30^

Ions Cu, Ko, SO4 and CI. and Mol. R, O in a quantity of

solution which contains 100 Mol. in all.

Point
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TABLE III.

The quaternary system : Cu SO4 — Cu CI2 — K2 SO4 — Ko CI. — H, O at 30^

Ions Cu, K2 SO4 and CL and Mol. H^ O in a quantity of

solution which contains 100 Mol. in all.

Point
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TABLE III.

The quaternary system : Cu SO4 — Cu CI. — K. SO4 — K. Clo - Ho at 30°.

Ions Cu, Ko SO4 and CL and Mol. H^ in a quantity of

solution which contains 100 Mol. in all.

Point
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Chemistry. — ''The catalyse'. By Prof. J. Böeseken. (Coramuni-

cated by Prof. A. F. Holleman).

(Communicated in the meeting of June 27, 1914).

1. It appears to me that, a summary having been given from

various quarters on catalytic phenomena, the time has arrived to

sliow briefly how the development of my ideas on this subject has

advanced and how the insight thus gained has been supported by a

deduction of one of my students.

I do this in the first place because in that historical account the

gradual elucidation of the phenomena is exposed, but also because

I imagine that a poini has now been reached where the co-operation

of many is necessary in order to assist in completing the edifice of

the catalysis.

2. When working at my dissertation (1895—1897), when a large

number of fatty-ai'omatic ketones was prepared according to the

reaction of Friedel and Crafts, it struck me that when to a cooled

mixture of acid chloride and benzene finely powdered aluminium

chloride was added, this certainly dissolved rapidly, but that an

evolution of hydrogen chloride only took place slowlv on warming^).

As aluminium chloride did not perceptibly dissolve in benzene,

I was then convinced that not the benzene but the acid chloride

might be the point of attack of the catalyst.

This question was afterwards taken up by me and solved in so

far that the synthesis of the aromatic ketones could be divided into

two stages: (a) The catalyst combines with the acid chloride: (b)

this compound is attacked by the aromatic hydrocarbon (Rec. 19

19 (1900) 20 102 (1901).

Although the course of the reaction was indicated therewith. I

was soon aware, however, that the catalytic action of aluminium

chloride remained in complete obscurity "").

In this I was corroborated by the observation that chloroform

and benzyl chloride suffered the reaction with benzene still far

better and more vigorously, whilst these substances did not combine

1) Afterwards I modified the preparation by taking the AICI3 in excess and then

adding drop by drop the mixture of acid chloride and benzene, because the reaction

then proceeded very regularly. By the research of Olivier (Dissertation, Delft 1912)

it has been shown that the cause of this favourable result must be attributed to

the presence of free AIGI3 (see later).

2) Perkier who had noticed this reaction course previously (These, Caen 1893)

was of opinion that this explained the catalytic action of aluminium chloride.
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with aluminium chloride and the quantities of the catalyst necessary

for the reaction were much less than in the synthesis of the ketones.

(Rec. 22, 301 (1903)).

When it appeared that nitrobenzyl chloride, which does unite with

AICI3, was also attacked much less I'apidly than benzyl chloride,

and further that the very reactive anisol, which also forms a molecular

compound with AICI3, did not react (// *^/// with CCl^, whereas benzene

did so readily, the facts were such that I ventured the thesis that

the formation of compounds between tlie catalyst and the activated

substance had nothing to do with the actual catalytic action (Rec.

23,104 (1904)) and that, when the catalyst does not unite with one

of the substances present in the reaction, we are dealing with catalytic

action in its purest form (Rec. 24, 10 (1905)).

Thus b}' means of the inductive method, I came to the conclusion

that the formation of a compound with the catalyst did not give an

explanation of the catalytic action as such, and that with this the

theory of the intermediate products exploded.

2. I have also tried to demonstrate subsequently by means of the

deductive method that the formation of a compound of substance and

catalyst must necessarily lead to a partial paralysis of the latter

(Proc. 1907 p. 613 ; 1909 p. 418).

Hence, if we wished to arrive at a satisfactory explanation this

had to be looked for in what happened before there is any question

of a compound between catalyst and substance. When the catalyst

draws near to the activated substance a phenomenon ought to take

place partaking more of a disruption or a dislocation than of a union

(Gedenkboek van Bemmelen p. 386, Rec. 29, 87 (1910)).

I have then demonstrated (Proc. 1909 p. 4J9; also Rec. 32, 1

(1913); Cheni. Weekbl. 7, 121 (1910); Rec. 29, 86 (1910)) that a

catalyst like AICI3 exerts indeed a dissociating influence on the

chlorides which it activates; chloral was resolved into CO, HCl and

C2CI4 ; trimelhylacethyl chloride into carbon-monoxide, HCl, and

isobutenCj etc.

But here it transpired also that even now the explanation was

not given, because the action had been too violent ; instead of the

to be expected condensation products with benzene there were

obtained in similar cases, either the decomposition products or the

condensation products of these molecule residues with benzene. Thus,

from SO2CI2 and the benzene hydrocarbons were generated relatively

very small quantities of sidphones compared to large quantities of

sulphinic acid and chlorine derivatives; owing to too great an aclivily

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVll.
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the catalyst had disrupted the SO.Cl, into SO, and CI, which were

now subsequently influenced catalyticaliy (Rec. 30, 381 (1911)).

The catalytic action proper can, therefore, be no union, because

in that compound the catalyst is paralysed; it also cannot be a

dissociation because the substance is then too much attacked, hence,

it must be an intermediary influence.

I have called the latter a dislocation or dismptlon (Rec 30, 88

(1911) dating from Sept. 1909) in order to demonstrate that there

certainly does exist an influence, but that this should effect neither

nnion or dissociation if it is to be considered as a purely catalytic

one. In order to more sharply confirm experimentally this result

obtained, the transformation of chloral into metachloral under the

influence of diverse catalysts was submitted to a closer investigation. ')

This system was chosen because it had been shown that:

1st it is an equilibrium between two substances, therefore a very

simple case because we are only dealing with the transformation of

one substance into another one.

2"^* this equilibrium is situated in a readily attainable temperature-

zone, whereas the properties of monomeride and polymeride differ

rather strongly, so that the specific influence of the catalyst may

come perceptibly to the fore.

3"^ That the monomeride itself is a supercharged molecule, so

that it was to be expected that the action of the catalyst would be

a pronounced one.

In fact it could now be demonstrated that the equilibrium

was attained rapidly only then when the activator was present in

small quantities and had not perceptibly united wiih one of the

modiflcations.

If the catalyst (pyridine) was retained (absorbed) in the colloidal

polymeride the equilibrium set in, but in the liquid phase of the

monomeride the reaction ceased.

If the catalyst combined with one of the components (the mono-

meride) the equilibrium was shifted in the direction of that component.

If, finally, the action of the activator was stronger still, the split-

ting products were obtained only.

About the same time, S. C. J. Oi.ivier (Diss. Delft 1913, Proc.

1912 and R 33, 91 (1914) had finished a dynamic research on the

action of bromobenzenesulphochloride on some benzene-hydrocarbons

under the influence of aluminium chloride.

Whereas the researches had been as yet of a qualitative character

it could now also be demonstrated quantitatively that the retention

1) K 32, 112 (1913).
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of the catalyst in the sulpho-chloride or in the siilphone caused a

partial paralysis, as the reaction proceeded mucli more rapidly the

moment a small quantity of tlie catalyst in the solution was present

in the free state.

Also, could it be deduced sharply from the progress of the reaction

(Proc. 191 3 p. 1069^ that this could be exi)laiued satisfactorily only

then when the activating action was sought in what happened

between benzene on one side and chloride -|- catalyst on the other

side before they had undergone chemical transformation.

Hence, it was proved experimentally also here that the most important

stage of the catalysis is that which lakes place before the union.

3. If we now consider what can be the significance of the

remoyal of the catalysis to the pre-stage of the reaction, it should

be remembered that in view of Ostwald's definition a catalyst should

be a substance unchanged in Cjnantity and quality after the reaction.

Guided by this definition we may durbui the reaction assume all

kinds of material and energetic changes if only the condition is

satisfied that the catalyst remains unmodified before the beginning

and after the end of the reaction.

If now, however, we look for a fiu'ther explanation, that is to

say, penetrate further into the mechanism of a reaction, we notice

that somewhere during the reaction a catalyst can no longer satisfy

that definition.

Hence, a catalyst can never remain unchanged during the entire

course of the reaction ; an ideal catalyst exists no more than an

ideal gas or an ideal dilute solution, bnt for all that we have been

able to make excellent use of the notion.

Now, a substance will approach this ideal condition all the more,

the smaller the material or energetic displacements will be and it

is plain without any further evidence, that similar very small changes

will just take place on the approach of the catalyst to the bonds to

be activated.

When there the action ceases, we can understand that these

shiftings may be so small that they elude observation (so that for

instance, apparently a same equilibrium is reached under the infiuence

of diverse catalysts, which in reality cannot be the case.)

4. If now we want to get a concrete conception of these exceed-

ingly small actions, which in the catalysis are both satisfactory and

authoritative, we may consult the modern views on our atomic

woiid.

36*
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It is supposed that the atoms consist of' (or at least are populated

bv) electrons and that thej hold together by means of force regions

between these corpuscles; the catalytic action may then be described

as a change of these force regions on the approach of the catalyst.

If this is so, we have in the jmre photocatalysis the simplest

catalytic actions and the study of these phenomena will no doubt

much deepen our insights. ^)

On penetrating further into the phenomena in general we are

obliged to resolve the substance into steadily decreasing units and

the same has happened with the special phenomena called catalytic;

here it will just be shown that what takes place in the atoms will

be of preponderating importance. But just as we have not been able

to find the ideal catalyst among the atoms, we cannot expect to

meet it among the electro-magnetic equilibria-perturbations, only

the limit of our insight in the catalytic phenomena has advanced

a step.

II.

1. During this niainly inductive development of my ideas my
pupil H. J. PiuNs had found a synthesis of chloropropane derivatives

and I advised him to couple this experimental subject with a survey

of the different cases in the reaction of Fkiedel and Crafts. ^)

With this, however, he did not content himself, but starting from

the "Principle of Reciprocity" he has endeavoured to furnish an

explanation of the catalytic phenomena in general, with the reaction

of FiuEDEi. and Crafts as a special case.

The result of this is given in his dissertation ("Bijdrage tot de

kennis der katalyse", Delft 1912) and supplemented with a few

subsequent articles (Journ. f. pr. Chem. N. F. 89, 425 (1914) ;

Chem. Weekbl. 11, 474 (1914).

In order to reproduce Prins's intention in the simplest possible

manner, I will quote a few parts of his deduction, taking the liberty

to omit the, in my opinion, non-essential matter.

^) The simplest case is the pholocatalytic change of a nionalomic element.

2) The reaction of Fr. and Gr. offers us already a great diversity of catalytic

reactions, because AIGI3 can form all khids of compounds. Only in such cases

where it unites neither with the initial products nor with tlie end product, or attacks

this secondarily do we approach a case of pure catalysis.

The number of these cases is very small, the chlorination of benzene is a very

appropriate example thereof; here the quantity of the catalyst is minimal indeed

(see hu'lher).
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The axioms which are more partiouhirlj applicable to the cata-

lysis are :

"When... the one exerts an inflnence on the other, this latter...

is changed by the first . . .

"If in the calcnlation of one of these the change may be neglected

we may speak of a one-sided intlnencing, which, however, as such ..

.

may not be considered one-sidedly (dissertation p. 4—5).

and snbsequently :

"If we consider the possible relation of two snbstances (wliether

element or compound) three stages arc to be dis(ingnished therein".

"J. The stage of the relative inertness. In this stadinm even

the catalytic influence is imperceptible, whilst there is no question

of a chemical compound.

"2. The catalytic stage ^) in which occnrs also the mutual acti-

vation. In this stage the catalytic actions are enacted.

"3. The reaction stage in which appears an intra- or extra-

molecular reaction".

The catalytic stage forms the bridge between the inertness and

the chemical compound. In each chemical reaction all three stages

are gone throngh.

By varying the conditions we can, however, cause the influencing

to be confined to the second stage". (Chem. Weekbl. 11, 475,

also Jonrn. f. pr. Chem. N. F. 89, 448 (1913).

2. Prins starts from the general thesis that on interaction, there

takes place a change in two conditions, which will be least powerful

the moment it begins to reveal itself.

This stage lies, chemically speaking, in the dissociation region

where the free energy of the entire system approaches to zero

and is called by Pkins the catalytic stage.

In this catalytic stage thei'e is really no question of a catalyst

in the sense of Ostvvald ; we are dealing with a change of condition :

A ^ B "which taken by itself can take place more or less rapidly.

Being in the catalytic stage does not at all imply, in my opinion, that the

changes must take place rapidly ; this depends on the nature of the change

(chemically speaking on the nature of the atoms or atomic groups which in the

transformation play a role in the first place).

If, for convenience sake, we call A and B two molecules, one

of these molecules, in a reaction in which the other one (with its

1) In order to prevent confusion it would be better to speak of the activating

stage. (Pkins also points out that the word "activator" expresses his ideas better

than catalyst).
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Specific atomic group) occurs as a component, will be a catalyst

in the sense of Ostwald.

B -^ C A ^ D
n n
A B

The above symbols represent this explanation from which we gather

that the change of tlie free energy in so far as it concerns the catalyst

approaches in the pure catalysis to zero and wherewith we also wish

to express that the catalyst is in fact more a change of condition

than a substance.

In the positive catalytic action tlie equilibrium A f^ B will set in

much more rapidly than the reaction B-» C or A —s>-D and thus

cause or accelerate the same.

Hence an ideal catalyst, according to this deduction and in connexion with

Ostwald's definition, is a substance which undergoes with one of the to be

activated substances ior bonds) such reciprocal action that in the latter

system the thermodynamic potential and chemical resistance simultaneously

approach to zero.

As it concerns here particularly the bond that is being activated,

the other molecule will also be more or less intiuenced ; this we

notice immediately when we reinember that intramolecular displace-

ments come under the same point of view.

Hence, we will obtain the maximal catalytic action when, with

the catalyse (for instance B) we approach as closely as possible the

catalytic stage in regard to A as well as D.

The chlorination of benzene again presents us with a suitable

meaning example to elucidate the intention of this thesis.

Both chlorine and benzene are in regard to A\C\^ in the catalytic

stage; they are both rendered active without forming a compound.

As soon as we replace benzene by nitrobenzene the action ceases

at the ordinary temperature because AICI^ forms a solid combination

with nitrobenzene so that these two are, in regard to each other,

not in the catalytic stage and because AICI3 cannot any longer

acti\ate the chlorine simultaneously.

At a h'gher temperature the chlorination starts; we may assume

that the system AlCl^ NO.^C^ R.^ is then again approaching the

catalytic stage.

It is, however, self-evident that a case like the chlorination of

benzene is rarely met with ; as presumably somewhat similar cases

I mention : all ionreactions in acjueons solutions ; the union of

hydrogen and oxygen and the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide
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on or ill platimim ; the transfoniialioii : aldehyde = paraldehyde

under the influence of sulphuric acid etc.

Much more frequent will be the cases, such as in the chlorination

of nitrobenzene, where the catalyst is found, in regard to one of

the substances, a good long way over this most favourable stage;

in that case it wall have united with one of tlie components to a

more or less firm compound.

The sulphone formation from bromosulphone-chloride and benzene

under co-operation of AlCl^ is an illustrative instance hereof:

The AlCl^ is combined with the sulphone-chloride and is, therefore,

in regard to the chloride, already far removed from the catalytic

stage, at 25° it is however not completely paralysed, as according

to the course of the reaction it is still capable of activating the

second molecule (benzene).

The sulphone formed now also unites with AICI^ and now it

appears also from the course of the reaction that it keeps on activ-

ating the benzene, but is, however, no longer capable of influencing

the sulfone-chloride. for an excess of the latter exerts no influence

on the reaction velocity. (Olivier and Bökseken, Proc. 1913 1. c).

From this case it is shown how complicated this reaction may
become when in the reaction mixture different substances are present

which paralyse the catalyst more or less, and that only a clear

conception of the catalysis enables us to interpret the observations

satisfactorily.

Represented symbolically, we thus have here (when we assume

that the HCl{T>) does not interfere, which has also been proved by

Olivier) :

A 4- B -» C + D
n—Al CI,—

The AICI3 united to C (the sulphone) can no longer reach A (the

sulphonechloride), only the AlCl^ united to ^4 itself can still activate

the S-Cl bond, but much less so than free AlCi^ ; only the benzene

{B) is still attainable for the AICI^.

I want to observe here that the paralysis stai'ts here, presumably,

from the /S'O^-group, because this occurs in the sulphonechloride as

well as in the sulphone.

These are just the cases, •wherein the catalyst is united with one of the

starting products, but is not entirely paralysed thereby, which have

originated the theory of the intermediate products.

By removing wilfully from the most favourable catalytic stage
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(for instance bv lowering llie temperalure) similar coumponnds have

often been met with and it was imagined that the explanation of

the catalytic phenomena had thns been fonnd.

Now, however, it is evident that the explanation is not given liy

the formation of these compounds, but shonld be found before the

formation and that the best catalysts will be those whose dissociation

equilibrium extends over as large as possible a region of tempera-

ture and pressure, without any compounds being formed.

3. In this manner, ascending by the inductive niediod from the

special case of the reaction of Friedkl and Crafts (Böeseken) and

descending by the deductive method from the general principle of

reciprocity (H. J. Pkins), we have come to the conclusion that

the catalytic action is situated in the pre-stage of the chemical

union.

It is evident that with this result no explanation has been fonnd

in the sense that nov/ everything is completely elucidated.

Yet, in my opinion, owing to the sharper detinition of the con-

ceptions the whole held is easier to survey (Pkins I.e.) and the

special cases are more readily understood, also a fundament has

been given on which we can pursue our researches with a greater

certainl)

.

These in view of the further elucidation will have to move in

two directions.

1st. It must be ascertained, as has been already done in some

cases (I.e.), in how far the ctiange in velocity is connected with the

shifting of the catalyst and activated bonds in the dissociation region.

With this may be coupled systematic researches as to the most

suitable catalysts for specified reactions, (for instance on metals which

are in a rapidly setting in dissociation-equilibrium simultaneously

with N.J and H., at a low temperature in view of the ammonia

synthesis; or on carbonates which in view of the ketone synthesis

from acids according to Sabatiek and Sendekens must, at about

300°, be with those acids in the same favourable conditions).

2"^'. Those catalytic actions must be investigated where very small

energy shiftings are concerned ; to this appertain in the tirst place

the photocatalytic phenomena.

The lirst series of researches are of a more direct practical result;

the second series, on the other hand, are of a more penetrating

nature, the object being to attack the catalytic phenomena in their

last recess.

Delft, June 1914.
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Chemistry. — " Rt'.searc/ws on tfw 7\')nperatu)'e-coe/jicients of the

free Surface-ener(j]i of Liquids helivcen — 80° (nul 1650° C.:

VII. The specific suiface-energn of the niolteu Halogenides of

the Ahali-metals." By Prof. Dr. F. M. Jaeger. (Communicated

by Prof. Haga).

§ 1. Notwithstanding the original intention to publish the results

of the measurements concerning llie temperature-coeflicients of I he

free surface-energy of molten salts at the same time as the deter-

minations of the specific gravities of the investigated salts at different

temperatures, and in this waj' to give completely all data, necessary

for the calculation of the temperature-coefficients of their molecular

surface-energy, — it seemed desirable on account of the present

precarious conditions, to resolve already now on the publication of

the results hitherto obtained, and relating to the change of the ^/^é^cz/ic

surface-energies of (hose salts with the temperature of observation.

The present uncertainty about the moment, when the now stopped

experiments, necessary for the determination of the specific weights,

again vaax be resumed in futnre, makes it perhaps desirable to

publish already now the available data of the free surface-energy of

some forty salts, and to draw the attention on this occasion to some

general conclusions, relating to these measurements.

§ 2. In this connection it is perhaps of interest to mention here

also some details concerning our original tentativeSj to reach the

proposed aim by means of the method of capillar ascension-measure-

ments, — notwithstanding the fact, that these experiments finally

had to be given up because of reasons already formerly explained ^);

these details doubtlessly can be of use for later investigations to

be made in tiiis direction.

Originally the investigated salt was introduced into wide tubes of

heavily fusible Jena-^XviSS^ provided with rounded bottoms ; (he tubes

were heated in a bath of a molten mixture of potassium-, and sodium-

nitrate, either by means of gas, or better by electrical current. The salt-

mixture was filled into an iron cylinder, outwardly lined with (hick

asbestos ; its wall was provided with two diametrically opposed,

narrow windows, which were closed by glassplates, fastened by

means of asbestos-covered iron-frames. Through these planeparallel

1) F. M. Jaeger, These Proc. Gomra. I. (1914).
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windows the desired observations were executed by means of a

telescope ; the height of ascension in the capillary tubes was read

npon a perpendicularly divided scale. The liquid salt in the surround-

ing bath was continually stirred ; an arrangement was made to

prevent as much as possible the annoying currents of hot air circu-

lating before the windows.

In all these experiments it was stated very soon, that the investi-

gated salts, when melted in the glass-tubes and on cooling again

solidifying therein, made the tubes in most cases crack ; or at least

they appeared on renewed heating to get soon unsuitable and badly

damaged, thus a substitution of the tubes by new ones being necessary

after each experiment.

After many attempts, the tubes were arranged finally in the fol-

lowing way, to prevent this effect. ^45 (fig. 1) is a tube of '/f?ifï heavily

fusible glass, which has a conical nar-

rowing at a, and a sideway tube e

with stopcock d ; the wider tube can

be closed at its upper end by means

of a stopper h, provided with the

stopcock C. Just above the round

bottom of the tube B, a small plati-

num crucible T of about 1 ccm.

volume, hangs between three strong

horizontal platinum-wires ; they are

either melted into the glasswall of

the tube, or they can be fixed to a

platinum-ring, supported by three

elevations in the wall of the tube.

If in the last mentioned case the

tube B at the same time is arranged

in such a way, that e.g. just below

e the two parts of it can be put

together by means of a ground col-

lar, it will thus be possible eventu-

ally to take the platinum-ring easily

from the tube, and to restore it again

after thoroughly cleaning the different

parrs of the apparatus. In every case

the platinum-crucible T needs to be

fixed into the tube as centrally as

possible. The narrowing at a is ground

B

Fig. 1.
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conically ; the piece h (also eoiiit'ally sliapetl, ground and enlarged)

of the heavily fusible, capillary glass-lnbe, can just he fixed into it;

the capillary tube thus has the form represented in fig. \, and it is

cut to such a length, that it can be easily caught with a pincette

from above through the hole h, while at its other end it reaches

just to a little above the bottom of T, if b is caught by the collar

a. The enlarged part of h is provided at its outward side with two

very fine, vertical canals, which thus have the function of ca]>illary

connections between the spaces ^-l and B.

By means of a funnel with a broad and long stem, the crucible

T is now filled with a sufficient quantity of the finely pulverised

and dry salt; then AB is put into the bath, and as soon as the

salt in T is molten, the carefully cleaned capillary tube is lowered

very slowly into the apparatus, until b is lying just in the collar a;

immediately the liquid begins to rise then into the capillary tube.

Then both stopcocks C and d are closed, after the tube being put

in such a position, that the capillary lube will be just vertical;

this may be easily controlled by means of a plummet. If now the

air is eliminated from A through 6', it will appear easily to let the

liquid rise into the capillary tube, because the settlement of the

pressure-differences in .1 and B will occur only very slowly by the

narrow canals in b; in this way one can try to wet the walls of

the tube by the liquid salt, and to eliminate the air-bubbles even-

tually inclosed. A superfiuous rising into the capillary tube can be

stopped at any moment by means of the stopcock d. Reversely, by

sucking at (/, it Avill be possible, if necessary, to introduce air into

the molten salt through the capillary tube, or to remove the liquid

from it; also it is possible to substitute the air in AB by a neutral

atmosphere, e.g. by nitrogen or another gas, if desired. The experi-

ment being finished, the capillary tube b is removed first; the salt

will afterwards solidify in T, without causing the cracking of the

glass-tube. In such a way several experiments can be made by means

of a single apparatus.

§ 3. Although this method of operating can be recommended in

such cases as in pj-inciple a \ery suitable one, the experimental

ditliculties however appeared to be of a rather appreciable magnitude.

One of the chief difficulties was the elimination of the very small

air-bubbles from the liquid in the capillary tube, which appeared to

be transported into it, whenever the liquid begijis to rise into ihe

narrow tube. Notwithstanding all care, this could not be completely

prevented, and the column of liquid then appears as if broken into
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a <j;Teat number of pieces. It is extremely diffieuU, again to eliminate

such transported air-biibbles, even in repeating the above mentioned

way of rising and falling of the liquid in the capillary tube for a

number of times. Almost quite impossible is the elimination of the

air, if the wall of the tube moreover is attacked by the molten salt,

— this wall becoming more or less rough by it: the nir-bubbles

will then persist in sticking to the narrow canal.

Moreover the microscopical control of the glass-tubes proved

doubtlessly that the walls of it were attacked by the molten salt

almost always seriously to a more or less extent; this fact, in con-

nection with the just mentioned difficulties caused by the not

removable air-bubbles and the impossibility to determine sufliciently

the exact situation of the surface of the liquid in 2', were the chief

causes why these tentatives finally had to be stopped. In some cases,

e.g. in that of sodiumchronuite, we could obtain rather reliable data

;

but e.g. with lithiumsalts, which will always attack the glass in a

high degree, and just so in the case of silvernitrate, only very un-

trustworthy numbers could be obtained. It appeared moreover to be

very difficult, to keep the temperature constant along the full length

of the capillary tube; this can soon be controlled by means of a

set of very small thermometers, placed within B at several distances

from the bottom.

§ 4. After this experience we thought it adviceable to abandon

the said method completely. All numbers- here given therefore are

collected after the method formerly described by us in detail');

they relate to the purest salts. B'or the details of these experiments

the reader is referred to Comm. I of this series.

§ 5. Measurements of moUen Ahali-halogenides.

This series includes the following salts : The Fluorides and Chlorides

of Lithium, Sodium, Potassium, Rubidium and Caesium, and the

Bromides and Iodides of Sodium, Potassium, Rubidium and Caesium.

The preparation of the anhydrous l)roniide and iodide of lithium

gave hitherto no good results, because of the hydrolysis caused by

heating the crystallized, hydrated salts.

1) F. M. Jaeger, loco cit. 385—348.
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I.

Lithiumfluoride : LiF.



m
III.

Sodiumfluoride : NaF.



h6i

V.

Sodiumbromide: NaBr.
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1

Potassiumfluoride : KF.
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IX.

Potassiumbromide: KBr.
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XI.

Rubidiumfluoride: RbF.



XIII.

Rubidiumbromide : RbBr.



^6é

XV.
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XVII.

Caesiumbromide : CsBr.
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§ 6. The temperature-coefficients of the .specific siirface-energj/

of the molten alcaU-haloyenldes.

During tliese measurements, it became clear, that the siiape of

the curves, which illustrated the dependence of •/ and t, was in

most cases much nearer to that of strai^iht lines, than was the

case with most of the hitherto investigated organic liijuids. However

it must be remarked, that notwithstanding this, also in the case of

molten salts, the x-^curves could evidentlv belong to every one of

the three formerly discerned possible types, while in the case of

occurring dissociation a more rapid bending towards the temperature-

axis could be stated, just as in the analogous cases formerly studied.

Because of the nuich greater xalucs of the maximum-pressures

however in the here studied cases, those deviations from straight

lines come much less to the foreground. As a consequence, in thirty

cases of the about forty investigated salts, the dependence of / and

t could be expressed with sufficient accuracy by linear expressions;

for the remaining cases a quadratic expression in t with three con-

stants appeared to be adapted to this purpose to a really sufficient

degree.

If t, is the nieltinypoint of the salt, then /, above this melting-

point, can be calculated from an equation of the form:

X,= a — h{t — t..) -\-c{t — t,y,

in which a corresponds to the value of yj ^^t the meltingpoint. In

the following table the corresponding values of t,, a, b and c for

every one of the investigated halogenides are resumed

:

!

Formula of

the Salt.
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Specific Surface-Energy
in Erg pro cm'-'.
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Specific Surface-Energy

in Erg pro cm2.

€^o' zoc' /ji>' óoo°a3o''9oo'9so' /a}o°/üöO'uoo°//oo'/2co' Temperature

Fig. 4.

Specific Surface-Energy
in Erg pro cm2.

10

Temperature6S0" 700° 7iO' dOO' i)50~90O" 9iO' /OOC'U>30'

Fig. 5.

^ 7. From these data it can be deduced in the iirst place, that

in jj;eneral the temperature-coefilcients of the specific surface-energy

X of these salts appeai- to be smaller than for most organic liquids.

While in the last mentioned cases these values are oscillating between

0.09 and 0.13, — as the following instances may prove once more

:

Acetic acid: 0.118.

Benzene: O.J 36.

Diethylmalonate : 0.102

Anisol: 0.114.

Phenetol: O.J 02.

Anethol: 0.094.

Guajacol: 0.117.

Resorcine-Dimethyletlier : 0.105.

HychoquinoneDimethi/lether: O.lOd.

Pyridine : 0.125.

a-Picoline : 0.128.

Chinoline : 0.104.

— the values of b for these salts are situated between 0,05 and

0,09, being tlius about of the order of magnitude of the coefticient

for e.g. ethylalcohol : 0.086. Only in the case of some fluorides some
numbers for h were found, corresponding in some degree with those

for organic liquids. {LiF : 0,J26; RhF : 0,131; NaF : 0.106). If

attention is drawn to the much higher temperatures of observation

in the case of molten salts in comparison with those of the organic

liquids, it will be hardly permitted to conclude to a principal difïer-

ence in this respect, in the behaviour of both classes of liquids; on

the other side however just with respect to these much higher
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temperadires, the enormously high absolute values of / with these

salts, which may occasionally be more than three times that of

ivater, must be considered as very remarl^able. In connection with

the data giveu above, we can moreover generally conclude:

1. The temperature-coefficient h of the specific surface-energn

decreases continually in the case of the four halogenides of the same

alcali-metal, ivith increasing atomic weight of the halogen-atom. This

rule holds evidently quite accurately in all the cases here considered.

As to the absolute values of x of these salts, attention can more-

over be drawn to the following general rules

:

2. At the same temperature t, the values X( for the same halogenide

of all alcali-metals, will decrease gradually luith increasing atomic

loeight of the alcali-metal.

3. At the same temperature t the values y^f will gradually decrease in

the case of the four halogenides of the same alcali-metal, loith increas-

ing atomic weight of the halogen-atom.

These relations however do not possess a simple «-^fW/^/y^ character.

Generally speaking, the Z^'-compounds appear to deviate more

from those of the other alcali-metals. than these from each other;

the K-, Rb-, and 6Vcompounds approach each other more, than

each of these elements do the corresponding iVcz-compounds, while

in the series of the first mentioned three alcalimetals, the compounds

of K and Rb appear to have the nearest analogies to each other.

Probably the liquid lithium-salts may possess a higher degree of

molecular complexity, than the salts of the other alcali-metals.

Groningen, Augustus 1914. Laboratoryfor Inorganic and Physical

Chemistry of the University.

Chemistry. — ''Researches on the Temperature-coefficienis of the

free Surface-energy of Liquids at Temperatures between

— 80° and 1650*^ C. VIII. The Specific Surface-energy of

some Salts of the Alcali-metals.'' By Prof. Dr. F. M. Jaeger.

(Communicated by Prof. H. Haga).'

§ 1. As a sequel to the data published in the foregoing com-

munication, which related to the halogenides of the alcali-metals,

the results of the measurements made with a number of salts of

the alcali-metals. which belong to some other series, are communicated

in the following pages. These measurements include the following-

objects :
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The Saïpluite.s of LWuuiik Sodium, Potas.smin. Rubidium and

Caesium; the yitrate.s of Litkiuni, Sodiam, Potassium, Rubidium and

Caesium; the Afetaborates of Lithiam, Sodium and Potassium; and

the Molybdates, T'ungstates and Metaphosphates of Sodium and

With the exception of rubidinnisiilfate, which evidently contained

^sorae potassiumsnlfate, all salts were chemically pure; the sulfates,

molybdates and tungstates were those commonly used in this laboratory

for the calibration of the thermoelements, and just the same was
the case with lithiummetaborate. For the metliod and practice of the

measurements etc., we can refer to the foregoing communication.

h 2.

Lithiumsulphate: LLSO4.
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n.

Sodiuinsulphate: Na2S0^.



IV.

Rubidiumsulphate : RözSO^.
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Specific Surface-Energy
in Erg. pro cm^.
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VI.

Lithiumnitrate : LiNOz-
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Sodiumnitrate : NaNO-i.



^11

IX.

Rubidiumnitrate : RbNOs.
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Specific Surface-Energy
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XI.
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XII.

Sodiummetaborate : NaBOz-



Specific Surface-Energy
in Erg pro cm2.
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Fig. 3.

XIV.

Sodiummolybdate : NaoMoO^.
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XV.

Potassium-Molybdate : K^MoO^.
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XVII.

Potassiumtungstate : K^WO^.
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XVIII.

Sodlum-Metaphosphate : NaPO^.
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^ 3. The Tempe^^aiure-coe/jicients of the Specific Surface-energy

In connection witli what was said in the foregoing communication

about the calcukition of /j at any arbitrary temperature t, lying

above the meltingpoint tg of tlie salt investigated, we only need to

resume here the corresponding values of tg, a, ^, and c, for each salt:

Formula of



Chemistry. — "A crystallized compound of isoprene with sulphur

dioxide". By Mr. G. de Bruin. (^Communicated by Prof. P. van

Romburgh).

(Gomraunicated in the meeting of June 27, 1914).

As is known from the patent literature^) unsaturated liydrocarbons

with conjugated double bonds combine in different circumstances

with sulphurous acid. Thus, crude isoprene on shaking with an

aqueous solution of that acid yields a compound sepai-ating in the

form of white flakes.

When I mixed isoprene, prepared according to Harries's method -)

(from carvene) and which had been purified by fractionation, the

fraction from 34° to 38° being collected separately, with an equal

volume of liquefied sulphur dioxide and left this mixture in a sealed

tube at the temperature of the room, I obtained after one or two

days a considerable quantity of a crystallized product. As a rule the

mixture soon turns brown, but sometimes it remains colourless.

Beside the crystals is always formed a viscous, white mass which

on drying gets hard and brittle. In some experiments no crystals

were deposited, but on pouring the contents of these tubes into a

small flask it instantly solidified owing to the formation of a large

number of crystals.

The crystalline product may be readily recrystallized from ether.

By repeating this operation a few times a pure, white product is

obtained melting without decomposition at 62°. 5. Presence of moisture

is not necessary for the formation of the crystals, anyhow exactly

the same result was obtained with tubes filled with sulphur dioxide

dried over sulphuric acid, and dry isopiene.

The analysis gave the following results

:

0.2016 grm. of the substance (burnt in a close tube with lead

chromate) gave: 0.3384 grm. CO^ and 0.1107 grm. H,0

0.1612 grm. of the substance gave 0.2814 grm. BaSO,

0.1779 „ „ „ „ „ 0.3156 „

Found : 45.77 »/„ C. 6.10 «/„ H. I. 23.97 % S. II. 24.35 % S.

Theory for C,H3S0, : 45.46 »/„ C. 6.06 »/„ H. 24.29 »/„ S.

Determination of the molecular weight by means of tiie lowering

of the freezing point in benzene: 5491 grm. of substance in

23.806 grms. of benzene gave a lowering of 0°.835. Molecular

weight found: 138.

M D. Pat. B. 59862, kl. 120, Gr. 2, 18 Aug. 1910.

2) Ann. 383, 228 (1911).
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Calculated for C.H^SO, : 132.

Hence, the crystallized compound is formed from one mol. of

isoprene and one mol. of SO..

The substance is soluble in water. The aqueous solution has a

neutral reaction.

If a solution of the compound in carbon tetrachloride or ether is

shaken with a solution of bromine in the same solvent, the colour

of the bromine is not discharged ; bromine water, however, is

gradually decolourised. With dilute alkaline potassium permanganate

a reduction sets in at once.

As to the structure of this compound I do not as yet venture

to pronounce an opinion. In connexion with Thielk's theory the

occurrence of a compound of tiie formula CHj — C[CH3] = CH— CHj

I SO,
I

would not be improbable.

Utrecht. Org. Chem. Lah. University.

Geophysics. — ''The treatment offrequencies of directed quantities''.

By Dr. J. P. van der Stok.

(Communicated in tlie meeting of June 27, 1914).

1. The frequency-curves of barometric heights, atmospheric

temperatures and other meteorological quantities assume different and

peculiar forms, which can be considered as climatological charac-

teristics and, as the number of available data increases, it is desirable

to subject these curves to such a treatment that these characteristic

peculiarities are represented by climatological constants.

Tf we choose for this purpose the development in series-form, the

first question is, what treatment is to be chosen for each special

case, in conformity with the distinctive featni-es of the quantities

under consideration and the limits between which they are com-

prised. The purpose of this investigation is to inquire, what form

is to be chosen for frequencies of wind-velocities independent of

direction, and of direction without regard to velocity. Furthermore,

to state in how far the observed series of quantities may be regarded

as normal- or standard-values, and the problem may be stated also

in this way : what is the best form for frequencies of directed

quantities assuming the form of linear quantities, and further, how
to integrate the expression
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h h' \

• • (1)

f{R . d) = P [R sin {6— if) - aY + h" [R cos (^—3) - by
]

i.e. the standard-value of directed quantities, on the one hand with

respect to between the limits 2.t and zero, on the other hand
with respect to R between Ihe limits go and zero.

Both problems were treated in previous communications ') *), but

it may appear from the following that now a more principal, and
therefore more complete, solution can be obtained than seemed

possible a few years hence.

2. If we wish to develop a function of one variable in an

infinite series of poljnomia

71=0

the quantities a can be determined so that — as in the Foukier-

series — for the assumed limits, « and '^

ƒUn Um cU —

for all values of m different from n.

The constants An are then gi\'en by the equation :

An fUn'd.V=:fF{w) Un d.V.

The values of the constants a are determined by the ?i equations :

CUn dx — 0, iUn X dx r= . . . \Un .t'"- ^ dx z= , . . (2)

every integral being taken between the assumed limits.

By partial integration we have

:

1) The treatment of wind-observations. Proc. Sci. Kon. Akad. v. Wet. IX,

(684—699).

2) On the Analysis of Frequency curves according to a general method. Proc.

Sci. K. Akad. Wet. X, (799-817).
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I

Un dx = (f\

X X

1 U,i A-' clv = iv- ff,~2w y, -r- (fs ffs = r/a d.v, etc.

By (2) it follows from these equations that the imposed conditions

are fultilled when, in the development

X

j
Un .V" d.v — X" (p,—n A-"-l (p^... (— l)"-i n{n—\) . 27^,, (— l)"n/ ^„+1 (3)

(pn be given such a value that this function, as also its {n—1) first

diiFerential-qnotients, become zero for .r = /i and ,i' = « and that then

« a

/7, = ^^ and ( fV c^.t- = (-1)" n/
( ^„ ci.t- .... (4)

dxn J J

This simple method of determining the terms of the required series

was indicated in 1833 bj Murphy as a new method of coming to

zonal harmonics ; in Thomson and Tait's "Natural Philosophy" it is

mentioned in article 782.

The method, however, is by no means restricted to the calculation

of zonal harmonics but can easily be generalized and applied to other

circumstances than those mentioned above.

Instead of a complete polynomium we can also consider separatelj^

even and uneven polynomia
;
polynomia multiplied by an exponential

factor as e~^'^ or e~^ may be used, and instead of dx we can take

xdx (plane) or x'^dx (space) as the element of integration, whereas

for X also quantities of another kind, e.g. sin a, may be substituted.

3. If the limits are -j- 1 and — J , it is rational to put

:

<fn = C{x' — iy C7,. =r=C-^(.t-- 1)«

C being an arbitrary constant.

Putting



m
c = n!

Un becomes

(2.1)/

n(n— 1) ^ n(n— l)(n— 2)0i— 3)
Un = .r" ^ .r"-2 + -^^ ^-^ ' .t-"-4 — . . . etc. . (5)

2(2/^— 1)
^ 2 4.(2«— l)(2w— 3)

'

the well known form (but tbr a constant factor) of the zonal har-

monic function and, according to (4) :

+1 +1

Jn!n! C
(2n)/J

{̂x- -- 1/' dx = -
2»+\n!y

— 1 —

1

(2?«+l)/(2/0/

Putlinff 6'=
, we tind, if by P„ the commonly used form of

zonal harmonics is denoted,

(2n)/

2".nhif

from which
+1

—1

If the limits are + go and — oo it is rational to choose for (f„ :

ffn = Ce-^'' Un = C
dx"

Putting

C = (-!)«

Un assumes the form :

U,,= Un'e^ ^'=^6- -^'\ .r"

v{7l— 1

)

~2\rr

2»

.."-^
-I

„(„_l)(„_2)(n— 3)
..)i - 4

)i— \

(-1)^
n.

n-l
.2«-i
!

2

2\2/

,'/; (y/ uneven)
(Ö)

or

n/
(— 1)" {n even)

w
2»—/

2

(-1)"/^
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and, by (4) :

Un"" dx — - e-^' dx = - [/jr.

— OS 00

The series (6), proposed by Bkuns ') and Charijkr '^), is in matlie-

niatics known as Hermitk's function and might, if applied to

analysis of frequencies, be called the 7,, function, as proposed by Bruns.

It is the most appropriate form for quantities as atmospheric and

watertemperatures, barometi-ic heights etc., moving between un-

certain limits, and also for wind-observations if generalized for

application to functions of two variables.

In either of the cases considered above the terms of even and

uneven power are separated automatically because

+1 +00

I

A-2"+i dx = and | .r2n+i e-^^ dx = .

~i - 00

If, however, the limits are 1 and or 00 and 0, then such a

separation does not take place and we must either maintain the

complete poljnomium or consider both cases separately.

4. Considering the even polynomia separately for the limits 1

and 0, every polynomium 1/2,1 contains only n constants and the

development (5) takes the form:

X 1

j
f72„ .r-" dx = ,r2« (f^

— 2ji x-^"
-•-'

^2 + 2' '« ('«— !) ^•""~"* Uz—
( (7)

(— l)"-i 2«-i n (n— 1) . .. 2 x^ q>„ (- 1)" 2" . n! </)„+^

where

X X X

f/
J

—
I

U-in dx , (f.^
=

I
(f^ Xdx . . . (fn-\-\ = j ipn ^vdx

Ü

X X

j
L'^2. d.v — (— 1)" 2» . n! I (fn xdx .

Putting

X dx

1) Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung und Kollektivmasslehre. 1906.

~) Researches into the theory of Probability. (Conim. from the Astron. Observ,

Lund.). 1906.



we find

Ui,, = .f A" (f„ (8)

whereas for (f„, as the simplest expression, we must take:

Assigning to C the value:

1

(4n—l)(4n—3)...(2/i-hl)

the zonal harmonic function, as given in (5), is again found also for

the limits 1 and 0.

In the case of uneven poljnomia

U2n+1 = C A" ,'C'^>'+^ {.ü' — I)" (9)

which for

1
r —

(4/i+ l)(4n— 1). . . (2/i+ 3)

again leads to the expression (5).

Giving C the value , we obtain from (8) as well as from (9'

the zonal harmonic function in the form as commonly used.

No more as for ^he limits 1 and 0, the development (7) for the

limits 00 and leads to new expressions ; we have to put

ffn = C .^2"+l e-^^

for even as well as for uneven functions, and b}^ the formulae

(-1)" d
,

'.

(2n 4-1)2» dx^

(—l)n ' '
' \ f

Lhn+i = —^ e—"' (A — 2)« .r2«+i

we find the same expression as in § 3 for </„ of formula (6), but by

an abridged calculation.

5. The problem, which form of development is the tittest for

frequencies of a quantity which assumes the form of a function of

one variable, moving between Ihe limits 1 and or go and 0, but,

as a matter of fact, must be considered as a function of two vari-

ables, is not solved satisfactorily in § 5, at least if we are not satisfied

b}' a merely formal representation.

A graphical representation of such a function is given by the

distribution of points in a plane about a given origin, die element

of integration is then, not civ, but ^ttBcIR and the question must

be put as follows : to find a polynomium such that
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Un U,n tUR = O

for all values of m different from 71.

Tlie development bv partial integration then becomes

:

ƒ
where

U2n R^"+^ da; = R^'" 7^1— 2w i^^"-"- ff, + 2hi («—1) i^2"-4 r;

(—l)''-i 2«-i n (n— 1) ... 2/2^ ( -1/' 2" . n.' y„+i

^j =z
j f72n-R dR, ff^ =.

I
yj22 dR etc.

(11)

and

\U^2nR dR = {—ly> n\ icf„Rt

If tiie limits are 1 and 0, then we have to put

:

ffn= CR^'^{R'—iy

so that

U2n= (7A«i22"(i2'— 1)".

Puttino; C=— we tind for the polvnomium

:

(2n)/ (2n— 1)/ (2n— 2)/

n! [n— 1)/ (n— 2).'

where "6), denotes the /^'^' binomium-coefficient of the ?i^'^ power,

further

:

1 11
i U'2n R dR= 2" {2ny Cq,, R dR— (2/i) /

p-^"+i {R"-—IY dR= — ^^^ .

This new function maj be considered as a zonal harmonic general-

ized for the case of directed quantities and might be applied e.g.

to the distribution of hits on a target.

The analogy of (12) with the zonal harmonic function becomes

(2n— 1).'

conspicuous it the latter (5), by multiplication by , be
(n— ly

given the form

:

Un = ^^ —^ .t'" ' .
^^ ^"-2 + — .

——^ ^n-A _ etc.

{71— 1)! 2 {n-2)! 2 {n—4.)!

The expression (12) satisfies the differential equation:

^(1-^^)^ + {l-'^R')'^-^ + hi{n^\)Rlhn=^.
an- dR
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For uneven polynomia 7,, has to be given the same value as (9)

and then again the common zonal harmonic would result. As,

however, the quantities under consideration are essentially positive,

uneven functions can be left out of consideration.

If the limits are go and 0, then the same reasoning holds; it is

then rational to put

:

U-in = C A" 2^2» e~^' U'2n = C (A— 2)« R^".

Putting

2«

the polynomium assumes the form

:

U'2u= i?''" — n' i22"—-'
-]

^^ R'^-i —
. . . (—1)" n! . (13a)

a!

and

00

jU^'in RdR = 2« . 7i! (ffn RdR
n!n!

~9r'

In analogy with (12) the polynomium, by putting

2»n.'

may be written also

:

U',n=-^--C TT. + '^C,- ^,...(-1)" . . (13/>)
n! [n— \)! (n— 2).'

This new function (13) seems to be the proper form of development

in the case of directed quantifies as wind-velocities, disregarding

direction ; it satisties the ditf. equations

:

dR' ^ ^ dR ^

d'U2n dL\

dR dR

In applying this development, a simplilication may be obtained

by a change of scale- value: writing HR foi' R and putting

1

M"-

the second term with the coellicient A„ will disappear as

U', = (R'—l).

Here ]\P denotes the moment of the second oi'der of the given

frequency- series.
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6. In the same manner as in § 5 in the case of a directed quantity

in a plane, the development appropriate for quantities in space may

be found, e.g. for distances of stars, disregarding direction.

The element of integration is then 4,n:RhlR, and the development

(11) holds f]?ood if in the left member /?-"+i is written instead ot

R^" and, at the same time for r/:^

oc

(14)

U2n R^dR

so that

r2„ =:- A" (fn aud q„ = Ci22"-hi e-R\
Jx

Putting

C =^ ~

U''^" becomes:
« 2n+l » (2w+l)(2/i— 1)

and

Cu-^_n R'dR = (
- 1)" . 2" . nljffn RdR — (— 1)" 2»-i n!n!

In applying this development a simplification may be obtained by

writing HR for R and putting :

3

2M'

then A^ = 0, because

U', = R^- V,.

7. Although we ma}" expect a priori that the FoiRiER-series is

the most appropriate form of development for frequencies of directions

(disregarding velocity), it seems desirable in connection with the

foregoing to show that, following the same method, we, in fact,

come to this result.

If

U =: sin-'' a + fjj sin'-'^—- « -j- . . . cin ,

then we may distinguish four different types of functions, namely :

I^=z U F^=: U sin a cos a F^= U co.^ a en F^ = U sin a
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For F^ tlie development holds good -.

U sin^" add = (f^ s«i-" <i — '2n
*f.^

.sin-"''^ « | . . .

(— l)"-i .
2>^--^

. » (» — 1) . . . 2 . (f„ (— 1)" 2" // ! r/o,,_^i

where

r/
J
=

I
ilda <f\,

=
j f/ J s'ln a cos a da etc.

Therefore, piitliiig

S171 c( COS a da

2"w!
C sin-^'^^ a cos^"— 1 a and C =

{2n)\

we find for the liinils - and 0:
2

2".n!
F ,

rzz sin a cos a A" ff„ ^= cos 2na.
(2?/)

!

'

In the same manner

:

2- . 7i

!

F^ = A"-i sm'"-i « co.s-"-i « = sin 2na
(2«— 1)!

2" 7i '

F^ = —'

—

'

sin a A" sin^''-'^ a gos-"+^ a = cos (2« -f 1) rr

(2»)!

2" . n !

F, z=:—'—^ cos a A" sm"'"+i a cos''"-! « = sin (2h f 1) « *

(2/0!

8. The solution of tlie second problem, as formnlated in §1, can

be simplified by putting- (^ —
i^'
= ^f in form. (1), i.e. by counting

the angular values not, as usual, from the North-direction, but from

JSfiiE; this has, of course, no influence on the sums of the velocities.

It is, however, unfeasible to apply a simihir correction for the

components a and b of the resulting wind, and the problem to be

solved comes to the development in series-form of the expression:

^^^'
/-v v^ ,'2r /^2

Rcos6 = y

~r R sin 6 z=. X .

It appears from the. first of the communications cited in § 1 that,

in following the usual method of developing, difficulties are ex-

perienced which practicallv are unsurmountable. In the second com-

munication however, it w:^.s shown that the development (6) may

be extended to (he case of two variables x and y, and that such a

function can be developed in a series of poljnomia of the form:

39

Pioceeifings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV U.
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where V represents the same function of (v) as U oi {x)\nïovm. [Q).

The coefficients A are then determined by the expression:

00 V.

s-i =

-00 X

n ! m !

2'"+"
(16)

Substituting again for x and ?/, R sin and RcosO, then, by

integration svith respect (0 <9, all uneven polynomia vanish and,

because

27t

/
(2,0'

da ^=z
,

cos^^ a 2'^"
. n ! n !

we find

2ti

ƒ
2jr (2n)!(2m)! „,,„ "(i/i2)2('«+«;

(//fl)2C'«+»-l)

{>u-\-n)\

(HRfOn+n-i)

(17)

etc.

(m+ n— 1)! '

'*
(m + n— 2)!

i.e. the same expression as 13'', found in a different way.

As to the determination of the A coeflicients, it is expedient to

consider first the case that a and b are equal to zero.

It is then easily found that

(2n)! (2n)\ ^
2" . n

!

and similarly for the V function

(2m)!

2n.Ml

'So.2n=
2"* . m !

(2m)! ^

2A*
il/'^ =

2'" . m

!

1

2A^*

The arbitrary constant H now can be given such a value that

P or Q = 0; putting P=0, then H z:zz h, and in the development

only the V functions remain.

If a and b are different from zero, then it appears that (for P:=0)

v) S^ — 3Q'^6 Irb'Q + h'b*

I 5, z=15 Q« + 45 h'b'Q' + 15 h'b'Q + A'è'

or, generally :
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JiHrQm-l

1.3 ^
1.3...(2m— 1)_

Although, tlierefore, in this case the f/ functions do not altogether

vanish, still the form remains (he same as in (13'^) and (13') because,

as appears from (17), I he polynoraium has the same value for all

terms where n -\- m has (he same value so that e.g. the terms with

-^4.0 -42.2 and .4o.4

can be taken together.

In order to investigate in how ftir a given collection of wind-

observations may be considered as a collection of two independent

quantities depending on chance, we have, therefore, in the first place

to calculate the constants a,b,i-i, A and // from the set of observations.

In the second place the development (136) has to be applied to

the frequency-series of the wdnd- velocities, thereby taking for H
either h or k' so that the term U^ remains.

A comparison between the A constants calculated in this way
with those determined according to (18) then gives an answer to

the question.

9. By writing in (15) liR sin and JiE cos 6 for x and y^ multi*

plying by RdR and integrating with respect to R between the

limits GO and zero, we obtain a development representing the fre-

quencies of the directions independent of velocity.

The even terms C/a» Jind Vo,n, or the product V^n U->m then give

rise to a series of terms of the type F^ (§ 7) all of which have the

factor cos- 2na in common.

The even terras U^nJ,-! T^2.„-(-i, produced by the product of two

uneven terms have sin a cos « as a common factor and give rise to

terms with sin 2nn, according to the functions F^ in § 7.

The uneven terms, analogous to F^ and F^, assume a simpler fornl,

namely

:

t^2n+i =^ K Sin a cos-" a hud Fon-j-i = K cos a snz'^" a

and therefore give rise to terms with sin {2n-\-l) a sind cos {2n-{-l) a,

whereas all non-periodic terms vanish, except in the first term

with Ag.

A comparison with the FouRiER-series thus produced and calculated

on the base of the five wind-constants with the FouuiER-series as

directly deduced from the observaiions of direction-frequencies, then

again gives an answer to the question.

39»
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Physics. — "Some remarks on t/ie values of the critical quantities

in case of association'' By Dr. J. J. van Laar. (Comnmni-

cated b}' Prof. H. A. Ijorentz).

(Communicated in the meeting of May 30, 1914).

1. Though this subject was treated already very fully bv me iu a

paper in the Arch. Teyler^) iul908; and use was made afterwards

(in 1909) of the contents of this paper in niy Treatises on the Solid

State ^) — I wish to make a few remarks induced by a paper by

Prof. VAN DEH Waals in These Proceedings of April 1914 (p. 1076 et seq.)

which may contribute to tiie removal of the pretty large difference

found by him (p. 1081) for the volume value of CH^ for methyl-

alcohol (2,12) and for ethylalcohol (2,76).

V'^an der Waals makes namely use of ^•alues of Vk, HTu and ^;^,

of which he states (on p. 1078) that they would be exact by approxi-

mation. But it has appeared from the investigation made by me iu

1908 that the "linear" dependence of the quantities BTk and s of

the association factor 2 : (1 + /j) cannot be assumed even by approxi-

mation.

Not only does this hold when fas v. d. W. assumes) the volume

of the molecules does not undergo any change on association ; wdien

in other words Lh = — Vs ^^i 4" ^^i
= — but the deviation in question

presents itself to a much greater degree, when A/y is not = 0, as is

certainly the case for water ') and the alcohols.

In the cited Teyler article I started from the eqiuition

1+|3 RT a

P = -^ 7 ^' (1)
2 V— v^

in which ^ represents the degree of dissociation of the double mole-

cules, so that to the original \l^ double molecule are found Vz (1 — ^,

double molecules and 72 • 2,i =1 /? single molecules, together Vs (1 + ?)

molecules.

^) Arch. Teyler (2) T. XI, Troi-sième partie (1908) : Theorie générale de I'asso-

ciation de molecules semblables et de la combinaison de molecules différentes.

(p. 1—96).
'

2) These Proc. of April 22, June 25, Aug. 31 1909; Nov. 24, 1910; Jan. 2G

and June 23, 1911; resp. p. 765, 26, 120, 183, 454, 636 and 84. (See especially

the third paper, p. 127—130).
'') Already in 1899 1 think I showed that the phenomenon of maximum

density at 4° C. can be explained in a very simple way by the assumption of a

negative value of [yh, so that a double molecule would have a larger volume

than two single molecules. [Zeitsolir. f. physik. Cli. 31 (Jubelband fur van 't Hoff)],
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The quantitj a appeared to luive been left uneljanged by the

association, viz. =a, — the value for the ease that all the molecules

are single — everytiiing i-eforring to a single ^) molecular quantity

(e.g. J 8 Or. of H,0, 46 Gr. of C,H,0, etc.). For we have evidently

(the index 2 now refers, in distinction with my Teyi.er article to

the double molecules, the index 1 to the single molecules) :

^2 + 2 X —7-. IT «12 +
2 y ' 2 2 ''

' V2
in which a^., = 2a^ and a^=:4:ai, so that we get:

a = (1 - ,^y a, f 2 (1 I?) ,i a, + /? '^a,=a,.

Further :

b =^K + f ^ = ^ -(I -
i^){- 'A ^>. + ^) = ^ -(1 - i?) A6

or == V. ^. + ,:? (- V. ^. + ^) = V, ^-^ + /? Aè.

The equation of state used by van der Waals (p. 1078) is identical

with ours, as vats der Waals starts from 1 — x single molecules

and .1' double molecules, together 'J mol., while we started from ,?

single molecules and (1— (3) -. 2 double molecules, together Va (1 -J- /3)

molecules. Accordingly we left the quantity of substance (viz. a

single molecular quantity, e.g. 18 gr. of water etc.) constant, and

varied the number of molecules on association from 1 to V2 (1 + 1^)
—

and VAN DER Waals left the number of molecules constant =1,
while he increased quantity of the substance from 1 to 1 -[- .r.

If this is borne in mind, van der Waals's v : {1 -{- ,v) now passes

into v' (now just as with us referring to a single molecular quantity

of substance), and we get :

_RT:{i^.v) a,

P — '1 7 ^'

in which therefore 1 : (l-f-t'j is identical with our (1 -\- ,i) : 2, v'

with our r. van der Waals putting Lh=zO. and therefore identi-

fying Ö with 0^.

2. As
f?.

the degree of dissociation of the double molecules, is a

function of v, the dependence of the quantity /? on v will have to

be taken into account in order to find the values of the critical

1) In the cited Teyler arlicle I made everything refer to a double molecular

quantity, but I think it more practical to continue to make the diiïerent quantities

refer to a single molecular quantity. Hence all the quantities have now been divided

by 2, resp. 4.
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dp b^p
quantities in the determination of ^ = and -— = 0. The calcula-

dv dv^

lions relating to this are pretty laborious, and were carried out in

a separate chapter (§ 5 p. 25—34) in the cited Teyler article (cf.

also the above cited paper in These Proc. of Aug. 31, 1909, p. 127—130).

We refer to this article, and give here only the results of the calcula-

tions — again making everything have reference to a single mole-

cular quantity.

For y/c was found :

• ^^ = '<"^Xï;;F^Yn' (^)

in which

(3)

^\ hile

A6
<P = {lhi'i) : (4)

V— 6

(p. 26 and 29 loc. cit.).

When Ah = and so also cp = 0, as van der Waals assumes,

even then remains

:

hrough which for Vk, with

is. found:

vjc= 36, X ^-^^ (2«)

In this the factor 3 must of course be replaced by a smaller one

(e.g. 2,1), when 6 is a function of v, and varies between b^ and b^,

when V varies from oo to v^.

With regard to the factor of 3bjc — which according to van der

Waals (referring namely to a single molecular quantity and 7iot to

a 1 -{- X times larger quantity) would remain constant = 1 (at least

by approximation) — we see immediately that this factor can differ

pretty considerably from unity. For /? = (only double molecules)

and iS = 1 fonly single molecules) the factor is properly =1, but

for [3= Ya it has the minimum value Vs- And this deviation, which al-

ready amounts to 11 °/^, is still more pronounced when Ab is not =0,
but has e.g. a negative value.

For RTk we have found (p. 31 loc. cit.), again referring to a

single molecular quantity:
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which with Ab = O passes into

' 27 ^'i+ii^ {i-'/jy ' ^
^

If ^=1 (single molecules), then RT/c duly becomes = -,
27 b^

but for ^ =1 (double molecules) RTk becomes = 2 X ~^)-

Bat it is again immediately seen that RTk certainly does not linearly

change with 2:(14-/^), i.e. witli van uer Waals's 1 + .r, as the latter

assumes on p. 1078 of his treatise.

For the remaining factor is indeed again = 1 for /i = and

/i=l, but it is 3450: 3125 = 1,106 for ii='U; =1445: 1296 =
= 1,115 for /?=V,; and =1125 : 1024 = 1,099 for

t'?
= V,. The

deviation can therefore again amount to 9 7o. in comparison with

11 7o for V]c, but in opposite direction. This deviation too is more

pronounced, when Lb differs from 0.

With regard to the value of ph, at last, we find

:

1 a (3m''— 2??)^(4n-3m)
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It is therefore self-evident tiiat when the quantities s= RTjc-.p^Vk

and Tk-.pjc are calculated, whicli occur in van dek Waals's consi-

deralions, no linear dependence on 2: (1 4-/^)^ I'esp. 1 -\~ x is to be

expected there either.

3. Now
RTj, 8

X
Pkf-^k 3 l+<5 7/i^(4n— 3m)

is found for the quantity ^, passing (with Ab = 0) into

X

(7)

(7a)
3 \-]-^r\i-'/jy{i+^-^ir+'l,n

For ^ = 1 (all simple molecules) s becomes =.s'„ = Vg (or:=r3,77,

when b varies with v), and for /?= (all double molecules) .§ becomes

= 73 X 2, hence twice the value. But here too we remain very

far from linear dependence.

For ^ = Vs we find namely for the last factor in (7^) the value

384:475 = 0.808; for 1^='/, the value 280 : 360 = 0,803 ; and

for ^=73 the value 375:448 = 0,837. Hence a dilFerence of about

20V« for /?=\/,.

On account of the importance of the accurate knowledge of the

value of the quantity .s^ for associating substances, I have calculated

the following table.

/3
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Instead of a regular linear decrease with 2 : ('lj-|-/?), i.e. with

1 -{- .V, vahies are even seen to appear <:^ J in the neighbonrhood

of [?= 1 (all the molecules single), with a min iviiim at ahoui [j^^: 0,8

(accurately at i3=r 0,8015), and a horizontal tinal direction, i.e.

d /s
, . 0.

diB V^o

On increasing association ((O' from 1 to 0), s will therefore tirst

become somewhat smaller than s^ (= 3,77 for "ordinary" substances),

and then (from /? = 0,7) s :
.^u

will become greater than 1, and increase

to 2 for /5 = 0, when the association to double molecules is perfect.

A straight line for .v : .y„ (as van der Waat.s thinks) therefore

replaced by a line that is pretty considerably curved downward
between the values 2 and 1 with a minimum close to 1, so that

s : s„ at first decreases there instead of increasing.

What consequences this behaviour will have with respect to the

degree of association ^, calculated from the value found for s for

metkylalcohol, viz. 4,52, may appear from what follows.

As ó':6'o
— 4,52 : 3,77 = 1,2, we shonld find about /5=r 0,67 or

,t'= 0,2 for ^, according to the second column of the above tal)le,

when we were led by a supposed linear dependence. But when we
also take account of the "factor" by the side of 2 : (l-f-/^), we find

about /3=rO,35 or ,r = 0,5 from the last column for the value for

/i answ^ering to the ratio s -. s,^ = 1,2.

A difference, in fact, too large to be neglected. Instead of 0,8

single molecules to 0,2 double molecules, as van der Waals would

find with his linear dependence, we find more accurately 0,5 single

molecules to 0,5 double ones. The relation .c : (1— .-i') has become

1 instead of 4.

4. The second quantity which plays a ]»art in the cited [)aper by

van der Waals, is the quantity 7'k : pL- , which may be put |)roj)Or-

tional to the molecule size for non-associating substances. We now
find for it

:

^ ^ 1 ^ J__ (i-f/?)(i-V.(H7.^^T

PL li ^'l-f/i^(l-V,p)(l-+l^— 3/i-^+ V./^^)
'

• • ^

''^

which with lib = jiasses into

Ti, 8 , 2
z=: — bk. X (8)

pf. E l-\-ir{3m'— 2n){4:ti— dm)
^'

We shall not discuss the course of this again, but solve from this
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<[ — 0,354. As now according to (4) (f = (1 -j- /?) A6 : {v — h), we
have also :

Lb b

b v-b

For Tjc, with v = 26, tlie value cp : (1 -|- ()') follows from this for

h b : b. For ^ resp. = 0, Vs- ^^id 1 we. find therefore resp. the

values < — 0,16, < — 0,167 and < — 0,177 from this. When
accordingly A6 : b becomes smaller than about — Ye- ^h® value of

the factor (3;?^^^ — 2n) -. m^ can become <Ci. For a value 0,88 (see

above) it will therefore be necessary that — Ab : b be about 0,2 —
a value which in view of the value for H^O (which has been found

of the same order of magnitude) is not at all impossible for methyl-

alcohol either.

At any rate it is seen from the above, tiiat for associating sub-

stances {b) cannot be put simply proportional to {Tk : pk) {s : Sa),hut

that the factor (3??i^ — 2n) : m^ must be taken into account. Nor may
for the calculation of /? from s : s^ simply 2 : CI -f- /^) = i + -^' be

written for the latter ratio ; another factor 7f : m" (4??. — 3m) must

be added to it, which factor amounts to about 0,8 (see the above

table) in the case Ab= between j5= 0,3 and (5= 0,5 or 0,6, which

differs too much from 1 to be neglected.

The error made by van der Waals is according to ^ 2 owing to

this, that he believed he could assume values for RT^ : (1 -\-ai) and

2)k, which do not differ (at least differ little) from the corresponding

values for non-associating substances.

The calculation (given by me already in the cited TEYLER-article

in 1908) teaches something entirely different : for p;^ (with Ab =z 0)

e.g. the deviation can amount to more than 547o-

The finding of a too large value for {Tk • pk) : {s : Sg), viz. 5,43

instead of about 4,8 points out, that necessarily for CH3OH the

quantity Ab : b will have a pretty large negative value, namely

about — 0,2, If ,i were about ^/j, then b would be = (1—,^) ^/^ b^^ -{-

+ i^b, = 7, b, + V3 b„ and from

A6^-V,_^._+ii^_02
b Vb K + Vb k

would follow 16: 13 r= 1,23 for the ratio ^/^b^:b^, i.e. the double

molecules would be about 1,23 times as large as two single mole-

cules — which is by no means impossible.

5. On this occasion I will draw attention at the same time that

in § 7, p. 40—42 of the cited TEYLER-article also the quantity
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) for associating- substances has been calculated by me.

P dl Jj,

When the heat of dissociation q of the double molecules may be

pnt -- 0, we find for ƒ (see formula (28) loc. cit.) :

n
J ^^ /o X -; ~

1

An— om

01' when Ab = -

. . (1 - ^){i-\3-}- y, ^-Q

in which the factor of /„ both for p* := and for [3 = 1 again

assumes the value 1. For ,? =: Va ^^^^ value is, however, '16
: 19= 0,84,

which would make the normal value 7 descend to about 5,9. As

ƒ for methylacohol is found ^ 7, namely = about 8,6 (cf. Kuenen,

Die Zustandsgleichung, p. 142, where the value 3,75 >< 2,30 is given),

the factor of ƒ„ would have to be about J ,2 instead of 0,84; i.e.

Lb not = 0, and again negative — or also the value of q (see the

full formula in Teyler, p. 42) would moreover have to be different

from 0, and that positive.

Fontanivent sur Clarens, May 1, 1914.

Physics. — "On apparent thernwdt/nfunic discontinuities, in connection

frith the value of the quantity b for infiniteh/ la lye vo/ti/ne." By

Dr. J. J. VAN Laar. (Communicated by Prof, H. A. Lorentz).

(Communicated in the meeting of June 27, 1914).

1. One of the principal results of the foregoing series of commu-

nications ^) has been this (cf. particularly II p. 926 and IV p. 464),

that the quantity b,, , i. e. the value of b for infinitely large volume

(hence in the ideal gas state) cannot possibly be =4»i as the classical

kinetic theory gives for it. With decreasing temperature b,/ approaches

namely more and more to ^^ . If in the ideal gas state b,, were

= 4:in, bg would have to be ::= 4»i also at very low temperature

(this kinetic result holds namely independent of the temperature),

while in the condensed liquid state with cubic arrangement e. g. of

the molecules, supposed to be spherical, b^ would be about = %n'

,

in which m' is either equal to oi' smaller than m, so that then b,,

cannot possibly become = b^

.

1) These Proc. of March 26, April 23, May 29 and Sept. 26, 1914 (to be cited

as 1-lV).
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And vel, cveryiliing' seems to point to this that aetnally all snh-

stances at snfticienlly low temporal nrc aj)proa('li to tlie type of tlie

moii-atomiL' snbstanccs with exceedingly low critical temperature, at

which the cpiantity h remains almost unchanged on diminution of

the volume from go to ?\, . Instructive are in this respect the tables

in I, p. 819 and III p. 1052, and also Poincaué's and Kamerlingh

Onnes's remarks in the discussion of Nernst's Report (Conseil Solvay

Gei-man edition, p. 241 at the bottom to 242), where it was pointed

out that at very low temperature also the molecular heats of air

and hydrogen would probably approach to those of monatomic gases.

The above contradiction is now immediately removed by the

assumption that in the raretied gas slate t is not = 4m, but

simply = m (the real volume of the molecules, at most enlarged

by a certain sphere of influence), while also in the condensed liquid

state h^ is =r. m'
,

{m' ^m) — in such a way that the idea- of

immediate contact at v = i\ of the quasi-spherical molecules with

small, remaining intermolecular spaces without energy must be

replaced by the moi-e rational view of a compact mass of molecules

without real interstices, unless they are considered to be the spheres

of influence belonging to the molecules, just as for the large volumes.

This limiting state might however also be considered as a fictitious

state, which may be approached, but which can never be reached

entirely. But this is a question which may be left out of consider-

ation here.

The principal thing is that b always remains = m, aiul that on

diminution of the volume tn, therefore, only changes in consequence

of the increased pressure under which the molecules are then, the

less as T is nearer 0, till at last both at z; = tJ^
(
y> = oo) and at

T=^ the molecules will occupy their smallest volume b„ = m'

,

when the atoms or atomic groups inside the molecule have approached

each other as closely as possible.

2. Hence we attribute, as van der Waai.s did in his middle

period, when he drew up the so-calle;i equation of state of the

molecule, the change of b with v entirely to a real change in con-

sequence of the changed internal pressure ') — with rejection of

1) For a real diminution of the molecule on diminution of v or lowering of T
speaks also llie form of the empirical relation h — f(v,T) found by us — see II,

p. 931—933, and III, p, 1051—1054. How little the later views of van der

Waals and others — in order to make the origiaal equation of state also applicable

to the condensed a'as state and llie liquid state — chi'-fly by considering b as a

function of v and T (of whatever nature this variability may be) — have yet come
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(lie so-called quasi change, which would be caused by the diminution

of the old factor 4 (o about 2 in consequence of the partial over-

lapping of the "distance spheres". We namely assume that the volume

available for the calculation of the pressure is immediately found by

subtracting the volume of the molecules ?n from the total volume i',

always assuming that the kinetic energy of the moving molecules

and molecule groups, with the permanent gradual interchange of

the energy during the collisions, is continuously absorbed by the

surrounding medium (see 1 p. 809, and IV, p. 464 at the bottom),

and is finally after subtraction of the internal molecular pressure

observed as "external pressure".

It will be asked what part the so-called association or quasi-asso-

ciation plays in these considerations.

Before answering this question I will first state clearly my opinion

about the difference between association and quasi-association, which

I hold in connection with the following considerations. We may

brietly express this diiference in the foUowijig way.

Real association is quite individual and has a permanent character
;

it quite depends on the chemical nature of the molecules (whether

there are e.g. still free valencies or minor \alencies present etc.).

Water, alcohol, acetic acid are associating substances — ether,

benzene, chloi'obenzene etc. are ?io??-associated substances.

Qwrï^i-association on the other hand in consequence of the action

of the molecular forces, when two molecides get into each other's

neighbourhood, and which gives rise to the formation of temporary

"molecule aggregations", is entirely the same for all snhstaiices in

corresponding states, and of transient, albeit stationary nature.

This last form of association, which has been particularly studied

by VAN DER Waals, is competent to explain why with the ordinary

kinetic view (which, when all the active factors are taken into con-

sideration, must also lead to the truth) not /)^ = 4m is found but to.

The theory which — evading the separate consideration of the moving

under the notice of many, may appear again from an article by A. Wohl in the

Z. f. ph. Gil. 87, p. 1—39. This aullior thinks he can set everything right by an

equation of state of the wholly unjustifiable form

RT a ^
c

V— v{v— b) V

in which a, b, and c are constants. That it is also possible to arrive among others

at llie accurate values of the critical data by putting b variable with v in the

ordinary equation of stale, does not seem to have occurred to him. Also von Jüptner's

many articles convey an impression of his not being at all in touch with the new

investigations in this department.
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liioleenlos, of theii- collisions and their temporary aggregations —
goes straight to its goal by imagining (see above) all the energy

absorbed in the surrounding medium, makes it further acceptable

that 4:7)1 would after all have to become simply m.

But that the theory of the quasi-association can only be of any

use in the rarefied gas state, in conjunction with the theory of the

colliding molecules, and that the medium theory can be left aside —
though there always remain constants undetermined (viz. the associ-

ation constants;, as we shall immediately see ; and that this theory

entirely fails for more condensed states — this is immediately to be seen.

For if one would apply the quasi-association theory to liquids, the

number of molecules associated to one molecule would theoretically

continually increase, so that finally — in the limiting state — the

whole liquid mass would have to be considered as one single asso-

ciated giant molecule, for which the equation of state of the substance

would then lose all its significance, as this is based on the joint

action of an exceedingly large number of molecules, and not on a

single molecule. What for larger volume can therefore be taken as

the equation of state of the whole mass of the substance, would now

have passed to the equation of state of a single giant molecule. But

in this the separate molecules can again be taken as unities {real

association excluded of course) in consequence of the very slight

mutual distances (just as for a solid substance), and the equation of

state resulting from this will have analogous meaning as the original

one, which holds for the gas state. Only we "shall then have to take

into account the continual change of the number of degrees of freedom.

The theory of quasi-association, applied to condensed states, would

therefore lead to great contradictions. While the molecules practi-

cally behave as single ones, the said theory would lead to an infinite

complexity in one giant molecule, with abolition of the original equation

of state.

While VAN DER Waals, therefore, thought he could chiefly explain

the deviations of the liquid state with respect to the ideal equation

of state by the association theory, we see that exactly in this state

this theory would lead to contradictions. It mtiy only be applied in

the rarefied gas state, though just there it is not necessary as an

explanation of the lieviations from tlie equation of state meant by

VAN DER Waals, which would make their appearance not before

the liquid state, but which as we saw in the foregoing articles caa

be explained also without the assumption of quasi association. It is

indeed necessary, however, as we shall see presently, to explain

that then 4/n can become m.



That will) respect to the /^-values just liquids .behave entirely-

according to the 'ordinary theory with b=f{v,T) — without quasi

association being taken into account — has appeared in mj recent

calculations wath respect to Argon. In IV p. 458 we saw namely

that the liquid values of h behave entirely according to the relation

h=f{v) derived by me (if namely /^^ = 60 : ï^/c is only raised from

the value 0,286 obtained by extrapolation to 0,305). That the vapour

values of h exhibit deviations, and even become impossible, is to be

ascribed to the way of determination of the vapour ^^olumes at

lower temperatures — since it is no longer by direct observation,

but by application of the law of Boyle, which is not yet quite valid

then, as I have shown in IV p. 457.

3. Let us now proceed to examine the influence of the quasi

association in the very rarefied gas state, by which it will be proved

that the kinetic result I),, = éin can no longer be maintained.

Abbreviated derivation. If in first approximation (this is permissible

for great v) we put the quantity b independent of the state of

(quasi) association (the quantity a is always independent of it), the

equation of state for ^reat y is:

p{v-b) = {l-^/,,v)RT , (1)

when a fraction .i' of one single molecule associates to double mole-

cules, so that there will be 1

—

x single and V'2 ^^' double molecules,

together 1—V2 '^'- With very large volume the nvmibers of triple,

quadruple etc. molecules can namely be neglected with respect to

that of the double molecules.

In this .X' is given by an equation of the form (see for a justi-

fication of this and of som.e other assumptions the Appendix)

e,"- _ (1 - .vY CT

^3
""

' A^— '/u^^) P
'

as the concentration t\ of the single molecules = v'l

—

x)
-.
{l~'/,x),

and that of the double molecules c, = '/^.v : {l—'/^x).

In this it is supposed that also the specific heat does not undergo

any change in the quasi association, and that moreover the energy

change may be put =:= 0.

In the ideal gas state wehaver:p= (i—6) : /?(1—V,a;), according

to (1), so that we caji also write:

or also, as -i- will always be exceedingly slight with large volume,

and V may be written for v— b:
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R 1

'/'—cv (2)

If we put :

p{v-h') = RT,

in which // is the vahie of h which would be found by leaving

the quasi association out of account — so the real value therefore

in the usual sense — , then by comparison with (1) follows

:

' - '' =
ï^l-r=^{'

^ ') <' + V, 4 = ' (l - ' + V. '^

so

thus

b' — h — V. y^x (3)

Accoi'ding to (2), however, v . \'^ x = R : C, when v approaches

to ao and ,v to 0, so that we finally get

;

in which b = 4?» according to the kinetic theory of the perfectly

elastic collisions of the molecules, supposed to be spherical. And as

C — the association constant — will always possess vi finite vakie,

for else there would not be quasi association, ^\e have always-.

h' <^b , i.e. 6'<4m (q. e. d.).

At the head of our paper we spoke of "apparent thermodynamic

(liscontimiitii:-!, and mean by this what follows.

If there were no quasi association at all, i.e. if the association

constant C were absolutely = 0, so that there could not exist quasi

association at any volume, iiowever small — then // =. h = 4???.

But as soon as there exists quasi association {C unite), however

slight it may be (according to (2) = for v = go), immediately

b {= 4m) is diminished by the finite quantity R : C, as z; X V^^^'^ oo X
is always finite, so that b' becomes <^4???.

There is therefore discontinuity — for at an association state =
for V = (X), b' can have the value 4??i, and also possess all the values

<[ 4m. But this is only apparent, because the diminution of 4?7i

depends continuously on the value of the dissociation constant C,

which can vary from to any finite value.

Now C is not known, and this quantity, which depends on the

entropy constants, could only be determined by statistical-mechanical

way, when we knew all the circumstances accurately and could

take them into account, which determine the quasi association. In

40
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam, Vol. XVII.
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default of this knowledge we can therefore only say that probably

J}

C will be such that ^' = 4w — - will become about b' = m^, in
G

which ni represents the volume of the molecules with their immediate

sphere of influence (see § 1) — in harmony with the theory of the

absorption of energy and transmission through the intermolecular

medium (cf. also § 1).

If an analogous image is wanted: the old ballistic theory of

the rectilinear motion of the colliding molecules is in the same

relation to the modified theory, in which the temporary mutual

influencing of the molecules is considered which will take place at

every impact, or (what comes to the same thing) to the medium

tlieory — as the consideration of the effect of a ray of light,

after it has passed through a narrow aperture without taking the

inflection into account, so that only that part of the space behind

the aperture would be affected by the light which is in the direction

of the ray — is in relation to the complete consideration of the light-

effect lüüh observance of the diffraction, in which therefore the

ivhok space behind the aperture is affected by the light, and of

which it is possible to determine the distribution of the intensity.

Appendix. Complete derivation ') of (4).

If a fraction ,r., of 1 mol. is temporarily joined to double molecules,

a fraction ,i\ to triple molecules etc., we have therefore:

»j = 1 — .^2 — A'a . . . single mol. ;
n^ =z 7, ,v^ double mol.

;

»3 = 7j ,v^ triple mol. ; etc.

If further generally :

b = n^b^ -f ti^b^ + n^b^ + . • 5

then

bz={l —X, - .^3 — ...)&,+ V'. -^'2 ^2 + V3 ^•3 ^3 + • • •'

or

b = b,- cc, {b, - 7, b,) - X, {b, — 73 h,) — . .

.

In this 61 — 7., h^ = L^b represents the change of h, always when

a half double molecule dissociates to a single molecule; h^ — Vs ^z = ^J>

the change of b, when one third triple molecule dissociates to a single

mol.; etc., so that we can also write:

b^nb^ — x^ L^b — .1-3 l^ib — etc («)

That a does not change in consequence of the association, is known.

For three kinds of molecules e.g. holds namely

:

^) Ah'eady dorived by me in 1908, but never published.
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in which a^ = 4(?i , ^73 = 9r/i , a,., = 2a, , a,^ = 3^^ and «,3 = Qa,,

so that we get:

as n, 4- 2?23 + 372.3 = (1 — '^"2— ^-3) + '^. + •^'3 = ^•

We may therefore write

:

P-i- ~^{v-b) = mT, (1?)

in which h is given by (t), and (see above)

= 2n, = 1 — 7. .^^ — Va •^'3 - etc (y)

Tlie following equations hold for the dissociation equilibrium of

the double, triple etc. molecules resp. (cf. my already frequently

cited Teyler paper J 908: Theorie générale de I'association etc.,

p. 5, and also These Proc. of June 23, 19J1 (Solid Stale VII), for-

mula (28)):

(l-.t',—^3-...)^ _ (7//V.+1 g-9Viirg-0'+«A^)2A.6:/i2'

or taking the equation of state (^) into account

:

(8)

in which C\ , Cj , etc. are the dissociation constants resp. of the

double, triple etc. molecules
; y^ , y, , etc. the changes of the specific

heat in the dissociation, divided by R, viz. y^ = {'2k^—k^) : E,

Ys = (3/6-1—^3) : ^^> etc.
; q^, q^, etc. the heats of dissociation (energy

changes) '1{<\)^ — (o^o, ^{^i)o-^^^z)ü^ etc.; A,i, A36, etc. the variations

of b already introduced above, which must now resp. be multiplied

by 2, 3, etc., the above equations referring to ?i-fold molecular

quantities, and not to a single quantity.
*

The first member contains the relations of the molecular concen-

trations, viz.

40*
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In lh!« the iiitinitesimixl qiiantity d\^LJ) (also when l\J) is finite)

may be neglected by the side of b^ and the also finite quantity

V . 72 •*
-2 » ^"<^l we get

:

identical with (3) of § 3. For v .'/^x^ the value R -. C, follows then

again from (?), and the conclusions are further as in the cited paragraph.

Fo7itanivent sur Clarena.

Chemistry. — :' Current Potentials of Electrolyte solutions". By
Dr. H. R. Kruyt. (Corninunicated by Prof. Ernst Cohen).

(Gommunicatcd in the meeting of June 27, 1914).

1. For a proper understanding of the reciprocal action between

electrolytes and colloids the knowledge of the capillary-electric

phenomena is indispensable'). Researches on the influence of the

electi'ohte concentration in these phenomena have indeed been

carried out of late years ; Perrin ^) and Elissaeoff ") studied the

electric endosmose of electrolyte solntions, Burton ^) determined the

influence of electrolytes in various concentrations on the cataphoresis

whilst there already exists a vast material on the capillary-electro-

meter and the dropping electrode ^). The recent investigations were,

therefore, chiefly concerned with the measurement of the phenomena
of motion in consequence of a supplied electric tension ; the reverse

phenomenon, however, namely the occurrence of an electric tension

in consequence of a moving electrolyte solution has been but little

studied ^). The former investigations on these current potentials

(generally, though less accurately, called "Strömungsströme") are

restricted to pure water. True, Chwolson ') states that electrolyte

solutions cannot produce current potentials, but from the quoted

treatises of Gourp' de \"illemontée ') it appears that the latter oidy

1) For full details of this problem see H. I'^rkundlich, Kapillarcliemie, Leipzig

1909 in very condensed form H. R. Kruyt, Aanteekeningen Prov. Utr. Gen. 3 June

1913 p. 9 and Ghera. Weekbl. 10, 524 (191S).

2) Journal de Ghimie physique 2. 60 f (1904).

8). Z. f. physik. Ghem. 79, 3S5 (1912).

1). Phil. Mag. [6] 11, 425; 12, 472 (1905) and 17, 583 (1909).

5) Detailed literature statements in Chwolson, Lehrbuch der Physik IV 1.

'') The most important investigations of recent times are those of Cameron and

Oettinger, Phil. Mag. [6] 18, 586 (1909) ; Grumbacti, Ann. de chim. el de

phys. [8] 24, 433 (1911) and Riety, ibidem [8] 30, 1 (1913).

'^) 1. c. note 5.

«) Journ. de phys. [3] 6, 59 (1897).
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investigated solutions of CiiSO,, ZiiSO, nnd NiSO, in the concentra-

tion of 10 grams per litre. Because current potential and electro-

endosmose are so to say each other's reflected image '), one

may rather expect that the electrolyte concentration will make

itself felt in a similar manner in regard to those two phenomena.

As Elissafoff (1. c.) found that even exceedingly feeble electro-

lyte concentrations strongly diminish or suspend the electro-

endosmotic transport, we can only assume from the negative result

of GouRE DE "ViLLEMONTÉK that in the concentrated solulions used by

him the potential is already lowered to about zero. Riety's result ')

have also confirmed this conclusion.

Grumbach '), who investigated thé influence of non-electrolytes on

the current potential, has not used pure water as comparison liquid

but a KCl-solution of the concentration 1 millimol. per litre and in

this manner obtained positiv results. In the investigation here

described 1 have made use in many respects of the experimental

methods mentioned in Grumbach's paper.

Ace.

'-) Vgl. Saxen, Wied. Ann. 47, 16 (1892).

2) 1. c.

8) 1. c.
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2. Apparatus. In fig. 1 the appanitus used is represented

schematically. The liquid serving in the experiment runs from flask

Fi into flask F.^ through a doubly bent glass tube Kap, which is

partly drawn to a capillary. Into tlie three-necked Woulfp flask F^,

which is closed by means of rubbei- stoppers with copper wire

ligature, arrives also (1) a tube a through which air can be pressed

and (2) an electrode E^ . In the other flask F^ is found an electrode

E^ and a thermometer Th. The electrodes are Ag-AgCl electrodes.

A silver wire is fixed into a glass capillary by means of Cailletet-

wax. The protruding end is electrolytically covered with AgCl

according to the indications given by Jahn ^).

A constant pressure above the liquid in flask Fj^ is obtained as

follows : by means of a cycle foot-pump mercury can be pressed from

the reservoir R^ into R^ ; the pressure thereby generated is read off

on the open mercury manometer. As owing to the transferring of the

liquid from F^ to F^ the pressure would diminish a little during

the experiment, it is kept constant by means of the arrangement

CD by turning the handle C\

The measurement of the potential differences between the electrodes

E^ and E^ was carried out by the compensation method ofPooGEN-

DORFF-Du Bois Reymond. A galvanometer could not be used as a zero

instrument because the strength of the current passing through the

instrument is exceeding!}^ small in consequence of the enormous

resistance^ in the battery F^F.^. Hence, a capillary electrometer

{KEM in fig. 1) was used, which was fixed to the object table of

an ordinary microscope; the axis of the microscope was, of course,

placed horizontally. The readings were made using of an ocular-

micrometer, objective 4c (Reichert) and Huygens ocular J.

The following serves to further explain the figure. aS'j is a key

for cutting off the short circuit of the capillary electrometer; A in-

dicates that this is connected with the earth. As working element

are used one or more accumulators Ace whose tension was determ-

ined by comparison with a Weston standard-cell, which was placed

in a thermostat at 25° (WNE). By the different cuirent inter-

rupters are indicated ; by 0^ the electrodes E^ and E^ can be brought

into short circuit, which was always done during the time that no

observations were made. By 0^ the current of the working cell is

twitched in; 0^ annables to introduce at will one, two or four

accumulators as a compensation battery. 0^ renders it possible to

take up in the circuit either the standard cell or the battery F^F^.

^) Zeitschrift f. physik. Ghem. 33, special page 556 (1900).
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In order to protect the Ag-AgCl-electrodes from the light, the

fliisks F^ and F. are externally coated with a fihii of red gehitin

obtained by inserting them in a solution of gelatin to which a little

eosine had been added and which had just started to gelatinise.

IMoreover, thev were ahvays protected from direct daylight.

3. Method and preUininary experiments. The measurements were

made a few^ minutes after the pressure had set in. A number of

measurements at difïerent pi-essures were always made. When between

two measurements the liquid had to be pressed back from tlask F^

to flask 7^1 (for which at (/ the connection witli the pressure arrange-

ment could be broken oif and an oil suction pump attached), no

measurements w'ere executed at suction pressure.

From Grumbach's experiments we notice that the value of the

current potentials varies a little during tiie tirst days after the con-

struction of a battery F^F^. I repeated one of his observations, also

with the object of comparing the results obtained with his and my
own apparatus.

Table I contains the results of a series of measurements carried
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out with a solution of the coiicenlration 1 ni. Mol. KCI per Liter.

The hattery was tilled March 11'''. P indicates the pi-essurc, E the

current potentials.

From this we notice that the ajiparatus acted splendidly. The
potential per cm. mercury pressure has each day a constant value,

but varies the first two days. On tlie third day the terminal value

is attained.

4. MeasaremeMts. In this paper a series of measurements is com-

numicated, the object oi' which was to ascertain the influence of

some solutions which differed in the valency of the cation. Therefore

solutions^ of the chlorides of K' , Ba", and Al'" were used. As

solvent was always used so-called ''conductivity water". The very dilute

solutions were made by diluting a standard solution. All measures

used in this investigation were carefully calibrated or recalibrated.

In order to shorten the time of these tedious measurements

they were all executed 20 hours after filling the cell. True, the

constant terminal value is then not yet attained, but the difference

is comparatively small and the error inti'oduced is the same in all

measurements. Moreover, the inaccuracy caused thereby is without

influence on the tendency of the conclusions presently to be drawn,

in itself a good reason for proceeding to this measure of enormous

time saving. Moreover, several sets of flasks were used, in such a

manner however that, for instance, all the KCi solutions were

measured in the same set. Finally, the sets were compared mutually

in which the solution of 100 (i Mol. (micwmol^^/^^g^ miWinioV) KCI
p. L. served as comparison liquid. With both apparatus was found

exactly the same value for the potential per unit of pressure.

In the subjoined tables, the concentrations in the first column are

given in ft mols. p. L. ; in the second column is found the current

potential E in millivolts per unit of pressure (cm. of mercury) under

which the liquid was forced over. This value is always the mean

of two or more measurements whose differences were of the order

of those in Table 1 (generally much less than those).

When in the tables no sign is indicated at the potential value,

the condition (as with pure water) is such that the electrode Ej in

fig. 1 is negative. In the AlCl^ solutions a change of poles took

place, hence the potentials following are indicated by -|--

The results of the tables II to IV are represented graphically in

fig. 2. Fig. 3 also gives the curve for /I/C/3 on a larger scale.
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E mVok

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

TABLE II TABLE III

KCl
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TABLE IV

A1C13
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in that research secondary influences come to the fore
;

pei-liaps the

powerful electric field in which the measurements are executed is

not without influence on the capillary itself. Only the quadrivalent

Th---ion was capable of causing a charge reversal.

The results obtained here are in harmony with the general theore-

tical points of view. The electric double layer in the capillary, in

the case of pure water consists of 'OH-ions at the side of the glass

wall and 'H-ions at the side of the liquid in consequence of the

selective ion adsorption of the glass wall which always adsorbs the

'OH-ion more strongly. From the electrolyte solutions the cations are

absorbed more eagerly than the anions so that the charge gets lowered.

If this adsorption for KCl, BaCl^ and AlClj, is such that solutions of

the same molecular concentration are absorbed about equally, it is

conceivable that the three times more active Al---ion requires a much

lesser concentration than the K'-ion in order to attain an equal

potential reduction.

If once the capillaiy is charged reversely the adsorption of the

Cl'-ion, which carries a charge now opposite to that of the capillary,

seems to predominate. The positive charge now soon attains (at 3 (i mol.)

a maximum value, and than decreases, but only slowly, because the

discharging ion is univalent here.

In agreement with the theory are also the resulls of Riety ^), for

instance that the salt of a heavy metal has a slrongei* discharging

action than that of a lighter one (Cu and Zn, at least in the small

concentrations). A cation of a heavy metal is known to be adsorbed

more strongly than that of a light one.'')

Moreover, the behaviour in the case of CuSO^ and of Cu(N03)2 is

in agreement with investigations as to the adsorbability of those salts =*).

The influence of the anions is also observable in Riétv's results and

appears to have an effect corresponding with that in the case of

AICI3 just described.

The question whether the organic cations also behave according to

the theoretical expectations is being considered. Several other solutions

of electrolytes in water as well as in mixed solvents ^) will be

investigated.

Utrecht, June 1914. van 't Royv-Laboratory.

1) 1. c.

2) MoRAwiTz, Koll. Beih. 1, 301 (UJIO).

'^) Freundlich and Schucht, Z. f. physik. Chem. 85. 641 (1913).

^) Of these have also already been measured a few scries in connexion with

the researches of Kruyt and van Duin, Koll. Beih. 5, 269 (1914).
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Chemistry. — ''Electric charge and limit value of Colloids". By

Dr. H. R. Kruyt. (Communicated by Prof. Ernst Cohen).

(Communicated in the meeting of June 27, 1914).

1. The present conception as to tlie relative stability of the sns-

pensoid system and the way in which it may be suspended has been

developed according to the following train of thoughts.

Hardy ^) and afterwards Burton ') have undoubtedly established

the fact that this relative stability falls and stands with the electric

charge of the suspended particle. Indeed, the permanently suspended

particle that exhibits a vivid Brown's motion, has a cataphoretic

mobility of the order 2— 4 jt per second and per —^ ;if byaddition

of an electrolyte one diminishes the relative stability, this velocity

also deci-eases and therefore, the electric charge of the particle has

evidently decreased also. The "iso-electric" point, where that charge

seems to have become zero, coincides with (he moment of the small-

est stability. Since the research of Whitney and Ober ^) we know
moreover, that with the repeal of the stability (the coagulation) is

coupled a combination of the coagulating ion with the particles, and

by Freundlich's ^) researches we arrived at the knowledge that these

phenomena are described quantitatively by the equation of the

adsorption-isotherm.

Fi'om these elements is built up the theorj^ that the particle owes

its charge to the selective ion-absorption in its boujidary layer and

loses it by t^e selective adsorption of the oppositely charged ion of

the coagulating electrolyte. As specific properties of the adsorbent are

usually of but very subordinate influence on the order of the charac-

terizing quantities in the adsorption, the action of diverse electro-

lytes on all capillaiT-electric phenomena ought to exhibit the same

order, which the researches as to the electro-endosmotic phenomena

compared with those of the coagulation of colloids have indeed

confirmed.

It now occurs to me that the researches on the current potentials,

particularly those which have been communicated in the preceding

paper, are capable of furnishing us not only with a new proof of

that equality of order, but also demonstrate that the influence which

1) Z. f. physik. Gliem. 33, 385 (1900).

2) Phil. Mag. [6] 11, 425; 12, 472 (190G) and 17, 583 (1909).

8) Z. f. physik. Chem. 39, 630 (1902).

+) Zeitsciir. f. physik. Chem. 73, 885 ^1910) and 85, 641 (1913).
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eiectrolyles exert uii llie charge of a glass capillar}' is quantitatively

tlie same as that exerted on the colloidal particle during the coagulation.

2, As regards the order of the ion-actions, it has been pointed

out in the previous paper that the ions discharge more strongl}',

when their valency is higher and that the heavy metals exert more

influence tlian the light ones of equal valency. It is well-known

that the limit values for the coagulation of suspensoids just exhibit

the same peculiarities.

3. In order to make a quantitative comparison it should be first

observed that the limit values for KCl and BaClj in the same sol.

are generally in the proportion of about 60: 1. In contact with

either of tiiese solutions the charge of the particle thus gets equally

diminished. We may, therefore also expect that the charge of a glass

capillary will be lowered by a solution of KCl to the same extent

as by the sixty times weaker BaCl^ solution. Hence, when from the

tables in the preceding paper vnc calculate the charge in concen-

trations of KCl and BaCl, in the said proportion, those should be

eijual if the idea as to the limit value just revealed is a correct one.

The calculation of the charge is })0ssible according to the theory

developed by HELMHOJiTZ ^). The current potential is sequel to the

electric double layer formed at the wall of the capillary and is

related to the electric moment M as follows.

E= M-P (1)

n

in which co represents the specific resistance and ^] the constant of

the internal friction whilst P represents the pressure employed. For

comparison purposes we can consider the electric moment of the double

layer just as well as the charge ? per unit of section, as it is in

inverse proportion therewith.

We write equation (1)

:

E n

Pea

If now we indicate the quantities relating to a BaClj- solution

with the index t>, those relating to the 60 times more concentrated

solution of KCl with the index k, then on the strength of the aboxe

considerations we must get

PJb Oih \Pjk 0)k

(' Wied. Ara. 7, 337 (1879).
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As we only have in view very dilute solulions, we may put

til = m- (namely = i]\\.f)). From this follows

Pjb o)k(1
C-^)

or in words : ihe relation of the current potentials of two electrolyte

solutions ivhose concentrations are related as in the limit values of
colloids are inversely proportional to the specific resistances of those

solutions.

Meanwhile attention should be called to the fact that by limit

values in this connexion we must not understand the concentration

y of the electrolyte added. From this a part is withdrawn by

adsorption and hence, to the setting in end-condition appertains a

lower concentration, which we will call /. In the experiments as

to the current potentials we may probably identify the total con-

centrations with the equilibrium concentrations as the adsorbing

surface (the glass walls) is so small: only in the case of the exceedingly

weak AICI3 solutions a doubt may arise. But in the colloid systems

that difference may not be neglected. These x-values thenjselves

Fig. 1.1)

1) In Fig. 1 on the axis ot coordinates slioukl be read — in stead of -
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have been determined only for As^S, ^) and HgS, *) and for electro-

lytes not used here.

The proportions are :

With As.Sj XNH4C1 : Xuo./N03)2 = 82

HgjS XXII4CI : XBaBr, =^ 29.

The proportion chosen 60 : 1 is, tiierefore, a rough approximation,

but a comparison with y-valiies of other sols [Pt, Au etc.) renders

it probable that it represents the average.

The relations between charge, adsorption and limit value are

elucidated schematically in the above figure. In the upper half of

the figure is drawn the charge e of tlie capillary in dependence on

the concentration of the traversing liquid, so that I, 11, and III stand

for uni-, di- and trivalent cations respectively. In the lower half is

given, with the same concentration axis, the correlated adsorption

of the electrolyte as a downward directed ordinate. If now Xu X2

and X3 indicate the relation of the limit values for uni-, di- and

trivalent catious, respectively the correlated downward directed ordinates

must show the proportion 1 : 1^ : 3 and the upward directed ones

equal values.

4. For verilication of this relation appeared suitable :

{a) 10 ^cMol BaCl, — 600 .uMol KCl.

b) 25 jfiMol BaCl, — 1500 j.Mol KCl.

It would not do to simply take the specific conductivity powers

as being proportional to the concentrations because in the so strongly

diluted BaClj solutions the conductivity power of water could not

be neglected. Hence, 1 have made a direct measurement of the

relation of llie specific resistances by filling in Whkatstonk's bridge

a vessel of arbitrary but fixed capacity with the liquids used.

The relation of these resistances was in the pair {a)

and in the pair (/>)

a>6 4630
^^^-— =— = iy

w^- 247

«^=2770^28
Oik 99.9

E
The values of — are obtained from the research communicated

P
in the preceding paper.

1) Freundlich. Zeitschr. f. physik. Ghem. 73, SS5 (1910).

2) Freundlich en Sghught, ibidem 85, 641 (1913).
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As the relation of llie [loteiiliaLs for {a) we obtain ^-^ or 14; as

the relation of tlie resistances : 19.

From the conil)ination {h) we obtain for the potentials ^ or 26,

for the resistance 28.

This a^ireenient undoiibtedlv tolls niiieh iji favonr of the above

raeiitioiied theory. With concentrations somewhat lai-ger than 60 the

agreement might be better still.

5. The material of Riéty ') is only once snitable for testing the

relation (2).

For so far l;is measnrements have been execnted with solutions

of salts other than chlorides his measuring electi-odes wei-e non-

reversable ones and his results are therefore useless for quantitative

veritication. I have only been able to tind one combination of

chloi'ides where concentrations have been measured which are com-

parable with limit values : they are KCl and HCl. For As.,S3-sol

these limit values have been determined to 50 and 31 niMol p. L.

respectively *).

Now from his experiments Riéty has calculated the potential at

the capillary wall in certain units for 0.01 n. KCl as 3.1. We can

use this tigure again for comparison purposes at it is directly propor-

tional to the chai'ge.

In the case of HCl he determined for 0.005 n : 3.39, for 0.010 ii -. 2.8,

For the comparison with 0.01 n HCl w^e must know the potential at

the concentration |-^ X O.OJ = 0.0062. This, 1 have intei-polated by

assuming that the logarithms of the poteidials are «lirectly propor-

tional to those of the concentrations, after I had first convinced

myself that this interpolation^) formula was quite satisfactory in the

longer series stated in Riety's paper. We then tind 3.2 which is

again a splendid agreement.

6. Quantitative comparisons with the tiivalent cation are diflieult

to draw, because the •/-'^'^i-lnes thereof are either not known or uncer-

tain. From the treatises cited on p. 648 we, howexer, get the

impj-ession that the •/-'^'^lues diverge very little from zero, as is also

expected from Table IV of the preceding communication, because a

complete discharge takes place already at a concentration of 0.8 fi mol.

7. A no less striking [)arallelisni l)etween charge and limit \alue

1) Ann. de chim. et de phys. [8], 30, 1 (1913).

-) FreUiCdlich, Kapillarchemie (Leipzig 1909) Table 81. True, those are -, - and

not ::f;-va]ues, but with these univalent ions, this cannot have any serious influence,

^) To this formula should only be attached the significance of an interpolation formula.

41
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is furnished by the shape of the curve found for the current potential

with AICI3 sohitions. This line is absolutely connected with the

so-called Irregular series.

From what is stated in § 3 in connection with Table IV (lig. 3,

respectively) of the preceding paper it follows that the concentration

at which the battery shows an exchange of poles, is also that of

the zero-charge of the capillary, whilst its positive charge goes up

to about 3,u mol. and thence lowers without however i-eacliing zero

again. An AlCl^ solution will consequently have first a discharging

and therefore a coagulating effect on a negative sol. ; at higher concen-

trations it will render it a positive sol and onlj- at a much higher

concentration it will again reverse the charge and cause coagulation.

But therewith are described exactly the phenomena which, for instance,

have been observed by Buxton and Targue'), when they coagulated

mastix with AICI3 and indigo or Pt with FeCl^. The lower non-

coalescent, the lower coalescent zone, the upper non- and coalescent

zones, they can so to say be read off from the figures of the preceding

communication.

One is accustomed to attribute the phenomenon of the irregular

series to a special action of tiie hydrolytically resolved hydroxides

of the coagulating ion. In coiuieclion with the preceding arises a doubt

whether to A1(0H)3 ought really to be atti-ibuted a preponderating

significance. For it does not seem probable that the AICI3 which is

present in such a small concentration, can cause a reversal of charge

in the capillary. Much more acceptable seems the following idea. A
strongly discharging cation unloads the capillary at such a small

concentration that the small anion-concentration cannot prevent a

complete reversal of charge. Of this the anion-concentrations are

capable in the case of Ba-- and K- because there the charge gets

nearer the zero value only at so much lai-ger concenti-ations.

Hence, the afterzone phenomenon will occur, as soon as the dis-

charge by the cation is already very large at small concentrations

and is favoured by a feeble action of the anions. This strongly dis-

charging action of the cation may arise froui its higher valency or

from its strong adsorbability. The fact that irregular series w^ere

observed, for instance, also with strychnine nitrate, new fuchsin,

brilliant-green, auramine and silver nitrate '^) is quite in harmony
with this argument. For here we are dealing with strongly adsorb-

able cations and because they are univalent the equivalent anion

1) Z. f. physik. Gbem. 57, 64 (1907,

-) Fheundlich, 1. c.
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concentration present is still proportionately three times less than

with AlCij.

A start has already been made with investigations to get a proper

insight, particnlarlj in this question of the irregular series.

8. Finally it should be pointed out that the previous considera-

tions also give an explanation of the fact often stated by us that in

the case of Al-salts we can determine the limit value much more
accurately than w^ith salts of uni- or bivalent metals. Two tubes with

ASgSg sol. which contain Al in concentrations situated 17o above

and below the limit value, respectively exhibit after shaking a quite

clear and a turbid fluid respectively. In the case of bivalent cations

we must, so as to make quite sure, take the difference somewhat
larger and \ery much so for a univalent ion. It is self-evident

dE
that the cause lies in the fact that — (g charge, c concentration of

dc

coalescing ion) for A1-- is > for Ba- and this again > for K*.

Utrecht. June 1914. van 't Royy- Laboratory.

(November 7, 1914).
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Physiology. — "On the nerve-distrllmtion in the tninh-dermatoma*\

Bj Prof. G. VAN RiJNBERK. (Communicated by Prof. C. Winkler).

{Communicated in the meeting of September 26, 1914).

We know as a result from the researches on the segmental skin-

innervation, made after the method of the so called "remaining

aesthesia", first introduced by Sherrington, that from a definite

zone on the skin (the dermatoma or root-area) stimuli may reach

the spinal cord along each separate dorsal root of the spinal cord.

Sucii investigations, however, do not teach us anything about the

manner in which the sensibility in each of these root-areas is

provided for by the pei-ipherical cutaneous nerves. A few experi-

ments made on dogs have enabled me presently to offer the

following conclusions concerning exclusively the dermatomata of

the trunk.

In a dissertation by 0. Nahrich '), written under the direction of

Ellenbf,rgkr, the nerves providing the skin of the dog are described

with elegant accuracy. It is shown therein, that the skin of the

L.I.

rf^ "^

Tbd

I - I-

'

1

Th7

Siti

Fig. 1. Cutaneous nerves of the dog, according to Nahrich, — 01=Th. 1, first

thoracic nerve, dorsal branch, rl = first thoracic nerve, lateral branch, rl = Th. 3,

third thoracic nerve, ventral branch, ul = L. 1, first lumbar nerve, dorsal branch,

q = nerve of the large subcutaneous muscle.

') 0. Nahrich. Die Gefiihlsbezirke und die niotorischen Punkte des Hundes.

Ein Beitrag zur vergl. Anatomie und Physiologic. Inaug. Diss. Zurich 1907,
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tinnk is innervated by means of the perforating branches of the

intercostal and lumbar nerves.

If Til. 3 is taken to be tiie most cranial and L. 4 to be the most

candal nerve of the trnnk, it will be found that from Th. 3 to

Til. 7 each ner\e-root is sending three perforating branches to the

skin : a dorsal, a lateral, and a ventral branch. The dorsal nerve-

trunk generall}' supplies two main brandies: a medio-dorsal and a

dorso-lateral one. The lateral nerve invariably supplies two branches

:

a latero-dorsal and a latero-ventral branch. The ventral nerve-trunk

usually consists of one main trunk, which may be said to be medio-

ventral. F'rom Th. 8 to L. 4 the medio-ventral branches are wanting:

their place is taken by the latero-ventral ones.

The different points, w^liere the dorsal, latei'al, and ventral nerves

enter into the skin, may be interconnected by lines. This having

been done, it becomes evident that the dorsal branches, going in

a cranial-caudalward direction, perforate the fascia continually at

a greater distance from the raid-dorsal line, whilst the lateral trunks

on the contrary come forth more dorsalward. A correct insight into

the relations of these nerves is offered by Fig. 1. Fi'om Fig. 2 it

may be seen moreover, that the skin of the trunk can be divided,

according to a superficial scheme, into three zones as regards its

peripherical nerves: a dorsal, a lateral, and a ventral zone.

\f ''~J ' (fcrsales d^y^^^^^ ,.-^.-
•'*

Jtamj taferaks dJI^ftHn/e/Wifa/esSM. 5- 'Si' //_cuf''-
cum J^.j>cc/ora//s Jcrsa/iólt/entr: ff^ („f -

^ i I ^
•'^'^^^-^

Fig. 2 Extension-zones of the dorsal, lateral, and ventral nerve-branches of the

skin of dogs, according to Nahrich.

1. The first question I now pnt to myself was the following: are

the perforating dorsal, lateral, and ventral trunks, which belong when
42*
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prepared macroscopicallv, to one intercostal resp. to one lumbar

nerve, unisegmental or pluri-segmental nerve-canals. For whilst it

is admitted almost generally that the intercostal nerves are uniseg-

mental courses, Eislkr ') believes he has sufficient grounds for

stating that delicate nerve-plexus, situated on the inside of the ribs

always connect two intercostal nerves. This being so, an interchange

would occur here between nerve-fibres of a different segmental origin.

Concerning the nerve-distribation of the root-areas, this question

may be formulated as follows: Do the nerve-fibres of each separate

dorsal root of the spinal cord reach the skin-area belonging to that

root along one single dorsal lateral or ventral pei-forating nerve-

trunk, or along several ones?

In order to solve this question, I made the following experiment.

After the afore mentioned method of Shkrkin(jton, the dorsal (and

ventral) spinal nerve root of a segment on one side of the spinal cord

of some dogs was "isolated", usually between three cranial and as

many caudal roots, which were cut (hrough extradural. This being done,

the isolated root-area, corresponding to the isolated root, was

demarcated against the two insensible zones, corresponding to the

sectioned roots. Situation, form and extension of the sensible root-

area once being well defined, the skin was entirely cleft both in the

cranial and in the caudal insensible zone by a slit passing from

the mid-dorsal to the mid-ventral line. This of course could be done

without narcosis. Immediately after this, a search was made for

the perforating skin-nerves, and at least three successive ones of

these in cranio-caudal direction, in the dorsal, lateral, and ventral

skin-area, were prepared free, as much as possible avoiding any

lesion of them. Next lo this, by means of the induction-current,

these nerves were stimulated to ascertain whether they conducted

painstimuli. Invariably the result was, that for each skin-area such

was only the case with these bi-anches that belonged to one point

of entrance. Irritation of the oiher branches, even with the strongest

induction currents (the bobbin being enrirely pushed in), never

produced any symptom of pain, if slippings of the current were

avoided. This result was wholly confirmed by a contra-experiment.

If, after careful determination of the dorsal, lateral and eventually

ventral branches, which were conductors of pain-stimuli, these branches

were cut through, the sensibility in the isolated root-area proved to

be destroyed entirely and irrevocably.

1) P. EisLER. Ueber die Ursaclien dei' Gefleclithildiing an den periplieren Nerven.

Verb, d Anatom. Gesellsch a. d. iGe Vers, in Halle. 1!)02. S. 200.
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Tims it results lliat tlie Iriiuk-skiii of (lie dog forwards its stimuli,

destiued for a definite segment of the spinal cord, only by means
of one set of perij)herioal skin-nerves. This means that in those

nerves only fibres belonging to one posterior root have their course,

and that consequently the perforating skin-branches are segmental

nerve-canals.

II. A second question, necessarily presenting itself, is the following

one: what separate portion within the dermatoma is innervated by

either the dorsal or the lateral (ventral) peripherical branches?

To investigate this, the above-mentioned method was partially repeated

once more. With dogs, where a nerve-root had been isolated, the

peripherical branches enterlaining its sensibility were sought for and

prepared free. After this the conduction was successively interrupted,

either provisorily or lastijiglj', in one or more of these branches.

To obtain a lasting interruption of the conduction, the l)ranch was cut

through. For a provisory interruption the branch w^as enfolded by a

piece of cottonwool, drenched in a 5 7o solution of stovaine. The

conduction once interrupted, the root-area was tested to ascertain

whether a portion of it had become insensible, and if so the confines

of the insensible area found in this manner were determinated.

Fig. 3. On a dog a root-area (Th. 10) has been isolated between two

insensible zones. After this, three cutaneous branches belonging to the dorsal

perforating nerve-trunk, are successively cut through. The dotted portion

of the root-area then becomes successively insensible, until finally the whole of

its dorsal part has lost sensibility.

a. Interruption of the conduction in the joint dorsal cutaneous

branches.
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After this operation the entire dorsal portion of the isolated

derinatoma was found to have lost sensibility. To make the ventral

demarcation of the area that has been made insensible in this way

rightly understood, 1 may add the following: For a long time I had

been struck by the fact that after a carefully performed root-isolation,

the demarcation-lines of the isolated root-areas showed at a definite

point a distinct bent. The origin of this bent is, that at some

distance from the mid-dorsal line of the body, both the cranial

and the caudal demarcation lines of the root-area, change their

direction somewhat cranialward. In the cranial demarcationline this

bent is always found a little more dorsalward than in the caudal

demarcationline. Now it is remarkable, that the ventral limit of the

insensible zone, originated by the sectioning of the dorsal nerve-

branches, is invariably found to be a straight line, connecting the

cranial with the caudal limit just above this bent. This line therefore

goes in a cranio-caudal direction. At the same time however it

deviates slightly in a dorso-ventral direction. Consequently the

latero-ventral nerves supply within the root-area the innervation of

a zone extending to a point somewhat above the alleged bent in

its demarcation-lines.

h. If the conduction is interrupted in the joint latero-ventral

branches, the entire ventral portion of the root-area becomes insensible.

Fig. 4. The same as in Fig. 3, only for branches of the latero-

ventral trunk. (The isolated root-area is probably in the mainTh. 12.

Its closer definition was neglected in the necropy.)

If we compare the demarcationline found in this waj', with that

found after interrupting the conduction in the dorsal branches, it

becomes evident that the ventral boundary of the dorsal area does
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not coincide exactly with (he (hn-sal l)onn(hii'y of the ventral area,

but that a reeiprccal overlapping occurs, although it be only a

slight one. It is shown thereby that the lient, found in the demar-

cationline of the root-area, is situated exactly at the point where the

dorsal and latero-ventral portions of the dermatoma meet. The cranial

direction of this bent indicates that the latero-ventral portion must

be lying somewhat more cranialward than the dorsal one. This fact

has been stated previously by Bolk ^), when he found in 1897 a

"discrepancy" of the dorsal and ventral dermatoma-areas on the

human trunk. In the experimentally defined dermatoma this discre-

pancy finds its expression in the alleged "bent". Similar conditions

have been observed clinically by Eichhorst '"), after transversal lesions

of the spinal cord in the trunk-area.

c. Interruption of the conduction in separate minor branches of the

dorsal and latero-ventral nerves.

The conduction may be interrupted in the separate minor branches

of the perforating nerves as well in the dorsal as in the latero-ventral

portion of the root-area. When this operation has been performed it

becomes evident, as long as only the larger branches were sulijected

to it, that each of these supplies the innervation of a small zone,

extending equally into the cranial and into the caudal boundaiy of

the root-area, and for the rest demarcated by lines going in a

cranio-caudal direction. The whole root-area therefore is divided

into a series of small areas, lying alongside of one another in

dorso-ventral direction. The skin-area of the medio-dorsal branch

adjoins the mid-dorsal line, the dorso-lateral branch on the other

hand extends over an area, adjacent to the lateral portion of the

dermatoma, more ventralward than that of the medio-dorsal branch.

A similar ordination is found likewise to exist for all skin-areas

corresponding to the various latero-ventral branches.

Whenever very thin branches are cut through, either no insensi-

bility ensues, or else an irregularly insensible spot is found some-

where within the root-area. From the fact that in many cases, after

the sectioning of such small branches, no insensibility is found, we

may conclude that the areas of extension of the separate branches

of the cutaneous nerves must overlap one another to a certain degree.

I have not been able however to determine the extension of these

overlappings.

1) L. BoLK, A. few data fiotn the segmental anatomy of the human body.

Ned. Tijdschrift v. Geneeskunde. 1897. I p. 98-2—995, and 1897. 11. p. 865-379.

(Compare especially p. 366 et seq.).

2) H. Eichhorst, Verbieilungsweise der Haulnerven beim Menschen. Zeilsclir.

f. Klin. Medicin. Bd. XIV. S. 519. Berlin 1888.
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III. Finally my attention was given to the nerve of the subcutaneous

mnscle. Nahrich ^) testifies that by irritation of this norve, in addition to

contraction of the cutaneous muscle, also pain-symptoms are brought

forth, whilst after the sectioning of this nerve, the sensibility of the

skin had diminished. I have not been able to verify this latter fact. It

is not to be doubted moreover that e.q. an isolated root-area, if either

the isolated root or the peripherical branches have been cut through,

becomes entirely and completely insensible, whilst the nerve of the

cutaneous muscle remains iiilact. It is iherefore probable that this

nerve does not contribute to the sensibility of the skin. Nevertheless

I can confirm the statement of Nahrtch, that after its having been

cut through, irritation of the central end proves painful. It may be

that Ihe muscular sensibility plays a part in producing these symp-

toms of pain.

Chemistry. — ''The AJlotropy of Cadmium." lY. By Prof. Ernst

Cohen and W. D. Helderman.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 26, 1914),

The electromotive tjehavimir of Cadmitim. II.

1. Up to the present we ha\e only directed attention to the

electromotive behaviour of «- and y-cadmium; the iS-modification has

not been mentioned hitherto. It w ill be treated in the foUow^ing lines.

2. It may be remembered that a number of cells constructed

according to the scheme:

Gd

electrolylically

deposited

Solution of

cadmium sulphate

Gd-amalgam

12.5 percent

hy weight.

had an E.M.F. of 0.050 Volt at 25°.0, whilst the E.AI.F. of others

was only 0.047 Volt at the same temperature. (The cells were

reproducible within 0..5 millivolt).

3. Now we were struck by the fact that when constructing a

large number of these cells we often got cells wdjich had an E.M.F.

of 0.048 Volt at 25°.0.

The E.M.F. of cells which originally had an E.M.F. of 0.050 Volt

at 25°.0, spontaneously decreased till the value 0,048 Volt was reached.

After this their E.M.F. remained constant.

4. The conclusion was plain that the cells giving 0.048 Volt might

1) L. c. p. 95—96.
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contain /?-ca'1minm, those giving 0.047 Volt rt-cadmium, whilst those

giving 0.050 Volt have y-cadniinm as a negative electrode.

5. If this were really the case, it would be possible to construct

a transition cell by combining a cell with «-cadmium with one

containing /^-cadmium; the E.M.F. of this combination would be zero

at the transition temperature of the change f.-cadmium^,^cadmium.

6. However it is impossible to carry out an exact determination

of the transition point in tliis way, as the E.M.F. of the combination

is (at 25°.0) only (0.048—0.047) = 0.001 Volt and the reproducibility

of each of the cells is only 0.5 millivolt.

7. In order to ascertain if the E.M.F. of the /?-celIs .has a real

significance, experiments may be carried out on the following lines

:

At temperatures above the transition point of the change «-cad-

mium ^ ^-cadmium (which we found in the neighbourhood of 60°

by dilatometric measurements) the E.M.F. of «-cells must be higher

than that of j^-cells. After cooling the cells below the transition point

mentioned, the contrary will occur.

8. Our experiments in this direction w^ere carried out in the

following way

:

We constructed a large number of Hui.ett cells ') ; one of these,

the E.M.F. of which had been originally 0.050 Volt at 25\0, had

an E.M.F. of 0.047 Volt (at 25°.0) after having been kept for 4 weeks

at 47^5. After this time it remai]ied constant.

We combined this cell (N". 7) with

another one (N°. 22) the E.M.F. of

which was 0.048 Volt at 25°.0. The

two cells AB (N°. 7) and CD (N". 22)

were connected by a siphon H,

which contained the same sohition

of cadmium sulphate as was present

in the cells. (Fig. 1).

The lateral tube E of the siphon

was closed by a rubber tube F, iji

which was put a glass rod G. TheA3 CD little apparatus was brought into a

Fig. 1. thermostat which could be kept at

will at 25°.0 or 64°.5.

9. We measured the E.M.F. l)etween the cadmium which had

been electrolytically deposited on the platinum spirals A and C

•) Proceedings 17, 122 (1914).
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against the common amalgam electrode B. (12.5 "/„ by weight). It

is absolutely necessary to use ?i common electrode as the cadmium

amalgam of 12.5 percent hy weight does not form a heterogeneous

system at 64^.5; its E.M.F. is then a function of its composition. The

use of the two amalgam electrodes B and D might give rise to

serious mistakes, if there were only small differences in their com-

position.

The absolute E.M.F. of our amalgam electrode against cadmium

in. A and C does not play any role in our measurements.

10. The determinations of E.M.F. were carried out by the Pog-

GENDORFF compensation method. The resistances used, had been checked

by the Physikalisch-Technische Reichsanstalt at Oharlottenburg

—

Berlin. The same was the case with the thermometers used. Our

two standard elements (Weston) were put into a thermostat which

was kept at 25°. 0. We used as a zero instrument a Deprez-d'Arsonval

galvanometer, which was mounted on a vibi-ation-free suspension

(Julius). The readings were made by means of a telescope and scale;

0.02 millivolt could easily be measured.

The determinations were continued during several days, until the

E.M.F. of the cells had become constant.

Our table I shows the results.

Table I.

Temperature 25°.0.

E.M.F.

Cell 7 0.04741 Volt

Cell 22 0.04815 „

Temperature 64°.

5

Cell 7 0.04029 Volt.

Cell 22 0.03979 „

After having brought the cells to 25°.0, we found :

Cell 7 0.04741 Volt.

Cell 22 0.04806 „

The table shows that at 64°. 5 there has taken place an inversion

of the poles and that the cells regain their original E.M.F. at 25°. 0.

A second experiment with two cells (n^ 4 and 8) newly con-

structed, gave the following results:
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Table II.

Temperature 25°.0,

E.K.

Cell 8 0.04757 Volt

Cell 4 0.04839 „

Temperature 64°. 5.

Cell 8 0.04737 Volt

Cell 4 0.04633 „

After having brought the cells to 25°.0, we found :

Cell 8 0.04776 Volt

Cell 4 0.04789 „ .

11. From table II it may be seen that we are here at the limit

of measurement obtainable in working with cells of so small an

E.M.F. the reproducibility of which is 0.5 Millivolt.

12. From the invei-sion of poles which has been observed, we
may conclude that the value 0.048 Volt at 25°.0 really has signi-

licance and is to be attributed to the presence of /?-cadmium.

- 13. As to the bearing of the existence of different modifications

of cadmium on the E. M. F. of (he standard cell of Weston, we
refer to our paper "On the Thermodynamics of standard cells"

(sixth communication), published some months ago ^).

Utrecht, September 1914. van 't ]Aoyy-Laboratory.

Chemistry. — -'The Allotropy of Z'mc.'' III. By Prof. Ernst

Cohen and W. D. Helderman.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 26, 1914).

1. In our first communication on the allotropy of zinc ''), we
summarized the earlier literature on this subject as follows: as long

as half a century ago various investigators tried to solve the problem

whether zinc might be capable of existing in different allotropic

modifications. As late as 1890 Le Chatelier proved that this metal

does really show a transition point in the neighbourhood of 350°.

MöNKEMEYER found tliis poiut at 321°, Benedicks at 330° (melting

point of pure zinc 419. °4) whilst the measurements of Max Werner

1) Chemisch Weekblad 11, 740 (1914). This paper will be published before long

in the Zeilschr. f. physik. Chemie.

2) Proceedings 16, 5G5 (1913).
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(who foiiiid 300^), published some weeks ago. agree sufficiently .with

those of Le Chateliek. We shall discuss in a subsequent paper the

differences which exist amongst the results of the investigators mentioned

above. Whilst Benedicks mentions a second transition point (at 170°),

Max Werner was unable to find this point. The question as to

whether it really exists or not, may be left open for the moment.

2. Since writing the above we became acquainted with the paper

of Le Verrier ^), which has been summarized by one of us^).

Le Verrier found that the specific heat of zinc varies greatly between

100 and 140° and that there occurs an absorption of heat within

this interval of temperature of —8 calories. Tliis result indicates

that there exists here a transition point. Mr. G. de Bruin is carrying

out a systematic investigation in this direction.

3. Benedicks and Ragnar Arpi have recently published ^) a new

investigation of this subject. In his first paper Benedicks pointed out

that "beziiglich der Frage, ob die fur das Zinc, puriss. Merck

(garantiert frei von Eisen und Arsen in Staben) gefundenen Angaben

auch fur das absolut reine Metall geiten, bedarf es ebenfalls weiterer

Versuche".

That there was no reason to suppose that this sample contained

impurities may be concluded from the authors' words: "Jedoch ist

es im Hinblick auf die Wichtigkeit der Reinheit dieses Produktes

fur seine Verwendung fur analytische Zwecke sehr wahrscheinlich,

dass die Menge von Fremdkörpern zu vernachlassigen ist".

4. However Benedicks writes in his most recent paper: "Es ist

deshalb hier eine Revision der einschlagigen Verhaltnisse vorgenomen

worden, die zu ziemlich unerwarteten Ergebnissen gefiihrt hat. Xiimlich,

dass überhaupt keine AUotropiebeweise fur Zink z. Z. vorliegen".

He adds: " Abgesehen wird dabei zunachst von derjenigen Andeutung

von AUotropie, die neuerdings von E. Cohen und W. D. Helderman

durch spez. Gewichtsbestimmiuigen gefunden wurde". We shall

revert to this point later.

5. The method followed by Benedicks and Arpi to discover

possible transition points was the same as used formerly by Benedicks,

viz. the determination of the electrical conductivity of the metal at

different temperatures.

Whilst he found in his first determinations (working with zinc,

puriss. Merck) transition points at J 70° and 330° respectively, he

was not able to find them when he used "Zinc Kahlbaum" which

i) G. R. 114, 907 (1892).

'^) Ernst Cohen, Proceedings 17, 200 (1914).

-) Zeitschr. f. anorg. Chemie 88, 237 (1914).
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only contained 0,0047»/., of' Cd., 0.0033"/,, of Ph., 0,00045»/,, F«>,Cn).

But working with the same material to which 0.52 per cent by

weight of Cd, resp. 0,5 per cent of Ph. or 0,5 per cent of Cd-[-0,5

per cent of Pb had been added, he found sevei-al transition points

which grosso modo agreed with those found formerly by Benkdicks a.o.

On account of these results Benedicks and Arpi conclude that the

transition points found by LJenedicks in his first investigation are to

be attributed to impurities in the metal used and that zinc which

is pure does not show transition points.

6. In the first place it may be pointed out that the curves which

form the basis of the authors' conclusions, are so roughly defined,

that it is almost impossible to conclude anything from them. For

example, from a consideration of the curve 2 in Fig. 2 (which refers

to pure zinc), one might arrive at the conclusion that a break ^)

exists at 150°.

7. However, a more serious objection to the method followed,

may be pointed out. Our recent investigations on the allotropy of

metals have shown that the changes in these substances take place

very slowly even at high temperatures. These retardations can only

be removed by special means (inoculating in contact with an electro-

lyte, repeated changes of temperature etc.). We may call to nnnd the

fact that we were able to heat cadmium 95 degrees above one of

its transition points without any changes occurring. It will be necessary

to give special attention in future to these phenomena, which play

also a role in "thermal analysis" and which may falsify its results.

Benedicks and Arpi did not make any provision to eliminate these

pfienomena. Ou account of what we know^ now^ about these hyste-

resis phenomena it w^as to be expected that any transition point, if

it really existed, would only be found under favourable circumstances,

or by a systematic elimination of the retardations mentioned above.

8. Moreover it may be pointed out that Benedicks and Arpi ??z^7(/(^

the supposition "dass die betreffenden Metalle nicht genügcnd rein

waren" (viz. the zinc, puriss. Merck, used by Benedicks in his first

investigations and by Le Chatelier among others). We think that the

opinion put forward by Benedicks in his first paper (see above § 3) "dass

die Menge von Fremdkörpern zu vernachlassigen ist", is the just one.

As we were told by Messrs. Merck at Darmstadt their "Zinc, puriss.

Merck (garantiert frei von Eisen und Arsen in Stiiben)" contains only

small traces of cadmium. We carried out an analysis of this material

') Whether this point i-ealiy exists or not may be left open for the moment.
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following the method described by Mylius ^). In 100 gr. of this metal

we could oidj detect small traces of cadmium (lead and iron). We
think that the explanation of B. and A. which is based on the

presence of large amounts of impurities falls to the ground.

9. That it is not the presence of foreign substances which give

rise to the strongly marked change of the mechanical properties of

zinc at higher temperatures (which fact has been the starting point

of Bknkdicks' in\estigations) is evident from the fact, that this change

may also be observed in the i)iirest zinc (Zink "Kahlbaum", comp.

§ 5). We liave been able to confirm this result repeatedly on ivseh es.

10. Finally some remarks, made in a note by Benedicks and Arpi

may be considered here.

In the first place they believe, on account of an investigation con-

cerning the quenching velocities of metals, carried out by Benedicks *),

that "eine besonders grosse Abkühlungsgeschwindigkeit nicht zuerzielen

ist" when the method is followed which we used. (1 kilo of zinc

was chilled in a mixture of solid carbid dioxide and alcohol). It

may be pointed out that the velocity we used has been greatly exag-

gerated; we got the same results by using water or air of room tempe-

rature. We also carried out some experiments with carbon dioxide

and alco hoi in order to vary the external conditions of our experiments

as much as possible. In our researches on the allotropy of copper

and cadmium we also used water or air as a cooling medium.

11. Secondly Benedicks and Arpi raise the question as to whether

there has not taken place an "Auflockerung der Oberflache" of our

preparations when we w^ashed them with dilute hydrochloric acid.

By this operation a change of density might have occurred.

They have however overlooked two facts : in the first place the

recent investigations of Johnston and Adams ^), which prove that the

density of any substance is independent of its state of division.

Moreover they have not taken into account the results of our inves-

tigations on cadmium ^), where the same difficulties would have

occurred. The reproducibility and reversibility of the phenomena

prove that the disturbances, mentioned by Benedicks and Arpi really

do not occur.

We hope to report shortly on the real transition points of zinc.

Utrecht, September 1914. van 't Eoff-Laboratory.

1) Zeitschf. f. anorg. Chemie 9. 144 ^895) ; Mylius, ibid. 74, 407 (-1912).

2) Joiirn. of the Iron and Steel Institute 77, 153 (1908).

s) Journ. Americ. Ghem. Soc. 34, 563 (1912).

^) Proceedings 16, 485 (1913).
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Chemistry. — ''The Allotrop'/ of Antunony.'^ T. \\\ Prof. Ernst

Cohen and J. C. van den Bosch.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 26, 1914).

1. The following modifications of this metal were known hitherto:

a. The so called uietalUc antimony, a bhiish-white solid witii

metallic lustre. It is very brittle at ordinary temperatnres and is

said to crystallize in the hexagonal system. Only this moditication

is found in natuie.

b. Black antimony. This form has been prepared by Stock and

SiKBERT ^) in three different ways, the best method being by rapid

cooling of the vapour of ordinary metallic antimony. This black

modification is converted by heatnig into metallic antimony. Its colour

and density change slowly at 100'^; at 400^ the conversion occurs

instantly. This form seems to be metastable at ordinary temperatmes.

c. Yellow antimony was first prepared by Stock and Guttm.vnn ^)

in the year 1904, by the interaction of antimony hydride (at — 90°)

with air, oxygen or chlorine. Even at — 50^ this form is meta-

stable : it is converted by heating into the black modification.

d. Explosive Antimony. Ernst Cohen, Ringer, Strengers, and

Collins ^) proved that the explosion which occurs when this body

is pounded, pressed or scraped, is to be attributed to the transformation

of an allolropic form called by them ^-antimony, into the ordinary

modification (metallic antimony ; «-antimony). Hitherto no investigation

of the connexion between these different forms has been carried out

as it is very difficult to procure sufficiently large quantities of them.

2. The investigations described below deal with the question

whether the metal known hitherlo as "metallic antimony" is to be

considered at ordinary temperatures and pressures as a metastable

system, as is the case with the metals we have already investigated.

Our experiments will prove that this \>> really the case.

3. A kilogram of antimony (Kahlbaum — Berlin) which contained

some hundredths of a percent of impurity, was melted and poured

into a cylinder of asbestos pai)er, which was surrounded by a mixture

of alcohol and solid carbon dioxide. The chilled metal so obtained

was used in all experiments.

4. It was powdered in a mortar. We determined its density at

25°. using two pycnometers as described by Johnston and Adams ^).

ij Ber. d. d. chem. Ges. 38, 3887 (1906).

2) Ber. d. d. chem. Ges. 37, 885 (1904).

8) Zeitschr. f. physik. Chemie 47. 1 (1904V 50, 292 (1904); 52, 129 (190Ü).

*) Journ. Am. Chem. Soc. 34, 563 (1912).
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Tlie difference between any two of these determinations ne\'er exceeded

three nnits in t!ic third decimal place.

Our thermomt^ters had been compared with a standard of the

Phys. Techn. Reichanstalt at Cliarlottenburg — Berlin.

We nsed toluene as the liquid in tlie pycnometer ; its density had

25°.0

been determined in four experiments to be d —— 0.8603.
4

Two different parts {A) and {E) of our material gave the values

25°.0 G.6900 [A) ard

4° 6.6897 (£•).

5. Tiie samples {A) and [E) were now heated separately during 4 X 24

hours in an aqueous solution of potassium chloride (10 gr. KCl on

JOO gr. of water), using a reflux condenser, the boiling point of the

solution being 102°. 5.

The metal was then washed with dilute hydrochloric acid, water,

alcohol and ether, and dried in vacuo over sulphuric acid.

Its density was now
25°.0 6.6744 (A)

4° 6.6803 (£);

ConseqHiently the density has decreased by 13 units in the third

decimal place.

6. After having heated {A) and {E) for a second time (6 X 24

hours) in the boiling solution, we found

:

25°.0 6.6784 a-d G.6765 {A)

^ 4° 6.6789 and 6.6778 {E).

Tlie density had undergone no further change.

7. The experiments described in % 4—6 show that the antimony

after chilling is present in a form which changes at 100° with a

measurable velocity.

In order to investigate if there exists here a transition tempera-

ture as in the case of the other metals which ^ve have hitherto

studied, we carried out some dilatometric measurements, using the

electric thermostat which we described formerly. ^)

8. The material which was put into the dilatometer consisted of

small pieces of the metal mixed up with fine powder and a part of

the metal from the pycnomelers. (500 grams). The paraffm oil used

had been heated for some time at 200° in contact with finely divided

antimony. There was no evolution of gasbubbles.

9. At temperatures below 119° there occurred no change of the

meniscus at the first heating (the bore of the capillary tube was

i> Zeitschr. f. physik. Chemie 87, 409 (1914).
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1 mm.j, not even when the heating was continned for 48 hours.

On the contrary, the dilatometer having l)een kept at 15° during

a month, tlie change was:

At 101°.8 in 2 hours, +74 nnii.; i.e. +37 mm. per hour

„ 100.9 „ IV, „ +20 „ ; „ +15 „ „ „

„ 100.2 „ 12 „ —89 „ ; „ - 77, „ „ „

From these data one might conchide that there exists a transition

point in the neighbourhood of 101° which is in perfect agreement

with our density determinations (§ 4

—

G).

10. Guided by the experience gained in the case of cadmium and

copper ^), we now carried out some experiments with antimony

whose previous thermal historj^ had been changed between wide limits.

After having Ivept the dilatometer for 50 minutes at 'J 50°, the

meniscus fell during a certain time at the constant temperature of

96°.0; after this it became stationary and then began to rise. From
these observations one would conchide tliat there is a transition

point below 96°. and that, in consequence of the heating at 150°,

the transition temperature had thus been lowered. This experiment

proves, that at 96°. there are present at the same time more than

two modiücations.

11. The dilatometer was now kept at 225° for 12 hours. After

this there occurred at 94^6 (at constant temperature) a marked fall

in the oil level (569 mm. within 48 hours), while in the experiment

described in § 10 there took place a rise of the meniscus at the

same temperature.

12. The phenomena described above show that metallic antimony,

such as we have known it hitherto, is also a metastable system

which consists of more than two allotropic forms.

We hope shortly to report on the modifications Which play a

role here.

Utrecht, April J 914. van 't Eo¥¥-Laboratory.

Chemistry. — "The Coloration o/ some derivatives of Picrylme^

thylaniide ivith alkalies". By Prof. A. P. N. Franchimont and

H. J. Backer.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 26, 1914).

In a previous communication {Rec. trav. chim. 1913, 32, 325 ; Ahstr.

Chem. Soc. 1914, ii. 84) we described the spectrographic investigation

of the coloration which picrylalkylnitramines undergo by alkalies. It

was shown, that the absorption spectrum of picrylmethylnitramine

CgH, (NO.J5 N Me (NO,) after addition of alkali gets a certain ana-

1) Proceedings 17, 54, 60 (1914).

43
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVU.
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logy with that of picijlmethjlamide C,B, (N0,)3 NHMe, and that thé

latter spectrum is not much changed by alkali.

We then concluded, that the coloration of picrylalkjlnitramines

with alkalies had a similar cause as the colour of nitranilines {vicl.

Franchimont, Rec. irav. chim. 1910, 29, 298, 313), which is ascribed

by Hantzsch {Ber. 1910, 43, 1669) to an action between the nitro

and amino groups attached to the benzene nucleus. The coloration

of the nitramines would thus be produced by nitro groups of the

nucleus reacting with the base, the nitro group attached to nitrogen

playing only a secondary part.

In order to test this hypothesis, we have now examined several

derivatives of picryhnethylaniide, compounds of the formula Pier.

-NMeX'). For X we have chosen the nitroso group, the organic

acyl groups COC]^,, CO.Me, CO„Et and finally the phenyl group

as example of a negative group being no acylgroup. The compounds

investigated were thus picrylmethylnitrosamine Pier. NMe(NO), picryl-

methylacetamide Pier. NMe(C0CH3), methylpicrylmethylaminoformiate

Pier. N Me (CO^Me) and the ethylester Pier. NMe (CO^ Et), and picryl-

phenylmethylamide Pier. NMe Ph.

In the tirst place it should be observed that, like the nitrogroup,

also the acyl groups NO, COOH.,, CO.Me, CO^Et strongly diminish

the. colour of the picrylmethylamide. Compared with this deeply

yellow coloured amide, the nitramine, nitrosamine, acetyl derivative

and both the urethanes are only palish yellow.

These differences are clearly shown by the absorption curves.

1

Both the absorption bands of picrylmethylamide at —2390 and 2875

(see curve 15) disappear wholly; the acyl derivatives give for the

concentrations examined, only a continuous absorption in the ultra-

violet (curves 3, 5, 8, 10), just as it was found for the nitramine

{Rec. tmv. chim. 1913, 32, 332).

It must be admitted, that the presence of acyl groups in the

aminogroup of picrylmethylamide so strongly diminishes the basic

properties of this group, that it loses the power to act with a nitro-

group, and thus to produce colour.

If this hypothesis is correct, it must be possible to prevent this

reaction also by addition of a strong acid combining with the

amine group.

Indeed, picrylmethylamide dissolves perfectly colourless in strong

1) In this paper Pier, means the group 2, 4, 6trinilrophenyl.
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snlpbiiric acid. The absorption bands disappear wholly from the spec-

tiiini, and only a modest continuous absorption in the nltraviolel remains

(comj)are curves 14 and 15). For a concentration of 0.0002 gram-

molecules per litre and an absorbing layer of 100 m.m. the beginning

of the absorption is repelled by the sulphuric acid from - 2150 to

3400. This decoloration of picrylmethylamide by sulphuric acid is

just the reverse of the coloration of the nitramine with alkali. In

the tirst case the nitro groups of the nucleus are deprived of the

opportunity to combine with a basic grouji, in the latter case this

opportunity is on the contrary given.

The reaction wiili alkalies seems to be the same for the acylderi-

vatives now investigated as for tlie picrylalkylnitramines, the only

difference being that they want a little more alkali for the red

coloration. F'ormerly we found {llec. tniv. chim. 1913, 32, 332),

that a sohition of picrylmethylnitramine containing an excess of

1

alkali gives two bands at — 1975 and 2350. At nearly the same

places two bands are shown by the alkaline solutions of the acetyl

derivative (curve 6) and the urethanes (9 and 11), though one of

the bands is only represented by a flat part of the absorption curve.

The anomalous curve given by the nitrosamine with alkali (4)

will be discussed separately.

Picrylphenylmethylaraide, the last derivative of picrylmethylamide

we examined, exists in two fornis of the same dark red colour but

of different mebing points, 108 and 129". Hantzsch {Bei\ 1910, 93,

1651) calls the two forms homochromo isomerides, whilst Biilmann

{Ber. 1911, 44, 827) regai-ds them as polymorphous forms.

As Hantzsch has already observed, the spectra of the two forms

are completely equal (curve 12). It was now found, that the « and ^

forms in presence of alkalies also behave in the same way (curve 13),

so that the two forms when dissolved seem to be wholly identical.

The broad absorption band of the amide at 2350 becomes by addition

of alkali a little deeper and is' somewhat displaced to larger wave-

lengths. At the same time it undergoes a division into a flat part at

2070 and a feeble band at 2400. This agrees with the behaviour

of the other compounds with bases.

Finally we have examined the coloration of 1,3,5-trinitrobenzene

with alkali, since liere only the nitrogroups of the nucleus can act

with the base.

Whilst trinitrobenzene only absorbs continuously (curve 1), addition

43-
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of alkali produces a broad band from 2040 to 2300 (curve 2). Its

centre is at about the same place as the centre of the two bands,

Avhich show the picryhnethylamide derivates in presence ofallialies.

In the previous publication (1. c.) we mentioned a remarkable

decomposition of the alkaline solution of picrylmethylnitramine. After

a day it gave the spectrum of potassium picrate, being hydrolysed in

this way : Pier. N Me NO, -» Pier. OH + Me NH NO,.

An analogous decomposition takes place, though more slowly, with

the acetyl derivative and the two urethanes. In a few days the spec-

trum of their alkaline solutions is perfectly the same as that shown

by potassium picrate (curve 7).

With picrylmethylnitrosamine this decomposition proceeds very

quickly, much more rapidly than with the nitramine. During the few

minutes required for the spectrographic examination its alkaline

solution is already partly decomposed.

The anomalous absorption curve (4) is apparantly due to a super-

position of the spectrum of the potassium compound of the nitro-

samine with that of potassium picrate. Fiom the three bands shown

by this curve at - 2000, 2400 and 2900 the latter is ujidoubtedly

caused by the presence of potassium picrate, which gives a band at

about 2880. In the spectrum of the potassium compound of the nitro-

samine there may be expected two bands at about 2000 and 2350,

in analogy to the observations made with the other derivatives of

pier} Imethylamide. The former band is indeed present, whilst the

second band, likely with assistance of the flat band shown by

potassium picrate at 2500, is transferred to 2400. Two hours after its

preparation, the alkaline solution of the nitrosamine was again

examined ; it then showed the pure spectrum of potassium picrate

(curve 7).

The i-esults of this investigation may be expressed as follows.

The coloration of picrylmethylnitramine by alkali has the same

cause as the coloration of other derivatives of picrylmethylamide by

this reagent.

For the nitramine, the acetyl-, carboxymethyl- and carboxyethyl-

derivatives, which altogether only have continuous absorption for

ultraviolet rays, show two bands at about 2000 and 2350 after addition

of alkali. Picrylphenylmethylamide has already of itself an absorption

band, which, however, by alkali is divided into two parts at 2070

and 2400.
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The nitrogroup attached to the nitrogen atom of the nitramine

is evidently not essential for the reaction.

Further, the spectrum of triniti-obenzene with alkali, though much
differing from that of the other allcaline solutions, has yet its absorption

in about the same part
(
- 1800—2500

We may thus conclude, that in all these cases the coloration is

produced t)y a reaction of the base with one or more nitrogroups

of the nucleus.

Finally it has been shown, that the presence of a strong acid, as

well as the introduction of acyl radicals, completely expels the absorp-

tion bands of picrylmethylamide.

Chemistry. — ''ct-Salpho-proplonic acid and its resolution into

optically active isomerides" . By Prof. A. P. N. Franchimont

and Dr. H. J. Backer.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 26, 1914).

Already in 1902 a great number of di\erse chemical and bioche-

mical methods were tried by the first of us to separate the «-sul-

phopropionic acid CH3(S03H1CHC02H prepared by him ^) from pro-

pionic anhydride and sulphuric acid, into the two optical isomerides

that one might expect according to theory. Not a single one, however,

had given the desired result, although sometimes strychnine

salts with a different rotating power were obtained, but after their

conversion into ammonium salts these always appeared to be inactive.

As SwARTs ^) had stated that he certainly had obtained from

fluorochlorobromoacetic acid strychnine salts w4th varying rotating

power, but had not succeeded in isolating the optically active acids,

and as also Poncher ^), who tried to effect a separation of bromo-

chloromethanesulphonic acid by means of cinchonine, only obtained

rotating ammonium and barium salts, but no acids, it appeared as

if with such simple acids the tendency to form racemic mixtures

or compounds was very great and likewise the velocity of conver-

sion. This was provisionally also assumed in the case of «-sulpho-

propionic acid (methylsulphoacetic acid) and the experiments were

discontinued in consequence.

Still with lactic acid (raethyloxyacetic acid) Purdie and Walker *)

1) Rec. d. Tr. ch. d. P.B. 7. p. 27 Q888).

2) Bull. Ac. Belg. (3) 31. p. 25 (1896).

3) Bull. Soc. ch. (3) 27. p. 438 (1903).

4) J. ch. Soc. 61. p. 754 (1892).
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and with «-bromopropionic acid (inethjibromoacetic acid) Rambkrg ^)

Iiad obtained decided results, luit on the other liand, Pope and Read ^)

did not succeed in resolving the chlorosulphoacetic acid. The

question now arose whether perhaps the sulphogroup created the

difficuItA^ i. e, causes the rapid raceniisation. Tiiis became less

probable after Pope and Read ^) had succeeded in splitting the

chloroiodomethanesulphonic acid and had found that the optically

active acids thus obtained were not so readily transformed into the

racemic mixture. Hence, the investigation of sulphopropionic acid

was at once again taken in hand.

Both chlorosulphoacetic acid and methylsulphoacetic acid («-sulpho-

propionic acid) arc dibasic and thus can form acid salts. Moreover,

the two groups that cause the acid reaction, have a different com-

position, the one being a carboxyl- and the other a sulphoxyl-group.

and of different strength, so that as the sulphoxyl is stronger acid,

salts will presumably contain the carboxyl-group in the free and the

sulphoxyl-group in the combined state.

Whereas, previously, chiefly the neutral and mixed metallic salts

and the neutral strychnine salt had been experimented with, the

acid strychnine salt was now employed and the desired result was

obtained at once.

«-Sulphopropionic acid itself was hitherto only known as a viscous

syrup, whilst sulphoacetic acid had been obtained in crystals;

therefore we have trie'd also to obtain «-sulphopropionic acid in a

crystallized condition.

A dilute solution of the acid prepared by decomposition of the

barium salt with the theoretical quantity of sulphuric acid was

concentrated by partial freezing and draining by suction. The strong

solution was placed in vacuo first over sulphuric acid atid then

over P2O5. The viscous residue was kept for a day in an ice safe

at about 0^, when gradually large crystals were formed. The acid

thus obtained contains one mol. of water and is exceedingly hygro-

scopic. \\\ order to determine its melting point a little apparatus

was constructed, consisting of two tubes communicating with a

transverse tube, one of which contained P2O5 and the other the

«-sulphopropionic acid. After the apparatus had been evacuated and

sealed, it was allowed to stand for a few days. The m. p. of the

«-sulphopropionic acid was then found to be 100°. 5, therefore, higher

than that of sulphoacetic acid, which is stated to be 84°—86°.

1) Ber. d. D ch. G. 33. p. 3354 (1900).

2) J. ch. Soc. 93. p. 795 (1908).

3) J. ch. Soc. 105. p. 811 (1914).
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An acid strychnine salt was obtained by evaporating an aqueous

solution of the acid with the equimolecular quanlily of strychnine

on a steam-bath until crystallisation set in. The Uirge crystals that

had separated were purified by repeated crystallisation from water;

their composition then was CjHgOsS -|- C^iH^jOaN^ -{- E^O. They,

however, proved to be not the acid strychnine salt of the inactive

(racemic) f.- ulphojn-opionic acid, but of the dextrorotatory acid. On
heating, they are decomposed at about 250° with evolution of gas

and formation of a brown liquid.

As in the case of all other compounds described here, tlie rotating

power was determined in aqueous solution with sodium light at 20°.

B}' concentration c is meant the number of grams of anhydrous

active substance per 100 cc. solution. The specitic rotation [«] is

likewise calculated on the anhydrous substance. The molecular

rotation has, of course, the same value for the anhydrous and the

hydrated crystalline substance.

For the acid strychnine salt was found at c = J.938,
[«]^o ^ _ 140 (5 and [MY^ = — 71°.4.

By way of comparing, strychnine hydrochloride was also investiga-

ted and at cirr 1.297 was found: [«] == - 30^.2 and [JYJ =— 112° ^).

The acid strychnine salt of «-sulphopropionic acid investigated is,

therefore, presumably that of the dextrorotatory acid.

In order to obtain this acid, the acid strychnine salt was first

decomposed with the theoretical quantity of barium hydroxide ^).

After complete separation of the strychnine by extracting the drained

off liquid witii chloroform, the neutral barium salt was precipitated

by addition of alcohol. This salt is laevorotatory.

*For c=: 1.764 was found [«]= — 4°.96 and' [J/] =— 14°.4.

From this salt the active «-sulphopropionic acid was liberated by

1) This value agrees fairly well with the constant [ilf] =— 114° found by Pope

and Read for a somewhat different concentration. J. Chem. Soc. 105, p. 8:20 (1914).

2) The acid strychnine a-sulphopropionate can be titrated with baryta water and

a suitable indicator such as methyl-red which is sensitive to feeble bases. It may

also be titrated with litmus to violet-blue. If however, phenolphthalein is used which

is but little sensitive to weak bases such as strychnine, the colour does not appear

until also the second acid group combined to the strychnine has been neutralised

by the inorganic base. As the change in colour is fairly sharp, both with methyl-

red and phenolphthalein, the titration forms an interesting application of the

theory of indicators. Still more remarkable becomes the experiment, when

both indicators are used simultaneously. The methyl-red passes into yellow after

addition of a semi-molecule of barium hydroxide, the phenolphthalein then being

still colourless; so soon, however, one mol has been added, the violet colour of the

phenolphthalein salt appears, unaffected by the pale yellow colour of the naethyl-red.
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the theoretical quantity of sulphuric acid and its rotatory power

was then determined.

For c= 0.645 was found [«] = + 31°.6 and [M] = -}-4.S°.7.

In another preparation was found for c= l.S5, [«] i= -[- 32°.0

and [J/] = + •49°.2.

Therefore, it is the de.vtrorotatori/ acid, whose neutral barium salt

is laevorotatory

.

It was now tried to obtain also this dextrorotatory acid in the

solid condition. The solution was, therefore, concentrated in vacuo

first over sulphuric acid and then over PjOg. The viscous mass did

not crystallize on cooling, but did so slowly after a trace of the racemic

compound had been introduced. The crystals are exceedingly

hygroscopic, melt between 81° and 82° and contain one mol. of water.

As the neutral barium salt of the dextro «-sulphopropionic acid

rotates in the opposite direction of the free acid, it became of

importance to investigate also the acid salt. For this was found

at c= 0.776

[«] ^ _|- 18°.0 and [J/] = + 79^8 or r= 2 X 39°.9 ').

The acid potassium salt gave at c = 0.516 the values:

[«] = + 23°.8. [M] = + 45°.7.

The acid metallic salts of dextro «-sulphopropionic acid are, there-

fore, dextrorotatory like the acid itself. The racemisation of dextro

«-sulphopropionic acid and its salts was also tried.

The aqueous solution, at c = 0.645, when heated for six hours

at 100, suffered no appreciable racemisation, the rotation remaining

unchanged.

A solution of the barium salt at c==:1.28 after being heated for

eight hours at 150° was racemised to the extent of 807o-

A solution of the potassium salt at c = 0.64, which also contained

2 7o of free potassium hydroxide, was completely racemised after being

heated for eight hours at 180\ An excess of free base thus seems to

accelerate the racemisation ^), althougli also the temperature, the

1) As the molecule of the acid barium salt contains two groups of the sulpho-

propionic acid, it may for the sake of comparison with the other rotations be

written more conveniently [itf] = 2 X 39°.9.

~) This would agree with the rule given by Rothe Ber. d. D. cli. G. 46. p. 845.

(1914), that active carboxylic acids, the ^.-carbon atom of which is asymmetric and

carries a hydrogen atom, are readily racemised under the influence of alkalies. He

tries to explain this by assuming that, owing to the base, enol formation takes

place in the molecule, thus causing the asymmetric carbon atom to disappear

temporarily.
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concentration and the duration of the reaction may exert an

influence.

In the motherliquor, from whicli the acid stryclinine salt of the

dextro-acid iiad deposited, there should still be present that of the

laevo-'dcid, this being more soluble. On addition of acetone a preci-

pitate was obtained which could be recrystallized from absolute

alcohol. Of course, it still contains a trifle of the less soluble salt

of the antipode, but yet in one of the preparations it was obtained

in a fairly pure condition.

For the rotating power at t;=: 1.658 was found [«] = — 27°.

7

and [M] = — 135°. The concentration does not seem to exert a

great influence on the specific rotation, for, at c= 8.424 was found

[«] = — 27^.4 and [M] = — 134°.

From this acid strychnine salt of the /-acid the neutral ammonium

salt was prepared. This gave for c— 3.113 the values [a] = + 7°.9

and [J/] = + 14°. 8. The neutral ammonium salt of the /-acid is

therefore, dextrorotatory

.

If (0 a solution of the ammonium salt is slowly added dilute

sulphuric acid, the dextrorotation diminishes, becomes zero and then

changes to a laevorotation, which Anally remains constant, as soon as

all the organic acid has been liberated. The rotation for the /-acid,

at c = 2.449, amounted to [a] == — 29°.8 and [M] = — 45°.8.

Although we have not prepared the /-r?-sulphopropionic acid in a pure

and solid condition, it appears from the experiments in quite a

a?-acid

[A [M]

/-acid

MD [M]D

s;-sulphopropionic acid C3H6O5S

acid potassium salt C3H5O5SK

acid barium salt (CsHaOsS)^ Ba

acid strychnine salt

C3H605S.C2,H2202N2

neutral ammonium salt

C3H405S(NH4),

neutral barium salt C3H405SBa

+ 32^
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satisfactory manner that a resolution lias been effected of the racemic

«-sulphopropionic acid.

The specific and molecular rotations of the compounds investigated

are united in the subjoined table. It should, however, be remarked

that the values of the /-acid and its derivatives are less trustworthy

because the acid has not been quite pure.

It deserves notice that the molecular rotation of the «-sulphopropionic

acid (49°. 2) is certainly somewhat stronger than that of the «-bromo-

propionic acid \) (44°.4) although the bromine atom (80) differs but little

in weight from the sulpho-group (81); still this may perhaps support

the view that the weight of the group influences the rotatory power.

If for instance, we compare with the rotation of «-ethylpropionic

acid^) (18°.2) we notice that both the rotation and the weight

of the group (29) are less.

More interesting seems the fact that the rotation of the neutral

metallic salts is much less than, and of an op[)Osite sign to that of the

acid metallic salts and the acids tliemselves, particularly in connexion

with what has been stated at the commencement, namely that it

concerns here a dibasic acid with two groups of different ionisibility

which cause the acid functions.

Although the phenomenon that salts of optically active acids

possess a rotatory power contrai'y to that of the acids themselves

was observed previously, for instance with lactic and glyceric

acids, the example now found seems a more simple one, because

there are not present any groups that can react on each other, and

because it may be called highly improbable that in the circumstances

stated the carboxyl- and the sulphoxyl-group should react on each

other. Consecpiently, the rotation will, probably, be less dependent

on concentration, temperature, age of solution etc.

In conclusion, it may be remarked that the laevorotation of the

acid strychnine salt of the ^/-«-sulphopropionic^ acid as compared

with that of strychnine hydrochloride, amounts to about as much

less as the dextrorotation of the acid metallic salts.

1) Ramberg. Liebig's Ann. 370. p. 23 i (1909) gives [:«] = 29°.0, whence [M] = U°A.

~) ScnüTZ & Marckwald. Ber. d. D. ch. G. 29. p. 59 (1896) [«] = 17°.85,

hence [if] = i8\2.
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Physics. - - "A neio electrometer, specialii/ arranged for radio-active

investiqations" . Part I. By Miss H. J. Folmkr. (Communicated

by Prof. H. Haga).

(GommunicatL'd in the meeting of May 30, 1914).

Introduction.

In trying to find an accurate method for measurements of the

natural ionisation of air in closed vessels, radio-active radiation of

the elements, etc., researches in which very small ionisation currents

are to be measured, it seemed to me that the need is felt of an

electrometer, which, besides possessing a great sensibility of charge,

will also be able to measure \ery minute currents with accuracy.

As to the mentioned conditions, the latter is fulfilled by C. T. R.

Wilson's electroscope (the gold-leaf type), which owes this favour-

able quality to the very simplicity of the system; this namely renders

it possible to bring about the ionisation which is to be measured, in

the air contained in the apparatus itself, to avoid connecting wires,

together with electrostatic and other influences, the disturbance

caused by insulators being confined to that of a single one. In my
opinion this is the reason that this electroscope is generally preferred

for various measurements requiring great accuracy to say a sensitive

DoLEZALEK electrometer, which lacks these advantages, notwithstand-

ing the fact of a much greater sensibility of charge óf the latter
;

in consequence of this sudden changes in the natural ionisation of

air in closed vessels, for instance, the existence of which is accepted

by many investigators, cannot manifest themselves clearly when the

electroscope is used ; moreover measurements of small currents will

take much time.

This has led me to construct an electrometer, the principle and the

method of working of which I shall discuss in what follows, and

which in my opinion can supply the mentioned need. It appeared

from the results obtained, that with this apparatus currents can be

measured both very accurately and very sensitively ; accordingly

it seems to me, that for these reasons the apparatus may be very

suitable for various radioactive researches requiring the above

mentioned qualities, as was also corroborated by experience.

Description of the yrincijjle of the apparatus.

In the figure a schematic representation of the arrangement is given ^);

the apparatus consists of:

^) An accurate description of the apparatus will follow in a 2nd communication.
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two separate spaces, viz. tlie

measuring space c : a flat brass

cylinder, and the ionisation space

ƒ: a brass cylinder of volume

1 litre ; the two cylinders are

insulated from each other by

ebonite.

In the measuring space is the

metal needle b, supported in the

middle by a second metal needle

(/. insulated by amber ; b -\- d

together form the conductor, which

is charged by the ionisation current.

In c is also found the very thin

aluminium strip a, which a few

mm. above b is fastened to a thin

metal rod with mirror, suspended

on a Wollaston wire, which is

fastened to a torsion head insulated

by means of ebonite.

Through a perforation in the amber and in the ebonite a rod /

can be brought in contact with the needle (/.

In this way a, b -\- d, c, and ƒ, can therefore be separately brought

in a conductive connection with a storage battery or with earth
;

c rests on a bottom plate, to which legs are fastened which support

the apparatus.

The charging of the apparatus before use.

In what follows we shall examine from the course of the lines of

force, what state arises in the space c, and how this takes place,

when the system is charged : the lower cylinder ƒ is of no

account as regards this, as it does not belong to the measuring

system proper.

The method of charging is founded on this that the two needles

a and b, which with untwisted position of a form an angle, let us

say of 30°, will still have this position with respect to each other,

when the system is in the charged state, in which latter case, however,

lines of force run between the different conductors.

We begin to charge a to a constant potential, e. g. to, + 20

volts, keeping b and c still at potential volt. If for the sake of

simplicity we first imagine the state as it would be without the

presence of b. the course of the lines of force would be as follows:

lines of force would start from a, and end upon the bottom, the walls,
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and the lid of c ; in consequence, however, of the unequal distance

from a to those diiFerent parts of c, the potential gradient pei- unit

of lengtii or the electric force, as also tlie density of the lines of

force, or the value of the tensions directed along the lines of

force in the space round a would be of very nnequal value ; how
great, however, the variation in ditFerent directions might be, yet

there would be complete symmetry in the course of the lines of

force with respect to the vertical plane in which the needle itself

is situated. The presence of l>, however, disturbs this symmetry in

the following way :

1. The lines of force starting from a in the direction of /; will

no longer end on c, but on b; besides, on account of their diminished

length, therefore on account of the increased electric force, they

become there denser than before.

2. There will be inflection of lines of force; some lines of force,

viz. those which, when not subjected to the influence of h, would

run beside b from a to c, w'\\\ pass into lines of force from a to h

under the influence of b.

This disturbance caused by b will give rise to the formation of a

resulting electrostatic couple, acting on those halves of the side faces

of a, which are directed to the side of the acute angle between a

and b, so that consequently a is deflected to the side of b, and the

angle between a and b will become such that the formed torsion

couple of the suspension wire will be in equilibrium with the

electrostatic directive couple.

In order to make a return to the untwisted position, c is charged

to a negative potential, which brings about the desired change; for

'I. then (he density of the lines of force between a and c will

increase, which causes a slighter variation of lines of force on those

halves of the sides of a which are directed to the side of the acute

angle between a and b
;

2. some lines of force between a and b will deflect and become
lines of force between a and c.

In case of a sufticient negative i)otential of c the above mentioned

electrostatic resulting couple will be annihilated through this change.

The course of the lines of force has now become more symmetrical

(of course not quite), while a returns to the untwisted position.

In this way e. g. a state of charge is realized for a z= -]- 20 V.,

6 = v., c =1 — 3 V.

For the sake of simplicity a whole number was taken for the

potential of c, the consequence of which is, that in the final state

the needle is only approximately in the untwisted position.
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Measuring method of ionisation currents.

A quantity of radio-active substance is placed on the bottom of

tlie ionisation cylinder ƒ ; the system is charged to the state : -J- 20 V.,

v., — 3 V.
; ƒ is then brought to a potential value, dependent on

the strength of current to be measured. While a, c, and /maintain

their potential values, b is insulated by breaking the contact with /;

the ions formed, let us say the positive ones, will then charge b to

a constantly increasing potential, with the consequence that the

number of lines of force between a and b will decrease, and a

couple will be formed, which will cause the needles to slowly recede

from each other, and that the quicker as the current is the stronger

(to return later on to particulars of the motion).

Consideration.

It will be seen from the arrangement of the electrometer, how the

before mentioned advantages of the WiLSON-electroscope are realized in

it ; in the space ƒ namely the ionisation current is directly carried to

the needle b -f- d, this needle being perfectly insulated by a single

piece of amber. The separation of ionisation space and ineasuring

space has, moreover, this advantage that the measuring system is

not contaminated with radio-active impurities, while the ionisation

space and the rod d, which can be removed, as regards the part

that lies in f, can be easily cleaned.

As to the measuring sj'Stem proper, the principle, of it differs from

that of the quadrant electrometer ; it has been thus cliosen on purpose

that the lines of force formed by the ionisation current contribute

as much as possible and as favourably as possible to the movement

of the needle a.

This is not the case in the quadrant electrometer; there namely

the movement is caused by the lines of force which run between

the quadrants and the rims of the~ needle, whereas the vertical lines

of force between needle and quadrants do not contribute anything to

the moving couple.

In my opinion it would not be possible to modify the quadrant

electrometer in such a way that, while maintaining the principle of

the quadrants, many lines of force are not retained at the same time

which in a measurement either give no movement, or will even

counteract the movement. The latter might be possible, if the flat

needle should be replaced by a horizontal wire, in which way a

large horizontal surface is, indeed, avoided, but on the other hand

the formed lines of force would act on the two sides of the needle,

when the latter is rotated. The advantage of the described apparatus
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lies ill this that (ho lines of tbroo between a and h, which are

subjected to a change on ionisation, will mostly ariee on odi' side

of the vertical strip. This removes the last mentioned drawback, a

large injurious horizontal surface also being avoided. I think that

with this apparatus I have obtained a sensibility of charge, greater

than is possible with a DoLEZALKK-electrometer, the same thickness

of wire given.

The realization of a greater sensibility of charge.

The sensibility of the apparatus appeared to be capable of great

variation, the suspension wire being left unaltered, and that by

varying the state, of charge, whereas, for the rest, the method of

charging and measuring remains the same. To make the system

more sensitive, a is not charged to + 20 V, but say to -|- 32 V,

after which a negative potential value is imparled to c such that a

has turned back to an almost untwisted position. The potential of

c will also be more strongly negative, of course, for this state than

for the state (-f 20.0, — 3) V; the state of charge will then become

e. g. (+ 32,0, - 6) V.

In order to understand what causes this modification of charge to

bring about greater sensibility of charge, we must examine in the

apparatus 1. the variation of the potential sensibility. 2, the variation

of the value of the capacity ; for these two factors together determine

the sensibility of charge.

i. The former is to be found from the curves I, in which examples

of some states of charge are given ; to investigate the potential

Cl
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sensibility h was increased every time by 2 Volts in potential

for every state separately. The state, as indicated over every

curve, always represents the initial state. All the measurements

following here were made with a provisional apparatus ; the suspen-

sion consisted of a Wollaston wire 7 ii thick, and 97 mm. long.

(Scale distance 1.5 m.).

From these curves appears the greater potential sensibility of

the system for greater potential difference between a and h ; for the

state (+ 32.0, —6) V e. g. a displacement of almost 700 mm. was

fuund for 2 V potential increase oï h; for (-f 8.0, — 2) V it amounted

to it 500 ram. for 20 Volts. The state (+32.0, —6) V does not

represent the most sensitive state that could be obtained.

I think the cause of this greater potential sensibility is the

following

:

When a recedes from h in consequence of a potential increase

of h, which is brought about by increase of charge of ó, the negative

induced charge on b will diminish in consequence of this motion,

or rather the potential value of b will be c//mz?2«Vié?c/; for a positively

charged body {a) recedes from b. The greater the potential difference

is between a and b, the greater will be the potential diminution in

question for a definite angle; in other words the potential diminution

of b required for a receding of a over a definite angle will be the

less, i. e. the potential sensibility will be the greater. Besides the

said change of the induced ciiarge at the same time increases the

angular displacement, which is another reason for greater potential

sensibility.

2. It follows from the foregoing, that greater potential sensibility,

obtained in this way, must be attended by an increasing capacity

;

for when through a definite addition of charge to è in a state with

greater potential difference between a and b a slighter potential

increase will set in in consequence of the motion of a, this will imply

a greater capacity of b. Capacity measurements (method Harms,

Phys. Zs. 1904) give the same result; the capacity in the state

(4-8,0— 2) V amounted namely to 5,2 e.s. units; that in the state

(-|- 20,0— 3) V 6,0 e.s. units. Both values are the mean from a great

many determinations.

What is the reason why, in spite of this increase of capacity, the

increase of potential sensibility more than counterbalances it, will

appear from the application of the following consideration of the

capacity.

Though for an electrometer tiie sensibility of charge is in direct

ratio to the potential sensibility, and at the same time in inverse ratio
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lo tliG value of tfie capacity, it does by no means follow froni this

that the sensibility of charge will be greatest for a capacity as small as

possible, and a potential sensibility as great as possible ; for the latter

quantities are not independent of each other, as appears clearly among

others in what was said under 2. therefore I cannot entirely concur

with Labordk's statement, in his : "Methodes de mesure, employees

en radioactivité, page 66", where he says : "I'appareil le plus sensible

aura une grande sensibililé aux Volts et nne faible capacité" ; in

this statement the above mentioned relation is namely not taken

into account.

Thus in consequence of the existing mutual dependence of capacity

and potential sensibility it will be possible — and it will be shown

here that this really applies to the discussed electrometer — that

it will be favourable for the sensibility of charge, to take the capacity

not as slight as possible, when namely an accompanying increasing

potential sensibility more than compensates the disadvantage of

this procedure.

That this case presents itself in the described apparatus may be

shown by first examining of what the capacity of the apparatus, i.e.

of the needle h-\-d really consists. This capacity consists of : capacity

of the part h, which refers to arising or vanishing lines of force

leading to a or c, and capacity of d.

Now 1 would distinguish in this capacity between

:

a. useful capacity, by which I mean capacity which has an influence

on the motion of a\

b. injurious capacity which lacks this influence, and which is really

a disadvantage here, because it binds charge of the ionisation

current without making it demonstrable* Of the above mentioned

capacity only that corresponding to the lines of force between a and b

is certainly almost entirely useful capacity (see below); the rest is

injurious.

And in this lies the cause why the state with greater potential

difference between a and b, though attended with greater capacity,

can yet mean greater sensibility of charge; for this increase of capacity

concerns here the capacity of b with respect to a; this is increased,

(according to 2) hence the useful capacity of b is increased; the

greater now the ratio of useful to injurious capacity is, the greater

the sensibility of charge.

For the rest, as regards the value of the injurious capacity in the

apparatus, the following remarks may be made:

1. The injurious capacity of d with resj)ect to ƒ will not be of

great influence, since the distance to / is great.

44*
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2. So far the lines of force starting from the lower rim. of a, ot*

from the bach of a, ending on b, were not taken into account;

they represent injurious capacity. This iniluence will make itself

slightly felt in the middle of the needle, but will have little effect

there on the motion.

3. It is difficult to say anything definite about the value of the

injurious capacity of b with respect to c.

At any rate it w ill also appear from what follows, how for very

sensitive states the total influence of the injurious capacity may

almost be disregarded.

In the case of the quadrant-electrometer, on the other hand, the

injurious capacity is that of large surfaces with respect to a metal

needle lying close by.

Before confirming what has been said above about this increased

sensibility of charge for greater potential differences between a and

b by the communication of some experimental results, a few par-

ticulars may be added about the mode of motion of the needle

during the current measurement.

Mode of motion of the needle during the current measurement :

When the needle b is charged starting from potential V by

means of an ionisation current, when therefore the potential

difference between a and b decreases, a will l)egin to move away

from b ; consequently a motion of the scale division under the

crosswire will take place through the reflection of the mirror, which,

however, will not be uniform. For the different positions occupied

by a both the potential sensibility and the value of the capacity of

b will be different ; for the smaller the angle with b, the greater is

the potential sensibility, as well as the capacity.

The causes are the following: 1. With a smaller angle the distance

between a and b is smaller and therefore the diminution of the

induced charge for a definite change of angle greater.

2) With a smaller angle the potential difference itself is also

greater, and this again causes a greater decrease of induced charge

for a definite angle.

For both reasons greater potential sensibility, but at the same

time greater capacity is to be expected at a smaller angle, but here

too for the same reason as for conditions of charge with greater

potential difference between a and b, the result will be a greater

sensibility of charge

In agreement with this the curves I show, how for e\ery state of

charge the potential sensibility decreases with greater angle between

a and b.
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Capacity determinations gave tiie furtlier result that the caj)acit3'

amounted to 5.75 e.s. units for the state (-f- 20,0— 3) measured from

an angular displacement (recession), corresponding to 550 mm. scale

displacement, whereas it gave the value 6 e. s. units, when this dis-

placement only extended over 250 mm.
Measurement of the current.

With the different above mentioned states of charge ionisation

currents were measured, obtained with two different very slight

quantities of polonium, which were placed in a dish on the bottom

of ƒ; the larger quantity is called A, the smaller B. The velocity

with which the scale moved under the cioss wire was determined,

and then the intensities of current were derived in absolute measure

from this by means of the knowledge of the capacities and potential

sensibilities holding for some of the states of charge.

The curves II represent the result of the measurements for the

quantity A ; it appears from this, that in accordance with expecta-

tion the sensibility of charge increases for states with greater potential

difference between a and h ; at the same time this confirms what

60
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sibilities to determine the currents for A and B in ampères, from

C X V-increase per seo.

the formnla : i i
= :r;zTz , in which C represents

9 X 10^1

the capacity of the needle b -\- d. As mean values from the values

for the 3 most insensitive states we thus obtained :

24 = 1.3 X 10-13 (quantity B)

Ia — 3.3 X 10-'3
{ „ A)

Limits of sensitivitij of the apparatus.

Besides being dependeiit on the state of charge of the system, the

sensibility of charge can also be modified by varying the thickness

of the suspension wire and the angle between the needles.

It was now of interest to ascertain how far the infinence of

a change of the state of charge in this respect could extend, how

far in other words the apparatus might gain, resp. lose sensibility

of charge by a constantly increasing or diminishing potential difference

between a and b. Experiment showed, that there are limits on either

side, at which the apparatus presents a very peculiar character;

this will successively be examined for a smallest sensibility, and

then for a greatest sensibilitj^

a, Limit of smallest seyisibiiiti/.

Though for the just mentioned state of charge (-[- 8, 0, -|- 2) V
the phenomena were similar to those for the other states of charge, yet

the limit of sensibility appeared to be close in the neighbourhood,

viz. at the state: (-f- 4, Ü, 0) V ; this will most clearly appear from

the experiment in which the potential sensibility was examined by

15

21
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the regular increase of the potential value of h. It appears from

curve III how, in contradistinction with the other states, a tirst

recedes from b, and then approaches b again.

The explanation of this deviation from tiie ordinary phenomena

is very obvious; for the potential value of a being low, b \N\\\soon

rise above this value in potential value, and this more and moi-e;

hence the diminution in lines of force between a and b tirst con-

tinues, till the potential value of b has risen to -1-41^; then lines

of force arise again between a and b, whose number increases with

the rise of the potential of b, so that finally the needles will, instead

of receding, approach each other.

In accordance with expectation it appeared from the experiment

for the current measurement that the needle first receded from b,

stopped, and then approached b.

This state of charge appeared, therefore, to be unsuitable for the

current measurement, of course under for the rest entirely definite

circumstances of thickness of wire, height, and angle of the needles.

b. Limit of greatest sensibility.

In the following examples of states of charge illustrating this

case a certain difference with the foregoing ones may be observed;

for the rest this modification was taken voluntarily ; b is here

namely in the initial state already at positive potential, while the

potential value was lowered during the measurement, in other words

in contrast with the preceding cases a approached to b through

increase of the lines of force between a and b.

In the following examples the potential decrease for b amounts

every time to 2 F, and it is always stated how much then the

deviation is for a, expressed in mm. of scale displacement.

state (+ 80, + 40, + 36,) V.(1)

(3)

(5)

state (+ 80, + 60, + 60,) V.

b +58 V. 82 mm.
„ + 56 „ 85 ,,

., +54 „110 „

„ +52 „145. „

„ +50 „250 „

state (+ 80, + 30, + 26,) V.

b + 28 V. 201 mm.
„ + 26 „ the needle

turns.

state (+120, + 40, + 32) V.

b + 38 V. the needle

turns.

(2)

(4)

(6)

b
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The phenomenon that occurred now was the following: when e.g.

in the 3'^' state h was charged to -|- 26 V, after ha\ing tirst been

brouf>-lit to -f- 28 V, we did not once more observe a deviation which

amounted to somewhat more than that for the change of the

potential value of b from -f- 30 V to +28 V (since the sensibility

at smallei' angle increases), but a passed over so great an angle that

the whole scale disappeared from the field, and a assumed almost a

position parallel to b: the needle turned suddenly. In state 4 this

phenomenon occurred immediately at the first potential decrease of

b with 2 V, and the same applies to the 5''' and 6'^' states,

whereas in contradistinction with this the first state exhibited stable

states throughout the scale for definite potential values of b.

The experiment seemed tiierefore to point to the existence of an

unstable state of equilibrium of a, which gradually shifted to an

increasing angle with b as the state of charge became more sensitive.

To ascertain, whether this displacement was a gradual one, the

turning point was approximated as nearly as possible for every state

separately; this was done by diminishing b in poteutial value not

by 2 Volts every time, but only by parts of 1 Volt. The result of

this was that, as had been expected, the 2"^ and 3''^ states were

still realisable throughout the tcale, the 4''', b^^\ B''» states on the

othej' hand only partially, but again in such a way that the said unstable

state of equilibrium, hence the turning point, occurred at a greater

angle, as the state of charge was more sensitive.

When after the turning a had reached its new state of equilibrium,

it was not possible to make a return to its position through a slight

potential increase of b, which, considered in itself, would give rise

to a state of charge with a stable equilibrium outside the region of

turning. This too pointed to the existence of an unstable equilibrium.

The explanation of the existence of such an unstable equilibrium

at the point of turning seems to me the following:

In what precedes the change was already discussed of the

induced charge on b, in consequence of an angular displacement

of a; we saw how this change takes place for a definite angular

displacement to a greater degree, the greater the potential difference

is between a aud b, and the smaller the angle is between the needles.

Taking this into consideration we may ask what will take place

when e.g. the state (+ 83, -f- 30, -|- 26,) V is realized, and when

the negative charge is continually supplied to b.

In this the ratio of useful to injurious capacity will namely con-

tinually change for the before-mentioned reasons; it will become

continually greater; at a definite p,ngle the influence of this injurious
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capacit}' can even all but vanish. Tliis circunislance can also be

expressed thus, that then even a supply of negative charge will no

longer make the potential of b go down, because the approach of

a to b brought about by this supply just compensates the expected

potential decrease.

- The angle, for wliiv'i this consideration holds, will still be found

outside the region of turning and may be realized by means of a

storage battery.

If more and more negative charge is added at this angle to b. e.g.

through an ionisation current, the potential value of b will even

continually rise in consequence of the preponderating influence of the

approach of a to b. F'inally the state becomes this, and it is then

that the turning takes place, that for a further approach of a to b a

supply of charge to b is not even required any longer. For the mei-e

induced charge on b called forth by the approach will be more

than sufficient to give rise to an electrostatic couple, which can be

in equilibrium with the formed torsion couple.

That, however, in case of such a turning the parallel state is not

entirely reached, which was already pointed out, maj^ be accounted

for in this way that the lines of force between a and b at decreas-

ing angle will also act on the back of a in appreciable quantity,

and this more and more as the angle becomes smaller, so that through

this circumstance the electrostatic couple, which tends to make the

angle between a and b smaller, is counteracted. It will follow from

this, that after the turning, the two needles will always continue to

form a (generally small) angle with each other.

It follows therefore from this explanation of the angle of turning,

as was already pointed out on p. 547, that, when the measure-

ment is made in the neighbourhood of this angle, the capacity which

must then be taken into account, will chiefly consist of useful capacity,

by which the sensitivity of the state is to be explained.

In conclusion a single example of a measurement of air-ionisation

and of Uubidium-ionisation.

In these measurements the needle a was brought to potential zero

;

the state of charge was :0 V.,— 26 V., — 32 V.

The ionisation space contained only air ; volume 1 litre ; the

number of seconds successively fouiid for the passage through 10 mm.
was: 43, 24, 31, 32, 55, 55.

Then a quantity of Rubidium salt was placed in a dish with an

area of 50 cm^ on the bottom of/; it was found that successively :

9, 10, 10, II seconds were required for the passage of 20 mm. In

this case ƒ was at -j- 80 V.

Physical Laboratory of the University at Groningen.
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Chemistry. — ''The metastahle continuation of the mixed crystal

series of pseudo-components in connection loith the phenomenon

allotropf. II. By Prof. A. Smits. (Communicated by Prof.

J. D. VAN DER Waals).

(Communicated in the meeting of Sept. 26, 1914).

In the first communication on this subject ') different possible

continuations of the mixed crystal series in the raetastable region

have been discussed, in which chiefly the mixed crystal phases

coexisting with liquid were considered.

The metastable continuation of the coexistence of two mixed crystal

phases was only mentioned in a single case, where namely continuity

of the mixed crystal phases in the metastable region was supposed.

It is now, however, the question what can be said of this

coexistence for the case that the said continuity does not exist. We
consider, therefore, one of the figures from 7 to 12 inclusive from

the previous communication, and ask what can be predicted about

the metastable continuation of the lines j) and m.

On the whole a transgression of the melting temperature without'

melting setting in, or in other words supersolidification, is considered

possible also on slow rise of temperature. The continuity discussed

by Van der Waals between the sublimation line a b and the melting

point line i^ c of a single sub-

stance, see fig. 1, starts from

this supposition ; we shall, there-

fore, also here have to take the

possibility into account that the

melting fails to appear at the

eutectic temperature, and that

the coexistence continues to exist

between the two mixed crystal

phases. It is, however, the ques-

tion w^hether this possibility is

limited. It follows from the con-

tinuity between the sublimation

line and the melting-point line

pj j^
considered by van der Waals that

such a limit has been assumed

for the coexistence between solid -|- vapour and solid -{• liquid.

1) These Proc. XVI p. 1167.
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Above the temperature of tlie higher cnsp e, and below the pressure

of the lower cusp d, the solid substance can no- longer exist by

the side of the gas resp. liquid.

For our purpose the cusp c is tlie most important, for this point

expresses that there exists a limit for the coexistence solid -[- gas,

which implies that the orientated condition of the molecules in the

solid substance coexisting with its vapour cannot exist an}' longer

at a definite temperature, in consequence of the increasing molecular

motion. If this holds for the solid substance in coexistence with

vapour, there must also be a limit of existence for the solid substance

ivithoiit vapour, and as the contact with the vapour will diminish

the stabilit}^ of the solid state in consequence of the molecular

attraction between the molecules in the solid phase and those in the

gas phase, we may expect that the limit of existence of the solid

substance ivitliout vapour will lie at a higher temperature. This

temperature limit of existence will vary with the pressure, and thus

we shall be able to draw a line uv in the PT-figure indicating the

limit of eMstence of the solid substance.

For a binary system this holds of course, for both the components.

When, therefore, we pass from the triple point of the components

to the quadruple point, we get something similar. As Dr. Scheffer

has demonstrated ') and as is expressed in Fig. 2, the lines for

Sa -\- Sb -\- 0. Sa -\- Sb-\- L merge continuously into each other

Fig. 2.

also by means of a ridge with two cusps and an unstable inter-

1) These Proc. XIII p. 158.
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mediate portion, and here a line pq can be given for the Uinit of

coexistence of Sa + Sb , because either Sa or Sb has reached its

limit of coexistence there, wiiich makes it impossible for the said

coexistence to occur an}^ longer.

It follows therefore from this that the lines /; and }n extend

metastable to a definite temperature above the eiitectic one.

Transition from monotropi/ to enantiotropy.

As is known it often happens that a substance under the va|)Our

pressure presents the phenomenon of monotropj. whereas nnder

higher pressure enantiotropy takes place, as has e.g. been indicated

in the PT-figure 3.

The theorj of allotropy again enables us to get a clear insight

into the signification of this phenomenon.

Suppose the 2',.Y-figure 4 lo hold for a pressure above the triple

a

A

/
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pressiive. For onl}' in this case e.g. tlie situation of the line for the

internal eqnilibriiini in the li(|ui(l with respect to the j)scudo s^yslem

will shift with the pi'essine, and if tiiis displacenient is snch tiiat

the point ^ moves downward with respect to the pseiido binary

TjA^-figure, /.^ will coincide with c, ^S'^ with d and >S'2 with e at a

given pressure, or in other woids under this pressure two solid

moditications of the unary system will be in ecpiilibrium with each

other and with their melt at a definite temperature (triple point

temperature).

At this temperature the two modifications have therefore the same

melting-point pi'essure, so that this temperature can also be called

a transition temperature under the melting-point pressure.

If we raise the pressure still more, we get a 7',,i'-figure as given

in Fig. 5, from which it appears that whereas the direction of the

lines for the intei'ual equilibrium in the solid phase excluded the

appearance of a stable point of transition at lower pressure, it must

now at higher pressure neces-

-/ .sarili/ lead to a transition point.

We see further that the solid

phase which appears at the

stable point of solidification now
lies on that mixed crystal line

on which the solid phase of the

metastable melting equilibrium

lay before, and vice versa, so

that the form of crystallisation

of the solid phase at the stable

point of solidification will now
be equal to that in which the

metastable phase showed itself

at a pressure belotu the transi-

tion pressure.

On further increase of pressure

the points I^ and s^ move still

more to the left, and the transi-

tion equilibrium gels deeper and deeper below the equilibrium of

melting.

The P, T-projections of the points s^ and I^, at different pressures

will form the stable melting-point line, that of the point s^ and /j

the metastable one,'-- whereas those of the points .s''.^, s\ form the

transition line as indicated in fig. 3.

It therefore appears from the foregoing that the transition from
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monotropv into enarïtlotropy can be explained in a simple way
by means of the theory of allotiopy.

Now the question rises where the transition line eo^ starts from.

A possibility has been given in tig. 3, from which follows that the

transition line starts in a metastable point of transition under the

vapour pressure 0^. This is the view to which lead Ostwald's ^) and

Schaum's '^) assumptions on the existence of a metastable point of

transition under vapour pressure '). Now it is the question whetlier

this is tiie only possibility. It has been pointed out just now that

the metastable coexistence is confined between the two mixed crystal

series md and pe (see Fig. 4), and as the metastable point of

transition arises by intersection of the internal equilibrium line of

the solid phases with the above mentioned mixed crystal lines, it is

clear that it may happen that this intersection does* e.g. not exist

under the vapour pressure.

If in such a case enantiotropy does occur at higher pressure, the

transition line will proceed in a metastable way up to that pressure

and that temperature at which for the tirst time an intersection

between binary mixed crystal lines and internal equilibrium lines

takes place, and there the transition line will then suddenly terminate

in a point that indicates the

limit of existence of the

coexistence between two solid

phases which are in internal

equilibrium, as fig. 6 shows.

Now it is clear that the

main cause of the transition

from monotropy to enantio-

tropj can find its origin

exclusively in this that the

situation of the pseudo figure

varies more greatly with the

pressure than that of the

unary figure, but in by far

the most cases, namel}' there

y where the pseudo components

Fig. 6. are different in molecular
sizes, the situation of the pseudo figure will vary less with the

1) Z. f. phys. Chem. 22, 313 (1897).

2) Lieb. Ann. 300, 215.

^) Cf. also Bakhuis Roozeboom, "Die Heterogenen Gleicbgewichte" I, 187.
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pressure than thai of the internal equilibrium, and the phenomenon

discussed here will have to be attributed to this siipeiposilion.

In conclusion it nmj be pointed out that other particularities may
still present themselves, when the internal equilibrium line of the

liquid phase under the vapour pressure lies so much on one side

that there exists no meta-

stable melting point under

this pressure. If we now
think that this case occurs,

and that the internal equili-

brium line for the liquid

phase under the vapour

pressure lies greatly on

one side towards the right,

and that this line moves

towards the left on increase

of pressure, we get what

follows : The phenomenon

of phase allotropy ') is wanting under the vapour pressure, monoti-opy

can however, occur at higher pressure.

The metastable melting-point line will start at the absolute zero

e.g. in the case of tig. 10 of the preceding communication ^), and

run further as represented in fig. 7.

If on the other hand we have to do with the case of fig. 12 of

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

1) For the occurrence of a substance in two or more similar phases the word

phase allotropy might be used, while the occurrence of a substance in different

kinds of molecules, for which 1 before introduced the name homogeneous allotropy,

might be designated by molecular allotropy.

2) loc. cit.
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tlie preceding commnnioation. a 7^7-rigLire is possible as fig. 8 shows.

Tiiese considerations open our eyes to the possibility that enantiotropy

occurs under higher pressure, notwithstanding the phenomenon of

monotropy is not fonnd under the vapour pressure.

Amsterdam., June 25, 1914. Anonj. Chem. Laboratory

of the University.

Chemistry. — '^On the vapour pressure lines of the system

phosphorus.'' II. By Prof. A. Smits and S. C. Bokhokst.

(Communicated by Prof. J. D. van ükr Waals).

(ComaiLinicalcd in the meeting of Sept. 126, 1914).

Tlie continued investigation of the [)hosphorus purposed to decide

with certainty wlietlier the red and the violet phosphoi'us must be

regarded as two different moditications exhibiting the phenomenon

of enantiotropy, as seemed to follow from Jolibois' ') researches and

also from our first investigations.

Confining ourselves to the communication of the result we can

state with certainty that the supposed i)oint of transition between

red and violet phosphorus does not exist, and that only one solid

stable modification of the phosphorus has been found, which is violet

in coarser crystalline state, but red in a more finely divided state.

The vapour tensions of different phosphorus preparations approach

to amounts which form one continuous vapour pressure line, when

the heating is long continued.

An apparent discontinuity may arise under definite circumstances

in consequence of too rapid heating. If namely, the preparation at

lower temperature contains too much of the more volatile pseudo-

component, too high vapour pressures are observed at these lower

temperatures, in consequence of the not setting in of the internal

equilibrium. In the neighbourhood of 450°, however, the setting in

of the internal equilibrium becomes appreciable, and this transformation

being attended with a diminution of the vapour pressure, the vapour

pressure line will present a course that reminds of a discontinuity.

When we worked very slowly and started from states which could

only differ little from internal equilibrium states, any discontinuity

had, however, disappeared.

At the same time this investigation furnished a fine confirmation

^) G. R. 149, 287 a909; and 151, 382 (1910).
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350= 400° 450' 500° 550= 600=

Vapour pressure line red phosphorus determined by means

of the glass spring indicator.

Temperature
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of the theory of allotropy, as it necessarily led to the conclusion

tiiat the stable red or violet modification is really complex, and

consists at least of two components, which greatly differ in volatility.

As the denomination red phosphorus is universally known, we

will also apply this term to the stable modification, though, as was

yaid before, this modification is violet in coaiser crystalline state.

The adjoined figure represents the vapour pressure line, as it has

been found by us after laborious study, and the table gives the

vapour pressures at different temperatures, as they can be read from the

vapour pressure line. In a following communication this investigation

will be treated more fully.

Amsterdam, Sept. 25, 1914. Anorg. Chem,. Laboratory

of the University.

Chemistry. — ''The application of the theory of allotropy to electro-

motive equilibria:' III. By Prof. A. Smits and Dr. A. H. W.

Aten. (Commujiicated by Prof. J. D. van der Waals).

(Communicated in the meeting of Sept. 26, 1914).

Introduction.

The application of the theory of allotropy to metals necessarily

led to the assumption that every metal that exhibits the phenomenon

of phase allotropy, must contain different kinds of ions. As -was

already mentioned before, these kinds of ions can 1. differ in com-

position, the electric charge per atom being the same; 2. differ in

valence with the same composition, and 3. differ in composition and

charge per atom.

On extension of the said theory to the electromotive equilibria it

was now demonstrated 1. that the unary electromotive equilibrium

finds its place in a A,t' figure of a pseudo system, 2. what can be the

relation between the unary and the pseudo-binary system, and 3. what

phenomena will have to appear when in case of electrolytic solution

resp. separation of metals the internal equilibrium is noticeably

disturbed. The phenomena of anodic and cathodic polarisation appeared

by this in a new light and the passivity of metals revealed itself as

a disturbance of the internal equilibrium in the metal surface in the

direction of the noblest kind of ions^), which view seemed already

to be confirmed by a preliminary investigation *).

Thus we had arrived at the region of the passivity of metals, and

') These Proc. XVI p. 699.

2} These Proc. XVII p. 37.
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it became desirable to get acquainted willi llie iiniuenselj extensive

literature on this phenomenon.

The most important hypotheses that luive been proposed as an
explanation of this phenomenon, and which have been collected by
Fredenhagen ^) in an interesting summary, are the Ibllowing:

1. Tlie oxide theory of Faraday, who assumes that j)assive metals

are covered by a coat of oxide ").

2. IvRtJGER FiNKEi.sTEhv's ') valeuce tlieory which slightly modified is

also adopted by Muller '). In this it is assumed that the passivity

consists in a change of the proportion between tiie components of

different valence. ,

3. Le Blanc's velocity theory ^), which supposes the phenomena
of passivity to be due to the slight velocity with wiiich the formation

of metal ions would take place.

4. The velocity theory of Fredenhagen ''), Muthmann, and Fraüen-

berger ^), who start from the supposition that the passivity is caused

by the slight reaction velocity between the anodically separated

oxygen and the passi liable metal, whicii causes oxjgen charges or

solutions of ox3gen in metal to originate.

5. The theory of Grave *"), who assumes a retarded heterogeneous

equilibrium metal-electrolyte which is under catalytic influences.

If we now consider the passivity which has arisen by an electrolytic

way, it seems- to us that too little attention has been paid to the

prbnary character of the phenomenon.

First of all we should inquire to what it is owing that in case of

anodic polarisation of base metals the potential ditference is modified

in such a way that the tension of separation for the 0^ is reached,

and we should also question why in case of cathodic polarisation

of base metals the potential difference changes in such a way that

the tension of separation for the H^ is reached.

1) Z. f. phys. Chem. 63, 1 (1908).

-) Faraday has not expressed himself so positively as is generally thought. In

a letter to P.. Taylor Faraday writes explicitly [Phil Mag X175. Jan. 21 (1837)]:

"I have said (Phil. Mag. IX. 61 1837) liiat my impression is, thai the surface of

the metal is oxidized, or else, tliat the superficial particles of the metal are in

such a relation to the oxygen of the electrolyte as to be equivalent to an oxidation,

meaning by that not an actual oxidation but a relation...

3) Z. f. phys. Ghem. 39, 104, ' 11J02).

*) „ „ „ „ 48, 577, (1904). Z. f. Electr. Chem. 11, 755, 823, (1905)

5) Chem. News 109, 63 (1914).

6) Z. f. phys. chem. 43, 1 (1903).

7) Sitzber. K. Bayr. Akad. 34, 201 (1904).

8) Z f. phys. Chem. 77, 513 (191 Ij.
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l'hese phenomena being only observed above a certain current

densitii, it is clear that we liave to do here with a disturbance

whicli makes its appearance when the electric current is passed

througli with too great velocity.

We have, therefore, to do here with a question of velocity, and

as an explanation of the primary character of the passivity pheno-

menon Faraday's oxide theory is to be rejected from the beginning.

Witii regard to Grave's theory we may remark that it seemed

very improbable already at a cursory examination. Nernst has

namely demonstrated that in the phenomenon of solution equilibrium

of saturation always prevails in the boundary layer solid-liquid. In

connection with this w^e may, therefore, expect that this continues

to hold for the phenomenon of solution by an electrolytic way.

There is no reason at all to make an exception here.

With regard to the second theory it should be observed that the

valence hypothesis, on which it is founded, is implied in the con-

clusions to which the application to metals of the theory of allotropy

leads. This theory generally concludes, namely, as was already said

before, to the existence of different kinds of ions in the metal phases

and points out that one of the possibilities is this that the metal ions

loith the same composition only differ in valence.

The a[)plication of the theory of allotropy to the heterogeneous

electrolytic equilibria has further shown that when the metal phase

is comple.i', apart from the nature of the difference between the ions,

the anodic and cathodic polarisation, and also the passivity of metals

can be explained.

Diametrically opposed to this theory are the theories 3, 4 and 5, and

it is now clear what will have to be decided. By an experimental

way we must try to get an answer to the question as to whether

the phenomenon polarisation and passivity resides in the boundary

surface between metal and electrolyte, as the theories 3, 4 and 5

suppose, or in the metal surface itself, as the theory of allotropy

has rendered probable.

For this purpose the investigation about the complexity is the

obvious way. When experiment has proved the complexity, we can

try to find out whether it possesses metal ions of different valence.

Experimental part.

1. To examine whether or no the phenomenon of polarisation and

that of passivity resides in the metal surface, it seemed to us the

simplest course to attack the metal surface by means of chemical

reagents, and to see if it has changed its properties in consequence
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of this. If a metal really contains different kinds of ions they will,

as was stated before, differ in reactive power; hence an attack may
result in a change of the concentration in the metal surface, in the

sense of enobling. It is, however, to be seen hefoi-ehand that tlie

investigation in this direction will be successful only when the in-

ternal equilibrium in the metal surface in contact with the electro-

lyte is established slowly enough. If this equilibrium is established

with very great velocity, no disturbance will of coui-se, take place,

even though the ion-kinds differ greatly in reactivity.

It appeared in our previous investigation about polarisation that

the metals Ag, Ca, Ph are exceedingly little polarisable, from which

we inferred that these metals quickly assume internal equilibrium.

Hence the etching of these metals promised little success. Quite in

agreement with our anticipations it appeared that the potential dif-

ference metal- Vj^ norm, salt solution was not to be changed

for these metals by previous etching.

To examine this the electrode of the metal that w^as to be investi-

gated, fastened to a platinum thread was etched with acid, and then

quickly rinsed with water. Then this electrode was immerged in

a Vio norm, salt solution, and made to rotate, after which the

potential with respect to a Vio N. calomel-electrode was measured

as quickly as possible.

When the above mentioned metals according to our anticipations

had yielded a negative result, the metals Co, JSfi, Cr, and Fe were

examined with the following result:

Metal
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It follows from this (able that these metals about which it was

derived from the plicnomenon of polarisation that they assume their

internal equilibrium much more slowlj- than Ac/ etc. really become

nobler when etched with acid, as was expected.

This temporary change of the potential difference in the sense

noble must tind its origin in a change in the metal snrface, and so

it is perfectly clear that theories 3, 4, cannot be of any use here.

At the same time they throw a peculiar light on Grave's theory.

Gravk thinks that the heterogeneous equilibrium metal-electrolyte

can be easily retarded, but that the hydrogen exerts a positively

catalytic influence on the heterogeneous equilibrium. According to

him iron would become passive by extraction of the dissolved hydrogen,

which wonld take place on anodic polarisation. Now specially in

ion-state hydrogen is certainly a catalyst for the transition passive

•^- active, but it is quite unpei'missible to derive from this that

hydrogen catalyses the heterogeneous equilibrium. It is of importance

to state emphatically that according to Grave's theory it could by

no means be expected that an enohUng of the metal surface would

be brought about when it was etched with HCI or H^SO^, in w^hich

the metal can absorb hydrogen. We ha\e to do here with a pheno-

menon that cannot be counteracted by the positively catalytic influence

of the hydrogen on the internal transformations in the metal surface.

^ Further we made the following in our Opinion very important

experiment with iron. An iron electrode forged to a platinum wire

was made passive one time through anodic polarisation, another

time through immei-sion in strong nitric acid. Both times the potential

of these passive states of the iron electrode immerged in Vio N.FeSO^

solution, was measured with respect to Vio norm, calomel, in which

the following appeared.

The potential difference of the pa.^sive iron, both after anodic

polarisation and after etching with strong HNO3 at first decreases pretty

rapidly, then remains constant for a lime, and then descends again

rapidly. We now compared the temporarily constant potential differ-

ence of the quickly rotating electrode in the two cases, and then

found what foUow^s

:

Observations
Tension of the constant part of

the potential of passive iron

Passivity arisen by anodic polari-

sation

Passivity arisen on attack of
strong HNO3

+0,20 V with respect to "10 Norm.
Calomel electrode

-f 0,205 V with respect to '/loNorm.
Calomel electrode
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From this experiment the important conclusion could, therefore,

be drawn that the two passive states are the same.

At the end of this series of experiments we may finally already

conclude that from the fact that where anodic enobling was observed,

also ore enobling could be demonstrated, follows that the two

phenomena must be explained from one and the same point of view,

as the theory of allotropy makes possible.

2. As the course followed bade fair to lead to success, we have

changed our mode of procedure so that we could expect still greater

effects.

Our purpose was now to attack the metals while they were im-

merged in the salt-solutions, and measure the potential with respect

to the calomel-electrodes at the same time.

Very effective in this respect is bromic water, with which in some

cases enormous effects were obtained, and a catalytic influence was

also discovered of Br-ions for Ni.

Nickel.

The first experiment was made with a screwshaped Ni-electrode,

which was kept in rapidly rotatory motion by a motor, and served

therefore at the same time as stirrer. The result was as follows.

Ni-electrode in 100 cm3 '/lo N. Ni (N03)2-solution.

Observations
Potential of the Ni-electrode with

respect to VioNorm. Calomel-electrode

Initial value
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It follows from this table in the first place that addition of broinic

water makes the potential of the nickel rise at first by about 0,65 Volt.

Tiien a maximum is reached, after which a cousiderable decrease

takes place. We further see that wiien after the potential did not

change any more, the bromic concentration was raised to saturation

b}^ the addition of three drops of bromine, the potential of tiie Ni

changed only exceedingly little.

This very remarbable result ^) led us to suspect that the distui-b-

ance of the internal equilibrium caused by the action of the bromine,

is catalytically influenced by Br'-ions which had arisen when the

metal was etched. With certain Br'-ion-concentration the positive cata-

lytic action of the Br'-ions is so great that it can just compensate the

disturbing action of the bromine, and the Br'-ion-concentration increasing

continually, a considerable decrease will then have to set in. If now

the bromine concentration is increased considerably, both the disturb-

ing action and the catalytic action is greatly increased, after which

the condition can become pretty well stationary, and addition of

more bromine has little or no influence. To test this supposition

the potential of the Ni was first carried up by bromine water, and

then KBr was added with the following result

:

Ni-electrode in 100 cm^ '/,(, Norm. Ni (N03)2-solution.

Observations
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For this purpose besides a Ni-electrode, also a Pt-electrode

covered with Pt-black was placed in the same Ni-nitrate-solution,

and then after addition of lir-water the jtotential of the Ni' and of

the Bromine-electrode was determined.

Then the following was found :

Ni and Pt-electrodes immerged in 100 cin3 N. Ni (N03)2-solution.

Observations
Potential of the Ni-elec-

trode with respect to

VioN. Calomel electrode

Potential of theBr-elec-
trode with respect to

'/lo N. Calomel electrode

Initial value
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tliiosiilphate, and then the potential fell to — 0,04 V., which was

about tlie initial ^•ahle. If we now compare the behaviour of the

Ni-electrode with this behaviour, we notice that the addition of the

ürst qiiantitj' of bromine has a smaller influence than foi' the bromine-

electrode, and that the addition of more bromine has a much greater

influence here than for the bromine-electrode.

While the potential of the bromine electrode no longer changes

on further addition of Bromine up to 3 cm^, it increased for the

nickel-electrode by an amount of 0,34 V., so that the total rise

amounted to 0,95 V.

And we see further that wliile the addition of KBr brought about

a decrease of only 0,04 Y. for the bromine-electrode, it came to

four times the amount, viz. to 0,16 V. for the nickel-electrode.

All this suggests that the nickel-electrode does not behave at all

as a bromine-electrode in the experiments mentioned here, which is,

indeed, not astonishing, as the Br pretty strongly attacks the Ni-electrode.

It is, therefore, clear that we have to do liere with a very parti-

cular behaviour of the metal itself, and that the explanation, as was

already surmised, must be this that during the action of bromine

on nickel a disturbance of the internal equilibrium takes place in

the meta! surface, in the nobler sense, and that this disturbance is

counteracted by addition of Br-ions, from which follows that bromine

ions execute a positively catalytic action. The result is that we have

observed here a great disturbance of the internal equilibrium in the

metal surface caused by chemical action, which proceeds continuously,

in the same direction as was found in case of anodic polarisation.

The electrolytical solution of metals is. however, very certainly the

most efficient means to disturb the internal equilibrium in the metal,

and thus in this way an anodic polarisation of 1 ,88 V. was observed

for Ni, v/hich after the current had been broken off still amounted

to 0,95 v., a value which is in fairly good agreement with that

found now. The disturbance brought about by Br during the rinsing

of the electrode with water being again neutralized, the previous

etching experiments with Br had a negative result.

Chromium.

Of all the metals which we have investigated up to now, chro-

mium is nearest akin to Ni.

The following table represents the result obtained when bromine

was added to a rotating chromiumelectrode immerged in a Vio

N.OrClj-solution.
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Crelectrode in 100 cm3 i/io norm. CrCI^-solution.

Observations Potential of the Cr-electrode with
respect to Vio norm. Calomelelectrode

Initial state with active chromium ')

with 3 drops of Br-water

with 1 cm3 of Br-water

with 2 cm3 of Br-water

with I cm3 of N. KBr solution

— 0,26 V

— 0,08 „

then slowly descends to

— 0,24 V

+ 0,62 „

rises in a few minutes to

+ 0,79 V

+ 0,79 „

+ 0,78 „

Then the preceding experiment was repeated with a solution of

Cr (NOjj witi) the following result :

Observations
Potential of the Cr-electrode with
respect to '/loNorm. Calomelelectrode

Initial state
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Iron.

The metal iron yielded a remarkable result. The potential of a

rotating iron electrode immerged in 100 cm', of V^o NFeCP, could

he afected neither by addition of hromine up to saturation, nor by

addition of a solution of N.KBr.

This remarkable result must be explained in the following way.

As we shall soon see, iron is strongly attacked by a solution of

FeClj, and when acted on in this way iron becomes nobler. Now

Br. also attacks iron pretty strongly, and this attack would undoubt-

edly also lead to an enobling of the iron surface. Evidently, how-

ever, the disturbance called forth on attack by Br, is slighter than

that caused by FeCig, on account of which the addition of Br could

of course have no influence in the just mentioned experiment. What

is further most convincingly proved here is this that the iron abso-

luteh/ cannot behave as bromine electrode in consequence of the attack.

This is quite in accordance with what has now been found by

us, that namely an enobling of the potential of a metal-electrode

caused by addition of bromine, must be attributed to a disturbance

of the internal metal equilibrium, at least when the metal is attacked

by bromine.

Chlorine acting more strongly on iron than bromine, it was

expected that when the former experiment was repeated with chlo-

rine instead of with bromine, a marked rise of the iron potential

would be found. As the following table shows, this was actually

the case.

Fe-electrode in 100 cm^ of N.FeCls-solution.

! Potential of the Fe-electrode with
Ubstrvations

| respect to '/lo Norm. Calomel electrode

Fe in Norm. FeCls-solution

In a current of chlorine.

— 0,292 V
> 0,108 V

- 0,184 „

We may be sure that the iron which is strongly attacked by

chlorine, cannot have behaved here as chlorine electrode, and that

this experiment therefore proves that we have succeeded also for

iron in disturbing the internal equilibrium in the surface.

Another phenomenon which is in perfect harmony with this view,

and which had already been observed by Finkelstein '), is the elec-

1) Z. f. phys. Ghem. 39, 91 (1901).
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tromotive behaviour of iron with respect to solutions containing a

varying ferro- and ferri-ion content, as appears from the following

table.

ferrosalt
Fe-electrode in solutions with varying ratio

ferrisalt"

Observation
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by the solution L and the solid phase S. This solid phase, therefore,

contains very nmcli of the less noble pseudo component a. The

metastable unary electromotive two-phase equilibrium is indicated

by the solution L' and the solid piiase S'.

As was set forth before, on anodic polarisation tlie metal phase >S

will move down along Sri, hence become nobler, whereas the metal

surface will move upward along Sa on cathodic polarisation, hence

become less nol)le.

The stable unary electromotive e(|iiilibrium requires an electrolyte

which contains only exceedingly few ferri-ions {^) by the side of

the ferro-ions («). When iron is immerged in a solution of ferri-

chloride, the s^^stem tends to assume unary electromotive equilibrium,

in which we may assume the metal phase to send ferro-ions into

solution, whereas ferri-ions are deposited from the solution on the

melal.

As follows from the A, .r-figure, a solution containing many ferri-

ions could only be in pseudo-electromolive equilibrium with the iron

for much less negative potential of the iron. Hence there Avill be a

tendency to make the electrolyte richer in ferro-ions, and the metal

in ferri-ions, but until the unary equilibrium concentration has been

reached, the iron potential will possess a too small negative value,

as was also observed.

It is further to be seen that the negative value of the iron poten-

tial will have to increase in a solution of ferro-sulphate, when
during the measurement the ferri-ions are precipitated as much as

possible.

This follows, indeed, from the following table.

Initial potential of Fe in Vio N. FeSOj-solution ') = — 0,538 V
Potential „ idem „ with a little NH4CNS = — 0,578 „

„ idem „ „ „ H,P04 =— 0,569 „

„ „ idem „ „ „ NH4 oxalate = — 0,555 „

The removal of the ferri-ions makes the iron clearly baser.

It is here the place to point out that in the just mentioned etching

experiments with chlorine, this substance has only indirectly caused

etching. It is namely very well possible that the action of the

chlorine has consisted in this that the ferro-ion emitted by the iron

is immediately converted into the ferri-ion, in consequence of which

the electrolyte remains as far as possible from the concentration

of the unary electromotive equilibrium, and that this gives to

the electrolyte its maximum etching action with respect to the iron

electrode.

V This solution contained traces of ferri salt.
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tn this case the chlorine would, therefore, indirectly bring about

an increase of (he disturbance of the internal equilibrium. What is

not improbable for iron, may also be true for nickel in the ex[)eri-

ment with bromine, when namely the nickel possesses ions of

different valence, but this cannot yet be stated with certainly.

Besides this tigure accounts for the discontinuous course of the

potential, when passive iron immerged in an iron-salt solution, passes

into the active form.

Iron which has passed into the passive state by anodic polarisation

or by attack with strong HNO3, is greatly enobled superficially, and

the potential possesses even a positive value. The concentration of

the surface of passive ii'on, therefore, corresponds to a point on the

line eb, and that below the line A = 0.

When this passive iron is immerged iji a solution of ferro-sidphate,

transformations will take place, in consequence of which the unary

electromotive equilibrium is approached, and while the potential is

falling, the metal surface moves upward along be, till it has arrived

in e. Here a second metal phase must occur, viz. d, and as long

as the two metal phases occur side by side, the potential of the

metal remains constant. The phase e must be entirely converted to

d, and when this has taken place, the potential descends furthei-,

till the unary electromotive equilibrium has been reached, and the

metal phase has been superficially transformed into S.

This is exactly the behaviour that has been observed by many
others and also by us. According to our measurements the three-

phase equilibrium cde must lie at -J- 0,20 V. with respect to Vio N.

calomel electrode. The place of the dotted line A = is therefore

not correct here; it must be thought between L.S' and cde.

We too found that the transition passive-active is accelerated by

H-ions, and we are therefore obliged to assume that hydrogen is an

accelerator for the internal transformations in the metal, as are also

the ions of the halogens. On treatment with strong HNO3 ^^^'^ on

anodic polarisation the hydrogen is superficially removed, and this

greatly promotes the internal transfoi-mation, so that the strongly

metastable state which we call passive iron, is observed for some time.

Through the diffusion of the hydrogen from within towards the

surface the passive iron, no longer sulijected to the action of strong

HNO3 or anodic polarisation, will soon again return to the active

form.

Summarizing we come to the following conclusion.

1. Faraday's oxide theory, which seemed already- sufficiently

refuted by others, cannot give an explanation of the origin of the
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passivity. If a metal is once passive, it can undoubtedly be covered

by an oxide coat on anodic polarisation, but the formation of this

coat is a secondary phenomenon.

Leaving apart whether on anodic pohirisation oxygen charges

give rise to a certain rise of the potential, it should be borne in

mind that it is exactly the ork/i?i of these gas charges that is to be

explained. Only when the metal during the passage of the current

undergoes a rise of the potential and the tension of generation of

the O2 is reached, these gas charges can arise, and so a theory

which purposes to explain the phenomenon of passivity, will have

to account for this potential rise.

It follows from this that the theories of Fredeinhagen, Muthmann,

Frauenberger and others leave the essential part of the passivity

phenomenon an open question.

3. Our experiments have proved that the phenomenon of

passivity resides in the metal itself, and that though this phenomenon

is decidedly a phenomenon of retardation, this retardation is not a

retardation of the ion hydiatation in the electrolyte, as Le Blanc

thinks, but a retardation oi' the ion transformations in the metal-

surface.

4. It is perfectly true, as Grave states, that hydrogen accelerates

the setting in of the electromotive equilibrium. That the hydrogen

would accelerate the setting in of the Aö^^m/é/ié^oï^ó' equilibrium metal-

electrolyte, is an untenable supposition.

The hydrogen accelerates the establishment of the homogeneous

internal equilibrium, but has often appeared to be inadequate to

neutralize the disturbance of the equilibrium brought about by etching.

5. With regard to Finkelstein's (Khüger's) view it might be said

to be implied in the new conceptions to which the theory of allo-

tropy has led, but that the said observers, not understanding the

deeper signiücation and the drift of their assumption, were not

able to embody their view in a theory.

6. W. J. Müller's views, which are only distinguished from

those of FiNKELSTEiN (Krügek) by the assumption that the states of

different valence formed different phases, are theoretically incorrect,

and have therefore not led to any result either.

7. The trustworthy experimental data about passivity mentioned

in the literature, just as the new results in this department described

here, can all be easily explained by the application of the theory of

allotropy to the electromotive equilibria.

Anorg. Chem. Lab. of the University.

Amsterdam, Sept. 25, 1914.
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Chemistry. — "On gas equilibria, and a test of Prof, van dkr

Waals Jr.'s fonnula." I. By Dr. F. E. C. Scheffer. (Communi-

cated by Prof. J. D. van der Waals).

(Communicated in the meeting of Sept. 26, 1914).

1. Introduction.

It may be supposed as known lliat (he situation of the equilibrium

of a gas reaction at a definite temperature can be calculated, when
at (hat temperature we know the energy of reac(ion and the variation

in entropy free from concentration for molecular conversion according

to the chemical equation of reaction. Bo(h quantities are algebraic

sums of the energies and entropies of the reacting gases separately,

in which the terms referring to substances of different members of

the equation of reaction iiave opposite signs. Energy and entropy

of a gas free from concentralion are pure functions of the tempe-

rature ; in the expression for the "eqiiilihrium constant" as function

of the temperature the transformation energy and the change in entropy

free from concentration at one definite temperature and the tem-

perature coefficients of both occur as constants. The transformation

energy of a great number of reactions may be directly derived from

Berthelot and Thomsen's tables ; (he temperature coefficients are in

simple relation with the specific heats, and for this a great number
of data are found in the literature ; the transformation entrop}^, how-

ever, is generally not determined directly, but from the chemical

equilibria by the aid of the above expression.

If one purposes to calculate the chemical equilibria from caloric

data, one will have to apply instead of the said mode of calculation

of the transformation entropy either direct determinations, or another

mode of calculation, in which exclusively quantities of the gases

separately are used. The determination of electromotive forces of gas

cells might be counted among the direct measurements ; for the tem-

perature coetTicient of the electromotive force is a measure for the

transformation entropy. But this method cannot be applied for a

great number of reactions e.g. for dissociations in molecules or atoms

of the same kind.

Hence the calculation of chemical equilibi'ia will succeed only when
we have a method at our disposal to calculate the entropies of the

gases ' separately or the algebraic sum of the entropies of a gas equi-

librium from the constants of the substances.

The thermodynamic entropy of a gas is a quantity, which through

its definition is determined except for a constant, and it is therefore

46
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVII.
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clear that the above mentioned calculations of the entropy of the

gases separately have only sense for another definition of entropy.

If the entropy is defined as a function of the probabiHty of the con-

dition, it is possible to tind a definite value for this entropy ; but

this value will vary with different meaning of the "probability".

Thus the expressions derived by Keesom '), Tetrode '), and Sackur ")

for the entropy of gases present differences which are the consequence

of different definitions of probability. These differences only occur in

the constant part ; if these differences cancelled each other in the

algebraic sum, a test by the equilibrium determinations could not

give a decision about the correctness of the entropy values. When,

however, the algebraic sum of the entropies according to Sackur

and Tetrode are drawn uj), it appears that these differences continue

to exist also in the algebraic sums, and it must therefore be possible

from experimental determinations at least if the accuracy is great

enough to get a decision which expression is correct.

While these calculations yield a value for the entropy of the

gases separately, Prof, van der Waals Jr. has derived an expression

for the "equilibrium constant" of gas reactions, from which the

algebraic sum of the entropies can be easily derived; the entropy

of the gases separately is again determined here with the exception

of a constant. Besides this expression tries to take the variability of

the specific heat with the temperature into account^). 1 intend to

test this formula and the above mentioned expressions of Sackur

and Tetrode b} a number of data from the chemical literature.

2. The expresdons for the entropy of gases.

For monatomic gases Keesom, Sackur, and Tetrode give the value

for the entropy free from concentration (eventually after recalcula-

tion) successively by the following expressions:

3 3 5 3
R,_i =-RbiT A- -Rln R - - R In N+ ~ RInm— d Rlnh -\- C, . (1)

/ , 4/3Y/A
in which Ci represents according to Keesom RIn ji^R{4:^hi~-\ — \ 1

,

3 3
according to Sackur — R In 2jr-\-- R, and according to Tetrode

1) Keesom. These Proc. XVI, p. 2ï!7, 669, XVII, p. 20.

2) Tetrode. Ann. cle Phys. (4) 38. 434. 39. 255, (1912).

8) Sackur. Ann. d. Phys. (4) 36. 958, (1911); 40. 67, 87, (1913).

*) These Proc. XVI p. 1082.
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3 5
^^— Rln 2jr + — R. ^) This value of 6, amounts successively to 3,5677ï*,

4,257 B and 5,257 R.

The values given by Sackur and Tetrodk for di-atomic gases, are

:

5 5 7 3
iy„=i =^-RlnT + -RbiR RlnN ^-Rhim —

2 2 2 ^2
9 7~ ^ R bi h -{- R In M -\- - Rln 2 + ~ R In n. ^ C

^ , . . (2)

5
in which C\ accordijig to Sackur amounts to — R , according to

7 „
Tetrode to — R.

We get for a tri-atoraic gas

:

3
Hn=\ = SRhiT -{- ?> RhiR - ARln N -{- -R In m —

— QR In h + -R In M.MJf, H 6 Rln 2 i- 'o Rbijr ^- C, , . . (3)

in which C^ amounts to 3 /? according to Sackur, to 4 7? according

to Tetrode.

Besides the known values N and h, the moments of inertia of

the molecules occur therefore in these expressions. For the di-atomic

molecules M is the moment of inertia of the dumbbell shaped mole-

cule with respect to an axis through the centre of gravitj^ normal

to Ihe bar of the dumbbell; for the tri-atomic molecules J/ijilYj and

Mg are the three chief moments of inertia, which accordingly depend

on the relative position of the three atoms in the molecule.

For equilibria in which only mon- or di-atomic molecules parti-

cipate, the moments of inertia of the diatomic particles therefore

occur, which can be approximately calculated from the ditferent

determinations of the mean molecule radius. For a test of the

formulae by equilibria of tri-atomic molecules, however, a hypothesis

concerning the relative situation of the atoms is indispensable, which

is more or less arbitrary, and can make the test less convincing.

3. The equilibrium AB'^A-\-B.

For the simplest gas equilibrium AB"^ A -\- B, in which the

atoms A and B can be of the same or of dilFerent kinds, we

^) In tlie expressions of Tetrode 1. c. the terms with s are omitted, which

seems justified.

46*
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find for the algebraic sum of the entropies free from concentration

mailing use of the expressions of § 2

:

2nH,^l z= 2(//,=:i)monat. — (^^r=l)diat. =113 3 nijiniB ^^ ,_ _ RInT-\— RlnR RlnN-{-- Mn— Rlnh—
2 2 2 2 mA-\-mB

3 1
Rln2 mnjt~-RlnM-\- C\,

2 2

in which C\ amounts to V, R when Sackur's values are used, to

7j R when Tetrode's values are used.

Sackur and Tetrode's calculations are based on the following

assumptions for the specific heats

:

3 _5
Co monat. ^^^ ^^ 'i ^v dial. ~ R'

The value of the transformation energy in its dependence on the

temperature is therefore given b}^

:

^nE = ^?iEt=o + V. RT.

In this expression and the following the molecular values ?i of

the substances of the second member of the chemical reaction equa-

tion are always taken positive, tliose of the first member negative.

Inserting these values into the expression for /C, we find:

RT Iv K, = - 2:7iEt=o — V. RT + TSnH„=^i - RT,

in which ^^nH,=i is represented by the above derived expressions.

We can transform this expression as follows

:

lnK, = -^^^-^^lnT-lnM-]-lnC,, ... (4)
Rl ^

in which
3 . ?n 4 m/i , ^ , ,, .

1 , ,
^

InC, = - In ^JlllL'::^ In 2Nh + - Ink - - In 2;r + C« ;
(4a)

2 w?,4 -f" rriB ^ ^

C, amounting to — 1 according to Sackur's expressions, to according

Tetrode.

4. In the fifth communication on the law of partition of energy

Prof. VAN der Waals Jr. derives the following equation for the

dissociation equilibrium of a di-atomic molecule:

f — f

7?t; \mA \ tns J M h 2v 2jr

ej — f„ here represents the transformation energy at the absolute

zero for one particle; n^ and n^ represent the number of split and

unsplit molecules per volunie unity; hence we get:
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NkT RT rio N
Equation (5) can, therefore be written in the following form

:

lnKc= -±=^J^-ln T-lnM^lnll-e JcT\ + in C,, . (6)

in which
3 rriAmu 1 1

InC, = -In ln2Nh -f - In k — ~ In 2nr . . (Cai
^ 2 mA+mB 2 2 ^ ^

Equation (6) differs from equation (4) in this that in (6) the term

with V occurs, which takes a vibration of the two atoms in the

molecule into account; equation (6^7) quite agrees with (4(7). if in

the latter Tetrode's value is substituted; Sackur's value yields a

unity difference.

5. The equilihriiun ./, ^ 2J

.

In the chemical literature a series of accurate observations occur

of Starck and Bodenstein ^) ; the dissociation constant of iodium

is given by them in concentrations, i.e. gram molecules per litre.

The equations (4) and (4^), resp. (6) and [Qa) yield for their disso-

ciation constant

:

Inil-e kr\\j^U,C,, (7)In KsB = -^-^=- + - In T—ln M +RT ^ 2
^

in which log C^ = log C\ -\- 3 (according to Tetrode and v. d. Waals Jr.);

log Cg = log C^ -\- 2,566 (according to Sackur).

Making use of the values: iV= 6.85 10^'. (Perrin), /(,== 1.2110-16,

127
A= 5.88 10—27 ^„ _-^^^ __ ^yg pjj^^j

6.85 1023

^og Cg = — 36.313 (according to Tetrode and van der Waals Jr)

— 36.747 (according to Sackur) (7a)

In equation (7) there occur two (resp. three) quantities, which can

be calculated from the observations : 2?i Et—q, M (and v).

As the term with v can only have slight influence on the result,

we write equation (7) as follows:

2n Etz= , , , ^ 1
'~

' ' ^
-^

+ logM=—logKsB + - % T + log[ 1—

<

kT
2.303 i2T

•" ^ -..
, 2

— 36.313 (resp. — 36.747) . . (8)

Let us now assume that -?. remains below 20f/, which seems justified

1) Zeitschr. f. Elektrochem. 16, 961 (1910).
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in virtue of the observations of the absorption lines and their influence

on the specific heats of other gases (see among others Bjerrum) ; we
then find as extremes for the terra with v

:

tero and log I 1

—

e

3 .
IQi-»

. 4.86 .
10-

2Öf

Starc'K and Bodenstein's observations now yield the following

table for the terms of 8

:

TABLE I.

t{Cels)
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LTC
It will be clear that the values of -—

—

^ represent the values forA 2'

log M calculated from equation (9). Therefore the value of M
becomes lO-^"^ according to Tetrode, 10 -^^.os according to Sackur,
10-3"-6 according to Van der Waals for ; — 0, lO-^^'J for ;.= 20f<.

It is clear from the calculation that the variation of X from zero

to 20 ft does not cause a change in the order of magnitude of J/,

that therefore the fact that the frequency is unknown jet renders

the rough calculation of M possible, and that reversely the frequency

cannot be calculated but from exceedingly accurate observations.

With the measurements available at present this is not yet possible,

as appears from table 2.

If the iodine molecule is represented by two spheres, the masses

of which are thought concentrated in the centres, and if the distance

from the centres is d, the moment of inertia with respect to an axis

through the centre of gravity and normal to the molecule axis is

fd\
2 7??J ~

. From this follows for the limits of (/

127 dr
10-37.6, resp. 10-38.3 z= 2 --orc/^1.6.1Q-8, resp. 7 10 -o no)

boo 10'^'^ 4 i \ /

a value which as far as the order of magnitude is concerned is in

satisfactory concordance with the diameter calculations according to

other methods.

6. Sackur and Tetrode's entropy expressions which were used in

the pi'eceding paragraph are founded on the assumption that the

specific heats of the gases are independent of the temperature; the

test of these formulae can therefore only be a rough one. ') In the

expression proposed by Van der Waals, the variability of the specific

heats is, however, taken into account.

According to this expression the transformation energy for the

iodine dissociation is represented by

:

Nvh
2nE= 2nET^s) -r'Ui^T .... (11)

ekf-l

Hence the algebraic sum of the specific heats becomes

:

Av

d:SnE 1 HivY e^—--= ~R- R\~] .

dT 2 \kTJ
\e^T_i)

^) A number of calculations of chemical equilibria carried out by the aid of

his formula are found in Sackur. Ann. d. Phys. (4) 40. 87 (1913).
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The specific heat of the two iodine atoms is 3 R, that of the

iodine molecule therefore

li-]- R
hv ohT

\e^T_\)

(12)

The real specific heat of iodine at 300° C. is according to Streckkr

8.53 — 1.985 == 6.545. If this expression is substituted for (12), the

equation is satisfied for A — cir. 15^!. If we use this value for equa-

tion (8), we get in analogy with tables 1 and 2 :

TABLE III.

t{Cels)
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of the infra-red bauds for tliree gases ^). Tliis agi'eement appears

from the foregoing table, in which the values of the three first

mentioned gases are derived from Mandersloot.

I hope soon to come back to the application of the used expres-

sions to some other equilibria.

Postscript. During the correction of the proofs a treatise by

0. Stern in the Annalen der Physik of June came under my notice,

in which an expression is derived which shows close resemblance

with that of Prof, van der Waals. Application on the iodine

equilibrium can also here lead to a small moment of inertia, which
is however considered improbable by Stern.

Amsterdam, Sept. 1914. Anorg. Chem. Laboratory

of the University.

Chemistry. — ''Equilibria in the .njstem Pb— >S'

—

0; the roasting

reaction process'. By Prof. W. Reinders. (Communicated

by Prof. S. Hoogewerff).

(Communicated in the meeting of Sept. 26, 1914).

Introduction.

1. The manufacture of galena into metallic lead is mostly carried

out in this manner that the sulphide is first partially roasted and

the mass then again strongly heated with unchanged or freshly

added lead sulphide out of contact with air. Lead is then formed

with evolution of SO^.

The reactions that take place in this process known under the

name of "Rostreactionsarbeit" are generally given in the text-boolis

as follows:

PbS -f 20, = PbSO,

2 PbS + 30, = 2 PbO + 2 SO,

and then : PbS + PbSO, = 2Pb + 2 SO,

PbS + 2 PbO --= 3 Pb 4- SO,

1) Mandersloot. Thesis for the Doctorate. Utrecht. 1914.
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For a proper insight into this process and to answer the question

wliether these reactions actually do take place it is necessary to

study the equilibria between the different phases that may be formed

therein.

After various older researches among which deserve to be men-

tioned those of H. C. Jenkins and E. H. Smith ^), a systematic

research as to these equilibria was carried out some years ago

by R. ScHENCK and W. Rassbach ^). They determined the equilibrium

pressure of the sulphur dioxide evolved when three of the four

phases PbS, PbSO^, PbO and Pb are heated together in an evacuated

tube at 550° to 900°.

The conclusions which they drew^ from these measurements as to

the nature of the equilibria occurring therein could, however, not

be correct in many i-espects. Their idea has in fact been consider-

ably modified in various subsequent publications thereon ^). But

even the last concluding articles still contain many contradictions

so that it is not plain what equilibria they have actually determined

and which phases are stable in the presejice of each other.

In the following will, therefore, be discussed (1) the different

equilibria imaginable in this system and (2) the results will be

communicated of researches which in consequence thereof have been

carried out conjointly with Dr. F. Goudriaan.

2. The equilibria between Pb and the compounds PbO, PbS,

PbSO^ and SO^ may be considered as those in a system of three

components, namely Pb, 0, and S. The isotherm for the equilibria

between the different phases can, then, be indicated by a triangle

with these components as apexes. (See fig. 1).

Let us now first suppose that

a. only the phases Pb, PbS, PbSO,, PbO and SO^ are possible

b. the gaseous phase is pure SO^ and the lead phase pure lead.

In the last supposition we therefore neglect the small amount of

PbS in the vapour and the solubility of PbS in molten lead ; in the

first supposition no notice is taken of the basic sulphates which

according to the later researches of.ScHENCK and Rassbach ^) occur

as intermediate phases between PbS04 and PbO.

1) Journ. Ghem. Soc. 71, 666 (1897).

~) Ber. d. d. chem. Ges. 40, 2185 (1907). Metallurgie 4, 455, (1907).

3) Ber. d. d. chem. Ges. 40, 2947 (1907); 41, 2917 (1908). R. Schenck, Physi-

kalische Ghemie der Metalle.

*) Ber. d. d. chem. Ges. 41, 2917, (1908).
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We sliall see later how the

deduced eqiiihbria are being mo-

dified when we drop these sim-

plifications.

3. Let us imagine PbS heated

at constant temperature between

600° and 800° in an enclosed

space wherein a limited quan-

tity of oxygen is forced. PbS
is then partly converted into

PbSO,.

The two phases will be capable of existing in the presence of each

other and in an unchanged condition at a series of temperatures

and pressures.

If on lowering the pressure this falls below a certain limit, one

of the two following reactions will take place

PbS -[- PbSO, = 2 Pb +2 SO, (1)

or PbS -f 3 PbSO,= 4 PbO + 4 SO, .... (2)

In both cases there are formed in addition to the two existing

solid phases two new phases, namely fused Pb and SOj-gas, or solid

PbO and SO-^-gas. Hence, between these four phases a monovariant

equilibrium will set in, which, at a constant temperature, is possible

only at one special pressure. This will be p^ or p^.

Only in a very special case, namely with an eventual transition

point where the five phases PbS, PbSO^, PbO, Pb, and SO, might

coexist, Pj and />, are equal. As a rule, however, they are not and

in consequence only one of the two monovariant equilibria can

be stable.

For if py^ ^ p, the reaction (1), in the presence of the five phases,

will take place from the left to the right and the SO, formed act

on PbO according to equation (2) in the direction ^—. Hence, the two

reactions together result in the following conversion

:

2 PbS + 2 PbSO, = 4 Pb +4 SO,

4 SO, + 4 PbO = 3 PbSO, + PbS

PbS -f 4 PbO = 4 Pb 4- PbSO, (5)

This transformation takes place until one of the phases of the

first member of the equation is used up, whilst the other with Pb
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and PbSO, is left. PbS and PbO are, therefore, not capable of

existing side by side of each other.

If, conversely p^ < i\ the different reactions take place in the

opposite sense and Pb and PbSO, recede from each other.

Hence, of the phase pairs Ph -\- PhSO, and PhS -\- PhO only

one can he stabk, the other forms a metastahle equilibrium.

Here we have a case quite similar to that occurring with reci-

procal salt pairs where also only one of the two pairs can be stable.

4. Let us now also consider the two other monovariant equilibria

which may be assumed to exist with SO^-vapour and which are

indicated by the equations

2PbO.+ PbS ^3Pb +S0, . . . , . (3)

Pb -f PbSO,^ 2 PbO + SO, (4)

In the case p^^ ih, it follows at once from the incompatibility

of the phases PbS and PbO that the equilibrium (4) can be stable,

but not equilibrium (3).

Moreover, we then must have p^ > p^ for otherwise after the

reaction (1) in the direction -» might follow the reaction (3) in the

direction -^ which reactions might jointly cause the conversion (5)

in the direction <^-, which is in conflict with the premiss.

Finally we shall have p,<Cp^, for then the stable equilibrium may

also be again attained by the reaction (2) in the direction ^^ followed

by (4) in the direction '^, namely:

PbS + 3 PbSO, = 4 PbO + 4 SO,

4 SO, + 8 PbO = 4 Pb + 4 PbSO^

PbS + 4 PbO =4Pb4-PbS0,

Hence, we get this result:

If Ph -\- PbSO, forms the stable phase pair, then only the mono

variant equilibria (1) and (4) are stable and p^ > p^ > p^ > p^.

If piQ J^ pi,S form the stable phase pair, all the reactions

occur in the opposite sense and only the monovariant equilibria (2)

and (3) are stable, whereas then p^^ p^^' Pi^ P»-

5. Starting from the mixture of PbS and PbSO, (for instance a

in fig. 1) we will, on withdrawal of SO, travel either through the

monovariant equilibria (1) and (4) (region PbS, PbSO^, Pb and region

PbSO,, Pb, PbO of Fig. 1) or the equilibria (2) and (3) (region
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PbS, PbSO,, PbO and region PbS, PbO, Pb) (o finally retain the

equilibriuni Pb + PbS or Pb -f PbO after eliminating the SO, as

much as possible.

Hence, the reactions (1) and (3), which are generally qnuted as

taking place in the roasting reaction i)rocess cannot possibly indicate

both stable equilibria.

Of the p-T-lines which Schenck and Rossbacu determined by addi-

tion of PbSO,, PbS and Pb and of PbS, PbO and Pb one at least

must, therefore, indicate an instable equilibrium or an equilibrium

between phases other than those which were brought together in

the reaction tube.

We will see later that both equilibria are metastable and that the

pressure lines recorded by them relate to the equilibrium between

other phases.

6. The supposition made in (2) sub a is not correct. Between

PbSO^ and PbO there still arrive three basic salts as intermediate

phases, namely PbO . PbSO,
,
(PbO), PbSO, and (PbO)3 PbSO,. The

first of these can be in equilibrium with PbSO^.

The four monovariant equilibria mentioned in (3) now become:

PbS + PbSO, = 2 Pb + 2 SO., (J)

PbS + 7 PbSO, = 4 PbO . PbSO, + 4 SO, . . . . (2)

2 PbO . PbSO, + 3 PbS z= 7 Pb + 5 SO, . . . . (3)

Pb + 3 PbSO, =: 2 PbO . PbSO, + SO, (4)

and the alternative found must read

:

either Pb -[- PbSO^ stable and then Ih^pi^lh^ Ih and only fl)

and (2) stable,

or PbS -j- PbO . PbSO, stable and then p^ < p^ <] p^ < />, and only (2)

and (3) stable.

Experimental.

(conjointly with Dr. F. Goudriaan).

7. In order to investigate which of these two phase pairs was
stable and at the same time to know the SO,-pressure of the stal)le

equilibrium, an intimate mixture of PbS and PbSO., (6—8 grams)

was heated in a porcelain tube connected by means of a ground

joint with a manometer and an air-pump.

The lead sulphide was precipitated from a solution of lead acetate

with H,S and after washing, dried by heating in a current of nitrogen

at 200°—300°.

The lead sulphate was precipitated from a sohition of lead acetate

with sulphuric acid and also dried at 800°.
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The mixture was introduced in a porcelain boat. The remaining

space in the reaction tube was occupied by a porcelain rod so as

to render the gas-vohime as small as possible and thus to accelerate

the setting in of tlie equilibrium as much as possible.

The heating took place in an electric furnace. The temperature

was measured with a Pt-PtRh thermocell and a galvanometer.

8. Although the reacting substances had been previously dried at

300° there still was evolved, on heating at 500°, in vacuo, a little

moisture, which condensed in the colder part of the tubes and was

removed by a repeated evacuation and gentle heating.

Subsequently the dissociation pressure was measured at different

pressures between 500''—700^

The equilibrium set in very rapidly so that when the tempe-

rature had been raised and more gas began to evolve there

could generally not be noticed any change in pressure after 20—30

minutes. Then a further evolution of SO^ was caused by a short

heating at a somewhat higher temperature and after cooling to the

original temperature the course of the absorption of the SO, was

recorded. This also took place very rapidly. The equilibrium was

thus attained from both sides and yielded figures which differed

from each other at most 2 or 3 in.m. Also the same pressure again

set in after an evacuation. The equilibrium is, therefore, independent

of the total composition, which was confirmed by a change in the

proportions of FbSO^ and PbS.

The results are contained in table I. (Fig. 2 Curve I).

TABLE I.

7 PbS04
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and as it had been shown that alwaj'S the old eqni librium again set

in, the oven was allowed to cool and the tube was withdrawn.

The reaction product was strongl}^ caked and of a lighter colour

than the original mixture of PbS and PbSO^. Here and there were

visible granules with a strong metallic lustre so that at first the

suspicion was raised that lead had formed as a reaction product.

On closer examination by means of a magnifying glass these granules

proved to be very beautifully formed crystals of "galena" which

had deposited, besides in the reaction mass, also against the porcelain

boat and the extremity of the porcelain i-od. The analysis showed

this to be perfectly pure PbS, whilst in the reaction product itself

not a trace of free lead could be detected.

Hence, no lead has formed so that the reaction product must be

basic lead sulphate. PbS -\- PbO.PbSO^ form the stable phase pair,

Pb -f- PbSO^ tJte metastable one.

9. This was confirmed by the following expei-iment:

An intimate mixture of PbSO^ and finely divided lead scrapings

in the proportion of 10 PbSO^ to 1 Pb was heated in an evacuated

and sealed tube for 3 hours at 600°.

The product obtained gave with hydrochloric acid a very distinct

evolution of H2S.

A weighed quantity was now heated in a small flask with strong

hydrochloric acid and the gas expelled collected in an ammoniacal

solution of hydrogen peroxide. This solution was boiled for a while,

then acidified, and the residting H2SO4 precipitated as BaSO^.

Five grams of mixture containing originally 0,380 gram of Pb,

yielded 0,040 gram of BaSO^, equivalent to 0,041 gram of PbS.

According to the equation

:

4 Pb -h 5 PbSO, =r 4 PbO . PbSO, -f PbS . . . (5)

0,142 gram of Pb has been required for this 0.041 gram of PbS.

Although the lead has not yet entirely disappeared, a considerable

quantity of the same has been converted into PbS^).

10. The pressures observed almost entirely agree with the values

found by Schenck and Rassbach for the mixture of PbS-f-PbSO^-f-Pb

as well as for PbS -|- PbSO^ + PbO. They conclude that the pressures

1) Afterwards it came to our knowledo;e that also Jenkins and Smith (I.e. p. 691)

had already made an experiment from which this is shown. Tliey heated a mixture

of equal molecular quantities of Pb and PbSO^ in a porcelain crucible at dull red

heat for half an hour ; from the residual mass could be expelled with HGl

a quantity of HoS corresponding with 1,41% of sulphur.
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relate to the equilibrium between the first three phases and tliat the

second trio is not stable. From the preceding it follows that both

equilibria are metastable and that the pressures recorded relate to

the equilibrium PbS, PbSO,, PbO.PbSO,, SO,.

The fact that the lead present exerts so little influence on the

equilibrium pressure proves that reaction (4), which shonld lead to

a higher pressure p^ and the reactions (J) and (3) in the direction

«— which should lower it either compensate each other or, in com-

parison with the reaction (2) jn-oceed so slowly that they do not

perceptibly alter the pressure. Probably the moi-e finely divided

lead is soon converted and the remaining lead, united to larger

drops, offers such a small surface of attack that it can react but

very slowly.

11. When now from the PbS + PbSO^ so much SO, has been

abstracted that all has passed into PbS -[- PbO . PbSO^ the equili-

brium has become divariant. Tlie residual phases will be capable

of existing by the order of each other in a series of pressures <^ />,.

If, however, the pressure falls below a definite limit, a third

condensed i)hase appears. Two phases are concerned here, namely

Pb and (PbO),.PbSO,.

As noticed in the case PbS -f- PbSO,, only one of the two can

be in stable equilibrium with PbS and PbO.PbSO,.

This depends on which of the fjhase pairs PbS -|- (PbO), PbSO^ and

Pb -\- PbO . PbSO,, which can be converted into each other by

double decomposition :

PbS + 5 (PbO), PbSO, ^ 4 Pb + 6 PbO.PbSO, ... (6)

is stable.

12. In order to investigate this an intimate mixture of finely

divided lead scrapings and basic lead sulphate iji the molecular

proportion of 3 : 1 was heated for three hours in an evacuated and

sealed tube at 670'—680\
The PbO . PbSO^ had been prepared by the moist process, accord-

ing to D. Strömholm ^), by digesting finely powdered PbSO^ with a

1—2"/, NHg-solution. The analysis of tlie product obtained gave

84.887„ PbO, theory for PbO.PbSO, 84,79V„.

The heating of the mixture Pb + PbO.PbSO, yielded apparently

a but little changed product. It gave, however, a slight sulphide

reaction. Thus it seemed that the mixture selected did not form the

') Zcitsclii-. f. anorg. Qliera. 38, 429 (1904).
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stable phase pair. We must, however, consider that the lead phase

need not be pure Pb, but may contain dissolved PbS and hence

there exists the possibility that the PbS found was present, not as a

free phase, but as a solution in the molten Pb.

The amount of PbS was, therefore, determined ciuantitatively.

From two grams of the mixture were obtained 17,4 mg. of BaSO^

corresponding with 17,8 mg. of PbS. F'or the formation of 17,8 mg.

of PbS according to reaction (6) are required 70 mg. of Pb. Before

the heating 2 grams of the mixture contained 1,082 grams of lead.

Hence, there remains 1,022 gram of Pb, which in 100 grams contains

—— X 100 = 1,77 grams of PbS.
1022

^ ^

From the observations of Friedrich and Leroüx ^) it follows that

the lead solution saturated with PbS at 680° contains 2,57o PbS.

Hence the PbS will be present in the heated mixture not as a free

phase, but as a solution in Pb, and Pb -|- PbO.PbSO^ will form

the stable phase pair.

13. This conclusion was fnrther confirmed by the dissociation

experiments, starting from a mixture of PbS and PbO.PbSO^.

These experiments were conducted in a manner similar to that

in the case of PbS and PbSO,. The SO.,-evolution started at 680°.

The equilibrium set in quite as easily as with PbS -|- PbSO^ and

could be determined readily from both sides. Also, after removal of

larger quantities of SO.^, the same equilibrium pressure was again

always obtained. In order to prevent fusion the mass was not heated

above 800°.

The results obtained are united in table 11 (Fig. 2, Curve II).

TABLE II.

t
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*rhese values correspond very well with the pressures found b)*

ScHENCK and Rassbach witli a similar mixture and with a mixture

of PbS + PbO' which has been heated above 800° and then cooled.

On openin" the apparatus it appeared that the reaction product,

although not fused, had strongly caked: the porcelain boat was

strongly attacked and on the rod a sublimate of very beautiful

PbS-crystals had again deposited. It was not doubtful that the

reaction mass contained metallic lead; there could be found large,

soft paper- marking and malleable particles. Finally, it was proved

by extracting a portion of the reaction product tirst a few times

with ammonium acelate and then with lead acetate. All the PbSO^

and Pb() then dissolves. The residue was treated with fuming HNO3,

which converts the PbS quaiititaliveiy into PbSO^. After expelling

the HNO3 and filtering off the PbSO^, any Pb formed eventually as

Pb(N03)g mnst be present in the filtrate.

The filtrate gave a strong lead reaction. The reaction mass thuj5

contains metallic lead.

Hence Pb -\- PbO.PbSO^ are the stable phase pairand the ^pressures

measured relate to the reaction

:

2 PbO.PbSO, + 3 PbS = 7 Pb + 5 SO, . . . . (7)

14. From the above it follows that with a sufficient excess of

basic lead sulphate the end of reaction (7) will be a mixture of

PbO . PbSO, and Pb. (In the latter, however, a little PbS will still

be dissolved).

'I'his equilibrium is divariant and, on a sufficient reduction of

pressure, will pass into a monovariant equilibrium.

The third condensed phase occurring therein cannot be a secopd

metallic phase for the solution of PbS in Pb already present is

mixable with pure lead in every proportion.

Hence, it must be the basic sulphate (PbO), . PbSO, which follows

the PbO . PbSO, and the reaction occurring is indicated by the

following equation

:

Pb 4- 4 PbO.PbSO, = 3 (PbO), PbSO, + SO, ... (8

The monovariant equilibrium of this reaction will in turn be

followed by still two other monovariant equilibria w^herein occur

the reactions represented by the equations

:

Pb + 5 (PbO), PbSO, = 4 (PbO), PbSO, + SO, . . (9)

Pb + (PbO),PbSO, = 5 PbO + SO, .... (10)

In these reactions primary formed lead therefore disappears on

behalf of PbO until, finally, only Pb + PbO is. left.
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15. Pressures appertaining to the fust monovariant equilibrium

were obtained by starting from a mixture of Pb and PbO . PbSO^

.

Not until 700° an evolution of gas was perceptible. The equilibrium

sets in with much greater diflficulty than in tiie first two cases

;

generally two or three hours were required. Probably this is due

to the fact that the metal conglomerates and thus offers but a small

contact surface with the basic salt. It is also very certain, liowever,

that the greater vapour tension of the PbS will have strongly promoted

the setting in of the pi-evious equilibria of which PbS was one of

the active phases. The equilibrium could again be attained from

both sides.

The following pressures were measured (Fig. 2 Curve III) :

TABLE III.

t
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16. Without opening the appai'atus the experiments were now

continLicd witli the same mixture at 789". The tube was, therefore,

evacuated for tlie third time and then again a few times and each

time the equilibrium pressure was again measured. It now appeared

that the old pressure no longer set in, but that a lower pressure

was attained and the more so when more SO^ had been withdrawn.

In succession were found 93, 75, 6J, 54, 41, 34, and 28 m.m.

This different behaviour can be explained in two ways.

1. The equilibrium is no longer monovariant, but divariant. Instead

of three solid phases there are only two, one of w^hich possesses a

variable com|)osition. This phase might be a very basic sulphate

with a variable content iji PbO. The fusion diagram PbO — PbSO^

of ScHENCK and Rassbach gives, however, but little support to this

conception.

2. The pressures measured are not true eciuilibria pressures, but

indicate a stationary condition.

For if, on evacuating, the pressure falls below the equilibrinm

pressure of equibrium (9) the basic sulfate (PbO)j PbSO^ can decom-

pose still further and give rise to the formation of (PbOjj PbSO^ .

Pb -f- PbO . PbSO^ then strive, according to reaction (8) towards the

pressure p^ ,
(Pb(>)3 PbSO, -|- S^» according to reaction (9), however,

in the direction ^- towards p^ . And when finally both reactions

take place with equal velocity, we obtain an apparent equilibrium

at a pressure between pg and p, and dependent on the quantities

of the different phases.

It is even possible that PbO is also formed and that reaction (10)

thus takes place simultaneously.

17. The second assumption was the most probable one. In order

to test it more closely a mixture of Pb and (PbO)3 PbSO^ was heated

in the pressure tube. From this mixture PbO oidy can be formed

as the third phase so that only one reaction, that of the monovariant

equilibrium (10), should be possible.

(PbO), . PbSO^ was obtained by fusion of 1 PbS04 with more than

3 PbO. As porcelain is strongly attacked by PbO, the mixture was

heated in a magnesia boat previously heated and saturated with

lead oxide.

The result of the measurement at 780° was p = 23, after evacua-

tion at the same temperature again 22 m.m., then at 800°, 38 and

after evacuation successively 30, 22, 16 m.m. Thus no constant

equilibrium is attained.

On opening the pressure tube nearly all appeared to ha\'e been
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fused and run througli the boat although the te'.nperature liad not

got above 800°, whereas the eutecticum of PbO and (PbO)3 . PbSO^,

according to Schenck and Rassbach is at 820°. Probably the MgO is

attacked by the PbSO^. The want of a suitable material which is

attacked neither by PbO nor by PbSO^ or Pb at this high tempe-

rature renders a correct determination of dissociation pressuies for

reaction (9) and (10) a matter of great difficulty.

If we accept the value of 20 mm. at 780" as the correct one for

the equilibrium (10), the y;-7Mine for this equilibrium would then

run as indicated by line V in tig. 2.

The p-T-\me of equilibrium (9) then lies between III and V and

is indicated schematically in Fig. 2 by line IV.

18. Although from the preceding it is evident that PbS and PbO
cannot be coexistent, a few experiments were made nevertheless in

order to confirm this opinion.

ScHENCK and Rassbach in all their publications consider the equili-

brium PbS and PbO to be stable although in their dissociation expe-

riments it had already been shown that with such a mixture repro-

duceable pressures were not always obtained, for instance if the

temperature had been raised to above 800°. They also noticed the

formation of sulphate, but assume that this can only be formed at

a high temperature and then remains intact on sudden cooling to

the dissociation temperatures.

We have now heated an intimate mixture of PbO -|- PbS for

some hours at 600— 700° in an evacuated and sealed tube.

The reaction product perceptibly contained sulphate. This was

estimated quantitatively by boiling a weighed quantity of the product

with aqueous sodium hydroxide and then passing COj. The PbSO^
present is then converted into PbCOj. After filtering and acidifying

the filtrate the sulphate was precipitated as BaS04. ^ check analysis

was also made on a portion of the mixture that has not been sub-

jected to heating, under exactly the same conditions of boiling etc.

Mixture of 4 mols. PbO to 1 mols. PbS. Temperature 670—680

'

Time of heating V/, 3 6 hours

Gram of BaSO, per gram of mixture 0,0498 0.0758 0,1000 0,1121

Additional sulphate formed on

heating at 680°

in gram ofBaSO, per gram of mixture — 0,0260 0,0502 0.0623

If the mixture had been converted completely into basic sulphate
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according to the equation 5 PbO-f PbS = PbOPbSO,+ 4 Pb, 1 gmm
of the mixture should have yielded 154 mg. of BaSO^. Hence, a

large proportion of the PbO + PbS has been converted. ^)

The pressures which Schenxk and Rassbach observed with a mix-

ture of Pb + P'^O -\- PbS do, therefore, probably not relate to an

equilibrium of these three phases with SO^, but to another equilibrium.

By a comparison of their observations with our measurements it

appears that on heating at temperatures below 800° this is the

equilibrium : Pb -j- PbO . PbSO, + (PbO),PbSO„ and on heating above

800° and then cooling, the equilibrium : Pb -f PbS + PbO . PbSO,.

Also below 800° however, this latter equilibrium sets in, which

with a sufficient excess of PbS is the most stable, as shown from

the following experiment:

A mixture of 4 mols. of PbO to 1 mol. of PbS was heated in

a pressure tube. The evolution of gas started at 660°. After evacua-

tion the following change in pressure was observed at 750^.

time in min.



first halt at i 100 rn.m. and then a slow rise to 236 m.m. Both

pressures are again situated on the above cited [hT-Unes.

CONCLUSION.

:I9. Summarizing it thus appears that on abstraction of SO^ from

a mixture of PbS and PbSO^, the sulijoined moiiovariant ecpiilibria

are successively met with, which are indicated in lig. 3 I) v the regions

I, II, III, IV and V.

PbS—PbSO,—PbO.PbSO, ... I

Pb—PbS-Pl:>O.PbSO, .... II

Pbb—PbO.PbSO,—(PbO),.PbSO, . Ill

Pbe—,PbO),.PbSO,—(PbO)3.PbSO, . IV

Pbd—(PbO)3.PbSO,—PbO ... V

The lead phase may contain a

little PbS in solution. As the con-

tent thereof varies in the different

equilibria, this difference is repre-

sented by the indices a, b etc.

Probably, however this sulphide

content is very small.

F'ig. 2 indicates the pressures

in these monovariant equilibria

and the changes thereof with the

temperature.
//PbO

Fig. 3.

The ein region A is the existential region of PbS -f- PbSO^

B „

C „

D „

E „

F „

„ PbSO, + PbO . PbSO,

„ PbO . PbSO, + Pb

„ (PbO), PbSO, -f Pb

„ (PbOj3 PbSO, + Pb

„ PbO + Pb.

Hence, at the temperatures and pressures of region F all the

sulphur will have been expelled from the roasting material.

20. By substituting the values found in table 1 first series in

Q
the equation log p ^= — rn^ ~lT^ "f" ^ ^"^ combining the equations

thus obtained in pairs, Qi was calculated for the reaction

:

PbS 4- 7 PbSO, = 4 PbO . PbSO, -f 4 SO, + 4 Q^
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and as mean value was found — 38390 eals. Applying the same

principle to the />-7'-values of table 2 we found as the mean value

for Q2 in the reaction

:

3 PbS + 2 PbO.PbSO, = 7 Pb + 5 SO, + 5 Q, -- 54324 cal.

In order to check these tignres we eliminate the unknown heat

of formation of the basis sulphate from these equations:

PbS + 7 PbSO, = 4 PbO . PbSO, + 4 SO, — 4 X 38390 cal.

6 PbS+ 4 PbO . PbSO, ^- 14 Pb+ lO SO,— 10 X 54324 cal.

7PbS + 7PhSO^ =:14Pb + 14 SO, — 696800 cal.

PbS + PbSO, = 2 Pb + 2 SO, — 99543 cal.

From the molecular heats ^)

PbSO,=: 216210 cal.

PbS= 18420 „

SO, = 71080 „

the calculation for the above reaction at 20° gives — 92470 cal.

The agreement is tolerable.

Delft. Inorg. and phys. chem. Laboratory

Technical University.

1) Landolt. BÖRNSTEIN, Phys. Ghem. Tabelle 1912, 870 and 853.

(November 27, 1914).
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Physics. — ''On the Mmctare of the nhsoridlon Ihies D, amt D./'.

By Dr. G. J. Elias. (Coniinmiicatcd Uy Prol". H. A. Lorkntz).

(Communicated in the meeting of April :24, 1914).

Some time ago Prof. H. A. Lorkktz drew my attention to the

resnlts of an investigation by Miss G. v. Ubisoh '). From phenomena

observed by the writer during the investigation of the polarisation

state of light emitted by a sodium tlame in a magnetic Held after

it had passed through a tube filled with absorbing sodium vapour,

she infers that the wave length for which the absorption of the

vapour is a maximum, depends on its temperature, and in such a

way too that on rise of temperature a displacement towards the
* o

red takes place. The amount of this at 270'' would be about 0.17 A. U.

with respect to the emission line. It seemed worth while to ascertain

this result by direct observation. During the sumnier months of last

year ])r. W. J. dk Haas and myself occupied ourselves with this question.

At first we intended to use an echelon-spectroscope for these researches,

observe by the aid of this the spectrum of a monochromatic source

of light, and then superpose the al)sorptioii lines of sodium vapour

on this. This vapour was in an iron tiil)e, closed on both ends by

plates of selected plate glass, and provided with water cooling; in

the middle the tube, which coj)tained there a vessel of metallic

sodium, could be heated. Such tubes were used by R. W. Wood
for the investigation of fluorescence of sodium vapour. First a blow-

flame served as monochromatic source of light, which was blown

by means of air in which a very finely divided solution (mist) of

soda was suspended. Aftei-wards the flame of a Méker-burner was

preferred, burning in an atmosphere in which a mist of soda was

also suspended. This was reached by placing the flame inside an iron

exit tube, at the bottom of which a reservoir was attached, which

was in communication with the air, and into which the soda-mist

was blown by means of an aspirator. This method appeared very

efficient to obtain a sodium flame of constant intensity, which is

moreover easy to regulate.

The lines obtained by means of this source of light, were too

broad for the investigation with the echelon-spectroscope when the

intensity of the light was sufficient for the observation, the self-

reversal moreover being very troublesome then. If on the other

hand, the light intensity was diminished till the lines were narrow

guough, the intensity was again too slight for the observation.

1) G. V. ÜBISCU. Inaug. Diss. Slrassbuig. 1^11. Ann. d. Phys. 35. p. 790; lull.
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We luxve therefore tlien tried to see the phenomenon directly by

means of tlie spectrometer, which served for provisional dispersion

in the experiments with the éciielon spectroscope. We were of

opinion that, the dissolving power of the prism system amounting

to 60.000, it must be possible to observe in this way a displacement

of the above given amount. Nothing was to be detected of this,

however. It is true that the at first narrow absorption line (which

has originated by self-reversal in the sodium flame, widened considerably

on the heating of the Wood tube up to about half the distance of

the two Z)-lines, but a displacement could not be perceived.

On account of Dr. d?: Haas' return to P>erlin we had to stop our

joint observations at this point, and I continued the research alone.

First I tried to obtain comparatively narrow emission lines, which

should be intensive enough to superpose the absorption lines on

them in the investigation with the échelon spectroscope by electric

discharges in a heated evacuated Wood tube with sodium. This,

however, appeared impossible, the width remained considerable, and

the self-reversal troublesome.

Then I took another course, and used an arclamp as source of

light. To obtain monochromatic light 1 used the above mentioned

spectrometer as monochromator, diminishing the widths of the slits

so that the issuing light comprised a range of only about 0,5 A. Ü.,

for some observations 0,4 A. U. In this case the adjacent spectra

will overlap only for a small part, as the distance between two

successive orders amounts to 0,39 A. U. The dissolving power of

the échelon spectroscope, which consists of 30 plates of 14,45 m.m.,

amounts to 450.000 ') for D-\ight.

The absorption lines of the arc of light, which are ' caused by

the sodium vapour present in it, appear, observed in this way, to

be double. Both for D^ and for D.^ there are two maxima of absorp-

tion, which are somewhat sharper for JD^ than for D^, and the

distance of which is smaller for D^ than for D^ under for the rest

the same circumstances. These distances are, how^ever, variable. The

lamp burning normally, the distance generally amounted to 0.053

A. U- for Z>i, to 0.078 A. Ü. for D^ for a point lying in the middle

of the arc, when Siemens' S A-carbons were used. It sometimes

occurred, however, for a certain pair of carbons that the distance

was much smaller, down to half the value ; sometimes too that it

was much larger, up to almost double the said amount. When new

^) The results of the observations made about the components of the mercury

lines by the aid of this échelon speclroscope, were in agreement with those of

most of the other observers.

48*
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carbons are set burning, tlie distance is also nincli larger than the

normal one, when the arc hisses, the reverse takes place ; the lines

grow fainter, and the distance grows smaller, in case of ver>' decided

hissing they can even become entirely invisible. Also in ditferent

places of the arc the distance is ditferent, for the negative carbon

the distance is much larger — about twice as large as a rule —
than for the positive carbon.

Between the two absorption maxima lies also a region of absorption,

which on the whole is of only little greater intensity than the

maxima of absorption. Now and then it makes the impression that

there are still more feeble maxima of absorption in this region ; I

have, however, not been able to ascertain this with perfect cer(aint3\

I could artificially modify the aspect of the absorption lines very

considerably by blowing a little soda mist into the arc by means

of a tube placed pai-allel to the positive carbon, which lies horizontal

;

in order not to disturb the equilibrium of the ai'c the blown in air

current had to be only very weak, while the quantity of sodium

could be modified by varying the concentration of the sodium

solution. It then appeared that always when soda was blown into

the arc the distance of the components of the two Z)-lines increased,

these becoming vaguer at the same time. The greater the quantity

was of the soda that was blown in, tiie further the components

were split up, and the less sharp they became. This splitting up
o

could even reach an amount of about 0,3 A. LT., in which case they

were, however, very \ague. The splitting was always perfectly

symmetrical with respect to the oi-iginal double absorption line. The

maxima of absorption were — for so far as [)erceptible — of equal

intensity, the sharpness of the two components also seeming pretty

well equal. I have not undertaken further quantitative measurements

about this, since it would have been impossible to determine the

quantity of sodium in the arc, even when the velocity of supply

Avas known; at most this quantiiy could be very roughly estimated;

nor was the phenomenon perfectly constant. Similar phenomena,

still less constant, however, were observed when carbons were used

which were soaked in a diluted solution of soda.

When the Wood tube is placed in the way of the rays of light

so that it follows the spectrometer, which cuts a small portion out

of the spectrum, so e.g. between object glass and eye-glass of the

reading glass, the absorption lines of the sodium vapour appear also

to l)e double, in which the distance of the components increases as

the temperature rises. At the same time, however, distinct phenomena

of anomalous dispersion are perceptible, as soon as the heating of
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the tube takes place in a soinewliat mis}mmetriccil way. For this

reason, and at the same time on account of the huge differences of

temperature which must necessarily exist in the Wood tube, at

which there can be no question of saturate vapour, I did not under-

take quantitative measurements.

Finally in order to be able to carry out njcasurements whicli

should be liable to interpretation, I have generated the sodium vapour
in a vertical glass tid)e, which was first provided with some pieces

of sodium, then evacuated down to about 0.001 ni.m. of mcicuiy,

and sealed to. This tube was uuiforndy heated all over its length

by an electrical way, so that the temperature may lie assumed to

be the same at all places, and accordingly the sodium vapour to be

saturate. In the enclosure there were made two apertures, through

which the light fell in horizontal direction. As the glass gradually

clouded somewhat at these places, I later on applied side tubes which
were also electrically heated, while a wider glass tube was also

used. The bore of the tube, with which 1 carried out ray final

measurements, amounted to 28 mm. For a reason to be stated later,

this tube was placed between object glass and eyeglass of the reading

glass. Of course the image suffered by this, but nevertheless it was
possible to measure the distances of the components.

The phenomena which I observed in this way were qualitatively

in perfect harmony with what I had seen bj' means of Wood's tube,

and during the blowing in of the soda mist into the arc. On rise of

temperature the distance of the components increases, while |hey

become less sharp at the same time. Up to almost 300° the distance

can be very well measured, the results of these measurements have

been represented in the curves B, and />,,. At higher temperature

the width is too large to be investigated by means of the échelon

spectroscope, the phenomenon becoming veiy vague then, so that

the absorption maxima are clearly perceptible on slight magnitication

only, the light intensity is only little greater then between the absorption

maxima than in the maxinui themselves. The greatest width measu-
o

red amounts to about 0,21 A.Ü.. as is visible from the figure.

The resolution is always greater for D^ than for D^ ; the curves

indicating the course in the two cases run perfectly parallel. On
the whole the components of YJ, are somewhat sharper than those

of A ; ^^ J^i the component lying to the side of the red is the

stronger and sharper, of D,, that which lies to the side of the violet.

I think I have been able to obserx e with pretty great certainty that

the two components of /J, are each double, so that the absorption

region would be bounded here by two absorption maxima on either
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side, which can be distinguished from each other with difficulty. I

have not been able to observe anvthing similar for D^, there the

absorption maxima seemed single to me. At 274° I found about

0.035 A.U. for the distance of the two absorption maxima, of which
o

each component of D^ consists, at 290° about 0,045 A.U. The dis-

tances of the components of D^ indicated in the tigure refer to the

extreme components. The region lying between the absorption maxima

situated on either side is on the whole of uniform intensity, which,

chietly at the higher temperatures, is but very little greater than

that of the absorption maxima. Whether there are still more faijit

maxima in this region, I have not been able to observe with certainty,

though I now and then got the impression that such was, indeed,

the case.
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111 the ligiire I have also indicated the mean amoujit of the width

of the region of tlie arc absorption by means of short dotted lines.

Fnrther the cnr\ e indicated bv p denotes the vaponr tension of the

sodium vapour for the telnperature in question. The scale of the

ordinates on the right hand side of the tigure refers to this curve.

For the determination of this cur\ e I made use of Kroner's ') research

on the \'apour tension of alkalimetals ; for this it was necessary to

extrapolate the values found by Kroner, for which piirpose I used

Gratz's ') formula, which is formed from Dupre-Hertz's •') formnla

based on that of Clapeyron by assuming the validity of Van der

Waals's law for the vaponr instead of that of Boyle-Gay Ia'ssac.

Gratz's formula

p .e^'T — fcT-o* ^^ ^

containing four constants, 1 had to assume four points of the vapour

tension curve. I took three points for them, which had been directly

determined for sodium by Kroner, viz. 7'= 693, /j= 2.00
;

7'= 733,

p = 4.20; T= 773, p=z S.Q4: (temperatures in absolute scale, pres-

sures in m.m. of mercury). I derived the fourth point, availijig myself

of Ramsay and Young's rule, from Kroner's determinations for pot-

assium and found for it 7':= 589, p=z0.11. I found from this for

the constants using Brigg's logarithms, « = 28.877, /c»//
1- = J 64.88,

711 = 48.748, n ^= 18143. By the aid of these constants I calculated

the values of /; given in the tigure.

One might be inclined to ascribe the observed phenomena to ano-

malous dispersion ; the observed dark lines would then be no absorp-

tion lines proper, but ''dispersion lines". If this were actually the

case, the light of the considered wa\e length would ordy have

changed its direction, without haxing undergone absorption. As to

the absorption lines in the light ai-c, taking the comparatively small

value of the anomalous dispei-sion at the densities in question into

consideration, the point of intersectioji of the rays of light coming

from the arc with the plane of the spectrometer slit could never be

far distant from the crater iiUcige. When this image is moved over

the plane of the slit we should therefore have to see light lines in

some positions instead of dark ones. As I have nexer observed

anything like this, not when 1 placed the arc lamp in other positions

1) A. Kroner. Ann. der Phys. 40. p. 438. 1913.

2) Gratz. Zeitschr. f. Math. u. Pliys. 49 p. -289. 1903.

") Hertz Wied. Ann. 17. p, 177. 1882.

DupRÉ. Theorie mécanique de la chaleur. p. 69. Paris 1869.
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cither, so that the direction of the issuing beam of light with respect

to the liglit arc was a quite different one, I think 1 may conchide

that the arc lines are not to be attribuied to anomalous dispersion.

Nor can for analogous reasons this be the case witli the lines

whicli were observed after the bght liad passed through sodium

vapour in a uniformly heated glass tube. Here too light lines would

have to be observed at some distance from the dark ones, of which

there was however, no question.

On the other hand — as I already remarked just now — when

the unsymmetrically heated Wood tube was used. I saw a sharp

light line by the side of the dark i-egion, which latter became

blacker then at tlie same time; in fact besides the absorbed light,

also the anomalously dispersed light has vanished from this region.

Everything considered I am therefore of opinion that anomalous

dispersion has had no iidluenee on my final results.

I will mention here another phenomenon, which at first made its

influence felt in a peculiar way. In my first experimeids I had

placed the glass tubes in which the sodium vapour was generated,

before the entrance slit of the spectrometer, so that the whole beam

of white light passed through it. The measurements whicli I then

made of the distances of the components for different tubes, which

were distinguished by the thickness of the radiated layer of vapour,

w^ere not in harmony; at the same temperature the distance of the

components was found larger as the radiated layer was thicker.

This peculiar phenomenon must undoubtedly be a consequence of

the presence of fluorescence light, which the sodium emits under

the influence of the incident white light. According to Wood's

researches^) it is just the two D-lines which are very prominent

in the fluorescence light. This light will be tlie stronger as the

traversed layer is thicker. In this way it is explicable that the

absorption spectrum can be subjected to a modification which will

become greater with increasing thickness of layer.

When, however, the distance of the absorption maxima increases

in consequence of the superposition of the fluorescence light over

the absorption spectrum, which is greatly the case at higher tempe-

ratures (see the curves (Dj' and {DJ), it is easy to see that the

maximum, resp. the maxima, of the fluorescence light must be

situated between the absorption maxima so that the curve representing

the intensity of the fluorescence light, exhibits a rise at the place

of the absorption maxima, when we mo\e to a point lying halfway

1) R. W. Wood. Phys. Opt. p. 444; 1905.
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between the two absorption niaxiina. If the al)soi'plion maxima
coincided with maxima of thiorescence, the former woiiid either not

shift their places, or they would split up. Hence we arrive at the

conclusion that at temperatures above about 260" the maxima of

absorption do not coincide with maxima of fluorescence, but that

the latter maxima, resp. maximum, lie between the maxima of

absorption.

I have indicated two curves in the figure for which the influence

of the fluoi-escence light is visible, the curves {D^)' and {DJ. They

represent tiie distance of the components of Z)i and Z).^ for a radiated

thickness of layer of 40 m.m., in which (he tube of sodium vapour

was placed before the entrance slit of the spectrometer: the distance

from the tube to the slit was about 10 cm., the opening of the

incident beam being about 1 : 10. Under these circumstances it was

also possible to observe the fluorescence light by means of a spectroscope.

If the tube with sodium vapour was placed between object glass

and eye glass of the reading glass, the thiorescence can only be

brought about by the light that belongs to the narrow spectral range,

issuing from the spectrometer, instead of through the undivided

white light. It is easy to see that the part of the fluorescence

light, which in this case is already very faint, the part that

finally reaches the retina, will have to be exceedingly small

in comparison with the observed light; the influence of the

fluorescence light will, therefore, have to be imperceptible then. I

have actually convinced myself that when the tube with vapour is

placed between object glass and eye glass of the reading glass the

distance of the absorption maxima is independent of the thickness

of layer traversed by the rays. For this purpose I compared a tube

of 50 m.m. bore with the tube of 28 m.m. used for the measurements
;

in these two cases the distance of the components was the same at

the same temperature.

I think myself justified in drawing the conclusion from all that

has been observed that the distance of the absorption maxima of

the sodium lines is closely connected with the density of the vapour,

and that in this way that the splitting up increases with increasing

density. That what has been observed is chiefly an effect of density,

and not in the first place a temperature effect, is supported by the

fact that the influence of the soda mist blown into the arc is for

the greater part the same as that of absorbing sodium vapour of

much lower temperature. The temperature at which the absorption

in the arc takes place, will namely undoubtedly be much higher

than that of the vapour in the glass tube. On the other hand the
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phenomenon in (he arc is dependent in a high degree on the quantity

of soda, the temperature varying very little as long as the equilibrium

in the light aro. is not disturbed.

In my opinion besides the density also the temperature can have

influence, though the latter will be slight. Tf the ate lines were

exclusively dependent on the density of the vapour in the arc, the

horizontal dotted lines in the figure would have to cut the curves

for Z)i and D^ in points for which the abscissae are equal. As this

seems to be almost the case, the influence of the temperature carmot

be very large.

Also with regard to the degree of the absorption — so the value

of the absorption index — , there can very well be difference between

higher and lower temperatures; I have, however, not examined this.

And at last, the absorption lines of low temperature are somewhat

sharper than those in the light arc.

Returning to what Miss v. Ubisch derived from her experiments,

viz. a displacement of the absorption maxima of sodium vapour on

change of temperature, we may question whether this result can be

brought into connection with the observations described just now.

In the experiments under consideration the main point was (he

absorption to which the components of the two magnetically split

sodium lines (briefly called ZEEMAN-components) were subjected in

the Wood tube filled with sodium vapour.

The measurements were made of the relative intensities of the

differently polarized beams of light both normal to the lines of force

of the magnetic field (transversal), and iu the direction of the lines

of force (longitudinal) (in the transversal observations the beams

polarized parallel to and normal to the lines of force, in the longi-

tudinal observations both the circularly polarized ones.) These beams

of light were emitted by a sodium flame which was placed between

the poles of a magnet; the undispersed sodium light was subjected

to absorption in a Wood tube. This tube was every time heated to

a definite temperature, and the temperature being kept constant,

the magnetic field was varied till the difference of the intensities

of the differently polarized beams of light was a maximum; this

measurement took place by rotation of a glass plate, which served

as a compensator. F'or every temperature of the Wood tube the field

was determined, in which the difference of the intensities became a

maximum. Miss v. Ubisch makes the supposition that this difference

will be a maximum when one ZEEMAN-component coincides with the

maximum of absorption, and the other is not absorbed at all. By the

aid of this the writer deduces that at 270^ the displacement of the
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o

sodium lines would aiiioiuit to 0.17 A.U.; in this case the differ®'^^^

of the intensities was therefore a maximum at a distance of tiie

o

ZeemAM-com ponen ts or on an average 0.34 A.Ü.

Now on closer consideration it is clear that the correct interpreta-

tion of Miss V. Ubisch's observations would be very intricate,

and many more data would have to be available for it. In the

tirst place we should have to know the cori-ect distances and

intensities of the ZEEMAN-components, before thej undergo absorption

in the Wood tube; further the accurate course of the curve that

denotes the connection between the intensity of the light transmitted

in this tube with the wave length, shoukl be known. The absorption

maxima of sodium vapour not being sharply defined lines, much
will depend on the intensity and sharpness of these maxima; this

is the more obvious when it is borne in mind that the real maxi-

mum difference of intensity observed by Miss v. Ubisch, constitutes

only a few percentages of the whole amount. With so small a

difference we should be sooner inclined to assume a differerice

in absorption to that amount than as the author does, suppose

that one ZEEMAN-component is not weakened at all, the other

only a few percentages in the case of a thickness of layer which

is at any rate pretty considerable. It is easy to imagine cases in

which the absorption maxima are of equal intensity, but difference

of intensity of the ZEEMAN-components is a maximum, when they lie

outside the absorption maxima.

Everything considered the amount given by the author can only

represent the distance of the absorption maxima as far as the order

of magnitude is concerned; accordingly I do not think that the

result of my observations (distance of the absorption maxima of
o

about 0.15 A.U. at 270°) is in contradiction with that of Miss v.

Ubisch.

Besides it is possible that the temperature has not been given

perfectly accurat.-ly. In this respect a Woou tube presents more

sources of errors than the uniformly heated tube which I used.

Moreover the ditforeiice need not be very great, taking the very

rapid increase of the resolution in the neighbourhood of 300° into

consideration.

When seeking an explanation of the observed phenomena now that

it has appeared that in the tirst place there is here question of a

density effect, we are naturally led to look for a connection with

the widening of spectrum lines in general, and with the explanation

which Stark has given for it, which comes to this that this widening
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would be the consequence of electrical resolutions of the spectrum

lines. It is easy to understand that the greater the density of an

(emitting or absorbing) gas, the more frequently it will occur that

the vibrating electron systems are in the neighbourhood of electric-

ally chai-ged systems, and will therefore perform their vibrations

under the influence of the electric field of these charged systems

;

hence the spectrum lines brought about by these vibrations will be

the more perceptible by the side of those which arise from systems

Avhich do not vibrate in an electi-ical field. In this way we shall be

al)le to obrain a great number of lines, which all being superposed,

can make the imj)ressioii of a broad baud. It is very well

possible that definite groups of these vibrations can be predominant

which will give rise to the appearance of maxima of absorption

(resp. emission). If we wanted to give further particidars about this,

it would be necessary to enter into an examination of the mechanism

of the phenomena ^).

As to the order of magnitude of the above described phenomena,

it is indeed interesting to compare it with the order of magnitude

of the electrical resolutions as Stark has observed them. Wheu we

assume that a vibrating system is placed in an electrical field origi-

nating from an electrical elementary charge at such a distance as

the mean distance of the atoms in saturate sodium vapour of about

280° amounts to, the resolution of the Z)-lines, when taken as an

electrical resolution, would at this temperature agree — as far as

the order of magnitude is concerned — with the resolutions which

Stahk found in this part of the spectrum, always ou the supposition

of a linear course of the electrical resolution with the intensity of

the field.

Above 260° the observed resolution increases pretty accurately

with the power ^/j of the density, the increase being slower at the

lower temperatures ; therefore what was observed just now about

the order of magnitude of the resolution at 280° cannot possibly

be of general \alidity, as this would require an increase not with

the power Vs» ^^^^ with the power Vs of t^^e density.

I also observed the /)-lines in the solar spectrum, which also

exhibited two components each. On the whole the phenomenon was

in accordance with what is observed for saturate sodium vapour of
o

about 270°. The distance of the components was about 0.15 A.U.
;

1) Even without thinking of electrical resolution^, I pronounced the opinion

already before that the ''own period'" of a vibrating system might vary as

it was under the influence of neighbouring systems, and that widenings of spectrum

Hues might be the consequence of this. Gf. G. J. Elias, Diss. Utrecht; p. 146etseq.
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\ did not however carry out aceiirale measureraentfi about this. They
further seemed to me slightly less sharp ihaii tiiose whieli were
observed for sodium vapour of low temperature, though this difference

was not very conspicuous. If the resolution were really only little

dependent on the temperature and possible other factors, we might

draw the conclusion from this that the density of the sodium xapour

in the chromosphere of the sun is as great as that of saturate sodium

vapour of about 270°.

I further made some obscr\'ations on the emission lines of sodium

vajiour. P^or this purpose I used a glass discharge tube which con-

tained some sodium, and which was heated to 200° or 300°.

It then appeared that the emission lines, both D^ and D^, were

double, and that the distance of the two light lines increased with

increasing temperature. It is not impossible that self-reversal plays

a part in this ; it was, however, peculiar in this that chiefly for D^,

the two light lines on either side of the dark core differed in intensity,

which would not have to be the case for self-reversal.

With regard to the emission lines /), and D^ Michelson ') has

pronounced the opinion that they would each consist of four com-

ponents, two intenser ones, and two very faint ones, the distance
o

of the intenser ones amounting to about 0.15 A. U. Fabry and Pekot^)

are, however, of opinion, that reversal phenomena would play the

principal part in this.

In conclusion I will still state that already a long time ago I

observed for the emission lines of copper when this is in the light

arc, resolutions of entirely the same order of magnitude as those

which I have now described for the absorption lines D^ and D^ of

the sodium, also with the aid of the échelon spectroscope. I then

observed with a pretty iiigh degree of certainty that these resolutions

were greater as the density of the copper in the arc increased. I

could not carry out measurements about this, however, as the amount

of the resolution was very variable, and besides I had no means (o

determine the density of the copper in the arc.

Haarlem, February-A pril 1914. Physical Labora tori/

of "Teylkr's Stichting."

1) A. A. Michelson and E. W. Morlev. Amer. J. (8) 34. p. 427; 1887. Phil.

Mag. (5) 24 p. 463. 1887.

A. A. Michelson. Rep. Biit. Ass. 1892 p. 170. Phil. Mag. (5) 34 [). 280. 18!. 2.

2) Ch. Faery and A. Perot. G. R. 130 p. 653. 1900.
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Physics. — ''On the lowerim/ of the freeziiui point In consequence

of an elastic deformation.'' By Dr. G. J. Elias. (Communicated

by Prof. H. A. LoRENTz).

(Communicated in the meeting of May 30, 1914).

A iHiiiiber of years ago E. Rieckk ^) derived from tiierinodynamic

considerations that a solid body subjected to forces wliieh bring

about an extension or compression, will in general exhibit a h^wering

of the freezing point, also at those places of the surface where no

deformative forces are directly active.

This case may be extended to that of an arbitrarily deformed body.

J. Let the free energy per unily of mass be U', and tlie density (>,

then the total free energy of a certain system will amount to

=ƒ- i^j.dr (1)

in which the integration must be extended over all the material

elements Q.ch. Further we make no suppositions at all on the state

of the system.

Let us suppose the system to undergo an intinitely small deform-

ation at constant temperature. We can always assume this deform-

ation to consist of the intinitely small dilatations .iv, y>,, z~, and the

distortions Vz,Zx,^v,,, for which the well-known relations hold:

"'^a;. y'-'^Yy "'-^

Zy ==?/,= -
1-
—

- Xz = 2'2- = s ^- T" y^: = '^''Z
— ^ T ^y ^

de Ö// ö.^• Ö^ • Öy Ox

(2)

when ^, i], S denote the infinitely small displacements of the poiuts

of the system.

In consequence of this deformation the free energy of the material

element qcIx will increase by the amount

/dip öip öi|^ öif' öq. M^ \

\dx:, dy,j dzz dyz Oz^ Ox,, )

On the other hand work has been done by the external forces.

When the components of the joint volume forces which act on the

1) E. RiEGKE, Wied. Ann. 54 p. 731. 1895.
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hiaterial element qcIt ai'e qXcIt, q Ydr, and qZcIt, and the components

of llie joint exlernal tensions which act on the surface elements do

of the surface that bounds the system: pxdo, p^dc, and pzda, the

total work of the external forces, the displacements being §, ^, C, will

amount to

ÖA= i ^ (X^ f Y^i + Zl>) dx + fcp, § + pyii -f p, ?) do . (4)

Now when the temperature is constant

(5)

holdb generally as condition of equilibrium.

Hence we derive from (3), (4), and (:»)

:

= Cq (X§ + Yn + Zi) dx +J (p,§ + pyn -^ p,5) da

öi|5 di|' di{?

' O.Br oyy oz~

öi(' d^' öi|?

oyz ozx oxy ^

(6)

Making use of the relations (2) we get from this after partial

integration

:

ƒ[II -^ cos (.v..) -f -^ ro5 (A^y) 4- -^ cos (.Vc) +
OXx OXy OXz

]

4- 7J -^ C06- {Nx) + -^ COS (xV^) 4 V^ COS {Nz) +

+ ? l^cos {Nx) + --^ cos {Ny) -f
-— cos (iV^)

[OZx ozy
^

dz~ '

p da —

J'

dip

().t- dy

dU Ölf?

'y=

Öa'

+

dx

dz

dz
,J'i!l)+'tl) +

Ö.C

1

di/

it == ro(X5+ Fij 4z?v/T+r(/>,,i

+

py,i + jt>,?)c?(j

(7>

The quantities 5, i/, and ^ for the different points of the system

being quite independent of each other, we obtain from i^7) the relations:
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löifj dip öifj )
^

joy:, O.y^ d(/, )
'

O '

i

(9)

i dib öip pU'

p. -q]^ '^os (iV.^•) +^ cos (/V.v) +^ ^«^ U^^)

,/(i),<'k)/('S
.) -]

j
-] = u

o.v óy dz

>m <<•£) >m
Ox oy Oz

If we now introduce the internal tensions Xx, Yy, Z~, Y., Z^, Xy,

usual in the Iheorv of elasticity, then hold for the components of

these tensions on an element of the surface:

X,v = A', cos{Nx) 4- Xy cos (Ny) -|- X- cos {Nz) \

Y,w= Y,cos{Xx) + YyCos{Ny) 4- Y, cos {Nz) '•
. . (10)

Zy = Zjc cos {Nx) + Zy cos {Ny) H- Z, {cos {Nz)
]

Further in case of equilibrium:

p.,. + A\v -.
py + Yx = p, + 2:,v

—
. . (11)

From (8), (10), and (11) follows:

d.% Oyy dz~ '

du» öil^ dtb ,

' ^ di/, dzjc
^

iixy
I

The relations (12) introduced into (9) now yield the equations

dX^. ÖX„ ÖX-

ex dy dz

,^^^^_^^ (13)
OX oy oz

^ dZ( dZy dZz

ox oy oz

the known conditions of equilibrium for a deformed system.

(12)



2. If we now consider a material element which can be arbi-

trarily deforined, we can snbject its state to an infinitely small

variation. With respect to the deformafioJi this variation will be

determined by six mntually independent qnantities, three dilatations,

which determine the chanpje of volume, and three, which determine

the change of form. Hence speaking thermodynamically, the variation

of state of this element (which need not necessarily be infinitely

small, provided it is to be considered as homogeneously deformed)

is determined besides by the temperature, by six mutually independ-

ent cpiantities. It now follows from (3) and (12) that for a virtual

isothermal variation of state the following equation will hold for

the unity of mass

^^= (X.,.t.^, f Yyy,,yA,z,i- ny,+ Z,:,^^.+ A>_y) . . (14)
Q

If we now start from the uuity of volume, and call the free

energy of it if'', the following form holds for it

(kp' = — (A>xr F,.!/,^ i-Z,z,-\- r:>/,+ Z:,z^^Xy.v,) . . (15)

(In this it should be borne in mind that after the variation the

volume will in general be no longer equal to unity).

Now
dtp

§? = -" ('«)

holds generally for the free energy on change of temperature, when
in the expression for the external work with an intinitely small

variation no term with éT occurs as factor.

Hence:

(^ip= {X,x^-+Yyy,^^Z,z,^r,ij,+ Z,ty^rXyf>^y) — n^T. (17)
Q

holds for virtual variations of state, in which also the temperature

can undergo a change.

When we start from unity of volume, we have

dtp' = - (A>:,+ Yyyy^Z.z, f r,y,-^Z^z^-^Xyj^y) - riöT . (18)

where r/ represents the entropy of the nnity of volume.

3. Let us now consider a system consisting of two phases, a

liquid and a solid state. We assume the system to be at rest. Let it

further as a whole be subjected to the hydrostatic pressure p, while

arbitrary deforinative forces can be active on the surface of the

solid phase, with the exception of that part that is in contact with

the liquid phase; we exclude volume forces. Consequently the same
'

4y
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam, Vol. XVII.
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hydrostatic pressure will prevail everywhere in the liquid. We direct

our atlention to a part of the system that contains a portion of the

boundary plane between the solid and the ii(iuid phase. We assume

the surface that bounds the considered part of the system, for so

far as it falls inside the solid phase, to be invariable of position,

whereas we can subject it to variations of form for so far as it

falls inside the liquid phase. On this latter part acts then everywhere

the vertically directed hydrostatic pressure p. We take tlie part of

the solid phase that falls inside the considered part of the system,

as homogeneously deformed.

Let the considered part of the system contain ?«i unities of mass

of the solid phase," m^ unities of mass of the liquid phase. The

direction of the normal to the boundary plane, which points from

the solid towards the liquid phase, may be called N.

For (he part of the system in question are the free energy, the

mass, and the volume resp.

:

\\) = m^ if^, 4- vi^ V'2 1

M = m,-\-m^
[ (19)

V = mj7', + m^v^
I

when Vj and i\ represent resp. the volume of the unity of mass

of the solid and the liquid phase.

We now subject this part of the system to a virtual change. For

this purpose we make a small quantity of one phase pass into the

other at constant temperature. This will be attended with a change

of the total volume of the considered part of the system. In virtue

of the suppositions made above this change of volume can only take

place through the change of position of that part of the surface

bounding the considered })art of the system, which lies in the liquid

phase. For the rest the state of the liquid phase will not change.

In order to keep also the solid phase in the same state, to leave

the quantities determining the deformation unchanged, it will be

necessary, to make the tensions of the part of the boundarj^ surface

of the considered part of the system lying inside the solid phase

undergo intiiiitesimal variations. Since this part of the boundary

surface remains unchanged, no work will be required for this. The
only quantity of external work that we have to take into account,

will be that which is attended with the change of the part of (he

boundary surface lying inside the liquid phase.

When dm^ and dm^ represent the changes of the quantities of the

two phases, then on account of (19), we shall have;
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'dip = ipj dm^ -f tp, (fin^

= rfmj + (fw, [...... (20)

In connection with the above considerations the work done by

external forces amounts to

:

dA = — pdVz= — p {v^dw, 4- v.dm,;) .... (21)

If we now apply the condition of equilibrium (5), we obtain,

making use of (20) and (21),

^i-{-pVr='^,+pv, (22)

This equation represents the condition of equilibrium for the two

phases in the case considered here.

4. Let us now imagine that the system consisting of the two

phases undergoes a real, infinitesimal change. The condition of

equilibrium f22) will then retain its validity. It is clear that it will

give us then a connection between the differentials of the variables.

As variables determining the state, we choose for the solid phase the

dilatations and distortions x^, yy, z., y., z^, .%, besides the tempera*

ture T, for the liquid phase the volume v and the temperature T. We
ascribe the value zero to the variables Xx, yy, z^, y~, 2^^, and Xy in the state

from which we start (which, however, need not be without tension).

In order to be able to distinguish the difference between an eventually

ultimately reached final condition (which need not differ infinitely

little from the initial condition in mathematical sense) and the initial
«

condition from an actually infinitely small change of condition, we
shall represent the latter by dxx, dy^, dz~, dyz, dzx, dxy instead of by

^^x, yy, Zz, yz, Zx, ocy, which we shall use for the final condition that is

eventually to be reached. This does not alter the fact that the latter

quantities are always treated as if they were infinitely small.

Proceeding in this way we obtain by differentiation from (22) t

-— dJ -\- -^- dxx-{- ^-dyy\- --- dzz-\- v— ^^3/5+ t" dzx+
oT oxx oyy oz. oy. ozx

+ ^— d^y + pdv, + v,dp =~—dT-\--—-dv,-\- pdv^ -f v^dp
OXy 01 OV^

(23)

In this ^-^ dxx denotes the increase of the free energy ^^, when
OXx

the initial state undergoes a dilatation dxx etc., just at this was the

case in (3) and the following formulae.

Now according to the theory of elasticity we haVe:

49*
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dv, = — {d.v, + dy,, + dz,) (24)

while furtlier tlie well known relations:

hold for the liquid phase.

On introduction of (12), {2^), and (25) we get from (28).

iv,
(26)

->i,) dT = dp ( ] + — [(Xx—p) d.v, +
I

+ ( J'y-i^) '(y.'/ + (^c -/') c/^. + Tc^i/^ + ^^dz, -I-
Ay.6-y]'*

We can now put:

V. -n. = Y -

' ' ^'^^

Tn this we can call the "heat of melting" r, by which that (juantity

of heat is to be understood which must be added to convei-t the

unity of mass from the solid to the liquid phase, without the con-

dition of the two phases changing for the rest. We then get:

d2' = ^
f- - i) dp + -^ [{K.-P) d.v, + (yy-p) dyy + I

-f {Z,-p) dz, + Y-d,j, + Z^dz., + Ay.cyj )

When the only deformative force is the hydrostatic pressure, we

"et the known formula of Thomson and Clausius, since then the

following eipuitions generally hold :

'

Ax- -jt> = U Yy-p = Z,—j>=zOï
K = Z, — ^y — ^

(29)

7' / 1 1dT=^{ ]dp (30)

If on the other hand dp = 0. we get

:

dT=:— [{X,-p) d.v, -f {r,~p) Jny + {Z,-p) dz, -f
r.Q,

\ . (31)

-j- Y~dy~ + Z:,dzjc + Xydxy]

Since the form between square brackets, provided with the negative

sign, represents the work performed in the deformative forces, with

the exception of the pressure p, a deformation will bring about a

lowering of the freezing point, when this work is positive.

5. We shall now assume that the initial stale (for which we put

«'j) y<ii 2:, ?/:, 2a, '^'y equal to zei-o) is to be considered as without
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tension. In this case (31) will also be ai)plicable; we may then,

howevei-, rephice r and q^ by r„ and q,^, in which r, denotes the

heat of melting, and q^„ the density of the solid phase in the tension-

.less state; then we have

dT = [(X, -p) d^c^ + (y>/-p) dy,, + {Z,-p) dz, +
^^10 . (32)

^ Y.dyz + Z,^dzy: + Xydx,^ . '

If we disregard quantities of the second order, which we are

allowed to do when we consider the dilatations and distortions

as infinitely small, we can integrate (32), placing T. r„, and ^^^

outside the integral sign. We then get for the lowering of the freezing

point in the state determined by .iv, ?/,/. z^, y~, Zx, Xy,

^T = - f[{X,-p) dx, + {Y-p) dy,, + {Z,-p) dz, +
/ V /

Yzdy^ -\- Zj^dzj: -[- X^dx,^

The heat of melting in the state determined by .r^, ;/,,, z~, y~, z^, .i\

will differ from that in the tensionless state by an amount that is

of the same order as the dilatations and distortions themselves. For

an infinitely small change follows for the change of (he free enei-gy

from (14)

:

dxp= {X^dx:, + Yydyy + Z,dz, + Y,dy, + Z^dz,. + X„dx.)

Hence the difference in free energy bstween the deformative and

the tensionless state amounts to

:

X;, ... yz ...

^^P=- f— [X:>:dxx + Yydy>, + Zzdz, + Y,dy, + Z^dz,. + X.dxy].

For the difference in entropy between these states follows then

from (16)

.^-.r - yz ...

Ö fl ..

Aii 1=— I — [X,dx,. + Yf^dy,, + Zzdzz -f Y.dy^ + Z^^dz^ + X,,dxy].

From (27) follows then for the difference in heat of melting:

xx ... yz ...

d ri
Ar== - T^j-[X,dx,.-{-Yydy,,-^Zzdzzi-Yzdy:+ Zxdz,i-Xydx,] (.34)
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This will also apply to the case that the initial state is not

tensionless; only (34) does not represent then the difference ^n

melting heat between the state x^ . . . yz . . . and the tensionless state,

but the difference between the state Xx---i/z-" and the initial state,

which is not tensionless in this case.

' 6. Let us now suppose that forces act on the surface of the

solid phase which are exerted by solid bodies which rest on the

solid phase, and in consequence of the presence of which the sur-

face of the phase is not in contact with the liquid phase. We can

then imagine that a small part of the solid phase that is in contact

with the solid bodies which exert forces, is converted to the liquid

state, without the solid bodies changing their places. For this case

we can again draw up the condition of equilibrium.

We take the boundary plane of the solid phase as XT-plane, and

suppose that the ^T-axis is the normal to this plane which is directed

from the solid to the liquid phase. For the total free energy, the

mass, and the volunie the following relations hold in this case:

W = m, ip, + m, ip, 1

M=zm^-{-m^
I

(35)

V:=z 7/ij Vj -f- Wj I'j )

Let now an infinitely small quantity of the solid phase be con-

verted to the liquid phase, then

:

d'F = m,ö^, + xi\öm, + m,öi]\ + tp.cJw, . . . (36)

During the conversion the volumes v^ and v^ will have to change,

as the total volume remains constant, as we supposed. The considered

change being a virtual change, we may assume that as far as the

solid phase is concerned, this change is brought about by variation

of Zz alone. Then we get

:

(fi,,, =^ . (f^, ........ (37)

Further :

öxp,= ^.öv, (38)
Ov.,

By introduction of (37) and (38) into (36) we get:

öW = m. ^-—
* dz. m^ —^ 6v^ -\- \\>^öm^ -\- ipjdVn, . . (39)

Just as before (see above under 3) the tensions at the surface that

bounds the considered part of the system will have to vary now
too. We supposed, however, that this surface does not change its
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position, so tliat no work will be done by external forces. The
condition of eqnilibrium is now

:

Ö W% . (40)

We mnst use here the double sign seeing that there is only a

conversion possible in one direction. The sign = will hold for the

boundary equilibrium, i.e. the equilibrium at which a transition from

the solid to the liquid phase will just be possible. Now the equations

(35) give fui'ther

dm, -4- öm„ =:
)

J, . . (41)
ni^6i\ + i\öm^ + m^6i\ + i\dm^ 1= ( ' '

in addition we have

1
(iv, =z — (fz, (42)

If we limit ourselves to the boundary equilibrium we get from

(12), (35). (39), (40), (41) and (42) making use of the equation

Z, — jjz=0 (43)

V'l -ï-pv, = i\'^ + pv, . . • . . . . (44)

Hence we get the same relation as condition of equilibrium between

solid and liquid phase as we had for the case that the two phases

were in contact. Therefore the conclusions about the lowering of

the freezing point will also be the same. Of course as pressure on

the solid phase mu,^t then be taken into account the hydrostatic

pressure, to which must be added that which is exerted by the

solid bodies which are on the solid phase.

7. We shall now consider more closely the amount of the lowering

of the freezing point, in which we shall make use of the expres-

sion (32). To calculate this amount it is necessary to know the

relation between the quantities .iv ...//;... and the tensions Xx. . . Vz- .

.

In the most general case, the quantities .r,, . . . y.- . . . being considered

as infinitely small quantities, we shall be allowed to assume a

linear relation of the form :

X,. = «,i.f^ + a,^y,, + «.jc, + «,,y, -|- «,,c^ -f «,,.r,/
j

in which

(iik = «i< (46)

will generally hold, because the tensions Xx . . . F~ . . . according to

(8) may be considered as the partial differential quotients of the free
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energy per unitj of volume laken with tlie negative sign. Further

the coefficients « must be considered as functions of the temperature.

To this most general case; in which the number of coeiïicients amounts

to 21, answers a crystal of the lowest symmetry. This leads, of course,

to very intricate calculations.

We prefer, therefore, to consider the simplest case, viz. an isotropous

body. For this holds, if we use the prevalent notation ^).

X\ = — 2K [.V,. + 6^ {x, -f i/j, 4- z,)]

j

y~ = -Ky: ) (47)

from which equations can be derived
;

1

2K
^ (X, + r, + z,)

l + 3<9

(48)

In this the relation :

E=:2K-—-— (49)

exists between the coefficients K and 6 on one side and the elasticity

coefiicient E on the other side.

Let us now consider a circular cylinder, the axis of which coin-

cides with the Z-axis. Let one end be rigidly fastened, while forces

resp. couples act on the other. Let the length in the direction of

the Z-axis be /, and the radius of the cylinder R. The conditions

of this problem may be satisfied by putting

X,.z=0 X^ = Y,j = ^ (50)

If Px, Py. Pz are the components of the force, Qx, Q,j, Qz the com-

ponents of the couple acting on the end plane, then for the other

tensions hold the expressions :

_ 2Q,.3/ P. (3+ 8^)(fi--^--)-.v - Py 1 + 4^ ,Jv5n

P, {3+ S0)iR^-y'')-.v^ \
xy +

:iR' jrPn + 3<9 ' ' 2.tP^ 1+ 3<9

Further :

1) Gf. among others G. Kirghroff, Vorlesungen iiber Mechanik.
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E 1+26
2 l+ SÓ» -

'
^ ^

Y =-K t
=--l±^

We shall now discuss some special cases.

1. Compression resp, extension.

In this only P~=^0 is put, from which follows

P-

(in this the liquid pressure p is neglected).

Then the lowering of the freezing point is

AT= fz.dz^
T r

Making use of (52) and carrying out the integration, we get

:

T Z.'

which formula is in perfect concordance with Riecke's. ^)

We apply this to ice, which we shall treat as an isotropous

substance.

Rip^CKE assumes 0,7 kg. for the drawing-solidity of ice per mm^ and

calculates with this 0°.017 for LT. As for most substances the

pressing-solidity is considerably greater than the dj-awing-solidity, this

diminution can probably be made larger in the case of compression,

so that it can be measured comparatively easily and with suitable

apparatus even the just mentioned lowering of the freezing point

w^ould also be liable to be measured.

2. Sagging.

In this case we only assume that Py =|= 0. When we consider a

point for which x = R, y = 0, then it follows from the formulae that

:

P,/ 1 + 20
Z. = X, = Q Y. = —^ -—— .

~ .tP^ 1 + 3^

The lowering of the freezing point of the considered point is :

T r^T= \YJy,.

1) E. RiECKE, loc. cit. p. 736 form. (20).
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Making use of (52) we get after integration :

^^,^ T 1 + 3^ F-'

In order to obtain a limiting value for 1.^;, we make use of the

results of an investigation b}- Hess ^j on the sagging of ice

crystals. He charged a crystal 2.9 cm long, 'i.O cm broad, and 1,2 cm
thick at its end with a weight of 5000 grams, without rupture taking

place. Let us assume by approximation that an ice cylinder of a

diameter of 1 cm could bear the same load. We can then derive a

limiting value of Yz from (51).

If we introduce this into (52), we find finally, assuming that =: {,

which is about correct for a great many substances. — 1.19 X 10"*

degree for A 7', which quantity is probably not liable to measure-

ment. That this quantity is so small, is the consequence of the small

value of the maximum tangential tensions which ice can bear.

We considered the point on the circumference for which .6' = R,

y = 0. If on the other hand we take the point for which x = 0,

y =z R, we get the formulae

U
^. = ^3 . Py X, = r, =: .

jrZt!' ^
.

If as before, we again assume that an ice cylinder of a diameter

of 1 cm. can bear a load of 5000 grams at its end, we find for iT^

a value which appears to be greater than the value assumed by

RiECKE. If we calculate the lowering of the freezing point by means

of this, we find LT=— 0°.081, an amount that can be easily measured.

We see at the same time that the lowering of the freezing point

has different values at difterent points of the surface ; a state of

equilibrium is therefore impossible. The rod of ice will diminish on

the upper surface and on the lower surface, and that much more

quickly than on the sides, which will also diminish a little. Further

this diminution will increase towards the end where the rod is loaded.

3. Torsion.

In this case only Qz -\- 0. From the formulae (51) follows then

for the point iv = 0, y ^ R

z^z=o x. =—— rz = o.
jiR'

Taking the small amount of the tangential tensions which ice can

i) H. Hess Ann. d. Phys. 8 p. 405. 1902,
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bear into consideration, the lowering of the freezing point will again

become very small in this case. Since the tangential tension all along

the cylinder surface has the same value, equilibrium with the sur-

rounding liquid will now be possible.

Haarlem, May 1914 Physical Laboratory of

''Teyler's Stichting'.

Physics. — "The effect of magnetisation of the electrodes on the

electromotive force." By Dr. G. J. Eltas. (Communicated by

Prof. H. A. LoRENTz).

(Communicated in the meeting of June 27, 1914).

1. The question in how far magnetisation of the electrodes is of

influence on the electromotive force in a circuit in which there are

electrolytes, has already often been examined, without it being

possible to derive a definite answer to this question from the results

of these researches. Thus Gross') found no definite direction of the

current in concentrated solutions of ferro salts, while in concentrated

solutions of ferri salts the magnetized electrode (both electrodes

consisted of iron) became the anode. Andrews ^) arrived at the same

result working with strong acids as electrolytes. Nichols and Franklin')

obtained results which were in concordance with those of Gross

and Andrews, in case a pole of a magnetized iron rod came in

contact with the electrolyte, which consisted of a solution of chromic

acid. In this case the electromotive force greatly increased with the

magnetisation, and reached the value of aboat 68 millivolts in a

field of 20000 Gauss. If on the other hand the neutral region of

the magnetized rod was in contact with the electrolyte, the sense of

the electromotive force was opposite. Rowland and Bell') found

that the magnetized electrode became cathode when acids that

attacked the iron, were used as electrolytes. Squier^), who took

nitric acid as electrolyte, came to the same result. The maximum
electromotive force amounted to 36 millivolts, in a field of 10000

1) Th. Gross. Sitz. Ber. d. kais. Ak. d. Wiss. 92. Dec. 1885.

2) Andrews. Proc. Roy. Soc. 42 p. 459, 1887; 44 p. 152, 1888.

^) E. L. Nichols and W. S. Franklin. Am. Journ. of Science 31 p. 272. 1886;

34 p. 419, ]887; 35 p. 290, 1888.

4) H. A. Rowland and L. Bell. Am. Journ. of Science. 36 p. 39, 1888.

6) G. 0. SquiER. Am. Journ. of Science. 45 p. 443, 1893.
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Gauss; on further strengthening of the field this amount did not

change. Also Hurmucescu ^) found the electromotive force in the same

sense, when diluted acetic acid or oxalic acid was used as electro-

lyte. In a field of 7300 Gauss the electromotive force amounted to

14 millivolts. Finally Bucherer") has occupied himself with this

question. His result is in so far entirely negati\e that he finds no

electromotive force which would reach the value of 10-^ Volts for

neutral solutions of ferro salts in the case of magnetisation of the

electrode in a field of 1200 Gauss. He further pronounces the opinion

that the electromotiAe forces found by Rowi,and are caused by

mechanical disturbances of the equilibrium ("Erschiitterungen"), whicii

w^ould be the consequence of the origin of the magnetic field. Then

Blcherer compares Hurmucescu's results with what has been theoreti-

cally derived by Duh'km''), and concludes that no concordance exists

between them. Duhem arrives at the formula:

E= (1)

in which I represents the magnetisation of the electrode, / the electro-

chemical equivalent of the iron, y. the susceptibility, and d the

density, the electromotive force E being taken positive, when the

magnetized electrode is cathode. When we eliminate ///,/, and x by

the aid of the relations

:

B= Hi + 4rr / B= (i .Hi I=x. Hi

we get instead of (1)

B' .X / 1

\

E= 1 (2)

It has appeared to me that in consequence of an inaccurate expres-

sion for the energy of a magnetic field, this value of E is about ft

times too small, so that we may write by approximation because \i

has a large value :

B"" .X
E = -E-—, (3)

ö.T . a

which expression, however, only holds when the electrolyte is a

neutral iron solution.

When the experiment is arranged in such a way that B may be

put equal to the external intensity of the tield H, we see from (3)

1) Hurmucescu. Eclair. Electr. Nr. 6 and 7, 1895.

2) A. H. Bucherer. Wied. Ann. 58 p. 564, 1896 ; 59 p. 735, 1896 ; 61 p. 807, 1897.

^) P. Duhem. Ann. de la Fac. des Sciences de Toulouse. 1888—89. Wied.. Ann.

Beibl. 13 p. 101, 1889.
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that the electromotive force would have to increase with the square

of the intensity of the tiekl. On introduction of the values for iron

;. = 29 X 10--^ e.m.e. d = 7.9

we get for

//= 10000 Gauss i;= 1.46 X 10~' ^olt.

In Bucherer's experiment the intensity of the field was 1200, if

the induction B had had the same value, the electromotive force would

have been 2.1 X 10—' Volts. As this amount is much less than the

smallest value which Bucherer could measure (10- -^ Volts), its negative

result cannot be considered in conflict with the theoretical result.

The results of the other investigators, who worked with acids as

electrolytes, are not at all in agreement with formula (3), in fact

they could iiardly be so, as (8) rests on the supposition of a neutral

iron solution.

As the case that the electrolyte is a dilute solution of the metal

of electrodes, which is assumed to be equal for the two electrodes,

is the only one that is liable to exact thermodynamic treatment, 1

have calculated the value of the potential difference for this case in

what follows. Further 1 have communicated the results of experiments

made on this subject.

2. Let us now consider ^) an arbitrary system in which also

electric currents and magnetic fields can be present. As variables in

this system we choose the temperature 7". further a number of

geometrical quantities a^, a.^ . . ., and finally the magnetic induction "O;

when the last quantity is knowMi everywhere, then, besides the

magnetic field, the electrical current is also determined everywhere.

The external forces exerted by the system, are the components of

force A^, A^ . . . corresponding to the geometi'ical quantities, besides

the external electromotive forces ^%. In order to be justified in leaving

Joulk's heat out of consideration we shall assume that the conductors,

for so far as a current passes through them, possess no resistance.

We shall further assume that the system loses no energy by electro-

motive radiation and we exclude currents of displacement.

If the system undergoes an infinitely small virtual variation, we

first inquire into the work performed by the system on its surround-

ings. If the variations of the geometrical quantities are rffr,, cfff, . . .,

the corresponding work can be expressed by

1) The train of reasoning on which the general method of treatment followed

here is based, was suggested to me by Prof. Dr. H. A. Lorentz, for which I will

express here my heartfelt thanks
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<fW, = A, öa, + A, öa, + (4)

Further the external electromotive forces will perform work per

unity of time equal to :

dW.

dt

in which <i denotes the electrical current. The work done by the

system amounts, therefore, per unitj' of time to :

dW.

dt

For this we may write

dW„

- fide, ^). dr.

J(d + (^e.^)dT+J{(i,(l)dr,
dt

in which €' denotes the electrical force. Now in the conductors

From the supposition that in the conductors a will be infinitely

large, follows that here (£* -}- '^e must be = 0, whereas outside the

dW'
conductors ^ = 0. Hence the first term in the expression for ——

-

dt

disappears. When we make use of the expression :

^ =: c curl S^ ^)

we get after partial integration
1 TXT /-• /^

' = c
I
{yp.curl (i) . dri-c I [S?, (ïl.v • de.

The second term disappears on account of the supposition that

no energy leaves the system through radiation. We finally get then

by the aid of the relation

:

— c curl ^ = ^— ,

Ot

^=-,r(-?)*dt

If the variation of 55 in the time dt is d^, we get:

(fW^=:- f{^,(m).dt (5)

The total work performed by the system now amounts to the

sum of (4) and (5),

1) Here Lorentz's system of unities is used.
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öW=A,(fa, + ^,ff«,+ . . —C{.r, ,ö^) dr . . . (6)

If we now introduce tlie free energy of the system, the following

well known relation holds for it

W= E~T . H
when E repi-esents the internal energy, H the entropy. For an

infinitely small variaton we get from this:

ö^ = 6E- T . ÖH—H . ÖT.

Further

T.éHz=öQ= öE-^ ÓW,

in which <fQ is the quantit}^ of heat added to the system. Making
use of (6) we get from this

:

ƒ(^c^'^).ÖW= — A,6h^ — A^öu^ + I (^P ' f^'^) • dx—H. ÖT. . (7)

Let in a certain initial state, in which the variables *«i, «,..

.

have the values «i„, a^^ . . ., 33 being = 0, the system have the free

energy ¥*„. In the magnetic state, iii which ^ will have a certain

value everywhere, and the temperature and another quantity, e.g.

the external pressure have remained constant, the geometrical

variables will assume other values, which we shall denote by «j, «^ . . .

We can now make this transition take place in two steps. We first

give the geometrical variables the values «j, a,, ^ remaining = 0;

hence the free energy will increase by an amount Agf.

Further, while a^, (t^ . . . remains unchanged, we can bring the

magnetic induction 33 from zero to the tinal value; then the free

energy will increase by Aj/V^. In this way the final state is reached,

in which the free energy will be:

W=W, + A,W+ L^tW (8)

Then according to (7) the follow^ing equation will hold

:

AmW= ff{S;>,d^).dT (9)

3. Let us now return to the above discussed case, in which two

electrodes of the same metal are placed in the dilute solution of a

salt of this metal. The concentration of the solution can be different

at different places. We think the circuit closed by means of a wire

connecting the two electrodes. Let one electrode be in a magnetic

field, in consequence of which it is magnetized. We think the

magnetic field excited by an electromagnet, the leads of which

possess no resistance.
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in the second circuit in which the electrolyte is found, we think

inserted an electromotive force — E, which is in equilibriutn with

the electromotive force E existing eventually in consequence of the

presence of the magnetic tield; we shall assume that sense of circuit

which is directed inside the electrolyte towards the magnetised

electrode, to be positive. We shall assume also the resistance of this

second circuit to be zero.

We shall subject this whole system to an infinitesimal variation.

Let this variation consist in the passage of an infinitely small

quantity of electricity e through the second circuit, and that in that

sense that is directed inside the electrolyte towards the magnetized

electrode. We shall moreover assume that in this variation the

magnetic induction remains unchanged in all the points of the

system. We shall further assume that the surface that bounds the

second circuit, does not change its position.

In the first place we shall consider the work of the external

forces, 'fliese forces consist of: 1. the electromotive forces in «he

first circuit (that of the electromagnet); 2. the electromotive force

— E in the second circuit; 3. the external pressure p. As we have

supposed ^ to remain constant in all the points of the system, the

value of

ƒ^N 'da

which represents the tlux of ^^ through the first circuit will not

change either. It follows from this that no electromotive force is

active in this circuit, so that the work of this force is zero. The

electromotive force —E in the second circuit will perform work

equal io —E. e, when a quantity of electricity e passes. The whole

volume of the second circuit being supposed constant, the w^ork of

the external pressure will amount to zero.

In all the work performed by the system is therefore

öW=E.e (10)

Let us then consider the change of the free energy of the system.

For this purpose w^e shall examine what are the consequences of

the passage of the quantity of electricity e through the electrolyte

in the direction of the non-magnetized electrode towards the mag-

netized one. We shall call the former the anode, the latter the

cathode.

If u and V represent the absolute values of the velocities of cation
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and anion in the solulion, tlieji n = is the quantity which

HiTTORF has called ^'Ueberführungszahl" of the cation.

Of a cm-rent i the part « . i is carried by the cation, the part

(1

—

u) . i by the anion. So the number of gram equivalents of the

cation in the unity of volume will increase per unity of time by :

1 1— div (n . i) — — (1
,
yn),

e 8

as div.i = is; s represents the charge of a univalent gram ion.

In the same way the number of gram equivalents of the anion will

increase by the same amount per unity of time, so that the solution

will remain neidral. If k is the valency of the molecule, and ni the

molecular weight, the mass of the salt will increase per unity of

time by an amount

:

TO

If the quantity of electricity e^ passes through the unity of surface,

and if ij represents the unity vector in the direction i, the increment is:

dv=^--^{\,,Tjn) (11)
k . e

In the volume elements which lie on the surface, the increment

of the mass of salt will be per unity of surface :

dv =: . LVi . w (12)
k . s

when xV is the direction of the normal directed inward. The total

quantity of salt inside the solution will now increase by an amount

:

I dv +
I

c/j' = -— I «1 . ('i, xyn) dx -f I ^i . iiVi • *t • da

V s 'v.
.

s

when we apply Gauss's theorem and make use of the equation

div[ = 0. The quantity of salt, therefore, does not change.

The only change consists in this that tlie concentration in the

different volume elements is modified, and that a quantity of elec-

tricity e dissolved at the anode, has deposited at the cathode.

We shall examine what change the total free energy of the

system has undergone in consequence of what has taken place in

the electrolyte. Above we found the expression (8) for the free

energy, (9) holding for the ''magnetic" part of it. We further chose

the variation so that the magnetic induction did not undergo any

change. In the first place we must now take into account that at

50

Proceedings Royal Acad Amsterdam. Vol. XVII.

= 0,
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the anode a certain volume of iron has been replaced bj' the solution,

whereas at the cathode tlie solution has been replaced by iron. The

lat
v^olume of iron — .

— • — will correspond to the quantity of elec-
d kg 8

tricit}' e, when a denotes the atomic weight, Ji\ the valency of the

atom, (/ the density of the iron. If we assume that at the anode

no magnetic tield is present, the substitution of iron solution for

iron will not bring about any modification in the magnetic part of

the free energy. At the cathode, however, this substitution will give

rise to a change in the expression (9),, which, when n^ represents

the permeability of the iron solution, j/ that of the iron, amounts to:

a. e r rB rn n
<r.(A.^)=_--[J-.5_J-.8j. . . . (13)

when B means the absolute value of 33 and B this value at the

cathode. When we speak of "at the cathode" or "at the anode",

we mean by this that we must take the value of the considered

quantity at a plane that is at a very small distance from the

cathode resp. anode, this to evade the difticulties which the phe-

nomena taking place in the boundaiy layer might cause; we
shall examine this question more closely further on. On account of

the smallness of the considered volume we may assume that the

value of B is the same everywhere inside the volume. If we put

(Ltp = 1 -j- 47r Xj, in which jc,,, the susceptibility per unity of volume,

is to be considered as a small quantity, we get about

:

_ "b

'B' , - rB 1
__(1 .4^x„ -j-dBl . . (14)

when Xp represents the susceptibility at the cathode. If we assume

1

fi to be very great for iron, so that — is to be neglected with respect

_^
to unity, and if we replace B by H, the absolute value of the inten-

sity of the tield in air at the cathode, we get

:

a. e H' -
ö^{AmW)=-— ^(l-4;rx„) .... (15)

Instead of (13), using the relation:

bU
J

= 4:rt /,

in which / is the absolute value of the magnetisation we may
further write :

a. e

d.k„ .6
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y^

cf,(Aj/¥)= ~^j—.j{I-I^)dB (16)

o

We must further take the changes of concentration in the different

elements of the electrolyte into account. If we introduce the concen-

tration c as the number of srammolecules of the dissolved substance

per unity of mass of the solution, this is modified by the passage of

the quantity of electricity e. If the density of the electrolyte is q,

then the variation of density, when the volume remains unchanged,

will amount to :

ÖQ= dv . (17)

in which rfr is given by (11) and (12). By means of this we find

easily for the change of concentration :

1 — mc
dcr=(fv (18)

771 . Q

Now for dilute solutions very nearly :

x^ = X.m.Q.c (19)

holds, in which / is the so-called absolute specific susceptibility per

unity of volume, which is considered as independent of q ^). We
get from this by the aid of (17) and (18) :

This then gives, as x^ must be considered as small

:

B

2jr B\/^.öv.(fjsp.d^:d=

When we multiply this expression by the volume element (h, then

introduce the value of év from (11) and (12), and integrate with

respect to the whole volume of the solution, we get

:

V s

If we assume 7i to be constant, which is permissible, on account

of the relati\^e smallness of this term, if we suppose further that

at the anode B = 0, at the cathode in air B =^ H, we get

:

2T7?i.y.e.« -—
ö,{LmW)= -^^.H\ (20)

k.s

1) Relation (19) liolds of course only as long as the specific magnetic properties

are independent of the concentration.

50*
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as for the cathode holds :

do =z e-ƒ•'-.

4. We must fiirtlier consider the change of ihe ''non-magnetic"

part of the free energy ; as we saw above the \alues must l)e

assigned to tlie variables which they will have in the magnetic held.

The only change which is involved in this, is the change of con-

centration of the solution. If the free energy of the unity of mass

of this is If', then that of the volume of solution to of density (,> is

d •ƒ
'j
= ^ . to . i|;

,

when W^ is the free energy of the solution. When we make use of

(17) and (18), and further of the relation :

;* = -p (21)

which follows from (7), the variation of this will amount to :

ödW, — 6v
p oil' 1— mc

,

tf, + ^ + / . to . . (22)

^ 06' VI

For the free energy of the unity of mass of the sohition we shall

use the well-known equation :

tp z=; tfjg -f «c -f- ,?o' + . . . . + liTc log , . . . . (23)

in which \]\ means the free energy for c = 0.

In this we must give to the variables c and v the values which

they possess in the magnetic lield in the state of equilibrium.

On the other hand we can, however, also imagine that different

concentrations can permanently exist in the different volume elements

of the solution, in such a way that no change can be brought about

in this by the magnetic field. Thus we shall obtain the potential

difference between the electrodes on arbitrary distribution of the

concentration. The supposition made is a fiction; the more so as

we have assumed also the resistance equal to zero; in general the

velocit}' of diffusion will namely increase as the resistance decreases,

with which permanent concentration differences are in contradiction.

This supposition, however, must always be made for such problems,

in order to be able to apply the laws of the reversible processes;

hence we also make them here.

With the aid of (22) we get from (21)

p Rl ^ a'
(hi '/; — (Iv t|,^ + ^ 4- — (1 -f log c) — RTc -\- -

Q m m
U\ — öv\\

When we use here the expressions (11) and (12). and integrate
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over the whole volume of the solution, w^e get

V

m r

p RT a'

^0 + - + — (1 + log c) - RTc + -
Q m m

.(Zt-f

tiVi .
n .

p RT a
V'o + - 4- {I +logc) - RTc H-

- da

.

When we take n again as constant, we get

:

ÖW, = 771 . 71 e
,

1 l\ RT c,

^01 - ^'o. + P ( r - r 1 + — % - - RT{c,~c,)
m

when we denote the quanlilies referring to the anode hy the index

1, those referring to the catliode by the index 2.

We may further write

:

or, because

^0 2 = Vol + (''

Ölpoi

-^':)

Ö.
'

dv
= —p,

/I 1

V%. = i?'oi +P
VCi 9.

There remains finally

rf¥^
mil e

.-.RT
k 6

'I c,

(24)

From the well known theorem for the free energy

we get with the aid of (10), (16), (20), and (24)

:

4:jr .X rE=~^j {I-I,)dB-
k.e

TP -

7n . n

k . s

(25)

RT . log {C,— C,)

in which A is the electrochemical equivalent of iron.

Hence the potential difference consists of two parts, \iz. one part

(the first two terms), which depends on the magnetic field, and a

second part, which depends on the concentrations at the electrodes.

The second term of the first part will increase proportional to the

second power of the external intensity of the field, the first term,

too, in case of small intensities of the field, where we may replace

(16) by (15); at great intensities of the field, however, ƒ will reach
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the value of satnralion, so thai this term — whicli far exceeds the

other "magnetic" term — will increase oiilj" al)Oiit linearly with

the external inlensity of the field. The sense of the electromotive

force determined by the first term is directed inside the solution

from the non-magnetized towards the magnetized electrode. The

second {)art of the expression becomes equal to zero for c\ =: c.^

;

with neglect of the contraction which the solution undergoes on

concentration, this expression agrees with the potential difference

calculated by Helmhoi,tz ^), between two electrodes which are in

solutions of different concentrations.

If we assume Cj = i\, and neglect the terms which depend on

the susceptibility of the solution, the following form holds for not

too great intensities of the field (in which f* is still to be considered

as very great)

X.WE^ (26)

If we use electromagnetic nnities, this becomes;

E:

which agrees with (3).

In order to simplify onr considerations we have disregarded the

transition layers between iron and electrolyte; in them phenomena

will namely take i)lace which cannot be examined in detail. It now
remains to prove that in the calculation of the free energy the in-

fluence of these transition layers may be neglected. For this purpose

it is necessary to assume that the thickness of the transition layers

is of the order of magnitude /, when / represents so small a quantity

that we may assume that inside the thickness / the liquid is in

equilibrium with the electrode. We shall furtlier assume the limits

of these transition layers on one side inside the iron, on the other

side inside the solution. Let the quantity of electricity e, which we
have passed through the solution, be of the order of magnitude §; the

same thing will be the case with the thickness of the iron layer,

which has dissolved at the anode, deposited at the cathode. This

iron layer may be infinitely thin with respect to the thickness of the

transition layer, and entirely fall within it.

We have already taken into account the change of the "magnetic

part" of the free energy, which is the consequence of the displacement

of the iron and the dissolved substance. Now we have still to take

into account the change of the state of the transition layers, which

1) H. Helmholtz. Wied. Ann. 3 p. 201, 1878.
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is the consequence of tlie conveyance of iron and dissolved substance.

The quantity of dissolved substance supplied resp. extracted in the

transition layers is of the order §, just as the quantity of electricity

e. As the volume of the transition layers is of (he order of magnitude

/, the change ot state inside these layer will be of the order —

.

Now there was equilibrium in the transition layers before the

variation ; hence a variation of the free energy per unity of mass

of the order of magnitude
( — ) will correspond to a change of state

of the order — (the external work is zero). The variation of the

total free energy of the transition layers will therefore be of the

order — . Thence we see that this variation may be neglected with

respect to the other variations of the free energy, which are of the order |.

5. We shall now still examine what will be the equilibrium

concentration in the magnetic field, i. e. that concentration which

will finally exist after the diffusion has been active between the

different volume elements. For this purpose we consider an infini-

tesimal variation of the total free energy W of the system. We
choose this so that all the parts of the system, with the exception

of the solution, remain unvaried ; moreover we leave the magnetic

induction '^ unvaried. We can, therefore, restrict ourselves to the

variation of W^, the free energy of the solution in the magnetic

state. For this free energy holds the expression according to (8)

and (9):

^,=jL.xp-\-Js:>.cm dxj

when we use the expression (23) for \p.

As the susceptibility may be considered as small, we may put

for it :

"F,=J[Q.^pi^{l-4jtx,)'\dr (27)

We shall now let the variation consist in a change of the con-

centration, accompanied with a change of the specific volume ; in

this we leave the volume of every volume element unvaried, so

that the external work is equal to zero. We get the relation between

concentration variation and volume variation by eliminating (Sq from

(17) and (18), by which we get:
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1

—

me
ÖC = ÖQ .

ino
(28)

Now we get from (27), keeping in view that i^ remains unchanged:

Making use of (19), (21), and (28) we get from this, when we

apply the thesis of the free energy :

ƒ
'p 1— wu' dip ^ ^^^ + ip + -^-2,t5=.x . do . dt =z

Further exists the relation :

Q . dt = M,

the total mass, from which follows :

ÖQ . dt = 0.

The formula

h f

ƒ

L -\-xp-\- ——— . -^ — 2.t5' . X = const. (29)

follows from the two lelations as condition of equilibrium for the

solution in the magnetic field. For this we may put, just as above

in the expressions (22)

o ni in
2.tB^ ./ == const.,

from which follows, because at the anode B = 0, at the cathode B^=H,

just as above for (24) :

7?T c —— log^-RT {c-c,) = 27r'i.H^^).
in c.

(30)

When w^e introduce this into (25), we get for the potential differ-

ence in the state of equilibrium, at which also the solution is in

equilibrium

i^J(/-^)^5 (31)E

6. In order to test the obtained result by observation, I made a

number of experiments, in the first ])lace with iron. The iron

used for this was electrolytic iron, which Prof. Franz Fischer at

1) With neglect of the contraction which the solution undergoes, this result is

in accordance with the result derived by Voigt (Gött. Nachr. Math. phys. KK

1910 p. 545),
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Cbarlottenburg kindly procured me. The magnetized electrode con-

sisted of a circular plate, which was of the same size as the pole

plane of the electromagnet, and was rigidly fastened to it, a glass

plate serving as isolation. The other electrode was outside the field.

The concentration of the used solution of ferrosulphate was generally

57o- The results obtained with this may be summarized as follows.

On excitation of the magnetic field I ahvays obtained a current in

the sense as the theory requires. The extent of the obtained effect

differed, however, greatly from the theoretical value ; the measured

potential differences were, namely, between the strengths of the

field and about 20.000 Gauss 10 or 20 times as great as the for-

mula would require. At first the course was about proportional to

the second power of the strength of the field, the effect reaching a

value of 6.3 X 10—* Volts at about 16000 Gauss, which did not

change on further strengthening of the field. If the used solutions

were neutral, the effect remained pretty well constant after excita-

tion of the field. On the other hand for acid solutions (which con-

tained only very little free acid) a diminution and a reversal of the

effect soon took place, till a value was reached, about ten times as

great as the first effect after the excitation of the field. It is remark-

able that Rowland and Bell also always found sueh a reversal,

whereas Squier found that above a certain strength of field the effect

no longer increased, which is in agreement with what I observed.

Another phenomenon that I regularly observed was the increase of

the resistance of the solution as it was longer in the tube. At last this

resistance can reach a value of some hundreds of thousands of ohms.

Besides I made experiments with nickel. The electrodes were of

so-called "Rein nickel" from the firm Kahlbaum; as electrolyte

generally a 5 "/o solution of nickel sulphate was used. No effect,

however, was observed with certainty, so long as the solution was

neutral. Probably there was an effect in the sense required by the

theory, but about five times smaller than for iron, which would

therefore harmonize better with the theory. It was, however, impos-

sible to obtain certainty in this respect, as the resistance of the

solution soon became exceedingl}^ great, even up to more than

10" Si ; moreover the zero position wa^ very variable, much more

so than was the case for iron. It is peculiar that the large resistance

only consisted for very small electromotive forces ; if on the other

hand the latter was a few volts, the resistance became only a few

thousands of ohms. For solutions of nickel sulphate greatly acidified

with sulphuric acid no other effect was found than in neutral

solutions ; there was no question of a reversal here.
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Physics. — ''Further e.rperlments wWi liquid heliura M. Prelimi-

nary determination of the specific heat and of the thermal

conductivity of mercury at temperatures obtainable loith liquid

helium, besides some measurements of thermoelectric forces

and resistances for the purpose of these investigations '. By

H. Kamerlingh Onnes and G. Holst. Communication N°. 142c

from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden.

(Communicated in the meeting of June 27, 1914).

§ 1. Introduction. Measurements of the specitic heat and of the

thermal conductivity of mercury were considered to be of special

importance with a view to the discontinuity, found at 4°. J 9 K. in

the galvanic resistance of this metal. The preliminary results have been

already mentioned in Comm. ]S°. 133, for the measurements were

carried out as early as June 1912. We wished to repeat the experi-

ments, which we considered only as a first reconnoitring- in this

region, because our opinion was, that, by some improvements in the

experiments, the accuracy of the results could be considerably

increased. Special circumstances frustrated this, aud now, as there

seems to be no prospect of a repetition for the present, we com-

municate the details of our investigation.

§ 2. Thermoelectric forces. The tirst difficulty in these deter-

minations was the choice of a suitable thermometer. The measure-

ments already performed about the resistance of platinum, gold and

mercury did not give much hope, that there would be among the

metals a suitable material for resistance thermometers. We have

therefore investigated a series of thermoelements. The gold-silver

couple, a suitable thermometer at hydrogen temperatures ^), showed

down to the higher heliura temperatures a fairly large thermoelectric

power, at the lower helium temperatures, however, the thermoelectric

power diminishes rapidly, so that this couple did not satisfy the

requirements. Moreover, this couple was not at all free from disturbing

electromotive forces, which appeared at places of great fall of tem-

perature in the cryostat, Nearly all other elements were subject to the

same fault. But apart from this, none of the combinations was suitable.

Notwithstanding, we communicate the results of our determinations,

because they show clearly that according to the theoretical investi-

gations of Nernst and Keesom ^), the thermoelectric power of all

^) Compare H. Kamerlingh Onnes and J. Clay, Comm. N". 107Ö.

2) W. Nernst, Theoi-. Chem. 7e Aufl. 1913 p. 753. Berl. Sitz. Ber. 11 Dez.

1913 p. 972.

W. H. Keesom, Leiden. Comm. Suppl. N^. dOb (Proceedings May 1913).
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couples investigated approarlies to zero at lieliuintemperatures. The
ditTerent wires were measured against copper. After a preliminaiT

research, which included also the determination of the thernio-
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Figure 1 shows their thermoelectric forces against copper, at the

absohite temperature T, given in the first column of the table. The

temperature of the second juncture was 16° C.

^ 3. Cliange of the resistance of alloys with temperature. As it

appeared impossible to find a suitable thermo-couple, our attention

was drawn to the change of resistance of constantin, \yhich had

already been measured at hydrogen temperatures by Kaimerlingh

Onnes and Clay. This alloy shows here a considerable decrease

of resistance at decreasing temperature; it was, therefore, probable

that constantin could be suitably used as a resistance thermometer at

helium temperatures. Experiments have shown that this was in fact

the case. Later measurements (see comm. N". 142r/ §4) proved that

also manganin, whose resistance begins to diminish at decreasing

temperature and wdiich has at oxygen temperatures a considerable

smaller resistance than at ordinary temperatures, is fit for tempera-

ture measurements in liquid helium.

§ 4. Specifc heat of mercury, a. Experimental arrangements.

The method, used in the determination of the specific heat,

agrees most with the one used by Nernst in his investigations

about the specific heat. A little block of solid mercury hung freely in

a high vacuum and was heated electrically. The increase of temperature

was determined by means of a constantin resistance thermometer.

To obtain the little block of mercury the liquid metal (comp. fig. 2

with magnified fig. of details) was poured into the vessel C through

a capillary, provided with a funnel, which could be introduced

through m. First C was in the same way supplied by means of a

funnel with a small quantity of pure pentane, which, at the intro-

duction of the mercury, remains as a thin layer between the glass

and the mercury. A little hollow steel cylinder (thickness of the

wall 7^0 m.m.), which contained the heating wire — a constantin

wire, insulated with silk and covered with a thin layer of celluloid

to avoid all electrical contact with the mercury — was immersed

in the mercury. Round this cylinder a second constantin wire was

wrapped, which was to be used as a thermometer. The little cy-

linder was, by means of silk wires (stiffened by celluloidj fixed to

a little glass rod, which could be moved up and down through

the tube .6, and which was centred by constrictions in this tube.

This glass rod was connected to a silk wire, which could be

screwed up and down by turning the handle K. Now the mercury

was frozen by cooling down to the temperature of liquid air. The
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tb in laj'er of pentane, which is

spread over the glass, acts as a

viscous lubricant at this temperature

and prevents the sticking of the

mercury to the wall in freezing.

After haviug been frozen, the little

block ofsolid mercury was screwed

up by means of the handle K
and the temperature was increased

to about — 50° C. Thereupon a

high vacuum was established by

means of a Gakde mercury pump
and the pentane was distilled off

into a tube, immersed in liquid air.

During the experiments the heat

insulation of the block appeared

to be so good, that the tem-

perature remained many degrees

above that of liquid helium, al-

though it was let down against

the glass wall. Therefore a little

gas had to be admitted in order

to cool the block. This manipula-

tion succeeded perfex?tly, but the

gas could not be removed quicltly

enough in the short time available

for the experiments. The loss of

heat of the mercury was thus

very considerable (decrease of the

temperature difference to half of

the original value in about J 00

seconds) and therefore the cor-

rection, to be applied to the in-

crease of temperature while heat-

ing, remains the greatest soui'ce of

Fig. 2. Fig. 3. uncertainty. Nevertlieless it seems

possible, that the results are accurate to about 10 7^.

The thermal capacity of the hollow steel cylinder with the thermo-

meter and the heating wires was determined afterwards by a separate

experiment, Fig. 3 shows the apparatus used for this purpose.

h. Results. Measurement at the boiling point of IteUuin. The quantity

of heat supplied to the mercury amounted to 1,10 cal., the increase of



temperature, corrected for the loss of heat during the period of heating-,

was 2,22 degrees K. whilst the quantity of heat, necessary to heat the

little steel cylinder with the thermometers 2,22 degrees, amounted to

0.11 cal, (result of a separate experiment). Control experiments showed

that the heating wire (used as a thermometer) and the thermometer

wire outside the steel cylinder liad the same temperature. The mass

of the mercury was 314 grammes, so that 0,00142 cal./degree K. was

obtained for tlie mean speciüc heat between 4°, 26 K. and 6",48 K.

w
The relation of Grüneisen \) —-- c^, would ^) have given c^,=0.0037,

for 4°.27 K.

Measurement at 3°. 5 K. Afterwards the experiment was repeated

at the temperature of liquid helium, boiling under a pressure of 6 cm.

of mercury; 0.000534 cal./degree K. w^as found for the mean specific

heat between 2°93 K. and 3 97 K.

Assuming this mean value of the specific heat, we shall calcuUxte

now the value of this quantity for a definite temperature according

to Debije's formula, which holds for our very low temperatures

C=:C .T\

so that the mean specific heat between two temperatures T^ and

T, is

We obtain from the two experiments C=: 0.0000088 and 0.0000127

respectively.

The agreement is not satisfactory ; although, taking into account

that the absolute temperature occurs in the formula in the 4*'^ power,

and that therefore small deviations in T involve very large ones

in C, we may safely conclude from our experiments, that, ivitli

respect to the specific heat, nothing peculiar happens at the point of

discontinuity, and that we may content ourselves with a preliminary

mean value C=: 0.0000110, when we assume for the moment that

the specific heat does not show any discontinuity at all.

We have then

c= CT' = 0.0000110 T'

or for a gramme-molecule

c = 0.00220 T\

For the characteristic constant <9, introduced by Debije we find

1) E. Grüneisen, Verb. d. Deutschen Phys. Ges. 1913 p. 186.

~) Compare Kamerlingh Onnes and Holst, Leiden Comm. N^. 142a Proceed.

June 1914.



with c = 5.96 and

c= 0.00220 7 '

^65

77,938 — r. =464—
0' *

^>»

= 60.

As a matter of fact, the specific iieat has l)een determined here

at constant pressure and not at constant vohime. In the foregoing

calcuUition, the difference of the specific heats c„ and Cj„ given by

— c, Ac; i\

lias been neglected. Indeed, A is about 7,2 .
10—^ and c^, and Tare

both small.

Using Dp:bije's formula, we can compare our results with

those of PoLLiTZER ^) at somewhat higher temperatures. For this

purpose we calculate a value of 6 agreeing as well as possible

c

with Pollitzer's figures of — , we find then 110. In fig. 4 c,- is

plotted as a function of T according to Debfje ; the values, deter-

mined experimentally, are indicated by circles.

The accordance at helium temperatures is bad, as could be

expected in consequence of the difference between the value of

used in the calculation, and the one deduced from our experiments.

6.-

s,^

i.p

tt.y

A25
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Meanwhile we remark, that in Pollitzer's experiments too a distinct

deviation from Drbue's curve is to be noticed, in the sense of a

decrease of 6 (about 115—102) with decreasing temperature, which

would be, according to our experiments, very considerable down to

helium temperatures ; fuither tlia*, according to Lindemann's formula

and by comparison with lead (88), 6 = 61 is to be expected for

mercury.

§ 5. Jhe thermal conductivity.

—iit^

.-J

Fig. 5.

perature was

The thermal conductivity was determined by means of the appa-

ratus, represented in figure 5. A ^^-shaped tube, with double

walls, and closed at one end, was provided

with mercury. The closed branch contained

a constantin wire S, insulated by means

of celluloid, which made contact with the

mercury at the free end. This wire' was

used as a heating wire. The current return-

ed through the mercury itself by means

of a wire, in contact with the mercury at

the open end of the tube. The fall of tera-

measured with 3 constantin thermometers T^, T^

and jTj consisting of wire of Vso "i™- thickness, w^rapped around

a small glass tube. The experimental arrangement is further ex-

plained by the diagrammatic figure. All wires were connected to

each other by two wires, insulated by thin layers of celluloid and

further running free through the liquid helium.

in consequence of a wrong manipulation during the preparation,

the tube had lost a little mercury, so that only the two lower

thermometer wires could be used. The heat developed in the heating

wire and the difference in temperature thus produced were measured

at two ditferent temperatures, the one above and the other one

below the point of discontinuity in the electrical resistance. The

section of the cylinder of solid mercury amounted to 0.47 cm^

the distance of the thermometers to 5,0 cm.

At the boiling point of helium the supplied energy was 0,633

watt/sec, the difference in temperature produced 0.58; at 3°7 K 0,0365

watt sec. and 0,23.

From this we find for the mean thermal conductivity between

4°,5 K and 5°,1 K. ^• = 0.27 cal/cm. see. and between 3°.7 K and

3°.9 K: A; = 0.40 cal/cm. sec.

The thing, which immediately strikes us, is that there is here no
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distinct discontinuity as was found cat 4°.19 K in Ihe electrical con-

ductivity, although the tliermal conductivity^' becomes much larger,

when the temperature decreases. As there do not exist direct deter-

minations for solid mercury, we only can make a rough estimation

with the aid of Wiedemann and Franz's law.

At the melting point, the electrical conductivity of liquid mercury
amounts to J.10. 10' cm. <2-iand of solid mercury to about five times

as much, thus to 5.50. 10' cm-i S2-K P'rom this we tind by comparison
e.g. with lead about 0.075 for the thermal conductivity. The values

here obtained in liquid helium are 3.5 and 5.5 times as large.

Chemistry. ''Equilibria in ternary systems". XVII. By Prof.

SCHREINEMAKERS.

(Gomnumicated in the meeting of Oct. 31, 1914).

Now we will consider the case, mentioned sub 3 (XVI), viz:

the solid substance is a binary compound of a volatile- and a

non-volatile component. A similar case occurs for instance in

the system Na^SO^ -\- water -\- alcohol, when the solid phase is

Na^SÓ,. JOH.O, or in the system FeCi, -f HCl + H,0, when the

solid phase is one of the hydrates of ferric chloride, for instance

Fe,Cl,.12H,0.

For tixing ttie ideas we shall assume that of the three compo-

nents A, B, and C (fig. 1) only A and C are volatile» so that all

vapours consist either of .1 or of C or of ^ -j- C.

In lig. 1 CAde represents a heterogeneous regioji L— G; ed is

the liquid curve, CA the corresponding straight vapour-line. The

liquid d, therefore, can be in equilibrium with the vapour A, the

liquid e with the vapour 6' and each liquid of curve ed with a

definite vapour of AC.

Previously (XYI) we have seen that this heterogeneous region

L—G can arise in different ways on decrease of pi-essure, viz. either

in one of the angiepoints A and C or in a point of AC; also two

heterogeneous regions may occur, the one in A and the other in C,

which come together on further decrease of ])ressure somewhere in

a point of AC.

In tig. i we may imagine that the region L— 6r has arisen in these

different ways; curve ed may of course also turn its convex side

towards AC. Besides this heterogeneous region L—G we also find

in tig. 1 the saturationcurve under constant pressure of the binary

51

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amslerdain. Vol. XVII.
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substance F, represented by pq [we leave the curve r.s', (Ji-avvn in

the figure out of consideration for the present].

Fig. 1.

Iji the same way as we liave acted in the general case [tig. 11 (l)J

or in tlie peculiar case (XI), we may deduce also now the different

diagrams.

T<^ Tf. At tirst we take a temperature 7' lower than the

minimummeltingpoint 7V of the binary compound F. Now we find

a diagram just as tig. 2 for the satui-ationcurxe under its own vapour-

pressure of F and the corresponding straight vapour-line. In this

figure, in which the component-triangle is only partly drawn, hgn

is the saturationcurve under its own vapourpressure ; we find the

corresponding straight vapour line Cg^ on side CA.

When we assume, as is supposed at the deduction of fig. 2, that

neither a point of maximuni-pr-essure, nor a point of minimum-

pressure occurs, the pressure increases from n towards A; conse-

quently it is lowest in n and highest in It, without being, howevei',

a minimum in n or a maximum in h. It follows from the deduction

that the sides solid-gas and solid-liquid of the threephasetriangles

must be situated with respect to one another and to the side CB
just as is drawn in fig. 2.

It is apparent from the figure that the binary liquids Jl and n can

be in equilibrium witli the unary vapoui- C and that the ternary

liquids a, c and /; can be in equilibrium with the binary vapours

öTi. Cl and h^. It is apparent that somewhere between the liquids c

and b a liquid g must be situated, the corresponding vapour g^ of

which represents the extreme point of the straight vapour line Cg^ .

When a liquid follows curve hn. first from k towards (/ and after-

wards IVom g towards n, the corresponding vapour ^/i follows conse-
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qiieiitly fii'st C//i fVom C towards //^ and afterwards again this

same line, but in opposite direction, eonsequcntly from ^^ towards 6^.

Each vapour of' this straight vapour line Q/i can, therefore, be in

equilibrium with two diiFerent liquids, the one of branch A(/ and the

other of branch gn.

We may express this also in the following way : when we have

an equilibrium F -\- L -{- (,r, tlien tliere exists under another pressure,

also an equilibrium F -\- L^ -\- G^, in which L and L^ have a

different composition; (t and (r,, however, have the same coinposition.^

It is apparent from the deduction of fig. 2 that in curve Ay^ also a

point of maximumpressure can occur. This case is drawn in fig. 3;

Itn represents again the saturationcurve under its own vapourpressure

and 6^1 represents the corresponding straight vapourline ; M is the

point of maximumpressure, i)/j the corresponding vapour. The points

J/j, M, and F must of course ha situated on a straight line.

While under the pressure Fm there occurs only one equilibrium,

viz. F -j- Lm -f- (TM^ , under eacii })i'essure, somewhat lower than

J\\i there exist two equilibria, for instance F -\- La -\- (ra^ and

JT J^ r^^. J^
(J^.^ ; we can imagine these to be represented by the

threephasetriangles Fan^ and Fcc^ , when we imagine both triangles

in the vicinity of the line FMM\. It follows from the deduction

of the diagram that both these triangles turn their sides solid-gas

towards one another, consequently also towards the Hue FMM^ .

Suppose, we want the curves ed and pt/ to move in fig. jI with

respect to one another in such a way that a point of minimum-

pressure occurs on the saturationcurve under its own vapourpressure,

51*
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then we see that this is impossible. Yet we can imagine a saturation-

curve with a point of maximum- and a point of minimumpressure.

C

Fig. 3.

When we trace cnrve hn starting from n, we arrive first in the

point of maximum- afterwards in the point of minimumpressure.

We will refer to this later.

7Y' <^ T. Now we take a temperature 7' a little above the minimum

meltingpoint Tf of the solid substance F. Then we must distinguish

two cases, according as the solid substance expands or contracts on

melting. We take the first case only.

Then we find a diagram like tig. 4 (XI) ; herein, however, the

same as in figs. 2 and 3, we must imagine that the vapourcurve

h,a,n, is replaced by a straight vapourline 6J/, on side CA. We
will refer later to the possibility of the occurrence of a point of

maximum- and a point of minimumpressure.

We can, however, also get curves of a form as curve hn and the

curves situated inside this in fig. 6 (XI); these curves show as well

a point of maximum- as a point of minimumpressure.

When we draw the saturationcurves under their own vapour-

pressure for different temperatures, we can distinguish two principal

types; we can imagine those to be represented by figs. 5 (XI) and

6 (XI). At temperatures below Tf these curves are circumphased,

above 7V they are exphased. In tig. 5 (XI) they disappear in a point

H on side BC, in fig. 6 (XI) in a point R within the triangle. The

corresponding straight vapourlines disappear in fig. 5 (XI) at Th in

the point 6'; in figure 6 (XI) they disappear at I'r in a point R^,

the intersecting point of the line FR witii the .'ide CA.
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Now we will consider some points more in detail. In order to

get the conditions of equilibrinm for the system F -\- L -\- G, when
F is a binary compound of B and C and when the vapour consists

only of ^1 and C. we mnst equate a=^0 and//i=:0. The conditions

(J) (II) pass then into:

Z

Z,

dz

0^
0/

dZ

dy

dZ^ dZ

dx, dy
S

dZ dZ,

Now we put

:

Z =z U -\- RTx log ,v and >^i = U^ -f ET.v^ lo<j x^

Hence the conditions (1) pass into

:

dx

dU

dU
^) — + RTx

dy

^— + RTx,
dy

l\ + ? =

+ RT log X z=i ^ -\- RT log .r,

ÖX dx.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

When we keep the temperature constant, we may deduce from

(3)—(5)

:

Ixr ^ {y - ii) s -\- RT^ dx + [xs -\- {y — ^) q dy — A dP

X,
x,r — ^s -ir — RT

X

RT\
r -\ diV -f sdi/

X J

dx ^[x,s — ^q dy = {A -^ C)dP.

(6)

(7)

dx
dP . (8)

Here we must equate of course in ^4 and 6' « = and y^ = 0.

In order to let the pressure be a maximum or a minimum, dP
must be =: 0. From (6) and (7) it follows that then must be satisfied .

x-?^x,{y-~ii) = (9)

This means that the point of maximum- or of minimumpressure

M {d\y) and the corresponding' vapourpoint J\/^ id\y^) are situated

with F on a straight line (fig. 3).

In order to examine the change of pressure along a saturation-

curve under its own vapourpressure in its ends h and n (figs. 2 and 3)

we equate in (6) and (7) ,/ = and ,r, =i U. Then we find :

OF"
[(y-i^) 5 + ^^^1 dx + (y—i^) tdy V-v -^{^-y)

[

dy

^s + '- Rt\ dx — ^tdii =
X J

i' + /i

dV-
dP

dP (10)

(11)
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The ratio a\:x has a defuiile value herein, as it follows from (5).

When we eliminate (/// from (10) and (11), dien we lind

:

RTdx =z ['3F 4- {y-[i} l\ - yv] dP . . (12)

The quantities in die coefficient of dP relate all to the binary

equilibrium F -\- L -{- G. When we call A F^i the change of volume,

when between the three phases of this binary equilibrium a reaction

takes place, at which the unity of quantity of vapour arises, dieii is

:

{y-^)Al\=^V+{y-i3)V,-yv .... (13)

Consequently w^e may write for (12)

:

-=en-^)l.^-- (-)

Now we introduce again, as in (XI) the perspective concentrations

of the substance .4 in liquid and gas; it is evideid that the per-

spective concentration S^ is equal to the real concentration .c, of .1

in the vapour; we tind for the perspective concentration of A in

the liquid

:

5:=-*— (15)

so that w^e can write for (14)

:

When the vapour contains the three components, then, as we have

seen previously (14) (XI) is true; when we replace herein S^ by .I'j,

this passes into (16).

It follows from (Kj) that the sign of the change of pressure in

the ends h and n of a saturationcurve under its own vapourpressure,

depends on the sign of AT,. Now LV, is almost always positive

for the binary equilibrium F^L-\-G and it is only negative between

the points i^'^and H [tig. 5 (XI) and fig. 6 (XI)]. Consequently A V,

is positive in the points h and n of figs. 2 and 3, also in the point

k of fig. 5 (XI) and 6 (XI) ; A F^ is negative in the point n of the

two last figures. Further it follows that the sign of the change of

pressure is not determined by the ratio .i\ : .;; (the partition of the

third substance between gas and liquid) but by the ratio S : x^ (the

perspective partition of the third substance between gas and liquid).

Let us take now a liquid of the saturationcurve under its

own vapourpressure in the vicinity of the point /i of fig. 2, for this

we imagine triangle Faa^ in the vicinity of the side BC From the

position of Fa and Fa^ with respect to one another, foUowa
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S^^t\. Ay A Ki is positive in //, it follows IVoiii (16) that the

pressure must decrease on addition of ii tiiinl substance. We see

that this is in accordance with the direction of the arrow in the

vicinity of h.

In the vicinity of point h of tig. 3 is d\ "> <S' as follows from the

position of triangle Faa^. As ^ T^i is positive, it follows from (16)

that the pressure must increase on addition of a third substance.

This is in accordance with the direction of the arrow in the vicinity

of h.

In the vicinity of point n of the tigs. 2 and 3 S is negative (we

imagine for instance in tig. 2 triangle Fb^i in the vicinity of side

BC); as A Pj is positive, it follows from (16) that in both figures

the pressure must ino-ease, starting from n.

Consequently we find : in a terminatingpoint of a saturationcurve

under its own vapourpressure, situated between 6' and i/, the pressure

decreases on addition of a third substance, when the threephase-

triangle turns ils side solid-gas towards BC (tig. 2) and the pressure

increases when the threephasetriangle turns its side solid-liquid

towards BC.

As, therefore, at temperatures lower than 7V (ügs. 2 and 3) the

pressure always increases, starting from n, and increases or decreases

starting from h, we tind the following. When we trace curve nh,

the pressure increases continually starting from n towards h (fig. 2),

or we come starting from n first in a point of maximumpressure,

after which the pressure decreases as far as in h (fig. 3) or we come,

starting from n first in a point of maximum- and afterwards in a

point of minimumpressure. after which the pressure increases up to /^

As in point h of fig. 5 (XI) the pressure decreases starting from

h, consequent it is assumed here, that the threephasetriangle turns

its 'side solid-gas towards BC. (Cf. fig. 2 and fig. 4 (XI); in this

last figure vve imagine however curve h^n^ on side CA). In the point

h of fig. 6 (XI) is assumed that the threephasetriangle turns its side

solid-liquid towards BC.

Let us consider now the terminatingpoint /? of the saturationcurve

in fig. 5 (XI) and fig. 6 (XI). iVs /i is situated between F and H.

L Fj is negative, when the threephasetriangle turns its side solid-

gas towards BC, then is ,S> .'\ and it follows from (16) that the

pressure increases on addition of a third substance. We then have

the case of fig. 5 (XI). When, however, the threephasetriangle turns

its side solid-liquid towards BC, then 6'<.t'i and it follows from

(16) that the pressure decreases on addition of a third substance.

We then have the case represented in fig. 6 (XI).
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When we consider the saUiralionourve going tliroiigli the point

F in fig. 5 (XI) and fig. 6 (XI), then for Ihis point ?/ = j?, conse-

quently, according to (15) S= oo. From (13) follows also A \\= '/).

Therefore we take (12); from this follows for y ~ i^

(f] ^^ (I'l

As fig. 5 (XI) and fig. 6 (XI) are drawn for Y^v. the pressure

must increase starting from F along the saturationcurve going

through F.

As the pressure increases starting from F along the saturation-

curves under their own vapourpressure of fig. 6 (XI) and decreases

starting from a point //, situated in the vicinity of H, somewhere

between F and n must consequently be situated a point, starting

from which the pressure neither increases nor decreases. This point

is, therefore, the point of maximum- or of minimumpressure of a

satui-ationcurve, and is not situated within the componenttriangle,

but accidentally it falls on side BC. It follows from the tigure that

this point is a point of minimumpressure; we shall call this the

point m.

The limitcurve (viz. the geometrical position of the points of

maximum- and minimunqiressure) goes consequently through the

points m and R; it represents from m to R points of minimum-

pressure; starting from R further within the triangle, it represents

points of maximumpressure. This latter branch can end anywhere

between H and 6' on side BC.

The terminatingpoint of a limitcurve on side BC can be situated

between i'^ and 6', but cannot be situated between 7^ and i^. A similar

terminatingpoint is viz. a point of maximum- or a point of minimum-

pressure of the saturationcurve, going through this point. Consequently

in this point along this saturationcurve clF^O; from (16) it follows

that then must be satisfied :

S= x, or /it + (/y-/i) .^^ = (18)

Herein .f and a\ are infinitely small; their limit-ratio is determined

by (5). As .r and .i\ are both positive, it follows from (18): y <dt
The leruiinatingpoint of a limitcurve must, therefore, be situated

between F and C (fig. 6) and it cannot be situated between F and

B. In accordance with this we found above that one of the ends

of the limitcurve is situated in fig. 6 (XI) between n and F.

Now we must still consider the case mentioned sub 4 (XIV), viz.

that the solid substance is one of the conqionents. A similar case
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occurs for instance in tlie systems: Z -\- waiev -\- alcohol, wherein

Z represents an anhydric single, salt, which is not-volatile.

For fixing the ideas we assume that B is the component, which is

not-volatile (fig. 1), so that .1 and 6' represent tiie volatile components.

Now we imagine in fig. 1 curve pq to be omitted, so that the

curves ed and rs rest only, ed is the licpiidcurve of the region /> — 6-',

?'.s' is the saturationcurve under a constant pressnre of the snbstance 7^.

We can, in order to obtain the different diagrams, act in the same
way as we did before in the general case, or as in communication

XIII. For this we consider the movement of the curves ed and rs

with respect to one another on decrease of pressure.

As wo assume that B is not volatile, these considerations are

not true, therefore, for points situated in the vicinit^^ of i?. Equilibria

situated in the immediate vicinity of B have viz. also always the

substance B in their vapour, so that the considerations of com-

munication XllI apply to these.

When we decrease the pressure, the liquidcurve ed (fig. 1) shifts

further into the triangle towards the point B, so that under a definite

pressure the curves ed and rs meet one another. Now we distinguish

three cases.

1. We assume that the curves ed and rs meet one another first

in a point on one of the sides of the triangle; when this takes place

on side BC, then consequently the points e and ? coincide in fig. 1,

while the two curves have no other point in common further. On
further decrease of B, this intersecting point shifts within the triangle

and it disappears at last on the side AB, when in fig. 1 the points

s and (/ coincide. Curve ed is situated then inside the sector Brs

and curve rs inside the region CedA.

From this follows that the saturationcurve of B under its own
\'apourpressure can be represented bj' curve hahii in fig. 4, in which

the arrows indicate the direction, in which the vapourpressure increases.

The corresponding vapourcurve is the side CA; the liquid h viz. is

in equilibrium with the vapour C, liquid n with the vapour A and

with each liquid {a and h) of hn a definite vapour {a^ and b^) of CA
is in equilibrium. It follows from the deduction that the threephase-

triangles {B<ia^, Bbh^) turn their sides solid-gas towards the point It

and their sides solid-liquid towards the {)oint ti.

This fig. 4 is a peculiar case of fig. 2 (XIII); when we suppose

viz. that the substance B does not occur in the vapour, curve A//i/;i«i

of fig. 2 (XIII) must coincide with the side CA of the triangle and

fig. 4 arises.
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2. Now we assume again that the curves ed and rs (fig. 1) meet

one another fii'St ir) a point of the side BC ; this point of inter-

sei'tioii siiift.s then on further decrease of P into the triangle. Under

a definite pressure we want a second point of intersection to be

formed by the coincidence of d and s (fig. 1). The two points of

Fig. 5.

Intel-section approach one another on further decrease of pressure,

in order to coincide at U^st in a point m. It is evident that m is a

point of minimumpressure of the saturationcnrve under its own
vapourpressure-, it is represented in tig. 5 by curve iiambv, tlie

corresponding vapourcurve is the side CA. It is evident that tiie

vapour 7;ii , which can be in equilibrium with the liquid ?/?, is

situated on the line Bin.

3'''. We can assume also that tlie curves ed and rs ^fig. 1) meet

on decrease of pressure first in a point M, which is situated within

the triangle. On further decrease of pressure then two points of
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intersection arise; tlie one disappears on BC by the coincidence of

e and r, tlie otlier on BA by the coincidence of d and s (tig. 1).

It is e^"ident that J/ is then the point of maximnm-pressure of the

satnrationcurve of B nnder its own vapoui'pressnre, the corresponding

vapourpoint M^ is situated of course on tlie line BM.
One can understand the occurring diagram with the aid of fig. 5

;

lierein we have to give an opposite direction to the arrows and we
have to replace the points of minimunipres&ure m and ni^ by the

points of maximumpressure M and M^ ; further the triangles Baa^

and Bbb^ are to be drawn, in such a way that they turn their

sides solid—gas towards the line BMM^.
We shall consider some points in another way now. In order to

find the conditions of equilibrium for the equilibrium B -\- L -\- G,

when the vapour consists of A and C only, we equate in the

relations (i)—(8) ii = 1 ; in the general values of ^ and C (II)

we put a ^ 0, ji = J and ?/i
= 0. The condition for tlie occurrence

of a point of maximum- or of minimumpressure {dP=0) becomes then :

..=z(l -y).v, ........ (19)

This relation also follows from (9), when we put [3 = 1. This

means : the point of maximum- or of minimumpressure of the saturation-

curve of B under its own vapourpressure and the corresponding

vapourpoint are situated with point B on a straight line (fig. 5).

In order to determine the change of pressure along a saturation-

curve under, its own vapourpressure in its ends on the sides .5C and

BA (tigs. 4 and 5) we put in (16) i3=zl. We then find

7^1 =^(l-^)-^ (20)

In this S and A Fj are determined by (13j and (15), when we

put herein /9=rl. Consequently >S is always positive. When we

apply (20) to the figures (4) and (5), tlien we see that the change

of pressure is in accordance with the position of the sides solid-gas

and solid-liquid of the threephasetriangles.

Now we have treated the case that either the binary compound

F (figs. 2 and 3) or the component B (figs. 4 and 5) occurs as solid

phase. When F and B occur both as solid phases, then the two

saturationcurves under their own vapourpressure can either intersect

one another or not. We only consider the case, drawn in fig. p, that

the two curves intersect one another in a point; the vapour, being

in equilibrium with the liquid s, is represented by .s^ {.s-., or s\j.

A similar case may occur for instance in the system Na2S04 -f-

water -]- alcohol, then curxc cs is the saturationcurve under its own
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vapoLirpressiire of Na.^SO^ . 10 H^O [F], sa tlie saturatioiicurve uf the

anhjdric Na2S04 {B). Tlien there exists a series of solutions, saturated

under their own vapourpressure with Na^SO^ . 10 HjG (curve cs)

and one seiies saturated with Na.^SO^ (curve sa) ; the equilibrium

Na^SO^ . 10 H^O -|- NajjSO^ -J- Lg + ^s occurs only under a definite

pressure Pg. The solution L, has then a delinite composition s and

the vapour, which consists only of water and alcohol has a definite

composition s^

.

Ifi (he binary system Na^SO^ -[~ ^"^'^^^i'' the equilibrium Na^SO^ . JO

HjO -f- Na^SO^ -j- vapour exists only under one definite pressure; we
shall call this pressure P„ . In the ternary system NajSO^ -f" water -\-

alcohol the equilibrium Na.SO^ . 10 H,0+Na,SO,-|-L,-l-G, exists also

only under a definite vapourpressure Pg. This pressure Ps is infiuenced

Fig. 6.

by the watervapour and the alcohol-vapour together; now we may

show that the partialpressure of the watervapour herein is also equal

to Po and that the pressure of the alcohol vapour is consequently

In order to show this, we consider the general case that in the

system .4 + ^ + ^- (^igs- ^

—

^) the substances A and C are volatile

and that a compound F of B and C occurs.

The binary equilibrium B -\- F -{- G^, wherein the vapour consists

of C only, occurs under a single pressure P^ only.

The ternary equilibrium B -\- F -\- G, wherein consequently the

vapour consists of A and C, can occur at a whole series of vapour-

pressures.

When we represent the $ of B and F by ^ and ^^ , then the

condition of equilibrium is true

:

?x -/??= (!

'K^^~^'^ë)
(21)
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Hence follows

:

[

dV
V, ~ /i. - (I - ,i)

{
V, - ..,

^J ,//'4-(l —ii).v^iYh, = 0. (22)

When we assume tluil tlie gas-laws hold for the vupoiir ^', then :

dV^
^ RT-— =zO and ^=-— (23)

From (22) now follows:

[(1 —^)V,-v,-\- ^v] dP= -^ RT . dx, . . . (24)1— x^

The coefficient of dP repi'esents the change of volume when 1 Mol.

F is decomposed into ,i Mol B -\- {1 -^ /i) quantities of G ; this is

very nearly (1 — p?) \\. As at the same time Fl\ = R7\ we can

write for (24);

(1 -.v,)dP=Pd.v, (25)
B>om this follows:

p=rT <2*''

When we call the partial pressures of A and C in the vapour Fa
ajid F(, then Pa=vJ' and Pc = (1 — .i^,) i^; I'roni (26) now
follows :

Pa=^^^Po and Pr = P, (27)
l~x,

This means that in the ternary equilibrium B-\-F-{-G the partial

pressure Pc of the substance C is equal to the vapourpressure of

the binai-y equilibrium B -\-
P"

-\- G^.

Wiien we bear in mind now that in a system the pressure and

the composition of the vapour do not change, when we add to this

system still a liquid, which is in equilibrium with all phases of this

system, then follows:

In the ternary equilibria B -\- F -\- G and B -{- F -^ P^^ -{- G^, {\\q

partialpressure of the substance C in the vapour is equal to the

vapourpressure of the binary equilibrium B -\- F -\- Go-

The first equilibrium (viz. B -\- F -\- G) exists at a whole series

of pressures; both the others occur under a definite pressure only.

The binary equilibrium Na^SO . 10 H^O -|- Na^SO^ + watervapour

has at 25° a vapourpressure of 18.1 ra.m. when we add alcohol,

then, when the gas laws hold iji the vapour, in the equilibrium

Na.SO, . 1011,0 + Na.SO, + G and Na.SO, . 1 OH,0 + Na,S(), + L+ G
the partialpressure of the watervapour will also be ecpial lo 18.1 m.ni.

Now we will put the question, whether we can also deduce some-
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thing about the change uf pressure starting tVoni ,s along the curves

m and sc {Cig. 6). In communication V we have deduced the following

rule. When the equilibrium solid -|- ^ c^" be converted with increase

of volume into solid -{- L' -f- G' (in which L' differs extremely little

from L) then of a threephasetriangle solid—liquid—gas the side

solid— liquid turns on increase of pressure towards the vapourpoint

and it turns away from the vapourpoint on decrease of pressure.

When we assume now that .y (tig. 6) is not situated in the vicinity

of B or F (the equilibrium B -\- L and F -\- L converts itself into

B -\- L' -\- G' and F -\- L' -{- G' with increase of volume) we can

apply the above-mentioned rule. We distinguish now according as

the vapour is represented by .Vj, s^ or .v.,, three cases.

1. The vapour is represented by s^.

First we consider the threephasetriangle Fss^. When the side Fs

turns towards c, then conse(piently it turns towards its vapourpoint

ó\ ; the vapourpressure increases, therefore, starting from s along sc

towards c.

Let us consider now the threephasetriangle Bss.^. When the side

Bs turns towards a, it turns, therefore, away from its vapourpoint

.s'l ; coJisequently the vai)Ourpressure decreases starting from 0' along

sa towards a.

Consequently we tin' I that the vapourpressure starting from .v

increases along sc and that it decreases along sa. It is evident that

this is oidy true for poinis in the vicinity of .y ; the occiwreiice at

a greater distance of s of a point of nuiximumpressure on sc and a

point of miniinumpressure on sa, is viz. not excluded.

2. The vapour is i-epresented by s.^.

It follows from a consideration of the threephasetriangies Fss^

and Bss^ that the vapourpi-essure starting from s increases as well

along sc as along sa.

3. The vapour is i-epresented by .^3.

It follows from a consideration of threephasetriangies Fss^ and

ii.y.s'g that the vapourpressure starting from s decreases along sc and

increases along sa.

We can obtain the previous results also in the following way.

Between the four phases of the equilibrium i^ -f i'^-f- Z5 -f- vapour

(.y,, .y, or ,yj a phasereaction occurs on change of volume. We choose

this reaction in such a direction that vapour is formed, we call the

change of volume A V.

The point s (fig. 6) is a point of the quadruplecurve B -^ F -\-

-\-L-^G; A F is positive for each point of this curve. When,

however, a point of maxim umtemperature H. occurs on this curve,
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then A K is negative betweeji this point H and the terniinatingpoint

of the curve on side JJC. It is apparent tVon» the |)osilion of the

cnrves sc and sii (tig. 6) that point s is chosen on that part of the

qnadrnplecnrve, where £\V is positi\e. We distingnish now again

the same tiiree cases as above.

1*'^ The vaponr is represented by .s\.

It is apparent from the position of the points F, B, s and Sy witli

respect to one another that the fourphase-reaction :

F+ L,:^JJ + Gs.dxVyo)

F-\- L^ G (Curve sc)

F-\-B-\- L
B-{- L-\- G (Curve sa)

F-^B^G
takes place; it proceeds from left to right with increase of volume

Hence it follows that the equilibria written at the right of the

vertical line occur under lower pressures, the equilibria at the left

occur under higher pressures. In accordance with the above we find,

therefore, that starting from s (fig. 6) the pi'essure increases along

sc (equilibrium F -{- L -\- G) and decreases along sa (equilibrium

5 + Z + G).

2'^^ and 3"^ Also in these cases we find agreement with the

previous considerations.

When a point of maximumtemperature if occurs on the quadruple-

curve B -\- F -{- L -\- G, then two points of intersection s occur at

temperatures a little below Tjj. When we consider now a point

of intersection s between H and the terminatingpoint of the qua-

druplecurve on side BC, then A I'' is negative. This involves that

above in 1**^— 3'^' increase of P is replaced l\y decrease of F and

reversallj. We find also the same when we consider the threephase-

triangles solid-liquid-vapoiir. To be continued.)

Chemistry.— " On ike quaternari/ s//stem -. KCl—Qu Cl^—Ba Cl^—H., 0."

By Prof. ScHREiNEMAKERS and Miss W. C. de Baat.

(Communicated in the meeting of October 31, f914).

In a previous communication ') we have already discussed the

equilibria occurring in this system at 40° and at 60°
; the results of

the analysis on which these considerations are based, we have hitherto

not yet communicated. Now we will communicate the re^iulls of the

analysis ; all the points, curves etc. quoted in this communication

apply to the two figures of the previous communication (1. c). We
want to draw the attention to the fact that fig. 1 represents the

equilibria at 40° and fig. 2 the equilibria at 60°.

1) These Communications (1912; 326.
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TABLE I.

Composition of the solutions in percentages by weight at 40° (fig. 1. I.e.).

Point



Table lï.

Composition of the solutions in percentages by weight at 60° (fig. 2 I.e.).

iPoint
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Physics. — ''Dn the theory of the stri?ic/ i/a/vanotiiet<'r of ^{^iTHOW.ti."

By Di'. L. S. Ornstkin. (Couiiiiunicak'd by Prof. H. A.Lohkntz.)

{Gommunicatt'd in tlie meeting of September 2G, 1914).

§ 1. Mr. A. C. Crehore has developed some considerations in

ilie Phil. Mag. of Aug'. 1914'), on the motion of the string galvano-

meter, which cause me to make some remarks on this subject.

For a string, immersed in a magnetic Held H, and carrying a

current of the strength J, the differential equation for the elongation

in the motion of the string is

a^+'^ö^^^ d^^ + V ^'^

in which x is the constant dampinu' factor, a'' = — , 1\ is the tension

Q

and Q is the density. The direction of the stretched string has been

chosen as the r-axis. For .r == and ,r — / the string is üxed, so

// = 0. In deducing the equation the ponderomotive force is supposed

to be continually parellel to the elongation //, which is only approxi-

mately true, since the force is at every moment perpendicular to

the elements of the string (perpendicular to ./ and H) ; but if y

may be taken small, then the e(iuation (1) is valid. The approxi-

mation causes a parabola to be found for the state of equilibrium

witli constant H and ,/, instead of the arc of a circle, as it ought

to be; however, the parabola is identical with a circle to the degree

of approximation used.

Dr. Crehore now^ observes, that the equation (1) may be treated

after the method of normal coordinates by putting

1/ = ^
(f^ nv \^)

Besides the equation 1, he deduces a set of equations, the "circuit

equations", which give a second relation between (fs and J (from

{1) there originates in the well-known way an equation for every

coordinate ^/,). The obtained solutions will be independent, when

the circuit equation is true, and again their sum is a solution of the

problem. However, from the deduction of the circuit equation it cannot

well be seen whether this is the case, since not entirely exact

energetic considerations underlie this deduction. Now supposing the

string to be linked in a circuit with resistance R, and self-induction

L, the circuit-equation may be easily found by applying Maxwell's

1) Theory of the String Galvanometer of Einthoven. Phil. Mag. Vol. 28, 19U, p. 207.
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indiictioneqiiation. For in consequence of the motion of the string

in the magnetic field the number of lines of force passing through

the circuit changes to an amount proportional to

Expressed in the units used by Dr. Okkhoke, the induction-equation

now takes the form :

/

dJ rdu
^ ==''' +"-1^ +

"J i''^ («)

vv^here E is an external electromotive force acting on the circuit.

§ 2. The problem of finding the vibrations governed by the

equations (1), (3) and the condition y = for .i' = and x = I,

can be easily solved. First, let E be 0, and so the question of free

(damped) vibrations may be put. Suppose that

where (^ is a function of ./; and 1 is a constant. Then the equations

change into

dV/) HI— oi //) -[- wixtp — a" -— 1=

I

=zRl -\- LimI + iBto I (f dx .

Hence

/

(a>^ — iox.) (f
-\- cr

d'cp HH(o

^x' (>{E+L

o r
I (f dx .

Putting at'' — iuix in the first member ?r and =: n we
Q{R^Li(Jt))

have

cf + a'— =pj <fdx.

This equation may be satisfied by

. n ^ n
(f

=z A cos ~ X -\- B sin — x -{- C
a a

provided that

52*
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fa hl a f )il\ \
v' C = p Asiu +-Bil— cos -f C l . . (4)

\n a n \ a J J

whereas, because of the bouiidar}- conditions, we must liave

A + 6'=i:0

nl nl ^
A cos ^ 4- B siu - + C= 0.

a
'

a

TJiis gives for the frequency the transcendental equation

j
1 — cos —

7}. z= p I srn -j- I

n a n . td
sin —

or

nl ( .
nl a / )i I

v"^ sm — = /' ^
'"^ '^1 ^

'~ '-'^'^
~

a \ a n \ a

From this it appears immediately that we must have

nl
siji — = (5)

2a

or

nl / )il 2a . nl\
n^ cos — ^ p { I cos sin — 1 (b)

2a '^ V ^« " 2«/

(5) can be satisfied by

~ = k^ (7)
2a ^

'

or, hence

CO" — itoy.

I

As is immediately to be seen, these are the damped vibrations of

even order, which the string' can perforin in the absence of the

current. It is evident that the presence of current and field have

no influence on the vibrations of even order. If the resistance is

infinitely great, the constant /> in the e<(uation (6) is zero. In this

case the equations can be satisfied by yi = 0. or tu = 0, i.e. the

string is at rest ; and further by

Hence

nl
cos— 3= 0.

2a

nl ÜT

01'
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O)' — nox ^ /(2/4-l).-Ta
Y

The frequencies arrived ut are those of odd order. aUered by

current and field. For large values of R an approximate value of

n can easily he expressed in the form /?^ -| . From (B) follows

'iPvi, ice

^ ()R H.J I

s being an odd number. / being taken zero, while for to and ??, their

values for R = oc must be put. Taking x = 0, i.e. neglectijig the

air-damping in comparison with the electrical damping, we tind

jt sa 4H^U

In the solution, therefore, there is a damping factor of the form

The influence of the damping is the less, the greater the value of

s is. This is directly evident, for if .s- is great, the string vibrates in

a great number of parts with opposite motion. The electromotive

force generated by those parts Therefore is annulled.

In case R is small, the i-oots of the equation (B) are those of the

transcendental equation

?il 2a
.

nl
I cos sin— =

2a n 2a
"

or

2a nl

~7*^w- = ^ (10)^)
nl 2a

nl -r

The quantity — approaches to odd multiples of -. For small values

of R an approximate form n^-\-aR can be easily indicated. Taking

again L=0 and x = 0, we tind

2aRQ
,

Us = /is- H /.

where iis is an arbitrary root of (10). In case the resistance is small,

all vibrations suffer the same damping.

For ff we find

nl .
n (I—x)

. nx
sin sm ——

—

sin —
2 a a

(p
—

.

nl
sin —

(I

1) Compare for instance Riemann-Weber, Partielle-Differeulial Gleichungen, II,

p. 129.
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hence for y
nl , n [l—x) . no;

si7i sin sin—
,v,/ a a a

y='
-nl • • •

<"'

sin —
a

The real and imaginary part of this expression satisfy the equations

and the boundary conditions. A sum of solutions for different values

dy
of to satisfies the equation. If y and — are aiven for ^ = 0, we can

^ ^

dt

with the aid of the given functions find the solution. The found

proper functions are not orthogonal, but by an appropriate linear

substitution orthogonal functions can be obtained. If y is known, I

can be calculated from (^3).

§ 3. It is useful to work out the problem. Using the assumption

(2) of CRpmoRE, we obtain for (fs the following set of equations

(taking k and / zero)

:

4.HJ
(ps + ns^ ffs =— (12)

and

RJ^ JS-^^O (13)
jr s

where
sjta

Here .s^ is an odd number; for even values the second member

of (12) is zero, and the even vibrations are therefore unchanged.

Now putting

and
4.HI 1

SÜÏQ lis to

we find

2/ H^io) ^tts
RI -}-— ^- = 0.

jr s

The frequency-equation therefore is

8Z HHoi _ 1 ^
R-\ — 2 = {Qa)

This frequency-equation has the same roots as equation (6), which

if x and / have been taken 0, takes the form
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2a Ru
( Oil 2a

. a)l\
I
cos sin — 1

.

V 2a loy 2a)

The identity of these frequency-equations can l)e easily shown.

Fut —-— i = k, then (6a) takes the form

8 ,_ 1 8 nJü)
1 —k. — 2 L/,.._v i_ _ o

The sum of inverse squares of odd numbers is — . Further.
8

/is^ =z —-—, therefore the tirst member amounts to

k ^ a' 1
1 \-Sk— ^ = 0.

CO Po) Hs^— tO^

For tg z we have

2z

tgz = -:E
1 -(?)'

where s is again an odd number, therefore we obtain

k 2a 0)1l-- + -—ktg-=0 (14)
tt> (o I 2a

The equation (6) takes the form

Oil f k 2a o)l\
aicos-(l-~ + —ktg-] = i) .... (15)

2a \ a% lio' 2a

J

The equations (14) and (15) have the same roots, for the vectors

tol

oi and 6'(M' — do not contribute roots to (15).

Having found the roots of (14), we can determine y. Each root

sJTa
yields a Fourier series. In the case that (A* = oo), i^ln — must be

e

combined witli one frequency only. For our case we have

^ Ay, ico/t . sjTx

y =. 2 s ^f. ;
. e sin

s(ns^—fJi"^) I

1 simx Ay icDy.t

2s - sin —— Sr
.,

e (16)
s I ng'— lOy

iiOyt

The Fourier series which is the vector oï A e must be equal

to the function which in § 2 appears as the vector of the same

exponential. This can be shown by dii'ect development. It is ai)pareut

that by a given frequency all the original normal coordinates are
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set into motion. For very great and very small values of R, the

constants A in the expression (16) can easily be determined.

We can also use (9) and (11). Let us write (11) in the form

nl xn
cos

y -=2 eI'M I

.

2a a

cos
il

27*

and let ns introduce the value of n from (9), we then find

4:HH

where ög

y =e

2HH''

R^js^jt'

4HH

JX{Jf> JZ II ^Qg —_ — ^ __
R , nsx\— sin

I

ds a J

Separating the real and imaginary parts, we find

= '2&e Rqs^nH\(^_l U - cos "^^ cos n, t +

I
— 1 — cos

sm sin nut | Af,

a )S<' I -^^s

I --SI ^.S'^' \ . . ^S'^ ^ 7-,

-|-
I
—

(
1 — cos

I
sin Ug t — sin cos ngt 1 Bg

For the time t =z

Id,/ ns.v\ .
ngx

^0 = -^s p I
1 — cos ] As —sm ±(s

a a

and

-f =r JS", lis sin ^s + D
dtj^ I a R

I

dtj,
I

utting ji

I

ƒ

Bs -\ Bs
Ros'' 71^

S7TX ly sjrx

y^ sm d,v =zas and I
—-— ax = bs we have

_ 2(fs I

1 2ns _ „ 4ZÏ^/

as =ns-As^~^2ösBs+ —^- Eg .

2 R ÜQs'ns

For R=(X> we get bs= — - Bg, a, =z-^Ag. Therefore Bg—-- bg

and As=. — ag . Putting
Ugl

2 as
As=-— as + —

Znc R

Bg = --bs +
^s

11^
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we have

— A V ^^_ i ^*^ Rl^ Hs 2 R

= — — -VT^ -2< ??s ds 6s —R IR Ros'n.

These series are convergent, if the conditions for the ordinary

Fourier series are fulfilled. We can therefore calculate «« and /?s with

the help of the given formulae.

§ 4. In the case ^ is a given function of the time, our equation

can also easily be solved.

a. First if E is constant, we have

I

E=RJ-\- H fij dw.

The current J and ?/ can he divided into two parts, the one

depending on /, the other not ; we indicate those parts by the indices

1 and 2. For the first part we have

= a» -^ -4
'-

E = R,

therefore

E = RJ,
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(f
z=z Acos — X -)- B sin — x -\- C

a a

01' according to the above

^. ^ ay p
ff= I

— cos — X — sin ~ X -\ \ \ . (17)
'' -

,
pi a

sin —
a

Introducing this result into the second equation, we obtain

E cos pt =^ RIcos {pt f /i) -| sin (pt -f ^)
QP

j
1-cos—

]
a pi a K a J- -sin"-- -^ f + / .(18)pap pi

sin—
a

Now take

('-"^?)HU I a , pi ^ ..^

(jpR
\ p a pi

sin —
r

then w^e find

1 / r. .
(l—cos^lX

I / H' / a p a\ a J yEcospt—J \ R^ -] sin- I ^ ^ 4- I cos{pt+ii-a)
1/ q'p' y p a p

, p J
J sin — I

a

From this we find for the retardation of phase, ji = « ; and for

the amplitude of 1

E
/ = -

r

where r represents the square root in the second member. The

current / being found in this way, ?/ can be determined from (17).

When L does not vanish, we can suppose y and I to depend on

e'P'-
; and finally taking the real part, and following the above method

we find the values of y and /.

If we express y by (2), the solution can also easily be found. We
then have

4HJ
ffg= .

s:;T{n/—p'-)

Substituting this into tfie second equation of § 3 (where zero has

been replaced by Ecospt) we find
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n' 1 1

E cos pt = EI cos (pt -\- ^) 5T7<r" ^ *^"^* (P^ + ^) -^ -
p8H"-I '^ '^^ s^(n/_p2)

from which / can be found. The sum in the second member can

be put in a wa}' analogous to that of § 3, into a form identical

witii (18). Our result does not agree with that of Crehore (compare

p. 214). In our solution the retardation of phase is the same for all

vibrations, which is not the case in Crehore's paper.

It may be observed that in our problem we have to do with a

system of an intinite number of variables in which a dissipation-

function couples the variables; for eliminating J from (12) and (13),

we obtain

ffs -\- ns' */ = ^—* •

sjzqR s

The dissipation F takes the form

8//^ / (fs

Groningen, Sept. 1914.

Physics. -— ''Accidental deviations of density and opalescence at

the critical point of a single substance." By Dr. L. S. Ornstein

and F. Zernike. (Communicated by Prof. H. A. Lorentz.)

(Communicated in the meeting of September 26, 1914).

I . The accidental deviations for a single substance as well as

for mixtures have been treated by Smoi.uciiowski ^) and Einstein ")

with the aid of Boltzmann's principle ; by Ornstein -') with the aid

of statistical mechanics. It appears as if the considerations used and

the results obtained remain valid in the critical point. Smolücho\\ski

has applied the formula found for the probability of a deviation

to the critical point itself, and has found for the average deviation

of density

_ 1.13
6=

He has used this formula to express in terms of the mean density

^) M. Smolughowski, Theorie Cinétique de I'opalescence. Bull. Crac 1907 p. 1057.

Ann. der Phys. Bd. 25, 1908, p. 205. Phil. Mag. 1912. On opalescence of gases in

the critical state. W. H. Keesom, Ann. der Pbys. 1911 p. 591,

2) A. Einstein. Ann. der Phys. Bd. 33, 1910, p. 1276.

3) Ornstein, These Proc, 15, p. 54 (1912),
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the accidental deviations in a cube, the side of whicli is equal to

the wave-length of the light used in the experiments on opalescence.

Now there is a difficulty with this formula, to whicli, indeed,

lead also the considerations of Einstein as well as statistical mecha-

nics when worked out in an analogous way for the critical point.

In all these cases the mutual independence of the elements of

volume is presupposed. Now, let there be given for the element of

volume V the mean square of deviation viz. {n— ?iy. Consider p
equal contiguous elements of volume Vi,h\,etc., in which n^,n^, etc.

particles are situated, n^, n^ etc. indicating the mean values of these

numbers.

Hence in the volume }'':^i\-\-v^-\-... there are X^=n^-\-n^-\-...

particles.

For the mean value of iV we have

ÏV = ïï; + ÏÏ", + . .

.

subsequently

{N— Ny = {{n, - nj + (n, - n,) + . . f =/, (n - n y

since, the elements of volume being supposed independent of each

other, the means of the double products vanish. So we tind for the

deviation of density that the product of volume and mean square

of deviation must be a constant.

Indeed the above-mentioned formula of probability for the devia-

tions of density is so far inexact, as the terms of higher order

appearing in it are at variance with the mutual independence of

the elements of volume, which underlies the deduction of the fre-

quency-law. In fact this deduction is only valid for such large elements

of volume that these terms are no more of any influence. It is

easily seen that this limit, above which the formula is valid, in-

creases indefinitely in approaching the critical point. This explains

also mathematically the wrong dependence on c found for the mean

deviation in the critical point itself.

Now one could try to deduce the formula to a farther approxi-

mation. However, also the supposition of independence of the ele-

ments of volume is inexact in case these are small, and it would

thus be impossible to ascertain how far the formula would yet differ

from reality. ^)

1) A deduction of the inequalities in which the inexact terms of higher order

do not at all appear, is given by Zeenike in his [thesis, which will shortly

appear. As this deduction too uses the independence alluded to, the objection men-

tioned holds here also.

The remark of Einstein (I.e. p. 1285) that there would be no principal dilFiculty
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2. Now, ill order to avoid the difficulties mentioned, it is necessary

to take into account the influence of deviations in the one element
on the state in another. Let ns divide the system into infinitely

small elements of volume. A molecule is considered to lie in the

element when its centre is situated in it. We consider an element
dv,, in the origin of coordinates. Around this element we imagine
the sphere of attraction i.e. the region in which a molecule must
lie when it is to have any influence on the state in dv^. We determine

the numbers of molecules for the elements of the sphere of attract-

ion in giving the deviations v^,v^ etc. from the mean number of

molecules per unit of volume.

We suppose the mean value of the density r„, when \\ etc. are

given, to be a linear function of the deviations i\ etc., i.e. we put')

Taking the mean value of r„ over all possible values of r,, it

appears immediately that 6'==0, hence

ï'o =/i»'if^y, + /;M''2 + • •.-... (2)

The coefficients ƒ denote the coupling of the elements, they only

depend on the relative coordinates, i.e. here, on x y z. That the in-

fluence of an element, when the density is given, must be propor-

tional to its size is immediately seen by considering the influence

of uniting two elements in (2).

We shall now write the sum (2) as an integral. For the density

in the element dx dy dz we put v_,y~; further, we can dispose of ƒ
in such a way that / [0,0,0) =zO. Then for (2) we get

ih>,:f{'V,y,z)(hvdydz (3)-ƒƒƒ'
The integration may be extended here from — oo to -|- oo, ƒ

being zero outside the sphere of action *).

in extending his deduction to a further approximation, is therefore mistaken. On
the contrary, the consideration of higher terms so long as the independence is

made use of, will not lead to anything.

1) Putting things more generally, we could write a series in v^ etc. instead of

(1). However, for the purpose we have in view, (1) is sufficient.

') The quantity v can only take the values 1

—

adv and —adv, hence r is a

discontinuous function of the coordinates. One might be inclined therefore, to continue

writing a sum instead of the integral (3) and to solve the problem dealt with in

the text with the aid of this sum. In doing so one gets sum-formulae which are

wholly analogous to the integrals we used. However, we prefer introducing the

integral, as the discontinuous function v has entirely disappeared from formula (6)

only the function g appearing in it, which is continuous when the function f is
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On the cojitrary, it' v„ is given, v lias another value for the

surround ing' elements, than if r„ = 0. Be in the element at xyz

v.rj/z=9{'i', y,^,v^dv^) (4)

and let us try to determine the function g, the function ƒ being

given.

Now take the mean of formula (3), a fixed value I'l being ascribed

to V in a certain element dx-^dy^ dz-^.

In X, y, z, according to (4)

Vxi,z—9{iv—''Vi,y—y^,z—z^,v^dx^dy^dz;). ... (5)

For the first member we therefore get

9{^h,yv -1' v.dx^dy^dz,)

as ƒ and y do not depend on the direction of the line joining the

elements. In the integral, (5j cannot be applied to the element

dx^ dy^ dz^ ; however, this element gives

v,fix„y,,z,)d.x^dy,dz^

Further taking g {0, 0, 0) zero, as it may arbitrarily be chosen,

we get

J 00

g{x^,y,,z,,v^dx,dy,dz^) = \ \ jg{.v-.v„y-y,,z-z,,v,diV,dy,dz,)f{a,'yz)dxdydz-{-

00

+ rj'{^,,y,,z,) dx,dy,dz,.

This is true for all values of v^ dx^ dy^ dz^, hence g must contain

this quantity as a factor, and we obtain

g{'V,,y,,z^) —
j

I L(.f— ,/;,, y-y„ z—z^)f{xyz)d.vdydz=f{a;,,y,.z^)

00

Now put X—x^ =1 §, y— z/, = 1], z—z^ = S, and omit the index,

then for g we get the integral equation

g{'^,yA -JjT/^'^'-^-^'
^+ '^' ~^+ ^)^^^(^'^i^) dld,id^^j\xyz\ . (6)

— »

For g we have

Vxyz — y{xyz) \\dv^ (7)

from which it appears immediately that

Vxyz Vo= .9(^2/4 »^o' ^ï'o (^)

continuous. The integral-formulae obtained in this way are easier to deal with

mathematically, and besides the integral equation (6) has been solved, this being

not so easily found from the analogous sum -formula.



Now let us consider more closely the coefficient of g in (8).

Let a molecules be present in the unit of volume, then the mean
]iumber of molecules in dv is equal to r/(//\ If we take c/r very small,

there may be no or one molecule in it. The chance for one molecule

is, therefore, adv ; for none 1 — adv. In the first case r =i a,
dv

in the latler it is — a, thus

— a

dv

or

v^dv = a (9)

Introducing this into (8), we find for the two elements x^yrjZ^ and

a\y^Zr

Vr;V- =. ag[x^—XT;, yr;—y^., z^— z.^) (10)

This result can be used to indicate the values of (A^

—

JSfy =z h N^
for any volume.

We have

hN — ivdv

AN^ = t iiy^^ dv^ dvr -\~ 11 iviv t/.?v dyr; dz, d.i'r dy-^ dz^

vv vv

from which applying (9) and (10)

AA^^ = rt K -)- a I \g (eiv— .t'r, y,j—y^, z^—z-^) d.v^ dy^ dz, dx^ dyr dzr .

VV

This holds for every size and form of V. Elaborating it for a

cube with side / the dependence on V is seen more clearly. Putting

A'^ — ,v- = 5, i/^ — y- = 11, z^ — Cr — ?, and integratuig only for %^^

positive, by which 7» ^f tlie integi*al in question is found then, we get

/ / / / / /

LN^ = N + 8a j77 ./ {1,1^) j ffdr, dy, dz.

u (t

/ / I

iv+ 8a r0(P-/M5+^i+S) ^-i{^n+n^^m-%n^)9dldnd^'

Hence



AN^= 1 +N — i —i
I I \ 9 i'^ll^) <^'^(^yd:: — 3 111^5' (Ixdydz

'' \\\^9d<''<^y dz— \\\ ^g dx dydz.+ 3 I I I
—

,a c?A- dy d

— l
^ — /

Every integral in this formula is always smaller than the prece-

ding one. If / is large with respect to the distance for which g has

an appreciable value, there remains only the first integral. For

any great volume we have

^

+^^ = 1 + fffgdx dydz (11)

— x

3. In trying to determine the function ƒ by means of statistical

mechanics, we meet with difticulties. Still something may be found

about the quantities i\v^ by applying the statistic-mechanical method

to oui- problem. Indeed statistical mechanics permit to introduce a

mutual action of the elements of volume.

We will avail ourselves of a canonical ensemble. We suppose the

molecules to be spherical and rigid, and to attract each other for

distances which are great with respect to their size. Elements small

with respect to the sphere of attraction therefore may still contain a

great number of molecules. But now we drop tlie supposition of the

sphere of attraction being homogeneously filled for all systems (or

at least for by far the greater part of them) ^).

In calculating the number of the various distributions, we
must, for the potential energy of attraction, take into account the

mutual action of the elements ; whereas, in calculating the exclusion

of definite configurations of centres, we may neglect the fact that

there is some correlation on the borders of the elements. For the

dimensions of the elements have been supposed large with respect

to the molecular diameter.

The mutual potential energy of the r -j- t molecules contained in

an element dv, will be represented by

dv

in this formula v represents the number of molecules contained in

the volume dv for the most frequent system. In this system the

distribution is homogeneous.

) Gf Ornsteix, Toepassing der Statistische mechanica van GIbbs op molekulair-

theoretische vraagstukken. Diss. Leiden 1908, p. 43 and p. 110.
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Of course, tlie potential energies will not strictlv be the same for

different configurations within the elements, but we shall neglect this

complication. Further we will represent the mutual potential energy

for the two elements a and o by

— {v + r,) (v + T.) (f^,

dv

all elements of volume being put equal.

For the total potential energy we find, in this way

Zciv

For the frequency ^ of a system with the given distribution of

molecules we find

(r+TJ/(^'+TJ.^.> ' ^ ^ ' ^

Here to is the function defined in the quoted dissertation on p. 48.

Supposing r <^ 1' and developing, we get,

1 ,,^ ^ ^ /^ 1 1 ^ d log io «)„„ ~\— na:S,(p,, + iJSJS"
\

a"' ^- + ^^ r,^4-

g=(7 tt>" a-'^e'^®
'

V ï^ V da da &dv J

+ ^^^'^,= + (12)
0dv

The number of molecules per unit of volume represented there

by n, has been put a in this paper. The function w and the faculties

are developed in the same way as in the quoted dissertation. The

double sum in the exponent gives the forms ^^r^jTcT-p and -^'r.r-S'ryp,.

These forms are identical, as they consist of the same terms differ-

ently arranged, further ^ffp^ is the same for all molecules and

St^ = 0, consequently both sums vanish.

The constant 6' contains the factor Ne^^'l® along with quantities which

do not de[)end on the volume by summing up ('J 2) over all possible

Values of r (and taking into account that ^r-, = 0) we get ^V, the

total number of systems in the ensemble. So we find

llie quantity A being the disöriminant of the quadratic form in the

exponent.

dip
When we write -S';7';7 = «, we find for the pressure w = — —

-

53
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p n dloffo) a 7i^

A—V-2 heilig very siiicall with respeot to the other factors, we may

iieo-lec't its influence in il' '). The equation of state has the same

form as nan dv.r Waals' equation. However, the correlation is sensible

in the accidental deviation; for it changes the value of t'
;
and

tW,, which vanish if tiio correlation is neglected, obtain values

deviating from zero.

Denotin» bv A-, and by A^- the minors of the discriminant,

we have
— A„

where /.• is the number of elements into which the volume is divided.

dp
The condition A =: is equivalent to the condition -— = 0. For

ar

if we write down the determinant in some arrangement, and if we

add all rows to the tirst row, we get a determinant of which all

terms of the tirst row have the form

1 1 (/ db/w 1 _
1? 1' da da &dr

Strictly speaking, this is not true for some terms at the end of the row,

but as we have neglected the action on the boi-ders, we may neglect

this fact too. In reality our considerations are ojily true for an infini-

tely great volume, where this difficulty disappears, as A is then an

infinite determinant.

Now if

then A = 0.

Or if A =*0

1 1 dfay 1 _
- + - a* ~

\

2 (f,,=
I' V dfi Gdv

d dfoi a

da da &

dp
which therefore agrees with —

dv

1) Of. 1. c. p. 129.

~) Gf. Ornstein, Accidental deviations in mixtures. These Proceedings 15,

p. 54 (1912).
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The quantities T:;rp etc. liere found arc related to those mentioned

above. And though a statistical deduction of the function ƒ enter-

ing into details may lead to difficulties, jet it is clear that

statistical mechanics yield a correlation analogous to that expressed

in cj.

If we should wish to continne the deduction of the conditions of

the critical })oint, we should have to nse higher powers of t_, which

can be done without difticnlty; we then tiiid for the second condition

— = 0.

If we drop the supposition that the sphere of attraction is large,

we can use the function i>-, defined iji the quoted dissertation. In

order to take into account the correlation, we must suppose the

integrals

} Ch\ . . dZn Ty ^= d- (Hy)

defining Ö-, to depend on ??x- for the element in question and also

on the numbers of molecides in the surrounding elements. Therefore,

in general, the numbers of molecides of all elements will appear in

{)ny. , but the influence of distant elements is so small that —

—

can be put zero.

By considerations analogous to those used in the quoted disserta-

tion, we can show that i^iuy') has the form

lly Vy,

Vy (o) iix, c/, n/')

in which n/ n/- denote the densities (molecular), in the elements

with which Vy is in mutual action. The values of all n^ are equal

for the most frequent system.

Now we find for C

g^ C F" (to n, n, n, n . . .)" e~P

where P is a quadratic form in the deviations for the various

elements, containing squares as well as double products. The form

might be easily indicated, but we will omit it, as it is only our

purpose to show how in general the statistic-mechanical considera-

tions, changed in the sense of a correlation of elemejits of volume,

lead to formulae analogous to those given in § 2. Here too the

mean square of deviation and the means of double products are

represented by quotients of minors of the discriminant of F and

(//'

this qnanlitv itself. Here too for — =zO the discriminant vanishes.
dv

53*
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4. The above considerations can be applied in oalonlating the

oritical opalescence. For that piiij>ose we use the simple method

indicated by Lokentz'), which consists in superposing' Ihe iiglit-

vectors caused b}' the inthience of every individual molecule in a

])oint at great distance.

Consider in the substance through which a beam of light passes,

a volume I" great with respect to the wave-length, and take a distant

point P, the direction VP forming an angle (4 with the incident

ray.

All molecules lying in one plane perpendicular to the line which

bisects the angle <i
, will cause equal phase in P. Take therefore a

system of axes with the Z-axis parallel to this line, then the con-

tribution of one molecule will be

j? sin— {d -\- 2z cos i
(f)

(i).

where /? depends only on the kind of molecules, on / and on the

distaiu'C V P, jLi being the index of refraction.

The number of molecules in d.rdii dz amounts to

((( + V) d,i; ill/ dz.

The total light-vector in P thus becomes

r 2.T

I? I
(«-| Ï') •*""'' — {ct-\-2z cox

}^(f)
da: di/ dz.

V

and the intensity

^'— I dt
I

l{a~\ V,) [a f iv) sin ^ {<i+ 2z, cos i
(f)

VV

sin — {cf-j- -^r cos i
q)

d.v^ di/^ dz^: d.v- dy- dz-.

Integrating with resp. to /. we get

— ,i'^ I
I
[a- -\-a (iv-j- V-) -\- I'jrrj ens \— (r,

—

S-) cos \ f
f |

d.^^.y^jlz-dx-dy-dz..

V\'

The mean value of this must be calculated. The term with r^ + iv

vanishes, and that with a'^ yields no contribution proportional to V.

We introduce the value of v^Vz from formula (10), and for = t

from form. (9). This gi\'es

1) H. A. LoRENTZ, On the scattering of light by molecules. These Proceedings 13

y. 92 (1910).
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1 1 /T 4rr— ^^aV -^ ~ ^-a I I >/ {.(,— .Vr, !/^—!h, --—~r) cos -^ {z^—z-) d.v, . . . dt/r

V V
liX

For a great volume one integration over V can he performed

(compare the deduction of formula (11)); further we put (iVz=zN
4rt

and for the sake of bre\itj —- cos \(f ^= C, then we get

1 —- ^r N 1 + jjfcos Cz g {.c, y, z) d.cdydzA ... (13)

The integral appearing here will he represented l)v Gv, that of

formula (li) hy (t. It will be seen that the deductions criticised in

§ 1 yield an opalescence proportional lo r-, a quantity which accord-

ing to the above is proportiojial to 1 -}- G, whereas the opalescence

is proportional to 1 -\- G,-

With the aid of the integral-equation (B) we can express (t and

G,: in the corresponding integrals of the function ƒ. which we will

indicate by F and F,.

Integrating (6) with resp. to .vyz from — oc to -|- oo. we tind

JJJ'j'<-'y')
^"^'^y^' -jjjtl{^^l^)'l'idHdC,jJjjlv.^l;,-\-,l,Z H)dxdl,dz=

+ 00

ƒ {xyz) dndydz

or

G (14)1—/'

Multiplying (6) by cos Cz and again integrating, we get

-|- CO -j" ^

Or — i ii'Ahi^) dldnd^i ^^\cos C (.-4-?) COS C7S+ sin C {z -\-C) sin Cgj

ƒ(.«+ §, .'/ + >2, ^~+?) d.cdydz = F,.

The integral with the sines disappears because ƒ and </ are even

functions; we find

G,.=
Fr.

\-F.
(1

In order to apply the results ol)tiiined and to lest them experi-

mentally, one might try to deduce ƒ from molecular theory. This

would at best be possible under very simplifying suppositions and
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even then only an approximaUon can be obtained. Therefore we

will take another way. As remarked in § 1, the exact value of v'

for verij yrent voUunes was already known. In our notation we have

_ RT a'

N dp
V —
dv

where N is the number of Avogrado, v the molecular volume.

According to formula (4) we have

Putting these results equal, we get

v'^ dp

^ ~ ^ ~~R7'd^'

In the critical point F=l.^)
The formula of opalescence tirst arrived at by Keesom and Einstein

1) There appears to exist a closer correspondence between the given slatistic-

mechanical method and the method using general considerations of probabihty, than

perhaps might be expected. The elements of the discriminant (which is an infinite

determinant in the former) agree with the function f in the latter. The former finds

from this the value of v^ vr as the quotient of a minor with that discriminant,

the latter deduces this value from an integral-equation. In the critical point the

discriminant vanishes, corresponding to tliis the Fredholm determinant of the

integral-equation is likewise zero. That this is the case when F= 1, appears by

more closely studying tlie equation

g (§7i?)
— X ig (5>jC) ƒ (,^+ §,//+ % ~ + ?) d^dyid^ =

which only permits appropriate solutions if ). = --, (i e. this is the only proper

value). For F= 1 this is therefore the case ^w'dh. the equation (6) without second

member.

From the formula (15) it will be seen that form. (G; can be solved by a Fourier

integral. Putting

+ ^,

I 1
I
cos m.v cos ny cos lzf{.vyz) dxdydz =^ cf [m, n, I)

we have

1 rrr cf{m, n,i)
i , , v

g [xyz) z=. I I I cos nuv cos ny cos iz amancU.
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/on 2n'VRT '^^'

[dvj

ƒ i)'' A' dp
^

^
'

dv

in which represent

D distance of observation

ft index of refraction,

tf^ angle of electric force in incident light with direction of

observation,

will likewise be 'found by using in (13) the value found for A' instead

of Fc. The exact formula then will result by inultiplying by

the factor ^- =
—^^ .

Developing the cosine in Fc we tind

F — Fe =
^JJJ'^-

M'^) ^^-^''^/y^-

— y.

Representing this integral by e^ and introducing the value of C,

we get

F — F, = ijt' (1 + cos ff)

The formula of opalescence then will be:

V RT /dnY

/o„. B' N ' UvJ
I dp RT /8

dv v^ \HA

In the critical point itself it therefore is

(17)

l^dixY

--^= -^

—

A--'. . . . (18)^)
I D- m^{\ + cos(r)

The greater exactness of form. (17) as compared with (16) is

contirmed by the measurements of one of us (Z.)- According to these

measurements, which however bear upon a mixture of liquids the

') According to tliis formula the pi-opoilioiialily of Ihc opalescence to /—
<,

which holds for higher temperatures, changes continuously in the immediate

neigbourhood of the critical point, into proportionality witii >-2. 'riiis re«? "getting

whiter" of the opalescence should not be confused with tiie apparent changing of

colour which is always observed much I'artiier from the critical point. The latter

indeed is only a result of the method of observation, as is clearly proved by the

measurements of one of us (cf. Zernike thesis).
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reciprocal value of a quantity proportional to the opalescence changes

linearly ^^i^'' tlie difterence of temperature T— 71, but b}^ extrapolation

does not vanish fur T= 1\ but for T— 7i.= Ó;012. When
therefore for this value of T— J/,, the denominator of (17) is equal

to zero, we can find from this, using van der Waals' equation, an

estimation for ^/a- The calculation yields :

- = 0,0022 or f = 1,2.10-' cm.
;.

The quantity c is a measure for the size of the sphere of attraction. For

g= z= -
I 1 (

?' fi^y-) dxdydz

CO

(o distance to origin) whereas in the critical point

+ <

W'f{xyz) dx dy dzzzul.

If ƒ were constant within a sphere with radius R, then £* would

be Vs ^^^> ^"d tlie above estimation would give

R=:2,l .
10-' cm.

S U M M A R Y.

1. The known formulae of critical opalescence give an infinite

value at the critical point. Efforts to escape fVom this diificulty have

furnished formulae for the deviations of density with a dependence

n))on the volume, at variance with the assumed mutual independence

of the elements of volume.

2. In order to obtain formulae applicable in the critical point, it

is found necessary to take into account the mutual intluence of the

elements of volume, it being shown that near the critical point this

influence is sensible for distances large in comparison with the radius

of the sphere of attraction.

3. Two functions are introduced, one relating to the direct inter-

action of molecules, the other to the mutual infiuence of two elements

of \olume. An integral equation gives the relation between the two

functions.

4. Corrected values are found for the mean deviations, and in

the formula of opalescence a correction is introduced. The latter

depends upon the sphere of attraction which can thus be calculated

fi'om observations.

5. Further it is shown that the same results may be arrived at

by taking into account the mutual influence of the elements of

volume in the deductions of statistical mechanics,

Groningen, Sept. 1914.
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Bilirubin from human ascites fluid

(Aether-method).

Bilirubin from human ascites fluid

(Chloroform-method)
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Physiology. - '"The idcntijication of traces of bilirubin in albu-

minous jluuUy liy Prof. A, A. Humans van den Bergh

and J. J. DE i;A Fontaine Schluiter. (Communicated by

Prof. H. J. Hamburger).

Several investigators have tried to demonstrate the presence of

slight quantities of bilirubin in albuminous substances, for instance

in normal human bloodserum. Most of them did this by adding

various oxidizing substances, either directly (o the serum or to an

alcoholic extract of the latter. The tirst oxidation-stages of bilirubin

having a green or a blue colour, the presence of bilirubin was

regarded as established if an addition of these oxidizing substances

gave rise to a green or a blue colour (Obermaijer and Popper, Steiger,

Gilbert^) and others). Auche^) employed a much more reliable

method based on the fact that bilirubin, in alkalic solution in the

presence of oxide of zinc, is changed, by careful oxidation with

iodine, into a substance with a characteristic spectrum. This reaction

had already been described by Stokvis, but Auché, who mentions

Stokvis' Avork, owns the merit of having stated accurately the con-

ditions required if the reaction is to take place with absolute cer-

tainty, so that it may be used to demonstrate the presence of bilirubin.

undoubtedly the reaction of Stokvis-Auche can be used with success.

Only the spectrum-line is very slight in the case of the small amounts

of bilirubin dealt with in this treatise : if the presence of bilirubin

is to be demonstrated in normal human serum by means of this

method, the layer of fluid intended for spectroscopic investigation is

to have a thickness of ten centimetres. And even then the result is

not always a positive one. For quantitative determinations this method

cannot be used.

BiFFi extracted the serum at once with chloroform and carried

out his reactions with this ^).

The reaction of Ehrlich has supplied us with an excellent means

of tracing bilirubin in bloodserum and other albuminous fluids and

of determining it quantitatively "). The ciiaracteristic difference in

colour between an alkaline and an acid medium increases its relia-

bility, whilst the reaction is an extremely sensitive one. It must,

1) Obermaijer u. Pcppf:R. Wiener Klin. Wochenschr. 1908.

Steiger. Dissert. Zurich 1911.

Gilbert. See for his works the bibliography in: Cliniquc médicde 1910/1911,

~) AucHÉ. Compt. rend. Acad. d. Sciences 1908.

8) BiFFi. Folia Haematolog. 1906 III. 189.

+) Humans van den Bergh and Snapper. Deulsch. Arch. f. klin. Med. 1913.
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however, be admitted that neither tliis nor any other colour-reaction

enables us to identify the presence of bilirubin with absohite certainty.

Tlie possibiHty of other substances contained in the serum giving

the same reaction with the diazo-body may be esteemed less probable,

it cannot with absolute certainty be denied.

As far as we know it has hitherto been found impossible to

isolate bilirubin from normal human serum, which would have

afforded an incontestable proof of its presence. Hammersten has

attempted it ^). But though in a great majority of cases he obtained

tine bilirubin-crystals from horse-serum, lie never succeeded in ob-

taining them from normal human serum. From the terms used in

the latest edition of his Handbook of Physiological Chemistry we

gather that this investigator is not quite convinced yet of the presence

of biluribin in normal human serum.

With a view to researches on anhepatic bilirubin-formation we

needed a method which would enable us to identify with absolute

certainty the presence of small quantities of bilirubin in bloodserum,

exsudates and transsudates, if possible by obtaining the pigment in

the form of crystals. After some experiments we have succeeded in

this, starting from the property of bilirubin — which we have not

found mentioned anywhere — of dissolving readily in acetone.

To 10 cm', of bloodserum 20 cm', of pure colourless acetone are

added. An albumen precipitate is formed, which is centrifugalized.

The fluid at the top, coloured more or less intensely yellow, contains

all the bilirubin and only traces of albumen. This liquid is evaporated

in vacuo at the ordinary laboratory temperature.

If one has a good vacuum-pump at one's disposal the liquid soon

begins to boil ; after some minutes the acetone is evaporated. A watery

fluid remains in which, besides other serum-substances, all the bili-

rubin is dissolved. Then the fluid is shaken 2 times or more with

aether to remove the fatty bodies as much as possible-

These pass into the aether which is pipetted. The last traces of

aether are removed in vacuo. The aether may of course also be

removed by means of a separatory. Then a certain amount of chloro-

form e.g. 2 cm', are added, the fluid is slightly acidified with HCl

and shaken. The bilirubin then passes into the chloroform. By centri-

fugalization the watery fluid can easily be separated from the chloro-

form. The chloroform is washed thoroughly with water to get rid of

all the hydrochloric acid and centrifugalized once more, the water being

removed by means of a separatory or by pipetting. Traces of water,

however, remain mixed with the chloroform, which sometimes renders

1) Hammarsten. Maly's Jahresber. 1878 II. 119.
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the fluid sliglitly troubled. These traces of water are removed by

shaking with glowed sulphate of sodium. The latter is removed bv
filtration. The result is a very pure solution of the yellow pigment

in chloroform (solution A). It may be easily proved that this yellow

pigment is bilirubin.

1. If the chloroform solution is shaken with diluted KOH or NaOH
the pigment passes into the latter, while the chloroform loses its

colour (solution B).

2. If now some acid is added till the fluid reacts distinctly as an

acid, then the fluid at the top loses its colour, the pigment passing

into the chloroform at the bottom.

3. If to the alkaline solution (see sub 1) HNO^ containing some
HNO3 is added, the result is the well-known colour-play of the reaction

of Gmelin.

4. If a slight quantity of a diluted iodine-solution in alcohol

(1 : 100) is carefully poured on to the alkaline solution, a l^lue ring

is formed.

5. If to the alkaline solution first an equal volume of alcohol is

added, and then i of the original volume of the diazo-raixture ot

Ehrlich, a red colour is the result. An addition of a few drops of

concenti-ated HCl changes the red colour into blue.

All these reactions together, prove conclusively that the pigment

obtained in the above way is indeed bilirubin.

Crystals of bilirubin can be easily obtained from the pure chloro-

form-solution (sol. A) in the following manner. The latter is poured

out into a watch-glass which is covered with another watch-glass

and placed in the ice-safe. Tiie chloroform evaporates slowly and

on the watch-glass the microscopically visible, pretty, yellow bilirubin-

crystals are left. When HNO.„ containing HNO^ is added, these

crystals present under the microscope the reaction of Gmelin,

We can also dissolve the yellow crystals again in some solvent

(chloroform, dil. NaOH etc.) and carry out the above-mentioned

reaction with them.

If one has no good vacuum-pump at one's disposal the method

can also be applied with the following modification suggested by

Dr. Snappkr.

10 cm^ of bloodserum are precipitated with 20 cm" of acetone.

The albumen-precipitate is centrifugalized. To the pipetted upper-

fluid some drops of water are added; then this fluid is washed

carefully with aether a few times, to remove the fatty substances

as much as possible. These volumes of aether are removed with

the pipette every time. Then some drops of ice-vinegar and 1 cm"
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of aether are added to the fluid. All the bilirubin passes into the

mixtui'e of ice-vinegar and aether, which separates entirely from

the fluid underneath. If this yellow-coloured aether is pipetted and

placed in an ice-safe in a loosely covered watch-glass, we likewise

observe that crystals are formed.

The accompanying picture is a micro-photograph of bilirubin

crystals which we obtained from the ascites-fluid of a heart-patient,

and from normal human serum.

Attempts to produce bilirubin-crystals by the above-mentioned

method from the intensely yellow-coloured serum of two icterus-

patients, led to a remarkable experience. If namely we placed the

chloroform-solution which, as appeared from various reactions, con-

tained much bilirubin, in the ice-safe, for the purpose of a slow

evaporation, the yellow colour at a certain moment Avhen, owing to

the evaporation of the solvent the concentration had reached a certain

value, suddenly passed over into a green one, evidently by a change

of the bilirubin into biliverdin. The same phenomenon occurred

when we evaporated the chloroform-solution in vacuo. It must be

distinctly understood that this occurred only with the solution obtained

from the serum of patients suffering from obstructive jaundice. We
cannot give an explanation of this phenomenon. Most likely the

icterus-serum contains substances promoting the oxidation of bilirubin

into biliverdin.

Botany. — '^Gummosis in the fruit of the Almond and the Peachal-

mond as a process of normaUife." By Prof. M. W. Beijerinck.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 26, 1914).

It has hitherto been generally accepted that the formation of gum
in the branches of the Amygdalaceae always is a process of patho-

logical nature. I have found that this opinion is erroneous, and that

gummosis occurs normally in the fruits of the Almond {Amygdalus

communis) and the Peachalmond [Amygdalus amygdalo-persica)

DUHAMEL DUMONCEAU. ^)

1) In some Dutch nurseries the peachalmond is simply called "Almondtree".

The difference is in fact very slight as it consists only in the drying up of the

almond fruit before the epicarp opens, and tlie position of the flowers in pairs,

whereas the fruit of the peachalmond remains fleshy even at the dehiscence, and

its flowers are mostly single. Between leaves, flowers and branches no con-

slant differences are found.

Grenier et GoDRON (Flore de France T. 1, Pag. 512, 1848) call the peach-
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Conlmry to what ini^»iit be expected the i)heiionieiion is the more

obvious iis I he trees tire belter fed and more vigoi-ons. In s})ec'imens

on sandv m'l'ounds i( can only be obser\ed widi the microscope.

As gummosis is the eHect of a wound slimuhis, it is of import-

ance that this process also takes place in the normal development

of the healthy plant. The subject is moreover of practical interest.

All the chief facts I'elating- to gum formation can almost unchanged

be applied to the production of gums in general, of gum resins,

and of resins, among which are substances of great medical and

technical value. As the study of the iidluence of parasitism has made

it j>ossible to {>roduce gum, and no doubt many of the other sub-

stances mentioned, in a more rational way than has been done till

now, a short review of the whole subject seems not supertluous.

Woïüid stiimdus as cause of (/ummosis. Poisoning, and

parasitism also causes of this stimulus.

Gummosis in the Amygdalaceae is a process of cytolysis, whereby

young cells, freshly sprung from cambium or procambium, and

sometimes also young parenchyma, are more or less completely

dissolved and converted into canals or intercellular spaces, filled

with gum. In dissolved parenchymatous tissues usually remains of

not wholly disappeared cell walls are found; the gum of tlie phloem

bundles is more homogeneous, but always the microsomes of the

dissolved protoplasm are found. The nitrogen of the gum springs

from the dissolved pi-otoplasm.

Formerly we proved ^) that by such different causes as poisoning',

parasitism and mechanical wounding gummosis may be experimentally

almond Amygdalus communis var. amygdalo-persica. At present the name

Amygdalus persicoides (Koch, Seringe, Zabelj is also used, as in the Hortus

of the University of Leiden. The opinion that it is a hybrid is not sufficiently

founded. When grown from seed the tree seems constant (see Meijer's Gonver-

salionslexikon. Articles "Mandef" Bd. 11. p. 853 and "Pfirsich" Bd. 13, p. 782, 1896)

and identic with tlie "English almond", of which Darwin reproduces a stone

(Domestication, 2nd Ed., Vol. 1, p. 858, 1875). The fruit is fleshy and bursts

open, the kernel is edil)le, not bitter. At Delft sowing experiments have been

going on a long time already, but under unfavourable circumstances. The root

cannot resist the winter temperature of the soil, hence, grafting on the plumtree

is required.

1) M. W. Beijerinck et A. Rant. Excitation par traumatisme et parasitisme, et

écoulement gommeux chez les Am.ygdalées. Archives Néerlandaises, Sér. 2, T. II,

Pag. 184, 1905. — Gentralblatt f. Bakteriologie, 2te Abt., Bd. 15, Pag. 366,

1905. — A. Rant : De Gummosis der Amygdalaceae. Dissertatie Amsterdam,

BüSSY, 1906.
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provoked in many Aniygdalaceae, as almond, peachalraond, apricot,

peaph, plum, cheiTV, and bird's cberrj.

But these tliree groups of causes may all be considered from one

single point of view, by accepting that gummosis is always the effect

of a wound stimulus, proceeding from the slowly dying cells, which

are found as well in every wound, as at poisoning and parasitism.

These dying cells may change into gum themselves, but besides, exert

their influence on cambium tissues to distances of some centimeters.

This distance-inlluence is the principal effect of the wound stimulus.

But poisoning by sublimate or oxalic acid, introduced under the bark,

can as well excite gummosis as an incision or a wound by burning

or pricking. Neither the dead cells nor the poison are the active

factors here ; the stimulus proceeds from the slowly extinguishing cells,

so that gwnmosis is essentially/ a necrohiotic process. Probably the

dying cells, after the death of the j)rotoplasm, give off an enzyme

or enzyme-like substance, a lysine, fixed during active life, but, which

being freed b}' necrobiosis and absorbed by the young division j)roducts

of the cambium causes their cytolysis. This reminds of the cytolysines

of the animal body, originating ^vhen foreign cells are introduced,

which liquefy the corresponding cells, for example the haemolysines

which dissolve the red blood-cells. Furthermore of the bacteriolysines

and of cytase, the enzyme of cellulose.

If the hypothesis of the existence of a "gumlysine" is right, — and

I think it is, — this substance must be of a very labile nature, for

when bark wounds are infected with gum, quite free from germs

of parasites, no more abundant gummosis is observed than at

mechanical wounding only. But a difference, however slight, will

certainly exist.

Gummosis produced hy loound stimulus.

The influence of this cause is best studied in the following experiment.

A deep wound, penetrating into the cambium of a branch of

almond or peach, commonly soon heals completely, but it maj' be

tliat gum flows from the wound. This is the case when the trees

are in sap. thus in February or March at tempei-atures above 20° C.

and below 33° C. The experiment succeeds best with cut branches

in the laboratory. When the wounds are made in the open air in that

season no gummosis ensues, the temperature then being too low. ^j Tn

^) If the wounds ave infected with Cori/neum, an extremely copious gum production

follows in spring, as the parasite then finds abundant food in the branches. There

is, however, no season when wounds, infected with Coryneum, do not sooner or

later yield gum.
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Slimmer the camhium of' the still h)ngitiKliiiaIl)- growing' pari of

young green hranclios may be caused to form giim by |)un('liires or

incisions, bul these wounds lieal <|ui('kly, exceni when "'kepi o|)en"

by Coripieuni or other jtai-asites.

As to thicker branches, wounded in spring, the microscope shows

tlie following.

Around the wound a great number of gum canals are formed in

the cambium, aboul parallel witii the axis of the branch, some centi-

meters long, which become the thimier and shorter as they are

more remote from the wound. The canals are separated by the

medullary rays, which are with more difficulty converted into gum than

the phloeoterma. All the gum canals together form a kind of net-

work, whose meshes are filled by the medullary rays. The whole

network has the shape of an ellipse, the "gum ellipse", the wound
lies in the lower focus towards the base of the branch. The stimulus

extends over the ellipse, evidently farthest in the direction of the

branch, less far towards the base and sideways. So it may also be

said that the w^ound stimulus extends farthest opposite to the "de-

scending" current of nutrient matter, following the phloem bundles,

or along with the "ascending" water-current, following the wood.

Evidently the gum canals are more easily formed in the better fed

cells above the wound than in those beneath it, where the nutrition

must be worse. This is especially obvious in ringed branches. Wounds
in the cambium, directly above the ring produce much more gum
than those immediately below. ')

Under ordinary circumstances the branches, after simple mechanical

wounding, are soon completely healed, and if the cambium at the

outside of the gum canals then again begins to produce normal

secondary wood, the gum canals may later be found back in the

wood itself. ^) Evidently the healing takes place as soon as the

stimulus ceases, and so it is not strange that when it continues

by poisons or parasitism the gum production also continues.

1) The nature of the power, by which the food transmitting, "descending"

sap current moves tln-ough the phloem bundles, is not known. It is thus not

impossible, that if the cause of gummosis is of a material nature, a lysine, moving

through the tissues, it is able to run in opposition to the "descending" current.

I think, however, that the extension of the stimulus does not go along the phloem

but along the xylem bundles and the young wood, with the "ascending'' sap.

~) I have never seen dislinct gum canals in the secondary wood, but accord'ng

to the descriptions they occur eventually.
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Parasitism as cause of (jiunmosis.

The connection between loounding and parasitimi.

Wounds ill peach bmnclies trealed with poisoiioiis substances,

such as sublimate, produce gum much longer and more copiously

than the like wounds without sublimate. Other poisons have quite

the same effect. Now it is clear that the direct intluence of para-

sitism on the organism must be sought in the action of some

poisonous substance. Hence it seems certain that what these three

causes have in common, namely necrobiose, or the slowly dying of

the cells surrounding the dead ones, is the base of gummosis, and

that parasitism, where neci'obiose lasts as it were endlessly, must

be the most powerful instigator of the process.

That this simple view of the question has not yet taken root in

science is proved by the most recent treatise on our subject by

MiKOscH, ^) illustrated with beautiful anatomical figures. After the

publication of Dr. A. Rant and myself of 1905, he described the

relation of mechanical wounding to gummosis. But he did not think

of poisoning experiments, nor has he any belief in the intluence of

parasitism on gum formation. Wiesner, in his recentl)- published

paper on gums in the new edition of his "Rolistoffe des Ptlanzen

reichs", is also of the same opinion as Mikosch.

For my object a short discussion of a few examples of parasitism

will suffice.

The little caterpillar Grapholitha weberiana makes borings into the

bark of plum and apricot, and if the outermost corklayer is removed

by shaving it off, the butterfly finds so many fit places for deposing

its eggs, that the larvae creep in by hundreds and make new borings

from which later the gum flow^s out. These holes are coated with

a layer : of slowiy dying cells, whence the stimulus extends, which

produces thé gum canals in the contiguous "cambium". By cambium

I simph' understand the not yet differentiated division products,

"young wood" and young phloeoterma. The necrobiotic cells, clothing

the continually extending holes in the bark, and the great numbers

of new individuals of the caterpillars, make the gum production a

chronical process.

To explain the formation of the enormous quantities of gum
produced in this way, it seems only necessary to think of mechanical

wounding and not of emy special excretion from the animal. But it

must be noted that the space, where the caterpillar lives during its

1) Untersuchungen über die Entstehung des Kirschgummi. Sitzungsber. d. Kais.

Akad. d. Wiss. in Wien. Mathem. naturw. Klasse. Bd. 115, Abt 1. Pag. 912, 1906,
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'gi*owth, namely a vertical narrow canal in the innerbark, very neat*

to the cambium, could not possibly be imitated artificially.

Fig. 1. (Natural size). Gum producing peachalmond in September, whose

summit is cut off; the gum from the gum canals is after drying, swollen by

moistening with cold water.

Much more common and interesting than the animal parasites are

the gum producing Fungi of the Amygdalaceae, five of which are

found in our country. ') The commonest and most vigorous is Cor-

1) Coryneum bevjerinckii Oudemans, Gytospora leucostoma Persoon, Monilia

cmerea Bonorden, Monilia fructigena Bonorden and Botrytis cinerea Persoon

(see Rant, 1. c. p. 88). German authors also mention bacteria as instigators of

gummosis, I never found them.

54
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yneum heijermcUi Oüdemans fClastcrosporium carpophilum AderhJ.')

Piirc cultures of Coripieum iu biii'k wounds of aluioudj peaclial-

uioiid, peac'li, chcn-v, plum, bird's cherry, sloe, virginiau jiluni, develop

with remarkable quickness and soon make the bark die off, evidently

in consequence of the secretion of a poison. Ai-ound the dead cells

the necrobiotic are found from which the stimulus issues, which,

penetrating into the cambium in the usual way, forms gum

canals in the yoiuig wood. Many mycelial threads of the parasite

itself are then cytolised and converted into gum. I thiidv this fact

remarkable and a strong argument for the material nature of the

stimulus.

Undamaged branches are with dilïiculty infected by the parasite, but

it is easy, even by very slight ;W0unds and artificial infection, if

only the wounds be numerous, to obtain great ((nantities of guni.

This circumstance explains why nui'sery men dread wounds in the

trunks and branches of stone-fruit trees.

In the green shoots, especially of the peach, the formation of

anthocvan is observed in the enfeebled tissue around the wounds

infected with Cori/neinn when exposed to sunlight. -J

The supposition that secretion products of the parasitic catei'pillar

or the Fungus could be the direct cause of the stimulus, is contrary

to the j)Ositively existing relation between mechanical wounding and

gum'mosis.

Gum canals in the fruitjiesh of almond and peac/ialmond.

To the preceding facts, long since stated, I wish to add the following.

Already in my tii'st paper of 1883 I called attention to the circum-

1) Betjerinck, Onderzoekingen over de besmettelijkheid der gomziekte bij planten.

Versl. d. Akad. v. Wetenscli. Amsterdam, 1888, — Contagiosité de la maladie de

gomme chez. les plantes. Archives Néerlandaises, lé Sér., T. 19, Pag. 1, 1886. .

—

G. A. J. A. OuDEMANS, Hedwigia, 1883, N". 8. — Saccardo, Sylloge Fungorum,

Vol. 3, Pag. 774, 1884. — Aderhold, IJeher Clastero82)orium carpophihmi (LÉv.)

Aderh. nnd dessen Beziehung zum Gummifluss des Steinobstes. Arbeiten der

Biolog. Abt. am Gesundheitsamte zu Berlin. Bd. 2, Pag. 515, 1902. Aderhold

has experimented with pure cultures of Goryneum, which I had made and sent

him. He himself has not executed any isolations of gum parasites. His determination

as Clusterosporium amygdalearuni (Lev.) is thus founded on the imperfect de-

scriptions from the older mycological literature, in which Oüdemans was no doubt

better at home than he. Like Lindau I reckon Clusterosporium to another family

than Goryneum.

~) The apperance of anlhocyan in the light is commonly a token of diminished

vitality and often a consequence of necrobiose in the adjoining cells. Hence, wounds,

poisons and parasitism cause anthocyan production in the most different plants.
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stance, that in the frn it-flesh of the peachalmond, and as I may add

now, also in that of the almond itself, there is a system of gnm
canals, precisely corresponding to that of the vascnlar bnndles. Of

these the phloem bnndles are converted into gnm canals by cytolysis,

either entirely or with the exception of the onter protophloem ; the gum
canal (gp Fig. 2 and 3) thns, is always immediately contiguons to

the woody bundle xl.

Fig. 2 (3). Gum canals in the transvei'se

section of the fruit-flesh of a peachahnond :

ha hairs on epidermis; Aw dermoidal tissue;

bp chlorophyll-parenchyma; xl xylem bund-

les; ph phloem bundles; gp gum canals

sprung from phloem bundles.

Fig. 2 and 3 are reproductions from my

above mentioned treatises of 1883 and 1886.

The presence of gum in the canals of the fruit is easily shown.

In August or September the summit of a peachalmond fruit is cut

off and the fruit, or the branch wilh the fruit, is placed in water.

After some moments all over the section droplets of gum are seen

evidently issuing from the vascular bundles. As these bundles

are distributed through the fruit-flesh, running longitudinally and

transversely, and are partly reticulated, the number of droplets is

very great and they are of different size. In particular near the stone

they are big. If in August the gum is allowed to flov/ out in cold

water it dissolves completely or nearly so. In September the dissolving

is no more complete. By drying the gum, its solubility in cold

water gets almost lost, but it continues in hot water.

From lateral incisions also much gum flows out. In Fig. 1 the

drops are represented after drying, followed by swelling up in cold

water.

Although this gum does not only consist of dissolved wall material

54*
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but also of cell contents, the uiicrosfope can only detect line granules,

evidently corresponding to 'the microsomes of the protoplasm, which

are not dissolved during the cylolysis I could not find back the

cell nuclei in the gum. but in the cells of the not yet cytolised

phloem bundles, they are neither perceptible. As under normal cir-

cumstaiu'cs the gum does not tlow out, its volume must be about

as great as that of the phloem bundles which are cytolised. It is.

however, certain that the capability of the gum to swell up by

imbibition is much greater than that of the cell-tissue which gave

rise to its formation. It seems thus certain that imbibition with

Fig. 3 (360). Gum canal with surrounding

;

g2J gum; xl xylum bundles, unchanged; j)/? non-

dissolved cells of the phloem bundles; cd thread-

shaped cells in a gum canal, originating from the

phloem bundles.

safticient access of water must lead to a pei-ceptible ])ressure and

also some thickening of the fruit-wall. This must promote the

opening of the fruit as well as the remarkable detaching of the

stone, although the required mechanical power for these processes

must, no doubt, chietly be the tension of the tissue of the paren-

chyma of the fruit-wall existing independently of the gummosis.

Finally the stone is found quite loose within the fleshy shell, which

mostly opens like a bivalvate mollusk. but sometimes shows three

or four fractui-es. The vascular bundles, which pass from the fruit-

llesh into the stone, are thereby torn off clear from the stone. At

the base the separation seems provided for by an intercepting layer,

as at the fall of leaves.
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The portion of the phloem bundles within the stone of the peachal-

mond is never converted into gum ; in the almond itself such gum
is found in rare cases inside tlie shell.

Wound gain In the fniit-tnall as a consequence of mecltanlcal

stress of the tissue, (kiinnii/u/ almonds.

In many cases real wound gum is found in the fruits of the

almond and the peachalmond, not proceeding from the gum canals

but from fractures in the parenchyma of the fruit-flesh. Its origin

must undoubtedly be sought in the tension or stress of the tissue,

which causes the opening of the fruit. An additional circumstance,

however, is required, namely a loss of vital strength, by which the

regenerative power of the tissue that coats the fi'acture is annihilated.

The therefrom resulting incapability of regeneration is associated

with the ripening of the fruit in a way not yet explained and

should rather be attributed to superMuous than to poor nutrition.

Parasitism is wholly absent in the production of wound gum from

the parenchyma of the fruit.

The fractui-e is mostly at the side where the two edges of the

carpels are grown together and the fruit later opens. Not seldom

in this case is wound gum seen to flow spontaneously from the

base of the fruit along the short peduncle. In other cases the wound
is at the side of the middle nerve of the carpel. Always the edges

of the fracture are coated with cells in a condition of necrobiose.

which is evident by their quickly colouring brown at the air, which

noi'mal living cells do not. These n«crobiotic cells and the adjoining

tissue produce gum. With the microscope not quite dissolved cell-

walls may be found in the gum, showing that the cells were about

full-grown when the process began.

In common almonds gum is sometimes found within the hard

shell, ^) and eventually part of the kernel itself is then also changed

into real wound gum with still recognisable remains of the cell-

wall. In such almojids the phloem of the vascular bundles, which

run through the stone to the funiculus, is always changed into a

gum canal, so that the gum can reach the surface of the young

seed.

If we suppose that gummosis originates by the action of a cytolysine.

it seems very well possible, that the lysine which has flowed inward

together with the ''canal gum", is able to attack the developing

^) The small quaulily of gum found, especially in "liaid almonds", at the

surface of the shell, proceeds from tlie gum canals of the fruit flesh. The sugar

layer which covers the shell of the "soft" species is dextrose.
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seed and is yet too labile to be demonstrated by infection of bark

wounds with gnm. Experiments in this direction may perhaps be

effected with the peachalniond.

Wound stimulus as factor of development.

Formerly I thought that tiie presence of gnm canals in tlie fruits

was accidental and should be explained by parasitism, although I

could not find any parasites.

In later years, with better knowledge. 1 again examined the gum
canals in the peachalmond and their surroundings repeatedly. Never

did I find a fruit without them, but they were not equally developed

in different trees from diftei-ent gardens. In specimens of sandy

grounds they can sometimes only be found with the microscope.

Neither microscopically nor by experiments has it been possible

to detect gum parasites. This makes it quite certain that in the

formation of gum canals parasitism is excluded. ^)

The great ease wherewith mechanical tension causes wounds in

the fruit-fiesh of the peachalmond, gives rise to the supposition, that

the normal gum canals may be the product of some hidden wound
stimulus.

If this supposition is true, we cannot think of wounding in

the common sense of the w^ord. When the flowers fall off, a

ring-shaped wound forms around the base of the young fruit,

but this is a normal process, taking place in an intercepting

layer and soon followed by complete healing. In the flowers of

peach, plum, apricot, cherry,, we observe the same without any

formation of gum canals in the fruit-fiesh. Moreover, although the

peculiar structure of the layer between the woody peduncle and

the stone, along which the ripe fruit detaches, reminds of rent

tissue, no gum is formed at that spot and the layer also exists in

the other stone-fruits, where no gum canals occur.

So long as nothing else has been proved it must therefore

be accepted that in the phloem bundles of the fruit of the peachalmond,

where cytolysis takes place, the same factor of development is active

as that, which gives rise to the pathological gum canals in the cambium
of the branches. This leads to the conclusion, that the wound stimulus

belongs to the normal factors of development of this fruit, although

nothing is seen of external wounds. When considering, that the

phloem bundles are built up of extremely thin and soft-walled cells,

') The supposition, sometimes met with in literature that the gum oftheAmyg-
dalaceae should consist of bacterial slime is quite erroneous. Tliat parasitic bacteria

eventually occur as gum parasites, as is stated by some authors, 1 do not tliink

impossible, although till now I only found caterpillars and Fungi as active agents,
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it is conceivable, tliat by great leiisioii ofllie (issue in tlie suiToundiiig

parenciiynia, they undergo strain and pressure causing mechanical

rupture and necrobiose, centre and prey of the wound stimulus

being the pliloem bundles themselves.

This conception is in accordance with the tact that the gum
canals are broad in the fruits of well-fed trees on rich grounds,

which have a hard and solid tlesh, wherein stress and strain are

certainly very great. Oidy here and (here remains of the protophloeni

along (he gum canals are s(ill to be found in such fruits. But in the

softer fruits of sandy soils, along the much narrower gum canals

not only the protophloeni is still [)resent, but also stripes of the

secondary phloem.

Summarising we come to the following conclusions.

xA'Iechanical wounds in growing tissues of Amygdalaceae will some-

times heal dii'ectly, sometimes after previous gummosis.

The chief tissue, which is transformed into gum is the young
secondary wood newly spruiig from the cambium and not yet

ditfei-entiated. By the wound stimulus a netwoi-k of gum canals

is formed around the wound. In thick l)ranches, with a bark wound,

this network has an elliptical circumference, the wound being in the

lower focus of tlie ellipse,

If the stimulus is removed by the cure of the wound, the cam-

bium again continues to produce normal secondary wood, so that

aftei'wards the gum canals may be found in the wood itself.

If the stimulus continues (he gum formation also becomes lasting.

The stimulus issues from the cells that die slowly by wounding,

poisoning or parasitism. Probably a cytolysine flows from these cells

into the young wood or the procambium ; these bind the lysine and

liquefy to gum. Hence, gummosis is caused by necrobiose.

Young medullary rays and phloembundles are with more diftlculty

converted into gum than the young secondary wood. But in the

fruit-tlesh of the almond and the peachalmond it is the phloem

which changes into gum. The protophloem of the bundles often

remains unchanged.

Although gummosis in these fruits belongs to their normal develop-

ment, a wound stimulus is nevertheless active. This stimulus springs

from the strong tension in the parenchyma of the fruit-wall, which

gives rise to tearing, necrobiose and gum formation in the delica(e

tissue of the phloem bundles. Consequently the wound stimulus is

here a iiormal factor of development.

It might also be said that the almond and the peachalmond are

pathological species, but thereby nothing would be explained.
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Chemistry. — ''Tlie allotropy of Lead.'' I. By Prof. Ernst Cohen

and W. D. Helderman.

(Communicated in the meeting of Oct. 31, 1914.)

1. Indications concerning tiie existence of allotropic forms of

lead are found not only in the earlier chemical literature. Fourteen

years ago Ernst Cohen ^) pointed out in his studies on tin a clause

in Plutarch's (50—120 A.D.) Symposiaca (VI, 8) in which allusion

is made ^) to the fact that lead is sometimes disintegrated spontaneously

at low temperatures.

This clause runs as follows: "No, the craving for food is not caused by the

cold, but in the body something takes place similar to that which happens with

metals in a very strong winter. There it is seen that cooling not only causes

congealing, but also melting, for in strong winters ctxovai [loU^öov (pieces of

lead) occasionally melt away, consequently something similar may be supposed to

take place in the intestinal process, etc. . .

.'"

Moreover Theophrast (390—283 B.C.) mentions such phenomena in his book

rrfoi ctvoó^: ^'^y.arrir^Qov yiio (paol y.ai [lóXiiSöov V^ér^ TayS]V(a iv rto

nóvTCi rtdyov y.ai yfj/icuro»^ orrog vsaviyov, x^(?.y.ov öè Qctyr^vai.

(It is told that tin and lead melled sometimes in the Pontos when it was very

cold in a strong winter, and that copper was disintegrated.

2. Sainte-Claire Deville 'j stated that the density of lead is a

function of its previous thermal history. He gives the following

figures (water at 4° — 1 ; Temp. ?)

After quick cooling of molten lead 11.363.

slow „ „ „ „ 11.254.

In a second experiment he found

:

Density of lead electrolytically deposited 11.542.

After melting and rapid cooling 11.225.

About the value 11.542 he says:

"Mais telle est la rapidité avec laquelle se carbonate a Fair ce plomb extrême-

ment divisé, qu'il a fallu le transformer en sulfate pour en deduire ensuite le

poids de la matière employee. Cette complication introduit- elle quelque incertitude

sur le premier nombre, ou ne doit on pas plulot I'admettre comme représentant

la densité de ce plomb parfaitement cristaUisé?"

3. These values as well as others given in earlier literature have

to be accepted with reserve as generally no data are given about

1) Proceedings of the meeting of Jan. 26, 1901, p. 469. Zeitschr. f. physik.

Chemie 36, 513 (1901).

2) PLUTARcm Chaeronensis varia scripta quae moralia vulgo vocantur. Lipsiae,

ex officina Gar. Tauchnitii 1820. Tomus IV, 389.

3) C. R. 40, 769 (1855).
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the purity of the material experimented on and as there often

exists some uncertainty concerning the method whereby the density

has been determined.

4. Kahi.baum, Roth and Siedlkr ^) found the density of a pure

20°
specimen of lead prepared by distillation in vacuo to be r/ -^ 11.34J.

5. The values given by different authors for the specific heat of

lead vary within wide limits, as may be seen from the table given

in Abegg's Handbuch der anorganischen Chemie.^) Moreover it may

be called to mind that Le Verrier') stated, that the specific heat

of lead is a function of its previous thermal history.

6. The facts mentioned above as well as the investigations of

Stoiba, *) and those of Otto Lehmann *) render a new investigation

of the subject very desirable.

7. A year ago we carried out some experiments in this direction.

As the results were negative we experimented with other metals,

which yielded a more favourable result. Since a fresh investigation

on lead has given positive results, as will be proved below, we
give here also a short description of our earlier experiments, which

taken together with the new experiments furnish a confirmation of

the results obtained by us in the case of other metals (bismuth, cad-

mium, copper, zinc, antimony).

8. Our experiments have been carried out with lead which

contained only 0.001 per cent of copper and 0.0006 per cent of

iron (Blei-"KAHLBAUM"-Berlin). ")

The metal was turned into shavings on a lathe and washed with

dilute nitric acid, water, alcohol and ether. After this it was dried

in vacuo over sulphuric acid.

9. The density of this material was found to be

25°
d —- a. 11.328«

b. 11.330,

We put the metal into an aqueous solution of PbCl, and kept it

for 48 hours at 100°. After washing and drying it, we found :

1) Zeitschr. f anorg. Chemie 29, 177 (1902).

2) Bd. 3, 2le Abteilung, p. 633 (Leipzig 1909).

3) Gomp. Ernst Cohen, Proceedings 17, 200 (1914).

4) Journ. f. prakt. Chemie 94, 113 (1865): 96, 178 (1865).

5) Zeitschrift f. Kristallographie und Mineralogie 17, 274 (1890).

Ernst Cohen and Katsuji Inouyi, Zeitschr. f. pliysik. Chemie 74, 202 (1910).

6) MvLius, Zeitschr. f. anorg. Chemie 74, 407 (1912),
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25°
d — c. 11.329,

4°

d. 11.328,

i\.iiother part of the original material was melted and chiiied in

a niixinre of alcohol and solid carbon dioxide. The determination

of the density gave the following result :

25°d^ e. 11.330,

ƒ 11.333,

10. As onr determinations had been carried out with an accui-acy

of 3 or 4 units in the third decimal place, it is evident from the

experiments described above that we had not been able to detect

any transformation in the lead experimented with.

11. However, some months ago Mr. Hans Heller at Ijeipzic was

kind enough to call our attention to some phenomena which he

described in the letter which follows :

"Gelegentlicli eines Voriesungsversuches, der einen sogeiiannlen "Blcibaum"

ZLir Daistellimg bringen sollte, bercitete ich eirie Lösung von 4U0 gr. Bleiazetat in

1000 cc. Wasser unter Ziisatz von 100 cc. Salpetersauie (spez. Gew. 1.16), die

als Elektrolyt bei der Bleiabscheidung diente. Als Elektroden dienten bei dem

Versucli Stiicke aus reinem Blei. Diese Bleistiicke blieben nach der Eiektrolyse

etwa 3 Woclien in der Lösung stehen. Als ich sie alsdann lierausnehmen wollte,

bemerkte ich, dass sie ihre weiche, debnbare Bescliaft'enheit völlig verloren batten

und eine spröde, bröckelnde Masse gewoi'den waren. Der Gedanke, es hier mit

einer stabilen Modifikation zu tun zu haben, erschien mir um so wahrscheinlicher,

als das spröde Blei ganz dem grauen Zinn gleicht, beide Melalle zu der gleichen

Gruppe des perlodiscben Systems geboren und Metastabililat unserer Metalle nacb

Ibren Forscbungen nichts Befremdlicbes mehr ist.

Kurze Zeit darauf braclite mir ein Kollege ein Bleikabel, das an verscbiedenen

Stellen eine weisse pulvrige Beschaffenheit zeigte von ganz ahnlicher Art, wie ich

sie an den vorbergenannten Bleistücken bescbrieb. Wir machten darauf' den Ver-

such reine Bleistiicke unler konzentrierte Salpptersaure zu bringen und sie mit ein

wenig unseres spröden Bleios zu impfen. Der Erfolg blieb nicht aus: nach

wenigen Tagen batten sich betrachtliche Teile der Bleistücke zu der bröckligen

Modifikation verwandelt."

iVIr. Heller kindly invired ns to continue these investigations;

repeating his experiments with our pure lead we were able to corro-

borate his statements.

12. The lead was melted, chilled in water and cut into small

blocks (3,5 X 2 X 0,5 cm.). We pnt them into glass dishes which

were filled up with the solution mentioned by Heller. The dishes

w^ere covered with glass plates. The temperature of the solution was
15°—20°. The addition of some nitric acid has the effect that the

surface of the metal, remains bright during the experiment.
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In this way the electrolyte is in constant contact with the metal

and the inocnlation which occurs can go on undisturbed.

The photographic reproductions (natural size) which accompan}-

this paper illustrate the development of the phenomenon. Fig. 1

sliows a plate of pure lead in its original condition. Fig. 2 represents

the plates after having been in contact with the solution for some

days ; there are to be seen deep cracks, which show that the material

has shrunk locally. In consequence of this an increase of the density

was to be expected which was proved by means of the pycnometer

(comp. § 'J 9). Fig. 3 shows the plates after three weeks in the same

conditions : the metal has been disintegrated.

Repeating the experiment with 15 or 20 blocks we got in all

cases the same results.

13. We shall prove below that the phenomenon is not a chemical

one ; the following experiment may give already an indication in

this direction. Ojie of the blocks (=t 40 -grams) was put into a cali-

brated tube which had been tilled up with the solution mentioned.

This tube stood in a small dish containing the same solution. After

three weeks no evolution of gas had occurred, either at room tem-

perature or at higher temperatures.

14. After this the phenomena described above were investigated

by means of both the pycnometer and the dilatometer.

A. Measurements irith the Pi/cnometer.

15. We exclusively used the instrument (Fig. 4) described by

Adams and Johnston'), following the indications given by the authors.

Moreover we took the precaution of dipping the pycnometer inlo

water before weighing (empty) and wiping the

water off with a dry cloth. If this is omitted a

slight error occurs, as the surface of the pycnomeler

is then not in the same condition as at the sub-

sequent weighings, after it has stood in a (water)

thermostat.

All determinations were cari-ied out in duplicate

with two pycnometers (C and D) which contained

±25 ccm.

16. Our investigations on bismuth, cadmium etc.

had shown that the pycnometer measurements have

to be carried out with special care. The volume

changes which accompany the transformation of the
Fie. 4.

1) Journ. Americ. Ghem. Soc. 34, 5ü3 (1912).
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different modifications are, it is true, not inconsiderable, but they

maj' be partially compensated in consequence of the simultaneous

presence of different forms. In order to detect the remaining volume

changes, very accurate determinations of the density must be made.

We shall see below that special precautions must also be taken

with lead. Evidently it is to be ascribed to such compensations that

these phenomena have escaped the attention of earlier authors.

J7. We used toluene as a liquid in the pycnometer.

Its density was found to be

:

25°
d —^ 0.86013 by means of the pycnometer C.

0.86013 „ „ „ „ „ D.

The quantity of lead used for each determination was 40-60
grams. The thermometers (divided into 0.05 degrees) had been checked

against a standard of the Phys. Techn. Reichsanslalt at Charlotten-

burg-Berlin. The weighings were carried out on a BuNGE-balance

with telescope. The weights had been checked by the method

described by Th. W. Richards ^).

18. In the first place we determined (at 25°.0) the density ot

the lead immediately after its preparation for the experiments.

It was melted, cliilled in Avater and filed to powder. It was then

treated with a magnet in order to remove traces of iron from the

file. We washed the powder with dilute nitric acid, water, alcohol

and ether, and dried it in vacuo over sulphuric acid. Its density

was now

:

25°
d-^ 11.325s (Pycnometer C).

The metal was then washed and dried again in the same wa}'

;

,25°
d—-' 11.322i (P^'cnometer D). After treating again in this way we

25°
found d ^^ 11.324, (Pycnometer D).

19. We brought the metal into the solution of the acetate (temp.

15°). After standing for 3 weeks the material was washed and
25°

dried. Its density was now d —^ 11.340^ (Pycnometer C)

11.342, (Pycnometer D).

Zeitschr. f. physik. Chemie 33, 605 (1900).
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Tlie fio-iii'cs show that there has occiin-ed at 15° an incrensa ofo

17 units in the third (h^cinial ))hi('e.

20. We put the metal again into the solution whieli was kept at

50° (in a thermostat) for J 20 hours. We found after wasiiing and

drying

•25°

(/— 11.3J3, (Pvcnometer 6')

11.312, (Pycnomeler D).

Tiie density had di'crfiisi'd 28 units in the third decimal place.

21. The experiment was re[)ealed again, this lime at 25°. (in a

thermostat) toi' 144 hours.

25°
We found: d 11.327- (Pvcnometer (')

11.329, (Pycnometer D).

An uici'i'iis(' (tf 15 \iints in the third decimal place had occurred.

22. Our table I contains the results of these determinations:

T A B L E I.

.25°

Without any previous treatment
\

11.324

After treatment at 15°
j

11.341

„ 50° 11.313

„ 25° 11.328

B. Measurements loitli the dilatometer.

23. This investigation was carried out in the same way as has

been described in the case of cadmium ^).

Some kilograms of lead were melted in a spoon and poured out

into an iron form. The metal cooled in contact with the air. After

fding it we treated it with a magnet and put it into the solution of

the acetate. Here it remained (at 15°j for 15 X 24 hours. After this

it was washed and dried in the way described above. We used

± 600 grams in the dilatometer. (Bore of the capillary tube 1 mm.).

1) Proceedings 16, 485 (1913); Zeitschr. f. physik. Chemie 87, 409 (1914).
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At 50°.8 the decrease of the level was 700 mm. (34 hours).

„ 74°.4 „ rise „ „ „ „ 275 „ ( 27, „ ).

Whilst the first preparation (§ 20) had shown at 50^ a decrease

of density, we now find an increase. From this result we may
conclude that there are more than two allon'opic foims simultane-

onsly present.

24. Special attention may be paid to a phenomenon which we
observed with all our preparations and which stands in close con-

nexion with the fact that lead as it has been known up to the

present, forms a metastable S} stem containing simultaneously several

allotropic modifications of this metal.

It is generally known that when a bar of any metal which is

more electro-negative (resp. electro-positive) than lead is suspended

in a solution of a lead salt, the lead is thrown out of solution and

a lead tree is formed.

We found that the same phenomenon occurred when our pure

lead was placed in the solution mentioned above or in a (neutral)

solution of lead nitrate (30 grams of nitrate, 70 grams of wate»-).

Both at room temperature or at higher temperatures (50°) a lead

tree was formed in a few days.

25. We are in the case of lead in specially favourable circum-

stances for the observation of this phenomenon. The galvanic current

which is generated between the stable and metastable modification

decomposes the solution. The metal which is electrolytically deposited ^),

shows in this case a characteristic form (lead tree) so that the

phenomenon is very striking ^).

26. We hope to report shortly on the different pure modifications

of lead and their limits of stability.

Utrecht, October 1914. van 't Rofy- Laboratory.

^) That the phenomenon is not to be attributed to the presence of iron (^0.0006

per cent) or copper (0.001 per cent) is proveJ by the investigations of Oberbeck

[Wied Ann. 31, 337 (1887)] and by tliose of Königsberger and Muller [Physik.

Zeitschr. 6, 847 and 84'J (1905)].

~i We also carried out an experiment with tin: white and grey tin were put in

contact in a sokition of SnCl^ (Temp. 15^). After some time a great many

beautiful crystals of white tin were deposited by electrolysis upon the white metal.

[Gomp. Ernst Cohen and E. Goldschmidt, Zeitschr. fur physik. Chemie 50, 225

(1905)].
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Mathematics. — ''On on integral formula o/' Stieltjes." By Prof.

J. C. KlXVVER.

(Cominunicaled in the meeting October 3i, 1914).

Ill the Proeeediiigs, and Comiminieations, Physical Section, series

3, 2. 1886, |). 2 JO, Stieltjes treats of detiiiite integrals, referring-

to the function

.t (//) =—
,

—-—= ^ r-I— If' „=i\aj

In this ftmction a stands for a positive odd integer without qua-

dratic factors, and (- lepresents LegendiïI'/s synd)ol with the ex-

tension given to it by Jacobi.

As poles of tlie function /'(//) only the points i/ ^ e " are to be

taken into consideration, and for the residue, belonging to such a

pole, one finds

1 " 2:: i \ e

a fi=\ \a

Fioni the well-known fundamental equation

/-?)
(3 ..

-ik

it follows, that a pole is only to be found in those points y=r 6^ «
,

in which / is jtrinie to a. Consequently // = 1 is not a pole of the

function, and we have.

1 /'=^'-i rh\
ƒ(!) = -- V __ U

a /,=i \a J

from which it follows that — '(/'(I) is ecpial to the sum of the

jiumtters smaller than a, for which ( J=-j-l (residues), diminished

with the sum of the numbers smaller than a, for which
( )=

—

i

i^ (non -residues).

In the paper cpioted, Stiicltjes considers the definite integrals

0(3 OO

J'

,, ^ .
dt'^

, , C atx
J (^~') -s"*

2^
^•'' •'"'^

I J {^-'') cos — chv,
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and he calculates the value of the first integral for the case

a = 4tw -j- 1, the value of the second integral for the case

a =: 4:tu — 1

.

In the following I give a shorter deduction for these results.

I suppose that the two positive, otherwise arbitrary numbers ,?

and 7 have a for product, that / is a positive parameter and now
consider the integral

-1- 00
J,

( -~)
J1= \ f^e ^ 'e^^^"^d,v .

In order to calculate (his integral, it is not necessar\ , as Stieltjks

does, to fall back on an integral Ibrmida treated hy Lkgkndre and

by Abkl. It need only be obsei-vcd that in the upper half of the

complex ,r-|)laiie for increasing values of r^ the modulus of the

integrand approaches sufficiently rapidh' to zero, to permit us to

equate the integral / to the sum of the residues in this upper half

plane, multiplied bv 2.~i

The poles ot the integrand are the i)oles ot /^e '^ '
, that is to

say the points .v = — {k = 0, 1, '2, . . .), where k is prime to d. The

residue of such a i)ole is

« •/ 2 I ] e '• z= (- // - ' Va \ -\e /

2jr7 h^\

hence

/

{h\ ""^
1 r^\ fk\

We ought to distinguish now between the tw^o cases a = ^w -\- 1

and a = 4?(; — 1

.

•

For a = 4?f -|- 1 we have

I
—

J

= + I I and conseL;uently f \e 'M = — / I « ^ j ^

so that it follows from the result found for /, that

\f\f^)sinl3ttxdx — \^-f\^^\. {a — A:XO-\-\) . . (I)

On the other hand for a = 4iv — 1

I
—

I

= — f —
J
and consequently fie ^ )::=-{- f I e P],
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so that ill lliis case it may be concluded from the integTal formula that

I
ƒ (

e T
j
cos 2jit:v d.v = h ' — ƒ (

g~ T
J

. (« = iw — 1) . . (H)

As may be proved the equation (II) remains true if we suppose

t=zO, and if the expansion in series

is made use of, we get in this exceptional case

:£ =— /(1)= -~ 2 i~]h. {a=:4:W—l)
m = \ \ (-t J tn \/a' ay « h=\ \a/

The results found by Stiklt.irs have been derived with this, the

equations (I) and (II) may now, however, be used, to find other

results less known in the theory of numbers.

B'or real values of (ü the function ƒ (^'-='') has the properly of approach-

ing rapidly to zero for positive and negative values of .i' of increasing

modulus. This leads to the conclusion that Fourier's general sum-

mation-formula

" v"' F{^-j-7i) = if (,v) cbj + 2"^"
(f(,v) cos 2jin (y-^) dy

— 1

may be applied, if we write

•2nx

'

F{.v)=f\e'T),

and if we suppose ^ 5 <^ 1.

Distinguishing again the cases a= 4,}i)-\-\ and (7 = 4?/'— 1, the

value of the integrals in the righ(-hand member may be determined

by means of the equations (I) and (II). It should be taken into

consideration in the summations in the left-hand member, Ümtf (e~''-^)

changes its sign together uith ,r or not, according as a is eqnal to

4:1V + 1 or to 4:W — I

.

In this way the two following general equations are deiived from

the summation formula.

,
(III)

= 2 I— :E sill -Jitiifl e V
) ,

(rt = iw + 1) )

7 .=1 V J
55

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVII.
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27rf , , 2-0!+; K / 27r(n-0

.=,1 V y V , . ^

^j^^
2-x.

_ rA
j ^(1) + 2 'Vc-0.5 'Innlfio. /

j
,
(a,=:4/r— 1)

r r «=i V /)

If ill both members of these equations the functions /'are expanded

into series, the summations indicated are to be executed still further.

1 shall, however, [)erform these reductions onlj for special values

of the parameter ^, in consequence of which the general results are

simplified.

In the equation (III) I substitute therefore S = i, at the same

time I replace ^ by -- and accordingly y by 2y. I further write

e /^ = 9, e 'i =. q'.

The numbers q and q' are then positive and smaller than 1;

they satisfy the relation

jt'

lop qXiogq =— ,

a

but are for the rest arbitrary.

In this way the equation (III) passes into

"^"(-1)" ƒ('?-"+') = '
-^"^"(—1)" /('?''"+'),

)i=o y '(=0

and if the functions ƒ are expanded into series, we shall tind

^
g m=i V«;i4-?-'" 9 >n=i \ajl+q'-^»^

In the equation (IV) I substitute 5 = 0. We have then in the

first place

/(I) + •/l/C'z^'O = '^- !/(i) + 2'5/(7'2")
j,

71=1 r (
«—1 )

and if again use is made of the expansion into series of the functions

ƒ we find

q { >„=i \a J 1—92»*

=:hoa~^^\,m + 2 2 (-)^-^i {a = iw~l). (VI)

The equations (V) and ^VI) completely symmetrical with regard

to 7 and q' are again conspicuous for the remarkable properties of
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the arithuietieal symbol )• For the rest the}' show some similarity

with formulae in the theory of the »>-fiinctions, and point to a

certain connection between the functions Ö
|

v, —
j
and i) { r.

So it may be observed, that, from the equation

^3 0' - P-4 0' - —-^-^ = 1 f 4 ^ —^ cos 2jr 7nv

in the case a^=4iW-\-l, ensues

/A i

and the equation (V) proves that the expression

'A i

.-/.("7)»<%)r^'^
' '

^^ ^3 ( 0, -
I
^, ( 0, -

I
i ' fl^—^^-^ (a .= 4i6- + 1)

•e-f)
^J -

remains unchanged, if ;i is replaced by y.

In a similar way we conclude from

=1 jt cot V :i: 4- 4: JT S — s/» 2jt mt
I 1 o .,,

v', y,
—

for the case a = 4:w — 1 to

We can prove now, that

:S {-]cot— = 2[/af{l)
h=i v«y «

consequently it ensues from the equation (VI). that the expression

/A i

1 /'=^-i /A\ ^' \a' 3 ,^ [
_

)
^^ 'l^ (a = 4it'— 1)

holds its value, if 3 is changed into y.

55*
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iPhysiCS. — "On immhrinij in a hinary .'ii/stem /<>r w/i/'rh the three-

phase pressure is t/reafer than the sum of the vapour tensions

of the tiuo components." By Dr. F. E. C. Scheffer. (Commu-

nicated by Prof. J. D. VA^ der Waaj.s).

(Communicated in the meeting of Sept. 26, 1914).

1. In my investigation on the sy.stcm liexane-water the remarkable

phenomenon presented itself that the three-phase tension of tlie two

liquid layers by the side of gas appeared to be greater than the

sum of the vapour tensions of pure hexane and pure water ^j. When

the tensions of the pure substances at a definite temperature are

denoted by P, and P,. the three-phase pressure by P, then for

temperatures which are not too far from the critical end-point

If we could speak of "partial pressures" for such an equilibi'ium,

this result would be impossible. A proof of this is found in van dkr

\Vaai.s--Kohnstamm's "Thermodynamik", which however is only

valid when the gas-laws") hold for the saturate vapours. When the

gas-laws do not hold for the gas phases, in other words if the gases

possess surface layers, the proof is not valid, and the statement that

the three-phase pressure must always be smaller than the sum of

the vapour tensions of the components, holds therefore only for

rarefied saturate vapours.

In my papei- on the system hexane-water I have shown that the

contradiction with the second law of thermodynamics, which at first

sight may be supposed to exist in the observed phenomenon, is only

an apparent one. We might, namely, be incHned to reason as

follows: If tlie three-phase mixture possesses such a high pressure,

the pressure exerted by the water and hexane molecules, or at least

that of one of them will have to be greater than the pressure of

water vjipour, i-esp. hexane vapour over the pure components. If we
therefore bring the three-phase mixture I)v means of a semi-permeable

membrane into contact with pure hexaue and with pure water

under their own vapour pressure, hexane or water will pass through

the semi-permeable meuibranes from the three-phase mixture towards

the pure liquid. We should then get splitting up of the three-phase

mixture, whereas just on the contrary the so high three-phase pressure

sets in of its own accord from pure water and ))ure hexane. This

is in contlict with the second law of thermodynamics.

1) These Proe. 16. i04. (1913).

2) Thermodynamik. II. S. 476.
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I have shown in the cited paper that the conclusion that the

three-phase mixture will expel water througii a niembrane permeable
to water, is reallj correct, and that probably mutatis mutandis the

opposite thing will apply to hexane. Tiie error in the above reasoning

lies therefore only in the very last conclusion. 1 have pointed out

loc. cit. that it is, indeed, possible that two liquids, each under its

own vapour pressure, mix to a three-phase mixture that possesses

the property to get unmixed again into the pure components through

semi-permeable membranes; that this is not in contradiction with

the second law of thermodynamics, but that on the contrary this

jihenomenon will I)e tVequently met with in my opinion, also for

systems which do not present the special behaviour mentioned at the

head of this paper. Thus solutions of gases which are but sparingly

soluble in water will certainly expel water, when they are osmotic-

ally brought in contact with pure water of the saturate tension. The
observed phenomenon is therefore not in contlict with our theoretical

considerations.

2. To get an answer to the question whether the system hexane-

water presents an exceptional behaviour in the appearance of a

three-phase pressure which is greater than the sum of the vapour

tensions of the components, I have investigated a number of other

systems in the hope of tindiug the remarkable phenomenon there too.

First of all I have chosen the system pentane-watei-. The pentane

wdiich I had at my disposal, was however Kahlbaum's "normal

pentane", which is no pure normal pentane, but a mixture of iiormal

and isopentane, wdiich can only be separated with great loss of

substance and time, as the boiling-points of the two substances lie

near room-temperature, and differ only little (slightly more than

8 degrees). This slight difïerence of boiling-point involves that the

pentane mixture behaves pi'etty well as a pure simple substance;

the isothermal pressure ranges for condensation are slight. I have

therefoie given up the separation of the two pentanes, and compared

the vapour tensions of the pentane mixture and of pure water with

the three-phase tension of a pentane-water mixture. It is clear that

both the pentane mixture and the three-phase mixture must possess

a tension dependent on the \olume at constant temperature, but

also the three-phase tension appeared to be only little dependent on

the volume. To execute this comparison of the pressures as exactly

as possible 1 have determined the pressures for tinal condensation

and for about equal volumes of gas and liquids both of the pentane

mixture and of the three-phase mixture.
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TABLE I. TABLE IL
—

Pentane mixture.
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The values for the vapour tension of water have not been derix ed

from earUer observations, but determined by myself to prexcnt an

eventual deviation of the thermometer from vitiating the comparison.

All the observations have been carried out; with a normal thermo-

meter, and with an Anschützthermometer vcrilied by the boiling

point of pui-e aniline.

We draw the conclusion from the last column of table 'A that

the three-i)hase tension is again greater than the sum of the vapour

tensions of the pentane mixture aji<l of pure water. The difference

appears again to be greatest at the critical endpoint - in all the

tables the critical values are piinted in bold type — ; with decrease

of temperature the difference decreases rapidly, and according to

the theory it must reverse its sign at temperatures where the saturate

vapours follow the gas laws.

The abo\'e described example shows therefore again a case of

very high three-phase pressure. Though these e.xpei-iments would

have to be repeated with the pure substances to get perfect certainty

about the behaviour of the binary systems, the conclusion that the

pentanes and hexane behave analogously with respect to water,

seems yet sufticiently certain to me. Also the relative situation of

the critical end point with respect to the critical points of tiie com-

ponents is the same as for the hexane-water mixtures.

Finally 1 will still point out that the abo\e only i)rovcs that there

exists a pentane-water mixture that possesses the repeatedly men-

tioned remarkable property, and this suffices also for my purpose;

other proportions of pentane mixture and water will probably give

rise to some change in the three-phase tensions because the pentane

mixture is not a simple substance; for the solubilities of the two

pentanes in water will probably not be in the same proportion as

the quantities of the pentanes in the pentane mixture ; the difference

in the fifth column can therefore undergo some modification for

another ratio of the two "components".

§ 3. The experiments of § 2 confirming my supposition that the

abnormal value of the three-phase pressure would be a phenomenon

of frequent occurrence, 1 thought I had a great chance to find the

same peculiarity also for other binary systems. I have therefore

looked for binary systems of which it was known that for low

temperatures the threephase pressure lies higher than the vapour

tensions of the pure components separately and is about equal to

the sum. Dr. Büchner drew my attention to the systems carbon

tetrachloride- water and benzene-water, which possess three-phase
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tensions according to Regnaui.t, which deviate little from the sum

of the vapour tensions of the pure substances. Regnault even asserted

that the tension of carbon tetrachloride-water mixtures is somewhat

hio-her than the sum, and thought he had to ascribe this to slight

contaminations; Gernez has shown later that the three-phase tension

is really slightly smaller than the sum of the vapour tensions, which

is therefore in harmony with the theory. I have now tried to inves-

tigate the two systems at higher pressure ; I haxe, however, not

succeeded in doing so with the system carbontetrachloride-water, as

the components act on each other at higher temperatures. The inves-

tigation is possible for the system benzene-water, and also this system

appeared really to furnish an example of the remarkable phenomenon.

Benzene free from thiophene (negative isatine reaction) was distilled

from phosphorus pentoxide; the boiling point under normal pressure

was 80°.2, and was therefore in perfect concordance with the value

given by Young. The vapour tension line of this benzene was deter-

mined, and then the three-phase tensions of a benzene-water mixture

were measured and compared with the vapour pressure line of water,

which was also determined by the aid of the same thermometers.

To avoid corrections I have measured the three pressure values

TABLE IV.

•
i

Temperature
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alwa.ys at tlie same teiiiperatiires ; it' a slight error should occur in

the absolute value of tlie given temperatures, this has no intluence

on the pressure differences. The tiiermometers which I used in this

investio-ation, have been tested bv a resistance thermometer, tiie

resistance of which was determined for boiliiig water, naphthaline,

benzophenon, and sulphur. The obtained results are given in table 4,

the pressures are gi\en in atmospheres.

It appears from the last column of table 4 that the difference at

150° to 200° is only slightly greater than the errors of observation,

that the three-phase tension becomes appreciably greater than the

sum of the vapour tensions at 2 HP, and that this difference rapidly

increases with ascending temperature.

4. When we combine the results of the system hexane-water

and those of § 2 and 3, it appears that in the three systems the

three-phase tension is always greater than the sum of the vapour

tensions of the components in the neighbourhood of the critical

endpoint. Moreover these three systems present the same shape of

the plaitpointline in the 7^-.i-projection ; the ui)per critical endpoint

always lies lowei' tha)i the critical points of the two components;

the plaitpoint line presents therefore a minimum temperatui-e in the

2-.i'-projection (homogeneous double plaitpoint). Though in my opinion

it is probable that the systems will behave perfectly analogously, a

further in\estigation would have to decide whether for all this

homogeneous double plaitpoint lies in the metastable region ; 1 have

shown this for the system hexane-water in my cited paper. It is

remarkable that in the system ether-water the homogeneous double

plaitpoint appears in the immediate neighbourhood of the ether axis

or would perhaps lie outside the figure, so that the critical endpoint

in contrast with the above discussed systems lies between the critical

points of the components. In this system the said peculiarity does

not occur. Accordingly I think 1 have to conclude that the systems

which present critical endpoints which lie lower than the critical

temperatures of the two components possess three-phase pressures

which are higher at high temperatures than the sum of the vapour

tensions of the pure substances, whereas the opposite is the Case for

systems for which the critical endpoint lies between the critical

temperatures of the components. Perhaps this conclusion may contribute

to account for this remarkable phenomenon.

^^ ,,,, ,
Anon/. Cheni. Laboratoru of the

June 2o, J 914. / ^ a
',

Universiti/ oj Amsterdam,
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Physics. — ''Contribution to the theory of corresponding states''

By Mrs. T. Ehreïsfest-Afanassjewa. D. Sc. (Communicated by

Prof. H, A. LoRENTz).

(Communicated in the meeting of September 26, 1914).

^ J . Meslin ^) has tried to demonstrate that every equation of

state which contains the same number of material constants as

variables, is to be reduced to a universal shape (i. e. to such a form

that no parameters occur any more which vary with the substance),

if the variables are replaced by their relations to suitable special

values, which may be designated as "corresponding" for different

substances.

On closer investigation it appears, however, that the equality of

the number of the parameters and that of the variables is neither

necessary nor sufficient for the existence of corresponding states.

A method will be given here to decide whether a given equation

allows the existence of corresponding states. This method furnishes

at the same time the possibility to calculate the eventually corre-

sponding values of the variables for different substances.

§ 2. In the first place we shall define the term "corresponding

states" in a somewhat more general form. Let an equation be given

between a system of n variables: x^,.i\,...Xn and a number m of

such parameters: C\, C^, . . . Cm that they can vary with change of

definite circumstances {for example of the substance).

Let an arbitrary system of special values: x\' , ,i\' , . . . x,,' (we shall

briefly denote it by xi') of the variables .iv be known, which satisfies

this equation for definite special values d' of the parameters Ci.

Let us introduce the following new variables:

lh=—, ' 3/2
=—'••• ^« =—, • • • • (1)

All the constants Sj of the thus transformed equation can be

calculated as functions of the former constant coefficients, of the

values Ci' and of the values Xh'.

When the parameters d assume other special values Ci", other

systems of special values of the variables will satisfy the original

equation.

The case may occur that there is among them such a system of

values

;

^) Meslin: Sur l'équation de van der Waals et la demonstration du theorema

des états correspondants CR. 1893, p. 135.
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that on the substitution of

y^=^, (2)
•</

for ,vi, the constants of the transformed equation assume exactly the

same numerical values Sj as in the first case. We call such values

ci'i", .i\", .... ,r„ corrfispondent to the values .u/, x^, .i-,,, and the

state defined by the values xï' , correspondent to that defined by the

values X! (or corresponding to it).

The form to which the given ecjuation is reduced in this case

Xi Xi
by the substitution yi = ^_, resp. i/i^~y^, will be indicated by the

Xi Xi

word universal.

§ 3. When for the system x/ the system x/' corresponding to it

has been given, the system xn" can be easily calculated, which cor-

responds with every other system xn' of xi values, which satisfies

the equation in the first case, by the aid of the follow^ing equations:

Xi^^xT^
I II

'

Xil Xti

Indeed the values Xi' resp. xi" satisfy the original equation, when
the parameters Q assume in it the values d' resp. Q". When now
the substitution

!/i^^ (3)
X ii

has been carried out, the constants Si which w^e have calculated,

assume other values, e. g. Sn, and we must now find the values .^vi",

which keep the quantities Sii invariant on substitution of 6V' for 6'/',

when the substitution:

Xi

yi=—i (4)
-Vil

is carried out.

The values x/, however, satisfying the given equation,

ya ——

,

Xii

satisfy the transformed equation. The constants of the transformed

equation do not change, when

is substituted for yn'.
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The fraction

:

Xl Xi

Xii" Xil'

belongs therefore to the corresponding values .a", hence -r,,' corre-

sponds to .Vi[''.

Hence it is proved that in the case of a system of vohws corre-

sponding to a system of solutions, there also e.rists a sys/tm corre-

sponding to every other system of solutions (when C'/ ha\e been

replaced bj G").

§ 4. To find a system .Vi", if the system d',' has been gi\en, we

take into account every product of powers of the variables:

Fi^z.r^an xf^'-i x,,ain (6)

which appears as separate argument in the given equation. We
shall therefore write the given equation as follows:

<P{K,P,,K\P, K,,Pj,;L,,L,....Lt) = 0. . . (7)

Ki and Li are constants with relation to .r,, L; are those constants

which do not occur as factor of P, , but in any other way. Among
the Ki and Li are therefore also included the variable parameters

(for their functions).

Let us put that the constants Ki , Li in the first, resp. second case

have the special values

:

AV, L/', resp. Ki",Li"

(those among them which are independent of Q , have the same

values in both cases); they are to be considered as given. We can

write every \ariable also in tiie following way :

. _ .'-'''' _ ..'
Xi — Xi — Xi yi

.

If we put them in this form in the equation (7), it assumes the

following form :

<P{Q,'P,{y),....Qf:Pk{y);L,' Li') = . . . (8)

in which

Qi' =Ki'Pi' (9)

Pi' = .t-/«'i .i-;«r2 .... ..;"'« (10)
'

^dy) -= i/x"'^ J/."'- .
• .

.
^«"'" (11)

Now it is evidently the question to tind such values .tv" that when
Ci' is replaced by d" and .r,' by Xi", all the constants Qi and Li
— eventually with the exception of one factor, by which all the

terms of the equation can be divided — assume the same values.
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When we carry out this division — let the factor in question be

R (it can be both one of the (2i and one of the Li) in all/?.-!-/—

1

constants remain, which can have four different forms:

The required .17" must now satisfy the following equations:

Qf' = Qf"
]

R' E!' } (12)

R "^
R"

and besides the following equations must hold :

'L,: = Li:' (13)

The number of equations (12), in which .i/" occurs, is quite,

independent of the number of ni of the variable parameters Q.

When all equations (13) are satisfied, and all those among the

equations (12) which do not contain a'l", the three following cases

can occur.

1. Equations (12) ai-e in conflict with each other (a group of s

of the sought values is defined by n)ore than 0- independent equations.

2. They have one, or a finite number of systems of solutions. (It

is required, though not sufficient for this that the number of independent

equations in which xi" occurs, is equal to n. Hence m must not be

greater than n).

Which of the systems of solutions corresponds with the given

system xi', has to be decided by a further investigation in e\'ery

separate case.

This is the case in ivhich lue have corresponding states.

3. They have an infinite number of systems of solutions. (It is

required for this that n is greater than the number of the equations

that are mutually independent). In this case we may speak of corre-

sponding states for the same conditions (e.g. for the same substance).

§ .5. We shall now examine how Meslin has come to another

conclusion. Meslin starts from the conviction that all the constants

of an equation are independent of the choice of the unities, when

every variable in the equation has been divided by a special value

of it. This is perfectly correct. It is also true, as we have seen, that

every equation can be reduced to a form as meant here.

It is however not true that those constants that do not change

through exchange of the unities, ivou/d also have to be unive sal.
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Meslin seems to be not quite free from a confusion, which is indeed

pretty widely spread : between the change of a number occurring

in an equation through change of unities, ("formal" change) and its

change through transition to other conditions (to other specimens of

the quantities which are measured by this number) ("material"

change).

In connection with this the assertion that in case of an equal

number of variables and parameters the latter can always be com-

pletely expressed in the former-, is to be rejected.

§ 6. We shall illustrate what we have discussed l\y examples,

which though fictitious, are as simple as possible. Their claim to

physical signification, can indeed always be vindicated in this way

that they are interpreted as equations for the geometric shape of

some physical system.

1. y = ax^ -\- X -\- b {n = 2, ?7i = 2).

a. Introduction of special values of the variables

y

2/o

+ .^0 - + ^
a;.

b. Division by

c. Determination of the numerical values of the special values

of the variables satisfying the equation and of the coefficients

:

I

ax.

2/o

1 = 1

a

1

ab

1

ab

y
' = b

d. Determination of the system of corresponding values

:

ax„ 1

2/o'
^^

b' = 1

yo = ^'

b'
I

ab

' _ a'b' _ 1

a'^b" ab



from which would follow that a'b' = ah, which would be possible

only when we have really but one independent parameter.

It follows, however, from the thesis of § 3 that if for (»?(? system

of solutions there is not to be found a corresponding one, there

does not exist one for any other system of solutions.

Hence the given equation cannot be i-educed to a universal form.

2. yz= a\v' + ab.v -f-
6" {n = 2 , m = 2)

H r
yo ^0 V'^'o/ yo -'^0 2/(

.Vo
= — o' ; .t-„

—
a

\v' X, b'
-^z=l ; ab- =^1 : _ — - 1

yo 2/(

yo — -^
; •'-o =—^^

•

3. ^ = <^'^'^ H~ ''^' {n zzr. 2 , m = 1)

.,.'"•
a, yo^— «'^'o - + '^'o

—
yo \^oJ '^-o

V ax J' f X \ .?;„ X

?/o yo K^oJ 2/o'^'o

1 2
C. X, =:-

; t/o = -
a a

77""2 ' ^= 2

4'). pv=A -{- BT ^ CT' (» =rr 3, m = 3)

cz. Po^o=Po\' ; ^ = ^'
; bi\ = b't: ; C2Y = C'tj\

B C
As — is independent of — 7V, the two last comparisons are contra-B C

dictory, so that even if A = A' , we should not have corresponding

states.

Leiden, August 1914.

1) This example fails in the Dutch text.
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Chemistry. - "The riüraiion of t/te tuired dilialogen henzenes^\

By Prof. A. F. Holleman.

(Communicated in the meeting of Oct. 31, 1914).

When in benzene are present two snbstituents and a third

is introduced, the snbstitution velocity caused by tiie two groups

already present is unequal. From the data given in the literature

it may be deduced that those velocities for the snbstituents pointing

to the p-o-positions decrease in the subjoined order:

OH > NH, > halogens > CH,.

The question now aiose how to expi-ess those velocities also in figures.

Dr. Wii?AUT has done this for chlorine and methyl by determining

in what proportion the isomerides are formed in the nitration of

o-chlorotolueue. In this compound the positions 4 and 6 are occupied,

under the influence of methyl, by a nitro-group, the positions Sand

CHs 5 under the influence of chlorine. If now we determine

Qi the proportion in which the mononilro-chlorotoluenes 4-1-6

are present in regard to the isomerides 3 -|- 5 in the

nitration product, this is then also the proportion of the

substitution velocities caused by methyl and chlorine, because they

can exert their action in this o-chiorotoluene independently of each

other; for the positions which are substituted under the influence

of methyl are different from those that are substituted under the

influence of chlorine. For this proportion was found CH, : CI = 1 : 1.475.

Dr. VAN DEN Arend had previously determined the proportion in

which the nitro-p-chlorotoluenes are formed in the nitration of p-chloro-

toluene. If now, with the above mentioned ratio, w^e calculate the

relative quantities, those calculated figures appear to agree approxi-

mately with the obser\'ed ones.

These researches, carried out in my laboratory, have now been

continued, partly by Dr. Heineken, so as to determine also the ratios

of the halogens. The method followed previously for the quantitative

determination of the isomerides, namely by means of the solidification

curves, could, however, not be applied here as the two nitro-p-

chlorobroinobenzenes give a continuous series of mixed crystals and

because it was to be expected, on account of the fact that the

properties of the nitrodihalogen benzenes present a strong mutual

resemblance, that this would occur in other cases also.

Hence, for the quantitative determination of the isomerides present

in the nitration mixtures, we made use of the property that a halogen

in nitrohalogen benzenes is taken from the nucleus by Na-methoxide
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only then wlieii it is placed in tlie ortho- or the paraposition in

regard to a nitro-ftronp. Of the isomerides

Cl VI Cl I I (.1 CI

sX(X, X\ /\bi /\l5r / NBr NO.,/ NBr

XOo
III

xo..
IV

NO.,
VI

Br Br NO.^

I, IV and VI only cliloriiic, of II, 111 and V only bromine will be

replaced by OCH3. Hence, if we determine the proportion in which

chlorine and bromine are split off from the nitration prodnct of

^?-chlorobromobenzene and from that of o-chlorobromobenzene, we
get at once the proportion wherein in the first nitration product

I and II are present in the second one IV -|- VI on one side. Ill -f-

V

on the other side. This method has also the considerable advantage

that all the isomerides for the construction of the fusion lines

now need not be prepared individually and that in the nitration

products the various isomerides need not be separated ; this latter

attempt in particular would, presnmabh, have failed owing to

insuperable obstacles.

The results obtained are as follows:

j^itrationproduct of p-ddorobromobenzene contains 45.27o of the

Cl

/i\nOo

compound
3

Br

and 54.87o of the isomeride 1,3,4.

Cl Cl

jSilr. product of o-chhrohenzene consists of o5.57o of

Br NOi

+
Br

NO.^

and of 44.57„ of

Cl Cl

Br

+
NO.. NO.,

; or in molecular proportion 1 : 0.80»

The substitution velocity caused by chlorine and bromine when

present together in the benzene nucleus is therefore as 1 : 0.80.

When calculating this pro|)ortion from the composition of the nitration

product of />-chlorobromobenzenc it must be remembered that in the

nitration of chlorobenzene there is formed 30.1°
„ of the c-compound,

but in that of the broinobenzene 38.3"/o of the same. If we call

.7' the ratio of the xelocities caused by chlorine and bromine we have

30.1 : 38.3.^' = 45.2 : 54.8,

5(3

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVil
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from which .v = 0.96. Hence, the result is here CI : Br = 1 : 0.96.

The mean result of these two experimental series is therefore:

CI : Br :^ 1:0.88.

The nitra'.ion oï p-chloroiixlolx'iizi'iw caused the separation of large

quantities of iodine with forinati(Mi of /v-chloronitroben/ene. Hence,

for my purpose it was unsuitahle.

In the nitration oï o-cliloroiodohtnizene, there was also some separation

of iodine, but the formation of o-chloronitrobenzene did not amount

to more than about 37u- When determining' the proi)ortion in whicii

CI and I were separated from the nitration product by NaOCH^ a

correction for this must therefore, be applied. For the velocity ratio

CI : I was thus found the mean value of 1 : J.84.

It uow^ became interesting to also investigate the nitration product

of o-bromoiodo benzene quantitatively as to its components. For, as

CI: Br was found =1:0.80 and CI : I = 1 : 1.84, Br : 1 should

be = 1 : 2.30, if indeed the two halogens present, act (piite indepen-

dently of each other.

Also in this nitration a little separation of iodine took place; the

content of o-bromonitrol)enzene in the nitration |)roduct was in

this case 4.47o- Applying a correction for this the mean ratio

Br : I =: 1:1.75 was found, which rathei- ditfers from the calculated

tigure. If, however, we calculate the percentages of the isomerides

with the ratios 1.75 and 2.30 the theoretical value gives 69.77o of

the isomerides Br, I, XO^ ^ i, 2, 3 -]- 1, 2, 5, and the experimental

value 63.6"/,, which may i)e considered as a suflicient a[)proximation

if we bear in mind the difliculties of these (piantitative determinations.

The conclusions from the above ai-e obvious. Since it has

appeared that two substituents simultaneously present in ortho- and

in parapositions do not sensibly interfere with their respective

actions in legard to a third enteiing group, we shall be able to

calculate from the ligures now found \\'\{\\ sufticient probability in

what proportion are formed the isomerides of other conq)Ounds, for

instance in the nitration of o- and of p-bromotoluene.

The above mentioned order of the substituents towards the decreasing

substitution velocity caused by the same now becomes :

OH > NH, > I > CI > Br > CH,.

Hence, the ratio OH : NHj and NH., : I still remains to be deter-

mined. As, however, in the nitration of the iodoanilines great difli-

culties may be expected, A. F. H. IjObry dr Bruyn has taken

in hand a quantitative research of the nitration of o- and /;-chloro-

aniline in the aljove direction. As a preliminary result of his experi-
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ments it may be mentioned thattlie I'ulio CI : NHj is very large.

The above velocily series inust, therefore, be resolved into two parts

:

OH a)id NH.^ which cause a great substilulion velocity and \vhich

are presuiuably of (he same order of magnitude; on the other side

the halogens and CH, with a lessei- velocity, also of the same order

of magnitude. A more detaded description of the above experiments

will be published iji the Recueil.

Oct. '14. Oiy. Client. Lab. IJnlüewnty Amsterdam.

Physics. — '''The reduction of arooxUlr ketones. III. Contribution

to the knowledije of the photocheiuicd/ phenomena." By Prof. J.

BöKSEKEN and Mr. W. D. CV)iien. (C-ommunicated by Prof. A.

F. HoJJ-KMAx\).

(Gommnnicated in tlie meeling of October ol, 1914).

I. The reduction of the aromatic ketone.'^' in a perfectJi/ neutral ineditim.

In our former communicati(jns ') we have shown that the reduction

of the aromatic ketones does not proceed any further than to pinacone,

which is presumably formed from the primary generated half pina-

cone molecule !)y rapid polymeiisaiion. Tiie fact tliat in an alkaline

medium hydrol is always obtained, must be attributed to the rapid

transformation of the pinacone, undei- the influence of the hydroxyl-

ions, into an equimolecular mixture of hydrol and ketone, the latter

of which can be again reduced to pinacone.

This explanation was confirmed by the study of the reduction of

ketones by means of aluminium amalgam.

Here is formed a mixture of pinacone and hydrol ; the pro[)ortion

in which these two substances are formed differs from ketone to

ketone and now it appeared that the quantities of hydrol ran strictly

parallel to tlie velocities with which the diverse pinacones are con-

verted into a mixture of ketone and hydrol under the influence of

sodium ethoxide.

Hence, alumininm amalgam in SO"/^ alcohol may by no means

be considered as a neutral reducing agent.

The only modus operandi that gives the necessary guarantee that

complete neutrality would prevail during and after the I'eduction is

the action of the aromatic ketone on an alcohol under the cooperation

of sunlight. The original intention of this part of the research,

1) Proc. XV! p. 01 and 962 (1913).

56*
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namely tlie tracing of the progressive change of the reduction, was

soon attained by applying tliis method.

A series of ketones dissolved in u great variety of alcohols and

a few othei' substances, was exjmsed lo sunlight (or to the light of

the quartz-lamp) ; 'in nil cast's irherc induction set in. not a trace of

Injdrol mas ohtahicd.

The ketone was usually quantitatively converted into pinacone ;

occasionally, namely with benzylalcohol and a prolonged exposure

to sunlight a cond)ination ol" the half pi]iaconc molecule with a

group of the benzylalcohol, namely tri])henylglycol was obtained as

a by-product. ^).

When to the alcohol some etlioxide was added hydrol was formed,

as was to be fully expected.

Hence, we arrive at the result that in the reduction of aromatic ketones

the h) drogen unites exclusively with the oxygen.

The experiments were carried out as follows :

Ouantities of 5 grams of the ketone were dissolved in 50 cc of

alcohol rendered carefully anhydrous ') and ex|)Osed in sealed tn.bes

of common glass to direct snnlight.

The drying of the lower terms was pei-formed by snccessively

boiling with CaO, allowing to lemain over metallic calcinm at 0°,

and distilling ; the Ingher ones were purified l)y distillation and both

were then immediately sealed into the tube together with the ketone.

After exposnre to the light for some time, during which the conrse

of the reduction conld be traced by noticing the deposition of the

sparingly soluble pinacone, the tube was opened, the pinacone was

tillered off, the tiltrate distilled, the residue united with the pinacone

and in the distillate the aldehyde or ketone was tested and in

some cases determined quantitatively.

The exact details will be published elsewhere by one of ns, a

few remarks may snffice here.

First of all was investigated the behaviour of benzophenone in

regard to methyl, ethyl, «-propyl, .sy^c-propyl, wo-bntyl, ;i-heptyl,

sec.-OQ,iy\ and cetylalcohol. The latter only was not attacked, not

1) This had already been noticed by Ciamician and Silber (B. 3(5,1577(1903));

the formation thereof is moreover a confirmation of our conception that as the

first reaction product the half pinacone molecule is formed.

~) Water acts in this reaction in a remarkable manner as a powerful negative

catalyst ; in 80 "/„ alcohol no reduction takes place after exposure for months,

whereas in absohjte alcoliol in the same conditions, about two grams of pinacone

are formed during ten hours' action of sun-light.



even al liigliei' temperatures ; tlie mixture liowexer, was of a tairly

strong yellow colour.

The other alcohols reduced the l)en/.opheiioiic in some sujin^'

spring days, with the exception of methylalcohol which recpiired a

much longer time.

The research was then continued with allylalcohol, gej-aniol, cf/cio-

hexanol, benzylealcohol, [dienylinelhylalcohol, l»en/.hydrol and ciniia-

mylalcohol. Of these, the saturated alcohols reduced rapidly and

quantitatively ; the allylalcohol was attacked more slowly with form-

ation of acraldehyde (even after two months' exposure to light, the

acraldehyde was unchanged, thus showing that the light alone does

not exert a polymerising influence on this mobile substance).

The geraniol was also oxidized very slowly, the cinnamylalcohol

remained unaffected (we will refer to this behaviour later).

A few tertiary alcohols were also inxestigated ; it was expected

that these would remain unaffected and indeed this was the case

with the dimethylethylcarbinol after two months' exposure; during

that period, diaethylmethylcarbinol had generated 0,3 gram of pina-

eone ; with methyl-di-n-propylcarbinol the separation of pinacone

started after a few days and after tw^o mouths 0.7 gram had formed.

From this we notice that when the chain becomes longer, the

activity of the hydrogen of tertiary alcohols gets eidianced, which

enables it, with the cooperation of sun-light, to attack an aromatic

ketone; what gets formed from the alcohol has not been investigated

by us.

From observations of Ciamician and Silber^) it is known that the

hydrogen of some hydrocarbons, such as toluene, is already active

enongh to cause this reduction. We ha^'e been able to show that

also the hydrogen of the rijclohe.iuwe is transferred to the ketone,

on the other hand, hydrogen itself was not capable of acting.

Besides benzophenone some other ketones — particularly those

that were previously sul)jected l)y us to the action of aluminium

amalgam — were subsecpiently exposed in alcoholic solution to

the light.

Nothing i)ut pinacone was ever obtained, but the phenomena

occurring in these photo-reactions induced us to systematically repeat

a large part of these purely f|ualitati\ o obsei\ atioiis in such a manner

that on using a verv sim[)le modus oi^ii'vandi a relatively-quantitative

result was still obtained.

1) B. 43. 1537 (1910).
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II. The photo-reaction : ketone -\- ]iyclrogen\=zj)inacone.

In order to obtain a relatively-quantitalive resuU wc could make

nse of a constant source of light and allow this to act on the differ-

ent solutions under the same conditions; for this purpose a small

7 cm. quartz-mercury lamp was at our disposal. Yet we ha\e em-

ployed this method but rarely, for instance in continuous dark

weather, because on account of the unequal distribution of the liglit,

at most two little tubes could be placed in front of the lamp in

such a manner that it might be assumed that they existed under

equal conditions.

When it had been ascertained by us that the reduction took place

quite as well in ordinary white glass as in quartz, from which it

appeared that a very large part of the aclinic rays was situated in

the visible spectrum, the experiments intended for comparison were

carried out as follows:

A number of equally wide tubes of the same kind of glass and

having walls of approximately the same thickness were filled with

the same quantity of solution, and all placed at the same distance

in front of a white screen, which was placed close to a large labora-

tory window.

In this manner it was attained that the quantity of light that

fell in the same time on each solution was practically the same,

and perfectly comparable results were thus obtained.

It speaks for itself that even then only the figures of a same

experimental series were mutually comparable. ^).

A photo-reaction is distinguislied from a reaction in the dark by

two points.

It is of a lower and frequently of the order in regard to the

substance which is being activated and the temperature coefficient

is small. ^)

As we found that the active light was situated in the visible

spectrum and that the alcohols do not absorb visible rays, the

ketones are in this reaction the sensitive substances, and so we could

expect that the quantities of pinacone would be independent of the

^) Also comp. 0. Gross Z. phys. Cli. 37, 168 (1901) and E. Goldberg Z phys.

Gh. 41, 1 (1902).

~) The first property is due to the activation occurring in the outer layer; from

the sensitive substance only a limited number of molecules can be raised by the

same quantity of light to the same degree of activity; even at a moderate dilution,

the reaction becomes, on this 'account, independent of the concentration óf the

sensitive substance and therefore of the order. This applies to slowly progress-

ing reactions where the sensitive substance can be rapidly supplied by diffusion

from the dark interior to the fight zone.
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ketone concentration (in regard to the sensitive snbstance a reaction

of the order).

By selectinji,- the alcohol itself as a solvent the change in con-

centration thereof conld be elirninaled. (Table 1).

In order to determine the oi'der of the reaction in regard (o the

alcohol, benzene was chosen as being a general, non-absorbing and

non-redncing solvent. (Table \a) (Chronologically these last experiments

were made after tlie position of the active light in the spectrum

had been ascertained; we, however, state them here becanse thej

enabled ns to give a complete image of the course of the reaction.)

We notice that this reaction is indeed independent of the con-

centration of the ketone, but not independent, however, of the con-

centration of the alcohol. As the rpianfities thereof had been chosen in

snch a manner that they were amply sufHcient even at the slightest

concentration, it follows from the tigiires ol)taine(l that the velocity

of the pinacone formation is pro])ortional to the concentration of

the alcohol. ')

Thns we may represent the reaction by the kinetic equation :

'^"^= KL.[AlcoL\

With a constant light-quantity, t!ie velocity of the pinacone foima-

tion thus becomes proportional to the alcohol concentration ; how
many molecules of the ketone act simultaneously carinot be ascer-

tained in this manner. As, however, pinacone and aldehyde are

formed and as according to the above equation one molecule of

alcohol is attacked simultaneously, the reaction scheme becomes:

C,H,OH + 2(C,HJ,C0 = C\H,0 + (C,HJ,(C0H), •^).

Tn order to learn the temperature coefticient the ordinary tubes

(16 mm. diameter) were enclosed and sealed into a second tube

(24mm. internal diameter); the intervening space was tilled with

conductivity water and now two of these tubes were exposed to

light as described, one of them being kept at 25°— 28° and the

other at 75°— 78°=').

^] Here we have assumed that the change in concentration of the alcohol duiing

eacli of tlie I'our experiments was so slight that it. could be regarded as l)eing

constant; this, of course, is not coirect and we really ought to Jiave taken each

time a portion from larger apparatus. In that case, however, the experiments

would become much more complicated, l)ecause the liglit-quantily did not then

remain constant during the experiment, llencc, we have rested content with the

above niudas optrandi which is sufticiently accurate for our purpose.

~) For a mixture of ketone and benzhydrole we have proved this reaction scheme

yet in another manner (see next communication).

3) Compare R. Luther and F. Weigert, Z. phys, dh. 53, 400 (1905).
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TABLE I.

NO.
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More accurate experiments were not considered necessary as we
did not care for the absoliile value, but only for the order of mag-

nitude of the temperature coefticient.

Adjacent to the jacketed tube was also suspended an ordinary

tube to ascertain whether the presence of the jacket had any influence

on the pinacone formation.

The subjoined table II gives a survey of some series of experiments.

From these results it follows that the method is sufficiently accurate

for our purpose, the ketone reduction is indeed a photo-reaction

with a small temperature coefficient; this still' falls below the mean

stated by PlotiNikow^ ) of 1,17 per 10°.

TABLE II. Time of exposure 2—3 days.

NO. Contents of inner tube
temp,

interval
pinacone

K,
^-flO

AT.

1st Series

1

2

3

2 gr. (C6H5)2 CO in 25 cc. alcohol
\

25°—28°
without jacket

with jacket

75°—78°
4- 50°

0.45 gr.

0.76 „

1.02 „

1.06

2nd Series

1

2

3

without jacket 25°—28°

with jacket „

75°—78°
+ 50°

0.44 gr.

0.70 „

0.96 „

1.065

3rd Series

1

2

3

2 gr.(CiC6H4)2CO in 25cc. alcohol

without jacket

with jacket

25°—28^

75^—78
50-

0.27 gr.

0.35 „

0.55 „

1.095

4th Series

1

2

3

without jacket 25^-28-

with jacket

75'^- 78°
+ 50°

0.24 gr.

0.30 „

0.50 „

1.10

JoH. Plotnikow. Photochemische Versuchstechnik. p. 273 (1912),
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That the temperature coefficient for or^A^^chlorobenzophenone is

really somewhat higher than for benzophenone seems to ns rather

probable, but this can only be ascertained by more delicate measu-

rements ^).

The independence of the concentration and the very small tempe-

rature coefficient now enables us to continue followiiif»- tliis very

sfmple method in the quantitative investigation as to the influence

of the ketone to be reduced as well as of the reducing alcohol.

Influence of the alcohol.

Tlie alcohols, as described above, were carefully dried o\er calcium

and, after distillation, poured at once into the tubes containing two

grams of ketone. These were then sealed and exposed to the light.

These tubes were suspended at such a distance that they could

not interfere with each other.

The subjoined table gives two series of experiments, the first series

was exposed for three and the second one for six days : particularly

during the first days it was sunny spring weather.

What strikes us here in the first place is the agreement in the

action of the alcohols 2—B; the secondary propyl alcohol gets

oxidised somewhat more i-apidly. the amyl cilcohol a little more

slowly. In the latter case a strong yellow coloration sets in.

Very much smaller is the velocity of the pinacone formation in

the case of methyl and allyl alcohol; as no interfering yellow

coloration occurred here and as the conditions were moreo\er quite

equal, this ditferent behaviour must be attributed to the particular

position these alcohols occupy.

Although Ave cannot yet enter here into an explanation of the

process, it is obvious that the reduction of benzophenone will proceed

all the more readily when in the conversion of alcohol ijito aldehyde

(or ketone) more energy is set free.

The absolute extent of this energy is unknown to us, but still

some thermic data point to the existence of a parallelism in the

1) The remarkably greater leduclion velocity in the jacketed as compared with

that in an ordinary tube, must be attributed to the larger quantity of light which,

owing to refraction in the jacket filled with water, falls on the inner tube. In fact

nothing could be noticed of this inner tube when the tube was entirely filled ; it

looked as if the alcoholic solution has the width of the outer tube. In harmony

with this observation, it appears that the ratios of the velocities in the four series

namely 76:45, 70:44, 35:27 and 30:24 do not greatly diverge and are about

equal to the proportions of the sections of the outer and inner tube 24 ; 16.

(Compare Luther and Weigert 1. c. p. 391).
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TABLE III.

,s. ^eriesk- benzophenone in 25 cc. Q-'i'y.f
i
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TABLE IV.

(A)

0) <*:
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TA'BLE V.

No.
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group, because 4-phenjlbenzophenone (14) and the two phenjl-

riapbthylketones (J 5 and 16) are not reduced.

Halogen atoms and metlijl groups do diminish the single substitution,

but (with one exception) do not prevent the same. Para substitution

has the least influence, ortho the greatest; this, howevei' does not

apply to the cidorobenzophenones (3), so that we can hardly speak

of a universal rule.

The symmetry of the molecide seems to accelerate the velocity.

Whereas the 4-methjlbenzophenone has a smaller velocity than

the benzophenone (5), the 4.4'-dimethylbenzophenone has a somewhat

greater one. The fairly considerable decrease in velocity in the

4-chlorobenzophenone (4) is not continued in the 44'-dichlorobenzo-

phenone (9). In connexion with the considerable decrease in the

2-chlorobenzophenone (2) that in the 2.2'.4.4'-tetrachlorobenzophenone

(10) is unexpectedly high.

A remarkable fact is the slight influence of the methyl group on

the meta position (18) in regard to the great one of the chlorine atom (3).

2"^^. Of more importance is the fact that the alcohol, the reducing

agent, is of very secondary significance as regards the ratio of the

reduction velocities; this is shown from the comparison of tables

V and VII. The ratio of the velocities in ethyl and amy! alcohol

is practically the same. We have completed these observations with

a few on methyl and propyl alcohol, selecting methyl alcohol because

the velocities therein are generally much less, whereas o-chloro-

benzophenone with benzophenone were compared as ketones, because

the velocities in ethyl (and amyl) alcohol diffei' strongly.

The subjoined table VIII gives a surv^ey of the results.

TABLE VIII.



First of all it follows from this constant ratio that the ketone is

prominent in the photo-reaction, that this passes into a photo-active

condition. Further, that the diverse ketones are activated in a
perfectly analogous manner in such a way that either a nnmber of

molecules (the same for all ketones) become photo-active, which molecnles
then react with the alcohol with a velocity specitic for the ketone;

or, a number of molecules specitic for each ketone becomes
activated which, with a definite velocity which is independent of

the ketone, dehydrogenises the alcohol.

A choice from these alternatives can only be made by a further

study of the photo-reaction.

The active lu/ht of the ketone reduction.

The first attempt to ascertain the position of the active light in

the spectrum has been made by Ciamician and Silbek ^). They in-

vestigated, for instance, the reduction of benzophenone and alcohol,

employing two photo-filters.

As a red photo-filter was used a cold saturated solntion of flno-

rescein in alcohol (thickness of layer 15 mm.) which extino-uishes

all light to 0.510,u; by adding gentian-violet the absorption could

be raised to 0.620 fi.

As a blue filter served a i07„ solution of cobalt chloride in alcohol

which transmits rays of a wavelength less than 0,480 ft; a green
band at ±0,560 ft and a red one at ±770fi remain, however,
unextinguished. They arrive at the result that all the reactions with

which they were engaged, took place under the infiuence of blue

light. We have used a larger number of photo-filters and carried

out the research in jacketed tubes; the inner tubes were those which
were used by us in the other experiments; the intervening space

was '15 mm. Above the liquid in the jacket the outer tubes were
covered with black lacquer, so that none but filtered light could

penetrate into the inner tube.

As photo-filters were selected

:

I. lied : aqueous solution of chrysoidin ').

II. Green : ,, ,, ,, potassium dichromate
-f- acid green

B. extra.')

Blue and violet.

III. i07„ alcoholic solution of CoCl,.

IV. Cold saturated aqueous solution of crystal violet 5 B. 0. ').

V. ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, acid violet 4 B. N. ').

VI. Solution of iodine in CCl^.

^) B. 35, 3598 (1902)

2} Colouring matters from the "Geselischafl f. chem. Ind. Basel".
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in agreement with that found by Ciamician and Silber for the red

fluorescein filter we found that the filters I and II which only

transmit red (690— 598 /ii/i) or red and green (^500 ,uf/) absorbed

all actinic rajs.

Also V, which besides red ivajs of about 700 (iii still transmitted

blue and violet ^ 433 uft, completely prevented the rednction in the

inner tube. On the other hand an important reduction took place with

the filters III, IV, and VI which ti-ansmifted i-avs to the extreme, visible

violet ± 400/<;7.

The series of experiments were conducted in this way that a set

of four jacketed tubes with photo-filters were exposed to sun-light

for some days in front of the white screen: the results are contained

in the subjoined table.

TABLE IX.



Now with this method we can only get a very rougli delenninatioii

of the position of the active region, still it appears that the active

ravs are presumably situated in the violet and have a wavelen<>th

smallei' than ±430;tj[<. In order to sec whether in the beginning

of the ultraviolet active rays were still present, a small jacketed

tube was constructed from quartz, the alcoholic benzophenone solution

was put into the inner tube and in the jacket a cold saturated

solution of nitrosodimethylaniline ^) which absorbs all visible violet

and blue rays and transmits ultra-violet ones of 400—'iSOfiji.

Neither in sun-light, nor in front of the quartz lamp did any

reduction set in
; from this we could conclude that the active rays

were not situated in the ultra violet, but in the visible spectrum

<430 and > 400 fifi.

A fortunate incident now came to our aid when we were engaged

in determining the correct position of the active light.

We had noticed that the ketones were converted with compara-

tively great rapidity into pinacones by means of the Heraus quartz-

mercury lamp.

The mercury spectrum must thus contain a great quantity of the

chemically active rays. This spectrum exhibits a very intensive blue

Jine at 436—434 fxfi and two violet ones at 407,8 fift and 404.7 pf*')*

Photo-tilter V completely removes the violet lines and leaves the

blue ones unchanged ; as this tilter in sunlight as well as in front

of the quartz lamp prevents all conversion of benzophenone as well

as of o-chlorobenzophenone, and as we have noticed that the ultra-

violet light of the lamp is inactive we may conclude that the active

light for the photochemical reduction of the aromatic ketones is

situated in the extreme end of the visible violet.

The fact that the nature of the source of light has no principal

influence on the reduction process is shown from the subjoined table^

in which are given the ratios of the quantities of pinacone that are

formed from diverse ketones when exposed either to sun-light or

mercury-light.

The exposure to mercury-light was carried out by placing a solution

of 0.5 gram of ketone in 15 cc of ethyl alcohol at a distance of

5 cm from and parallel to the quartz lamp and exposing these for

10 hours ; hence, the quantity of light was approximately the same

for all ketones.

I'he close agreement of these ratios also renders it probable that

1) Compare Plotnikow etc. p. 19.

2) Lehmann, Phys. Zeitschr. 11, 1039 (1910).

57

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amslcidam. Vol. XVII.
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TABLE X.

No.



.%5

B. As soon, however, us ravs for the one ketone are also eon-

snmed by the otlier one. the quantity of pinacone will be less than

the sum in qnestion and, moreover, the proportions of concentrations

will no longer be a matter of indifference.

For in the layer where the photo-reaction takes place each molecule

of the one ketone requii-es a i)art of the li*ilit-enei-g\v also wanted l\y

the second ketone, so that the liindrance experienced by the latter

will become greater when its relative concentration gets less.

C. The extreme case would be that both ketones i-equire just

the same rays; we should then obtain a quantity of each of the

ketones which in equimolecular concentration is equal to half the

quantity that forms in the tube with the separate ketone (always

supposing that no other ol)stacles occur).

The phenomena recorded by us are now best understood from

the su|)position B: a ketone does require specitic rays from its

neighbour. Some of the observations ap|n-oach to A. others to C,

some even exceed this extreme case, showing that the action is

more complicated than was at first supposed, as will appear from

the subjoined tabulated survey.

TABLE XI.

Series
No.
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We notice that when one of llie ketones does not get reduced it

exerts a very powerful retarding action on the reduction of the

other ketone.

This action, particularly with phenyl-«-naphtylketone is much

more important than we should expect even in the extreme case C;

besides the elimination of the chemically active rays, the molecules

of the naphtylketone must cause an impediment, which may, perhaps

be put on a par with the obstruction caused by oxygen in the

photo-halogenations.

TABLE XII.

N=.



RO'

in ItU'ge excess (^i'^^ series N'\ 3) and tlial in siicli a case that [)resent

in tlie smallest anionnt is the most strongly impeded. Much more

pronounced is the iiindi-ancc observed with mixtures of l^enzoplienone

and p. CI- or p. Br-t)cn/>ophenone ; the sum of the pinacones remains

here far below the calcidated quantity. The halogen ketone has as

a rule a stronger impeding action than benzophenone. for even in

smallei' quantities than the molecular ones fN". 2 of the three series)

the halogen pinacone in the mixture is predominant. Only with a

considerable excess of benzophenone the halogen pinacone is repelled

and mostly so in the cases where the greatest hindrance is present

(compare N". 3 of the three series).

We thus find in rough traits what we could expect; there occur,

however, particularly when one of the ketones is not reduced

separately, such great hindrances that they cannot be satisfactorily

TABLE XIII.
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explained in the above cited mannei\ There seems to l»e a connexion

here between the extent of the impediment and the non-appearance

of the photo-reduction.

Now, in order to eliminate the hindrance wliich might eventually

take place owing to the mixing, the oft-qnoted jacketed tubes were

filled in such a manner that in the inner tube was aUvays inserted

a definite ketone and in the jacket diverse other ketones.

The light then first traversed a ± 2 mm. thick layer of a ketone

then to exert its action on the benzophenone ; in this way we could

form a better opinion as to the absorption of rays of light by the

one ketone (in the jacket) which were needed for the other ketone

(in the inner tube).

There exists no doubt that all ketones absoi'b actinic rays intended

for the benzophenone; the degree of this absorption is certainly

very different and specific.

The ketones which were attacked in the jacket were, during the

experiment, reduced in concentration, so that the conditions for the

reducing of the benzophenoiie in the inner tube gradually became

more favourable; this causes, however, that we can only consider

as fairly comparable the expei-iments where no reduction lakes place

in the jacket. Hence, a few ketones have been placed in the jacket

in benzene solution whilst in the inner tube was again present a

solution of 2 grams of benzophenone iu 20 cc. of absolute alcohol;

the following result was thus obtained

:

TABLE XV.
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a light-screen, thus cansiiig I lie absorption effect to be greater than

when the ketone had been present in alcoholic solution.

In each case a ciicnnistance occnis owing to which the phenomenon

becomes more complicated, so that from these last experiments we
maj at most draw the conclusion that rays of light are indeed always

absorbed by the one ketone, which the other required for the oxidation

of alcohols.

The most powerful absorbing ketones appear mostly — but not

always — to oxidise the alcohol slowly or not at all, so that w^e

gain the impression that a liberal absorption does take place, but

that the possibility of the setting in of a reaction and its velocity

does not only depend on the alcohol, but in a great measure on

the ketone.

It speaks for it'^elf that the exjjeriments on this almost quite

nnexploi"ed region can only bear a veiy provisional character; still

we believe we have attained, with very simple means and methods,

some i-esults which will prove of importance for the insight into

the photochemical reactions.

For the moment, howe\ er, we wish to refrain from an attempt to

explain the phenomena observed until more accurate spectrophoto-

metric data are at our disposal.

SUMMARY.

I From aromatic ketones and alcohol are formed, in the light,

exclusively pinacones ; these latter are, therefore, the products

to be first isolated in the i-eduction. Hydrols are, in the reduct-

ion of the aromatic ketones, always formed secondaiily (see

Proc. XVI 9i and 962) either from the pinacones or from

the primarily formed half pinacone molecules.

II 1. The photo-reduction of the ketone by alcohols was studied

by exposing simultaneously to the light a set of tubes of

equal dimensions and filled w-ith equal quantities of liquid,

thus cansing the light-quantity (i . t) for each object of a

serial experiment to be equal.

2. The velocity of the pinacone formation appeared to be inde-

pendent of the concentration of the benzophenone and propor-

tional to the concentration of the alcohol. Hence, it satisfied

the equation :

d pinacone r^, r i -i i i /•=: IvL. alcohol and, therefore, the reaction scheme:
dt

^ ^

2 ketone -|- alcohol := pinacone -\- aldehyde.
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3. The temperafnre coefficient was small: 1.06— 1.11 for 10°.

4. The velocity of the pinacone formation is greatly dependent on

the alcohol; for instance, tiie methyl alcohol and the ally]

alcohol were oxidised much more slowly than other primary

and secondary alcohols.

5. The velocity of the pinacone formation is greatly dependent

on the ketone, Ihe benzophenone is attacked rapidly, most of

the ketones as yet examined less rapidly, many not at all.

6. The ratio of these velocities in different alcohols is constant.

7. The active light of ihe ketone reduction is sure to be situated

in the specti'iun between 400 and 430 mi and very probably

in, or adjacent to, the rays 404.7 and 407.8 of the mercury

quartz lamp.

8. The ratio of the velocities of the pinacone formation in sun-

light and in mercnry light is the same.

9. When two ketones are present simultaneously one of them

absorbs a part of the i*ays recpiired by the other ketone; this

also appears when the light passes through a solution of the

one ketone and falls on that of the other.

Particularly in the case of the powerfully absorbing ketones

the hindrances are stronger than was to be expected.

Delft, October 1914.

Physics. — ''Simplified deduction of the formula from the theory

of comhinatioiu ivhich Planck uses as the basis of his radiation-

theory."" By Prof. P. Ehrenfest and Prof. H. Kameriingh Onnes.

(Communicated in the meeting of Oct. 31, 1914).

We refer to the expression

V' {N-l-\-P)f

p Ff{N-iy ^ ^

which gives the number of ways in which X monochromatic reso-

nators R^, R,^, . . . Ry may be distributed over the various degrees

of energy, determined by the series of mnltipies 0, f, 2e . . . of the

unit energy e, when the resonators together must each time contain

the given multiple Fe. Two methods of distribution will be called

identical, and only then, when the first resonator in the one distri-

bution is at the same grade of energy as the same resonator in the

second and similarly the second, third, .... and the Xth resonator

are each at the same energy-grades in the two distributions.

Taking a special example, we shall introduce a symbol for the

distribution. Let ^Y=4, andP= 7. One of the possible distributions
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is the followino-: resonator /?, lias reached the energv-grafle 4f (7?j

contains the energy 4f), R.^ the grade 2?, R^ the grade Op (contains

no energy), R^ the grade e. Our s^niibol will, read from left to right,

indicate the energy of R.^, R.^, R^. /?, in the distribution chosen, and

pai'ticnlarly express, that (he total energy is 7f. For this case the

symbol will be:

or also more simply :

f f f f 0"00^I
With general values of .V and P the symbol will contain /^ times

the sign g and (^V— 1) times the sign O ^). The question now is,

how many dijjerent symbols for the distribution may be formed in

the manner indicated above from the given number of e and O?
The answer is

(iV-l + P)/^—^ (1)

Proof: first considering the {X— 1
-f- ^) elements e . . . f , O... O

as so many distinguishable entities, they may be arranged in

(.V - 1 + 7^) / (2)

different manners between the ends T[]T- Next note, that each time

(A' ^)!P! (3)

of the combinations thus obtained give the same symbol for the

distribution (and give the same energy-grade to each resonator), viz.

all those combinations which are formed from each other by the

permutation of the P elements 8 ^) or the {N— 1) elements 0. The

number of the dijf'erent symbols for the distribution and that of the

^) We were led to tlie introduction of the (N — \) parlilioiis between the N
resonators, in trying to find an exph\nalion of the form {N — 1)/ in the denomi-

nator of {A) (compare note 1 on page 872). Planck proves, that the number of

distributions must be equal to the number of al! 'combinations with repetitions

of N elements of class P" and f.-r the proof, Ibat this number is given by the

expression (.4), he refers to the train of reasoniug followed in treatises on com-

binations for this parlicular case. In these treatises the expression {A) is ari ived

at by the aid of the device of "transition from n to n -\- 1", and this method taken

as a whole does not give an insight into the origin of the final expression.

2) See appendix.
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distributions themselves required is tlms obtained bv dividing- (2) by

(3) q. e. d.^).

APPENDIX.
Tke contrast between PiiANCK'.s' lujpotlie.^'is of the ener(/>/-(/f(((/es (ind

EiNSTEiis'.v Jijipothexis of ener()i/-fjuanta.

The permutation of the elements e is a purely lormal tlevice, ju.st as the per-

mutation of the elements is. More than once the analogous, equally formal device

used by Planck, viz. distribution of P energ-y-elemenls over N resonators, has by

a misunderstanding been given a physical interpretation, wliich is absolutely in

conflict with Planck's r'adialion-formula and would lead to Wien's radiation formula.

As a matter of fact Planck's energy-elements were in that case almost entirely

identified with Elnstein's light-quanta and accordingly it was said, thai the difference

between Planck and Einstkin consists herein that the latter assumes the existence

of mutually independent energy-quanta also in empty space, the former only in

the interior of matter, in the resonators. The confusion which underlies this view

has been more than once pointed out -). Einstein really considers P similar quanta,

existing independently of each other. He discusses for instance the case, that they

distribute themselves irreversibly from a space of N^ cm'^ over a larger space of

Nz cmS and he finds using Boltzman's entropy-formula: S = klog W, that this

produces a gain of entropy 3)

;

S — S^=klogi-~-\ (a)

1) It may be added, that the problem of the distribution of N resonators over

the energy grades corresponds to the following: On a rod, whose length is a mul-

tiple Pd of a given length ••, notches have been cut at distances s, 2t, etc. from

one of the ends. At each of the notches, and only there, the rod may be broken,

the separate pieces may subsequently be joined together in arbitrary numbers and

in arbitrary order, the rods thus obtained not being distinguishable from each other

otherwise than by a possible difference in length. The question is, in how many
different manners (comp. Appendix) the rod may be divided and the pieces distri--

buted over a given number of boxes, to be distinguished horn each other as the

1st 2i\d, .... A^th, when no box may contain more than on*; rod. If the boxes,

which may be thought of as rectangular, are placed side by side in one line, they

form together as it were an oblong drawer with {N— 1) partitions, formed of two

walls each, (comp. the above symbol in its first form, from which the second

form was derived by abstracting from the fact, that each multiple of t forms one

whole each time), and these double partitions may be imagined to be mutually

exchanged, the boxes themselves remaining where they are. The possibility of this

exchange is indicated by the form of the symbol chosen.

As a further example corresponding to the symbol we may take a thread on

which between P beads of the same kind, (A^— 1) beads of a different kind are

strung, which divide the beads of the first kind in a 1st, ^nd . . . iVth group.

2j P. Ehrenfest, Ann. d. Phys. 36, 91, 1911, G. Krutkow, Physik. Zschr. 15,

133, 363, 1914.

») A. Einstein, Ann. d. Phys. 17, 13^, 1905,
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1. e. the same increase as in the analogous irreversible distribution of P similar,

indopendent gas-molecules, for the number of ways in which P quanta may be

dislrihuted fust oven' iVj, llien over iV., cells in space, are to each other in the ratio

iV>
:
A^.^ 0^)

II' with Pr-ANCK the object were to distribute P mutually independent elements

£ over N resonators, in passing from N^ to N.;, resonators the number of possible

distributions would in this case also increase in the ratio ( ) and correspondingly

the entropy accord.ng to equ .tion (a). We know, however, that Planck obtains

the totally dilYerent formula

(.V,-l+P)/ (iV,-l+P)/

(N^-l)! P! ' {N^-iy P!
•••••• u)

(which only coincides approximately with (/?) for very large values of P) and a

corresponding law of dependence of the entropy on N. This can be simply

explained as follows : Planck does not deal with really mutually free quanta t
,

the resolution of the multiples of e into separate elements f, which is essential in

his method, and the introduction of these separate elements have to be taken

"cum grauo salis" ; it is simply a formal device entirely analogous to our permut-

ation of the elements r or 0. The real object which is counted remains the number

of all the different distributions of N resonators over the energy-grades 0, e, 2 , ...

with a given total energy P.. If for instance P = 3, and N—2, Einstein has to

distinguish 2' = 8 ways in which the three (similar) light-quanta A, B, C can be

distributed over the space-cells 1, 2.
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